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The hst IS divided mto five sechons The largest sechon mcludes penodical htles, many annual pubh-
cahons, conhnumg senes and government documents m the hbrary's collechon, as well as penodical htles 
held m several deparhnental hbranes 
The second sechon hsts Agncultural Expenment Stahon senes pubhshed by SDSU and other Expen-
ment stahons throughout the Uruted States All of these pubhcahons are shelved on the lower level 
The third sechon mcludes Engmeenng Expenment Stahon senes pubhshed at SDSU and other Engi-
neenng Expenment Stahons These are also shelved on the lower level 
The fourth sechon hsts State Cooperahve Extension pubhcahons that are collected and retamed by the 
hbrary Currently, the hbrary retams Cooperahve Extension senes from twenty-six states and South Dakota 
They are all shelved on the lower level 
The last sechon of the hst mcludes all of the newspapers that they hbrary receives and retams Both paper 
and microfilm format are hsted, as well as any newspaper mdexes the hbrary may have 
All sechons include htles currently received and those htles that have been dISconhnued but are shll 
retamed m the collechon Each sechon IS m alphabehcal order Word-by-word alphabehzmg IS used for each 
entry Titles whose rmhal elements are capital letters are wntten as rmhals and they file at the begmrung of 
each letter m the alphabehc sequence For example CA LI C O Journal files at the begmrung of the C's, not 
between Calcutta Review and Califonua Fish and Game Note also that a mark of punctuahon IS considered to 
be a letter Therefore, an entry such as South Dakota State Uruversity Uruversity Bullehn will file before 
South Dakota Ammal DISease Research 
Sena! ntles are hsted m two ways A htle may be hsted under the name of its sponsonng orgaruzahon-
al For example, Journal of the American Medical Assocratron IS hsted as Amencan Medical Associahon 
Journal A htle may also be hsted under its actual htle, e g Journal of the American Society for Infonnation 
Science It IS WISe to check both the htle and the sponsonng orgaruzahon m the Serials List Often as cross-
reference from one entry to the other IS provided to aid you m locahng the entry needed 
Sample Entry 
650 5 JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 
J81 Vl-33(MC)34(P)+ 1928+ 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP APRIL 1991 + 
• The hbrary has tlus Journal from volume 1(1928) and continues to receive it 
• Volumes 1 to 33 are on rmcrocard (MC) 
• Volumes 34 to the present ( +) are m paper format (P) 
• Apnl 1991 to the present ( +) are also available via the WWW on SEARCHBANK 
• The call number for the copy housed m the library lS 650 5 J81 This Journal has a Dewey Decrmal call 
number and m shelved on the Mam and Lower Levels 
Locating Serials 
The call number, whlch 1S m the left column of each entry lS the key to locating the senal you want 
within the library If the call number begins with a number, e g, 612 05 In85, then it lS a Dewey Decrmal 
call number and will be located on the Mam Level (current 1Ssues) and Lower Level (back years) 
If the call number begins with a letter, but contains both letter and numbers e g TG315 I55B then it 
lS a Library of Congress call number and will be located on the Upper Level 
The call number may also begin with a word or an abbreviahon of a word, e g , DOC A 1 36 If it does 
























Shelved m Abstracts area (main level) 
Shelved m Archlves (upper level) 
Shelved against west wall on the lower level 
Shelved m the Government Documents Department (lower level) 
Available on the library's home page www sdstate edu/1.ibrary 
Located m Instruchonal Technology Center PC 101 
Shelved m Index Table Area (main level) 
Available on the hbrary s home page www sdstate edu/1.ibrary 
Mlcrocard (lower level) 
Mlcroftche (lower level) 
Mlcroftlm (lower level) 
Mlcroftlm-Amencan Periodicals Senes (lower level) 
Mlcroftlm-Enghsh Literary Penochcals (lower level) 
Paper format 
Available on the library s home page www sdstate edu/1.ibrary 
Shelved m Reference Collechon (main level) 
Available on the hbrary's home page www sdstate edu/1.ibrary 
Call number available by consulting the onhne catalog 
Ask at Circulahon Desk for ass1Stance 
Volumes not contain all 1Ssues 
Title 1S no longer pubhshed 
Library cancelled subscnphon 
Library continues to receive subscnphon 





































A A AS SCIENCE BOOKS 
SEE--SCIENCE BOOKS AND FILMS 
A AO H N JOURNAL (CONTINUES OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING) 
V 34+ 1986+ 
A AR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REGISTER 
ONE VEAR FILE 
A ARP BULLETIN 
ONE VEAR FILE 
A ASH TO QUARTERLY (AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY AND 
TRANSPORTATION OFFICIALS) 
V 23+ 1944+ 
AB A BANKING JOURNAL (CONTINUES BANKING) 
V 71+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
AB PR AMERICAN BOOK PUBLISHING RECORD 
SEE--AMERICAN BOOK PUBLISHING RECORD 
1979+ 
1989+ 
ACCRA COST OF LIVING INDEX (CONTINUES COST OF LIVING INDEX) 
V (25)+ 1992+ 
ACE N NEWS (ASSEMBLY OF CAPTIVE EUROPEAN NATIONS) 
NO 1-5,7-153// 1955-1971// 
AC HA JOURNAL (AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATORS) (CONTINUES HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION) (CONTINUED 
BV HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION) 
V 29, NO 1-4// 1984// 
AC I MATERIALS JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART, AMERICAN CONCRETE 
INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS) 
V 84+ 1987+ 
AC I STRUCTURAL JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART, AMERICAN CONCRETE 
INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS) 
V 84+ 1987+ 
AC LS NEWS LETTER (AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES) (CONTINUED BV NEWSLETTER CACLS)) 
V Cl-2)3-37// 1949-1986// 
ACM COMPUTING SURVEYS 
V 6+ 
ACM GUIDE TO COMPUTING LITERATURE 
1974+ 
1977+ 
ACM LETTERS ON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND SYSTEMS (ABSORBED BV 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND SYSTEMS) 
V 1-2// 1992-1992// 
ACM SIGDOC ASTERISK (CONTINUES SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION 
NEWSLETTER> (CONTINUED BV ASTERISK) 
V 7-14// 1981-1990// 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
V (6)+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAV 1997+ 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-HUMAN INTERACTION 
V l+ 1994+ 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON DATABASE SYSTEMS 
V l+ 1976+ 










ACM TRANSACTIONS ON DESIGN AUTOMATION OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
V l+ 1996+ 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON GRAPHICS 
v l+ 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
V (6)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ACM TRANSACTIONS ON MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE 
v l+ 






003 305 ACM TRANSACTIONS ON MODELING AND COMPUTER SIMULATION 
M72 V l+ 1991+ 
001 64205 ACM TRANSACTIONS ON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND SYSTEMS (ABSORBED 
AS7 ACM LETTERS ON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND SYSTEMS, 1992) 
V l+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
005 105 ACM TRANSACTIONS ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND METHODOLOGY 









AC P JOURNAL CLUB 
V 123+ 1995+ 
AC R L NEWS (CONTINUED BV COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES NEWS) 
CBOUND WITH VOLUME 27 OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES) 
NO 1-9// 1966// 
ACS M -ASP RS ANNUAL CONVENTION AND EXPOSITION TECHNICAL 
PAPERS (CONTINUES ACS M -ASP RS ANNUAL CONVENTION TECHNICAL 
PAPERS) 
1995+ 
ACS M -ASP RS ANNUAL CONVENTION TECHNICAL PAPERS (CONTINUED BV ACS M -ASP RS ANNUAL CONVENTION AND EXPOSITION 
TECHNICAL PAPERS) 
AD A FORECAST 
SEE--DIABETES FORECAST 
1986-1994// 
DOC AD AM HA NEWS 













AD AS QUARTERLY REVIEW 
SEE--GREAT BRITAIN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND ADVISORY SERVICE 
SEE--A DAS QUARTERLY REVIEW 
A E CONCEPTS IN WOOD DESIGN 
NO 1-41// 
A EDS JOURNAL 
1975-1982// 
SEE--ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS A EDS JOURNAL 
AF F, AMERICAN FABRICS AND FASHION 
NO 1,5,8-134// 1946-1986// 
INDEX V 1-42 
AFR C INSTITUTE FOR GRASSLAND AND ANIMAL PRODUCTION REPORT (CONTINUES ANIMAL AND GRASSLAND RESEARCH STATION REPORT) 
1987-1988 
AFR C INSTITUTE FOR HORTICULTURAL RESEARCH ANNUAL ~EPORT (CONTINUES BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF VEGETABLE RESEARCH 
REPORT) (CONTINUED BV HORTICULTURE RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL CGREAT 
BRITIAN) ANNUAL REPORT> 
1987-1989// 
AH EA ACTION (AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION> 
TWO VEAR FILE 





AH S GARDENERS FORUM (CONTINUED BY GARDENERS FORUM) 
V (1)2// 1957-1959// 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1996+ 
A I A A JOURNAL (FORMED BY UNION OF AR S JOURNAL AND JOURNAL OF 
THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES) 
V l-14CP)l5-21CMF)22CP)+ 1963+ 
A I BS BULLETIN 
SEE--BIO-SCIENCE 
A IC HE JOURNAL (AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS) 
V 14-22,41+ 1968-1976,1995+ 
SEARCHBANK A IDS ALERT 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
DOC A IDS BIBLIOGRAPHY 





A IDS HEALTH PROMOTION EXCHANGE (CONTINUED BY A IDS/STD 
HEALTH PROMOTION EXCHANGE) 
1989-1994// 
362 196972 A IDS PATIENT CARE (CONTINUED BY A IDS PATIENT CARE AND 
AC75 STDS) 
V 9// 1995// 
362 196972 A IDS PATIENT CARE AND STDS (CONTINUES A IDS PATIENT CARE) 
AC752 V 10+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK A IDS WEEKLY (CONTINUED BY A IDS WEEKLY PLUS) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-NOV 1995// 





















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER NOV 1995+ 
A IDS/STD HEALTH PROMOTION EXCHANGE (CONTINUES A IDS 
HEALTH PROMOTION EXCHANGE> 
NO l+ 1995+ 
A J N (CONTINUES AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING> 
COPY 1, V 83CP)+ 1983CP)+ 
COPY 2, V 83CMCHE)+ 1983CMCHE)+ 
AL A BULLETIN (AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION) (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN LIBRARIES) 
V (1)2-63// 1907-1969// 
AL A YEARBOOK OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES (CONTINUES 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION THE AL A YEARBOOK) 
V 9+ 1984+ (LATEST EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
AL CT S NEWSLETTER CASSOCIATION FOR LIBRARY COLLECTIONS & 
TECHNICAL SERVICES, AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION) 
ONE VEAR FILE 
ALL POINTS BULLETIN CADULT LEARNING AND LITERACY) 
V 2+ 1990+ 
AM A AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN (1911-1950)) (CONTINUED BYAM A 
JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN> 
V 80-90// 1950-1955// 
AM A JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN (CONTINUES AM A AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF 
DISEASES OF CHILDREN (1960- )) 
V 91-99// 1956-1960// 
AM HCA JOURNAL (AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING> 











ANN A JOURNAL 
1990+ 
SEE--ANNA JOURNAL (AMERICAN NEPHROLOGV NURSES ASSOCIATION) 
ANS ADVANCES IN NURSING SCIENCE 
V l-2CMF)3CPH 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
AO RN JOURNAL 
V 29+ 





530 5 AP S NEWS 
AM375 ONE VEAR FILE 
629 13338 AR S JOURNAL (MERGED WITH JOURNAL OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES TO 


































V 29-32// 1959-1962// 
AS AND U 
SEE--AMERICAN SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY 
AS BSD BULLETIN (ASSOCIATED SCHOOL BOARDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA) 
V ll-14(15)16-22(23-25)26(27-28)+ 1958+ 
ASE E PRISM (CONTINUES ENGINEERING EDUCATION) 
V l+ 1991+ 
AS FA AQUACULTURE ABSTRACTS (REPLACED BV BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
DATABASE) 
V 1-13 1984-1996 
AS FA MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES BIOTECHNOLOGY 
RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) (REPLACED BV BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE) 
V 5-8 1993-1996 
ASHE ERIC HIGHER EDUCATION RESEARCH REPORT (WASHINGTON, DC) 
NO 9+ 1984+ 
ASH RAE JOURNAL V (1-8)9+ 




ASP RS -ACS M FALL CONVENTION ACS M TECHNICAL PAPERS 
CTITLE VARIES) 
1986+ 
AST M BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV MATERIALS RESEARCH AND STANDARDS) 
NO 54,56-59,72,74-75,77-80,85-98,100- 1932-1933,1935-1960// 
109,114-181,183-250// 
AST M STANDARDIZATION NEWS (CONTINUES MATERIALS RESEARCH AND 
STANDARDS) 
V 1-12// 1973-1984// 
AT & T BELL LABORATORIES TECHNICAL JOURNAL (CONTINUES BELL 
SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL PARTS 1-3) (CONTINUED BV AT & T 
TECHNICAL JOURNAL) 
V 63// 1984// 
AT & T TECHNICAL JOURNAL (CONTINUES AT & T BELL LABORATORIES 
TECHNICAL JOURNAL) 
V 64-66 1985-1987 
AT QUARTERLY 
v Cl)+ 
AV GUIDE, THE LEARNING MEDIA MAGAZINE 
V 48+ 





SEARCHBANK AV C PRESENTATION FOR THE VISUAL COMMUNICATION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991-JULY 1993// 
610 7305 AW HONN LIFELINES 






































SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ABBEY NEWSLETTER (CURRENT ISSUES IN BINDERY) 
V (15)+ 





ABSTRACTS OF BACTERIOLOGY (MERGED WITH BOTANICAL ABSTRACTS TO FORM 
BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS) 
V 1,3-9// 1917-1926// 
ABSTRACTS OF ENGLISH STUDIES 
V 1-34// 
ABSTRACTS OF FOLKLORE STUDIES 
V 4-13// 





ABSTRACTS ON TROPICAL AGRICULTURE (CONTINUED BY AGRICULTURE AND 
ENVIRONMENT FOR DEVELOPING REGIONS) 
V 120// 1975-1995// 
ACADEME (CONTINUES A AU P BULLETIN) 
V 65+ 1979+ 
ACADEMIC AND LIBRARY COMPUTING (CONTINUES LIBRARY WORKSTATION 
REPORT) (SHELVED IN REFERENCE OFFICE) 
V (8)-9 1991-1992 
ACADEMIC MEDICINE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION) 
V 64-65 1989-1990 
ACADEMIC THERAPY (CONTINUED BY INTERVENTION IN SCHOOL AND CLINIC) 
V (1)2-8(9)10-25// 1965-1990// 
ACADEMICIAN, CONTAINING THE ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC SCIENCE, AND THE 
OUTLINES OF PHILOSOPHIC EDUCATION, PREDICATED ON THE ANALYSIS OF 
THE HUMAN MIND AND EXHIBITING THE IMPROVED METHODS OF INSTRUCTION 
V lCMF)// 1818-1820// 
ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 
SEANCES (CONTINUED BY ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS 
SERIES A ET B, AND COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES C AND D) 
V 1-246CMF)247-261CP)// 1835-1965// 
ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 
SEANCES SERIE A SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADIARES DES 
SEANCES SERIES A ET B) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADIARES 
DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES A, SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES 
AND B, SCIENCES PHYSIQUES) 
V 278-279// 1974// 
ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 
SEANCES SERIE B SCIENCES PHYSIQUES (CONTINUES IN PART, ACADEMIE 
DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HERDOMADIARES DES SEANCES 
SERIES A ET B) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADIARES DES 
SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES A, SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES AND 
B, SCIENCES PHYSIQUES) 






ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 
SEANCES SERIES A ET B, SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES (CONTINUES ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS 
HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES) (CONTINUED BY ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, 
PARIS COMPTES RENDUS SERIE A AND ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, 
PARIS COMPTES RENDUS SERIE B) 
V 262-277// 1966-1973// 
ACADEMY AND LITERATURE 
V 1-90CMF)// 1869-1916// 
SEARCHBANK ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1993+ 
658 05 
AC12 
ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
V 1-19 
INDEX V 6-9CWITH V 9) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT REVIEW 




QHl ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA PROCEEDINGS 




















ACCENT ON LIVING 
V 21+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ACCENT ON LIVING BUYER'S GUIDE 



























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
ACCOUNTING REVIEW 
V 38+ 
ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH 
V 1+ 
ACIER STAHL STEEL 
V 25-41 
ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA JOURNAL 
V 18+ 






ACROSS THE BOARD (CONTINUES CONFERENCE BOARD RECORD) 
V (13)+ 1976+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1991+ 
ACROSS THE TABLE 
V 3+ 
ACTA AGRICULTURAE SCANDINAVICA 
V 1-32 











574 19205 ACTA BIOCHIMICA POLONICA 
AC81 V 5-19 1958-1972 
580 5 ACTA BOTANICA NEERLANDICA 






































ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA (CONTINUED BV ACTA CHEMICA 
SCANDINAVICA SERIES A AND SERIES B) 
V 1-27// 1947-1973// 
ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA (CONTINUES ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA, 
SERIES A AND ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA, SERIES B) 
V 43+ 1989+ 
ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA SERIES A, PHVSICAL AND INORGANIC 
CHEMISTRV (CONTINUED BV ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA) 
V 28-42// 1974-1988// 
ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA SERIES B, ORGANIC CHEMISTRV AND 
BIOCHEMISTRV) (CONTINUED BV ACTA CHEMICA SCANDINAVICA) 
V 28-42// 1974-1988// 
ACTA CRVSTALLOGRAPHICA SECTION B, STRUCTURAL CRVSTALLOGRAPHV AND 
CRVSTAL CHEMISTRV (CONTINUED BV ACTA CRVSTALLOGRAPHICA SECTION B, 
STRUCTURAL SCIENCE) 
V 30-38// 1974-1982// 
INDEX 1973-1982 
ACTA CRVSTALLOGRAPHICA SECTION B, STRUCTURAL SCIENCE (CONTINUES 
ACTA CRVSTALLOGRAPHICA SECTION B, STRUCTURAL CRVSTALLOGRAPHV AND 
CRVSTAL CHEMISTRV) 
V 39-48 1983-1992 
ACTA CRVSTALLOGRAPHICA SECTION C, CRVSTAL STRUCTURE COMMUNICATIONS 
V 39-48 1983-1992 
ACTA ENDOCRINOLOGICA (CONTINUED BV EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF 
ENDOCRINOLOGV) 
V 33-129// 1960-1993// 
ACTA ENDOCRINOLOGICA SUPPLEMENTUM (CONTINUED BV EUROPEAN JOURNAL 
OF ENDOCRINOLOGV) 
V 47-129// 1959-1993// 










ACTA MEDICA SCANDINAVICA (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF INTERNAL 
MEDICINE) 
V 219-224// 1986-1988// 
ACTA MEDICA SCANDINAVICA SUPPLEMENTUM (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF 
INTERNAL MEDICINE SUPPLEMENT) 
NO 704-730// 1985-1988// 
ACTA METALLURGICA 
V 1-(34) 1953-1986 
ACTA MICRDBIOLOGICA POLONICA (FORMED BV MERGER OF ACTA 
MICROBIOLIGICA POLDNICA SERIES A AND ACTA MICRDBIOLDGICA 
PDLONICA SERIES B > 
V 25-32 1976-1983 
ACTA MICROBIOLOGICA POLONICA SERIES A, MICROBIOLOGIA GENERALIS (MERGED WITH SERIES B TO FORM ACTA MICROBIOLOGICA POLDNICA) 
V 2-7// 1970-1975// 
ACTA MICROBIOLOGICA POLONICA SERIES B, MICROBIOLOGIA APPLICATA (MERGED WITH SERIES A TO FORM ACTA MICROBIOLDGICA PDLONICA) 














ACTA PAEDIATRICA SCANDINAVICA 
V 75-79 
ACTA PAEDIATRICA SCANDINAVICA SUPPLEMENT 
NO 319-366 
ACTA PHARMACEUTICA SUECICA 
V 1-13 
ACTA PHVSIOLOGICA SCANDINAVICA 
V 102-119CMF)l20CP)+ 








AC82 V 102-119CMF)l20CP)+ 1978-1983CMF>l983CP)+ 
581 205 
P563 
ACTA PHVTOMEDICA (SUPPLEMENT TO PHVTOPATHOLOGISCHE ZEITSCRIFT/ 
JOURNAL OF PHVTOPATHOLOGV> 











ACTA VETERINARIA SCANDINAVICA 
V 25-31 
1000 ACTION FOR LIBRARIES 
AC6 ONE VEAR FILE 
370 5 ACTION IN TEACHER EDUCATION 
AC85 V l+ 
333 7605 ACTION REVIEW (DAKOTA RURAL ACTION> 
AC85 V 7+ 
629 105 AD ASTRA 
ADU V 7+ 
005 13305 ADA LETTERS 
AD2 V (1)2-6(7)8+ 
615 8205 ADAPTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITY QUARTERLY 









SEARCHBANK ADDICTION AND RECOVERY (CONTINUED BY BEHAVIOR HEALTH MANAGEMENT> 
362 2905 
AD45 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1991-1993// 
ADDICTION LETTER (CONTINUED BY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TREATMENT> 
V 11-12// 1995-1996// 
SEARCHBANK ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIETY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1992+ 
658 05 ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT (ABSORBED BY OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AND 
AD65 AUTOMATION> 
V 23-43// 1962-1982// 








V (46)-49// 1985-1988// 
ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
V 20-21CP)22CMCHE>+ 1975-1976CP)l977CMCHE>+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1989+ 
ADOLESCENCE 
V (1)2+ 1966+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1992+ 
ADULT EDUCATION (ABSORBED ADULT EDUCATION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY ADULT EDUCATION QUARTERLY> 












ADULT EDUCATION JOURNAL (ABSORBED BY ADULT EDUCATION> 
V 1-9// 1942-1950// 
ADULT EDUCATION QUARTERLY (CONTINUES ADULT EDUCATION> 
V 33+ 1983+ 
ADULT LEADERSHIP (CONTINUED BY LIFELONG LEARNING> 
V 1-25// 1952-1977// 
ADULT LEARNING (CONTINUES LIFELONG LEARNING) 
v l+ 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1993+ 
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
SEE--S AM ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT--OFFICE EXECUTIVE (CONTINUED BYS AM 
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL> 
V 1-2// 1962-1963// 
ADVANCED MATERIALS 
V 2-6 1990-1994 
SEARCHBANK ADVANCED MATERIALS AND PROCESSES 













ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSING QUARTERLY 
V 2+ 1996+ 
ADVANCED REGISTER OF THE AMERICAN GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB 
V 1-9 1925-1941 
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE 
V l-14CMF)l5-27CP)// 
ADVANCES IN ACAROLOGY 
V 1-2 
ADVANCES IN AGRONOMY 
v l+ 






QD71 ADVANCES IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY AND INSTRUMENTATION 
















ADVANCES IN ANIMAL WELFARE SCIENCE 
ADVANCES IN APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 




V 11+ 1971+ 
ADVANCES IN APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY 
V l+ 1959+ 
ADVANCES IN AQUATIC MICROBIOLOGY 
V 1-3// 1977-1985// 
ADVANCES IN ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS (CONTINUED BY ADVANCES IN 
ATOMIC, MOLECULAR, AND OPTICAL PHYSICS) 
V 4-25// 1968-1988// 
ADVANCES IN ATOMIC, MOLECULAR, AND OPTICAL PHYSICS (CONTINUES 
ADVANCES IN ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS> 





















































ADVANCES IN BIOCHEMICAL PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
V 1-43,45+ 
ADVANCES IN BIOENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
V 1// 
ADVANCES IN BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL PHYSICS 
1969+ 
1966// 
V 1-4,6-17// 1948-1980// 
ADVANCES IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND MEDICAL PHYSICS 
V 1-4// 1968-1971// 
ADVANCES IN BOTANICAL RESEARCH 
V l+ 1963+ 
ADVANCES IN CANCER RESEARCH 
V 1+ 1953+ 
ADVANCES IN CARBOHYDRATE CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1945+ 
ADVANCES IN CARDIOPULMONARY DISEASE 
V 1-4// 1963-1969// 
ADVANCES IN CELL CULTURE 
V 1-7// 1981-1990// 
ADVANCES IN CEREAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
V 1-10// 1976-1990// 
ADVANCES IN CHEMICAL PHYSICS 
V l+ 1958+ 
ADVANCES IN CHEMISTRY SERIES 
V 4,6-7,11-140,142+ 1951+ 
ADVANCES IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND BEHAVIOR 
V 3+ 1967+ 
ADVANCES IN CHROMATOGRAPHY 
V 1+ 1965+ 
ADVANCES IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1958+ 
ADVANCES IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE 
NO 1-2// 1986-1991// 
ADVANCES IN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
V 1-4// 1965-1975// 
ADVANCES IN COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
V 1-8// 1968-1982// 
ADVANCES IN COMPUTER SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
V 1+ 1980+ 
ADVANCES IN COMPUTERS 
V 10-30 1970-1990 
ADVANCES IN CONTROL SYSTEMS 
V 1-8// 1964-1971// 
ADVANCES IN DRUG RESEARCH 
V 1+ 1964+ 
ADVANCES IN ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
V 1+ 1962+ 
ADVANCES IN ELECTROCHEMICAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (CONTINUES 
ADVANCES IN ELECTROCHEMISTRV AND ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINEERING) 
V 1+ 1990+ 
ADVANCES IN ELECTROCHEMISTRV AND ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BV ADVANCES IN ELECTROCHEMICAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING) 


















































ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRON PHYSICS (CONTINUED BY 
ADVANCES IN IMAGING AND ELECTRON PHYSICS) 
V 1-89// 1948-1994// 
ADVANCES IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
V 2+ 




ADVANCES IN ENZYMOLOGY AND RELATED AREAS OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
V l+ 1941+ 
ADVANCES IN EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 5+ 




ADVANCES IN FOOD AND NUTRITION RESEARCH (CONTINUES ADVANCES IN 
FOOD RESEARCH) 
V 33+ 1989+ 
ADVANCES IN FOOD RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY ADVANCES IN FOOD AND 
NUTRITION RESEARCH) 
V 1-32// 1948-1987// 
ADVANCES IN FREE-RADICAL CHEMISTRY 
V 1-6// 
ADVANCES IN GENETICS 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS 
V 1-38 
ADVANCES IN GERONTOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
V 1-4// 
ADVANCES IN HEAT TRANSFER 
V 1-12 
ADVANCES IN HETEROCYCLIC CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN HUMAN GENETICS 
v l+ 








V 1-14// 1964-1986// 
ADVANCES IN IMAGING AND ELECTRON PHYSICS (CONTINUES ADVANCES IN 
ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRON PHYSICS, AND, ADVANCES IN OPTICAL AND 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY) 
V 90+ 1995+ 
ADVANCES IN IMMUNOLOGY 
v l+ 




ADVANCES IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES ADVANCES IN INORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY AND RADIOCHEMISTRY) 
V 31+ 1987+ 
ADVANCES IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND RADIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY 
ADVANCES IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 
V 1-30// 1959-1986// 
ADVANCES IN INSECT PHYSIOLOGY 
V 1-26 
ADVANCES IN LIBRARIANSHIP 
v l+ 




















































ADVANCES IN MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL RESONANCE (CONTINUES ADVANCES IN 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE) 
V 15+ 1990+ 
ADVANCES IN MAGNETIC RESONANCE (CONTINUED BY ADVANCES IN MAGNETIC 
AND OPTICAL RESONANCE) 
V 1-14// 1965-1989// 
ADVANCES IN MARINE BIOLOGY 
V 1-25 1963-1989 
ADVANCES IN MATERIALS RESEARCH 
V 1-5// 1967-1971// 
ADVANCES IN MATHEMATICS 
ADVANCES IN MEAT RESEARCH 
V 1-10 
ADVANCES IN METABOLIC DISORDERS 
V 1-11 
ADVANCES IN MICROBIAL ECOLOGY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN MICROWAVES 
V 2-8 
ADVANCES IN MORPHOGENESIS 
V 1-10// 
ADVANCES IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
V 4+ 
ADVANCES IN NURSING SCIENCE 
SEE--A NS, ADVANCES IN NURSING SCIENCE 










ADVANCES IN OPTICAL AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (CONTINUED BY ADVANCES 
IN IMAGING AND ELECTRON PHYSICS) 
V 1-14// 1966-1994// 
ADVANCES IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
V 1-9// 
ADVANCES IN ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN PARASITOLOGY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN PEDIATRIC SPORT SCIENCES 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN PEST CONTROL RESEARCH 
V 1-8// 
ADVANCES IN PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY AND REFINING 
V 1-10// 
ADVANCES IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN PHARMACOLOGY (CONTINUED BY ADVANCES IN 








V 1-6// 1962-1968// 
ADVANCES IN PHARMACOLOGY AND CHEMOTHERAPY (CONTINUES ADVANCES IN 
PHARMACOLOGY) V 7-11 1969-1973 














































ADVANCES IN PHYSICAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
V 1+ 
ADVANCES IN PHYSIOLOGY 
SEE--ROSE, ANTONY ADVANCES IN PHYSIOLOGY 
ADVANCES IN PHYSIOLOGY EDUCATION 
V 13+ 
ADVANCES IN PLASMA PHYSICS 
V 1-6// 
ADVANCES IN POLYMER SCIENCE 
V 1-21, 113, 119+ 
ADVANCES IN PROTEIN CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE 
V 5+ 
ADVANCES IN QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 
ADVANCES IN RADIATION BIOLOGY 
V 1-18// 
ADVANCES IN REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGY 
V 1-6// 
ADVANCES IN SOIL SCIENCE 
V 1-20// 
ADVANCES IN SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
V 1-11// 
ADVANCES IN SPECTROSCOPY 
V 1-2// 













V 1-7// 1970-1979// 
ADVANCES IN TERATOLOGY (CONTINUED BY EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY AND 
TERATOLOGY) 
V 1-5// 1966-1972// 
ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF AGGRESSION 
V 1-2// 
ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF BEHAVIOR 
V 1-26 





ADVANCES IN VETERINARY SCIENCE AND COMPARATIVE MEDICINE 
V 1-39 1953-1995 
ADVANCES IN VIRUS RESEARCH 
v l+ 




SEARCHBANK ADVANCES IN WOUND CARE JOURNAL FOR PREVENTION AND HEALING 





ADVANCING FRONTIERS OF PLANT SCIENCE 
V 1-30// 
ADVANCING THE CONSUMER INTEREST 
V 1+ 
SEARCHBANK ADVANTAGE 














V 19-28CMF)29-41CMF AND P)42CP)+ 
ADVISER 
V 2-7CMF)// 





301 415705 ADVOCATE 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ADVOCATE (SPRINGFIELD, ILL) (CONTINUED BY IE A ADVOCATE) 
V (7)8-9(10-11)12-13// 1973-1979// 
SEARCHBANK ADWEEK (EASTERN EDITION) 
659 05 
AD97 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ADWEEK (WESTERN ADVERTISING NEWS> 
V (45)46+ 




SEARCHBANK ADWEEK'S MARKETING WEEK (CONTINUED BY BRANDWEEK) 









V 31-73// 1937-1956// 
AERO NEWS 
CURRENT FIVE YEARS 
AERO-SPACE ENGINEERING (CONTINUES AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY ASTRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING) 
V 17-21// 1958-1962// 
MF AERONAUT A PERIODICAL PAPER 















AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING REVIEW (CONTINUED BY AERO-SPACE 
ENGINEERING) 
V 1-17// 1942-1958// 
AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL 
V 60,62-80 1956-1976 
AEROSPACE AMERICA (CONTINUES ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS) 
V 22+ 1984+ 
AEROSPACE FACTS AND FIGURES 





Cl 985 H 986+ 
AEROSPACE SAFETY (CONTINUES FLYING SAFETY) (CONTINUED BY FLYING 
SAFETY CWASHINGTON,D C, 1981- >> 
V (16)17-36// 1960-1980// 
629 13338 AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY 
M69 V 1-21// 1956-1968// 
338 091905 AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION (CONTINUES SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
SP112 INNOVATION) 






809 935796 AETHLDN, THE JOURNAL OF SPORT LITERATURE 
AR342 (CONTINUES ARETE, THE JOURNAL OF SPORT LITERATURE) 
1824 
V 5 NO 2+ 1988+ 
14 -
__J 
361 32082 AFFILIA 
AF47 V 10+ 










SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AFRICA RECOVERY 
V (4)+ 
AFRICA REPORT (CONTINUES AFRICA SPECIAL REPORT) 
V 5-21 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AFRICA SOUTH IN EXILE 
V 1-5// 
AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA 










AF83 V Cl-3)4-5// 1956-1960// 
SEARCHBANK AFRICA TODAY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK AFRICAN AFFAIRS 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK AFRICAN AMERICAN REVIEW (CONTINUES BLACK AMERICAN LITERATURE 
FORUM) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1994+ 
AFRICAN ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN 
AFRICA JOURNAL) 
V l+ 1993+ 
AFRICAN INTELLIGENCER 
V lCMF) 1820 
574 96705 AFRICAN JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY (CONTINUES EAST AFRICAN WILDLIFE 
AF83 JOURNAL> 
V 17+ 1979+ 
MF AFRICAN REPOSITORY AND COLONIAL JOURNAL 
APS II V lCMF) 
REEL 49 
630 96 AFRIQUE AGRICULTURE 
AF84 NO 134+ 
860 80896 AFRO-HISPANIC REVIEW 
AF85 V 5+ 
SEARCHBANK AFTERIMAGE 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK AFTERMARKET BUSINESS (CONTINUES HOME AND AUTO) 















V (1)2-15,(25)26-28// 1946-1960,1970-1973// 
AG CONSULTANT (CONTINUES AG CONSULTANT AND FIELDMAN) 
V (42)+ 1986+ 
AG CONSULTANT AND FIELDMAN (CONTINUES AGRI-FIELDMAN AND CONSULTANT) (CONTINUED BY AG CONSULTANT) 
V 36-(42)// 1980-1986// 











































AGE AND AGEING 
V 24+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1992+ 
AGEING AND SOCIETY 
V 15+ 1995+ 
AGENCY SALES MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
AGEXPORTER 
V l-3CP)4CMCHE AND P>+ 1989+ 
AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR 
V 21+ 1995+ 
AGING 
NO 40-367// 1958-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 





V 1-2// 1952-1954// 
AGRI-FIELDMAN (CONTINUES FARM TECHNOLOGY AND AGRI-FIELDMAN> (CONTINUED BY AGRI-FIELDMAN AND CONSULTANT> 
V 29-32// 1973-1976// 
AGRI-FIELDMAN AND CONSULTANT (CONTINUES AGRI-FIELDMAN) (CONTINUED 
BY AG CONSULTANT AND FIELDMAN> 
V 32-35// 1976-1979// 
AGRI-FOOD RESEARCH IN ONTARIO (CONTINUES HIGHLIGHTS OF 
AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD RESEARCH IN ONTARIO) 
V 16+ 1993+ 








AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES 
BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) (REPLACED BY BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
DATABASE> 
V 1-4 1993-1996 
AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST METEOROLOGY (CONTINUES AGRICULTURAL 
METEOROLOGY) 
V 31+ 1984+ 
AGRICULTURAL AVIATION 
v l+ 1974+ 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS (ABSORBED COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER AND PLANT 
FOOD INDUSTRY> 
SEE--AG CHEM AND COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER CMERGED WITH FARM CHEMICALS> 
AGRICULTURAL DIGEST (ABSORBED BY FIELD ILLUSTRATED> 
V 1-2 1916-1918 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIC REPORTS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LITERATURE CMERGED WITH PLANT SCIENCE 
LITERATURE AND US FOREST SERVICE LIBRARY FORESTRY, CURRENT 
LITERATURE, TO FORM BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURE) 
V 1-16// 1927-1942// 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH) 







SEE--AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION MAGAZINE 




AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY RESOURCE ENGINEERING & 
TECHNOLOGY FOR A SUSTAINABLE WORLD) 
V 1-75// 1920-1994// 
INDEX WALL AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING INDEX 






































AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS YEARBOOK OF 
STANDARDS) 
V 6-29// 1959-1982// 
AGRICULTURAL FINANCE OUTLOOK CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL FINANCE REVIEW 
V 1-42CMF)43CPH 1938+ 
AGRICULTURAL FOOD POLICY REVIEW CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE OF NEW SOUTH WALES 
V (1-11,15,20)23-84(85) 
AGRICULTURAL HANDBOOKS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM NEWS 
1890-1974 
SEE--FRIENDS OF THE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM NEWS 
AGRICULTURAL HISTORY 
v l+ 1927+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1993+ 
AGRICULTURAL INDEX (CONTINUED BY BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL INDEX> 
V 1-18// 1916-1964// 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION BULLETIN CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL LAW 
AG ECON 
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES INFORMATION NOTES 
v (1)+ 
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING r 
V Cl-2)3-16// 




AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY (CONTINUED BY AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST 
METEOROLOGY) 
V 2-30// 1965-1984// 
AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM DESIGNED TO BE A REPOSITORY OF VALUABLE 
INFORMATION TO THE FARMER AND MANUFACTURER, AND TO THE MEAN OF A 
FREE COMMUNICATION OF SENTIMENT, AND GENERAL INTERCHANGE OF IDEAS, 
ON THE IMPORTANT SUBJECTS OF THEIR OCCUPATIONS 
V 1-2CMF) 1810-1812 
AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 














































AGRICULTURAL PRICES CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
v l+ 




V 1-8// 1887-1894// 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE IN FINLAND (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL 
SCIENCE IN FINLAND) 
V l+ 1992+ 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE REVIEW 
V 1-11// 1963-1973// 
AGRICULTURAL SITUATION (CONTINUED BY FARMLINE) 
V l-43CMF)44-63CP)// 1921-1979// 
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS 
V 4+ 1979+ 
AGRICULTURE ABROAD 
V 34-39// 1979-1985// 
AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT FOR DEVELOPING REGIONS (CONTINUES 
ABSTRACTS ON TROPICAL AGRICULTURE) 
V l+ 1996+ 
AGRICULTURE AND EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES AGRICULTURE 
I NTERNATI ONAU 
V (44)+ 1992+ 
AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN VALUES 
V l+ 1984+ 
AGRICULTURE DECISIONS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AGRICULTURE INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES WORLD CROPS) (CONTINUED BY 
AGRICULTURE AND EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL> 
V (37)-(44)// 1985-1992// 
AGRICULTURE, THE JOURNAL OF THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 
V (18-51)52-55(56)57-79// 1911-1972// 
AGRINEWS 
SEE--BOTSWANA AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION SERVICE AGRINEWS 
AGROBIOLOGIIA 
AGRONOMY JOURNAL 
V lCP AND CD-ROM)+ 
INDEX V 1-20 
AID HIGHLIGHTS (CONTINUED BY USAID HIGHLIGHTS> 




AINSWORTH'S MAGAZINE, A MISCELLANY OF ROMANCE, GENERAL LITERATURE, 
AND ART 
V l-26CMF)// 1842-1854// 
AIR AND WATER POLLUTION (CONTINUED IN PART BY ATMOSPHERIC 
ENVIRONMENT AND WATER RESEARCH> 
V 4-10// 1961-1966// 
AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND REFRIGERATION NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATION 
SEE--BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN 
18 -
SEARCHBANK AIR TRANSPORT WORLD 
629 1305 
AI71 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
AIR UNIVERSITY REVIEW (CONTINUED BY AIRPOWER JOURNAL) 
V (2-5)6(7)8-12(13)14-38// 1948-1987// 
751 49405 AIRBRUSH ACTION 
AI73 Cl985)+ 
751 49405 AIRBRUSH DIGEST 
AI71 V 1// 1981-1984// 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1995+ 
AIRMAN 
V l+ 1957+ 
AIRPOWER JOURNAL (CONTINUES AIR UNIVERSITY REVIEW) 
V l+ SUMMER 1987+ 
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR DIVISION OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES BULLETIN 
1957-63,1966-1990 
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR DOKLADY 
V 122-231CSTORAGE) 1958-1976CSTORAGE) 
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR DOKLADY BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE SECTIONS 
V 118-141,148-153,166-168(169)170+ 1958+ 
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR DOKLADY BOTANICAL SCIENCE SECTIONS 
V 118-140,166+ 1957+ 
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR DOKLADY BIOCHEMISTRY SCIENCE SECTIONS 
V 114,118-141,166-232 1957-1977 
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR URALSKII FILIAL, SVERDLOVSK 
V 1-9 1961-1972 
SEARCHBANK AKRON BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1989-DEC 1990 
970 00497 AKWE KON JOURNAL (CONTINUES NORTHEST INDIAN QUARTERLY) (CONTINUED 
N212 BY NATIVE AMERICANS) 
V 9-11// 1992-1994// 
530 5 
N5941 
AL NUOVO CIMENTO SUPPLEMENTO V 1-6// 
SEARCHBANK ALASKA BUSINESS MONTHLY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK ALBERTA BUSINESS 
941 05 
AL13 












V l-4CMF)// 1822-1825// 
ALCHERINGA, ETHNOPOETICS 
V 1-4// 1975-1980// 
362 292705 ALCOHOL AND DRUG NEWS 
AL18 V 26-34// 1991-1993// 
DOC ALCOHOL HEALTH AND RESEARCH WORLD 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION NEWS 
SEE--A DAM HA NEWS 
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE WEEK 
V 7+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
19 -










































ALMANAC OF THE CANNING, FREEZING, PRESERVING INDUSTRIES (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
ALMONER, A PERIODICAL RELIGIOUS PUBLICATION 
V lCMF> 
ALPHA ZETA NEWS (CONTINUES QUARTERLY OF ALPHA ZETA) 
1962-1990,1992+ 
1814-1815 
V (55)56-61(62-63)64-69 1962-1976 
ALTERNATIVE PRESS ANNUAL 
1983-1986// 
SEARCHBANK ALTERNATIVES (CONTINUED BY ALTERNATIVES JOURNAL> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993-1995// 










SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1996+ 









AMERICA (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V l-95CMF),93CP>+ 1909+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
970 00497 AMERICA INDIGENA 
AM38 V (53)+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICA'S COMMUNITY BANKER (CONTINUES SAVINGS AND COMMUNITY 
BANKER> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD APR 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICA'S NETWORK (CONTINUES TELEPHONE ENGINEER AND MANAGEMENT> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1994+ 
677 05 AMERICA'S TEXTILES (ABSORBED AMERICA'S TEXTILES REPORTER/BULLETIN 
AM37 EDITION) (CONTINUED BY AMERICA'S TEXTILES INTERNATIONAL> 
V 12(13)14(15)// 1983-1986// 
677 05 AMERICA'S TEXTILES INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES AMERICA'S TEXTILES> 
AM38 V (15)+ 1986+ 
671 05 
AM36 
AMERICA'S TEXTILES REPORTER/BULLETIN EDITION (CONTINUED IN PART 
BY AMERICA'S TEXTITLES) 




























AMERICAN ACADEMY AND INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND LETTERS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND LETTERS AND THE NATIONAL 
INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND LETTERS PROCEEDINGS) 
NO 37+ 1986+ 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND LETTERS AND THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ARTS AND LETTERS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
AND INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND LETTERS PROCEEDINGS) 
NO 11-36// 1961-1985// 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILD PSYCHIATRY JOURNAL 
V 7-15 1968-1976 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE ANNALS 
V l-304CMF),291CP)+ 1890+ 
INDEX V l-96,127-152,213-302CP) 
V 97-126,273,302CMF) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULY 1992+ 
AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST 
V 16-52,87CP) 1857-1911CP) 
V l-120CMF) 1842-1927CMF) 
AMERICAN ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION 
ABSTRACTS OF RESEARCH PAPERS (1975-1979) (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (1967-
1974)) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION, RECREATION, AND DANCE ABSTRACTS (1980- )) 
1975-1979// 
AMERICAN ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND 
DANCE ABSTRACTS OF RESEARCH PAPERS (1980- ) (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION 
ABSTRACTS (1975-1979)) (ABSORBED BY RESEARCH QUARTERLY FOR 
EXERCISE AND SPORT) 
AMERICAN ANNALS OF EDUCATION CSERIES 1) 
V l-4CMF)// 
AMERICAN ANNALS OF EDUCATION (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 






371 91205 AMERICAN ANNALS OF THE DEAF 
AM35 V 105-135 
572 05 AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION MEMOIRS 
AM36 NO 51-96// 
572 05 AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST 
AM35 V l-56CMF)56CP)+ 
INDEX 1929-1938,1959-1969 
913 7305 AMERICAN ANTIQUITY 
AM35 V l-40CMCHE)41CP)+ 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MF AMERICAN APOLLO 
APS I V lCMF> 
REEL l 
025 171 AMERICAN ARCHIVIST 














AMERICAN ARTIST (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l-8CMF),5,7-30CP)+ 1937-1944CMF)l941CP)+ 





































AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION YEARBOOK 
V 1-5 1951-1962 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND 
RECREATION RESEARCH COUNCIL COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (CONTINUED BY COMPLETED RESEARCH 
IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (1974-1980)) 
V 1-15// 1959-1973// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION 
ABSTRACTS OF RESEARCH PAPERS (1971-1974) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN 
ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION 
ABSTRACTS (1975-1979)) 
1971-1974// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY TECHNICAL REVIEW AND 
REGISTER 
V 1-12// 1961-1972// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE SUMMARIZED 
PROCEEDINGS 
V l-73CSTORAGE),82-92 1848-1921CSTORAGE), 
1929-1940 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL CHEMISTS STANDARD METHODS OF 
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY SELECTED METHODS OF CLINICAL 
CHEMISTRY) 
V 1-7// 1953-1972// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION YEARBOOK 
1948-1975 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL NURSES JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING) 
V (2-3)4-6(7)8-16// 1954-1968// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHER EDUCATORS IN AGRICULTURE JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION) 
V 17-29// 1976-1988// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS BULLETIN (CONTINUED 
BY ACADEME) 
V (1)2-64// 1915-1978// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN A AU W JOURNAL (CONTINUES AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY GRADUATE WOMAN) 
V 55-71// 1962-1978// 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN GENERAL DIRECTOR'S LETTER 
V 20-31(32),35-37 1952-1970 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN A AU W JOURNAL) 
V 24-55// 1930-1961// 
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY CD-ROM SERIES (SHELVED ON RESERVE) 
V l+ 1993+ 
AMERICAN ATHENAEUM A REPOSITORY OF BELLES LETTRES, SCIENCE, AND 
THE ARTS 
V lCMF)// 1825-1826// 
AMERICAN BABY 
V 36-43 1974-1981 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
AMERICAN BANKER'S ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
SEE--BANKING 
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS CONFERENCE 
















































AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL 
V 62+ 
AMERICAN BEEF PRODUCER 
V 45-48(49-50)51-53// 
AMERICAN BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST 
V l-5CMF),3CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AMERICAN BENEDICTINE REVIEW 
V 11+ 






V l-23CMF),21CP)+ 1938+ 
AMERICAN BIRDS (CONTINUED BY NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD NOTES) 
V 1-(48)// 1947-1994// 




AMERICAN BUILDER (SERIES 1) 
V 9-24,33,38,42,46-47,52-62,64-87 
AMERICAN BUILDER (SERIES 2) 
V 99-102// 
AMERICAN BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
AMERICAN BUSINESS LAW JOURNAL 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
AMERICAN BUSINESS REVIEW 
v l+ 










AMERICAN CARTOGRAPHER (CONTINUED BY CARTOGRAPHY AND GEOGRAPHIC 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS) 
V 13-16// 1986-1989// 
AMERICAN CATTLE PRODUCER 
SEE--AMERICAN BEEF PRODUCER 
AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY BULLETIN 
V 38-55 





V 1-6,11+ 1982-1987,1993+ 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL JOURNAL CMERGED INTO AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
JOURNAL) 
V 14-27CMF) 1892-1902CMF) 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
V l-20CMF)21-61CSTORAGE)62CP)+ 1879-1898CMF)l899-1939 
CSTORAGE)l940CP)+ 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
V 117CMCHE)+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN CHORAL REVIEW 
V 10+ 1967+ 




352 AMERICAN CITY (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN CITY AND COUNTY) 
AM35 V l-SOCSTORAGE)Sl-90// 1909-1975// 














AMERICAN CITY AND COUNTY 
AMERICAN CITY AND COUNTY (CONTINUES AMERICAN CITY) 
V 90+ 1975+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990+ 
AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING PROGRAM ACT RESEARCH REPORTS 
NO l+ 1965+ 
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE AC! BIBLIOGRAPHY 
NO 6-14 
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE JOURNAL 
SEE--AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS 
1966-1982 
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS (SPLIT INTO AC I 
STRUCTURAL JOURNAL AND AC I MATERIALS JOURNAL) 
V l-25CMF)26-83CP)// 1905-1986// 
INDEX V 1-55 
AMERICAN CONGRESS ON SURVEYING AND MAPPING PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
ANNUAL MEETING 
NOTE, SEE ONLINE CATALOG FOR LATER 1972-1979// 
PROCEEDINGS 
AMERICAN CORRECTIVE THERAPY JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY CLINICAL 
KINESIOLOGY JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN KINESIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATION) 
V 32-37CMF)38-41CP)// 1978-1983CMF)l984-1987 
AMERICAN COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY 
SEE--COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY 
CP)// 
AS36 AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES DEVOTED TO HUMANISTIC 
A5R STUDIES REPORT 
1958+ 















AMERICAN COUNCIL ON INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS EDUCATION YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY YEARBOOK (COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY TEACHER EDUCATION)) 
V 22-35// 1973-1986// 
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES THE 
ACT FL FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION SERIES 
V 8+ 1976+ 











AMERICAN CRAFT (CONTINUES CRAFT HORIZONS) (CURRENT ISSUES ON 
POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 39+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN CRIMINAL LAW REVIEW 










AMERICAN DAIRY REVIEW (CONTINUES AMERICAN MILK REVIEW (1960-1965)) (ABSORBED BY DAIRY RECORD) 
V 27-43// 1965-1981// 
AMERICAN DEHYDRATORS ASSOCIATION ALFALFA ABSTRACTS 
SEE--ALFALFA ABSTRACTS 
304 697305 AMERICAN DEMOGRAPHICS 
AM35 V C6)7+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APR 1986+ 
304 697305 AMERICAN DEMOGRAPHICS DESK REFERENCE SERIES 






















AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION FORECAST 
SEE--DIABETES FORECAST 
AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V C4-6)7-31CSTDRAGE)32+ 




SEE--JDURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FDR INFORMATION SCIENCE 
AMERICAN DRUG INDEX (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1964+ 
AMERICAN DRUGGIST 
V 153+ 1966+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1993+ 
AMERICAN DRUGGIST BLUE BOOK (CONTINUED BY BLUE BOOK) 
1980-1989// 
AMERICAN DRUGGIST MERCHANDISING 
SEE--AMERICAN DRUGGIST 
AMERICAN DYESTUFF REPORTER 
V 21+ 1932+ 
AMERICAN ECLECTIC OR, SELECTIONS FROM THE PERIODICAL LITERATURE OF 
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
V l-4CMF)// 1841-1842// 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS (SERIES 1) 
V C3)4-11CSTORAGE)// 1888-1896CSTORAGE)// 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS (SERIES 2) 
V lCSTORAGE) 1897CSTORAGE) 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS (SERIES 3) 
V 1-7(8)9-llCSTORAGE)// 1900-1910CSTORAGE)// 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION INDEX OF ECONOMIC JOURNALS 
SEE--INDEX OF ECONOMIC JOURNALS 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW, INCLUDES PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES ECONOMIC BULLETIN) 
V l-28CSTORAGE)29+ 1911-1935CSTORAGE)l936+ 
V l-82CJSTOR) 1911-1992CJSTOR) 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FALL 1991+ 
AMERICAN EDITOR 
V 1-5// 1957-1961// 
AMERICAN EDITOR (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS 
BULLETIN> 
ND 768+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN EDUCATION 
V 1-(21) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 




























AMERICAN EGG AND POULTRY REVIEW (ABSORBED BY POULTRY PROCESSING AND 
MARKETING) 
V 10-12,14-23// 1949-1961// 
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE (CONTINUES PUBLIC OPINION) 
v l+ 1990+ 
AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGICAL INSTITUTE CONTRIBUTIONS 
v l+ 1964+ 
AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGICAL INSTITUTE MEMOIRS 
v l+ 1961+ 
AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY MEMOIRS 
v l+ 1916+ 
AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS 
v l+ 1867+ 
AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGIST (CONTINUES ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
BULLETIN) 
V 36+ 1990+ 
AMERICAN ENVIRONMENT (CONTINUES ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION REPORT AND 
NEWSLETTER) (CONTINUED BY NORTH AMERICAN ENVIRONMENT) 




SEE--A FF, AMERICAN FABRICS AND FASHION 
AMERICAN FABRICS AND FASHION 
SEE--A FF, AMERICAN FABRICS AND FASHION 
AMERICAN FAMILY PHYSICIAN 
V 25+ 







MF AMERICAN FARMER, CONTAINING ORIGINAL ESSAYS AND SELECTIONS IN RURAL 
APS II ECONOMY AND INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS, WITH ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVING AND 
REEL 51-52 PRICES CURRENT OF COUNTRY PRODUCE 
V l-7CMF)// 1820-1825// 
HD8055 
A5A36 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL 
ORGANIZATIONS PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONVENTION 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST 
























SEARCHBANKO-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
AMERICAN FLORIST 
V C34,53-57)58-62C63)CSTORAGE> 
AMERICAN FOLKLORE SOCIETY MEMOIRS 
V 22-62 
AMERICAN FORAGE AND GRASSLAND COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE RESEARCH-INDUSTRY CONFERENCE> 
26 -
1955+ 





































AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS 
AMERICAN FORESTS 
V 4+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






AMERICAN GARDENER (CONTINUES AMERICAN HORTICULTURIST) 
V 75+ 1996+ 
AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW) 
V 3-5,7-8(9-10)11-47// 1870-1915// 
AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED BYE OS) 
V 1-49CSTORAGE)// 1920-1968CSTORAGE)// 
AMERICAN GERIATRICS SOCIETY JOURNAL 
v l+ 
AMERICAN GLEANER AND VIRGINIA MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 





AMERICAN GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB THE PERFORMANCE REGISTER 
V 1-18 1941-1964 
AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS QUARTERLY (ABSORBED BY MUSIC, THE 
AGO MAGAZINE) 
V 12// 1967// 
AMERICAN HAMPSHIRE HERDSMAN 
V 62-65 1987-1990 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN HEALTH (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN HEALTH FOR WOMEN) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-0CT 1996// 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN HEALTH FOR WOMEN (CONTINUES AMERICAN HEALTH) 
616 1205 
AM35 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAY 1997+ 
AMERICAN HEART JOURNAL 
V 53+ 1957+ 
636 222605 AMERICAN HEREFORD JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY HEREFORD WORLD) 
AM35 V 2-ll,C50)51-76C77)78-86// 1911-1921,1960-1995// 
973 05 AMERICAN HERITAGE (SERIES 1) 









AMERICAN HERITAGE (SERIES 2) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) 
V 1-3(4,6)7+ 1949+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1985+ 
AMERICAN HERITAGE OF INVENTION & TECHNOLOGY 
V (8-9)10+ 
AMERICAN HIGHWAYS 
SEE--A ASH TO QUARTERLY 
AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW 
V 1-64CMF),60CP)+ 

































AMERICAN HISTORY (HARRISBURG, PA) (CONTINUES AMERICAN HISTORY 
ILLUSTRATED) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V (29)+ 1994+ 
AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN HISTORY (HARRISBURG, PA)) 
V 9-(29)// 1974-1994// 
AMERICAN HOME (CONTINUES GARDEN AND HOME BUILDER> 
V 1-40,42-81// 1928-1978// 
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION ACTION 
SEE--A HE A ACTION 
AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDEN (CONTINUES SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BUILDING 
MONTHLY) (ABSORBED BY HOUSE AND GARDEN) 
V 1-12// 1905-1915// 
AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE (CONTINUES NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL 
MAGAZINE> (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN HORTICULTURIST) 
V 39-50// 1960-1971// 
V 39CMF) 1960CMF) 
AMERICAN HORTICULTURIST (CONTINUES AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN GARDENER) 
V 51-75// 1972-1996// 
NOTE, SUPPLEMENT, AMERICAN 
HORTICULTURIST NEWS IS BOUND WITH THIS 
AMERICAN HORTICULTURIST NEWS (CONTINUES NEWS AND VIEWS) 
V 59+ 1980+ 
NOTE, SUPPLEMENT TO AMERICAN 
HORTICULTURIST, IS BOUND WITH THAT TITLE 
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION GUIDE TO THE HEALTH CARE FIELD (CONTINUES AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION AH A GUIDE TO THE 
HEALTH CARE FIELD) (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1986+ 
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION AH A GUIDE TO THE HEALTH CARE 
FIELD (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION GUIDE TO THE 
HEALTH CARE FIELD) 
1972-1985// 
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION LIBRARY ASA S BACON MEMORIAL 




INDEX V 1-20 




DEC 1992-AUG 1995 
1995+ 
362 29705 AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH 
AM35 V 4-7 1990-1997 
970 00497 AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE AND RESEARCH JOURNAL 
AM35 V 7+ 1983+ 
970 105 AMERICAN INDIAN QUARTERLY 






SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS A IC HE JOURNAL 
SEE--A IC HE JOURNAL 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF COOPERATION AMERICAN COOPERATION 
l925-1969CSTORAGE)l970-
1996 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN 





AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE BULLETIN 
V 1-5// 1913-1917// 
HD9515 
A64 











AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE CLUB JERSEY PERFORMANCE REGISTER 







AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORY 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 








AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ANATOMY (CONTINUED BY DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS> 
V 1-91CMF)92-192CP)// 1902-1991// 
615 85156 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ART THERAPY 
AM35 V 33+ 1994+ 
616 8005 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF AUDIOLOGY 
J825 V 5+ 1996+ 
580 5 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF BOTANY 
AM35 V 1-40CMF)41CP>+ 1914+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CARDIOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER JAN -APR 1994 
612 3905 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION 
AM3 V l+ 1952+ 
616 05 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY 
AM2 V (24)25+ 1954+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FEB 1989+ 
616 305 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DIGESTIVE DISEASES CNEW SERIES> 
AM35 (CONTINUED BY DIGESTIVE DISEASES AND SCIENCES> 
V 1-23// 1956-1978// 
618 905 
AM35 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN (CONTINUED BYAM A AMERICAN JOURNAL OF 
V 1-29CMF>,27-80CP)// 
Cl911-1950) 





AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN (1960-) 
DISEASES OF CHILDREN> (CONTINUED BY ARCHIVES OF 
ADOLESCENT MEDICINE> 
V 100-147// 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
305 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
AM3 V l-13CMF)14CP>+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
370 5 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF EDUCATION 
AM36 V 88+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
614 05 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF EPIDEMIOLOGY 
AM34 V 63-69,71(72)73+ 
29 -



























AMERICAN JOURNAL OF FAMILY THERAPY 
V 23+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR (CONTINUES HEALTH VALUES> 
V 20+ 1996+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH PROMOTION 
V 9+ 1994+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH-SYSTEM PHARMACY (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF HOSPITAL PHARMACY) 
V 52+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HOMOEOPATHY 
V lCMF)// 1838-1839// 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HOSPITAL PHARMACY (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH-SYSTEM PHARMACY) 
V 1-51// 1943-1994// 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN GENETICS 
V l+ 1949+ 
BIBLIOGRAPHY & INDEX V 1-8 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HYGIENE 
SEE--AMERICAN JOURNAL OF EPIDEMIOLOGY 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 
V l-22CMF)23-32C33)34CP)+ 1907+ 
INDEX V 1-64 
344 73041 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF LAW AND MEDICINE 

















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF LEGAL HISTORY 
V 12+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATERNAL CHILD NURSING 
SEE--M C N, THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATERNAL 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS 
V l-86CMF),80CP)+ 






JUNE 1994-AUG 1995 
1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY MEDICAL 
TECHNOLOGY) 
V 17-42// 1951-1976// 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (1977-1983) (CONTINUES 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY> (CONTINUED, IN PART, BY JOURNAL OF MEDICAL 
TECHNOLOGY) 
V 43-49// 1977-1983// 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 
V 29+ 
INDEX V 31-50 
1960+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF MENTAL RETARDATION) 
V 72-(92)// 1967-1987// 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MENTAL RETARDATION 
SEE--AMERICAN JOURNAL ON MENTAL RETARDATION 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING (CONTINUED BY A J N, AMERICAN JOURNAL 
OF NURSING> V l-15CMF)Cl5)16-83CP),79-83CMCHE)// 
INDEX V l-72CP)78-83CMCHE) 









AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
V 40+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY 



































AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ORTHOPSVCHIATRV 
V 20-67 1950-1997 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PATHOLOGY (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, 
ADR 124A) 
V l+ 1925+ 










AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHARMACY AND THE SCIENCES SUPPORTING PUBLIC 
HEALTH (CONTINUES PM PHARMACY MANAGEMENT) 
V 153+ 1981+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY 
V 116+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 
V 17+ 
1995+ 
JUNE 1994-AUG 1995 
1996+ 
1959+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION> 
V 36-66// 1957-1987// 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION (CONTINUES 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE> 
V 67+ 1988+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS 
V l-23CMF>24CP>+ 
INDEX V 1-40 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY 
CFOR V 268+ 1995+, SEE SEPERATE SECTIONS BELOW) 
V l-86CMF)87-167CSTORAGE)l68-263CP> 
INDEX V 91-167 







AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY ENDOCRINOLOGY AND METABOLISM (ARTICLE PAGE NUMBERS ARE CITED AS E###) 
V 31+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY GASTROINTESTINAL AND LIVER 
PHYSIOLOGY (ARTICLE PAGE NUMBERS ARE CITED AS 6###) 
V 31+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY HEART AND CIRCULATORY PHYSIOLOGY (ARTICLE PAGE NUMBERS ARE CITED AS H###) 
V 37+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY LUNG CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR 
PHYSIOLOGY (ARTICLE PAGE NUMBERS ARE CITED AS L###) 
V 12+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY REGULATORY, INTEGRATIVE AND 
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (ARTICLE PAGE NUMBERS ARE CITED AS R###) 














AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY RENAL, FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE 
PHYSIOLOGY (ARTICLE PAGE NUMBERS ARE CITED AS F###) 
V 37+ 1995+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (CONTINUES MIDWEST JOURNAL OF 
POLITICAL SCIENCE) 
V l+ 1957+ 
V l-38CJSTOR) 1957-1994CJSTOR) 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POTATO RESEARCH (CONTINUES AMERICAN POTATO 
JOURNAL) 
V 75+ 1998+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY 
V 104+ 1947+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOANALYSIS 
V 28-36 1968-1976 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V l-67CSTORAGE)68+ 
INDEX V 1-30 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1887-1954CSTORAGE)l955+ 
DEC 1992+ 
616 891405 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOTHERAPY 
AM35 V 49+ 
614 05 
AM35 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
V l-45CSTORAGE)46+ 





AMERICAN JOURNAL OF RESPIRATORY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE (CONTINUES AMERICAN REVIEW OF RESPIRATORY DISEASE) 
V 149+ 1994+ 





MF AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 
APS II V l-2,9CMF) 
REEL 53 & 
53A 
305 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY 
AM35 V l-58CMF)59CP>+ 
INDEX V 1-75 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
616 85505 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 














V 5-6,8,10+ 1977-1978,1980,1982+ 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SURGERY 
V 95+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES 
V 228+ 
1958+ 
JAN -APR 1994 
1954+ 
616 988305 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE 
AM35 (CONTINUES AMERICAN JOURNAL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE) 
V 1-43 1952-1990 
636 089 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF VETERINARY RESEARCH (CURRENT SEVEN YEARS IN VET 
AM35 SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 124A> 
132 205 
AM352 
V l+ 1940+ 
AMERICAN JOURNAL ON MENTAL RETARDATION CTITLE VARIES AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF MENTAL RETARDATION (1987-1988)) (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY> 
































V 11+ 1994+ 
AMERICAN JOURNALISM REVIEW A JR (CONTINUES WASHINGTON 
JOURNALISM REVIEW W JR) 
V (15)+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1993+ 
AMERICAN LABOR LEGISLATION REVIEW 
V l-5(6)7-21(22)23-26(27)28-32// 
AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL 
V l-2CMF> 
AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL AND MISCELLANEOUS REPERTORY 
V 3CMF)// 
AMERICAN LEGION 




AMERICAN LIBRARIES, BULLETIN OF THE AL A (CONTINUES A LA 
BULLETIN) 
V l+ 1970+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE) 
1951-1971 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION THE AL A YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BV 
AL A YEARBOOK OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES) 
AMERICAN LITERARY REALISM, 1870-1910 
V 27+ 




INDEX V 1-30 







616 24005 AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 
























AMERICAN MAGAZINE AND HISTORICAL CHRONICLE 
V l-3CMF)// 






AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF WONDERS, AND MARVELLOUS CHRONICLE 
V lCMF)// 1809// 
















































AMERICAN MAGAZINE, A MONTHLY MISCELLANY DEVOTED TO LITERATURE, 
SCIENCE, HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND THE ARTS 
V lCMF)// 1815-1816// 
AMERICAN MAGAZINE, OR A MONTHLY VIEW OF THE POLITICAL STATE OF 
BRITISH COLONIES 
l 741CMF)// 
AMERICAN MASONIC REGISTER AND, LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 1820-1823// 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY 
V l-8CMC)9-20C21)22CP)+ 1894+ 
INDEX V 1-56 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED 
V l+ 1980+ 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN (SERIES 2) (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN (SERIES 3)) 
V (l,7-9)10-20(21)22-24(25)26-84// 1891-1978// 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN (SERIES 3 CNEW SERIES)) (CONTINUES AMERTCAN MATHEMATI~AL SOCIETY BULLETIN CSERIES 2)) 
V l+ 1979+ 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
V 1-5 




AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY NOTICES OF THE AMERICAN 
MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
V (27)28+ 1980+ 




AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS 
V 49-52,(54-56,58-59,66-69),81+ 
V l-334CJSTOR) 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY TRANSLATIONS 
V 54-179 
AMERICAN MECHANICS' MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 










AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION COUNCIL ON DRUGS AM A DRUG 
EVALUATIONS (CONTINUED BY DRUG EVALUATIONS ANNUAL DE) 
1971-1986// 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V lCMF)+ 
ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL MICROFILM ARRIVES 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AMERICAN MEDICAL INTELLIGENCER (SERIES 1) 
V l-4CMF)// 







610 05 AMERICAN MEDICAL NEWS 
AM39 V 38+ 1995+ 1990+ SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MF AMERICAN MEDICAL RECORDER 









AMERICAN MEDICAL REVIEW AND, JOURNAL OF ORIGINAL AND SELECTED 
PAPERS IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
V l-3CMF)// 1824-1826// 
AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
SEE--A M HCA JOURNAL 
AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
V 7+ 1941+ 
AMERICAN MERCURY 
V 1-115(116) 1924-1980 






























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 





AMERICAN MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED BY 
INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY) 
V l-72CMF)73-113CP)// 1878-1994// 
INDEX V 1-80 
AMERICAN MIDLAND NATURALIST 
V l-63CMC),ll-15,17,19-20,28-31,33-35, 
39CPJ+ 
INDEX V 1-60,BOUND WITH V 60 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1909+ 
OCT 1992+ 
AMERICAN MILK REVIEW (1955-1958) (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN 
CREAMERY AND POULTRY PRODUCE REVIEW) (ABSORBED IN PART, AMERICAN 
PRODUCE REVIEW) (ABSORBED AMERICAN DAIRY PRODUCTS REVIEW) (ABSORBED 
BY AMERICAN MILK REVIEW AND MILK PLANT MONTHLY) 
V 17-20// 1955-1958// 
AMERICAN MILK REVIEW (1960-1965) (CONTINUES AMERICAN MILK REVIEW 
AND MILK PLANT MONTHLY) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN DAIRY REVIEW) 
V 22-27// 1960-1965// 
AMERICAN MILK REVIEW AND MILK PLANT MONTHLY (ABSORBED IN PART, 
AMERICAN MILK REVIEW (1955-1958)) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN MILK 
REVIEW (1960-1965)) 
V 20-21// 1958-1959// 
AMERICAN MINERALOGICAL JOURNAL BEING A COLLECTION OF FACTS AND 
OBSERVATIONS TENDING TD ELUCIDATE THE MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
V lCMF)// 1810-1814// 
AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 
V 41+ 
AMERICAN MONITOR OR THE REPUBLICAN MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 
AMERICAN MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
V 1-2CMF)// 
AMERICAN MONTHLY MAGAZINE AND CRITICAL REVIEW 
V 1-4CMF)// 





















AMERICAN MORAL AND SENTIMENTAL MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 1797-1798// 
AMERICAN MUSEUM AND REPOSITORY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, AS 
CONNECTED WITH DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES AND NATIONAL INDUSTRY 
V lCMF)// 1822// 
AMERICAN MUSEUM NOVITATES 
NO 2457-2977 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY BULLETIN 
V (57,70,87,110,113,117,119,131,140, 
142)-190 





781 627091 AMERICAN MUSIC 













SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AMERICAN MUSIC TEACHER 
V 28+ 
AMERICAN MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 
AMERICAN MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 











SEE--ANNA JOURNAL (AMERICAN NEPHROLOGY NURSES ASSOCIATION) 
051 AMERICAN NOTES AND QUERIES (CONTINUED BY ANQ A QUARTERLY JOURNAL 





V 1-24// 1962-1986// 
AMERICAN NURSE 
V 4-7CMF)8-24CMF AND P)25CP>+ 
AMERICAN NURSERYMAN 




RT3 AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION AN A CLINICAL SESSIONS 
ASA 1966-1974 
RTl AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION FACTS ABOUT NURSING CMOST RECENT TWO 





AMERICAN OIL CHEMISTS' SOCIETY JOURNAL 
V 25+ 




AMERICAN ORGANIST (CONTINUES MUSIC, THE AGO AND RC CO 
MAGAZINE> 
V 13+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN PAINT AND COATINGS JOURNAL 




AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE PULP AND RAW MATERIALS GROUP WOOD PULP 


















AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY BULLETIN 
NO 2-81,85-87,104-136,141+ 1916+ 
AMERICAN PERFUMER AND COSMETICS 
SEE--COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE DIVISION OF REFINING PROCEEDINGS 
V 46-53// 1966-1972// 
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES) 
V 5 1910 
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL NEW SERIES (PRACTICAL 
EDITION) (CONTINUES AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN PHARMACY) 
V 1-17// 1961-1977// 
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL PRACTICAL EDITION (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL NEW 
SERIES) 
V 1-21// 1940-1960// 
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES) 
V 1-49// 1912-1960// 
AMERICAN PHARMACY (CONTINUES AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION 
JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL 
ASSOCIATION) 
NEW SERIES V 18-35// 1978-1995// 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY 


















AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS 
V l-6,8-9(10)11-44(45)46-50(51)52-53 
C54)55-133CSTORAGE)l34+ 
INDEX V 51-100 
1838-1989CSTORAGE)l990+ 
AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS (SERIES 1) 
V 1,4 1769-1799 
INDEX V 1-6 
AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS (SERIES 2) 
V 10,12,(21,24,29),34+ 1853+ 
INDEX V 1-50 
AMERICAN PHYSICAL EDUCATION REVIEW (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION) 
V l-34CMC)// 1896-1929// 
INDEX V l-34CMC),1896-1929 
AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN (SERIES 2) 
V l+ 1956+ 
AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION JOURNAL (CONTINUES PHYSICAL 
THERAPY REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY) 
V 42-43// 1962-1963// 
AMERICAN PIONEER, A MONTHLY PERIODICAL DEVOTED TO THE OBJECTS OF 
THE LOGAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, OR TO COLLECTING PUBLISHING SKETCHES 
RELATIVE TO THE EARLY SETTLEMENT AND SUCCESSIVE IMPROVEMENT OF THE 
COUNTRY 
V l-2CMF)// 1842-1843// 
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V 45+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1979+ 
MAR 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN POETRY REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
320 5 
AM35 
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW 
V l-20CMF)21CP>+ 
INDEX V 1-57 






SEARCHBANK AMERICAN POLITICS QUARTERLY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1996+ 
631 83 AMERICAN POTASH INSTITUTE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE 
AM35 1939-1942// 
631 83 AMERICAN POTASH INSTITUTE LIST OF REFERENCES TO LITERATURE 






























AMERICAN POTATO JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POTATO 
RESEARCH) 
V l-10CMF)ll-74CP)// 1923-1997// 
INDEX V 1-26 
AMERICAN POTATO YEARBOOK 
1948-1976// 
AMERICAN PRESERVATION 
V 2-3(4)// 1977-1981// 
AMERICAN PRESS 
V 76-90// 
(ABSORBED BY NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION) 
AMERICAN PRINTER (CONTINUES AMERICAN PRINTER AND 
V 188+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 







AMERICAN PRINTER AND LITHOGRAPHER (1979-1982) (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN PRINTER> 
V 182-188// 1979-1982// 
AMERICAN PRODUCE REVIEW 
V 59-89// 
AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL PHARMACIST 
SEE--PHARMACY TIMES 
AMERICAN PSYCHOANALYTIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V 16+ 







AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE ASSOCIATION OFFICIAL STUD BOOK AND 
REGISTRY 
V 1-NO 56// 1941-1985// 
AMERICAN QUARTERLY 
V (1-3)4+ 1949+ 
PROJECT MUSE 1996+ 
AMERICAN QUARTERLY OBSERVER 
V l-3CMF)// 1833-1834// 
MF AMERICAN QUARTERLY REVIEW 
APS II 7V l-22CMF)// 
REEL 
298-301 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN READER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
780 5 AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE 
AM3 V (28)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
REF AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL 





















SCIENCE V 6-7CMF)// 
AMERICAN REGISTER OR, GENERAL 
SCIENCE 
V 1-5CMF> 
AMERICAN REGISTER OR, SUMMARY 
LITERATURE V 1-2CMF)// 
AMERICAN REHABILITATION AR 
V (13)+ 
1810// 
REPOSITORY OF HISTORY, POLITICS, 
1806-1809 
REVIEW OF HISTORY, POLITICS AND 
1817 // 









AMERICAN REVIEW OF HISTORY AND POLITICS AND GENERAL REPOSITORY OF 
LITERATURE AND STATE PAPERS 
V 1-4CMF)// 1811-1812// 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN REVIEW OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 












AMERICAN REVIEW OF RESPIRATORY DISEASE (CONTINUED BV AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF RESPIRATORY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE) 
V 127-148// 1983-1993// 






AMERICAN ROSE MAGAZINE (CONTINUES AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY AMERICAN 
ROSE ANNUAL> 
V 31+ 1991+ 
AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY AMERICAN ROSE ANNUAL (CONTINUED BV 
AMERICAN ROSE MAGAZINE> 
V 1-30// 1916-1990// 
SEARCHBANK AMERICAN SALESMAN 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
371 85205 AMERICAN SCHOLAR (CONTINUES PHI BETA KAPPA KEV> 
P53 03 V l+ 1932+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1997+ 






V 36-65 1963-1993 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1992+ 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 




AMERICAN SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN REVIEW (CONTINUED BV SLAVIC 
REVIEW) 
V (7)8-20// 
























AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE JOURNAL (CONTINUES 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS) 
V 94+ 1969+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED 
BY AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE JOURNAL> 
V 1-93// 1903-1968// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
MEETING V l+ 1964+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS BOOK OF AST M 
STANDARDS (CONTINUED BY INDUSTRY STANDARDS (AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR 
TESTING AND MATERIALS> (VOLUMES FOR 1939-1981 IN STORAGE> 
1939-1984// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS PROCEEDINGS 
V 6-87// 1906-1987// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS 
YEARBOOK OF STANDARDS (CONTINUES AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS YEARBOOK) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS ASAE 
STANDARDS> 
V 30// 1983/84// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS ASAE STANDARDS (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS AGRICULTURAL 
ENGINEERS YEARBOOK OF STANDARDS) (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1984+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS 
V l+ 1958+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRONOMY JOURNAL 
SEE--AGRONOMY JOURNAL 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRONOMY SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS 
V l+ 1963+ 
INDEX WALL AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AS CE ANNUAL COMBINED INDEX 
016 624 (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AS CE COMBINED 
AM352 INDEX) 
1982-1987,1989+ 
INDEX WALL AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AS CE COMBINED INDEX 
016 624 (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AS CE ANNUAL 
AM351 COMBINED INDEX) (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 












AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AS CE PUBLICATIONS 
ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
AS CE PUBLICATIONS INFORMATION) 
V 1-17// 1966-1982// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AS CE PUBLICATIONS 
INFORMATION (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
AS CE PUBLICATIONS ABSTRACTS) 
V 18+ 1983+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AERO-SPACE TRANSPORT DIVISION 
JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF 
A S C E ) 
V 82-94// 1956-1968// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS BOARD OF DIRECTION JOURNAL (CONTINUES AS CE PROCEEDINGS) 























AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS CITY PLANNING DIVISION 
JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
URBAN PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION JOURNAL) 
V (83-84)85-89// 1957-1963// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS CONSTRUCTION DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE CONSTRUCTION DIVISION AS CE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS CUMULATIVE INDEX TO AS CE 
PUBLICATIONS (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
AS CE COMBINED INDEX) 
1930-1974// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT OF CONDITIONS OF 
PRACTICE JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS BOARD OF DIRECTION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED 
BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITIES JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES) 
V (84-85),87-92// 1958-1966// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITIES JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT OF CONDITIONS OF PRACTICE 
JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE) (CONTINUED BY ENGINEERING ISSUES) 
V (92-96)// 1966-1970// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS ENERGY DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE ENERGY DIVISION AS CE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION AS CE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
SANITARY ENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING) 
V 99-107 1973-1981 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS HIGHWAY DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERS JOURNAL) 
V 82-94// 1956-1968// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS HYDRAULICS DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE HYDRAULICS DIVISION AS CE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 
DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE DIVISION AS CE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS JOURNAL OF THE TECHNICAL 
COUNCILS 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE TECHNICAL COUNCILS OF AS CE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PIPELINE DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORATION ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF 
A S C E ) 
V (83)84-94// 1957-1968// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS POWER DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE ENERGY DIVISION AS CE)) 
V (82-83)84-85(86-87)88-90(91-92)93-95 1956-1978// (96)97-104// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS CBOUND WITH 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, VOL 15-34) 
V 12-13,17-21 1886-1895 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS CV 12-21 BOUND 
WITH AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS (1886-1895)) (CONTINUED BY JOURNALS OF THE VARIOUS DIVISIONS OF AS CE) 









AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS SANITARY ENGINEERING DIVISION 
JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNAL) 
V (82)83-98// 1956-1972// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATIONS 
DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE GEOTECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING DIVISION CA SC E )) V (82-83)84-91(92)93-99// 1956-1973// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS STRUCTURAL DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE STRUCTURAL DIVISION CA SC E) 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS SURVEYING AND MAPPING 
DIVISION JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE SURVEYING AND MAPPING DIVISION CA SC E) 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS 
V 15+ 1886+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
JOURNAL 
SEE--TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF AS CE 
711 405 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS URBAN PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
AM35 DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
CITY PLANNING DIVISION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF URBAN 
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CA SC E )) 
V 90-107 1964-1981 
333 91005 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND 
AM35 MANAGEMENT DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF WATER 
RESOURCES PLANNING AND MANAGMENT CA SC E )) 
V 102-107 1976-1981 
627 05 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATERWAY, PORT, COASTAL AND 
AM354 OCEAN DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS WATERWAYS, HARBORS, AND COASTAL ENGINEERING DIVISION 
JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF WATERWAY, PORT, COASTAL AND OCEAN 
ENGINEERING) 
V 103-107 1977-1981 
627 05 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATERWAYS AND HARBORS 
AM352 DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS WATERWAYS, HARBORS, AND COASTAL ENGINEERING DIVISION 
JOURNAL) 
V (82-84)85-96// 1956-1970// 
627 05 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATERWAYS, HARBORS, AND 
AM353 COASTAL ENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATERWAYS AND HARBORS DIVISION JOURNAL> (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATERWAY, PORT, 
COASTAL AND OCEAN DIVISION JOURNAL> 
V 96-102// 1970-1976// 
630 105 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF FARM MANAGERS AND RURAL APPRAISERS JOURNAL 
AM35 V 1-43,49+ 1937-1979,1985+ 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING 
ENGINEERS JOURNAL 
SEE--A SH RAE JOURNAL 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HOSPITAL PHARMACISTS BULLETIN 
SEE--AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HOSPITAL PHARMACY 
JX27 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PROCEEDINGS 
ASP V 55-63 1961-1969 
JX27 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
A52 MEETING (FORMERLY BOUND AS AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 
PROCEEDINGS) 





























AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS (SPLIT INTO 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR POWER, JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR 
INDUSTRY, JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER, JOURNAL OF BASIC ENGINEERING, 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHNANICS, JOURNAL OF LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGY, 
JOURNAL OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS MEASURE AND CONTROL, JOURNAL OF 
ENGINEERING MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY, JOURNAL OF FLUIDS 
ENGINEERING, ) 
Vl-4,8-9,13-48,50-99// 1880-1977// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN EDITOR) 
NO 360,365-767// 1953-1995// 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PSYCHOSOMATIC DENTISTRY AND MEDICINE JOURNAL 
V 15-23 1968-1976 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SUGAR BEET TECHNOLOGISTS JOURNAL 
V 2-19 1940-1976 
INDEX V 1-10 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS COLLECTED 
PAPERS 
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS 
V 1-29// 
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
v l+ 

















AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS STATISTICS 
SECTION PROCEEDINGS (VOLUMES FOR 1957-1969 IN STORAGE) 
1957+ 
AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V 1-10,(12),16+ 1888+ 
INDEX V 1-60 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1989+ 
AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION SOCIAL STATISTICS SECTION 
PROCEEDINGS 
1959-1969CSTORAGE)l970+ 
310 5 AMERICAN STATISTICIAN 
AM352 V l-15CMC)l6CP)+ 
INDEX V 1-17 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
INDEX AMERICAN STATISTICS INDEX 
016 3173 
AM35 
787 05 AMERICAN STRING TEACHER 
AM35 V 18+ 
917 30305 AMERICAN STUDIES 








AMERICAN STUDIES INTERNATIONAL (BOUND WITH AMERICAN QUARTERLY FROM 
V 14-18) CFROM V 21(1983) ON, THIS ALTERNATES NUMBERING WITH 




V 14+ 1975+ 















AMERICAN THEATRE (CONTINUES THEATRE COMMUNICATIONS) 
1885-1886 
V l+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992+ 
AMERICAN TYPE CULTURE COLLECTION ANNUAL REPORT 




635 05 AMERICAN VEGETABLE GROWER (1961-1965) (ABSORBED MARKET GROWERS' 
AM35 JOURNAL) (CONTINUED INDIRECTLY BY, AMERICAN VEGETABLE GROWER (1983) 
V (9)10-13 1961-1965 
635 05 AMERICAN VEGETABLE GROWER (1983) (CONTINUES, INDIRECTLY, AMERICAN 
AM351 VEGETABLE GROWER (1961-1965)) 
V 32-39 1984-1991 
619 05 AMERICAN VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
AM35 V 63-127CSTORAGE)l28+ 1923-1955CSTORAGE)l956+ 
VET SCI AMERICAN VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS 
ADR ATTIC 1950-1955// 



























SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL 
SEE--VOC ED 





INDEX V 1-10,1964-73 
AMERICAN WEST REVIEW 
V 1// 













AMERICAN-SCANDINAVIAN REVIEW (CONTINUED BY SCANDINAVIAN REVIEW) 
V 46-59,(60),61 1958-1973 
AMERICANA 
V (4,6-10,13,19),27(28,32)33(34)35 (36-37)// 1909-1943// 
AMERICAS (ENGLISH EDITION) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) 
V l+ 1949+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1991+ 
AMERICAS (SPANISH EDITION) 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1969-1971 
1989+ 
IDEAL ANAEROBE l996+ 
MF ANALECTIC MAGAZINE (SERIES 1) 1813-1819// APS II V l-14CMF)// 
REEL 61-63 
MF ANALECTIC MAGAZINE (SERIES 2) 
APS II V l-2CMF)// 1820// 
REEL 64 
823 087605 ANALOG SCIENCE FICTION & FACT 






























ANALVST (SERIES 1) 
V lCMF)// 
ANALVST (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 



















ANALVTICAL COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES ANALVTICAL PROCEEDINGS 
INCLUDING ANALVTICAL COMMUNICATIONS> 
V 33+ 1996+ 
ANALVTICAL METHODS FOR PESTICIDES AND PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS 
SEE--ZWEIG, GUNTER ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR PESTICIDES AND PLANT GROWTH 
SEE--REGULATORS 
ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS (CHEMICAL SOCIETY GREAT BRITAIN> 
ANALYTICAL DIVISION (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY CGREAT BRITAIN> 
ANALYTICAL DIVISION PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANALYTICAL DIVISION> (CONTINUED BY ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS CROYAL SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY 
GREAT BRITAIN> ANALYTICAL DIVISION> 
V 17// 1980// 
ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS (ROYAL SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY (GREAT BRITAIN) 
ANALYTICAL DIVISION) (CONTINUES ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS (CHEMICAL 
SOCIETY GREAT BRITAIN) ANALYTICAL DIVISION) (CONTINUED BY 
ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS INCLUDING ANALYTICAL COMMUNICATIONS) 
V 17-30// 1980-1993// 
ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS INCLUDING ANALYTICAL COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES ANALVTICAL PROCEEDINGS CROYAL SOCIETV OF CHEMISTRY (GREAT BRITAIN) ANALYTICAL DIVISION)) (CONTINUED BY ANALYTICAL 
COMMUNICATIONS) 
V 31-32// 1994-1995// 
ANALYTICAL REVIEW, OR, HISTORV OF LITERATURE, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN (SERIES 1) 
















ANALYTICAL REVIEW, OR, HISTORY OF LITERATURE, DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 1799// 
ANATOMICAL RECORD 
V 2,5-9,ll-117CMF)ll8-234CP) 1908-1992 
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE 
V 71-79 1959-1967 
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE AND ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE, INTERNATIONAL EDITION IN 
ENGLISH SUPPLEMENT (SUPPLEMENT TO ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE AND ANGEWANDTE 
CHEMIE, INTERNATIONAL) 
NO 1-12// 1982-1983// 
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE NEWER METHODS OF PREPARATIVE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
V 1-6// 1948-1971// 
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE, INTERNATIONAL EDITION (INCLUDES CHEMISTRY A 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL WITH EVERV SECOND ISSUE 1995+) 
V l+ 1962+ 
ANGLICAN THEOLOGICAL REVIEW 
V 70-74 1988-1992 
636 22305 ANGUS JOURNAL (CONTINUES ABERDEEN ANGUS JOURNAL) 
AB38 THREE VEAR FILE 
5819 ANIMAL AND GRASSLAND RESEARCH STATION REPORT (CONTINUES HURLEY, 












ANIMAL BREEDING ABSTRACTS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
v l+ 
INDEX V 8-15 







636 08505 ANIMAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION (CONTINUED BV ANIMAL HEALTH AND 
AN56 NUTRITION FOR THE LARGE ANIMAL VETERINARIAN) 
V 42,NO 1-V 42,NO 5// 1987// 
636 08505 ANIMAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION FOR THE LARGE ANIMAL VETERINARIAN 
AN562 (CONTINUES ANIMAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION) (CONTINUED BV LARGE 









V 42,NO 6-V 43,NO 4// 1986-1988// 
ANIMAL HEALTH YEARBOOK 




ANIMAL PRODUCTION (CONTINUED BV ANIMAL SCIENCE AN INTERNATIONAL 
JOURNAL OF FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED RESEARCH) 
V 1-59// 1959-1994// 
INDEX V 1-10 
ANIMAL SCIENCE AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED 
RESEARCH (CONTINUES ANIMAL PRODUCTION> 
















































ANNA JOURNAL (AMERICAN NEPHROLOGV NURSES' ASSOCIATION) 
V 15+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 









ANNALES D'IMMUNOLOGIE PARTS C AND D (CONTINUES PARIS ANNALES DE 
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR) (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR 
IMMUNOLOGIE) 
V 124C-135D// 1973-1984// 
ANNALES DE CHIMIE (SERIES 13) (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE CHIMIE 
SERIES 14) 
V 4-8(9)10// 1959-1965// 
ANNALES DE CHIMIE (SERIES 14) (CONTINUES ANNALES DE CHIMIE 
SERIES 13) (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE CHIMIE SERIES 15) 
V 1-10// 1966-1975// 
ANNALES DE CHIMIE (SERIES 15) (CONTINUES ANNALES DE CHIMIE 
SERIES 14) (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE CHIMIE SCIENCE DES MATERIAUX) 
V 1-2// 1976-1977// 
ANNALES DE CHIMIE SCIENCE DES MATERIAUX (CONTINUES ANNALES DE 
CHIMIE SERIES 15) 
V 3-15 1978-1990 
ANNALES DE GENETIQUE 
V 9-33 




ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR IMMUNOLOGIE SERIES C AND D (CONTINUES ANNALES D'IMMUNOLOGIE> (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE 
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR IMMUNOLOGV> 
V 136C-137C// 1985-1986// 
ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR IMMUNOLOGV (CONTINUES ANNALES DE 
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR IMMUNOLOGIE> (CONTINUED BV RESEARCH IN 
IMMUNOLOGV) 
V 137D-139// 1986-1988// 
ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR MICROBIOLOGIE CPARTS A AND 8) (CONTINUES ANNALES DE MICROBIOLOGIE> (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE 
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR MICROBIOLOGV> 
V 136A-137B// 1985-1986// 
ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR MICROBIOLOGV (CONTINUES ANNALES DE 
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR MICROBIOLOGIE> (CONTINUED BV RESEARCH IN 
MICROBIOLOGV> 
V 138-139// 1987-1988// 
ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR VIROLOGIE (CONTINUES ANNALES DE 
VIROLOGIE> (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR VIROLOGV> 
V 136-137E// 1985-1986// 
ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR VIROLOGV (CONTINUES ANNALES DE 
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR VIROLOGIE) (CONTINUED BV RESEARCH IN VIROLOGV> 
V 137E-139// 1986-1988// 
ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PHVTOPATHOLOGIQUE BENAK! 
SEE--KIFISIA, GREECE ANNALES DE L'INSTITUTE PHVTOPATHOLOGIQUE BENAK! 
ANNALES DE MICROBIOLOGIE (CONTINUES PARIS ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT 
PASTEUR> (CONTINUED BV ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR 
MICROBIOLOGIE> 
V 124-135// 1973-1984// 
ANNALES DE PHYSIOLOGIE VEGETALE (ABSORBED BY PHYSIOLOGIE VEGETALE> 














































ANNALES DE PHYSIQUE (SERIES 13) 
V 4-10// 
INDEX V 1-10 
ANNALES DE PHYSIQUE (SERIES 14) 
V 1-9// 





ANNALES DE PHYTOPATHOLOGIE (CONTINUES IN PART, ANNALES DES 
EPIPHYTIES) 
V 1-8 1969-1976 
ANNALES DE TECHNOLOGIE AGRICOLE 
V Cl )2-25 1952-1976 
ANNALES DE VIROLOGIE (CONTINUED BY ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR 
VIROLOGIE) 
V 131-135// 1980-1984// 
ANNALES DE ZOOLOGIE, ECOLOGIE ANIMALE (CONTINUES, IN PART, ANNALES 
DES EPIPHYTIES) 
V 1-8 1969-1976 
ANNALES DE ZOOTECHNIE 
V (4)5-25 1956-1976 
ANNALES DES EPIPHYTIES (CONTINUED BY ANNALES DE ZOOLOGIE, ECOLOGIE 
ANIMALE, AND ANNALES DE PHYTOPATHOLOGIE) 
V (1)2-19// 1950-1968// 
ANNALES MYCOLOGICI EDITI IN NOTITIAM SCIENTIAE MYCOLOGICAE 
UNIVERSALIS (CONTINUED BY SYDOWIA) 
V 1-42// 1903-1944// 
ANNALES NESTLE 
V 44+ 1986+ 
ANNALES PHARMACEUTIQUE FRANCAISE 
V 1-34 1943-1976 
ANNALES PHILOSOPHIQUES, POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES 
V lCMF)// 1807// 
ANNAL! DELLA SPERIMENTAZIONE AGRARIA 
V 2-3(4-5)6-18 1948-1964 
ANNALS OF APPLIED BIOLOGY 
V l+ 1914+ 
INDEX V 1-50 
ANNALS OF APPLIED PROBABILITY 
V 1-3 1991-1993 
ANNALS OF BENEFICENCE 
NO l-2CMF)// 1823// 
ANNALS OF BOTANY CSERIES 1) 
V l-50CMF)// 1887-1936// 
ANNALS OF BOTANY CSERIES 2) 
V l+ 1937+ 
INDEX V 1-25 
IDEAL 1996+ 
ANNALS OF COLLECTIVE ECONOMY 
SEE--ANNALS OF PUBLIC AND COOPERATIVE ECONOMY 
ANNALS OF HUMAN GENETICS 
V 11 , 13 Cl 4 )15+ 
INDEX V 20-34 

































ANNALS OF IOWA (SERIES 3) 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-15 
1893+ 
ANNALS OF MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS CSPLIT INTO ANNALS OF PROBABILITY 
AND ANNALS OF STATISTICS) V l-30CMF),29-43CP)// 1930-1972// 
ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS 
V 1-12,NEW SERIES Vl-72CMF),65CP)+ 1884-1899,1890+ 
INDEX V 13-72CP) 
V l-12CSER l),V l-136CSER 2)CJSTOR) 1884-l992CJSTOR) 
ANNALS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY CNEW 
YORK)) 
V l+ 1974+ 
ANNALS OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
SEE--ANNALS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY 
ANNALS OF NUTRITION AND METABOLISM 
V 25+ 




ANNALS OF PHARMACOTHERAPV (CONTINUES DICP THE ANNALS OF 
PHARMACOTHERAPV) 
V 26+ 1992+ 





ANNALS OF PROBABILITY (CONTINUES ANNALS OF MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS) 
V l+ 1973+ 
ANNALS OF PUBLIC AND COOPERATIVE ECONOMY 
V 4-15,(18)19-22(23-24)25-61 
INDEX 1925-1970 
ANNALS OF REGIONAL SCIENCE 
v l+ 
ANNALS OF SCIENCE 
v l+ 




ANNALS OF STATISTICS (CONTINUES ANNALS OF MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS> 
V l+ 1973+ 
ANNALS OF THE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL VEAR 
V 1-20,23-48// 
ANNALS OF THE MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN 
SEE--SAINT LOUIS MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN ANNALS 
1957-1970// 
338 479105 ANNALS OF TOURISM RESEARCH 
AN72 V 22+ 
616 9605 
AN72 
ANNALS OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND PARASITOLOGY 
V 48-49,51+ 
978 706 ANNALS OF WYOMING 
1995+ 
1954+ 
W994 03 V Cl-ll)l2-13Cl4-15)16-20C21) 1924-1949 
DOC ANNOTATION THE NEWSLETTER OF THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS 
AE l 114/2 AND RECORDS COMMISSION 
V 15+ 1987+ 
JN3 ANNUAIRE EUROPEAN EUROPEAN YEARBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 












ANNUAL BOOK OF ASTM STANDARDS 
SEE--AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS BOOK OF AST M 
SEE--STANDARDS 
ANNUAL GUIDE TO GRADUATE STUDY 
SEE PETERSON'S ANNUAL GUIDES TO GRADUATE 
STUDY 
ANNUAL HANDBOOK FOR GROUP FACILITATORS (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL FOR 
FACILITATORS, TRAINERS, AND CONSULTANTS) 
V 6-10// 1977-1981// 
ANNUAL LAW REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES 
V 3-4CMF)// 1821-1822// 















ANNUAL PROGRESS IN CHILD PSYCHIATRY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
1968+ 
ANNUAL REGISTER OF GRANT SUPPORT (CONTINUES GRANT DATA QUARTERLY> (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1969+ 
ANNUAL REPORTS IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 1965+ 
ANNUAL REPORTS IN ORGANIC SYNTHESIS 
1970-1987,1989+ 
ANNUAL REPORTS ON NMR SPECTROSCOPY 
v l+ 1968+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW IN AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING 
v 6-7 1970 




















V l+ 1972+ 
V l-21CJSTOR) 1972-1992CJSTOR) 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS 
V 24+ 1986+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF BEHAVIOR THERAPY THEORY AND PRACTICE (CONTINUED 
BY REVIEW OF BEHAVIOR THERAPY THEORY AND PRACTICE) 
V 1-10// 1973-1984// 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
v l+ 1932+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF CELL AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY (CONTINUES ANNUAL 
REVIEW OF CELL BIOLOGY) 
V 11+ 1995+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF CELL BIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL REVIEW OF CELL 
& DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY) 
V 1-10// 1985-1994// 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS FORUM) 
V 46+ 1992+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS 
v l+ 
V l-23CJSTOR) 1970+ 1970-1992CJSTOR) 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF ENERGY (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL REVIEW OF ENERGY AND 
THE ENVIRONMENT> 
V 3-15// 1978-1990// 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT (CONTINUES ANNUAL 
REVIEW OF ENERGY> 















































ANNUAL REVIEW OF ENTOMOLOGY 
V l+ 1956+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF FLUID MECHANICS 
V l+ 1969+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF GENETICS 
V l+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRICS 
V l+ 1980+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF IMMUNOLOGY 
V l+ 1983+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
V l+ 1966+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF MICROBIOLOGY 
V l+ 1947+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE SCIENCE (CONTINUES ANNUAL 
REVIEW OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE> 
V 28+ 1978+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL REVIEW OF 
NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE SCIENCE) 
V 1-27// 1952-1977// 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF NURSING RESEARCH 
v l+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF NUTRITION 
v l+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY 
v l+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF PHYSIOLOGY 
v l+ 








ANNUAL REVIEW OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL REVIEW OF 
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY> 
V 1-38// 1950-1986// 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (CONTINUES ANNUAL REVIEW OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY) 
V 39+ 1987+ 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V 1-19,21+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF SOCIOLOGY 
V 1+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
V 1-18CJSTOR) 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF UNITED NATIONS AFFAIRS 
I 
ANNUAL SAFETY EDUCATION REVIEW 
NO 1-12 































ANQ A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SHORT ARTICLES, NOTES AND REVIEWS (CONTINUES AMERICAN NOTES AND QUERIES> 
l+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 






ANTIBIOTICS AND CHEMOTHERAPY (ABSORBED BY CLINICAL MEDICINE) 
V 2-12// 1952-1962// 
ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AND CHEMOTHERAPY 
NOTE, LATER VOLUMES SHELVED UNDER CALL 1966-1970 
NUMBER 615 329 AN87 
ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AND CHEMOTHERAPY 
V 29-34 1986-1990 
NOTE, EARLIER VOLUMES SHELVED UNDER CALL 
NUMBER RM265 AS 
ANTIOCH REVIEW 
V 1(2)3-5(6)7+ 1941+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 
ANTIQUES (CONTINUED BY MAGAZINE ANTIQUES> 
V 85-99// 1964-1971// 
ANTIQUES & COLLECTING HOBBIES (CONTINUES HOBBIES> 
V 90-95 1985-FEB 1991 
ANTIQUITY 
NO 262+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1993+ 

























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1992+ 
ANTITRUST LAW JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL 




AP I ACTA 
NO 1-22(23-25) 
APICULTURAL ABSTRACTS 
BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1991-0CT 1994 




V 8-12CPUBLISHED IN BEE WORLD>l3+ 1957+ 
APL QUOTE QUAD 
V (6)7-13(14-18)19+ 1981+ 
APPALACHIA, JOURNAL OF THE APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION 
V (20)+ 1987+ 
APPAREL DIGEST CNEW SERIES> (CONTINUES APPAREL, NEEDLE TRADES 
DIGEST> 
AUGUST 1990+ 
APPAREL DIGEST (CONTINUED BY APPAREL, NEEDLE TRADES DIGEST> 
V 1-2// 1984-1985// 
APPAREL, NEEDLE TRADES DIGEST (CONTINUES APPAREL DIGEST> (CONTINUED BY APPAREL DIGEST) 
















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
APPLIED AND COMPUTATIONAL HARMONIC ANALYSIS 





APPLIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR SCIENCE (CONTINUES APPLIED ANIMAL 
ETHOLOGY> 
V 12+ 1984+ 
APPLIED ANIMAL ETHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY APPLIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 
SCIENCE> 
V 1-11// 1974-1984// 
APPLIED COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUES HUMAN LEARNING> 
V l+ 1987+ 
APPLIED COMPUTING REVIEW 
v l+ 1993+ 












SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
APPLIED ENGINEERING IN AGRICULTURE 
V 11+ 
APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS 
v l+ 
APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY 
SEE--APPLIED AND ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY 




SUPPLEMENTS NO 1-3 










APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF 
RADIATION APPLICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION PART A APPLIED 
RADIATION AND ISOTOPES> 




APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INDEX (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
INDEX> 
TK7871 85 APPLIED SOLID STATE SCIENCE 
A65 V 1-6 
544 605 APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY 
AP58 V 22+ 
535 8405 APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY REVIEWS 
AP58 V 1-19 























AQUATIC SCIENCES AND FISHERIES ABSTRACTS 
V 5-7// 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ARABIAN HORSE NEWS 
V 15-29// 






635 97705 ARBORICULTURAL ABSTRACTS (BOUND WITH JOURNAL OF ARBORICULTURE, IN 
J827 POCKET AT BACK OF EACH VOLUME) 1982+ 
635 97705 ARBORIST NEWS 
AR19 V 2+ 1993+ 
635 97705 ARBORIST'S NEWS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF ARBORICULTURE) 





SEARCHBANK ARCHITECTUAL REVIEW 















ARCHITECTURAL RECORD (ABSORBED WESTERN ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER) 
V l-7CMF)8CP)+ 1891+ 
SEARCHBANK ARCHITECTURE THE A I A JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
621 305 
AR25 




ARCHIV FUR GEFLUGELZUCHT UND KLEINTIERKUNDE 
V 8-10(11-12)13-20 
ARCHIV FUR MIKROBIOLOGIE 
SEE--SEE ARCHIVES OF MICROBIOLOGY 
636 08505 ARCHIV FUR TIERERNAHRUNG 
AR25 V 8-26 
576 305 ARCHIV FUR ZELLFORSCHUNG 
AR2 V 1-2,5-8 
531 05 ARCHIVE FOR RATIONAL MECHANICS AND ANALYSIS 
AR25 V 21-64 
574 05 ARCHIVES DE BIOLOGIE 
AR25 V 70-87 
612 015 ARCHIVES OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS 
AR26 V l-116Cll7)118-141CSTORAGE)l42+ 
INDEX V 1-75 
IDEAL 
QH301 ARCHIVES OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
A69 V 14-21 
618 9205 ARCHIVES OF DISEASE IN CHILDHOOD 
AR25 V 61+ 
614 405 ARCHIVES OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
AR25 V l-9CMF)l0CP)+ 





























ARCHIVES OF GENERAL PSVCHIATRV 
V 18-29 
ARCHIVES OF INTERNAL MEDICINE 
V 142+ 




ARCHIVES OF MICROBIOLOGY 
V (2-10),14-51(52-53)54-55(56-57)58+ i931+ 
INDEX V 1-50 
ARCHIVES OF ORAL BIOLOGV 
V 9-30 1964-1985 
ARCHIVES OF PEDIATRICS AND ADOLESCENT MEDICINE (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN) 
V 148+ 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
ARCHIVES OF PHARMACAL RESEARCH 
V 17+ 1994+ 
ARCHIVES OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION 
V 28-36,38-44(45)46+ 1947+ 
610 736805 ARCHIVES OF PSYCHIATRIC NURSING 
AR25 V l+ 1987+ 
SEARCHBANK ARCHIVES OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 





















ARCHIVES OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, A WORK DEVOTED TO COMMERCE, 
MANUFACTURES, RURAL AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY, AGRICULTURE AND THE 
USEFUL ARTS 
V l-3CMF)// 1810-1813// 
ARCHIVIO DE SCIENZE BIOLOGICHE 
V 43-60 




ARCTIC RESEARCH OF THE UNITED STATES 
v l+ 
AREA TRENDS IN EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
AREA WAGE SURVEYS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 










809 935796 ARETE, THE JOURNAL OF SPORT LITERATURE 







V 3-5// 1985-1987// 
ARETHUSA 
1996+ 
ARGUMENTATION AND ADVOCACY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN 
FORENSIC ASSOCIATION) 
V 25+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1992+ 






ARITHMETIC TEACHER (CONTINUED BY TEACHING CHILDREN MATHEMATICS) 
V 1-41// 1954-1994// 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993-1994// 
978 05 
AR47 
ARIZONA AND THE WEST 
V 1-18 
INDEX V 1-5 
SEARCHBANK ARIZONA BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK ARIZONA BUSINESS GAZETTE 
917 91 
AR47 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ARIZONA HIGHWAYS 
V 35-52 
SEARCHBANK ARKANSAS BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK ARKANSAS BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1959-1976 
MAR 1989+ 











V 28+ 1997+ 
ARKIV FOR BOTANIK (SERIES 1) 
V 1-33// 




SEARCHBANK ARMED FORCES AND SOCIETY 































FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 





FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
ARMY QUARTERLY AND DEFENSE JOURNAL 
V 115-122 
ARMY RESERVE MAGAZINE 






SEE--HARVARD UNIVERSITY ARNOLD ARBORETUM ARNOLDIA 
ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY 
V Cl-2)3-4(5-6)7-30(31-32)33-34// 1914-1933// 
ART AND INDUSTRY 
V l-3,5,7,11-13,40-49// 1926-1950// 
ART BULLETIN 
V (12),14-15(16-17)18,20-21(22)23+ 1930+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
ART DIGEST (CONTINUED BY ARTS DIGEST) 
V C4)CP)5-9CMF)Cl0)11Cl2-13)14CP)l5- 1930-1954// 
28CMF>// 
ART DIRECTION 



















V (3-12>13+ 1950+ 
EDUCATION BULLETIN 
V (12-16)17-19// 1955-1962// 
HISTORY 
V 18+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1997+ 
IN AMERICA 
V l-14CMF),12-17,55-67,69CP)+ 1913-1929,1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
INDEX 
v l+ 1929+ 
705 ART INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUED BY ART INTERNATIONAL (PARIS, FRANCE)) 



















ART INTERNATIONAL CPARIS, FRANCE) (CONTINUES ART INTERNATIONAL) 
NO 1-14// 1987-1991// 
ART JOURNAL 
v 1+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ART NEWS 
V 28-62CMF)62CP)+ 
ART OF HEALTH PROMOTION 
V 1+ 






INDEX V 1-6 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ARTHRISTIS TODAY 
V 9+ 

























SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER JAN -APR 1994 
ARTHROPOD MANAGEMENT TESTS (CONTINUES INSECTICIDE AND ACARICIDE 
TESTS) 
V 19+ 1994+ 
ARTHURIAN INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUES INTERPRETATIONS) (CONTINUED 
BY QUONDAM ET FUTURUS) 
V 1-4// 1986-1990// 









ARTISTS UPDATE SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
ARTS UPDATE) (ABSORBED BY ARTS SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL) 






























ARTS (CONTINUES ARTS DIGEST> (CONTINUED BV ARTS MAGAZINE> 
V 30-31CMF),30-35CP)// 1955-1957CMF> 
ARTS AND ACTIVITIES 
V 86+ 
ARTS AND DECORATION 




ARTS DIGEST (CONTINUES ART DIGEST) (CONTINUED BV ARTS> 
V 28-29// 1954-1955// 
ARTS EDUCATION POLICY REVIEW (CONTINUES DESIGN FOR ARTS IN 
EDUCATION> 
V 94+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1992+ 
ARTS IN SOCIETY 
V 1-13// 1958-1976// 
ARTS MAGAZINE (CONTINUES ARTS> 
V (35)36-66// 1961-1992// 
ARTS REVIEW 
V 1-2(3)4+ 1983+ 
ARTS SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS) (ABSORBED ARTISTS UPDATE> 
V 3-10// 1987-1995// 
ARTSCANADA 
V l-24CMF)25-38CP)// 1943-1982// 
ART SPACE 
V 8-17// 1984-1993// 
ARTSQUARTERLV (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA> (CONTINUES 
SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL NEWSLETTER> (CONTINUED BV ARTSREPORT (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA> 
V 13-14// 1979-1981// 
ARTSREPORT (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA> (CONTINUES 
ARTSQUARTERLV (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA>> (CONTINUED 
BV SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS AND SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS UPDATE> 
1981-1984// 
705 ARTWEEK 
AR83 V 15+ 1984+ 
212 05 ARVAN PATH 
AR97 V 35-40 1964-1969 
580 5 ASA GRAV BULLETIN 
ASll V 1-3(4)5-6 1893-1898 
330 959 ASEAN ECONOMIC BULLETIN 
AS27 V 12+ 1995+ 
616 85505 ASHA 
AS31 V 28+ 1986+ 
ASIA 950 5 
AS41 V 20-46// 1920-1946// 
919 05 
Pll92 
ASIA PACIFIC VIEWPOINT (CONTINUES PACIFIC VIEWPOINT) 
V 37+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK ASIAN AFFAIRS AN AMERICAN REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
AS2 
AS 
ASIAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES 
V 1-10 
SEARCHBANK ASIAN FOLKLORE STUDIES 








V 26+ 1994+ 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ASIAN SURVEY 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BANGLADESH JOURNAL 
V 12-16 
ASIATIC SOCIETY OF PAKISTAN JOURNAL 





SEARCHBANK ASIMOV'S CHRONOLOGY OF SCIENCE AND DISCOVERY 















ASPHALT PAVING TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES ASSOCIATION OF ASPHALT PAVING 
TECHNOLOGY PROCEEDINGS) 
V 40+ 1971+ 
ASSESSMENT JOURNAL (CONTINUES PROPERTY TAX JOURNAL> 
V l+ 1994+ 
ASSOCIATE TEACHER 
V (15-16)17-18// 
ASSOCIATED SCHOOL BOARDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA AS BSD 
BULLETIN 
SEE--A SB SD BULLETIN 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY 
SEE--A CM 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY COMMUNICATIONS 
SEE--COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 
1913-1917// 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY ACM COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 
REVIEW 
SEE--COMPUTER COMMUNICATION REVIEW CACM) 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY ACM COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
SEE--COMPUTER GRAPHICS CACM> 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY ACM SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
NOTES 
SEE--SOFTWARE ENGINEERING NOTES CACM> 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY ACM TRANSACTIONS ON 
GRAPHICS 
SEE--A CM TRANSACTIONS ON GRAPHICS 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY DATA BASE 
SEE--DATA BASE CACM> 
ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS A EDS JOURNAL 
V (1-2)3-(20)// 1967-1987// 
ASSOCIATION FOR STUDENT TEACHING YEARBOOK 
V 21,24-47// 1941,1944-1968// 
ASSOCIATION FOR SUPERVISION AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT YEARBOOK 
V l+ 1944+ 
SEARCHBANK ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 

















ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS ANNALS 
V l-53CMF),50CP)+ 
INDEX V 1-68 1911-1963CMF),1960CP)+ 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION 
REQUIREMENTS--UNITED STATES AND CANADA 
CURRENT EDITION RETAINED 
ASSOCIATION OF ASPHALT PAVING TECHNOLOGISTS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY ASPHALT PAVING TECHNOLOGY) 
V 5-39// 1933-1970// 
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES PUBLICATIONS IN 
LIBRARIANSHIP 
NO l+ 1952+ 
ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNING BOARDS OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND ALLIED 
INSTITUTIONS PROCEEDINGS 
1923-1966 
ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS IN THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS AND ADDRESSES OF THE ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE 
1965-1977// 
63 ASSOCIATION OF NORTH DAKOTA GEOGRAPHERS BULLETIN 





























ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTS JOURNAL 
SEE--ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS JOURNAL 
ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF AOAC INTERNATIONAL) 
V 1-74// 1915-1991// 
ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL SEED ANALYSTS PROCEEDINGS 
V 7-69// 1914-1975// 
ASSOCIATION OF PACIFIC COAST GEOGRAPHERS YEARBOOK 
V l+ 1935+ 
ASSOCIATION OF TEACHER EDUCATORS ATE RESEARCH BULLETIN 
VO 1-12// 1957-1973 
ASSOCIATION OF TEACHER EDUCATORS BULLETIN 
V 1-41// 1952-1975// 
ASTERISK (CONTINUES ACM SIGDOC ASTERISK> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF COMPUTER DOCUMENTATION) 
V 15-21// 1991-1997// 
ASTM SPECIAL TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
v l+ 1911+ 
ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS (CONTINUES ASTRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE 
ENGINEERING> (CONTINUED BY AEROSPACE AMERICA) 
V 2-21// 1964-1983// 
ASTRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
AERO-SPACE ENGINEERING> (CONTINUED BY ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS) 
V 1// 1963// 
ASTRONOMICAL ALMANAC 
















AT STATE COLLEGE 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY, BROOKINGS AT STATE UNIVERSITY 
ATHENAEUM 
V lCMF)// 1814// 
MF ATHENAEUM, A MAGAZINE OF LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
EBP V l-5CMF)// 1807-1809// 
MF ATHENEUM OR, SPIRIT OF THE ENGLISH MAGAZINES (SERIES 1) 
APS II V l-14CMF)// 1817-1824// 
REEL 66-68 
MF ATHENEUM OR, SPIRIT OF THE ENGLISH MAGAZINES (SERIES 2) 
























ATHLETIC TRAINING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF ATHLETIC TRAINING) 
V 5(6)7-26// 1970-1991// 
SEARCHBANK ATLANTA BUSINESS CHRONICLE 
051 
AT632 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-FEB 1992 
ATLANTIC (CONTINUES ATLANTIC MONTHLY) (CONTINUED BY ATLANTIC 
MONTHLY) 
V 249-(272)// 1981-(1993)// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-0CT 1993// 
SEARCHBANK ATLANTIC BUSINESS 
341 1105 
AT63 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ATLANTIC COMMUNITY QUARTERLY 
V 1-26// 
JAN -DEC 1989 
1963-1988// 
SEARCHBANK ATLANTIC ECONOMIC JOURNAL 






















ATLANTIC MONTHLY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) (CONTINUES ATLANTIC) 
V (272)+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1993+ 
ATLAS (CONTINUED BY ATLAS WORLD PRESS REVIEW) 
V 1-21// 1961-1972// 
ATLAS WORLD PRESS REVIEW (CONTINUES ATLAS) (CONTINUED BY WORLD 
PRESS REVIEW) 
V 21-27// 1972-1980// 
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT (CONTINUED BY ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT 
PART A, GENERAL TOPICS AND ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT PART B, URBAN 
ATMOSPHERE) 
V 1-23// 1967-1989// 
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT PART A, GENERAL TOPICS (CONTINUES, IN 
PART, ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT) 
V 24A-27A 1990-1993 
61 -
628 505 ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT PART B, URBAN ATMOSPHERE (CONTINUES, IN AT663 PART, ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT> 
V 24B-27B 1990-1993 
IDEAL ATOMIC DATA AND NUCLEAR DATA TABLES 
1996+ 
SEARCH BANK AU COURANT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-JULY 1992 
620 205 AUDIO 
AU24 V 79+ 1995+ 
AUDIO RECORD REVIEW 
SEE--RECORD REVIEW 














SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-JULY 1994// 
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION (CONTINUED BY AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION WITH 
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES) 
V l-5CMF)5-23CP)// 1954-1978// 
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION WITH INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES (CONTINUES 
AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION) (CONTINUED BY INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATOR> 
V 23-24// 1978-1979// 
AUDUBON (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l-54CMF)55CP)+ 1899-1952CMF)l953CP>+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992+ 




AUDUBON WILDLIFE REPORT (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1985+ 
AUK (SERIES 1) 
V 1-8// 
AUK (SERIES 2) 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-57 
1876-1883// 
1884+ 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAY 1990-FEB 1993 
AUSTRALIA COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION BULLETIN 
NO 24-280CSTORAGE)281-289 1923-1979 
AUSTRALIA COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION DIVISION OF SOILS TECHNICAL PAPERS 
V l+ 1971+ 
AUSTRALIA COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION SOIL PUBLICATION 
V 1,5-7,10-29 1953-1972 
AUSTRALIA COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH JOURNAL 
V 14-21// 1941-1948// 
AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF STATISTICS (CONTINUES 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF STATISTICS) 
V 40+ 1998+ 
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHER 
V 13+ 1975+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS (CONTINUES AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS) 






AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS) 
V 10-40// 1966-1996// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
v l+ 1950+ 
SEARCHBANK AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGY 

























AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
V 1-15// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
V 1-41// 





AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SECTION A) 
V 6+ 1953+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF DAIRY TECHNOLOGY 
v l+ 1946+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE (CONTINUES 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL 
HUSBANDRY) 
V 25+ 1985+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL 
HUSBANDRY (CONTINUED BY AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AGRICULTURE) 
V (2)-24// 1962-1984// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY IMMUNOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY) 
V 19-24,30-31(32)-64// 1941-1986// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS (CONTINUES AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SECTION A> 
V 6-43 1953-1990 
SUPPLEMENT NO 1-48// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
v l+ 1974+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V 21+ 1969+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY SEARCH> 
V 10-32// 1947-1970// 
505 AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SECTION A (CONTINUED BY 













V 1-5// 1948-1952// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF SOIL RESEARCH 
v l+ 1963+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF STATISTICS (CONTINUED BY AUSTRALIAN AND NEW 
ZEALAND JOURNAL OF STATISTICS) 
V 6-39// 1964-1997// 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY 
V l+ 1953+ 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES (SHELVED WITH 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY> (CONTINUED BY INVERTEBRATE TAXONOMY) 
V 1-126// 1971-1987// 
AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF DAIRY TECHNOLOGY TECHNICAL PUBLICATION 
NO 5-24// 1956-1976// 
AUSTRALIAN VETERINARY JOURNAL (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, 
ADR 124A) 
















AUSTRALIAN WILDLIFE RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY WILDLIFE RESEARCH) 
V 1-17// 1974-1990// 
AUTO AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
V Cl)+ 1994+ 
AUTOMATION 
SEE--PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 
AUTOMATION (CONTINUES PRODUCTION ENGINEERING) (CONTINUED BY 
PENTON'S CONTROLS & SYSTEMS) 
V (34)-38// 1987-1991// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1987-1991// 
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
INTERNATIONAL 
V 31-99,102-105// 1932-1991,1994-1997// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989-1997// 
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES AUTOMOTIVE 
ENGINEERING) 
V 106+ 1998+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1998+ 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES (CONTINUED BY CHILTON'S AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRIES) 
V 52-61,63,67-71(72)73-153// 1925-1975// 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES (RADNOR, PA) (CONTINUES CHILTON'S 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES) 
V (174)175+ 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION (CONTINUES AUTOMOTIVE 
PRODUCTION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING 
338 4705 
AU81 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
AUTOMOTIVE NEWS 
1995+ 
SEARCHBANK AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTION (CONTINUES PRODUCTION) (CONTINUED BV 
AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APR -DEC 1996// 
636 50896 AVIAN DISEASES 





AVIAN PATHOLOGY (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 124A) 
V 7+ 1978+ 
AVIATION WEEK 
SEE--AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
V 52-54(55)56-77(78)79+ 1950+ 
305 868073 AZTLAAN 
AZ75 V 19+ 1988+ 
658 05 
82 
BA BUSINESS NEWS (CONTINUES MINNESOTA BUSINESS NEWS) 
NO 44-73// 1974-1981// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
B HA BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE HISTORY OF ART (CONTINUES RI LA 
INTERNATIONAL REPERTORY OF THE LITERATURE OF ART) 
V l+ 1991+ 
BACK LETTER 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK BACK STAGE 





SEE--INTERNATIONAL STUDIES QUARTERLY 
BACKGROUND NOTES CON VARIOUS COUNTRIES> (SHELVED IN REFERENCE 
BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA> 
CURRENT EDITION ONLY 
303 48205 BACKGROUNDER 






SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1983+ 
BACTERIOLOGICAL REVIEWS (CONTINUED BY MICROBIOLOGICAL REVIEWS> 
V 1-41// 1937-1977// 
INDEX V 11-25 
BAILEYA 
V 1-23 
INDEX V 1-10 
1953-1991 
SEARCHBANK BAKERY PRODUCTION AND MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 















BALANCE, AND STATE JOURNAL (SERIES 1> 
V 1-7CMF)// 
BALANCE, AND STATE JOURNAL (SERIES 2> 
V 1-2CMF)// 
BALANCE, AND STATE JOURNAL (SERIES 3) 
V lCMF)// 
BALL STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE FORUM 




BALL STATE UNIVERSITY FORUM (CONTINUED BY FORUM (MUNCIE, IND>> 
V 1-9// 1960-68// 
SEARCHBANK BALTIMORE BUSINESS JOURNAL 




















BALTIMORE MEDICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL LYCAEUM 
V lCMF)// 
BALTIMORE MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL RECORDER 
V 1-2CMF)// 





BALTIMORE REPERTORY OF PAPERS ON LITERARY AND OTHER TOPICS, 
INCLUDING A SELECTION OF ENGLISH DRAMAS 
V lCMF)// 1811// 
BALTIMORE WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
V lCMF>// 1800-1801// 
SEARCHBANK BANK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY BANKING STRATEGIES) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1991-AUG 1996// 
65 -
SEARCHBANK BANK MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAY 1991+ 
332 105 BANK OF ISRAEL BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY BANK OF ISRAEL RESEARCH 
8224 DEPT ECONOMIC REVIEW) 
332 105 
8225 
NO 25-30// 1966-1968// 
BANK OF ISRAEL RESEARCH DEPT ECONOMIC REVIEW (CONTINUES BANK OF 
ISRAEL BULLETIN) 
NO 37-44 1971-1977 
SEARCHBANK BANKER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1993+ 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
BANKERS' MAGAZINE (ABSORBED BYUS BANKER) 
V 152-180// 





SEARCHBANK BANKING STRATEGIES (CONTINUES BANK MANAGEMENT) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1997+ 
MF BAPTIST MISSIONARY MAGAZINE 
APS II V 1-SCMF)// 1817-1825// 
REEL 71-72 
MF BARBER'S SHOP 















BARGAINING UPDATE NEWSLETTER OF THE COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
1981-1986// 
BARLEY GENETICS NEWSLETTER 
v l+ 
BARLEY IMPROVEMENT CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
1971+ 
1963+ 
BARRON'S (CONTINUES BARRON'S NATIONAL BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL 
WEEKLY) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL REPLACED 1994CMF)+ 
BY MICROFILM 
BARRON'S INDEX CBOUND WITH ANNUAL WALL STREET JOURNAL INDEX) 
1981-1983 
BARRON'S NATIONAL BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL WEEKLY (CONTINUED BY 
BARRON'S) 
1965-1994// 
1000 BASIN TODAY 






















BEE, OR, UNIVERSAL WEEKLY 
NO l-9CMF)// 









150 194305 BEHAVIOR AND PHILOSOPHY (CONTINUES BEHAVIORISM) 






















METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION (CONTINUED BY 





METHODS, INSTRUMENTS, AND COMPUTERS (CONTINUES 
METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION) 
BEHAVIOR THERAPY 
v l+ 
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES 
V 20+ 
BEHAVIORAL DISEASE MANAGEMENT REPORT 
v l+ 
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH MANAGEMENT 
V 15+ 







BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TREATMENT (CONTINUES ADDICTION LETTER) 
V l+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER JULY 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE 





BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE (CONTINUES IN PART, JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE 
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 97+ 1983+ 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCE) 
V 1-41// 1956-1996// 
150 194305 BEHAVIORISM (CONTINUED BY BEHAVIOR AND PHILOSOPHY) 





















SUPPLEMENTS NO 4-19 




BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION (CONTINUES EUROPEAN JOURNAL 
OF BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION) 
V (2)3-4// 1977-1981// 
BEIJING REVIEW 
V 33-35CMCHE)36CP)+ 
BEITRAGE ZUR ENTOMOLOGIE 
V 16-40 
BELFAST MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
V l-13CMF)// 
BELGIAN REVIEW 
BELL AND HOWELL NEWSPAPER INDEX TO US A TODAY 





BELL JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (CONTINUES BELL JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS AND 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE> 
V 6-12 1975-1981 
BELL JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY BELL 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS> 








BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL PARTS 1-3 (CONTINUED BY AT & T 
BELL LABORATORIES TECHNICAL JOURNAL) 
V 3-37CMF),33-62CP)// 1924-1958CMF>,1954-
INDEX V 1-20,36-50CP> 1983CP)// 
1922-1941,1957-1971 
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC BELL LABORATORIES RECORD (CONTINUED BY RECORD AT & T BELL LABORATORIES> 
V l-15CMF)16-61CP)// 1925-1983// 
BELL TELEPHONE MAGAZINE 
V 2-52 
INDEX V 1-25 
1923-1973 
SEARCHBANK BELLES LETTRES A REVIEW OF BOOKS BY WOMEN 












BENTLEY'S QUARTERLY REVIEW 
V 1-2CMF)// 




BEREAN, OR AN APPEAL TO THE SCRIPTURES ON QUESTIONS OF UTMOST 
IMPORTANCE TO THE HUMAN RACE 
V lCMF)// 1802-1809// 
BEREAN, OR SCRIPTURE SEARCHER 
V 2CMF)// 1810// 
660 29705 BERICHTE DER BUNSENGESELLSCHAFT FUR PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE 





V (61-62)63-94// 1957-1990// 
BERICHTE DER DEUTSCHEN CHEMISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT 
SEE--CHEMISCHE BERICHTE 
BERICHTE DES OHARA INSTITUTS FUR LANDWIRTSCHAFLICHE BIOLOGIE 
V (11)12-15(16-17) 1959-1975 
BERICHTE UBER LANDWIRTSCHAFT 
V 42-54 1964-1976 
SEARCHBANK BERKELEY TECHNOLOGY LAW JOURNAL 

















BERNICE PAUAHI BISHOP MUSEUM HONOLULU OCCASIONAL PAPERS 
V 22-25// 1963-1984// 
BEST AMERICAN ESSAYS 
1986-1989 
BEST AMERICAN SHORT PLAYS (CONTINUES BEST SHORT PLAYS) 
BEST NEWSPAPER WRITING 







BEST SHORT PLAYS (CONTINUED BY BEST AMERICAN SHORT PLAYS> 
1968-1989// 
BEST'S REVIEW LIFE-HEALTH INSURANCE EDITION 
V 73+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1972+ 
1983+ 
SEARCHBANK BEST'S REVIEW PROPERTY-CASUALTY INSURANCE EDITION 








BETTER CROPS WITH PLANT FOOD 
V 6-50(51)52-53(54)55-66,70+ 
BETTER FARMING 




BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V l-56CP)57CP AND MCHE)+ 1922-1978CP) 
SEARCHBANK BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS CSAN FRANCISCO EDITION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1979CP AND MCHE)+ 
DEC 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK BETTER NUTRITION (CONTINUES BETTER NUTRITION FOR TODAY'S LIVING) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK BETTER NUTRITION FOR TODAY'S LIVING (CONTINUED BY BETTER 
NUTRITION) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-JAN 1996// 
SEARCHBANK BEVERAGE INDUSTRY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK BEVERAGE WORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
650 105 BEYOND COMPUTING 
8468 V l+ 1992+ 
DOC BEYOND RELIEF 
Y3 AFB 10/ V 4+ 1988+ 
220 9305 BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY REVIEW 
852 V 14 NO 6+ 1988+ 
MF BIBLICAL REPERTORY AND PRINCETON REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
APS II V lCMF)// 1825// 
REEL 229 
MF BIBLICAL REPOSITORY AND CLASSICAL REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
APS II V l-12CMF)// 1831-1838// 
REEL 
306-307 
MF BIBLICAL REPOSITORY AND CLASSICAL REVIEW (SERIES 2) 
APS II V l-6CMF)// 1845-1850// 
REEL 
307-309 
MF BIBLICAL REPOSITORY AND CLASSICAL REVIEW (SERIES 3) 





















BIBLICAL WORLD (SERIES 2) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF RELIGION> 
V 41-54// 1913-1920// 
BIBLIO BIBLIOGRAPHIE, LITERATURE CATALOGUE FRANCAIS 
1967-1971// 
BIBLIOGRAPHIA GENETICA 
V 1-20// 1925-1970// 
BIBLIOGRAPHIA MUSICOLOGICA A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MUSICAL LITERATURE 
V 1-6 1968-1973 





















BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF CORROSION ABSTRACTS 
1952-1960// 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH, DENVER BULLETIN 
NO 1-12// 1947-1955// 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA PAPERS 
V 51+ 1957+ 
BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER PFLAN2ENSCHUT2-LITERATUR (CONTINUED BY 
BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER PFLAN2ENSCHUT2-LITERATUR NEW SERIES) 
1940-1958// 
BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER PFLAN2ENSCHUT2-LITERATUR NEW SERIES (CONTINUES 
BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER PFLAN2ENSCHUT2-LITERATUR) 
V 1-11// 1970-1975// 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURE (MERGER OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
LITERATURE, PLANT SCIENCE LITERATURE, AND US FOREST SERVICE 
LIBRARY FORESTRY, CURRENT LITERATURE) 
V (1)2-61 1942-1997 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOETHICS 
SEE--WALTERS, LEROY BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOETHICS 
INDEX WALL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MEDICAL REVIEWS 






























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPRODUCTION (CONTINUED BY HUMAN REPRODUCTION 
UPDATE) 
V 1-63// 1963-1994// 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HEALTH INDEXES (1979-1981)1982(1983)+ 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS OF 
MATERIALS 
V (14)15-20(21-22) 1970-1978 
BICYCLING (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 17-26(27)28+ 1974+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1989+ 
BIENNIAL REVIEW OF ANTHROPOLOGY (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL REVIEW OF 
ANTHROPOLOGY) 
V 1-7// 1959-1971// 






BILLBOARD (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 94CMF)+ 1982CMF)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
BIO SYSTEMS 
V 6-8 1974-1977 
BIOCHEMICAL ACTIONS OF HORMONES 
V 1-14// 1970-1987// 
BIOCHEMICAL AND BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS 
V l+ 1959+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
BIOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR MEDICINE (CONTINUES BIOCHEMICAL MEDICINE 
AND METABOLIC BIOLOGY) (CONTINUED BY MOLECULAR GENETICS AND 
METABOLISM> 















































V 22+ 1984+ 
BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL (1906-1972) CSPLIT INTO BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL 
MOLECULAR ASPECTS, AND BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL CELLULAR ASPECTS) 
V l-57CMF)58-130CP)// 1906-1954CMF) 
INDEX V 41-65,1947-1967CP) 1955-1972CP)// 
BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL (1984) (FORMED BY THE MERGER OF BIOCHEMICAL 
JOURNAL MOLECULAR ASPECTS, AND BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL CELLULAR 
ASPECTS) 
V 217-289 1984-FEB 1993 
BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL CELLULAR ASPECTS (CONTINUES IN PART, 
BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL (1906-1972)) CMERGED WITH BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL 
MOLECULAR ASPECTS TO FORM BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL (1984)) 
V 132-216// 1973-1983// 
INDEX V 145-208, 1975-1982 
BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL MOLECULAR ASPECTS (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL (1906-1972)) CMERGED WITH BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL 
CELLULAR ASPECTS, TO FORM BIOCHEMICAL JOURNAL (1984)) 
V 131-215// 1973-1983// 
INDEX V 145-208, 1975-1982 
BIOCHEMICAL MEDICINE (CONTINUED BY BIOCHEMICAL MEDICINE AND 
METABOLIC BIOLOGY) 
V 1-34// 1967-1985// 
BIOCHEMICAL MEDICINE AND METABOLIC BIOLOGY (CONTINUES BIOCHEMICAL 
MEDICINE) (CONTINUED BY BIOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR MEDICINE) 
V 35-53// 1986-1994// 
BIOCHEMICAL PHARMACOLOGY 
V 1-7,16-44 
BIOCHEMICAL SOCIETY LONDON SYMPOSIA 
v l+ 





BIOCHEMISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT (CONTINUED BY EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF 
BIOCHEMISTRY) 
V l-318CMF)319-346CP)// 1906-1967// 
GENERAL REGISTER V l-300CMF) 
BIOCHEMISTRY (MOSCOW, USSR) 
V 21-28,31-41 




BIOCHEMISTRY AND CELL BIOLOGY (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CELL BIOLOGY) 
V 64+ 1986+ 
BIOCHIMICA ET BIOPHYSICA ACTA 
V 1-1159 
INDEX V 1-195 
BIOCHIMIE 
V l-59CSTORAGE) 





























































BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF INORGANIC 
BIOCHEMISTRY) 
V 3-9// 1971-1978// 
BIOLOGIA PLANTARUM 
v l+ 




BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (FORMED BY MERGER OF ABSTRACTS OF BACTERIOLOGY 
AND BOTANICAL ABSTRACTS) (1926-1969 V 1-50 LOCATED IN PERIODICALS 
/LOWER LEVEL> 
V 1+ 1926+ 
BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL INDEX (CONTINUES AGRICULTURAL INDEX> 
V 19+ 1964+ 
BIOLOGICAL BOARD OF CANADA BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY FISHERIES 
RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA BULLETIN) 
NO 5-31,33-55// 1923-1937// 
BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN 
V C 112-113)114+ 










BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY (CONTINUES LINNEAN 
SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS) 
V 1-41 1969-1990 
BIOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V 25-44 1957-1976 
BIOLOGICAL REVIEWS OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILSOPHICAL SOCIETY 
V 70+ 1995+ 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE (CAMBRIDGE SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACTS) 
CURRENT 5 YEARS 
BIOLOGICAL THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL 
NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL BIOLOGICAL 
THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY NEWSLETTER) (CONTINUED BY BIOLOGICAL 
THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY NEWSLETTER> 
V 3 NO 6-12 NO 1// JUNE 1980-JAN 1989// 
BIOLOGICAL THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY NEWSLETTER 
SEE--MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY 
SEE--MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL BIOLOGICAL THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY 
SEE--NEWSLETTER 
BIOLOGICAL THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES 
BIOLOGICAL THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL 
NEWSLETTER) 
V 12 NO 2+ 1989+ 
574 13305 BIOLOGICAL TRACE ELEMENT RESEARCH 





570 5 BIOLOGISCHES ZENTRALBLATT 
851 V 65-103CSTORAGE) 1946-1984CSTORAGE) 
574 05 BIOLOGIST 
8522 V 51-64 1969-1982 
574 90948 BIOLOGY AND FERTILITY OF SOILS 
852 V 19+ 1995+ 
QH301 
BSA 
BIOLOGY COLLOQUIUM, OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS ANNUAL 






V 8-41// 1947-1952,1954-1974, 
BIOLOGY DIGEST 
v l+ 







BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF MEDICAL ENGINEERING 
AND TECHNOLOGY) 




TWO VEAR FILE 
610 7805 
M42 
BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES MEDICAL 
INSTRUMENTATION) 
V 23+ 1989+ 
QH601 BIOMEMBRANES 
853 V l+ 
311 205 BIOMETRICS 
852 V l+ 
570 5 BIOMETRIKA 
8521 V 32-34,(42-43)44(45)46+ 
INDEX 1-56 
574 105 BIOORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
8524 V l+ 
IDEAL 
574 19105 BIOPHYSICAL JOURNAL 
8525 V 7-16CP)l7-67CMCHE)68+ 
574 19105 BIOPHYSICS (RUSSIAN TRANSLATIONS> 
8524 V (6),8-9(10) 
574 05 BIOSCIENCE 
Al V l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 





















BIOTECHNIC & HISTOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES STAIN TECHNOLOGY) 
V 66+ 1991+ 
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND BIOENGINEERING 
v l+ 

















BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY AGRICULTURAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY, AS FA MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY 
ABSTRACTS, AND MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS) 







BIRD-BANDING (CONTINUES BULLETIN OF THE NORTHEASTERN BIRD-BANDING 
ASSOCIATION) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF FIELD ORNITHOLOGY) 
V 33-50// 1962-1979// 
BIRD-LORE 
SEE--AUDUBON MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK BIRDER'S WORLD 
598 2 
H53 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 




598 05219 BIRDSCOPE CV 4-V 7 INCORPORATED INTO LIVING BIRD QUARTERLY) 
B47 V Cl)2-4,8+ 1987-1990,1994+ 










SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
BIRTH 
V 12+ 
BIRTH DEFECTS ABSTRACTS OF SELECTED ARTICLES 
V 1-7// 




SEARCHBANK BLACK COLLEGIAN 
MF 
ELP 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
BLACK DWARF 
V l-12CMF)// 
SEARCHBANK BLACK ENTERPRISE 
622 05 
B561 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
BLACK HILLS ENGINEER 
V l-30CSOUTH DAKOTA ROOM)// 
SEARCHBANK BLACK ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
781 729605 BLACK MUSIC RESEARCH JOURNAL 
B55 V 15+ 
781 729605 BLACK PERSPECTIVE IN MUSIC 
B562 V 1-18// 
BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE 



















BLAIR AND KETCHUM'S COUNTRY JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY COUNTRY JOURNAL> 
V 12-(13)// 1935-1986// 












BLUE BOOK (CONTINUES AMERICAN DRUGGIST BLUE BOOK) (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 




BMJ (INTERNATIONAL EDITION) (CONTINUES BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL (CLINICAL RESEARCH EDITION) 
V 297+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 








































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
BOATING STATISTICS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY WESTERN WRITERS SERIES (CONTINUES WESTERN 
WRITERS SERIES) 
NO 72+ 1986+ 
BON APPETIT 
V 20-36 1975-1991 
BOOK MARKS CS DLA) 
V (3-13)14(15)16-21(22)23(24-25)26-33 1951+ (34)35+ 
INDEX 1949-1971 
BOOK OF THE STATES (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
V 1-2,6+ 1935-1936,1945+ 
BOOK REVIEW DIGEST 
1905+ 
BOOK REVIEW INDEX 
V l+ 1965+ 
BOOK WEEK 
V 1-4// 1963-1967// 
BOOKLIST 
SEE--BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS BULLETIN 
BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS BULLETIN 
V 51-56(57)58+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
BOOKMAN 
V 1-76// 











BOOKS IN PRINT AUTHOR, TITLE, SERIES, SUBJECT, FORTHCOMING AND 
SUPPLEMENT INDEX TO PUBLISHERS' TRADE LIST ANNUAL CSHELVED IN 
ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT) 
CURRENT VEAR ONLY 
BOOKS IN SERIES 
V 1-3// 




















































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAY 1990-FEB 1993 
BOSTON COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS LAW REVIEW (CONTINUES 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS) 
V 7-18 1978-1991 
BOSTON JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY AND THE ARTS, INTENDED TO EXHIBIT A 
VIEW OF THE PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY IN NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, MECHANICS, 
CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, AND MINERALOGY, NATURAL HISTORY, COMPARATIVE 
ANATOMY, AND PHYSIOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY, STATISTICS AND THE FINE AND 
USEFUL ARTS 
V l-3CMF)// 1823-1826// 
BOSTON MAGAZINE 
V l-3CMF)// 
BOSTON MAGAZINE (SERIES 1) 
V l-3CMF)// 
BOSTON MAGAZINE (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF>// 
BOSTON MISCELLANY OF LITERATURE AND FASHION 
V l-3CMF)// 







BOSTON SPECTATOR, DEVOTED TO POLITICKS AND BELLES-LETTRES 
V lCMF)// 1814-1815// 
BOSTON WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
V l-3CMF)// 1743// 
BOSTON WEEKLY MAGAZINE, DEVOTED TO MORAL AND ENTERTAINING 
LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS 
V l-3CMF)// 1838-1841// 
BOSTON WEEKLY MAGAZINE, DEVOTED TO POLITE LITERATURE, USEFUL 
SCIENCE, BIOGRAPHY, AND DRAMATIC CRITICISM (SERIES 1) 
V l-3CMF)// 1816-1819// 
BOSTON WEEKLY MAGAZINE, DEVOTED TO POLITE LITERATURE, USEFUL 
SCIENCE, BIOGRAPHY, AND DRAMATIC CRITICISM (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 1824// 
BOTANICA MARINA 
V 8-26 1965-1983 
BOTANICAL ABSTRACTS (MERGED WITH ABSTRACTS OF BACTERIOLOGY TO 
FORM BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-15// 1918-1926// 
INDEX V 1-10, 12-15,1918-1926// 
BOTANICAL GAZETTE (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PLANT 
SCIENCES> 
V l-13CMC>,ll-113CMF),lll-152CP)// 1875-1991// 








BOTANISCHE JAHRBUCHER FUR SYSTEMATIK, PFLANZENGESCHICHTE UND 
PFLANZENGEOGRAPHIE 













BOTSWANA NOTES AND RECORDS 
v l+ 
BOTSWANA AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION SERVICE AGRINEWS 
1880-1941// 
1968+ 
V (11)12-16(17-24)25+ 1980+ 
BOTTOM LINE 
V 10+ 1995+ 
328 783005 BOTTOM LINE (CONTINUES LEGISLATIVE REPORT) (CONTINUED BY INDUSTRY 
L4542 AND COMMERCE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA) 









SEARCHBANK-GENRAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -JUNE 1992// 
BOW AND ARROW V 1(2)3-8(9)10-22 







2731 BOWKER ANNUAL OF LIBRARY AND BOOK TRADE INFORMATION (CURRENT 
AS EDITION IN DEAN'S OFFICE) 
1955+ 










SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1984+ 
BOYCE THOMPSON INSTITUTE FOR PLANT RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
V 1-24// 1925-1971// 
BOYER, ABEL THE HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE, DIGESTED INTO 
ANNALS 
V 1-llCMF)// 1703-1713// 
BRAIN AND COGNITION 
1996+ 
BRAIN AND LANGUAGE 
1996+ 
BRAIN, BEHAVIOR, AND IMMUNITY 
1996+ 
BRANDEIS JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW (CONTINUES UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW) 
V 36+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK BRANDWEEK (CONTINUES ADWEEK'S MARKETING WEEK) 






















BREAKTHROUGHS IN HEALTH AND SCIENCE (CONTINUES SCIENCE DIGEST, 
N S ) 
V 1-2// 1990-1991// 
BRIEFS FOOTNOTES ON MATERNITY CARE 
V 23-47CSTORAGE)// 
































BRITISH ACCOUNTING REVIEW 
1995+ 
BRITISH APOLLO, OR, CURIOUS AMUSEMENTS FOR THE INGENIOUS 
V l-4CMF)// 1708-1711// 
BRITISH BOOK NEWS 
1967-1983 
BRITISH CRITIC AND QUARTERLY THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
V l-42CMF)// 1793-1813// 
BRITISH CRITIC AND QUARTERLY THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (SERIES 2) 
V l-23CMF)// 1814-1825// 
BRITISH CRITIC AND QUARTERLY THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (SERIES 3) 
V l-3CMF)// 1825-1826// 
BRITISH CRITIC AND QUARTERLY THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (SERIES 4) (ABSORBED QUARTERLY THEOLOGICAL REVIEW AND ECCLESIASTICAL RECORD) (CONTINUED BY ENGLISH REVIEW) 
V l-34CMF)// 1827-1843// 
BRITISH GRASSLAND SOCIETY JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY GRASS AND FORAGE 
SCIENCES> 
V 1-33// 1946-1978// 
BRITISH HERITAGE (CONTINUES BRITISH HISTORY ILLUSTRATED) 
V l+ 1979+ 
BRITISH HISTORY ILLUSTRATED (CONTINUED BY BRITISH HERITAGE) 
V 1-6// 1974-1979// 
BRITISH HUMANITIES INDEX 
1962-1969CMF)l970CP)+ 
BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY JOURNAL 
SEE--J BIS JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY 
BRITISH JOURNAL FOR THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
V (4,6,7)8-19,21-41 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1953-1990 
MAR 1990+ 















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 
SEE--ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS CSERIES 1) 
V 1-18// 
SUPPLEMENTS V 1-5 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS (SERIES 2) 
V 1-2// 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 20+ 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF CRIMINOLOGY 
V 26+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 41-49 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF NUTRITION 
v l+ 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
V 16+ 
























































BRITISH JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V 59+ 1968+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP NOV 1992+ 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF SOCIAL AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 7-19// 1968-1980// 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 20+ 1981+ 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY 
v 1+ 1956+ 
INDEX 1-20 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF SPORTS MEDICINE 
V 18+ 1984+ 
BRITISH JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE 
V 28+ 1995+ 
BRITISH MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY REGISTER OF RELIGIOUS AND 
ECCLESIASTICAL INFORMATION, PAROCHIAL HISTORY, AND DOCUMENTS 
RESPECTING THE STATE OF THE POOR, PROGRESS OF EDUCATION, ETC 
V l-36CMF)// 1832-1849// 
BRITISH MEDICAL BULLETIN 
V 25-46 1969-1990 
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL 
CLINICAL RESEARCH EDITION) 
V 280-281// 1980// 
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL CLINICAL RESEARCH REPORTS (CONTINUES 
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY BMJ INTERNATIONAL EDITION) 
V 282-296// 1981-1988// 
BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL HISTORY> BULLETIN ENTOMOLOGY 
SEE--BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL HISTORY) ENTOMOLOGY SERIES 
BRITISH MUSEUM DEPARTMENT OF PRINTED BOOKS SUBJECT INDEX OF 
MODERN BOOKS 
V 1-6// 1956-1960// 
BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY MYCOLOGIST> 
V 12-20// 1978-1986// 
BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED BY 
MYCOLOGICAL RESEARCH> 
V 1-91// 1896-1988// 
INDEX 1-30 
BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
1967-1990 
BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CUMULATED SUBJECTS CATALOGUE 
1951-1964 
BRITISH ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION LIST OF MEMBERS CBOUND WITH IBIS> 
1979-1982// 
BRITISH POULTRY SCIENCE 
v l+ 
BRITISH REVIEW AND LONDON CRITICAL JOURNAL 
1960+ 
V l-23CMF)// 1811-1825// 
BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF VEGETABLE RESEARCH REPORT (CONTINUED BY AFR C INSTITUTE FOR HORTICULTURAL RESEARCH 
ANNUAL REPORT) 
































BRITISH TECHNOLOGY INDEX 





BRITISH UNION-CATALOGUE OF PERIODICALS NEW PERIODICAL TITLES 
1960-1980// 
BRITISH YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 
1963-1988 
BRITON 
NO l-38CMF)// 1762-1763// 
BROADCASTING (CONTINUED BY BROADCASTING AND CABLE) 
V 64-73CMF)74-Cl23)CP)// 1963-1967CMF)l968-1993// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983-FEB 1993// 
BROADCASTING AND CABLE (CONTINUES BROADCASTING) 
V (123)+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1993+ 
BROADCASTING AND CABLE MARKET PLACE (CONTINUES BROADCASTING 
YEARBOOK (1990)) (CONTINUED BY BROADCASTING AND CABLE YEARBOOK) 
1992// 
BROADCASTING AND CABLE YEARBOOK (CONTINUES BROADCASTING AND CABLE 
MARKET PLACE) 
1993+ 
BROADCASTING CABLECASTING YEARBOOK (CONTINUES BROADCASTING 
YEARBOOK) (CONTINUED BY BROADCASTING YEARBOOK (1990)) 
1982-1989// 
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY BROADCASTING CABLECASTING 
YEARBOOK) 
1968-1981// 
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK (1990) (CONTINUES BROADCASTING CABLE 
YEARBOOK) (CONTINUED BY BROADCASTING AND CABLE MARKETPLACE) 
1990-1991// 
300 5 BROOKINGS BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY BROOKINGS REVIEW) 
B791 V 5(6)7-18// 1966-1982// 
INDEX WALL BROOKINGS DAILY REGISTER SUBJECT INDEX 
071 JANUARY 1986+ 
87922 
338 05 BROOKINGS MEGAPHONE C3M) 
8791 V 1-20,22-24// 1972-1990,1992-1994// 
HClOl BROOKINGS PAPERS ON ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
8785 V 2+ 1973+ 
300 5 BROOKINGS REVIEW (CONTINUES BROOKINGS BULLETIN) 
B792 V l+ 1982+ 
580 7 
B79 7 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
BROOKLYN BOTANIC GARDEN RECORD (CONTINUED BY PLANT AND GARDENS) 
V 1-33// 1912-1944// 
595 706 BROOKLYN ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN 
B79 V Cl-3)4-60// 1878-1965// 
SF199 BROWN SWISS CATTLE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION REPORT 
B7B7R 1953-1957,1965+ 
SEARCHBANK BROWN UNIVERSITY CHILD AND ADOLESCENT BEHAVIOR LETTER 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK BROWN UNIVERSITY DIGEST OF ADDICTION THEORY AND APPLICATION 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
80 -
SEARCHBANK BROWN UNIVERSITY LONG-TERM CARE QUALITY ADVISOR (CONTINUES BROWN 
UNIVERSITY LONG-TERM CARE QUALITY LETTER) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER SEPT 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK BROWN UNIVERSITY LONG-TERM CARE QUALITY LETTER (CONTINUED BY 
BROWN UNIVERSITY LONG-TERM CARE QUALITY ADVISOR) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-AUG 1996// 
DOC BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (CURRENT EDITION SHELVED IN 
PREX 2 8 REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
338 47905 BUILDER 
B855 V 8+ 1985+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
690 5 BUILDING RESEARCH 
B868 V 1-11 1964-1976 
SEARCHBANK BUILDING SUPPLY HOME CENTERS 
697 05 
H351 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-JAN 1996// 
BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN (CONTINUED BY ENERGY ENGINEERING) 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
BULL-0-GRAM (CONTINUES CHAROLAIS BULL-0-GRAM) 
1979-1980// 
BULLETIN - BIOLOGICAL BOARD OF CANADA (CONTINUED BY BULLETIN -
FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA) 
N 5-8// 1923-1937// 
BULLETIN - FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA (CONTINUES BULLETIN 
BIOLOGICAL BOARD OF CANADA) (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN BULLETIN OF 
FISHERIES AND AQUATIC SCIENCES) 
NO 56-200// 1939-1979// 
BULLETIN ANALYTIQUE D'ENTOMOLOGIE MEDICALE ET VETERINAIRE 
V 6-30// 1959-1983// 
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE BOTANIQUE DE FRANCE ACTUALITES BOTANIQUES 
V 136 1989 
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE BOTANIQUE DE FRANCE LETTRES BOTANIQUES (CONTINUES SOCIETE BOTANIQUE DE FRANCE BULLETIN> 
V 126-137 1979-1990 
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE CHIMIQUE DE FRANCE (CONTINUES SOCIETE 
CHIMIQUE DE FRANCE BULLETIN> 
1985-1993 
BULLETIN OF ACADEMIC SCIENCE DIVISION OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES 
SEE--AKADEMIIA NAUK SSR DIVISION OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES BULLETIN 
BULLETIN OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 
SEE--ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 
BULLETIN OF BIBLIOGRAPHY 
V 20+ 
BULLETIN OF BIBLIOGRAPHY AND MAGAZINE NOTES 
SEE--BULLETIN OF BIBLIOGRAPHY 




BULLETIN OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION AND TOXICOLOGY 
V l+ 1966+ 









BULLETIN OF HISPANIC STUDIES 
V 46-60 
BULLETIN OF MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY 
V (15),17(18)19(20)21-52 
BULLETIN OF MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY 
BULLETIN OF MATHEMATICAL BIOPHYSICS 




027 47471 BULLETIN OF RESEARCH IN THE HUMANITIES 
N43 V 81-87// 1978-1987// 
020 5 BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE 
887 V 21+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK BULLETIN OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION (CONTINUED 
BY BUSINESS COMMUNICATION QUARTERLY> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE-DEC 1994// 
341 05 BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
8874 V 1-17CMF),9CP)+ 1945+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 1992+ 
QL461 BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL HISTORY> ENTOMOLOGY SERIES 






V 17-61// 1967-1992// 
BULLETIN OF THE CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
SEE--CHICAGO UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS BULLETIN 
BULLETIN OF THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE 
1996+ 
BULLETIN OF THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM ENTOMOLOGY SERIES (CONTINUES BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL HISTORY) 
ENTOMOLOGY SERIES) 
V 62+ 1993+ 
BULLETIN OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
NO 1-46// 1878-1879// 
SEE--PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS (1878-1970) 
1000 BULLETIN OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA CHESS ASSOCIATION 













BULLETIN OF ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE 
v l+ 
BULLETIN ON ECONOMIC CRIME ENFORCEMENT 
V 8+ 





BULLETIN SIGNALETIQUE D'ENTOMOLOGIE MEDICALE ET VETERINAIRE 
SEE--BULLETIN ANALVTIQUE D'ENTOMOLOGIE MEDICALE ET VETERINAIRE 
BULLETIN INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS 
NO 169+ 1990+ 
BULLETIN COUNCIL OF SOCIETIES FOR THE STUDY OF RELIGION 
V 18+ 1989+ 
BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS BULLETIN (1981-1982)1983+ 
SEARCHBANK BUREAUCRAT (CONTINUED BV PUBLIC MANAGER THE NEW BUREAUCRAT) 
705 
8925 





MF BURTON'S GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW 
APS II V l-7CMF)// 1837-1840// 
REEL 311 
330 97305 BUSINESS AMERICA, THE JOURNAL OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE (CONTINUES 
B964 COMMERCE AMERICA) 
V l+ 1978+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS AND HEALTH 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
174 405 BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICS JOURNAL 
B96 V 14+ 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS AND SOCIETY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS AND SOCIETY REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1985-JAN 1994 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS COMMUNICATION QUARTERLY (CONTINUES BULLETIN OF THE 
ASSOCIATION FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS COMMUNICATION REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
338 5405 
B963 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS CREDIT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
BUSINESS CYCLE DEVELOPMENTS 
SEE--BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS DETROIT (CONTINUED MICHIGAN BUSINESS 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
BUSINESS EDUCATION FORUM 
V Cl,4)5,7-lOCll),13+ 
BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD 
V l-40CMF>41-63CP) 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS FIRST - COLUMBUS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS FIRST - LOUISVILLE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS FIRST OF BUFFALO 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS FORUM 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
BUSINESS HISTORY REVIEW 
V 32+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
BUSINESS HORIZONS 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 






















SEARCHBANK BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS JOURNAL - MILWAUKEE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS JOURNAL - PORTLAND 




SEARCHBANK BUSINESS JOURNAL - SERVING GREATER SACRAMENTO (CONTINUED BV 
SACRAMENTO BUSINESS JOURNAL) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989-FEB 1997// 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS JOURNAL - SERVING PHOENIX AND THE VALLEV OF THE SUN 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS JOURNAL OF NEW JERSEV 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS LAWVER 
658 05 
D923 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
BUSINESS MONTH (CONTINUES DUN'S BUSINESS MONTH) 
V (129)-136// 







BUSINESS NEWS NOTES (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA BUSINESS NEWS) 
NO 6-50 1953-1960 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS NORTH CAROLINA 






BUSINESS PAGE SOUTH DAKOTA 
V 1+ 
BUSINESS PERIODICAL INDEX 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS PERSPECTIVES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS QUARTERLV 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS RECORD CDES MOINES) 






APR 1990-FEB 1993 
330 973005 BUSINESS REVIEW FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF PHILADELPHIA 
896 1995+ 
DOC BUSINESS STATISTICS (LATEST EDITION IN REFERENCE GOVERNMENT 
C 59 11/3 PUBLICATIONS) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK BUSINESS STRATEGV REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1994+ 
650 5 BUSINESS WEEK (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
BU9 COPY 1, 1966CP)+ 
COPY 2, 1929-1965,1986CMF)+ 





NO 1-12CMF)// 1759// 
SEARCHBANK BUZZWORM THE ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY BUZZWORM'S EARTH 
JOURNAL) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992-0CT 1993// 
SEARCHBANK BUZZWORM'S EARTH JOURNAL (CONTINUES BUZZWORM) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
001 640405 BYTE 
8998 V 8+ 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP 
84 -
NOV 1993-FEB 1994// 
1983+ 
OCT 1996+ 
616 99405 CA CANCER JOURNAL FOR CLINICIANS 



















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
CA MAGAZINE 
SEE--COMMUNICATION ARTS 
CA SELECTS, SELENIUM AND TELLERIUM CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES SELENIUM 
AND TELLURIUM ABSTRACTS) 
CAB ABSTRACTS 
CURRENT 12 YEARS 
CA HP ER JOURNAL TIMES 
SEE--C AH PER D JOURNAL TIMES 
1985-1994 
CA HP ER JOURNAL TIMES CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION (CONTINUED BY CA HP ER D 
JOURNAL TIMES> 
V 41-42CMF)// 1978-1980// 
CA HP ER D JOURNAL TIMES 
V 41-45 1978-1983 
CA HP ER D JOURNAL TIMES CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION, AND DANCE (CONTINUES CA HP ER 
JOURNAL TIMES) 
V 43-45CMF> 1980-1983 






616 02505 CC Q, CRITICAL CARE QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY CRITICAL CARE NURSING 
C869 QUARTERLY> 
V 1-(9)// 1979-1986// 
SEARCHBANK CD A - INVESTNET INSIDERS' CHRONICLE (CONTINUES INSIDERS' 
CHRONICLE> 








CE PAL REVIEW (CONTINUES ECONOMIC BULLETIN FOR LATIN AMERICA> 
l+ 1976+ 
SEARCHBANK CFO THE MAGAZINE FOR SENIOR FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES 




C I N A H L 
SEE--NURSING & ALLIED HEALTH CCINAHL)-CD 
CINA H L (NURSING AND ALLIED HEALTH> 
C I S 
SEE--CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
CL A JOURNAL 
V 38+ 
SEARCHBANK CM A - THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING MAGAZINE 




ARCHIVES CO HE COMMENT COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION NEWSLETTER 
1985-1986// 
615 05 COP NIP LIST 
SP31 V (5-10),12-22// 1957-1975// 
SEARCHBANK CPA JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
85 -
DOC 





























CPI DETAILED REPORT 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
C Q RESEARCHER (CONTINUES EDITORIAL RESEARCH REPORTS> 
V l+ 1991+ 
C Q WEEKLY (CONTINUES CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT> 
CLATEST VEAR IN READV REFERENCE> 
V 56+ 1998+ 
C Q , CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY SPECIAL REPORT (SUPPLEMENT TO C Q , 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT) 
1960-1963CSTORAGE)// 
C Q , CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT (CONTINUED BV 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT> 
V 22-30CSTORAGE)21-40// 1964-1972CSTORAGE) 
1973-1982// 
CR, THE CENTENNIAL REVIEW (CONTINUES CENTENNIAL REVIEW> 
V 28+ 1984+ 
CR B COMMODITY YEARBOOK (CONTINUES COMMODITY YEARBOOK) (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1985+ 
CR C CRITICAL REVIEWS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL (CONTINUED BV 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL> 
V 1-9// 1970-1980// 
CR C CRITICAL REVIEWS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION (CONTINUED 
BV CRITICAL REVIEWS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION) 
V 1-12// 1970-1980// 
CR C CRITICAL REVIEWS IN MICROBIOLOBV (CONTINUED BV CRITICAL 
REVIEWS IN MICROBIOLOGY) 
V 1-7// 1971-1980// 
CR C HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (CONTINUES HANDBOOK OF 
CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS) CMOST RECENT THREE EDITIONS ON RESERVE, 
FOURTH IN REFERENCE> 
V 67+ 1986/87+ 
CR C HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
V 1-5// 1972-1978// 
CR S REVIEW (CONTINUES CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REVIEW> 
V 10-13// 1989-1992// 
CS IR O WILDLIFE RESEARCH (CONTINUED BV AUSTRALIAN WILDLIFE 
RESEARCH> 
V 1-18// 1956-1973// 
CS IR O WILDLIFE RESEARCH TECHNICAL JOURNAL 
SEE--C SIR O WILDLIFE RESEARCH 
370 5 CT A JOURNAL (CALIFORNIA TEACHER'S ASSOCIATION> 
Cl28 V 64-66// 1968-1970// 
MF CABINET A REPOSITORY OF POLITE LITERATURE 
APS II NO 1-lOCMF)// 1811// 
REEL 75 
635 933471 CACTUS AND SUCCULENT JOURNAL 
Cll3 V 1-8,31-34(35)36+ 1932+ 
006 6 CADALVST 




CADET CADENCE CS D SU ARMV ROTC) 





895 405 CALCUTTA REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
Cl26 V 170-181// 1964-1966// 
895 405 CALCUTTA REVIEW (SERIES 2) 
Cl26 V 1-3 1969-1972 
SEARCHBANK CALIFORNIA BUSINESS 










CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE OCEANIC FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS PROGRESS 
REPORTS (CONTINUES PROGRESS REPORT - CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE 
OCEANIC FISHERIES) 
V 7+ 1958/59+ 
CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME 
V (10,22)23(24)25+ 1924+ 
CALIFORNIA FORESTRY NOTES (CONTINUES STATE FOREST NOTES) 
NO 78-82,84-89,91-96 1979-1985 
CALIFORNIA INSECT SURVEY BULLETIN 
V 1-27 1950-1985 
SEARCHBANK CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK CALIFORNIA MANAGEMENT REVIEW 





CALIFORNIA MOSQUITO CONTROL ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS AND PAPERS 
V 16-42 1948-1974 
SEARCHBANK CALIFORNIA WEEKLY EXPLORER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD 1993+ 
SHU 
C32F 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME FISH BULLETIN 
NO 34,39,41-48,50-172 1931-1985 
SF85 
C28 





















CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY 
V 1-48 
CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
BOTANY 
v l+ 
CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
ENTOMOLOGY 
v l+ 
CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
GEOGRAPHY 
v l+ 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 
CALLIOPE (CONTINUED BY OAKWOOD) 
V 1-9// 
CAMBRIAN QUARTERLY MAGAZINE AND CELTIC REPERTORY 
V l-5CMF)// 
























CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, CAMBRIDGE, ENG 
MATHEMATICAL PROCEEDINGS 
V 41,55+ 
INDEX V 1-70 
1945,1959+ 
CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, CAMBRIDGE, ENG PROCEEDINGS 
SEE--CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND MATHEMATICAL 
SEE--PROCEEDINGS 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 1839-1843// 
5217 CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT OF APPLIED BIOLOGY MEMOIR 
C3M NO 7,10-12,15+ 1935+ 
SEARCHBANK CAMCORDER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD APRIL 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK CAMPAIGN 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1993+ 
324 70973 CAMPAIGNS & ELECTIONS 
Cl5 V 17+ 1995+ 
1993+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
796 5405 CAMPING MAGAZINE 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
CAMPING NEWS WEEKLY (CONTINUED BY HIGH COUNTRY NEWS) 
V l-2CMF)// 1969-1970// 
CANADA AGRICULTURE 
V 1-31// 1956-1985// 
SEARCHBANK CANADA AND THE WORLD BACKGROUNDER 



















CANADA HANDBOOK STATISTICS CANADA (1930-1967 IN STORAGE) 
1930-1946,1955-1967 
CANADA BIOLOGICAL BOARD JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY CANADA FISHERIES 
RESEARCH BOARD JOURNAL> 
V 1-3// 1934-1937// 
CANADA BUREAU OF STATISTICS CANADA YEARBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE> (1905-1969 IN STORAGE) 
1959+ 
CANADA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE CURRENT REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL 
CONDITIONS IN CANADA 
V 12-27// 1951-1966// 
CANADA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
1966-1967,1969-1972, 
1974-1976// 
CANADA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATIONERY 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
SEE--CANADIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS CATALOGUE 
CANADA FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD JOURNAL (CONTINUES CANADA 
BIOLOGICAL BOARD JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
FISHERIES AND AQUATIC SCIENCES) 
V 4-5,7,9-36// 1938-1979// 
CANADA STATISTICS CANADA HEALTH MANPOWER SECTION NURSING IN 
CANADA 




CANADIAN ALMANAC AND DIRECTORV (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 




CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION CA HP ER JOURNAL (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
CA HP ER D JOURNAL-TIMES> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL, 
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION> V 50CP)// 1984CP)// 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN BANKER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1989+ 
SH223 CANADIAN BULLETIN OF FISHERIES AND AQUATIC SCIENCES (CONTINUES 
C32 FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA BULLETIN) 
NO 201-215,217+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN BUSINESS REIVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
CANADIAN DAIRY AND ICE CREAM JOURNAL 
SEE--MODERN DAIRY 
CANADIAN DIMENSIONS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
CANADIAN ENTOMOLOGIST 
V l-78CMF AND P)79CP)+ 
SUPPL V 1-30 














SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CANADIAN GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL 
SEE--CANADIAN GEOGRAPHIC 
625 15105 CANADIAN GEOTECHNICAL JOURNAL 
Cl6 V 32+ 
971 CANADIAN HISTORICAL REVIEW 
Cl61 V 48+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MAR 1989-SEPT 1996 
JAN -DEC 1993 
1991+ 





















V 34+ 1984+ 
CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST 
V 12-17,22-25 1889-1902 
CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY FOOD RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL> 




CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF FOOD TECHNOLOGY JOURNAL 
SEE--CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY JOURNAL 
CANADIAN INTERIORS 
V 30+ 1993+ 
338 197105 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 




























CANADIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PLANT SCIENCE, CANADIAN JOURNAL OF SOIL 
SCIENCE, AND CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ANIMAL SCIENCE) 
V 1-36// 1921-1956// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ANIMAL SCIENCE (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE> 
V 37+ 1957+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUES CANDIAN JOURNAL 
OF SPORT SCIENCES> 
V 18+ 1993+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED SPORT SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF SPORT SCIENCES> 
V 9-11// 1984-1986// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE= REVUE CANADIENNE DES 
SCIENCES DU COMPORTEMENT 
V 1-8,16+ 1969-1976,1984+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY) (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CELL BIOLOGY) 
V 42-60// 1964-1982// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND CELL BIOLOGY (CONTINUES 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY) (CONTINUED BY BIOCHEMISTRY AND 
CELL BIOLOGY> 
V 61-63// 1983-1985// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH SECTION E) (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY> 
V 29-41// 1951-1963// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BOTANY (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
SECTION C) 
V 29+ 1951+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH SECTION F) 
V 29-54 1951-1976 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
RESEARCH SECTION B> 
V 29+ 1951+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE AND VETERINARY SCIENCE) (CONTINUED 
BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF VETERINARY RESEARCH) 
V 32-49// 1968-1985// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE AND VETERINARY SCIENCE (CONTINUED BV CANADIAN JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE> 
V 20-31// 1956-1967// 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CRIMINOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
550 5 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF EARTH SCIENCES 
C16 V l+ 1964+ 
330 5 
C161 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE> 
V l+ 1968+ 
90 -
330 5 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY 
Cl6 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS AND CANADIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL 
SCIENCE) 
V 16-33// 1950-1967// 
INDEX V 21-30 
150 5 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
Cl602 JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 47+ 1993+ 
570 6 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF FISHERIES AND AQUATIC SCIENCES (CONTINUES 
Cl7 CANADA FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD JOURNAL, CANADA BIOLOGICAL 
BOARD JOURNAL) 
V 37+ 1980+ 
634 90971 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF FOREST RESEARCH= JOURNAL CANADIEN DE LA 
CA16 RECHERCHE FORESTIERE 
V 5-13CMF)l4CP)+ l975-1983CMF)l984CP)+ 
575 105 CANADIAN JOURNAL OF GENETICS AND CYTOLOGY (CONTINUED BY GENOME) 
Cl6 V 1-28// 1959-1986// 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY 
796 09 
Cl6 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY OF SPORT (CONTINUED BY SPORT HISTORY 
REVIEW) 
V 17-26// 1986-1995// 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN SEXUALITY 























CANADIAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS 
v l+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF MEDICAL SCIENCES 
SEE--CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY 




CANADIAN JOURNAL OF NURSING RESEARCH-NURSING PAPERS (CONTINUES 
NURSING PAPERS) 
V 20+ 1988+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
RESEARCH SECTION A) 
V 29-68 1951-1990 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY) 
V 42+ 1964+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PLANT PATHOLOGY 
V 7+ 1985+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PLANT SCIENCE (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE) 
V 37+ 1957+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL 
OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE) 
V l+ 1968+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 23-46// 1969-1992// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
V 56+ 1965+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
PHYSICS, CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY, CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BOTANY, 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY, CANADIAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND 
PHYSIOLOGY, AND CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING) 










CANADIAN JOURNAL OF SOIL SCIENCE (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE) 
V 37+ 1957+ 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF SPORT SCIENCES (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
APPLIED SPORT SCIENCES) (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED 
PHYSIOLOGY) 
V 12-17// 1987-1992// 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF VETERINARY RESEARCH (CONTINUES CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE) 
V 50-54,56-57(58)59(60) 1986-1990,1992-1996 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF 
RESEARCH SECTION D) 
V 29+ 1951+ 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN LABOUR 
810 5 
C454 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
CANADIAN LITERATURE 
NO 104+ 
MAR 1989-AUG 1990 
1985+ 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
CANADIAN MODERN LANGUAGE REVIEW 
V (29)30-33(34)35(36-39)40+ 






CANADIAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION COUNTDOWN CANADIAN NURSING 
STATISTICS 
V 1-8 1967-1974 
CANADIAN PLANT DISEASE SURVEY (1997+ ON RESERVE) 
V 17+ 1937+ 
CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW= PSVCHOLOGIE CANADIENNE (CONTINUES 
CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGIST) (CONTINUED BV CANADIAN PSVCHOLOGV) 
V 16-17 1975-1976 
CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGIST (CONTINUED BV CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW= 
PSVCHOLOGIE CANADIENNE) 
V 10-15// 1969-1974// 
CANADIAN PSVCHOLOGV (CONTINUES CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW) 
V 25+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1990-MAV 1992 
SEARCHBANK CANADIAN REVIEW OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1989+ 
636 089 
C21 
CANADIAN VETERINARY JOURNAL (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, 
ADR 124A) 
V 1+ 1960+ 
616 99405 CANCER 
C15 V 1-2,4-17(18)19+ 1948+ 
SEARCHBANK CANCER BIOTECHNOLOGY WEEKLY (CONTINUED BV CANCER WEEKLY PLUS) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER DEC 1994-JUNE 1996// 
STORAGE CANCER CHEMOTHERAPY ABSTRACTS 
DOC V (5)6-12 1964-1971 
HE20 31604 
616 994 CANCER CHEMOTHERAPY SCREENING DATA 























INDEX V 1-lOCP),1941-1950 
CANCER RESEARCH SUPPLEMENT 
V 2-4// 
SEARCHBANK CANCER RESEARCHER WEEKLY 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
DOC CANCER TREATMENT REPORTS 
HE20 3160 V 60-71// 
1997+ 
1957-1968,1974-1977 






SEARCHBANK CANCER WEEKLY PLUS (CONTINUES CANCER BIOTECHNOLOGY WEEKLY) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER JUNE 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK CANDY INDUSTRY 
664 805 
Cl4 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





SEE--CORK AND CAPSULE 
SEARCHBANK CAPTICAL DISTRICT BUSINESS REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
DEC 1992+ 
1959-1970,1972-1976 
APR 1990-FEB 1993 
629 205 
C176 
CAR AND DRIVER (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V C19)20-22C23)24-35CP)36CP AND MCHE)+ 1974+ 
547 7805 CARBOHYDRATE RESEARCH 
Cl77 V 1-52(53)54-66,68-87,98-237 1965-1992 
616 994071 CARCINOGENESIS 
Cll V 9-15CMCHE)16+ 1988+ 
STORAGE CARCINOGENESIS ABSTRACTS 
DOC V 1-3,(7)8-14 1963-1976 
HE20 3159 
610 CARDIO-VASCULAR NURSING 
7369105 V (16)17-32// 1980-1996// 
Cl79 
RC681 CARDIOVASCULAR CLINICS 
A1C3 V 1-23// 1969-1993// 
616 105 
J8261 
CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF CARDIOVASCULAR 
MEDICINE) (ABSORBED BY PRIMARY CARDIOLOGY) 
371 4205 
V852 
V (9)-(11)// 1984-1986// 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY (CONTINUES VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUARTERLY) 
V 35+ 1986+ 





















































V 14+ 1995+ 
CARNAHAN CONFERENCE ON CRIME COUNTERMEASURES PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY CARNAHAN CONFERENCE ON SECURITY TECHNOLOGY 
PROCEEDINGS) 
1970-1983// 
CARNAHAN CONFERENCE ON SECURITY TECHNOLOGY PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES 
CARNAHAN CONFERENCE ON CRIME COUNTERMEASURES PROCEEDINGS) 
1984-1989 
CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING ANNUAL REPORT 
V 1-45,47-48,50,52-78,80+ 1905+ 
CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING BULLETIN 
NO 1-35 1907-1941 
CARNEGIE HERO FUND COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT 
CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON PUBLICATIONS 
V 4+ 











CAROLINA JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE 
V lCMF) 1825 
CAROLINA LAW REPOSITORY 
V 1-2CMF)// 1813-1816// 
CARTDGRAPHICA 
V 17+ 1980+ 
CARTOGRAPHICA MONOGRAPHA 
ND 1-24 1971-1979 
CARTOGRAPHY AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
CARTOGRAPHER) 
V 17+ 1990+ 
CASKET 






CATALOG OF SELECTED DOCUMENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY 
PSYCHOLOGICAL DOCUMENTS) 
V 4-12CSTORAGE)// 1974-1982CSTORAGE)// 
CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION QUARTERLY (SHELVED IN CATALOGIN DEPT) 
V 12+ 
CATALYST CS DLA) 
SEE--BOOK MARKS CS DLA> 
1990+ 
CATALYST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (CONTINUED BY CATALYST FOR 
ENVIRONMENT/ENERGY> 
V 3-6// 1973-1978// 
CATHOLIC WORLD (CONTINUES NEW CATHOLIC WORLD> 
N 232-1429// 








CATTLE CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CATTLEMAN 
TWO VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK CD-ROM NEWS EXTRA 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FEB 1993-0CT 1994 

















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992-1996// 
CELL (CAMBRIDGE, MASS) 
V 36+ 
CELL AND TISSUE RESEARCH 
V 49-270 




CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR LIFE SCIENCES (CONTINUES EXPERIENTIA) 
V 53+ 1997+ 
CELLULAR IMMUNOLOGY 
V 16-74 1975-1982 
IDEAL 1995+ 
CENSOR (BOSTON) 
V l-2CMF)// 1771-1772// 
CENSOR (LONDON) 
V l-2CMF)// 1715-1717// 
CENSUS AND VDU MONTHLY NEWS FROM THEUS BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
CONTINUES DATA USER NEWS) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CENSUS DATA CENTER NEWSLETTER 
SEE--S D SU CENSUS DATA CENTER NEWSLETTER CIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
SEE--STATION SECTION) 
051 CENTENNIAL REVIEW (CONTINUED BY CR, THE CENTENNIAL REVIEW) 

















CENTENNIAL REVIEW OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 
SEE--CENTENNIAL REVIEW 
CENTENNIAL SENTINEL (SHELVED IN SOUTH DAKOTA ROOM) 
V 1-3// 1987-1989// 
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS CENTER 
OCCASIONAL PAPER 
SEE--CENTER REPORT CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS 
CENTER MAGAZINE (ABSORBED BY NEW PERSPECTIVES QUARTERLY) 
V 1-20// 1967-1987// 
CENTER REPORT CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS (CONTINUED BY WORLD ISSUES) 
V 1-9// 1967-1976// 
CENTERSCOPE (CONTINUES HEALTH SCIENCES) 
v l+ 
CENTRAL EUROPEAN HISTORY 
1996+ 
V l+ 1968+ 
CENTRAL STATES SPEECH JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY COMMUNICATION STUDIES) 
V Cl-2)3-39// 1950-1988// 
CENTURY (CONTINUES SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE) 
V 1-120// 
INDEX V 1-20 
1870-1930// 
CERAMIC ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES CERAMIC ABSTRACTS 1959-1974) 
















CERAMIC ABSTRACTS (1959-1963 BOUND WITH AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY 
JOURNAL) (1964-1974 BOUND SEPARATELY) (CONTINUED BY CERAMIC 
ABSTRACTS 1975-1976) 
V 42-53 1959-1974 
CERAMIC INDUSTRY 
V 70-107 1958-1976 
CERAMICS MONTHLY 
V (27)+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1992+ 
CEREAL CHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1924+ 
INDEX 1-40 
CEREAL FOODS WORLD (CONTINUES CEREAL SCIENCE TODAY) 
V 20+ 1975+ 
CEREAL RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS 
V (14)+ 1986+ 
CEREAL SCIENCE TODAY (CONTINUED BY CEREAL FOODS WORLD) 
V l-11CMF),l-19CP)// 1956-1974// 
630 5 CERES 
C334 V 1-28// 1968-1996// 
658 87305 CHAIN STORE AGE 
C349 V 48-52 1972-1976 
SEARCHBANK CHAIN STORE AGE EXECUTIVE WITH SHOPPING CENTER AGE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK CHAIN STORE AGE SUPERMARKETS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -JULY 1983 
SEARCHBANK CHAIN STORE AGE GENERAL MERCHANDISE EDITION (CONTINUED BY CHAIN 
STORE AGE GENERAL MERCHANDISE TRENDS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-1984// 
SEARCHBANK CHAIN STORE AGE GENERAL MERCHANDISE TRENDS (CONTINUES CHAIN STORE 
AGE GENERAL MERCHANDISE EDITION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JULY 1986-1988// 
330 5 CHALLENGE, THE MAGAZINE OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS (CURRENT ISSUES ON 
C352 POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 18+ 1975+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
378 05 CHANGE, THE MAGAZINE OF HIGHER LEARNING (CURRENT ISSUES ON 
C362 POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 5+ 1973+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1991+ 
330 973 CHANGING TIMES (CONTINUED BY KIPLINGERS PERSONAL FINANCE MAGAZINE) 








V l-32CP)33-45 CP AND MCHE)// 1947-1978CP) 
1979-1991CP AND MCHE)// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983-JULY 1991// 
CHARLES W HUNT LECTURES 
NO 11-20 
CHARLESTON SPECTATOR AND LADIES' LITERARY PORT FOLIO 
1970-1979 
V lCMF)// 1806// 


































CHEMICAL & METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 
SEE--CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 




CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS (1907-1971 V 1-75 LOCATED IN PERIODICALS/LOWER 
LEVEU 
V l+ 1907+ 
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE REGISTRY HANDBOOK 
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS, lOTH COLLECTIVE INDEX 





CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 




540 5 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
C42 1 V 6-42CMF),41-61C62)63CP)+ 1908+ 
SEARCHBANK CHEMICAL MARKET REPORTER (CONTINUES CHEMICAL MARKETING REPORTER) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1996+ 






















CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS (CONTINUES QUARTERLY REVIEWS) 
V 1-22 1972-1993 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANALYTICAL DIVISION PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES SOCIETY FOR ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
SOCIETY) (CONTINUED BY ANALYTICAL PROCEEDINGS CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
CGREAT BRITAIN) ANALYTICAL DIVISION) 
V 12-16// 1975-1979// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORT ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY ITS SECTION A, GENERAL, PHYSICAL, AND 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND SECTION B, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 
V 2-63// 1905-1966// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION A, INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION A, PHYSICAL AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 






























CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION A, PHYSICAL AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION A, GENERAL, PHYSICAL, AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE 
PROGRESS OF CHEMISTRY SECTION A, INORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND SECTION C 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY) 
V 70-75// 1973-1978// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION A, PHYSICAL, GENERAL AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE 
PROGRESS OF CHEMISTRY SECTION A, PHYSICAL AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 
V 64-69// 1967-1972// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION B, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
V 64+ 1967+ 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION C, PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE PROGRESS OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTION A, PHYSICAL AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 
V 76+ 1979+ 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL 




CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART D 
CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS) 
1972-1995// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, DALTON TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART A) 
1972+ 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, FARADAY TRANSACTIONS, I (CONTINUES FARADAY SOCIETY, LONDON TRANSACTIONS AND CHEMICAL 
SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART A)CCONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
LONDON JOURNAL, FARADAY TRANSACTIONS I, PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY IN 
CONDENSED PHASES) 
V 68-81// 1972-1985// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, FARADAY TRANSACTIONS, II (CONTINUES FARADAY SOCIETY, LONDON TRANSACTIONS AND CHEMICAL 
SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART A)CCONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
LONDON JOURNAL, FARADAY TRANSACTIONS II, MOLECULAR AND CHEMICAL 
PHYSICS) 
V 68-81// 1972-1985// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART A (CONTINUES 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 
JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS I AND II AND DALTON TRANSACTIONS) 
1966-1971// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART B (CONTINUES 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 
JOURNAL PERKIN TRANSACTIONS II) 
1966-1971// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART C (CONTINUES 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 
JOURNAL PERKIN TRANSACTIONS I) 
1966-1971// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART D CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL 
SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS) 
1965-1971// 





























CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PERKIN TRANSACTIONS, II (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, PART B) 
1972+ 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY CHEMISTRY IN 
BRITAIN> 1957-1964// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUES 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS I, PHYSICAL 
CHEMISTRY IN CONDENSED PHASES AND CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL 
FARADAY TRANSACTIONS II, MOLECULAR AND CHEMICAL PHYSICS) 
V 86+ 1990+ 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS I, PHYSICAL 
CHEMISTRY IN CONDENSED PHASES (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 
FARADAY TRANSACTIONS I) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 
JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS) 
V 82-85// 1986-1989// 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS II, 
MOLECULAR AND CHEMICAL PHYSICS (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON 
JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS II) (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
LONDON JOURNAL FARADAY TRANSACTIONS) 
V 82-85// 1986-1989// 
CHEMICAL WEEK 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
CHEMICAL ZOOLOGY 










CHEMISCHE BERICHTE RECUEIL (CONTINUED BY EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 
V 130// 1997// 
CHEMISCHES ZENTRALBLATT 
V l-90CMC) 1830-1919 
CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY SCIQUEST) 
V 2(3),5-10(11)12-13(14)15-33(34)35-52// 1928-1979// 
CHEMISTRY A EUROPEAN JOURNAL CV 1-2 1995-1996 BOUND WITH 
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE) 
V 3+ 1997+ 
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF AMINO ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND 
PROTEINS 
V 1-7// 1971-1984// 
660 5 CHEMISTRY AND INDUSTRY 
C42 1956+ 
612 39705 CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS OF LIPIDS 









CHEMISTRY IN BRITAIN (CONTINUES CHEMICAL SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS) 
V l+ 1965+ 
CHEMISTRY OF CARBON COMPOUNDS 
SEE--RODD, EH CHEMISTRY OF CARBON COMPOUNDS 
CHEMOSPHERE 
V 3-6 1974-1977 
CHEMOTHERAPY 
V 14-36 1969-1990 
CHEMTECH (CONTINUES I/EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY) 






























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
CHICAGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM BULLETIN 
SEE--FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY BULLETIN 
CHICAGO REVIEW 
V 13+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CHICAGO CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
RESEARCH LIBRARIES CATALOGUE--MONOGRAPHS 
V 1-5// 
CHICAGO CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
RESEARCH LIBRARIES CATALOGUE--NEWSPAPERS 
CHICAGO CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES 














CHICAGO UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS BULLETIN 
V (3)4-6(7)8(9)10(11-12)13+ 1950+ 
CHICAGO UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
STUDIES RESEARCH SERIES 
NO 1-31// 1957-1978// 
CHICAGO UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY RESEARCH PAPERS 
V 30-122CSTORAGE)l23+ 1953+ 
CHICOREL INDEX TO SHORT STORIES 
V 1-4// 1974// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 




CHILD - FAMILY DIGEST (CONTINUED BY CHILD AND FAMILY> 
V 1-19 1949-1960 
362 704405 CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 











CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT ON BIBLIOLINE 
1965+ 
CHILD AND FAMILY (CONTINUES CHILD-FAMILY DIGEST> 
V 1-21// 1962-1991// 
CHILD AND YOUTH CARE FORUM 
V 24+ 1995+ 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
V 29+ 1958+ 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT ABSTRACTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY (CONTINUES SELECTED 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT ABSTRACTS) 
V l+ 1927+ 
SEARCHBANK CHILD HEALTH ALERT 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
CHILD OF PALLAS, DEVOTED MOSTLY TO THE BELLES-LETTRES 































CHILDREN (CONTINUES CHILD) (CONTINUED BY CHILDREN TODAY) 
V 1-18// 1954-1971// 
CHILDREN TODAY (CONTINUES CHILDREN) 
v l+ 1972+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1984-SEPT 1997 
CHILDREN, THE PARENTS' MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY PARENTS' 
MAGAZINE (1929-1953)) 
V l-3C4)CMF)// 1926-1929// 
SEARCHBANK CHILDREN'S DIGEST 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD 1994+ 
613 0432 CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE 
cs V 18+ 1989+ 
PN1009 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
Al V 8+ 1980+ 
C44 
MF CHILDREN'S MAGAZINE 
APS I 1789CMF) 
REEL 8 
SEARCHBANK CHILDREN'S PLAYMATE 
629 205 
C439 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
CHILTON'S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES (CONTINUES AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES) (CONTINUED BY AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES CRADNOR, PA) 
V 154-156(157-158)159-(174)// 1976-1994// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983-1994// 
SEARCHBANK CHILTON'S DISTRIBUTION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JULY 1983-AUG 1992 
SEARCHBANK CHILTON'S ELECTRONIC NEWS (CONTINUES ELECTRONIC NEWS)CCONTINUED BY 
ELECTRONIC NEWS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1990-NOV 1991// 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1983-APR 1996// 
CHILTON'S I AND CS, THE INDUSTRIAL AND PROCESS CONTROL MAGAZINE (CONTINUES CHILTON'S INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS) 
V 56-63 1983-1990 
CHILTON'S INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS (CONTINUES INSTRUMENTS 
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS) (CONTINUED BY CHILTON'S I AND CS) 
V 50-56// 1977-1983// 
CHINA (REPUBLIC> MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS, THE 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
V (12)13-(16)17 1986-1991 
SEARCHBANK CHINA BUSINESS REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1000 CHINA JOURNAL 








1000 CHINA 2000 
CHI TWO VEAR FILE 
1000 CHINESE (TAIWANESE) JOURNAL 
CHS ONE VEAR FILE 
1000 CHINESE PEN 


























CHOICE BOOKS FOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES 
v l+ 
CHOICES 
ONE VEAR FILE 
1981-1990// 
1964+ 
CHOICES THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT MAGAZINE (CONTINUES WORLD 
DEVELOPMENT) 
V l+ 1992+ 
CHOICES THE MAGAZINE OF FOOD, FARM AND RESOURCE ISSUES (HERNDON, VA) 
AG ECON 
CHORAL JOURNAL 
V 20-23CMF)24CP>+ 1979-1983CMF>l984CP)+ 
CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND UNIVERSITV OF CANTERBURY LINCOLN 
COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH RESEARCH REPORT 
SEE--NEW ZEALAND LINCOLN COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH 
SEE--RESEARCH REPORT 
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE 
V l-3CMF)// 1823-1825// 
CHRISTIAN BAPTIST 
V l-3CMF)// 1823-1825// 
CHRISTIAN CABINET, OR TREASURY OF DIVINE KNOWLEDGE 
V lCMF)// 1802// 
CHRISTIAN CENTURY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V 40-56CSTORAGE)57+ 1923-1939CSTORAGE)l940+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
MF CHRISTIAN CHRONICLE 
APS II V lCMF)// 1818// 
REEL 77 
MF CHRISTIAN DISCIPLE AND THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
APS II V l-6CMF)// 1813-1818// 
REEL 77-78 
MF CHRISTIAN DISCIPLE AND THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (SERIES 2) 















V l-2CMF)// 1824-1825// 
CHRISTIAN HERALD V l-8CMF)// 1818-1825// 
CHRISTIAN HISTORY 
V l-2CMF)// 1743-1745// 
CHRISTIAN INTELLIGENCER, DEVOTED TO THEORETICAL AND 
PRACTICAL RELIGION 
V 1-SCMF)// 1821-1825// 
- 102 -
MF CHRISTIAN JOURNAL AND, LITERARY REGISTER 
APS II V 1-9CMF)// 1817-1825// 
REEL 80-81 
MF CHRISTIAN MAGAZINE 
APS II V 1-2CMF)// 1824-1825// 
REEL 81 
MF CHRISTIAN MESSENGER 





CHRISTIAN MESSENGER BEING A MISCELLANEOUS WORK DIRECTED TO THE 






















V lCMF)// 1815-1816// 
CHRISTIAN MESSENGER, DEVOTED TO DOCTRINE, RELIGION, AND MORALITY 





CHRISTIAN MONITOR AND RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCER 
V lCMF)// 
CHRISTIAN MONITOR, A RELIGIOUS PERIODICAL 
V 7-lOCMF)// 







CHRISTIAN OBSERVATORY, A RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY MAGAZINE 
V l-4CMF)// 1847-1850// 
MF CHRISTIAN OBSERVER 
APS II V l-8CMF) 1802-1809 
REEL 8-11 
MF CHRISTIAN OBSERVER, CONDUCTED BY MEMBERS OF THE ESTABLISHED CHURCH 
APS II V 9-18CMF) 1810-1819 
REEL 83-86 
MF CHRISTIAN OBSERVER, CONDUCTED BY MEMBERS OF THE ESTABLISHED CHURCH 
APS II V 19-20,22-25CMF)// 1820-1825// 
REEL 
208-209 
MF CHRISTIAN PHILANTHROPIST, DEVOTED TO LITERATURE AND RELIGION 
APS II V lCMF)// 1822-1823// 
REEL 87 
MF CHRISTIAN REGISTER 
APS II V l-4CMF)// 1821-1825// 
REEL 87-88 
MF CHRISTIAN REGISTER AND, MORAL AND THEOLOGICAL REVIEW 
APS II 
REEL 88 
V l-2CMF)// 1816-1817// 
377 05 
C46 
CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR (CONTINUED BY SOUNDINGS) 
V 38-50// 
INDEX WALL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR INDEX 
071 
C462 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR INDEX (1985+) 










































V l-2CMF) 1824-1825 
CHRISTIAN SECRETARY (SERIES 1) 
V l-2CMF)// 1822-1824// 
CHRISTIAN TELESCOPE 
V l-2CMF>// 1824-1825// 
CHRISTIAN VISITANT 
V lCMF)// 1815-1816// 
CHRISTIAN WATCHMAN (SERIES 1) 
V lCMF)// 1819// 
CHRISTIAN WATCHMAN (SERIES 2) 
V l-7CMF)// 1819-1826// 
CHRISTIAN'S MAGAZINE, DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE KNOWLEDGE AND 
INFLUENCE OF EVANGELICAL TRUTH & ORDER 
V 3-4CMF)// 1810-1811// 
CHRISTIAN'S MAGAZINE, DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE KNOWLEDGE AND 
INFLUENCE OF EVANGELICAL TRUTH AND ORDER 
V l-2CMF> 1806-1807 
CHRISTIAN'S MAGAZINE, REVIEWER, AND RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCER 
V lCMF)// 1805-1808// 
CHRISTIAN'S MONITOR 
NO 13-14CMF)// 




CHRISTIAN'S WEEKLY MONITOR OR, SABBATH MORNING REPORT 
V Cl-4)CMF)// 1814-1818// 
205 CHRISTIANITY AND CRISIS 
C463 V 50-53CMCHE)// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1990-1993// 
DEC 1992-1993// 
809 93382 CHRISTIANITY AND LITERATURE 














CHRISTIANITY TODAY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V (11)12+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1992+ 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC REVIEWS (CONTINUED IN JOURNAL OF CHROMOTOGRAPHY> 
V 1-15// 1959-1971// 
CHROMOSOMA 
V 3+ 







CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION CCURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER, KEPT UNTIL 1974CMF>+ 
MICROFILM ARRIVES 
104 -
1000 CHUNGDAE POST 

























CHURCH AND SOCIETY 
V 51-82 
CHURCH AND STATE 
V (14)15-28,48+ 





CHURCHMAN'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 1) 
V l-6CMF) 
CHURCHMAN'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 2) 
V l-3CMF)// 
CHURCHMAN'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 3) 
V l-5CMF)// 
CHURCHMAN'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 1) 
V 7-8CMF)// 




595 76205 CICINDELA 
C483 V 1-22 
CIJE 
SEE--CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION 
SEARCHBANK CINCINNATI BUSINESS COURIER 










SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
635 2105 CIP CIRCULAR 
C496 V (16-20)21+ 
MF CIRCULAR 
APS II V l-3CMF)// 
REEL 210A 
616 105 CIRCULATION 
C496 V 73+ 
1000 
CI6 
CITHARA ESSAYS IN THE JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN TRADITION 









































CR 1 17 
DOC 


















CITY HALL RECORDER 
V l-6CMF)// 




CIVIL ENGINEERING (CONTINUES CIVIL ENGINEERING CASCE)) 
V 53+ 1983+ 
CIVIL LIBERTIES REVIEW V 1(2)3-5// 
CIVIL RIGHTS DIGEST (CONTINUED BY PERSPECTIVES) 
V 1-4(5)6-10(11)// 
CIVIL RIGHTS JOURNAL 
v l+ 
CIVIL RIGHTS UPDATE 
CIVIL SERVICE JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY MANAGEMENT) 
V 1-19// 
CIVIL WAR HISTORY 
V 41+ 













CLAREMONT COLLEGE READING CONFERENCE YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY 
CLAREMONT READING CONFERENCE YEARBOOK) 
V 15,17-28// 1950,1952-1959// 
CLAREMONT READING CONFERENCE YEARBOOK (CONTINUES CLAREMONT 
COLLEGE READING CONFERENCE YEARBOOK) 
V 25-53 1961-1989 
CLARINET 
V 6+ 




SEARCHBANK CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK CLASSICAL QUARTERLY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULY 1993+ 
371 39445 CLASSROOM COMPUTER LEARNING (CONTINUES CLASSROOM COMPUTER NEWS) 
C569 (CONTINUED BY TECHNOLOGY & LEARNING) 
V 4-10// 1983-1990// 












V (3)// 1983// 
CLAVIER, A MAGAZINE FOR PIANISTS & ORGANISTS 
V 18+ 
CLAVIER'S KEYS 




CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS (CONTINUES NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CLAYS AND 
CLAY MINERALS PROCEEDINGS) 
V 16+ 1968+ 











































SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1920+ 
1993+ 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY POULTRY HEALTH AND MANAGEMENT SHORT 
COURSE PROCEEDINGS 






CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FOR THE UNITED STATES, BY SECTIONS 
V 1-3(4)5(6)7(8)9-21(22) 23-31// 1950-1980// 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA COLORADO 
V 54+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA IOWA 
V 14+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA KANSAS 
V 63-66(67)68(69,87)88+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA MINNESOTA 
V 20+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA MONTANA 
V 17-32,34-37,40+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA NEBRASKA 
V 9-13,19-52(53)54+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA NORTH DAKOTA 
V 9-10,14-17,24-27,29-56(57)58+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA SOUTH DAKOTA 
V Cl-2)3-8,10+ 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA WYOMING 
V 23-40,49-66(67)68+ 
CLIN-ALERT 
TWO VEAR FILE 











V 99+ 1995+ 
CLINICAL CANCER RESEARCH 
V l+ 1995+ 
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY (NUMBERING CONTINUED BV CLINICAL 
CHEMISTRY REFERENCE EDITION> 
V 1-28 1955-1982 
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY REFERENCE EDITION (CONTINUES CLINICAL 
CHEMISTRY> 
V 29+ 1983+ 








SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
CLINICAL GERONTOLOGIST 
V 2+ 
CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY AND IMMUNOPATHOLOGV 






CLINICAL KINESIOLOGV JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN KINESIOTHERAPV ASSOC! 
ASSOCIATION> (CONTINUES AMERICAN CORRECTIVE THERAPY JOURNAL> 




CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF MEDICAL 
TECHNOLOGY) 
V l+ 1988+ 
616 05 CLINICAL MEDICINE 
C616 V 70-85// 1963-1978// 
610 73605 CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST 
C615 V Cl-4)5+ 1987+ 
SEARCHBANK CLINICAL NURSING RESEARCH 









CLINICAL OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON 
LOWER LEVEL) 
V 9+ 1966+ 
CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS 
V 10+ 


















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
CLINICAL SCIENCE 
SEE--CLINICAL SCIENCE AND MOLECULAR MEDICINE 
CLINICAL SCIENCE AND MOLECULAR MEDICINE 
V 26-51 
CLINICAL SOCIAL WORK JOURNAL 
V 23+ 
CLINICIAN REVIEWS 




CLINICS IN PERINATOLOGV (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON LOWER LEVEL) 
V 12+ 1985+ 
CLINICS IN SPORTS MEDICINE (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON LOWER LEVEL) 
















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CLOTHES, ETC (CONTINUED BV RETAILWEEK) 
V C 9 HO -13/ I 




CLOTHING AND TEXTILE ARTS INDEX (CONTINUES CLOTHING INDEX> 
1980+ 
CLOTHING AND TEXTILES RESEARCH JOURNAL 
v l+ 1982+ 
CLOTHING INDEX (CONTINUED BV (CLOTHING AND TEXTILE ARTS INDEX> 
1970-1979// 
CLUB-ROOM 
NO 1-4CMF)// 1820// 
CO-ED CFORMERLV PART OF FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS, 
RESUMED AS PART OF SAME TITLE IN SEPTEMBER, 1983) 
V 19-30// 1973-1985// 




COACH AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR (CONTINUES SCHOLASTIC COACH AND 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR) 
V 65+ MAY 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1996+ 
796 07705 COACHING REVIEW 








COBBETT'S POLITICAL REGISTER (LONDON) 
V l-89CMF)// 




978 32305 CODINGTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 






616 811705 COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH 
C655 V 19+ 
MF COHEN'S LOTTERY GAZETTE AND REGISTER 
















COLD SPRINGS HARBOR, NEW YORK BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
SYMPOSIA ON QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY 
V l-8CMC)9CP)+ 1933+ 
COLEOPTERISTS BULLETIN 




COLLECTIONS, HISTORICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS, AND MONTHLY 
LITERARY JOURNAL 
V l-3CMF)// 1822-1824// 
25814 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN HIGHER EDUCATION BIBLIOGRAPHY 
U7C65 V 4-9// 1978-1981// 
020 6 
AS78 
COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES CBOUND WITH AC R L NEWS IN 1966) 
V l+ 1939+ 
INDEX 1-10, 16-25 
020 6 
AS789 
COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES NEWS (CONTINUES AC R L NEWS) (SUPPLEMENT TO COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES SINCE 1967, BOUND 
WITH LATTER 1967-1972,1974-1981) 
V 27-32,34+ 1967-1972,1974+ 
378 784 COLLEGE AND STATE 
N811 V (5-14) 1922-1930 
378 1105 COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 
AM3 V 12-36(37)38+ 1936+ 
378 105 COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS 
C686 V 40-57// 1966-1974// 
805 COLLEGE COMPOSITION AND COMMUNICATION 
C685 V 13+ 1962+ 
805 COLLEGE ENGLISH 
C686 V l+ 1939+ 
809 89284 COLLEGE LITERATURE 
C683 V 22+ 1995+ 




















COLLEGE MEDIA REVIEW (CONTINUES COLLEGE PRESS REVIEW) 
V 22+ 1983+ 
COLLEGE MUSIC SYMPOSIUM (CONTINUED BY COLLEGE MUSIC 
SYMPOSIUM CALL NO MLl C825) 
V 6-24 1966-1984 
COLLEGE MUSIC SYMPOSIUM (CONTINUES COLLEGE MUSIC SYMPOSIUM 
CALL NO 780 5 C686) 
V 25+ 1985+ 
COLLEGE PRESS REVIEW (CONTINUED BY COLLEGE MEDIA REVIEW) 
V l-10CMF)Cll-12)13-22CP)// 1956-1983// 
378 COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS JOURNAL 
10097305 V 14+ 1994+ 
C683 
378 19805 COLLEGE STUDENT JOURNAL 







COLLEGE TEACHING (CONTINUES IMPROVING COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 
TEACHING) 
V 33+ 1985+ 




SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION COLLEGIAN CIN 
SEE--NEWSPAPER SECTION) 
COLLEGIAN OR, AMERICAN STUDENTS' MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 1819// 
541 34505 COLLOID AND POLYMER SCIENCE CFOR SUPPLEMENTS TO THIS JOURNAL SEE 
K834 ONLINE CATALOG UNDER, PROGRESS IN COLLOID AND POLYMER SCIENCE) 
V 150-152(153-155)156~158(159-161)162+ 1957+ 
541 34505 COLLOID JOURNAL (USSR) 
C698 V 14-16,18-20 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD 
COLOPHON (SERIES 2) 
V 3-5// 
COLOPHON (SERIES 3) 
V 1-3// 
COLORADO ACADEMIC LIBRARY 
V 1-9// 
SEARCHBANK COLORADO BUSINESS MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
COLORADO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 













V 7-21// 1967-1981// 
COLORADO QUARTERLY 
V 5-28 
COLORADO SCHOOL JOURNAL 











COLORADO GAME, FISH AND PARKS DEPARTMENT GAME RESEARCH 
DIVISION TECHNICAL PUBLICATION 
NO 10,12,14+ 1962+ 
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY, FORT COLLINS HYDROLOGY PAPERS 
NO 51-100// 1963-1980// 
COLORADO-WYOMING ACADEMY OF SCIENCE JOURNAL 
v l+ 1929+ 
COLUMBIA ESSAYS IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DEANS PAPERS 
1965-1971 
051 COLUMBIA FORUM A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF FACT AND OPINION 
C723 CSERIES 1) 
V 1-13// 1957-1970// 
051 COLUMBIA FORUM A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF FACT AND OPINION 
C723 (SERIES 2) 
V 1-4// 1971-1975// 
SEARCHBANK COLUMBIA JOURNAL OF WORLD BUSINESS 






COLUMBIA JOURNALISM REVIEW 
V 8+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1969+ 
1991+ 
COLUMBIA MAGAZINE DESIGNED TO PROMOTE EVANGELICAL KNOWLEDGE AND 
MORALITY 
V lCMF)// 1814-1815// 
SEARCHBANK COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY COLLECTION OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS COMPLETE 



















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1995+ 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY FORUM 
SEE--COLUMBIA FORUM A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF FACT AND OPINION (SERIES 1 & 2) 
COLUMBIAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA MEMOIRS 
V lCMF)// 1813// 
COLUMBIAN HISTORIAN 
V lCMF)// 1824-1825// 
COLUMBIAN LADY'S AND GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE, EMBRACING 
LITERATURE IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
V 1-lOCMF)// 1844-1849// 
COLUMBIAN MAGAZINE, COMPREHENDING ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY 
V lCMF)// 1806// 
COLUMBIAN MAGAZINE, DR MONTHLY MISCELLANY 
SEE--UNIVERSAL ASYLUM AND COLUMBIAN MAGAZINE 
COLUMBIAN MUSEUM, DR UNIVERSAL ASYLUM 
1793CMF)// 
COLUMBIAN PHENIX AND BOSTON REVIEW CONTAINING USEFUL 
INFORMATION ON LITERATURE, RELIGION, MORALITY, POLITICS AND 
PHILDSDPY, WITH MANY INTERESTING PARTICULARS IN HISTORY AND 
BIOGRAPHY 
V lCMF)// 1800// 
MF COLUMBIAN STAR 
APS II V 1-4CMF)// 1822-1825// 
REEL 95-96 
621 1805 COMBUSTION 
C733 V 30-52// 1958-1981// 
536 4605 COMBUSTION AND FLAME 
C73 V 1-27 1957-1976 
- 111 -
541 36105 COMBUSTION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
C733 V 47-86 1986-1992 
MF COMET 




COMMENTARY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V l-28CMF>,25CP>+ 1945+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
330 97305 COMMERCE AMERICA (CONTINUES COMMERCE TODAY> (CONTINUED BY 
C737 BUSINESS AMERICA) 
V (1-2)3// 1976-1978// 
353 00712 COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY 





COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE STATE TAX GUIDE ALL STATES IN ONE VOLUME 
1951+ 
DOC COMMERCE PUBLICATIONS UPDATE 
C 1 24/3 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
330 97305 COMMERCE TODAY (CONTINUED BY COMMERCE AMERICA) 













COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER AND PLANT FOOD INDUSTRY (ABSORBED BY 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS) 
V 94-103(104)105-118(119-120)// 1957-1970// 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (1948-1970) (CONTINUED BY 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (1971-1973)) 
V l-C22)CMF),Cl8),19-23CP)// 1948-1969CMF), 
1965-1970CP)// 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (1971-1973) (CONTINUES COMMERCIAL 
FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (1948-1970)) (CONTINUED BY MARINE FISHERIES 
ABSTRACTS) 
V 24,(25-26)// 1971-1973// 
COMMODITY REVIEW AND OUTLOOK (CONTINUES FA O COMMODITY REVIEW 
AND OUTLOOK> 
1982-1987,1989+ 
COMMODITY YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY CR B COMMODITY YEARSOOK> (1939-1969 IN STORAGE> 
1939-1984// 
SEARCHBANK COMMON CAUSE MAGAZINE 

















V 1-10// 1940-1949// 
COMMON GROUND ARCHEOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 
V l+ 1996+ 
COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCE DIGEST 
NO 6+ 1988+ 
COMMONWEAL (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V l-51CMF)52CP)+ 1924-1950CMF)l950CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP APR 1992+ 
COMMONWEALTH BUREAU OF HORTICULTURE AND PLANTATION CROPS 
RESEARCH REVIEW 
NO 1-5// 1966-1975// 
COMMONWEALTH BUREAU OF HORTICULTURE AND PLANTATION CROPS 
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION 
NO 11,13-16,18-35// 1939-1974// 
COMMONWEALTH BUREAU OF PASTURES AND FIELD CROPS BULLETIN 



































COMMONWEALTH INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL CONTROL TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN 
NO 1-18 1961-1976 
COMMONWEALTH INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL CONTROL TECHNICAL 
COMMUNICATION 
V 1-3,6-10 1960-1991 
COMMONWEALTH MVCOLOGICAL INSTITUTE BIBLIOGRAPHV OF 
SVSTEMATIC MVCOLOGV 
1947+ 
COMMONWEALTH MVCOLOGICAL INSTITUTE MVCOLOGICAL PAPERS 
V 91+ 1925+ 
COMMONWEALTH MVCOLOGICAL INSTITUTE PHVTOPATHOLOGICAL PAPERS 
v l+ 1956+ 

















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 












COMMUNICATION STUDIES (CONTINUES CENTRAL STATES SPEECH JOURNAL) 
V 40+ 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK COMMUNICATION WORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
P87 COMMUNICATION VEARBOOK 
C5974 V l+ 1977+ 
343 73099 COMMUNICATIONS AND THE LAW 
C737 V 17+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
631 405 COMMUNICATIONS IN SOIL SCIENCE AND PLANT ANALVSIS 
C739 V 3-5(6)7+ 1972+ 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 
v (l)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
COMMUNICATIONS ON PURE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
V 1-6(7-8)9+ 






621 38205 COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY 































COMMUNIST AFFAIRS (CONTINUED BV STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE 
COMMUNISM> 
V 1-6// 1962-1968// 
COMMUNIST AND POST-COMMUNIST STUDIES (CONTINUES STUDIES IN 
COMPARATIVE COMMUNISM) 
V 26+ 1993+ 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY JOURNAL 
V 10+ 
COMMUNITY EDUCATION JOURNAL 
V 2-5 
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH JOURNAL 
V l-9(MF), 7(P)+ 
COMMUNITY OUTLOOK 
SEE--NURSING TIMES, NURSING MIRROR 
COMMUTER CONNECTION CS DSM & T > 




COMPACT (CONTINUED BV INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUCATION> 
V 4-(12)// 1970-1978// 
COMPACT FRUIT TREE 
V 13+ 






COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUED BV COMPARATIVE 
BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY A AND B> 
V 1-37// 1960-1970// 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY A COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUES IN PART COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY> 
V 38-106 1971-1993 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY B COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES IN PART COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY> 
V 38-106 1971-1993 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY C COMPARATIVE PHARMACOLOGY (CONTINUED BV COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY C 
COMPARATIVE PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY> 
V 50-73// 1975-1982// 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY C COMPARATIVE 
PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY (CONTINUES COMPARATIVE BIOCHEMISTRY 
AND PHYSIOLOGY C COMPARATIVE PHARMACOLOGY> 
V 74-106 1983-1993 
808 05 COMPARATIVE DRAMA 
C738 V l-8CMF),3CP)+ 







SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
COMPARATIVE EDUCATION REVIEW 
V 1+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 
V 1+ 
INDEX V 1-15 



















COMPARATIVE POLITICAL STUDIES 
V 17+ 1984+ 
COMPARATIVE POLITICS 
V 16+ 1983+ 
COMPARATIVE SOCIAL RESEARCH 
v l+ 1978+ 
COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN SOCIETY AND HISTORY 
V 37+ 1995+ 
COMPENDIUM ON CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR THE PRACTICING VETERINARIAN (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 124A) 
V (6)7-9(10)11+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS REVIEW 









COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS (CONTINUES COMPENSATION AND 
WORKING CONDITIONS CW C) 
V l+ 1996+ 
COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS CW C (CONTINUED BY 
COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS) 
V (40,44)45-48// 1988-1996// 
COMPILATION OF MEAT AND POULTRY INSPECTION ISSUANCES_CANI SCI) 
COMPLEAT LIBRARY 
1692-1694CMF) 

















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND 
RECREATION (CONTINUES AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION RESEARCH COUNCIL 
COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION) (CONTINUED BY COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION, AND DANCE) 
V 16-22// 1974-1980// 
COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND 
DANCE (CONTINUES COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, 
AND RECREATION) 
V 23-34 1981-1992 
COMPOSER 
V 9-12// 1979-1981// 
COMPREHENSIVE BIOCHEMISTRY 
SEE--FLORKIN, MARCEL COMPREHENSIVE BIOCHEMISTRY 
COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE I, MATHEMATIQUE (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES 
SERIE I, MATHEMATIQUE) 
V 298-311 1984-1990 
COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE II, MECANIQUE, 
PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, SCIENCES DE L'UNIVERS, SCIENCES DE LA TERRE (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES 
SERIE II, MECANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, SCIENCES DE L'UNIVERS, 
SCIENCES DE LA TERRE) 
V 298-311 1984-1990 
COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE III, SCIENCES DE 
LA VIE (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES SERIE III, SCIENCES DE LA VIE) 
V 298+ 1984+ 
COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES LA VIE DES SCIENCES 
SERIE GENERALE (CONTINUED BY VIE DES SCIENCES) 






















COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE A, 
SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES, SERIE B, SCIENCE PHYSIQUES (CONTINUES 
COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES A, SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES, B, SCIENCES PHYSIQUES) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES SERIE I, MATHEMATIQUE) 
V 288-291// 1979-1980// 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE C, 
SCIENCES CHIMIQUES (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 
SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE SCIENCES SERIE C, SCIENCES CHIMIQUES) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES, SERIE II, MECHANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, SCIENCES DE LA 
TERRE, SCIENCES DE L'UNIVERS) 
V 288-291// 1979-1980// 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE D, 
SCIENCES NATURELLES (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 
SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES D, SCIENCES NATURELLES) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES 
SERIE III, SCIENCES DE LA VIE> 
V 288-291// 1979-1980// 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE I, 
MATHEMATIQUE (CONTINUES COMPTE RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES A AND B) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES SERIE I, MATHEMATIQUE) 
V 292-297// 1981-1983// 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE II, 
MECANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, SCIENCES DE l'UNIVERS, SCIENCES DE LA 
TERRE (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES SERIE II, MECANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, SCIENCES DE LA 
TERRE, SCIENCES DE L'UNIVERS) (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS DE 
L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE II, MECANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, 
SCIENCES DE L'UNIVERS, SCIENCES DE LA TERRE> 
V 292 NO 9-297// 1981-1983// 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE II, 
MECANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, SCIENCES DE LA TERRE, SCIENCES DE 
L'UNIVERS (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES SERIE C, SCIENCES CHIMIQUES> (CONTINUED BY COMPTES 
RENDUS DES SCIENCES SERIE II, MECANIQUE, PHYSIQUE, CHIMIE, 
SCIENCES DE L'UNIVERS, SCIENCES DE LA TERRE> 
V 292 NO 1-292 NO 8// 1981// 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES VIE 
ACADEMIQUE (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADIARES DES SEANCES DE 
L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES VIE ACADEMIQUE) 
V 288-(297) 1979-1983 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, SERIE III, 
SCIENCES DE LA VIE (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE 
L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE D, SCIENCES NATURELLES) (CONTINUED 
BY COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE III, SCIENCES 
DE LA VIE> 
V 292-297// 1981-1983// 
COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES A, SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES, B, SCIENCES PHYSIQUES (CONTINUES ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS SERIE A 
AND ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS COMPTES RENDUS SERIE B> (CONTINUED BY COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES SERIE A, SCIENCES MATHEMATIQUES, SERIE B, SCIENCES 
PHYSIQUES> 
V 280-287// 1975-1978// 
COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES C, SCIENCES CHIMIQUES (CONTINUES ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, 
PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES> (CONTINUED BY 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE C, 
SCIENCES CHIMIQUES) 










COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES D, SCIENCES NATURELLES (CONTINUES ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, 
PARIS COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES) (CONTINUED BV 
COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE D, 
SCIENCES NATURELLES) 
V 262-287// 1966-1978// 
COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAIRES DES SEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES VIE ACADEMIQUE (CONTINUED BV COMPTES RENDUS DES 
SCEANCES DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES VIE ACADEMIQUE) 
V 278-287// 1974-1978// 
COMPUTE (GREENSBORO, NC) 
V 5-16// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 





SEARCHBANK COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS DECISIONS (CONTINUES COMPUTER 
DECISIONS) 




COMPUTER AND CONTROL ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES CONTROL ABSTRACTS) 
V 4+ 1969+ 
004 22 
C73 
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE NEWS CACM> 
V (4-6)7-11,(13),15+ 
001 5105 COMPUTER COMMUNICATION REVIEW CACM> 
1975-1981,1987+ 
C73 V C5)6-9Cl0-13),18+ 1975-1983,1988+ 
SEARCHBANK COMPUTER DECISIONS (CONTINUED BY COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS 
DECISIONS> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-APR 1987// 
001 644305 COMPUTER GRAPHICS CACM> 
C63 V C9)10-16,20C21-23)24+ 1975+ 
SEARCHBANK COMPUTER INDUSTRY REPORT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 
001 642405 COMPUTER LANGUAGES 
C738 V 3-8CMF>9CP>+ 1978-1983CMF>l984CP>+ 
INDEX COMPUTER LITERATURE INDEX 




COMPUTER METHODS IN APPLIED MECHANICS AND ENGINEERING 
V 42-83 1984-1990 
004 01905 COMPUTER PERSONNEL CACM> 
C739 V (5-11)12+ 1976+ 
SEARCHBANK COMPUTER PICTURES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1989-FEB 1995// 










COMPUTER VISION AND IMAGE UNDERSTANDING 
1996+ 
COMPUTER WEEKLY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1991+ 
COMPUTERS AND BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 
V 1-9 1967-1976 
IDEAL 1996+ 
COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS (CONTINUES POPULAR ELECTRONICS SERIES 2> 
V (20)-(23)// 1982-1985// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1982-APR 1985// 








COMPUTERS AND PEOPLE V (33)+ 




001 302854 COMPUTERS AND THE HUMANITIES 
C738 V 18+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK COMPUTERS IN HEALTHCARE (CONTINUED BY HEALTH MANAGEMENT 
TECHNOLOGY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1988-1993// 
025 07805 COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES 
C65 V 9-11 1989-1991 
FEB 1989+ SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
610 7305 COMPUTERS IN NURSING 
C739 V 3+ 1985+ 
530 02805 COMPUTERS IN PHYSICS 
C738 V 9+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK COMPUTERWORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1996+ 
510 7805 COMPUTING REVIEWS 




























COMPUTING TEACHER (CONTINUED BY LEARNING AND LEADING WITH 
TEACHNOLOGY) 
V 10-(22)// 1982-1995// 
COMSAT TECHNICAL REVIEW 
V 1-24 







CONCRETE (LONDON) (CONTINUES CONCRETE AND CONSTRUCTIONAL 
ENGINEERING) 
V 1-10 1967-1976 
CONCRETE AND CONSTRUCTIONAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY 
CONCRETE (LONDON> 
V 46-61// 1951-1966// 






CONFERENCE BOARD RECORD (CONTINUED BY ACROSS THE BOARD> 
V (7)8-13// 1970-1976// 
CONFERENCE ON AGRICULTURAL WASTE MANAGEMENT CORNELL 
UNIVERSITY PROCEEDINGS 
1969-1979// 
CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION AND EMBRYO TRANSFER IN BEEF 
CATTLE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL 
INSEMINATION OF BEEF CATTLE> 
1982-1986// 
CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION OF BEEF CATTLE 
PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION 
AND EMBRYO TRANSFER IN BEEF CATTLE> 
V 1-15// 1967-1981// 
CONFERENCE ON COASTAL ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY 







CONFERENCE ON ELECTRICAL INSULATION AND DIELECTRIC PHENOMENA 
REPORT 
1956-1980 
CONFERENCE ON GROUND WATER RECHARGE PROCEEDINGS 
1961-1965 
QH91 CONFERENCE ON MARINE BIOLOGY MARINE BIOLOGY PROCEEDINGS 









CONFERENCE ON READING PROCEEDINGS 
V 1,9,13-28 1939-1966 
CONFERENCE ON RESEARCH IN INCOME AND WEALTH STUDIES IN INCOME 
AND WEALTH 
V 7+ 1946+ 
CONFERENCE ON SAVINGS AND RESIDENTIAL FINANCING PROCEEDINGS 
1963-1970CSTORAGE) 
CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION IN THEIR 
RELATION TO THE DEMOCRATIC WAY OF LIFE SYMPOSIUM 




C76 V 1-7// 1952-1958// 
MF CONGREGATIONALIST AND HERALD OF GOSPEL LIBERTY 
APS II V 1-lOCMF)// 1816-1825// 
REEL 97-99 
353 CONGRESSIONAL DIGEST 















CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE CI S ANNUAL CCOMULATION OF 
CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE CI S INDEX TO PUBLICATIONS OF 
THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS> 
1981+ 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY ALMANAC CMOST RECENT TWO YEARS 
SHELVED ON INDEX WALL> 
V 11,15+ 1955,1959+ 
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT (CONTINUES C Q CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY WEEKLY REPORT> (CONTINUED BY C Q WEEKLY> 
V 41-55// 1983-1997// 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REVIEW (CONTINUED BY CR S REVIEW> 
V (4-5)6-9// 1983-1988// 
CONN'S CURRENT THERAPY (CONTINUES CURRENT THERAPY> (LATEST 
EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
1984+ 
302 23405 CONNECT 











CONNECTICUT EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE 
V l-7CHF)// 1800-1807// 
CONNECTICUT EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE AND RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCER (SERIES l) 
V l-7CHF)// 1808-1807// 
CONNECTICUT EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE AND RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCER (SERIES 2) 























CONNECTICUT MAGAZINE OR, GENTLEMAN'S AND LADY'S MONTHLY MUSEUM OF 
KNOWLEDGE AND RATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT 
V lCMF)// 1801// 
CONNECTICUT REPUBLICAN MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 1802-1803// 
CONNECTICUT UNIVERSITY OCCASIONAL PAPERS BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCE SERIES 
V 1-2// 1966-1975// 
CONNEXIONS 
NO 38+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993-MAR 1995 
CONSCIENCE NEWSJOURNAL OF PROCHOICE CATHOLIC OPINION 
ONE VEAR FILE 







CONSERVATIONIST CALBANV, NY) (CONTINUED BY NEW YORK STATE 
CONSERVATIONIST> 
V 28-49// 1973-1995// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FEB 1993-JULV 1995// 
CONSERVATIVE CHRONICLE 
V 10+ 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK CONSTITUTIONAL COMMENTARY 






V 1-13// 1917-1929// 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING (CONTINUES MC GRAW-HILL, INC 
MC GRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING> 
V 61-64 1979-1983 
SEARCHBANK CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT (ABSORBED CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS> 
690 5 
C76 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED BY HC GRAW-HILL, 
INC MC GRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING> 
V (28)29-30(31)32-60// 1946-1978// 
SEARCHBANK CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS (CONTINUES HIGHWAY AND HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
PRODUCTS> (ABSORBED BY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD HAR 1993-MAR 1996// 
338 476905 CONSTRUCTION REVIEW 
C766 V l-37CP)38CHCHE>+ 













V 22+ 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 




CONSUMER BULLETIN ANNUAL (CONTINUES CONSUMERS' RESEARCH 
BULLETIN ANNUAL) (CONTINUED BV CONSUMERS' RESEARCH 
MAGAZINE HANDBOOK OF BUVING ISSUE) 
1958-1973// 
SEARCHBANK CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-MAR 1990 
SEARCHBANK CONSUMER HEALTH INFORMATION SOURCE BOOK 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 



















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD APR 1987-NOV 1988// 
CONSUMER REPORTS (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V Cl)2-4C5-7)8-34CSTORAGE)35+ 1936-1969CSTORAGE)l970+ 
CONSUMER REPORTS BUYING GUIDE (CURRENT ISSUE IN REFERENCE) 
V 5-8,13-21,25+ 1940-1943,1949-1956, 
1960+ 
CONSUMER REPORTS ON HEALTH 
V 7+ 1995+ 
CONSUMER REPORTS TRAVEL LETTER 
V 11+ 1995+ 
CONSUMER SPENDING UPDATE CFOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CONSUMERS GUIDE 
V 1-13// 1933-1947// 
CONSUMERS' RESEARCH BULLETIN 
CONSUMER BULLETIN) NEW SERIES (CONTINUED BV 
V Cl,3-7,9),11-39// (1935-1942),1943-
1957// 
CONSUMERS' RESEARCH MAGAZINE (CONTINUES CONSUMER BULLETIN) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 56+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1973+ 
1992+ 
CONSUMERS' RESEARCH MAGAZINE HANDBOOK OF BUYING ISSUE (CONTINUES CONSUMER BULLETIN ANNUAL) 
1973/74-1979/80// 
SEARCHBANK CONTACT KIDS (CONTINUES 3-2-1 CONTACT) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1998+ 
805 CONTACT, THE SAN FRANCISCO JOURNAL OF NEW WRITING, ART AND IDEAS 
C765 (ABSORBED WESTERN REVIEW) 
V 1-2(3)4-5// 1958-1965// 
630 5 CONTEMPORARY AGRICULTURE CSAVREMENA POLJOPRIVREDA) 
C767 V 14-19// 1966-1971// 
REF CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS 
PN771 V l+ 1962+ 
C6 
CD-ROM CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS ON CD-ROM 1962+ 
362 29305 CONTEMPORARY DRUG PROBLEMS 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC POLICY (CONTINUES CONTEMPORARY POLICY 
ISSUES) 
V 12+ 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 












CONTEMPORARY FAMILY THERAPY, AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FAMILY THERAPY) 
V 8+ 1986+ 
CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 
V 9-11, 15+ 



















V 1-11// 1982-1993// 














CONTENTS OF CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICAL JOURNALS AND NEW 
PUBLICATIONS 
SEE--CURRENT MATHEMATICAL PUBLICATIONS 
CONTRACT INTERIORS (CONTINUED BY INTERIORS FDR THE CONTRACT DESIGN 
PROFESSIONAL> 























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
CONTRIBUTIONS TD ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
N 1-237 1952-1996 
CONTRIBUTIONS TD GEOLOGY (CONTINUED BY ROCKY MOUNTAIN GEOLOGY) 
V 1-32// 1962-1998// 
CONTRIBUTIONS TD SENSORY PHYSIOLOGY 
V 1-5 1967-1972 
CONTROL ABSTRACTS <CONTINUED BY COMPUTER AND CONTROL ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-3// 1966-1968// 
CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SYSTEMS ADVANCES IN THEORY AND 
APPLICATIONS 
V 9-79 1973-1996 
CONTROL ENGINEERING 
V 1-37 




COOK, DOROTHY ELIZABETH SHORT STORY INDEX (CONTINUED BY SHORT 
STORY INDEX) 






1000 COOPERATIVE PARTNERS 






COORDINATION CHEMISTRY REVIEWS 
v l+ 
COPEIA (SERIES 2) 
1966+ 
1913+ 
2551 COPYRIGHT LAW SYMPOSIUM AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, 
C6 AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS 
V 5-39 1954-1992 
616 86305 CORK AND CAPSULE (EARLIER TITLE WAS THE CAPSULE) 





CORNELL HOTEL AND RESTAURANT ADMINISTRATION QUARTERLY 
V 2+ 1961+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1992+ 
CORNELL INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURE MIMEOGRAPH 
NO 10,12,14,27,31,36-37,40,43-47,59+ 1977+ 







CORNELL VETERINARIAN (MOST RECENT TEN YEARS IN VET SCIENCE 
LIBRARY, ADR 124) 
V 8+ 1918+ 
CORONET 
V l-3(4-5,7-16)17(18)19-50// 1936-1961// 
SEARCHBANK CORPORATE BOARD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK CORPORATE CASHFLOW MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY TREASURY AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990-JUNE 1996// 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1991-JUNE 1992 
CORPORATE FITNESS (CONTINUES CORPORATE FITNESS AND RECREATION) 
V 6-7// 1987-1988// 
CORPORATE FITNESS AND RECREATION (CONTINUED BY CORPORATE FITNESS) 
V 4-6// 1985-1987// 
CORPORATE REPORT 
V 1-11 1969-1980 
SEARCHBANK CORPORATE REPORT - KANSAS CITY (CONTINUED BY INGRAM'S) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -OCT 1989// 
SEARCHBANK CORPORATE REPORT - MINNESOTA 







CORPORATE REPORT FACT BOOK (CURRENT EDITION SHELVED IN 
REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
CORRECTIONS TODAY 
V 51-56CMF)57CP)+ 




CORRECTIVE AND SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY AND JOURNAL OF APPLIED 
BEHAVIOR THERAPY 
SEE--CORRECTIVE AND SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY AND JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOR TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--METHODS AND THERAPY 
CORRECTIVE AND SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY AND JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOR 
TECHNOLOGY METHODS AND THERAPY 
V 9+ 1963+ 
CORRECTIVE PSYCHIATRY AND JOURNAL OF SOCIAL THERAPY 
SEE--CORRECTIVE AND SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY AND JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOR TECHNOLOGY 












NO 1-lOCMF)// 1804// 
CORRESPONDENT 
NO 30-35// 1964-1965// 
COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY (CONTINUED BY COSMETICS AND 
TOILETRIES) 
V 69-90// 1957-1975// 
COSMETICS AND TOILETRIES (CONTINUES COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY) 
V 91 1976 
SEARCHBANK COSMETICS INTERNATIONAL 





































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
COST OF LIVING INDEX (CONTINUES INTER-CITY COST OF LIVING INDEX) (CONTINUED BY ACCRA COST OF LIVING INDEX) 
V 21,NO 2-V 25,NO 2// 1988-1992// 
COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMENTS FROM CAST 
1978+ 
COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PAPERS 
NO 1-16// 1973-1983// 
COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REPORT 
NO 74-114// 1978-1988// 
COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL 
PUBLICATION 
NO 6+ 1979+ 
COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION BULLETIN 
NO 10-79 1967-1984 
COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION COHEGRAM 
V 4,(11)// 1981,1987// 
COUNCIL OF PLANNING LIBRARIANS EXCHANGE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
NO l-5,10,19-20,27-28,31-750,951-1565// 1958-1978// 
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS COMMITTEE OF STATE OFFICIALS ON 
SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION 
V 24+ 1965+ 
COUNCIL ON FERTILIZER APPLICATION PROCEEDINGS 
V 2-44// 
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS REPORT 
COUNSELING AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
V 10-18CMF),17CP)+ 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 



















COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (1853-1955) (ABSORBED BY FARM JOURNAL> 




COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (1975-1982) (ABSORBED BY SATURDAY EVENING POST) 
V 126-132// 1975-1982// 
051 COUNTRY JOURNAL (CONTINUES BLAIR & KETCHUM'S COUNTRY JOURNAL> 
8535 V (13)+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1994+ 
710 5 COUNTRY LIFE 
C832 V l-74(75),(77)78-80(81)82// 
SEARCHBANK COUNTRY LIVING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MF COUNTRY SPECTATOR 
ELP NO l-33CMF)// 
371 205 COUNTRY TEACHER 
C83 NO 3-25// 
307 7205 COUNTRY WOMAN (CONTINUES FARM WOMAN) 
F229 12 V (17)+ 
630 05 COUNTRYSIDE AND SMALL STOCK JOURNAL 
C84 V 95+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
COUNTY AGENT AND VO-AG TEACHER 
SEE--FARM TECHNOLOGY 






















SEE--U NE SC O COURIER 
COURIER DE BOSTON 
NO l-26CMF)// 
COURIER NEWSMAGAZINE OF THE NATIONAL PARKS SERVICE 
1789// 
V (35)+ 1990+ 






SEARCHBANK CRAFTS 'N THINGS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1993+ 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
CRAZY HORSE 
NO 14+ 
CRAZY HORSE PROGRESS 
v (7)+ 







V 6-11// 1980-1985// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1982-1985// 
CREATIVE CRAFTS (ABSORBED BY CREATIVE CRAFTS AND MINIATURES) 




CREATIVE CRAFTS AND MINIATURES (ABSORBED CREATIVE CRAFTS> 
V 8-9// 1982-1985// 
SEARCHBANK CREDIT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
CREDITWEEK 
SEE--STANDARD AND POOR'S CREDITWEEK 
CREIGHTON QUARTERLY SHADOWS 
V (24)25-27(28-29)30-31 
CRETACEOUS RESEARCH 
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 
V (3)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 








CRIME AND DELINQUENCY ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY> 










CRIME AND JUSTICE 
v l+ 
CRIME LABORATORY DIGEST V (14)+ 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ABSTRACTS 
V 11+ 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND BEHAVIOR 
V 22+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK CRIMINAL JUSTICE ETHICS 









305 896073 CRISIS 








CRITIC (PHILADELPHIA, PA> 
NO 1-20// 
610 736105 CRITICAL CARE NURSE 




















V (9)+ 1987+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
CRITICAL CARE QUARTERLY 
SEE--C C Q 























































CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON ACCOUNTING 
1996+ 
CRITICAL QUARTERLY 
V 37+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1997+ 
CRITICAL REVIEW, OR, ANNALS OF LITERATURE CSERIES 1) 
V l-70CMF)// 1756-1790// 
CRITICAL REVIEW, OR, ANNALS OF LITERATURE CSER I ES 2) V l-39CMF)// 1791-1803// 
CRITICAL REVIEW, OR, ANNALS OF LITERATURE (SERIES 3) 
V l-24CMF)// 1804-1811// 
CRITICAL REVIEW, OR, ANNALS OF LITERATURE (SERIES 4) 
V l-6CMF)// 1812-1814// 
CRITICAL REVIEW, OR, ANNALS OF LITERATURE CSER I ES 5) 
V l-5CMF)// 1815-1817// 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL (CONTINUES CR C 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL) 
V 10-20 1980-1991 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION (CONTINUES CR C 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION) 
V 13+ 1981+ 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUES CR C CRITICAL 
REVIEWS IN MICROBIOLOGY) 
V 8+ 1980+ 
CRITICAL REVIEWS IN PLANT SCIENCES 
v l+ 




SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CRITIQUE 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CROP IMPROVEMENT REPORTER 
V Cl-8)// 
CROP INSURANCE UDATE 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CROP PRODUCTION CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 








CROP QUALITY COUNCIL CROP PRODUCTION CONFERENCE REPORT 
1960-1981 
CROP REPORTER 
V 1-15// 1899-1913// 
CROP RESEARCH (CONTINUES HORTICULTURAL RESEARCH> 
V 22-28// 1982-1988// 
CROP SCIENCE 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CROP-WEATHER (NORTH DAKOTA> 











V 18+ 1995+ 




















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993-APR 1996 
CRYOBIOLOGY 
1996+ 
CRYPTOGAMIE MYCOLOGIE (CONTINUES REVUE DE MYCOLOGIE) 





CULTIVATOR (SERIES 1) 
V 1-10// 
CULTIVATOR (SERIES 2) 
V 1-9// 
CULTIVATOR (SERIES 3) 
V 2-11 
CULTURAL POST (NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CULTURAL SURVIVAL QUARTERLY 
V 19+ 









INDEX WALL CUMULATED INDEX MEDICUS (CONTINUES QUARTERLY CUMULATIVE INDEX 
610 16 MEDICUS) 
IN2 V l+ 1960+ 
INDEX WALL CUMULATED INDEX MEDICUS LIST OF JOURNALS INDEXED IN INDEX MEDICUS 
610 16 CURRENT EDITION 
IN2 
INDEX WALL CUMULATED MAGAZINE SUBJECT INDEX (1907-1949) 










CUMULATIVE BOOK INDEX 
1899+ 
CUMULATIVE INDEX OF HOSPITAL LITERATURE 
SEE--AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION LIBRARY ASA S BACON MEMORIAL 
SEE--CUMULATIVE INDEX OF HOSPITAL LITERATURE 
CUMULATIVE INDEX TO NURSING AND ALLIED HEALTH LITERATURE (CONTINUES CUMULATIVE INDEX TO NURSING LITERATURE) 
V 22-42 1977-1997 
INDEX WALL CUMULATIVE INDEX TO NURSING LITERATURE (CONTINUED BY 
016 CUMULATIVE INDEX TO NURSING AND ALLIED HEALTH LITERATURE> 










SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 





















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
CURRENT BIOGRAPHY 
v l+ 






CURRENT CONTENTS AGRICULTURE, BIOLOGV AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCES 
OCT 1995+ 
CURRENT CONTENTS ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
OCT 1995+ 
CURRENT CONTENTS CLINICAL MEDICINE 
OCT 1995+ 
CURRENT CONTENTS ENGINEERING, COMPUTING AND TECHNOLOGY 
OCT 1995+ 
CURRENT CONTENTS LIFE SCIENCES 
OCT 1995+ 
CURRENT CONTENTS PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND EARTH SCIENCES 
OCT 1995+ 
CURRENT CONTENTS SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
OCT 1995+ 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
CURRENT GEOGRAPHICAL PUBLICATIONS (CURRENT FIVE VEARS IN INDEX AREA) 
V 37+ 
SEARCHBANK CURRENT HEALTH 2 




905 CURRENT HISTORV (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAV) 





CURRENT HISTORV AND FORUM 
V 1-53// 
CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION 
SEE--ERIC DATABASE 
CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION 
V Cl4)15-16Cl7-19)CMCHE)+ 
1000 CURRENT ISSUES IN ECONOMICS AND FIANANCE 
CU3 TWO VEAR FILE 
1914-1941// 
1982+ 
INDEX WALL CURRENT LIST OF MEDICAL LITERATURE (CONTINUED BV INDEX 
610 16 MEDICUS) 










S 1 71/4 
CURRENT MATHEMATICAL PUBLICATIONS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
CURRENT MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT (CURRENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE) 
CURRENT OPINION (ABSORBED BV LITERARY DIGEST) 
V 42-78// 
CURRENT PEDIATRIC THERAPV 
V 3+ 
CURRENT POLICV SERIES 






































CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
CURRENT PSYCHIATRIC THERAPIES 
V 7-23// 1967-1986// 
CURRENT PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND REVIEWS (CONTINUED BV CURRENT 
PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 5-6// 1986-1988// 
CURRENT PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH AND REVIEWS (CONTINUES CURRENT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND REVIEWS> 
V 7+ 1989+ 
CURRENT REFERENCES IN FISH RESEARCH 
V 4+ 1979+ 
CURRENT SLANG 
V 1-6// 1966-1971// 
CURRENT SOCIOLOGY 
V 1-24(25)26+ 1952+ 
CURRENT THERAPY (CONTINUED BV CONN'S CURRENT THERAPY) 
1951-1983// 
CURRENT TOPICS IN BIOENERGETICS 
V 5+ 
CURRENT TOPICS IN CELLULAR REGULATION 
v l+ 
CURRENT TOPICS IN DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY 
v l+ 
CURRENT TOPICS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
V 1-7// 
CURRENT TOPICS IN MEMBRANES AND TRANSPORT 
v l+ 
CURRENT TOPICS IN MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
V 40-221 


























ONE VEAR FILE 





SEE--CVTOGENETICS AND CELL GENETICS 























DE /DOMESTIC ENGINEERING (CONTINUES DE /JOURNAL) 
V 229-255 1977-1990 
DE /JOURNAL (CONTINUED BYD E /DOMESTIC ENGINEERING) 
V 216-228// 1970-1976// 
DIC P THE ANNALS OF PHARMACOTHERAPY (CONTINUES DRUG 
INTELLIGENCE & CLINICAL PHARMACY) (CONTINUED BY ANNALS OF 
PHARMACOTHERAPY) 
V 23-25// 1989-1991// 
D M DATA MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES DATA MANAGEMENT 
C1970-1975))CCONTINUED BY DATA MANAGEMENT (1984)) 
V 13-21// 1975-1983// 
616 85505 D SH ABSTRACTS (DEAFNESS, SPEECH AND HEARING ABSTRACTS) 



































V 1-25// 1960-1985// 
D T W DEUTSCHE TIERARZTLICHE WOCHENSCHRIFT 








V 4,(9),ll-12(13)14,23-29,(32-39),(41), 1857+ (54-61),(66-72),83,(86)87+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FALL 1992+ 
DAIRY AND ICE CREAM FIELD (CONTINUED BY DAIRY FIELD> 
V (157)158-162// 1974-1979// 
DAIRY ENGINEERING (ABSORBED BY DAIRY INDUSTRIES> 
V 71-74(75)76-81// 1954-1964// 
DAIRY FARMER 
V 17,19-23(24-25) 1919-1925 
DAIRY FIELD 
V 162-166 (167) 1979-1984 
DAIRY FOODS (CONTINUES DAIRY RECORD) 
V 87+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
DAIRY HERD IMPROVEMENT LETTER 
V (28-35) 1952-1959 
DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT 
V (30)+ 1993+ 
DAIRY INDUSTRIES INTERNATIONAL 
V (29)30-41 1964-1976 
DAIRY INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATING DAIRY ENGINEERING 
SEE--DAIRY INDUSTRIES INTERNATIONAL 
DAIRY PRODUCTS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
DAIRY RECORD (ABSORBED AMERICAN DAIRY REVIEW> (CONTINUED BY DAIRY 
FOODS) 
V (82)-86// 1981-1985// 
DAIRY SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 1+ 1939+ 
DAIRY SCIENCE HANDBOOK 
V 1,3-16// 1968-1984// 
DAKOTA BOOK NEWS 

















DAKOTA FARMER (ABERDEEN, SD) (MERGED WITH FARMER 
EDITION TO FORM DAKOTA FARMER CST PAUL, MINN)) 
V 4-5,21-24,26-28,33,36-52,54-99// 
ARCHIVES, V (3),6-21 
V 3-99 CMF)// 
1987+ 
NORTH AND SOUTH 
1885-1979// (1884)-1901 
1884-1979// 
DAKOTA FARMER CCAROL STREAM, ILL) (CONTINUES USAGRICULTURE & 
DAKOTA FARMER & RANCHER) 
V 111 NO 8+ 1993+ 
DAKOTA FARMER CST PAUL, MINN) (MERGER OF FARMER NORTH AND SOUTH 
EDITION AND DAKOTA FARMER (ABERDEEN, SD)) (CONTINUED BV 
USAGRICULTURE) 
V 98-llOCP & MF)// 1980-1992// 
DAKOTA FIELD AND FARM (SIOUX FALLS, SD) 
NO 1-52 1896-1898 
NOTE, BOUND WITH DAKOTA FARMER 
DAKOTA GROWER AND RANCHER (CONTINUES DAKOTA WALLACES FARMER) (CONTINUED BV DAKOTA FARMER (CAROL STREAM, ILL)) 
V 1-2// 1992-1993// 
F646 DAKOTA HISTORY CONFERENCE (DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE) PAPERS 
D35 1969+ 
1000 DAKOTA HOME NEWS 





















TWO VEAR FILE 
1991+ 
DAKOTA WALLACES FARMER (CONTINUED BV DAKOTA GROWER AND RANCHER) 
V (116)-(117)// 1991-1992// 
DAKOTA WEST (CONTINUED BV SOUTH DAKOTA HERITAGE) 
V 1-13// 1975-1987// 
DAKOTA WHEAT CHECK OFF (CONTINUES WHEAT FACTS) (CONTINUED BV WHEAT 
CHECK OFF) 
MAV 1984-MAV 1985// 
DAKOTAN (CONTINUED BV MA'S MAGAZINE) 
V 1-55// 1956-1971// 
DALHOUSIE REVIEW 
V (73)+ 1993+ 
DALLAS SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY GRADUATE RESEARCH 
CENTER JOURNAL 
V (17)18-19(20)21-38// 1949-1970// 
SEARCHBANK DALLAS-FORT WORTH BUSINESS JOURNAL 











DANCE DIRECTORY (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
DANCE MAGAZINE 
V 38+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
DANCE RESEARCH 
V 13+ 





























DATA MANAGEMENT (1970-1975) (CONTINUED BYD M DATA MANAGEMENT) 
V 8-13// 1970-1975// 
651 805 
D2631 
DATA MANAGEMENT (1984) (CONTINUES D M DATA MANAGEMENT) (CONTINUED 
BY INSIDE DPMA) 




V C 11 )12-24// 1968-1981// 
DOC 
C3 238 
DATA USER NEWS (CONTINUED BY CENSUS AND YOU MONTHLY NEWS FROM THE 
US BUREAU OF THE CENSUS) 





(CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED IN REFERENCE OFFICE) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
621 38195 DATAMATION 
D263 V 24-29CMF)30-44CP)// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
369 13505 DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION MAGAZINE 






917 783 DEADWOOD MAGAZINE 
D34 V l+ 
978 3033 DEADWOOD PROGRESS REPORT 
D34 V 1-2 
SEARCHBANK DEALERNEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
155 93705 DEATH EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY DEATH STUDIES) 
D26 V 6-8// 
155 93705 DEATH STUDIES (CONTINUES DEATH EDUCATION) 
D26 V 9+ 
MF DEBTOR'S JOURNAL 
APS II V lCMF)// 
REEL 100 


















D 2 15/3 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK DEFENSE AND SECURITY ELECTRONICS (CONTINUES DEFENSE ELECTRONICS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1995-JUNE 1996 
SEARCHBANK DEFENSE COUNSEL JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK DEFENSE ELECTRONICS (CONTINUED BY DEFENSE AND SECURITY 
ELECTRONICS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1983-AUG 1995// 
DOC DEFENSE TRADE NEWS THE BULLETIN OF THE CENTER FOR DEFENSE TRADE 











SEARCHBANK DEMOCRACY READER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992 
1000 DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
DEl THREE VEAR FILE 
MF DEMOCRITUS RIDENS, OR, COMUS AND MOMUS, A NEW JEST AND 







NO 1-13CMF)// 1681// 
DEMOGRAPHIC YEARBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
V 7,13+ 1955,1961+ 
DEMOGRAPHY 
V 1+ 1964+ 
V 1-29CJSTOR) 1964-1992CJSTOR) 
DENDROFLORA 
V 5-9 1969-1973 
SEARCHBANK DENVER BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989-FEB 1992// 
SEARCHBANK DENVER BUSINESS JOURNAL 





DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN 
SEE--U S DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN 
1986+ 






















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
DESCRIPTIONS OF PLANT VIRUSES 
SET 1-21 1970-1988 
DESIGN 
NO 54+ 1995+ 
DESIGN ENGINEERING (CONTINUES PRODUCT ENGINEERING) 
V 51-52(53) 1980-1982 
DESIGN FOR ARTS IN EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY ARTS EDUCATION POLICY 
REVIEW) 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
DESIGN QUARTERLY 
NO 131+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
DESSERT TO THE TRUE AMERICAN 
V 1-2CMF)// 
DEUTSCHE BIBLIOGRAPHIE 




MAR 1994-JUNE 1996 
1798-1799// 
1961-1965// 
V 72-98,100 1959-1985,1987 
DEUTSCHE BUNSENGESELLSCHAFT FUR PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE BERICHTE 











































DEUTSCHE TIERARZTLICHE WOCHENSCHRIFT 
V 66-83 
DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF EMBRYOLOGY AND 
EXPERIMENTAL MORPHOLOGY) 
V 99-116 
DEVELOPMENT (SOCIETY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT) 
1959-1976 
1987-1992 
(CONTINUES REVISTA DEL DESARROLLO INTERNACIONAL) (CONTINUED BY 
DEVELOPMENT, SEEDS OF CHANGE, VILLAGE THROUGH GLOBAL ORDER) 
V 20-22// 1978-1980// 
DEVELOPMENT POLICY 
V 1+ 1992+ 







DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES MENTAL 
RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ABSTRACTS) 
V 12-13// 1977-1978// 
DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS (CONTINUES AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ANATOMY) 
V 193+ 1992+ 







DEVELOPMENTS IN APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY 
V 1-10// 
DEVELOPMENTS IN CROP SCIENCE 
V 2-3,5-6,9,11-24 
DEVELOPMENTS IN FOOD MICROBIOLOGY 
V 1-4// 
DEVELOPMENTS IN FOOD PRESERVATION 
V 1-5// 
DEVELOPMENTS IN HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING 
V 1-5// 
DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY 
V 1+ 
DEVELOPMENTS IN MEAT SCIENCE 
v l+ 















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
616 46205 DIABETES CARE 
D54 V 2-17CMCHE)l8CP)+ 
616 4605 DIABETES FORECAST 
ADll V 16-18,23-25,28+ 











SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
DIABETES LITERATURE INDEX 
V 1-14// 
DIAL 






0541 V 8-13 1985-1990 
291 05 DIALOGUE AND ALLIANCE 
053 V l+ 1987+ 
MF DIANA, AND LADIES' SPECTATOR 
APS II V lCMF)// 1822// 
REEL 101 
PR4579 DICKENS STUDIES ANNUAL 
D49 V l+ 1970+ 
830 99436 DIE RAMPE 
Rl46 NO 3+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK DIESEL PROGRESS (CONTINUED BY DIESEL PROGRESS ENGINES AND DRIVES> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1989-0CT 1990// 
SEARCHBANK DIESEL PROGRESS ENGINES AND DRIVES (CONTINUES DIESEL PROGRESS) (CONTINUED BY DIESEL PROGRESS NORTH AMERICAN EDITION> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 1990-DEC 1996// 
SEARCHBANK DIESEL PROGRESS NORTH AMERICAN EDITION (CONTINUED DIESEL PROGRESS 














SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1997+ 
DIFFERENCES 
v 7+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
DIGEST OF LITERATURE ON DIELECTRICS 
V 19-42// 
DIGEST OF PUBLIC GENERAL BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 




DIGESTIVE DISEASES AND SCIENCES CNEW SERIES) (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF DIGESTIVE DISEASES> 
V 24-35 1979-1990 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING A REVIEW JOURNAL 
1996+ 
DIMENSION 2 (CONTINUES DIMENSION CONTEMPORARY GERMAN ARTS AND 
LETTERS) 
V l+ 1994+ 
DIMENSION COMTEMPORARY GERMAN ARTS AND LETTERS (CONTINUED BY 
DIMENSION 2) 
V 1-19// 1968-1992// 
610 736105 DIMENSIONS OF CRITICAL CARE NURSING 







DIMENSIONS AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN, SOUTH DAKOTA 
DIVISION 
V 38+ 1988+ 
DIOGENES 
NO 1-8,10+ 






REF DIPLOMATIC LIST (INFORMATION DESK) 
DOC CURRENT EDITION ONLY 
Sl 8 
SEARCHBANK DIRECT MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK DIRECTORS AND BOARDS 
HV1569 5 
D57 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
DIRECTORY OF FUNDING AND RESOURCES FOR ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY IN 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
1996+ 
Tl2 DIRECTORY OF MINNESOTA MANUFACTURERS AND GUIDE BOOK TO 
D5 MINNESOTA INDUSTRY 
1963-1982 
Tl2 DIRECTORY OF NORTH DAKOTA MANUFACTURERS (CONTINUED BY NORTH DAKOTA 
























DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY DIRECTORY OF 
PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS SERIES SE MT AND SERIES SSH) 
V 1-2// 1965-1967// 
DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS SERIES PC E, POLLUTION 
CONTROL/ECOLOGY 
V l+ 1974+ 
DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS SERIES SE MT, SCIENCE, 
ENGINEERING, MEDICINE, TECHNOLOGY ANNUAL CUMULATIVE VOLUME 
V 1-23 1965-1990 
DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS SERIES SSH, SOCIAL SCIENCES, 
HUMANITIES (CONTINUES, IN PART, DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED 
PROCEEDINGS, 1965-1967) 
V 1-23 1968-1990 
DIRECTORY OF THE CANNING, FREEZING, PRESERVING INDUSTRIES 
CCURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1966+ 
DISABLED USA (CONTINUES PERFORMANCE) (CONTINUED BY WORKLIFE) 
1977-1987// 
DISAM JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ASSISTANCE MANAGEMENT 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK DISCOUNT STORE NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1983+ 
505 DISCOVER (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 


























V 27-(41) 1966-DEC 1980 
DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL PARTS A AND B 1981+ 






DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS ONDISC 
INDEX 
INDEX WITH ABSTRACTS 
1986-1980 
1981+ 
DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS PARTS A AND B (CONTINUED BY 
DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL PARTS A AND B) 
V 1-15CMF)16-26CP)// 1938-1955CMF)1956-
1966CP)// 
616 85236 DISSOCIATION 








DISTILLED SPIRITS COUNCIL OF THEUS PUBLIC REVENUES FROM ALCOHOL 
BEVERAGES (CONTINUES DISTILLED SPIRITS INSTITUTE, INC PUBLIC 
REVENUE FROM ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES) 
1973+ 
DISTILLED SPIRITS INSTITUTE ANNUAL STATISTICAL REVIEW (VOLUMES 
FOR 1951-1970 ARE IN STORAGE) 
1951+ 
DISTILLED SPIRITS INSTITUTE, INC PUBLIC REVENUE FROM ALCOHOLIC 
BEVERAGES (CONTINUED BY DISTILLED SPIRTS COUNCIL OF THEUS 





















SEARCHBANK DD-IT-YOURSELF RETAILING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
REF DOANE AGRICULTURAL SERVICE DOANE'S AGRICULTURAL REPORT, 
S561 REFERENCE VOLUME 








DOANE'S AGRICULTURAL REPORT 
SEE--DOANE AGRICULTURAL SERVICE DOANE'S AGRICULTURAL REPORT, REFERENCE 
SEE--VOLUME 
DOANE'S AGRICULTURAL REPORT (CONTINUES DDANE'S MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL 
BUSINESS ISSUE) 
V (26)27-33 1964-1970 
DOANE'S BUSINESS MAGAZINE FOR AMERICAN AGRICULTURE 
SEE--DOANE'S MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS ISSUE 
DOANE'S MONTHLY AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS ISSUE (CONTINUED BY 
DOANE'S AGRICULTURAL REPORT) 
V 1-3// 1966-1971// 
DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS ACCEPTED BY AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
NO 1-22// 1933-1955// 
630 5 DOCUMENTATION EAST-EUROPEAN AGRICULTURAL LITERATURE 
D659 V 7-11// 1966-1971// 
JX231 DOCUMENTS ON AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS 
D6 1938-1970// 
DOC DOCUMENTS ON DISARMAMENT 
AC 1 11/2 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
D442 DOCUMENTS ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
D6 1935-1963// 
138 -
025 3434 DOCUMENTS TO THE PEOPLE 
D657 V 24+ 1996+ 
DOKLADV BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
SEE--AKADEMIIA NAUK SSR DOKLADV BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE SECTIONS 
DOKLADV BOTANICAL SCIENCES 
SEE--AKADEMIIA NAUK SSR DOKLADV BOTANICAL SCIENCE SECTIONS 
SEARCHBANK DOLLARS AND SENSE 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULY 1994+ 
MF DOME, AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE, MUSIC, 
EBP ARCHITECTURE AND THE GRAPHIC ARTS (SERIES 1) 
NO l-5CMF)// 1897-1898// 
MF DOME, AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE, MUSIC, 




























D 301 72 
636 2005 
D839 
V l-7CMF)// 1898-1900// 
DOMESTIC ANIMAL ENDOCRINOLOGY 
V l+ 1984+ 
DOMESTIC ENGINEERING (1964-1970) 
V 204-215// 1964-1970// 
DOMESTIC ENGINEERING (1889-1959) 
V 152-193// 1938-1959// 
DOMESTIC ENGINEERING AND THE JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL 
CONTRACTING (CONTINUED BYD E /JOURNAL) 
V 193-203// 1959-1964// 
DOMUS 
NO 446-565 1967-1976 
DOW THEORY LETTERS 
SEE--RICHARD RUSSELL'S DOW THEORY LETTERS 
DOWN BEAT (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V (34)35+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 
DOWN TO EARTH 
V 1-41(42-44)45+ 
DR DOBB'S JOURNAL 
V 20+ 
DRAMA (SERIES 4) 
NO 52-174// 
DRAMA MAGAZINE 
NO 5-28,V 17-19 




DREXEL LIBRARY QUARTERLY 
V 1-21// 
DRIVER, TRAFFIC SAFETY MAGAZINE CU S AIR FORCE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
NO LONGER PUBLISHED 
DROVERS JOURNAL 












V 69-111 1951-1972 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 























DRUG EVALUATIONS ANNUAL DE (CONTINUES AMERICAN MEDICAL 
ASSOCIATION COUNCIL ON DRUGS AM A DRUG EVALUATIONS) (MOST 
RECENT EDITION ON RESERVE) 
1991-1995// 
DRUG INTELLIGENCE AND CLINICAL PHARMACY (CONTINUED BYD IC P 
THE ANNALS OF PHARMACOTHERAPY) 
V 5-22// 1971-1988// 
DRUG METABOLISM REVIEWS 
V 3+ 1974+ 
DRUG STANDARDS (ABSORBED INTO JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL 
SCIENCES) 
V 1-26 1930-1958 
DRUG THERAPY 
V 12-24// 1982-1994// 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
DRUG TOPICS RED BOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1980+ 
DRUGS 
V 49+ 1995+ 
DRUGS OF CHOICE 




MF DUBLIN SATURDAY MAGAZINE, A JOURNAL OF INSTRUCTION AND 
EBP AMUSEMENT, COMPRISING IRISH BIOGRAPHY AND ANTIQUITIES, 







V l-2CMF)// 1865-1867// 




DUN'S BUSINESS MONTH (CONTINUES DUN'S REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY 
BUSINESS MONTH) 
V 118-(129)// 1981-1987// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983-MAR 1987// 
DUN'S REVIEW (CONTINUED BY DUN'S BUSINESS MONTH) 
V 63-118// 1954-1981// 
DUN'S REVIEW AND MODERN INDUSTRY 
SEE--DUN'S REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK E 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD SEPT 1993+ 
E AND TR, ENERGY TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
SEE--ENERGY AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK E -M J - ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK EC AND M ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK ED N 
651 805 
ED68 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 






EE THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 
SEE--E E, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TODAY 
EE, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TODAY 
V 10-33// 1951-1974// 
SEARCHBANK EFT A BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV EFT A NEWS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APR 1989-DEC 1992// 
SEARCHBANK EFT A NEWS (CONTINUES EFT A BULLETIN 






































EIS CUMULATIVE (CUMULATIVE TO MONTHLY ISSUES OF EIS, KEV TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS AND TOE IS, DIGESTS OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS) 
EL A NOTES (CONTINUES NOL PE NOTES) 
V 33+ 
EL H ENGLISH LITERARY HISTORY 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 
EL T JOURNAL (ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING) 
V 39+ 









E OS (CONTINUES AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION TRANSACTIONS) 
V 50+ 1969+ 
EPA JOURNAL 
V 3-4(5)6-21// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
EPA PUBLICATIONS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
E PR I JOURNAL 
V 19+ 






ERDA ENERGY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES ERDA 
RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-2// 1976-1977// 
ERDA RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BYER DA ENERGY 
RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) 
V 1// 1976// 
E R I C 
SEE--CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION 
SEE--RESOURCES IN EDUCATION 
ERIC (COMPUTER FILE> 
ER S SERIES (ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, USDA> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1966/1975+ 
ES & T, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY) 
V 12+ 1978+ 




SEARCHBANK EARLY AMERICAN HOMES (CONTINUES EARLY AMERICAN LIFE> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD AUG 1996+ 
141 -
SEARCHBANK EARLY AMERICAN LIFE (CONTINUED BY EARLY AMERICAN HOME) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD 1994-APR 1996// 
810 5 EARLY AMERICAN LITERATURE 
EA73 V 19+ 
370 7122 EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
EA72 V 10+ 
SEARCHBANK EARLY MUSIC 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK EARTH 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
333 05 EARTH ISLAND JOURNAL 
EA71 V 10+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






EARTH RESOURCES, A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY 












I 19 65 
EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION BULLETIN CU S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY) (CONTINUED BY EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES) 
DOC 
I 19 65 
V (5-6)7-8(9)10-17// 1973-1985// 
EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES (CONTINUES EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION 
BULLETIN) 
V 18-25// 1986-1994// 
574 96705 EAST AFRICAN WILDLIFE JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY AFRICAN JOURNAL OF 
E77 ECOLOGY) 
V 1-16// 1963-1978// 
947 08405 EAST EUROPE 
N47 V Cll2-20C21-24) 
SEARCHBANK EAST EUROPEAN POLITICS AND SOCIETIES 


















EAST EUROPEAN QUARTERLY 
V 1-10 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
EAST LAKES GEOGRAPHER 
V 10-20,26+ 





EASTERN ECONOMIC JOURNAL 
V 21+ 
EASTERN EUROPEAN POLITICS AND SOCIETIES EEPS 
V 9+ 
EASTERN GRAPE GROWERS AND WINERY NEWS (CONTINUED BY 











V 11-(12)// 1985-(1986)// 
770 5 
EA78 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY MONTHLY ABSTRACT BULLETIN 
V (26)27-29(30)31(32-36)37-47// 1940-1961// 
142 -
051 EBONY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 






















ECOLOGICAL ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 
LONDON TRANSACTIONS) 
V l+ 1976+ 
ECOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS 
V 1-13CMF)14-18,21+ 
INDEX V 21-40 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ECOLOGY 
V 1-41CSTORAGE)42+ 
INDEX V 1-50 










SEARCHBANK ECOLOGY LAW QUARTERLY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
574 52632 ECOLOGY OF FRESHWATER FISH 
EC71 V 4+ 
330 5 ECONOMETRICA 
























V 1-9,12-22// 1953-1975// 










ECONOMIC BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW) 
V 1-3// 1908-1910// 
ECONOMIC BULLETIN FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 
V 11-19 




SEARCHBANK ECONOMIC COMMENTARY (CLEVELAND) 





ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURAL CHANGE 
V 9+ 
INDEX V 1-15 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
V 1-30CMF)30CP)+ 
INDEX V 1-54CP) 
















ECONOMIC GEOLOGV AND THE BULLETIN OF SOCIETV OF ECONOMIC 
GEOLOGISTS 
V 55+ 1960+ 
ECONOMIC HISTORV REVIEW 
V 1-4(5)6-9(10-12),48+ 
ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
ECONOMIC INQUIRV 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
ECONOMIC JOURNAL 
V l-19CP)20-52CMF)53CP)+ 
CONFERENCE PAPERS 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1927-1942,1995+ 
1948-1960CMF),1959-1993 





JAN -SEPT 1992 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE-DEC 1989 
ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES A REVIEW FROM THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
CHICAGO 
V 15+ 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JULV 1994+ 
ECONOMIC PLANNING IN FREE SOCIETIES (CONTINUES ECONOMIC PLANNING 
JOURNAL FOR AGRICULTURE AND RELATED INDUSTRIES) 
V (27)+ 1991+ 
ECONOMIC PLANNING JOURNAL FOR AGRICULTURE AND RELATED 
INDUSTRIES (CONTINUED BV ECONOMIC PLANNING IN FREE SOCIETIES) 
V 1-27// 1965-1991// 
ECONOMIC QUARTERLV FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND 
V 81+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK ECONOMIC RECORD 
DOC 
PR 40 9 
330 973 
F3172 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT TO THE CONGRESS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
MAR 1991+ 
ECONOMIC REVIEW (CONTINUES FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS CITV, 
MONTHLV REVIEW) 
1978+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK ECONOMIC REVIEW (PAKISTAN EDITION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990+ 
330 973 ECONOMIC REVIEW FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA 
AT62 V 80+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1995+ 
330 977105 ECONOMIC REVIEW FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CLEVELAND 
EC74 V (30)+ 1994+ 
330 973005 ECONOMIC REVIEW FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS 
E74 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE GOLD 1996+ 






ECONOMIC SURVEV OF LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN (CONTINUES 
UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA ECONOMIC 
SURVEV OF LATIN AMERICA) 
1982+ 
ECONOMIC SURVEVS BV THEO EC D IRELAND (CONTINUED BV OE CD 




























ECONOMIC SURVEYS BY THEO E C D JAPAN (CONTINUED BY OE CD 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS JAPAN) 
1965,1967-68CSTORAGE)// 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS BY THEO EC D PORTUGAL (CONTINUED BY OE C D 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS PORTUGAL> 
1963-1969// 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS BY THEO E C D SPAIN (CONTINUED BY OE CD 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS SPAIN) 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS OF THEO EC D 
UNION 




ECONOMIC SURVEYS CANADA (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
CANADA> 
1961,164-65,1967// 
ECONOMICA (SERIES 2) 
V 16+ 1949+ 
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS (CONTINUES ECONOMICS SELECTIONS) 
V 29// 1984-1986// 
ECONOMICS AND PHILOSOPHY 
V l+ 1985+ 
ECONOMICS RESEARCH REPORT CS D SU) 
1980+ 
ECONOMICS SELECTIONS AN INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY SERIES 1 (CONTINUED BY ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS) 
V 21-28// 1976-1984// 





ECONOMIST (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l-75CMCHE),162-193CSTORAGE)l94CP)+ 1843-1912CMCHE),1952-
1956CSTORAGE)l957CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1988+ 
ECOTOXICOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY 
1996+ 
SEARCHBANK ECUMENICAL REVIEW 
MF 
EBP 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




MF EDINBURGH MAGAZINE AND LITERARY MISCELLENY (INCLUDES SCOTS 
ELP MAGAZINE CJAN 1739-DEC 1803), SCOTS MAGAZINE AND EDINBURGH LITERARY 










V 1-97,N S V 1-18// 1739-1826// 




EDINBURGH WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
V l-60CMF)// 
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER 
V 54(58-60,64-65,68)70-71(72)73-74(75-
76)77-82(83)84+ 



































EDITOR AND PUBLISHER MARKET GUIDE CMOST RECENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE) 
1973+ 








V l-74CMF)C75)CP)+ 1880+ 
INDEX V 1-65,90-91 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1992+ 
EDUCATION CANNUAL EDITION) 
1982+ 
EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DIRECTORY (MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF 
CHILDREN, FAMILIES AND LEARNING) (CONTINUES EDUCATION DIRECTORY 





EDUCATION DIRECTORY CSAINT PAUL, MINN> (CONTINUES MINNESOTA 
EDUCATION DIRECTORY> (CONTINUED BV EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 
DIRECTORY (MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN, FAMILIES AND LEARNING> 
EDUCATION FOR HEALTH 
NO 1-3 





























ONE VEAR FILE 
EDUCATION WEEK 
V (4-5)6+ 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION ABSTRACTS 
V 2+ 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
V 6-46// 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION QUARTERLY 
v l+ 
EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE NEW VORK REPORT 
V 19-35 










EDUCATIONAL EXECUTIVES OVERVIEW (ABSORBED BV AMERICAN SCHOOL AND 
UNIVERSITY> 























V l-15CMFH6 C PH 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
v l+ 




EDUCATIONAL MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY YEARBOOK (CONTINUES EDUCATIONAL 
MEDIA YEARBOOK) (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1985+ 






SUPPLEMENT NO Cl-23) 




EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE 









371 332505 EDUCATIONAL THEATRE JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY THEATRE JOURNAL) 








INDEX V 1-10 
EDUCATORS' ADVOCATE (CONTINUES SD EA NEWS ANDS DE A JOURNAL) 
V l+ 1970+ 
EDUCOM REVIEW 
V 29+ 




DOC EGG PRODUCTS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
A 92 9/4 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
DOC EGGS, CHICKENS, AND TURKEYS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 

























EKISTICS, REVIEW ON THE PROBLEMS AND SCIENCE OF HUMAN SETTLEMENT 
V 39+ 1975+ 
EL PAIS, PANORAMA SEMANAL 
ONE VEAR FILE 
ELECTRIC JOURNAL 
V 1-19,21-36// 
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER 
V (35-37)38-54(55-56)57+ 
















ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES SCIENCE 
ABSTRACTS SECTION B ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ABSTRACTS) (1923-1942 SHELVED ON LOWER LEVEL) 
V 26-33(34,36-39,41,44-45),72+ 1923-1930(1931-1942), 
1969+ 






ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY IEEE SPECTRUM) 
V (26)27(28-29)30-32(33)34-35(36)37 1908-1963// (38)39-82// 
ELECTRICAL REVIEW 
V 35-36,44-53// 1894-1903// 
621 32205 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN (CONTINUES ELECTRICAL CONSULTANT) 












V 23-26,29-35,37-47,49-119, (120-121)122(123)124+ 
ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY 
V (75)76-85// 




V l+ 1966+ 
621 31242 ELECTROCHEMICAL AND SOLID-STATE LETTERS 
EL225 V l+ 1998+ 
541 3705 ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY INTERFACE 
EL254 V l+ 1992+ 
541 3705 
EL25 
ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL (ABSORBED ELECTROCHEMICAL 
TECHNOLOGY) 
V 93+ 1948+ 
ELECTRON DEVICE LETTERS CI EE E) 
SEE--I EE E ELECTORN DEVICE LETTERS 
SEARCHBANK ELECTRONIC BUSINESS (CONTINUES ELCTRONIC BUSINESS TODAY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK ELECTRONIC BUSINESS BUYER (CONTINUES ELECTRONIC) (CONTINUED BY 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TODAY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1993-AUG 1995// 
SEARCHBANK ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TODAY (CONTINUES ELECTRONIC BUSINESS BUYER) (CONTINUED BY ELECTRONIC BUSINESS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1995-0CT 1997// 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
SEE--E E, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TODAY 
ELECTRONIC LEARNING 
V 2-9 




SEARCHBANK ELECTRONIC NEWS (CONTINUED BY CHILTON'S ELECTRONIC NEWS) 
338 826 
EL25 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989-SEPT 1990// 
ELECTRONIC NEWS (CONTINUES CHILTON'S ELECTRONIC NEWS) 
V 41+ 1995+ 








ELECTRONICS (CONTINUES ELECTRONICS WEEK) (ABSORBED BY IDUSTRY 
WEEK) 
V (58)59-60(61)62(63)64-68// 1985-1995// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989-1995// 
ELECTRONICS (CONTINUED BY ELECTRONICS WEEK) 
V 1-57// 1930-1984// 
ELECTRONICS NOW (CONTINUES RADIO-ELECTRONICS) 
V (63)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1992+ 
JULY 1993+ 
621 305 ELECTRONICS WEEK (CONTINUES ELECTRONICS) (CONTINUED BY ELECTRONICS) 
EL27 V 57-58// 1984-1985// 
621 38405 ELECTRONICS WORLD (ABSORBED BY POPULAR ELECTRONICS) 







ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING (CONTINUED BY 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL COUNSELING) 
V 2-31// 1967-1997// 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL 
V (2)3(4-5)6(7-9)10+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER 
SEE--ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL 
1901+ 
SEPT 1992+ 
505 ELISHA MITCHELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY JOURNAL 
EL47 V 85-92 1969-1976 
















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1997+ 
EMERALD 
V lCMF)// 1810-1811// 
EMERALD OR, MISCELLANY OF LITERATURE CONTAINING SKETCHES OF THE 
MANNERS, PRINCIPLES AND AMUSEMENTS OF THE AGE (SERIES 1) 
V l-2CMF)// 1806-1807// 
EMERALD OR, MISCELLANY OF LITERATURE CONTAINING SKETCHES OF THE 
MANNERS, PRINCIPLES AND AMUSEMENTS OF THE AGE (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 1807-1808// 
EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
V 19+ 
EMERSON SOCIETY QUARTERLY 
SEE--E SQ JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE 
EMORY UNIVERSITY MUSEUM BULLETIN 
1987+ 
NO 2-11 1945-1955 
EMPIRE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE (CONTINUED BY 
EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE) 
V 1-32// 1933-1964// 
SEARCHBANK EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK EMPLOYEE RELATIONS LAW JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
331 112 
UN3 25 
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS TODAY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
149 -
MAR 1995-MAY 1996 
MAR 1989-APR 1996 
1954+ 
1997+ 







































EMPLOYMENT SECURITY REVIEW (CONTINUED BY EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
REVIEW> 
V (2)3-30// 1935-1963// 
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE REVIEW (CONTINUES EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY MANPOWER> 
V 1-5// 1964-1968// 
EMPORIA STATE RESEARCH STUDIES 
v l+ 
EMPORIUM OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (SERIES 1) 
V l-2CMF>// 




ENDANGERED SPECIES TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 




INDEX V 11-20 







ENERGY ABSTRACTS FOR POLICY ANALYSIS 
V 1-15// 













ENERGY CONSUMPTION RELATIONSHIPS IN TRANSPORTATION (SOUTH 
DAKOTA) 
NO 2+ 1982+ 
ENERGY ENGINEERING (CONTINUES BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN) 
V 77+ 1979+ 
631 37105 ENERGY IN AGRICULTURE 
EN27 V 3-6// 1984-1988// 











ENERGY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES ERDA ENERGY 
RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) 
V 2-19CP)21CWEB ASSESS AT CLOWER CASE)) 1977+ 
HTTP //APOLLO OSTI GOV/HTML/DRA/DRA HTML 
SEARCHBANK ENERGY USER NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
DOC ENGINEER 





















V 191-200,206-225(226)227-243 1951-1976 
ENGINEER'S COUNCIL FDR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REPORT 
V 28-36,38-47// 1959-1979// 
ENGINEERING AND CONTRACT RECORD 
V 63-81(82)83-84(85)86-94(95) 1950-1982 
ENGINEERING ECONOMIST 
V l-5CMF)6CP)+ 1955+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
ENGINEERING EDUCATION (CONTINUED BV ASE E PRISM) 
V C7)8-9Cl0)-46CSTORAGE)47-81// 1916-1956CSTORAGE)l957-
ENGINEERING FOUNDATION, NEW VDRK REPORTS 
ENGINEERING FRACTURE MECHANICS 
V 1-22 






ENGINEERING INDEX (1884-1905) (CONTINUED BV ENGINEERING INDEX (1906- )) 
V 3-4// 1896-1905// 
ABSTRACTS ENGINEERING INDEX (1906- ) (CONTINUES ENGINEERING INDEX 
1906-1908,1913,1918-
1997 












ENGINEERING ISSUES (CONTINUES AS CE JOURNAL OF 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES, CONTINUED BV ISSUES IN ENGINEERING) 
V (97)98-104 1971-1978 
ENGINEERING JOURNAL 
V (21-22)23-31(32) 1984-1995 
ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD (ABSORBED ENGINEERING RECORD, 
BUILDING RECORD AND SANITARY ENGINEER) (CONTINUED BV EN R) 
V 8-155CSTORAGE)l56-217// 1881-1955CSTORAGE) 
1956-1986// 
ENGINEERING RECORD, BUILDING RECORD AND SANITARY ENGINEER 
CMERGED INTO ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD) 
V 2,5-32,45-75CSTDRAGE)// 1878-1917CSTORAGE)// 
ENGINEERING TIMES 
ONE VEAR FILE 
620 5 ENGINEERING WORLD 
EN35 V 14-33 1919-1928 
DOC ENGINEERS CU S ARMV ENGINEER CORPS) 
D 103 115 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
620 6 ENGINEERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PROCEEDINGS 
EN3 V 22-41C42)CSTDRAGE) 1906-1927CSTORAGE) 
805 ENGLISH 
ENZ V 7,13+ 1959,1960+ 
REF ENGLISH ASSOCIATION YEAR'S WORK IN ENGLISH STUDIES 




ENGLISH FICTION IN TRANSITION, 1880-1920 
SEE--ENGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION, 1880-1920 
ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW 
V l-76CMC),82CP)+ 




805 ENGLISH JOURNAL 
EN3 V C4),6-7C8)9-43C44)+ 1915+ 
INDEX V 33-59,1944-1970 
420 5 ENGLISH LANGUAGE NOTES 
EN36 V Cl)2+ 1963+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1994+ 
820 9002 ENGLISH LITERARY RENAISSANCE 
EN36 V l+ 1971+ 
SEARCHBANK ENGLISH LITERATURE FROM 1785 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 
820 905 ENGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION, 1880-1920 
EN36 V Cl)2+ 1958+ 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 
ENGLISH NOTES (SOUTH DAKOTA COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH) 
V (16-22)23-30 1970-1984 
ENGLISH STUDIES 
V 76+ 
ENGLISH TEACHING FORUM 
1995+ 
SEE--FDRUM A JOURNAL FDR THE TEACHER OF ENGLISH OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 
ENGLISHMAN'S MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 1831// 
ENTERTAINER, CONTAINING REMARKS ON MEN, MANNERS, RELIGION AND 
POLICY 
ND l-43CMF)// 1717-1718// 

























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 







ENTOMOLDGICA FENNICA (CONTINUES NDTULAE ENTOMOLDGICAE> 





ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
v l+ 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
ENTOMOLOGIST> 
V 1-35// 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
V 1-78// 











NORTH CENTRAL BRANCH 
1946-1978// 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA BULLETIN 
v l+ 1969+ 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA MEMOIRS 
NO 31-129,131+ 1963+ 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY 
AFRICAN ENTOMOLOGY> 


















ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON PROCEEDINGS 
V 1-13,17+ 1884-1911,1914+ 












ENTOMOLOGY ABSTRACTS (REPLACED BY BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE) 
V 1-27 1969-1996 
ENTOMOPHAGA 
V 14-19(20)21+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK ENTREPRENEUR 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK ENTREPRENEURSHIP THEORY AND PRACTICE 




























V 10+ 1968+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
ENVIRONMENT AND BEHAVIOR 
V 1-17CMF)l8CP)+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1990+ 
ENVIRONMENT REPORT 
V (4)5-6(7) 1973-1976 
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION 
V 27-28// 1995-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993-1996// 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS (CONTINUED BY BOSTON COLLEGE 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS LAW REVIEW> 
V 3-6// 1974-1978// 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY, AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL (CONTINUES RADIATION BOTANY> 
V 1+ 1961+ 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY OF FISHES 
V 2+ 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
SEE--JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
1977+ 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION REPORT AND NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN ENVIRONMENT) 
V 13-15// 1984-1987// 






ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PERSPECTIVES 
NO l+ 








344 73046 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
EN88 V 25+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
363 705 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
EN88 V 19+ 
SEARCHBANK ENVIRONMENTAL NUTRITION 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 








ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BYES & T, 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY) 
V 1-11// 1967-1977// 
574 2405 ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY 
EN89 V 5+ 1986+ 
612 0151 ENZYMOLOGIA (CONTINUED BY MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR 
EN99 BIOCHEMISTRY) 
V (2,10,12,15)16-43// 1953-1972// 
RA651 EPIDEMIOLOGIC REVIEWS 
E65 V 5+ 1983+ 
DOC EPILEPSY ABSTRACTS 
HE20 3509 1947-1970CSTORAGE) 
MF EPISCOPAL MAGAZINE 
APS II V l-2CMF)// 1820-1821// 
REEL 129 
805 EPOCH 
EP61 V 10+ 1959+ 
370 19342 EQUITY & EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION 
EQ59 V 28+ 1995+ 
370 705 ERIC REVIEW 
ER41 V l+ 1990+ 
634 05 ERNAHRUNG DER PFLANZE 
ER61 V 26-35 1930-1939 
840 5 ESPRIT CREATEUR 
ES66 V l+ 1961+ 
051 ESQUIRE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
ESSAY AND GENERAL LITERATURE INDEX 
v l+ 




PR13 ESSAYS AND STUDIES NEW SERIES (ENGLISH ASSOCIATION) 









ESSAYS IN BIOCHEMISTRY 
V 1-10,12+ 
ESSAYS IN CHEMISTRY 
V 1-5 
ESSAYS IN CRITICISM 
V l-18CMF)l9CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ESSAYS IN LITERATURE 
V 22-23// 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
ESTUARINE BULLETIN 
V 1-7// 










ET CETERA (CONTINUES ETC, A REVIEW OF GENERAL SEMANTICS) 
V 34+ 1977+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
149 905 
ETl 








INDEX V 1-100 1890-1990 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






305 807305 ETHNIC STUDIES REVIEW (CONTINUES EXPLORATIONS IN ETHNIC STUDIES) 
EX742 V 19+ 1996+ 
301 4505 ETHNICITY 
ET39 V 6-8// 1979-1981// 
970 00497 ETHNOHISTORY 
ET36 V 42+ 1995+ 
572 05 ETHNOLOGY 
ET38 V l+ 1962+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
780 8905 ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 
ET38 V 39+ 1995+ 
780 5 ETUDE, THE MUSIC MAGAZINE 
ET81 V l-75CMF)// 1883-1957// 
840 905 ETUDES LITTERAIRES 
ET81 V 19+ 1986+ 
575 105 EUGENICAL NEWS 
EU44 V 9,ll-18Cl9),24C25)26-28C29)30-31 1929-1946 
575 105 EUGENICS REVIEW 
EU45 1 V 45-60// 1953-1968// 
INDEX V 1-60 
613 94 EUGENICS SOCIETY OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA EUGENICS PAMPHLETS 














EURASIAN SOIL SCIENCE (CONTINUES SOVIET SOIL SCIENCE) 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
EUROPE 
ND 242+ 





SEARCHBANK EUROPE-ASIA STUDIES 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK EUROPEAN 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK EUROPEAN BUSINESS JOURNAL 




HEll EUROPEAN CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS OF TRANSPORT COUNCIL OF 
EB MINISTERS ANNUAL REPORT AND RESOLUTIONS 
V 19-21 1969-1971 
330 5 EUROPEAN ECONOMIC REVIEW 
EU74 V l+ 1969+ 
IDEAL EUROPEAN HEART JOURNAL 
1998+ 
940 05 EUROPEAN HISTORY QUARTERLY 
EU74 V 25+ 1995+ 
SH19 EUROPEAN INLAND FISHERIES ADVISORY COMMISSION E I F A c 












NO 1-17,22+ 1964+ 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY AND OCCUPATIONAL 
PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUES INTERNATIONALE ZEITSCHRIFT FUR 
ANGEWANDTE PHYSIOLOGIE EINSCHILOSLICH ARBITSPHYSIOLOGIE) 
V 33-65 1974-1992 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION (CONTINUED BY BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION) 
V 1// 1975-1977// 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
V 1-210 1967-1992 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION (CONTINUES HUMAN NUTRITION 
CLINICAL NUTRITION AND HUMAN NUTRITION APPLIED NUTRITION) 
V 42+ 1988+ 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF COMBINATORICS 
1996+ 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF ENDOCRINOLOGY (CONTINUES ACTA 
ENDOCRINOLOGICA AND ACTA ENDOCRINOLOGICA SUPPLEMENTUM) 
V 130+ 1994+ 
616 07905 EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY 
EU74 V 25+ 1995+ 
540 5 
C42232 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES CHEMISCHE 
BERICHTE RECUEIL) 
1998+ 
SEARCHBANK EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1995-FEB 1998 














EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF PLANT PATHOLOGY (CONTINUES NETHERLANDS JOURNAL 
OF PLANT PATHOLOGY) 
V 100+ 1994+ 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL RESEARCH 
V 14+ 1986+ 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF SOIL SCIENCE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF SOIL 
SCIENCE> 







EUROPEAN MAGAZINE, AND LONDON REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
V 1-87// 
EUROPEAN MAGAZINE, AND LONDON REVIEW (SERIES 2) 
V l-2CMF)// 
SEARCHBANK EUROPEAN POWER NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
338 105 EUROPEAN REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
EU667 V 12+ 
SEARCHBANK EUROPEAN RUBBER JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
DOC EUROPEAN SCIENCE NOTES 
D210 16/2 V (39-40)+ 
940 55 EUROPEAN STUDIES JOURNAL 
EU76 V l+ 
SEARCHBANK EUROPEAN VENTURE CAPITAL JOURNAL 

















































V l-3CMF)// 1820-1823// 
EUTERPEIAD OR, MUSICAL INTELLIGENCER, AND LADIES' GAZETTE (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 1823// 
EVALUATION REVIEW 
V 10+ 
EVALUATION STUDIES REVIEW ANNUAL 
V 1-12// 
EVANGELICAL GUARDIAN AND REVIEW 
V l-2CMF)// 
EVANGELICAL INTELLIGENCER (SERIES 1) 
V l-3CMF)// 


























MF EVANGELISCHES MAGAZIN 
APS II 
REEL 104 
V l-4CMF)// 1811-1817// 
MF EVENING FIRE-SIDE 
APS II 
REEL 18 
V l-2CMF)// 1804-1806// 
EVENTS (COMBINED WITH CURRENT HISTORY AND FORUM) 320 5 




V 11-30 1971-1991 
SEARCHBANK EVERYTHING VDU NEEDED TO KNOW ABOUT MEDICAL TESTS 




EVIDENCE OR, RELIGIOUS AND MORAL GAZETTE 




v l+ 1947+ 




v l+ 1967+ 




EXAMINER CONTAINING POLITICAL ESSAVS ON THE MOST IMPORTANT 
EVENTS OF THE TIME, PUBLIC LAWS AND OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS APS II 
REEL 
104-106 







EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BV 








EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION RESOURCES (CONTINUES 






SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK EXCEPTIONAL PARENT 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
SEARCHBANK EXECUTIVE FEMALE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK EXECUTIVE HEALTH'S GOOD HEALTH REPORT 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
300 5 EXECUTIVE MEMORANDUM 
EX31 NO 505+ 
SEARCHBANK EXECUTIVE REPORT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
RC1200 EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCES REVIEW 
E94 V 6+ 
QP301 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY CURRENT SELECTED RESEARCH 
EBB V l+ 



















EXPERIENCED CHRISTIAN'S MAGAZINE 
V lCMF) 




505 EXPERIENTIA (CONTINUED BV CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR LIFE SCIENCES) 




V 1-6,17,34 1953-1957,1971,1979 
EXPERIMENT STATION RECORD 630 7061 
UN3 73 V 1-95// 1889-1946// 
INDEX V 1-80 
630 5 
EX71 
EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE (CONTINUES EMPIRE JOURNAL OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE) 




EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL PSVCHOPHARMACOLOGV 
v l+ 
EXPERIMENTAL AND MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY 
612 82105 EXPERIMENTAL BRAIN RESEARCH 
EX71 V 7-82 
574 805 EXPERIMENTAL CELL RESEARCH 











SUPPLEMENT V 2-9, 1952-1963 
IDEAL 











SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
EXPLORATIONS IN ECONOMIC HISTORY 
330 97305 EXPLORATIONS IN ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
















305 807305 EXPLORATIONS IN ETHNIC STUDIES (CONTINUED BV ETHNIC STUDIES 





630 732061 EXTENSION REVIEW (CONTINUES US EXTENSION SERVICE 
1986+ 
UN3 28 EXTENSION SERVICE REVIEW) CV 49,NO 2-V 53(1978-1982) BOUND WITH 





V 49-60// 1978-1990// 
EXTRAPOLATION 
V 25+ 1984+ 





















EVES ON VDU 
V C 1)2+ 
1808// 
1987+ 
FA A AVIATION NEWS (CONTINUES FA A GENERAL AVIATION NEWS) 
V C28)-C33)CP & MCHE)C3l)CMCHE)+ 1989+ 
FA A GENERAL AVIATION NEWS (CONTINUED BY FA A AVIATION NEWS) 
V (20-22),24-25 1981-1983,1985-1986 
FA O MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS (CONTINUED BY FA O QUARTERLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS) 
V 1-10// 1978-1987// 
FA O ACQUACULTURE NEWSLETTER 
NO l+ 1992+ 
FA O COMMODITY REVIEW AND OUTLOOK (CONTINUED BY COMMODITY REVIEW 
AND OUTLOOK) (1961-1968 IN STORAGE) 
1961-1982// 
FA O FERTILIZER YEARBOOK (CONTINUES FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS ANNUAL FERTILIZER REVIEW) 
1978+ 
SEE ONLINE FA O FORESTRY PAPER 














FA O MONTHLY BULLETIN OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
V 1-24(25)26// 1952-1977// 
FA O PLANT PROTECTION BULLETIN 
SEE--PLANT PROTECTION BULLETIN 
FA O QUARTERLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS (CONTINUES FA O MONTHLY 
BULLETIN OF STATISTICS) 
V l+ 1988+ 
FA O SOILS BULLETIN (CONTINUES FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS SOILS BULLETIN) 
NO 33+ 1977+ 
FAS EB JOURNAL (CONTINUES FEDERATION PROCEEDINGS) 
V l+ 1987+ 
FAT US FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES 
SEE--U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS, STATISTICS AND 
SEE--COOPERATIVES SERVICE FATUS, FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE UNIT 
SEE--STATES 
FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN 
V (55-57)58+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1986+ 
MAY 1992+ 
FCC RECORD (CONTINUES FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION 
REPORTS NEW SERIES) 
V l+ 1986+ 
DOC FD A CLINICAL EXPERIENCE ABSTRACTS REPORTS IN THE 
HE20 4009 LITERATURE ON ADVERSE REACTIONS 







FD A CONSUMER 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
FD A DRUG BULLETIN 
V (1)2(3)4-13(14)15+ 
INDEX 1970-1985 
FD A PAPERS 





DOC FD A VETERINARIAN 
HE20 4410 V l+ 1986+ 
332 10973 FDIC BANKING REVIEW 
F316 V l+ 1988+ 
FEB S LETTERS 
SEE--FEDERATION OF EUROPEAN BIOCHEMICAL SOCIETIES FEB S LETTERS 
301 41205 F S, FEMINIST STUDIES 
F35 V C2)3C4)5+ 1975+ 
1994+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
DOC F SIS FOOD SAFETY REVIEW 
AllO 17 V l+ 1991+ 































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
FY I (HERITAGE FOUNDATION (WASHINGTON, DC>> 
NO 159+ 
FY I FIRST-YEAR INFORMATION CS DSM & T > 















FACTORY MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES FACTORY, THE MAGAZINE OF PLANT 
OPERATIONS, ENGINEERING, AND MAINTENANCE> 
V 1-6(7-8)9(10)// 1968-1977// 
FACTS ABOUT NURSING 
SEE--AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION FACTS ABOUT NURSING 
FACTS AND FINDINGS 
V 3-5// 1985-1987// 
FACTS ON FILE CMOST RECENT TWO YEARS SHELVED ON INDEX WALL> 
V l+ 1941+ 
FAMILIES IN SOCIETY (CONTINUES SOCIAL CASEWORK) 
V 71+ 
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY HEALTH 
V 1-4(5)6+ 




FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES RESEARCH JOURNAL (CONTINUES HOME 
ECONOMICS RESEARCH JOURNAL> 
V 23+ 1994+ 
FAMILY COORDINATOR (CONTINUED BY FAMILY RELATIONS> 
V 17-28// 1968-1979// 
FAMILY ECONOMICS AND NUTRITION REVIEW (CONTINUES FAMILY ECONOMICS 
REVIEW> 
V 8CMCHE)+ 1995CMCHE)+ 
FAMILY ECONOMICS REVIEW (1956-1957 ARE AVAILABLE IN THE 




SEARCHBANK FAMILY HANDYMAN 































FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES 
V 1-11CMF)12CP)+ 
V 1-28CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
FAMILY PROCESS 
V 6+ 
FAMILY RELATIONS (CONTINUES FAMILY COORDINATOR) 
V 29+ 
FAMILY STUDIES ABSTRACTS 
SEE--SAGE FAMILY STUDIES ABSTRACTS 
FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION 
V 88+ 
FAR EAST AND AUSTRALASIA 
FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW 
V 147-157CMCHE)158CP)+ 














FARADAY DISCUSSIONS OF THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY (CONTINUES FARADAY 
SOCIETY, LONDON DISCUSSIONS) 
NO 53+ 1972+ 
QDl FARADAY SOCIETY, LONDON DISCUSSIONS (CONTINUED BY FARADAY 





NO 1-52// 1947-1971// 
FARADAY SOCIETY, LONDON SYMPOSIA 
NO 1-5// 1967-1971// 
FARADAY SOCIETY, LONDON TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL 
SOCIETY, LONDON JOURNAL, FARADAY TRANSACTIONS I AND II) 
V 1-50CMF)51-67CP)// 1905-1971// 
630 16 FARM AND GARDEN INDEX 
F23 V 1-11// 1978-1987// 
630 97305 FARM AND RANCH LIVING 













FARM CHEMICALS (ABSORBED AG CHEM AND COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER) 
V 117+ 1954+ 
FARM CHEMICALS HANDBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1964+ 
FARM INDEX 
V 1-12(13)14-18// 1962-1979// 
FARM JOURNAL (ABSORBED COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (1853-1955)) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 1-78CMF)79-105Cl06)107CP)+ 1877-1954CMF)l955CP)+ 
FARM MECHANIZATION AND BUILDINGS 
SEE--POWER FARMING 
FARM MONEY MANAGEMENT 
V 2-4// 























































V (1)2-3(4)5-27// 1946-1972// 
FARM RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY NEW YORK'S FOOD AND LIFE 
SCIENCES QUARTERLY> 
V (4-11),15-33// 1938-1967// 
FARM SCIENCE REPORTER 
V 1-7// 




FARM TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY FARM TECHNOLOGY AND AGRI-FIELDMAN> 
V Cl-5)6C7,9)10-11Cl2)13Cl4)15-28// 1945-1972// 
FARM TECHNOLOGY AND AGRI-FIELDMAN (CONTINUES FARM 
TECHNOLOGY> (CONTINUED BY AGRI-FIELDMAN> 
V 28-29// 1972-1973// 
FARM WIFE NEWS (CONTINUED BY FARM WOMAN NEWS) 
V (14)// 1984// 
FARM WOMAN NEWS (CONTINUES FARM WIFE NEWS) (CONTINUED BY 
COUNTRY WOMAN) 
V 15-(17)// 1985-1987// 
FARMBUILDINGS 
NO 1-16// 
FARMER CST PAUL, MN) 
SEE--DAKOTA FARMER 
1963-1967// 
FARMER COOPERATIVES (CONTINUED BY RURAL COOPERATIVES) 
V l-2C3)4-8C9-10)11Cl2)13-14 1934-0CT 1992CP) 
Cl5-16)17-40C41)42-C59)CP)C59)CP & MCHE) NOV 1992-1995CMCHE)// 
60CMCHE)61-52CP &MCHE)// 
FARMER NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA EDITION (MERGED WITH THE DAKOTA 
FARMER (ABERDEEN> TO FORM THE DAKOTA FARMER CST PAUL)) 
V 39-97// 1921-1979// 
FARMER'S AND PLANTER'S FRIEND 
V l-7CMF)// 
FARMER'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 1) 
V 1-20// 
FARMER'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 2) 
V 15(16) ,22// 
FARMER'S MAGAZINE (SERIES 3) 
V l-4,(6,8),10-14,16-18,47// 
FARMER'S WEEKLY (ABSORBED POWER FARMING) 
V 116-120(121)122+ 
FARMERS' BULLETIN CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 






FARMERS' CABINET, AND AMERICAN HERDBOOK, DEVOTED TO 
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND RURAL AND DOMESTIC AFFAIRS 
V l-12CMF)// 1836-1848// 
FARMLINE 
V 1-13 NO 8CP)l3 NO 9-14CMCHE)// 1980-1993// 
FARRIER'S MAGAZINE OR, THE ARCHIVES OF VETERINARY SCIENCE 
V l-2CMF)// 1818// 
FASHION DIGEST 
V (4-6),9-13(14-15)// 1941-1962// 
FAULKNER STUDIES 




FDT, BULLETIN OF ACM-SIGMOD (CONTINUED BY SIGMOD RECORD) 
V (7-8)// 1975-1976// 
DOC FEDERAL ARCHEOLOGY REPORT 
I 29 59/5 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
331 702 FEDERAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 





























FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS 
V 8-45// 1940-1964// 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS NEW SERIES (CONTINUED BY FCC RECORD) 
V 2-104// 1965-1986// 
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION COUNCIL SURVEY OF PRACTICE REPORT 
V 1-7 1959-1967 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT 
CHG1662 US F2 (1981+) (1934-1969 IN STORAGE) 
1934+ 
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY OFFICE OF 
THRIFT SUPERVISION JOURNAL) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983-APR 1984 








FEDERAL REGISTER CV 38-51 SHELVED UNDER DOC GS4 107) 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER, KEPT UNTIL 
MICROFILM ARRIVES 
V 38+ 1973+ 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS CITY MONTHLY REVIEW (CONTINUED BY ECONOMIC REVIEW) 
1964-1977// 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS QUARTERLY REVIEW 
SEE--QUARTERLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS ANNUAL REPORT 
1972+ 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK ECONOMIC POLICY REVIEW (CONTINUES FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK QUARTERLY REVIEW) 
V 1+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995+ 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK MONTHLY REVIEW (CONTINUED BY 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK QUARTERLY REVIEW) 
V 1-48CMF),41-58CP)// 1919-1976// 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK QUARTERLY REVIEW (CONTINUES FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK MONTHLY REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK ECONOMIC POLICY 
REVIEW) 
V 2-19// 1977-1994// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989-1994// 
SEARCHBANK FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST LOUIS REVIEW 





FEDERAL RESERVE BULLETIN 
V (2-4)5(6-9)10+ 1916+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY 
FEDERATION PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY FAS EB JOURNAL) 
V 1-25CSTORAGE)26-46// 1942-1966CSTORAGE)l967-




FEDERATION OF EUROPEAN BIOCHEMICAL SOCIETIES FEB S 
LETTERS 
V 1-72 1968-1976 
INDEX V 1-60 1968-1975 
330 97705 FEDGAZETTE 
F316 CURRENT TWO YEARS 
SF95 FEED ADDITIVE COMPENDIUM 
F4 4+ 
636 08505 FEED AGE 
F32 V 5-16// 
636 08505 FEED MANAGEMENT 
F322 V Cl7)18+ 
636 08505 FEEDSTUFFS 
F323 V 41CMF)+ 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER 








FEMINIST FORUM (SUPPLEMENT TO WOMEN'S STUDIES INTERNATIONAL FORUM) 







FORUM BEGINNING WITH V 10(1987) 









SEE--MEDICAL GYNAECOLOGY AND FERTILITY ABSTRACTS 
618 17805 FERTILITY AND STERILITY 
F4186 V 14+ 
ABSTRACT FERTILIZER ABSTRACTS 
631 805 V 1-14// 
F418 





































FIELD AND STREAM (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V 64-83CP)84CMCHE & P)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
FIELD ARTILLERY JOURNAL 
V (53)+ 
FIELD CROP ABSTRACTS 






























FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY IN THE 
FIELD) 
V (26-27)28-30(31)32-61// 1955-MAY 1990// 
FIELD NOTES (AMERICAN BIRDING ASSOCIATION) (CONTINUES NATIONAL 
AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD NOTES) 
V (51)+ 1997+ 
FIELDIANA BOTANY 
V 5,13,24-25,31-40,44,N SER NO l+ 1923+ 
FIELDIANA ZOOLOGY 
V (10,45,47,51),52-54(55)56-58(59)60-73, 
NEW SERIES,NO 1-60 
(1916)-1990 
FIFTY PLUS (CONTINUED BY NEW CHOICES FOR THE BEST YEARS) 
V 26-28// 1986-1988// 
FILM COMMENT 
V 14+ 






FILM QUARTERLY (CONTINUES QUATERLY OF FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION) 
V 12-16(17)18+ 1958+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1994+ 
FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT V (1)2-4(5-7)8+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1989+ 
FINANCE FACTS YEARBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1967-1987// 
SEARCHBANK FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1993+ 
332 605 
F495 
FINANCIAL EXCHANGE (CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE) 
V 9+ 
SEARCHBANK FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
332 110973 FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ISSUES 
F493 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK FINANCIAL MARKET TRENDS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK FINANCIAL REVIEW 












FINANCIAL STATISTICS, TAIWAN DISTRICT, REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
1981+ 
330 975805 FINANCIAL UPDATE NEWSLETTER FROM THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
F49 ATLANTA 
V 8+ 1995+ 























FINITE FIELDS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 




FINS AND FEATHERS (SOUTH DAKOTA) (CONTINUED BY FINS AND FEATHERS 
CST MORRIS) 
V 3-8// 1984,1986-1989// 
FIRE MANAGEMENT 
SEE--FIRE MANAGEMENT NOTES 
FIRE MANAGEMENT NOTES 
V 34+ 




FIRST CITIBANK ECONOMICS DEPT MONTHLY ECONOMIC LETTER 
SEE--CITIBANK ECONOMICS DEPT MONTHLY ECONOMIC LETTER 
FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK MONTHLY ECONOMIC LETTER 
SEE--CITIBANK ECONOMICS DEPT MONTHLY ECONOMIC LETTER 




I 49 88 
DOC 
I 49 79 
SH223 
C3B 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1997+ 
FISH AND FISHERIES WORLDWIDE ON BIBLIOLINE 
1971+ 
FISH AND SHELLFISH IMMUNOLOGY 
1995+ 
FISH AND WILDLIFE NEWS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
FISH HEALTH NEWS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA BULLETIN (CONTINUES 
BIOLOGICAL BOARD OF CANADA BULLETIN> (CONTINUED BY CANADIAN 
BULLETIN OF FISHERIES AND AQUATIC SCIENCES) 
NO 56-200// 1939-1979// 
ABSTRACT FISHERIES REVIEW (CONTINUES SPORT FISHERY ABSTRACT) 
639 2016 V 31+ 1986+ 
SP61 
338 37205 FISHERIES AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY 
F539 V l+ 1976+ 
DOC FISHERY BULLETIN 
C 55 313 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
613 70947 FITNESS AND SPORTS REVIEW INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES SOVIET SPORTS 
50892 REVIEW) 
V 27-29// 1992-1994// 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
FLORI AD 
V lCMFl// 
SEARCHBANK FLORIDA BAR JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




F663 3 V l+ 1917+ 
SEARCHBANK FLORIDA TREND 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1985+ 
HQ1060 FLORIDA UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF GERONTOLOGY SOUTHERN 
F55S CONFERENCE ON GERONTOLOGY PROCEEDINGS 































FLORKIN, MARCEL CHEMICAL ZOOLOGY 
V 1-11// 






FLOWER AND GARDEN (CONTINUES FLOWER AND GARDEN FOR 
MID-AMERICA) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 6+ 1962+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
FLOWER AND GARDEN FOR MID-AMERICA (CONTINUES FLOWER AND GARDEN 
MAGAZINE FOR MID-AMERICA) (CONTINUED BY FLOWER AND GARDEN) 
V (4)5// 1960-1961// 
FLOWER AND GARDEN MAGAZINE FOR MID-AMERICA (CONTINUED BY FLOWER 
AND GARDEN FOR MID-AMERICA) 




FLUORINE CHEMISTRY REVIEW 
V 1-8// 





FLYING (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 64-95(96-97)98+ 1959+ 
FLYING SAFETY (CONTINUED BY AEROSPACE SAFETY> V (9)10-11(12-13)14-16// 1953-1960// 




DOC FOCAL POINTS 
HE20 7212 
LB3051 FOCUS 
F62 NO 1-8,10+ 
910 5 
F68 
FOCUS CNEW YORK, NY) 
V Cl-4)5+ 













SEARCHBANK FOLIO THE MAGAZINE FOR MAGAZINE MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
398 05 FOLK-LORE 
F719 V 5-28(29)30 
DOC FOLKLIFE CENTER NEWS 
LC39 10 V 10+ 
398 20461 FOLKLORE AMERICANO 
















































FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL LEGISLATION 
V 1-6,8+ 1952-1957,1959+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
ANNUAL FERTILIZER REVIEW (CONTINUED BY FA O FERTILIZER YEARBOOK) 
1970-1977// 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
ECONOMICS DIVISION MONTHLY BULLETIN OF AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
SEE--F AO MONTHLY BULLETIN OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
ECONOMICS DIVISION MONTHLY BULLETIN OF FOOD AND 
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 
V (1)2-5// 1948-1952// 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PAPER 
NO 1-99 1949-1975 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O AGRICULTURAL STUDIES 
NO 1-97 1948-1974 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O COMMODITY POLICY STUDIES 
NO l-22CSTORAGE) 1952-1971CSTORAGE) 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O DOCUMENTATION CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHY 
1968+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O FOOD AND NUTRITION PAPER 
NO l,3-5,7,14-15,17-34,36-42,44-47, 1977+ 
49-53,55+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O FORESTRY AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS STUDIES 
NO 1-18 1950-1973 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O FORESTRY DEVELOPMENT PAPER 
NO 1-8,10-14,16-19 1954-1974 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O LIBRARY LIST OF RECENT ACCESSIONS 
1966-1972(1973) 
1974-1975// 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O PLANT PRODUCTION AND PROTECTION PAPERS 
NO l+ 1976+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FA O PRODUCTION YEARBOOK (CONTINUES FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS PRODUCTION YEARBOOK) CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE 
V 30+ 1976+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FISHERIES TECHNICAL PAPER 
NO 41,101,117,133+ 1970+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
FOOD AND NUTRITION 
SEE--FOOD AND NUTRITION CFOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION) 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
PRODUCTION YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS FA O PRODUCTION YEARBOOK) 
V 12-29// 1958-1975// 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
SOILS BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY FA O SOILS BULLETIN) 


















FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
STATE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL REVIEW AND OUTLOOK 
1948+ 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
STATISTICS DIVISION ANNUAL REPORT OF WORLD PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION OF FERTILIZERS (1952-1969 IN STORAGE) 
1952-1969// 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
TRADE YEARBOOK CV 12-23 1958-1969 IN STORAGE) 
V 12-29 1958-1975 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
WORK OF THE FA O 
1945-1955 
FOOD AND DRUG LAW JOURNAL (CONTINUES FOOD, DRUG, COSMETIC LAW 
JOURNAL) 
V 47+ 1992+ 
FOOD AND NUTRITION CROME, ITALY) (CONTINUED BY FOOD, NUTRITION AND 
AGRICULTURE) 
V 1-13// 1975-1987// 
FOOD AND NUTRITION (WASHINGTON, DC) 
V l-21CP)22CMCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1971-1991CP)l992CMCHE)+ 
APR 1984-AUG 1993 
658 94105 FOOD ENGINEERING 
F739 V 1-17(18)19-48 1928-1976 
647 9505 FOOD MANAGEMENT 
F67 V 30+ 1995+ 
IDEAL 
DOC 

























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
FOOD R & D 
v l+ 
FOOD RESEARCH 







FOOD RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF FOOD 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY JOURNAL) 
V 25+ 1992+ 
FOOD REVIEW THE MAGAZINE OF FOOD ECONOMICS (CONTINUES NATIONAL 
FOOD REVIEW) 
V 14+ 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS 
V l+ 1969+ 
FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LWT 
1995+ 
FOOD SCIENCES AND NUTRITION (CONTINUES HUMAN NUTRITION FOOD 

















FOOD TESTING AND ANLYSIS 
V l+ 1995+ 
FOOD, DRUG AND COSMETIC LAW JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY FOOD AND DRUG 
LAW JOURNAL) 
V 1-46// 1946-1991// 
FOOD, NUTRITION AND AGRICULTURE (CONTINUES FOOD AND NUTRITION 
CROME, ITALY)) 









SEARCHBANK FOOTWEAR NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-FEB 1992// 
FORBES (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
COPY 1, V 89CP)+ 1962CP)+ 
COPY 2, V 123CMCHE)+ 1979CMCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
FORBES MEDIACRITIC 
V 2-4// 1995-1996// 
1000 FORCES 
FOR2 ONE YEAR FILE 
1000 FORD FOUNDATION LETTER 


















FORD FOUNDATION REPORT 
v l+ 1952+ 
FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS (INCLUDED CO-ED UNTIL SEPT 1973, 
ABSORBED CO-ED AGAIN IN SEPT 1983) (CONTINUED BY FORECAST FOR THE 
HOME ECONOMIST) 
V 1-28(29-30)31// 1956-1986// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT -DEC 1985 




FORECAST FOR THE HOME ECONOMIST (CONTINUES FORECAST FOR HOME 
ECONOMICS)CINCLUDES CHOICES TEACHING GUIDE) 
V 32-36// 1986-1991// 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-50,1922-1972 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1922+ 
DEC 1991+ 
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIC REPORTS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES 
SEE--U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS, STATISTICS AND COOPERATIVES 
SEE-- SERVICE FATUS, FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES 
FOREIGN AGRICULTURE 
V 1-26// 1937-1962// 
FOREIGN AGRICULTURE (WASHINGTON, DC) (CONTINUED BY AGEXPORTER> 













































FOREIGN COMMERCE WEEKLY 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 
FOREIGN CROPS AND MARKETS 
V 6(7)8-38(39)40-43,(52-53)54-57 (58)59-83(84)85// 1923-1962// 
FOREIGN CROPS AND MARKETS WORLD SUMMARIES CROPS AND LIVESTOCK 
SEE--U S FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE FOREIGN CROPS AND MARKETS 
SEE--WORLD SUMMARIES 
FOREIGN ECONOMIC TRENDS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED 
STATES 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE LITERARY SCENE (CONTINUED BY WORLD 
INTELLIGENCE REVIEW) 
V 4-12// 1985-1993// 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




V 15(16)17-34(35)36-40// 1935-1961// 
FOREIGN POLICY BULLETIN 
V l+ 1990+ 
FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS 
V 11-27// 1935-1951// 
FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES 
V 1+ 1861+ 
FOREIGN REVIEW, AND CONTINENTAL MISCELLANY 
V l-5CMF)// 1828-1830// 
FORESIGHT 
V 1(2)3(4) 1974-1977 
FOREST ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT 
V 1-55 1976-1992 
FOREST INDUSTRIES (CONTINUED BY WOOD TECHNOLOGY) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989-1991// 
FOREST PRODUCTS REVIEW (CONTINUES US BUSINESS AND DEFENSE 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION PULP, PAPER AND BOARD) 















V 1-10,12-14// 1902-1916// 
FORESTRY RESEARCH WEST (CONTINUES FORESTRY RESEARCH, WHAT'S NEW 
IN THE WEST) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
FORESTRY RESEARCH, WHAT'S NEW IN THE WEST (CONTINUED BY FORESTRY 
RESEARCH WEST) 




FORTEC FORUM (CONTINUED BY FORTRAN FORUM) V 1-(3)// 1982-1983// 
BIBL FORTHCOMING BOOKS AND SUBJECT INDEX 
CENTER CURRENT EDITIONS 
SEARCHBANK FORTNIGHTLY (CONTINUES PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY) (CONTINUED BY 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JULY-SEPT 1994// 
FORTRAN FORUM CACM) (CONTINUES FORTEC FORUM) 
V 4+ 1985+ 
FORTSCHRITTE DER ARZNEIMITTELFORSCHUNG PROGRESS IN DRUG 
RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY PROGRESS IN DRUG RESEARCH) 
V 1-11// 1959-1967// 
FORTSCHRITTE DER BOTANIK (CONTINUED BY PROGRESS IN BOTANY) 
V 17,20-35// 1953,1957-1973// 
FORTSCHRITTE DER CHEMIE ORGANISCHER NATURSTOFFE 
V 1-13,15+ 
FORTSCHRITTE DER HOCHPOLYMEREN-FORSCHUNG 
SEE--ADVANCES IN POLYMER SCIENCE 
1938-1956,1958+ 
631 52205 FORTSCHRITTE DER PFLANZENZUCHTUNG SUPPLEMENT 
F779 NO 1-10 1971-1979 
051 FORTUNE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 







COPY 2, V 82CMCHE)+ 1970CMCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
FORUM (MUNCIE, IND) (CONTINUES BALL STATE UNIVERSITY FORUM) 
V 10-30// 1969-1989// 






362 97305 FORUM (WASHINGTON, DC> (CONTINUES US HEALTH CARE 
F78 FINANCING ADMINISTRATION RECORD--HEALTH CARE FINANCING 
ADMINISTRATION> 
V 1(2)3-5// 1977-1981// 
428 705 FORUM, A JOURNAL FOR THE TEACHER OF ENGLISH OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED 
F678 STATES V 1-(5),(23)+ 1963-1967,1985+ 
060 5 FOUNDATION NEWS (CONTINUED BY FOUNDATION NEWS AND COMMENTARY> 
F825 V 1-(35)// 1960-1994// 
060 5 FOUNDATION NEWS AND COMMENTARY (CONTINUES FOUNDATION NEWS> 
F8252 V (35)+ 1994+ 
QA465 
F68 
FOUNDATIONS OF MEASUREMENT 
V 1 
SEARCHBANK FOUNDRY MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
630 71705 FOUR-H LEADER (CONTINUES NATIONAL FOUR-H NEWS) 
N2131 V (63)-66// 
440 705 FRANCAIS DANS LE MONDE 







FRANCE SERVICE DE LA CARTE PHYTOGEOGRAPHIQUE BULLETIN SERIES B 





V 4-7// 1960-1963// 
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL 




FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL 
V 1-260CMF)261-328CP) 
INDEX V 1-280 
1826-1991 
951 24905 FREE CHINA REVIEW 
F875 V 43+ 1993+ 
210 05 FREE INQUIRY 
F875 V 15+ 1994+ 
1993+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1000 FREE MARKET 

























FREE SPEECH YEARBOOK 
FREE UNIVERSAL MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 





V Cl )2-7(8)9+ 
FREEMASON'S MAGAZINE AND GENERAL MISCELLANY 
V 1-2CMF)// 
FREEZER PROVISIONING 
SEE--MEAT PLANT MAGAZINE 




FRENCH 17 (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
NO 32+ 
FRESHWATER AND AQUACULTURE CONTENTS TABLES 










574 92905 FRESHWATER BIOLOGY 











FRESHWATER INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF THE NORTH 
AMERICAN BENTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY) 
V 3-4// 1984-1985// 
FRIEND OF PEACE 
SEE--WOCESTER, NOAH A SOLEMN REVIEW OF THE CUSTOM OF WAR AND SEVEN 
SEE--NUMBERS OF THE FRIEND OF PEACE 
FRIEND A PERIODICAL DEVOTED TO RELIGION, LITERATURE, AND USEFUL 
MISCELLANY 
V lCMF)// 1815-1816// 
FRIENDLY VISITOR, BEING A COLLECTION OF SELECT AND ORIGINAL 
PIECES, INSTRUCTIVE, AND ENTERTAINING, SUITABLE TO BE READ IN ALL 
FAMILIES 
V lCMF)// 1825// 
FRIENDS OF THE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM NEWS 
SEE--NEWS FROM THE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM 
FRONTIERS A JOURNAL OF WOMEN STUDIES 
V 15+ 









FRONTIERS IN NEUROENDOCRINOLOGV 
1996+ 
FRONTIERS OF POWER CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES FRONTIERS 
OF POWER TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS) 
1979-1989 
FRONTIERS OF POWER TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED 
BY FRONTIERS OF POWER CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS) 
1969-1978// 
SEARCHBANK FROZEN AND CHILLED FOODS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK FROZEN FOOD DIGEST 
634 05 
F943 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
FRUIT VARIETIES AND HORTICULTURAL DIGEST 
SEE--FRUIT VARIETIES JOURNAL 
FRUIT VARIETIES JOURNAL 
V (11-12)+ 
FUND AND BANK REVIEW 
SEE--FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 
FEB 1992+ 
1957+ 
SEARCHBANK FUND RAISING MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 






V 15+ 1992+ 
FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED TOXICOLOGY 
1995+ 
FUNDSCOPE 
V 14-18Cl9)CSTORAGE) 1971-1976CSTORAGE) 
FUNGAL GENETICS AND BIOLOGY 
1996+ 
SEARCHBANK FUTURES (CEDAR FALLS, IOWA) 



















FUTURES, THE JOURNAL OF FORECASTING 
V 2+ 1970+ 
FUTURIST (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989+ 
G A 0 JOURNAL NO 1-16// 1988-1992// 
G I S WORLD 
v 8+ 1995+ 
G L Q A JOURNAL OF LESBIAN AND GAV STUDIES 
v 2+ 1995+ 
G p s WORLD 
v 6+ 1994+ 
G Q, GENTLEMAN'S QUARTERLY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) 
V (55)+ 1985+ 
G/C/T GIFTED/CREATIVE/TALENTED CHILDREN (CONTINUED BY GIFTED CHILD 
TODAY) 
NO l-35CMF)35-45CP)// 1978-1986// 
INDEX NO 1-35,1978-1984 
GACETA INFORMATIVA 












GALLUP OPINION INDEX, REPORT (CONTINUED BY GALLUP REPORT) (CONTINUES GALLUP POLITICAL INDEX) 
NO 19-184// 1966-1981// 
GALLUP POLITICAL INDEX (CONTINUED BY GALLUP OPINION INDEX 
REPORT) 
NO 15-18// 1966// 
GALLUP POLL MONTHLY (CONTINUES GALLUP REPORT) 
NO 291+ 1989+ 
GALLUP REPORT (CONTINUES GALLUP OPINION INDEX) (CONTINUED BY 
GALLUP POLL MONTHLY) 
NO 185-290// 1981-1989// 
GAME BIRD BREEDERS, AVICULTURISTS, ZOOLOGISTS AND 
CONSERVATIONISTS' GAZETTE 
V 6-14(15-16)17-40 1957-1991 
GAME BIRD BREEDERS, PHEASANT FANCIERS AND AVICULTURISTS GAZETTE 
SEE--GAME BIRD BREEDERS GAZETTE, AVICULTURISTS, ZOOLOGISTS AND 
SEE--CONSERVATIONISTS 
639 09783 GAME, FISH AND PARKS NEWS 
6146 (1983)+ 
IDEAL GAMES AND ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR 
1996+ 
363 728205 GARBAGE 






















GARDEN (CONTINUES ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY (GREAT BRITAIN) 
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY) 
V (100)+ 1975+ 
NOTE, V 100-108 BOUND WITH JOURNAL OF 
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
GARDEN AND FOREST 
V 1-10// 1888-1897// 
GARDEN AND HOME BUILDER 
V l-10,15-16,23-47// 1905-1928// 
GARDEN DESIGN 
V 3+ 1984+ 
GARDENER'S ABSTRACTS 
V 1-2// 1969-1971// 
GARDENER'S MONTHLY AND HORTICULTURIST 
V 2-21,23-29// 1860-1887// 
GARDENERS FORUM (AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY) (CONTINUES 
AH S GARDENERS FORUM) (CONTINUED BY NEWS AND VIEWS) 
V 3-10// 1960-1967// 
GARDENING 
V 1-4,6-7 1892-1899 
GARLAND OR, NEW GENERAL REPOSITORY OF FUGITIVE POETRY 
V lCMF)// 1825// 
GAS CHROMOTOGRAPHY 
GAS TURBINE 
SEE--SAWYER'S GAS TURBINE INTERNATIONAL 
GAS TURBINE INTERNATIONAL 
SEE--SAWYER'S GAS TURBINE INTERNATIONAL 
1960-1970// 
SEARCHBANK GAS WORLD INTERNATIONAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-APRIL 1996 
DOC GASTROENTEROLOGY ABSTRACTS AND CITATIONS 


































GAZETTE DES BEAUX-ARTS 
V (85) ,87-119 
GAZETTEER 
V lCMF)// 
GEBRAUCHSGRAPHIK INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING ART 
1975-1992 
1824// 
SEE--NOVUM GEBRAUCHSGRAPHIK INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING ART 
GEISTLICHES MAGAZIN, EIN 
V 1 NO 1-50CMF) 




GEMBLOUX, BELGIUM FACULTE DES SCIENCES AGRONOMIQUES DE L'ETAT 
BULLETIN DES RECHERCHES AGRONOMIQUES DE GEMBLOUX (CONTINUES 
GEMBLOUX, BELGUIM INSTITUT AGRONOMIQUE DE L'ETAT BULLETIN DE 
L'INSTITUT AGRONOMIQUE ET DE STATIONS DE RECHERCHES DE GEMBLOUX 
V l+ 1966+ 
GEMBLOUX, BELGIUM INSTITUT AGRONOMIQUE DE L'ETAT BULLETIN DE 
L'INSTITUT AGRONOMIQUE ET DE STATIONS DE RECHERCHES DE GEMBLOUX (CONTINUED BY GEMBLOUX, BELGIUM FACULTE DES SCIENCES AGRONOMIQUE 
DE L'ETAT BULLETIN DES RECHERCHES AGRONOMIQUE GEMBLOUX) 
V 13,19(20)21-26(27)28-33// 1951-1965// 
GEMS AND MINERALS (ABSORBED THE MINEROLOGIST) 
NO 340-469 1966-1976 
GENDER AND SOCIETY 
V 9+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
GENDER ISSUES (CONTINUES FEMINIST ISSUES) 
V 16+ 
GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY 







GENERAL MAGAZINE AND IMPARTIAL REVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE AND 
ENTERTAINMENT 
V lCMF)// 1798// 
GENERAL MAGAZINE, AND HISTORICAL CHRONICLE, FOR ALL THE 
BRITISH PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA 
V lCMF)// 1741// 
GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING JOURNAL 
V 1-13// 1953-1966// 















GENERAL RADIO EXPERIMENTER 
V (5-22)23-29(30-42) 
GENERAL REPOSITORY AND REVIEW 
V l-4CMF)// 
GENERAL REVIEW OF BRITISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE 
V l-6CMF)// 
GENERAL SCIENCE INDEX 
v 1+ 








H9 GENERAL SYSTEMS 
















































SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1991+ 
GENES AND GENETIC SYSTEMS (CONTINUES JAPANESE JOURNAL OF GENETICS) 
V 71+ 1996+ 
GENESEE FARMER AND GARDNER'S JOURNAL 
V l-9CMF)// 




GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS (CONTINUED BY GENETIC, SOCIAL,AND 
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS) 
CV l,2,4,6,8-9,12-13),20-52CSTORAGE) 1926-1954CSTORAGE) 
53-110// 1955-1984// 
GENETIC, SOCIAL AND GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS (CONTINUES 
GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS) 













GENIUS OF UNIVERSAL EMANCIPATION, CONTAINING ORIGINAL ESSAYS ON 
THE SUBJECT OF AFRICAN SLAVERY (SERIES 1) 
V l-4CMF)// 1821-1825// 
GENIUS OF UNIVERSAL EMANCIPATION, CONTAINING ORIGINAL ESSAYS ON 
THE SUBJECT OF AFRICAN SLAVERY (SERIES 2) 
V lCMF)// 1825// 
GENOME (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF GENETICS AND CYTOLOGY) 














GENTLEMEN AND LADIES TOWN AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE 





























































GEO ABSTRACTS, PART A (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART A) 
1984-1985// 
GEO ABSTRACTS, PART B (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART B> 
1984-1985// 
GEO ABSTRACTS, PART C (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART C) 
1984-1985// 
GEO ABSTRACTS, PART D (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART D) 
1984-1985// 
GEO ABSTRACTS, PART E (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART E) 
1984-1985// 
GEO ABSTRACTS, PART F (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART F) 
1984-1985// 
GEO ABSTRACTS, PART G (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS, PART G) 
1984-1985// 
GEOCHIMICA ET COSMOCHIMICA ACTA 
v l+ 










GEOGRAPHICAL (CONTINUES GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BY 
GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE (1988)) 
V 61-(64),66-69// 1989-1992,1994-1997// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994-1995// 
GEOGRAPHICAL (1997) (CONTINUES ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
MAGAZINE) 
V (69)+ 1997+ 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS A, LANDFORMS AND THE QUATERNARV (CONTINUES GEO ABSTRACTS A) (CONTINUED BV GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS 
PHVSICAL GEOGRAPHV) 
1986-1988// 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS B, CLIMATOLOGV AND HVDROLOGV (CONTINUES GEO ABSTRACTS 8) (CONTINUED BV GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS 
PHVSCIAL GEOGRAPHV> 
1986-1988// 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS C, ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHV (CONTINUES GEO ABSTRACTS C) (CONTINUED BV GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS 
HUMAN GEOGRAPHV) 
1986-1988// 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS D, SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHV (CONTINUES GEO ABSTRACTS D) (CONTINUED BV GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS 
HUMAN GEOGRAPHV> 
1986-1988// 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS E, SEDIMENTOLOGV (CONTINUES GEO ABSTRACTS 
E> (CONTINUED BV GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS PHVSICAL GEOGRAPHV> 
1986-1988// 
































GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS G, REMOTE SENSING, PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND 
CARTOGRAPHY (CONTINUES GEO ABSTRACTS G) (CONTINUED BY 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY) 
1986-1988// 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS HUMAN GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUES GEOGRAPHICAL 
ABSTRACTS C,D, AND F) 
NO l+ 1989+ 
GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUES GEOGRAPHICAL 
ABSTRACTS A,B,E, AND G) 
NO l+ 1989+ 
GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 
V l-5CMF)6CP)+ 1969+ 
GEOGRAPHICAL BULLETIN 
V l+ 1970+ 
GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL 
V 115-124CMF)l25CP)+ 1950+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULY 1994+ 
GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL) 
V 46-48(49)50-56(57)58-60// 1973-1988// 
GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE (1995) (CONTINUES GEOGRAPHICAL) (CONTINUED 
BY ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY MAGAZINE) 
V 67-69// 1995-1997// 





INDEX V 1-68, 1916-1978 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




V lCMF)// 1824// 
GEOGRAPHY 
V (52)+ 1967+ 
QEl GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY 
G4A GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA ABSTRACTS WITH PROGRAMS> 
1961-1968// 
QEl GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA ABSTRACTS WITH PROGRAMS 












V 1-8 1969-1976 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA BULLETIN 
V l-60CMC),39,41-43,49-71CSTORAGE)72CP)+ 













GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF LANGUAGES AND 
LINGUISTICS MONOGRAPH SERIES ON LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS 
NO 1-25// 1951-1973// 




595 705 GEORGIA ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
6296 (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGICAL SCIENCE) V 1-19// 1966-1984// 
051 GEORGIA REVIEW 
6315 V 38+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK GEORGIA TREND 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1994+ 
677 405 GEOTECHNICAL FABRICS REPORT 
626 V 13+ 1995+ 
620 19105 GEOTECHNICAL TESTING JOURNAL 
626 V 18+ 1995+ 
624 15105 GEOTECHNIQUE 
6298 V l+ 1948+ 
610 736505 GERIATRIC NURSING 
6315 V l+ 1980+ 
618 9705 GERIATRICS 
631 V 7+ 1952+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
MF GERMAN CORRESPONDENT 
APS II V lCMF)// 1820-1821// 
REEL 
430 705 GERMAN QUARTERLY 
6317 V 32+ 1959+ 
953 005 GERMAN STUDIES REVIEW 
6317 V l+ 1978+ 
430 5 GERMANIC REVIEW 
6317 V 44+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
301 43505 GERONTOLOGIST 
6319 V l+ 1961+ 
362 605 GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRICS EDUCATION 
6319 V l+ 1980+ 
658 3005 GETTING RESULTS (CONTINUES SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT) 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APRIL 1996-AUG 1997 
GHENT LANDBOUWHOGESCHOOL VAN DE STAAT MEDEDELINGEN 
SEE--GHENT RIJKSFACULTEIT LANDBOUWWETENSCHAPPEN MEDEDELINGEN 
SEE--VAN DE RYKSFACULTEIT LANDBOUWWETENSCHAPPEN TE GENT 
GHENT RIJKSFACULTEIT LANDBOUWWETENSCHAPPEN MEDEDELINGEN VAN DE 
RYKSFACULTEIT LANDBOUWWETEN SCHAPPEN TE GENT 
V 17-39 1952-1974 
INDEX V 1-30 
GIFTED CHILD QUARTERLY 
V 11+ 1967+ 
GIFTED CHILD TODAY (CONTINUES G/C/T) (CONTINUED BY GIFTED CHILD 
TODAY MAGAZINE> 
V (9)10-(16)// 1986-1993// 
GIFTED CHILD TODAY MAGAZINE (CONTINUES GIFTED CHILD TODAY> 
V (16)+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK GIFTS AND DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
646 05 
645 
GLAMOUR (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE> 
V 73-74C75)76CP>77CP & MCHE>+ 1975-1978CP> 












GLEANER OR, MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 
GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 
V 40-44,53-119 
GLOBAL AIDSNEWS 






SEARCHBANK GLOBAL TRADE (CONTINUED BY GLOBAL TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990-1992// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1993-1994// 
V lCMF)// 1819// 
796 35205 GOLF DIGEST (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
6582 V 25+ 1974+ 































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
GOOD GRUIT GROWER 
V 37+ 
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR 
CSECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE> 
V 64,68-69,75-76,78-117,119,122,128, 
136-184CP)l85CP & MCHE>+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
GOODFRUIT GROWER 






1979CP & MCHE)+ 
1989+ 
V (3-4)5-6(7-14),21-26// 1949-1960,1969-1972// 
GOSPEL ADVOCATE 
V l-6CMF)// 1821-1826// 
GOSPEL ADVOCATE AND IMPARTIAL INVESTIGATOR 
V l-3CMF)// 1823-1826// 
GOSPEL INQUIRER 
V lCMF)// 1823-1824// 
GOSPEL MESSENGER, AND SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN REGISTER 
V l-2CMF)// 1824-1825// 
GOSPEL PALLADIUM 
V l-2CMF)// 1823-1824// 
GOSPEL TRUMPET 
V 2CMF)// 1823// 
GOSPEL VISITANT 
V l-3CMF)// 1811-1818// 
GOURMAN REPORT, A RATING OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL 








GOURMAN REPORT, A RATING OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS IN 
AMERICAN AND INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITIES 
CURRENT EDITION 
GOURMET (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 28-48(49)50+ 1968+ 
350 000973 GOVERNING 




GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION 
V 21+ 
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS CATALOG SERVICE 
CURRENT EDITION 
1986+ 





































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1991+ 
GOVERNMENT INTEGRITY PROJECT REPORT 
NOV 3, 1997+ 
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA PUBLICATIONS QUARTERLY CATALOGUE (CONTINUES CANADIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS MONTHLY CATALOGUE) 
V (27)28-40// 1979-1992// 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE SALES PUBLICATIONS REFERENCE FILE 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW (1973-1979) (CONTINUED BY 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW, PARTS A AND 8) 
V (1)2-6// 1973-1979// 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW (1982-93) (FORMED BY MERGER OF 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW, PARTS A AND 8) (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION) 
V 9-20// 1982-1993// 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW PART A, RESEARCH ARTICLES (CONTINUES IN PART GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW (1973-1979)) (MERGED WITH GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW, PT B, TO FORM 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW (1982- )) 
V 7A-8A// 1980-1981// 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW PART B, ACQUISITIONS GUIDE TO 
SIGNIFICANT GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS (CONTINUES IN PART, GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS REVIEW (1973-1979)) (MERGED WITH GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS REVIEW, PT A, TO FORM GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS REVIEW (1982- )) 
V 78-88// 1980-1981// 
GOVERNMENT REPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUES US GOVERNMENT 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS) (CONTINUED BY GOVERNMENT REPORTS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INDEX) 
V 71-75// 1971-1975// 
GOVERNMENT REPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INDEX (CONTINUES GOVERNMENT 
REPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS) 
V 75+ 1975+ 
GOVERNMENT REPORTS ANNUAL INDEX (CONTINUES GOVERNMENT REPORTS 
INDEX) 
V 74+ 1974+ 
GOVERNMENT REPORTS INDEX (CONTINUES US GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT REPORTS) (CONTINUED BY GOVERNMENT REPORTS ANNUAL INDEX) 
V 71-73// 1971-1973// 
GOVERNMENT-WIDE INDEX TO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS (CONTINUED BYUS GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS) 
V 1-2,67-68// 1965-1968// 
GRADE TEACHER (CONTINUED BY TEACHER (STAMFORD, CONN>> 
















GRADUATE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION AND RELATED DISCIPLINES (CONTINUED 
BY GRADUATE RESEARCH IN URBAN EDUCATION AND RELATED DISCIPLINES) 
V 1-5(6)7-9// 1965-1977// 
GRADUATE RESEARCH IN URBAN EDUCATION AND RELATED DISCIPLINES (CONTINUES GRADUATE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION AND RELATED DISCIPLINES) 
V 10-15 1978-1983 
GRADUATE STUDENT OF ENGLISH 
V 1-3// 
GRADUATE WOMAN 
SEE--OUTLOOK CA AU W) 






GRANT DATA QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY ANNUAL REGISTER OF GRANT 
SUPPORT> 
V 1-2// 1967-1968// 
GRANTS REGISTER (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1969+ 
SEARCHBANK GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY (CONTINUES GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY, AND THE 
PRINTING INDUSTRY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1987+ 
SEARCHBANK GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY, AND THE PRINTING INDUSTRY (CONTINUED BY 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-NOV 1987// 
GRAPHIC ARTS PROGRESS 
V (9-10)11-19// 
GRAPHIC DESIGN, USA 
V 21+ 





V 41+ 1985+ 
GRAPHIS ANNUAL, INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING ART (CONTINUED BY 
GRAPHIS DESIGN ANNUAL) 
1958-1986// 
GRAPHIS DESIGN ANNUAL (CONTINUES GRAPHIS ANNUAL, INTERNATIONAL 
ADVERTISING ART> 
1987+ 
GRASS AND FORAGE SCIENCE (CONTINUES BRITISH GRASSLAND SOCIETY 
JOURNAL) 
V 34+ 1979+ 
GRASSLANDS AND FORAGE ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES HERBAGE ABSTRACTS) 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 64+ 1994+ 
DOC GRASSROOTS DEVELOPMENT JOURNAL OF THE INTER-AMERICAN FOUNDATION 
Y3 IN8/25 V (13)+ 1989+ 
15 




GRAY'S INN JOURNAL 
SEE--MURPHY, ARTHUR THE GRAY'S INN JOURNAL 





































GREAT BRITAIN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND ADVISORY 
SERVICE AD AS QUARTERLY REVIEW 
NO 11-39// 1973-1980// 
GREAT BRITAIN CENTRAL OFFICE OF INFORMATION AN OFFICIAL 
HANDBOOK 
1961+ 
GREAT BRITAIN CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE ANNUAL ABSTRACTS OF 
STATISTICS 
1961-1997 
GREAT BRITAIN CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE MONTHLY DIGEST OF 
STATISTICS 
NO 184,186-188,190-192,194+ 1961+ 
GREAT BRITAIN MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD 
1974-1978,1980-1981, 
1984+ 
GREAT BRITAIN MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
V 16+ 1966+ 
GREAT BRITAIN STATISTICAL OFFICE NATIONAL INCOME AND 
EXPENDITURE (CONTINUED BY UNITED KINGDOM NATIONAL ACCOUNTS) 
1961-1983// 
GREAT BRITAIN WATER POLLUTION RESEARCH BOARD WATER 
POLLUTION ABSTRACTS (ABSORBED BY GREAT BRITAIN WATER 
RESEARCH CENTRE WR C INFORMATION> 
V (38)39-41,43-46// 1965-1973// 
GREAT BRITAIN WATER RESEARCH CENTRE WR C INFORMATION, 
PUBLICATIONS AND MEETINGS (ABSORBED GREAT BRITAIN WATER 
POLLUTION RESEARCH BOARD WATER POLLUTION ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-6(7) 1976-1980 
GREAT LAKES ENTOMOLOGIST 
v l+ 
GREAT PLAINS AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS 
GREAT PLAINS OBSERVER 
V 1-6// 
GREAT PLAINS QUARTERLY 
v l+ 
GREAT PLAINS RESEARCH 
V 5+ 








SEARCHBANK GREAT THINKERS OF THE WESTERN WORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK GREATER BATON ROUGE BUSINESS REPORT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAV 1990-FEB 1993 
658 05 GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION FACT SHEET (CONTINUED BV 




GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP BULLETIN (1954-1968) 
381 060783 GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION REPORT (CONTINUED BV 
6798 GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE REPORT) 
658 05 
6798 
V 1-2// 1976-1978// 
GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION TAX FACT SHEET (CONTINUES 
GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCATIDN FACT SHEET> 
1969-1972// 
185 -
GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LEGISLATIVE REPORT 
SEE--LEGISLATIVE REPORT (GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE) 
381 060783 GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE REPORT 


















V 3,NO 1-10// 1978-1979// 
GREECE AND ROME, SECOND SERIES 
V 26+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
GREEK, ROMAN AND BVZANTINE STUDIES 
V 20+ 




V 4// 1995// 
GREENPEACE MAGAZINE (CONTINUES GREENPEACE QUARTERLV> 
V (2)+ 1997+ 
GREENPEACE QUARTERLV (CONTINUES GREENPEACE> (CONTINUED BV 
GREENPEACE MAGAZINE> 
V 1-(2)// 1996-1997// 
GREGG WRITER (CONTINUED BV TODAV'S SECRETARV> 
V 38,45-48(49-52)// 












SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
GROUND WATER 
V 27-29CMF)33CP>+ 







SEARCHBANK GROUP AND ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT CCONTINUESS GROUP AND 
ORGANIZATION STUDIES> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK GROUP AND ORGANIZATION STUDIES (CONTINUED BV GROUP AND 
ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT) 




















GROWTH AND CHANGE 
V 16+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 









GUARDIAN AND MONITOR A MONTHLV PUBLICATION DEVOTED TO THE MORAL 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE RISING GENERATION 
V l-7CMF)// 1819-1825// 














GUIDE TO SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (1968-1977) (SUPPLEMENT TO 
SCIENCE (SERIES 2)) (CONTINUED BY GUIDE TO SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENTS (1978- )) 
GUIDE TO SOUTHERN AFRICA 
GUIDE TO THE PERFORMING ARTS 
GUILD OF BOOK WORKERS JOURNAL 
V 8-12(13) 






























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
GUSTAV STERN SYMPOSIUM ON PERSPECTIVES IN VIROLOGY 
PERSPECTIVES IN VIROLOGY 
1983-1985 
V 1-11// 1958-1970// 
GYMNASION OFFICIAL MAGAZINE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION) 
V 1-9// 1964-1972// 
GYMNAST (MERGER OF MODERN GYMNAST AND MADEMOISELLE GYMNAST) (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST (1976-1978)) 
V (14-15)16(17)// 1972-1975// 
GYMNASTICS GUIDE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN 




H AND C P 
SEE--HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY 
HA HR (CONTINUES HISPANIC AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW) 
V 62+ 1982+ 
HE CS, COMPUTER CENTER NEWSLETTER (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA) 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK HF D - WEEKLY HOME FURNISHINGS NEWSPAPER (CONTINUES RETAILING 
HOME FURNISHINGS) (CONTINUED BY HF N THE WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FOR THE 
HOME FURNISHINGS NETWORK) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-1994// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995+ 
HR FOCUS (CONTINUES PERSONNEL) 
V (68)-69 1991-1992 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1991+ 
HR MAGAZINE (CONTINUES PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR) 
V 35+ 1990+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 
HR IS ABSTRACTS 
SEE--NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD HR IS 
SEE--ABSTRACTS 
HS M HA HEALTH REPORTS US PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 








HALCYON ITINERARY, AND TRUE MILLENNIUM MESSENGER 
V l-6CMF)// 1807-1808// 
HALCYON LUMINARY AND, THEOLOGICAL REPOSITORY, A MONTHLY 
MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO RELIGION AND POLITE LITERATURE 
V l-2CMF)// 1812-1813// 
HAMPSHIRE HERDSMAN 
SEE--AMERICAN HAMPSHIRE HERDSMAN 
QD65 HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (CONTINUED BY CR C HANDBOOK OF 




V 45-66// 1964-1985/86// 
HANDBOOK OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
v l+ 1935+ 
SEARCHBANK HANDLING AND SHIPPING MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORTATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983-SEPT 1987// 
677 02824 HANDWEAVER AND CRAFTSMAN 
Hl9 V l-12CMF),7-26CP)// 1950-1975// 
746 1405 HANDWOVEN 



















HARDROCK (SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY) 
FIVE YEAR FILE 
HARPER'S (CONTINUES HARPERS MAGAZINE) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR 
PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V 254+ 1977+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992+ 
HARPER'S BAZAAR 
V 117+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK CURRENT THREE YEARS 
HARPER'S MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY HARPER'S) 
V 1-253// 1850-1976// 
HARPER'S WEEKLY 
V l-8,10-58,60-62CP)CSTORAGE)// 1857-1916CP)CSTORAGE)// 
V l-62CMF)// 1857-1916CMF)// 
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW 
V l+ 1922+ 
INDEX V 1-15 
HARVARD CIVIL RIGHTS - CIVIL LIBERTIES LAW REVIEW 
V 30+ 1995+ 
HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
V 27+ 1957+ 
HARVARD HEALTH LETTER (CONTINUES HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL HEALTH 
LETTER) 
V (15)-(17) 1990-1992 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 








SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
HARVARD JOURNAL OF AFRO-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 
v 2// 
HARVARD JOURNAL OF NEGRO AFFAIRS 
SEE--HARVARD JOURNAL OF AFRO-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 











HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL HEALTH LETTER (CONTINUED BY HARVARD HEALTH 
LETTER> 
V (5)-15// 1980-1990// 
SEARCHBANK 1989-SEPT 1990// 
SEARCHBANK HARVARD MENTAL HEALTH LETTER 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1995+ 
205 
H484 
HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW V (76)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1983+ 
1992+ 
027 774405 HARVARD UNIVERSITY LIBRARY HARVARD LIBRARY BULLETIN 
1985-1988 
1990 
H261 V 33-36 















HARVARD UNIVERSITY ARNOLD ARBORETUM ARNOLDI A 
V Cl-10>11+ 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY ARNOLD ARBORETUM BULLETIN 
INFORMATION CSER I ES 2) 
V 1-5 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY ARNOLD ARBORETUM BULLETIN 
INFORMATION (SERIES 4) 
V 6-8// 








HARVARD UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY BULLETIN 
V 1-152 NO 2 1863-1990 
HARVEY SOCIETY HARVEY LECTURE SERIES 
V 47+ 
HASTINGS CENTER REPORT 
V 5-18CMCHE),19+ 

















HAWAIIAN FORESTER AND AGRICULTURIST 
V (6,8,10-14)15-17(18-19)20-24(25)26 (27)28(29 > 
1986+ 
1913-1932 
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS INFORMATION ANNUAL (CURRENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE> 
NO l+ 1986+ 
HEADLINE SERIES 
NO 2+ 




HEALTH CSAN FRANCISCO, CALIF) (CONTINUES IN HEALTH) 
V 6+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK HEALTH AND SOCIAL WORK 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP NOV 1992+ 
614 05 HEALTH AND SOCIETY (CONTINUES MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND 
M59 QUARTERLY) (CONTINUED BY THE MILBANK QUARTERLY> 
V 51-63// 1973-1985// 
ABSTRACT HEALTH ASPECTS OF PESTICIDES ABSTRACT BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 






HEALTH CARE FINANCING REVIEW 
V 1+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 







HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE OF WOMEN) 
V 5+ 1984+ 
658 913621 HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
H44 V C5)+ 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP 1980+ 1992+ 
610 6905 HEALTH CARE SUPERVISOR 





HEALTH EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HEALTH EDUCATION) 
V (16)-21// 1985-1990// 
HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELFARE INDICATORS 
HEALTH EDUCATION FOCAL POINTS 
SEE--FOCAL POINTS 
1960-1967// 
613 07105 HEALTH EDUCATION QUARTERLY 








HEALTH FACILITIES AND SERVICES IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH PLANNING PROGRAM HEALTH FACILITIES IN SOUTH 
SEE--DAKOTA 
HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS 
HEALTH INDEX 
CURRENT EDITION 
HEALTH INFORMATION FOUNDATION INVENTORY OF SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC RESEARCH IN HEALTH 







SEARCHBANK HEALTH MANAGEMENT TECHOLOGY (CONTINUES COMPUTERS IN HEALTHCARE) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK HEALTH NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-1996 
SEARCHBANK HEALTH NEWS AND REVIEW (CONTINUED BY HEALTH NEWS NATURALLY) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-SEPT 1995// 
SEARCHBANK HEALTH NEWS NATURALLY (CONTINUES HEALTH NEWS AND REVIEW) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER SEPT 1995-MAR 1996// 
612 01448 HEALTH PHYSICS 
H349 V l-31CSTORAGE),68+ 1958-1976CSTORAGE),1995+ 
614 05 HEALTH PLANNING AND MANPOWER REPORT (CONTINUED BY HEALTH 







V 9-13// 1980-1984// 
HEALTH POLICY ADVISORY CENTER HEALTH/PAC BULLETIN 
V 12-21 1980-1991 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS REPORT (CONTINUES HEALTH PLANNING AND 
MANPOWER REPORT> 
V 13-19 1984-1990 
HEALTH PROGRESS CST LOUIS, MISSOURI) (CONTINUES HOSPITAL PROGRESS) 
V 65-71 1984-1990 
610 01905 HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY 
H347 V 14+ 
362 105 
H3475 




HEALTH SERVICES REPORTS 
SEE--U S PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE HEALTH SERVICES REPORTS 
SEARCHBANK HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP DEC 1991+ 








SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER APR -JUNE 1994// 
HEALTH VALUES (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR) 
V 6-19// 1982-1995// 
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION MICROFORM PUBLICATIONS 
BULLETIN (CONTINUES OREGON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND RECREATION MICROCARDS BULLETIN) 
V 5+ 1987+ 
HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVE 
V Cl)+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 




621 402205 HEAT TRANSFER RECENT CONTENTS 
H34 V 4+ 1995+ 
536 205 
H352 
HEAT TRANSFER SOVIET RESEARCH 

























SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1992+ 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY HELMINTHOLOGICAL 
ABSTRACTS SERIES A, ANIMAL AND HUMAN HELMINTHOLOGY AND 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS SERIES B, PLANT NEMATOLOGY) 
V 1-38// 1932-1969// 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS 
SERIES A ANIMAL AND HUMAN HELMINTHOLOGY)_CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON 
WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 59+ 1990+ 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS SERIES A ANIMAL AND HUMAN HELMINTOLOGY (CONTINUES HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS) (CONTINUED BY 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS) 
V 39-58// 1979-1989// 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS SERIES B PLANT NEMATOLOGY (CONTINUES 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS) (CONTINUED BY NEMATOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS) 
V 39-58// 1970-1989// 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF THE HELMINTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON) 
V 1-56// 1934-1989// 
HELVETICA CHIMICA ACTA 
V (36,39)+ 






HEMISPHERE, JOURNAL FRANCAIS 





CURRENT THREE YEARS 
1809 
MF HEMISPHERE, JOURNAL FRANCIS 
APS II V 1 NO 10-52-V 2CMF)// 1810-1811// 
REEL 113 
PROJECT HENRY JAMES REVIEW 
MUSE 1995+ 
MF HERALD OF GOSPEL LIBERTY 
APS II V lCMF)// 1808-1809// 
REEL 19 
MF HERALD OF LIFE AND IMMORTALITY 


















HERALD OF SALVATION, DEVOTED TO THE INCULCATION, DEFENCE AND 
PROMOTION OF THE SUBLIME AND HEAVENLY DOCTRINE OF UNIVERSAL 
BENEVOLENCE 
V l-2CMF)// 1822-1825// 
HERALD OF TRUTH 
V lCMF)// 1825-1826// 
HERBAGE ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY GRASSLANDS AND FORAGE ABSTRACTS) 
V l-12(13)14-46(47)48-63// 1931-1993// 
INDEX V 1-10 
HERBS, SPICES AND MEDICINAL PLANTS RECENT ADVANCES IN BOTANY, 
HORTICULTURE, AND PHARMACOLOGY 
V 1-4// 1986-1989// 






636 222605 HEREFORD WORLD (CONTINUES AMERICAN HEREFORD JOURNAL) 































HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR 
PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V (15)16+ 1970+ 
HIBBERT JOURNAL 
V 58-66// 
HIGH COUNTRY NEWS 
V (2)3-lOCMF) 




HIGH FIDELITY (TITLE WAS HIGH FIDELITY AND MUSICAL AMERICA 19 
1987) 
V 11-23(24)25-(39)// 1961-1989// 
HIGH FIDELITY AND MUSICAL AMERICA 
SEE--HIGH FIDELITY 
HIGH PLAINS LITERARY REVIEW 
V 10+ 1995+ 
HIGH SCHOOL EDITOR (CURRENT VEAR SHELVED WITH CURRENT 
PERIODICALS, BACK VOLUMES IN ARCHIVES) 





373 7305 HIGH SCHOOL MAGAZINE 
H537 V l+ 1993+ 
385 105 HIGH SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION JOURNAL 
H537 V 1-10 1967-1976 
SEARCHBANK HIGH TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1988-1989// 
536 5705 HIGH TEMPERATURE SCIENCE 
H537 V 3-8 1971-1976 
378 05 HIGHER EDUCATION 
H537 V 1-10(11)12-20// 1945-1964// 
378 49205 HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH IN THE NETHERLANDS 
H537 V 1-26 1957-1982 
LB2331 
S62 
INDEX V 1-5 
HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT INFORMATION (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHER 
EDUCATION ENROLLMENT INFORMATION) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHER 
EDUCATION ENROLLMENT) 
1987-1993// 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1996+ 
HIGHLIGHTS OF AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD RESEARCH IN ONTARIO (CONTINUES 
HIGHLIGHTS OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH IN ONTARIO) (CONTINUED BY 
AGRI-FOOD RESEARCH IN ONTARIO) 
V 13-(15)// 1990-1992// 
HIGHLIGHTS OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH IN ONTARIO (CONTINUED BY 
HIGHLIGHTS OF AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD RESEARCH IN ONTARIO) 
V 1-(13)// 1978-1990// 
HIGHWAY & HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
V 65,69-119(120) 1926-1977 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -MAR 1993// 
HIGHWAY LINES (ABSORBED TRAFFIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS (1966-1971)) (CONTINUED BY TRAFFIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS (1973-1975)) 
V 4(5)// 1973-1975// 
HIGHWAY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES HRIS ABSTRACTS) 
V 23+ 1990+ 
HIGHWAY RESEARCH RECORD 
SEE--TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 
HIGHWAY RESEARCH REVIEW 
NO 1-5 
HIGHWAY SAFETY LITERATURE 
HIGHWAY STATISTICS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
HILLS AND PLAINS HISTORY 
v l+ 
















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
HISPANIC AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW (CONTINUED BY HA HR) 
V 47-61// 1967-1981// 
SEARCHBANK HISPANIC JOURNAL OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 




V 42+ 1974+ 
1000 HISPANIC WORLD NEWS 


























SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
HISTORIC DOCUMENTS 






V 34-48// 1982-1996// 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION FORUM (CONTINUES PRESERVATION FORUM) 
V 5+ 1991+ 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION MONTHLY 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY HISTORIC PRESERVATION CENTER NEWSLETTER 
HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS (SPLIT INTO HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS PART A AND 
PART B) 
V 1-16// 1955-1970// 
HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS PART A, MODERN HISTORY ABSTRACTS, 1450-1914 (CONTINUES, IN PART, HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS) 
V 17+ 1971+ 
HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS PART B, TWENTIETH CENTURY ABSTRACTS, 1914 TO 
THE PRESENT (CONTINUES, IN PART, HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS) 
V 17+ 1971+ 
SEARCHBANK HISTORICAL JOURNAL OF FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1994+ 
907 HISTORICAL OUTLOOK (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL STUDIES) 





HISTORICAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES 
V lCMF)// 1812-1814// 
QC7 HISTORICAL STUDIES IN THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
H51 (CONTINUES HISTORICAL STUDIES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES) 
V 16-21 1986-1991 
QC7 HISTORICAL STUDIES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY 
HS HISTORICAL STUDIES IN THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES) 
905 
H628 
V 1-15// 1969-1985// 
HISTORY 
V 1-4// 1959-1961// 
SEARCHBANK HISTORY AND THEORY 
370 5 
H629 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
HISTORY OF CHILDHOOD QUARTERLY, THE JOURNAL OF PSVCHOHISTORV 
SEE--JOURNAL OF PSVCHOHISTORV 




HISTORY OF LEARNING 
SEE--LACROZE, JEAN CORNAND DE THE HISTORY OF LEARNING 
MF HISTORY OF LEARNING, GIVING A SUCCINCT ACCOUNT AND NARRATIVE OF 
ELP THE CHOICEST NEW BOOKS, WITH A TRANSLATION OF WHAT IS MOST CURIOUS 









NO lCMF)// 1694// 
HISTORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 
V 6+ 
HISTORY OF RELIGIONS 
V 7+ 





HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE, DIGESTED INTO ANNALS 
SEE--BOYER, ABEL THE HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE, DIGESTED INTO 
SEE--ANNALS 
HISTORY OF THE WORKS OF THE LEARNED, OR, AN IMPARTIAL 
ACCOUNT OF BOOKS LATELY PRINTED IN ALL PARTS OF EUROPE, WITH A 
PARTICULAR RELATION OF LEARNING IN EACH COUNTRY 
V l-14CMF)// 1699-1712// 
SEARCHBANK HISTORY REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
907 HISTORY TEACHER'S MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY HISTORICAL OUTLOOK AND 
S013 SOCIAL STUDIES) 
V (6-7),9-10// 1915-1919// 
905 HISTORY TODAY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
H629 V 1-lOCMF)llCP)+ l95l-1960CMF)l961CP)+ 
905 
H3 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP NOV 1992+ 
HISTORY REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS 
V 26+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK HISTORY JOURNAL OF THE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK HISTORY REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS 





























V 64-98// 1959-1985// 
HOFFMAN, MARTIN LEON REVIEW OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
SEE--REVIEW OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
HOG FARM MANAGEMENT 
V 24-29// 
HOGS AND PIGS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1987-1992// 
HOLIDAY (MERGED WITH TRAVEL TO FORM TRAVEL, INCORPORATING 
HOLIDAY> 
V 16-58// 1954-1977// 
HOLISTIC HEALTH REVIEW (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HOLISTIC 






HOLISTIC NURSING PRACTICE (CONTINUES TOPICS IN CLINICAL NURSING> 
V l+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
HOLLINS CRITIC 
V 6+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK HOME AND AUTO (CONTINUED BV AFTERMARKET BUSINESS) 
DOC 




A 1 87 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-JULV 1986// 
HOME AND GARDEN BULLETINS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
HOME ECONOMICS RESEARCH JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV FAMILY AND CONSUMER 
SCIENCES RESEARCH JOURNAL> 
V 1-22// 1972-1994// 
HOME ECONOMICS RESEARCH REPORTS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
610 734305 HOME HEALTHCARE NURSE 
H752 V 13+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK HOME IMPROVEMENT MARKET (CONTINUES CHILTON'S HARDWARE AGE) 
605 
M4651 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP APRIL 1996+ 
HOME MECHANIX (CONTINUES MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED> (CONTINUED BV 
TODAY'S HOMEOWNER) 
V 80-92// 1985-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1994-AUG 1996// 
SEARCHBANK HOME-OFFICE COMPUTING (CONTINUES FAMILY AND HOME OFFICE COMPUTING) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
574 1905 
H777 

















HORIZONS (CONTINUES VISIONS> 
v l+ 
1000 HORIZONS (SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA) 
H04 FIVE VEAR FILE 
591 105 
H782 
HORMONES AND BEHAVIOR 
v l+ 
IDEAL 










CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
v l+ 




















V 1-21// 1961-1981// 
HORTICULTURAL REVIEWS EDITED BV JULES JANICK 
v l+ 





































HORTICULTURE (SERIES 2) (SUBTITLE VARIES) 
V l-3,5-6,8-19,21,23,25-31,33-34,36+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1924+ 
FEB 1992+ 
HORTICULTURE RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL (GREAT BRITIAN> ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUES AFR C INSTITUTE FOR HORTICULTURAL RESEARCH ANNUAL 
REPORT> 
1990+ 
HORTICULTURIST AND JOURNAL OF RURAL ART AND RURAL TASTE 







HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION (CONTINUED BY HOSPITAL AND HEALTH 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION> 
V 1-20// 1956-1975// 
INDEX V 6-7,10-13 
HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY (CONTINUED BY PSYCHIATRIC 
SERVICES> 
V 19-45// 1968-1994// 
HOSPITAL AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION INDEX (CONTINUES HOSPITAL 
LITERATURE INDEX> 
V 51+ 1995+ 
HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (CONTINUES 
HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION> (CONTINUED BY AC HA /JOURNAL> 
V 21-28// 1976-1983// 
HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (CONTINUES AC HA 
JOURNAL> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT> 
V 29-42// 1984-1997// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1990-1997// 
HOSPITAL LITERATURE INDEX (ABSORBED AMERICAN HOSPITAL 
ASSOCIATION LIBRARY ASA S BACON MEMORIAL CUMULATIVE INDEX OF 
HOSPITAL LITERATURE> (CONTINUED BY HOSPITAL AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION INDEX) 













SEARCHBANK HOSPITALITY DESIGN (CONTINUES RESTAURANT-HOTEL DESIGN 
I NT ERNA TI ONAL> 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP MAY 1992+ 
647 94711 HOSPITALITY RESEARCH JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HOSPITALITY 





V 18-20// 1994-1996// 
HOSPITALS (CONTINUED BY HOSPITALS & HEALTH NETWORKS> 
V 11(12)13-(67)// 1937-1993// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-MAY 1993// 






HOSPITALS JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 
SEE--HOSPITALS 
197 -
629 205 HOT ROD 
H798 V (17)18-44 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK HOTEL AND MOTEL MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP 
710 5 HOUSE AND GARDEN 
H81 V 27-165// 
728 05 HOUSE AND HOME (CONTINUED BY HOUSING) 








HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 10-21,24-25,27-74,78-82,84+ 1901+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
DOC HOUSE LINES 
HHl 44/2 
SEARCHBANK HOUSEWARES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
728 05 HOUSING (CONTINUES HOUSE AND HOME) 
H8163 V 53-61(62)// 
333 33805 HOUSING AND SOCIETY 
H817 V 10+ 





















HOUSTON JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 









SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
HUMAN COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 
V 1, (2-4)5(6)7+ 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
V 38+ 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
HUMAN ECOLOGY FORUM 
V Cl0-12)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK HUMAN FACTORS 
613 905 
H88 



























HUMAN LEARNING (CONTINUED BY APPLIED COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 4-5// 1985-1986// 
198 -
301 05 HUMAN LIFE REVIEW 
H88 V 21+ 1995+ 
1994+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
152 33405 HUMAN MOVEMENT SCIENCE 
















HUMAN NUTRITION APPLIED NUTRITION (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF 
HUMAN NUTRITION) (CONTINUED BY EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITI 
ON> V 36A-41A// 1982-1987// 
HUMAN NUTRITION CLINICAL NUTRITION (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF 
HUMAN NUTRITION> (CONTINUED BY EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRIT 
ION> V 36C-41C// 1982-1987// 
HUMAN NUTRITION FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION (CONTINUED BY FOOD 
SCIENCES AND NUTRITION> 
V 41F// 1987// 
HUMAN ORGANIZATION 
V (13)+ 1954+ 
HUMAN QUEST 






HUMAN REPRODUCTION UPDATE (CONTINUES BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPRODUCTION) 
V l+ 1995+ 




SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
HUMAN RESOURCES ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES POVERTY AND HUMAN 
RESOURCES ABSTRACTS) 
V 10+ 1975+ 
323 405 HUMAN RIGHTS QUARTERLY 
H88 V 17+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 
NOV 1991-AUG 1995 
1995+ 
361 97305 HUMAN SERVICES IN THE RURAL ENVIRONMENT 




















SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1978+ 
1993+ 
HUMANIST EDUCATOR (CONTINUES STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION FOR 
TEACHER EDUCATION JOURNAL> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HUMANISTIC 
EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT) 
V 14-20// 1975-1982// 
HUMAN IT AS 
V 6+ 1993+ 
HUMANITAS, JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF MAN (CONTINUED BY 
STUDIES IN FORMATIVE SPIRITUALITY) 
V 6-15// 1970-1979// 
HUMANITIES (BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA) 
V 15+ 1986+ 
HUMANITIES (WASHINGTON, DC) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
HUMANITIES INDEX (CONTINUES, IN PART, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 
HUMANITIES INDEX> 
V l+ 1974+ 
199 -
MF HUMMING BIRD, OR HERALD OF TASTE 
APS I V lCMF)// 1798// 
REEL 13 
SEARCHBANK HUMPTY DUMPTY'S MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
028 105 HUNGRY MIND REVIEW 
H89 NO 33+ 1995+ 
MF HUNTINGDON LITERARY MUSEUM, AND MONTHLY MISCELLANY 
APS II V lCMF)// 1810// 
REEL 114 
020 5 HUNTINGTON LIBRARY QUARTERLY 
H921 V (32)33-39 1969-1976 
SB19 HURLEY, ENGLAND (BERKSHIRE) GRASSLAND RESEARCH INSTITUTE REPORT 
H8R (CONTINUED BY ANIMAL AND GRASSLAND RESEARCH STATIONS REPORT> 
1958-1985// 
627 05 HYDATA 
H996 V 1-12 1965-1976 
SEARCHBANK HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP 1983+ 
627 05 HYDROTECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION 
H997 NO 1-8 1967-1976 
HYGEIA 
SEE--TODAY'S HEALTH 
614 05 HYGIE (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HEALTH EDUCATION) 












SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1992+ 
I AND EC, PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED BY 
PRODUCT RAND D> 
V 1-7// 1962-1968// 
I/EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY 
CHEMTECH> 
V 1-62// 1909-1970// 
I/EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY FUNDAMENTALS 
V 1-15// 1962-1976// 
I/EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY PROCESS DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
V 1-15 1962-1976 
I ABS E PERIODICA 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR BRIDGE AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
SEE--I ABS E PERIODICA 
IBM JOURNAL OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
I B M SYSTEMS JOURNAL 
1957+ 
1992+ 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL 
SEARCH BANK I c E N (CONTINUED BY ISRAEL BUSINESS TODAY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990-NOV 1991// 
624 02854 I c E S JOURNAL 
IC2 V 16-19// 1984-1987// 








IC HP ER JOURNAL (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATION COUNCIL 
FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION) (CONTINUED BY 
IC HP ER-SD JOURNAL) 
V (28)-29// 1992-1993// 
IC HP ER-SD JOURNAL (CONTINUES IC HP ER JOURNAL) 
V 30+ 1993+ 


















SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP APR 1993+ 
IDE A (INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION AGENCY OF SOUTH 
DAKOTA)CCONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIGEST) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA) 
V 3-7, NS V 1-2// 1962-1968// 
IE A ADVOCATE (CONTINUES ADVOCATE (ILLINOIS EDUCATION 
ASSOCATION) (CONTINUED BY IE A/NE A ADVOCATE) 
V (14)// 1979-1980// 
IEEE ASS P (ACOUSTICS, SPEECH, AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 
SOCIETY) MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING 
MAGAZINE) 
V 1-7// 1984-1990// 
IEEE AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS GROUP TWENTY VEAR 
CUMULATIVE INDEX 
1951-1971 
I E E E AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS MAGAZINE 
v l+ 1986+ 
I E E E ANNALS OF THE HISTORY OF COMPUTING 
V 14+ 1992+ 
I E E E ANTENNAS & PROPAGATION MAGAZINE 
V 32+ 1990+ 
I E E E BROADCAST, CABLE AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SOCIETY 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON CABLE TELEVISION 
V 2-4 1977-1980 
621 381505 IEEE CIRCUITS AND DEVICES MAGAZINE 







IEEE CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS MAGAZINE 
SEE--INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS IEEE CIRCUITS 
SEE--AND SYSTEMS MAGAZINE 
IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY IEEE COMMUNICATIONS MAGAZINE (CONTINUES IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY IEEE COMMUNICATIONS 
SOCIETY MAGAZINE) 
V 17+ 1979+ 
IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY 
MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY IEEE 
COMMUNICATIONS MAGAZINE) 
V 15-16// 1977-1978// 




IEEE COMPUTER AND CONTROL ABSTRACTS 
SEE--COMPUTER AND CONTROL ABSTRACTS 
1994+ 
621 38195 IEEE COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN POWER MAGAZINE 
IE2 V l+ 1988+ 
001 644305 IEEE COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND APPLICATIONS 
IE4 V l+ 1981+ 
004 61105 IEEE CONCURRENCY (CONTINUES IEEE PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED 
IN82 TECHNOLOGY) 
V 5+ 1997+ 
201 -
IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE 
SEE--CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE 
620 4162 
12 
IEEE COUNCIL ON OCEANIC ENGINEERING IEEE JOURNAL OF 
OCEANIC ENGINEERING 




IEEE DESIGN AND TEST OF COMPUTERS 
v l+ 
IEEE ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ABSTRACTS 
SEE--ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ABSTRACTS 
621 IEEE ELECTRICAL INSULATION MAGAZINE 
3193705 V l+ 
IN71 
621 381520 IEEE ELECTRON DEVICE LETTERS 
EL4 V l+ 
IEEE ELECTRON DEVICE LETTERS 
SEE--ELECTRON DEVICE LETTERS 
IEEE ENGINEERING IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY 




658 9205 IEEE ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT SOCIETY IEEE ENGINEERING 
12 MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
V 7+ 1979+ 
001 53305 IEEE EXPERT INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
IN22 (CONTINUES IEEE EXPERT) 
V 12 NO 6+ 1997+ 
001 53305 IEEE EXPERT MAGAZINE, INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND THEIR 
IN2 APPLICATIONS (CONTINUED BY IEEE EXPERT INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS) 
V 1-12 NO 5// 1986-1997// 
INDEX WALL IEEE INDEX TO IEEE PERIODICALS (CONTINUED BY 
016 6213 IEEE INDEX TO IEEE PUBLICATIONS) 
169 1972// 
INDEX WALL IEEE INDEX TO IEEE PUBLICATIONS (CONTINUES IEEE INDEX 
















IEEE INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS MAGAZINE 
V l+ 1995+ 
IEEE INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT MAGAZINE 
V l+ 1998+ 
IEEE JOURNAL OF LIGHTWAVE TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF LIGHTWAVE TECHNOLOGY 
IEEE JOURNAL OF OCEANIC ENGINEERING 
SEE--1 EE E COUNCIL ON OCEANIC ENGINEERING IEEE JOURNAL OF OCEANIC 
SEE--ENGINEERING 
I E E E JOURNAL OF QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 
v l+ 1965+ 
I E E E JOURNAL OF ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION (CONTINUED BY I E E E 
TRANSACTIONS ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION) 
V 1-4// 1985-1988// 
I E E E JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 
v l+ 1995+ 
I E E E JOURNAL OF SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS 
v l+ 1966+ 
IEEE JOURNAL ON SELECTED AREAS IN COMMUNICATIONS 
V l+ 1983+ 
- 202 -
621 36605 IEEE LCS (CONTINUED BV IEEE LTS) 
L33 V 1-(2)// 1990-1991// 
621 36605 IEEE LTS THE MAGAZINE OF LIGHTWAVE TELECOMMUNICATION 
L332 (CONTINUES IEEE LCS) 
V (2)+ 1991+ 
001 640405 I E E E MICRO 
IE4 v l+ 1981+ 
621 381305 I E E E MICROWAVE AND GUIDED WAVE LETTERS 
M581 v l+ 1991+ 
006 6 I E E E MULTI MEDIA 
IN8 v l+ 1994+ 
004 605 I E E E NETWORK 
IE2 v l+ 1987+ 
621 05 I E E E NUCLEAR AND PLASMA SCIENCES SOCIETY I E E E 
IN7 TRANSACTIONS ON PLASMA SCIENCE 
v l+ 1973+ 
004 61105 I E E E PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED TECHNOLOGY C CONTINUED BY 
IN8 I E E E CONCURRENCY) V 1-4// 1993-1996// 
004 605 I E E E PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
IN9 v l+ 1994+ 
539 2 I E E E PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY LETTERS 
IE2 v l+ 1989+ 
621 05 I E E E POWER ENGINEERING REVIEW 
IN72 v l+ 1981+ 
I E E E PROCEEDINGS 
SEE--INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS 
SEE--1 EE E 
629 89205 IEEE ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION MAGAZINE 











IEEE SCIENCE ABSTRACTS SECTION A PHYSICS ABSTRACTS 
SEE--SCIENCE ABSTRACTS SECTION A PHYSICS ABSTRACTS 
I E E E SIGNAL PROCESSING LETTERS 
v l+ 1994+ 
I E E E SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE (CONTINUES IE E E 
MAGAZINE) 
V 8+ 1991+ 
I E E E SOFTWARE 
v l+ 1984+ 
I E E E SPECTRUM 
v l+ 1964+ 
I E E E STUDENT JOURNAL 
A s s p 
V 2-8// 1964-1970// 
IEEE STUDENT PAPERS 
OF THE 








IEEE TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES GUIDE 
v l+ 




IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ACOUSTICS, SPEECH AND SIGNAL PROCESSING (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SIGNAL PROCESSING) 
V 12-38// 1964-1990// 
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629 138805 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE (CONTINUED BY IEEE 
IN7 TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS) 
V (1-2)3// 1963-1965// 
629 1305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
IN71 (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE, AEROSPACE AND 
NAVIGATIONAL ELECTRONICS, MILITARY ELECTRONICS, AND SPACE 
ELECTRONICS AND TELEMETRY> 
V l+ 1965+ 
629 1305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND NAVIGATIONAL 
IN7 ELECTRONICS (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 
AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS> 
V 11-12// 1964-1965// 
621 38405 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION 
IN7 V (12)+ 1964+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON APPLICATIONS AND INDUSTRY 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS 
537 62305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON APPLIED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 





IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON ACOUSTICS, SPEECH AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND ELECTROACOUSTICS 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON ACOUSTICS, SPEECH AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
V 9+ 1964+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BID-MEDICAL ELECTRONICS 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON BIO-MEDICAL ENGINEERING 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BIO-MEDICAL ENGINEERING 
V 11+ 1964+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BROADCAST AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 
621 38805 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BROADCASTING 
IN73 V 10+ 1964+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CABLE TELEVISION 
SEE--I EE E BROADCAST, CABLE AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SOCIETY IEEE 
SEE--TRANSACTIONS ON CABLE TELEVISION 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUIT THEORY 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS 
621 381505 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS (CONTINUED BY 
IN7 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS PART 1, FUNDAMENTAL 
THEORY AND APPLICATION & IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND 
SYSTEMS PART 2, ANALOG & DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING> 
V 5-38// 1958-1991// 
621 38805 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS FOR VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 
IN685 V l+ 1991+ 
621 381505 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS PART I, FUNDAMENTAL 
IN72 THEORY AND APPLICATIONS (CONTINUES, IN PART, IEEE TRANSACTIONS 
ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS> 
V 39+ 1992+ 
621 381505 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS PART II, ANALOG & 
IN723 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (CONTINUES, IN PART, IEEE 
TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS> 
621 3805 
IN731 
V 39+ 1992+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS 





621 3805 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 
IN73 CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY> 
NO 12-75// 1954-1964// 
621 31405 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENT PARTS (CONTINUED BY 
IN7 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARTS, MATERIALS AND PACKAGING) 
V 11-12// 1964-1965// 
621 305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, HYBRIDS AND MANUFACTURING 
IN714 TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARTS, HYBRIDS, AND 
PACKAGING AND IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY> (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, PACKAGING, AND 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PART A AND PART B ADVANCED PACKAGING) 
V 1-16// 1978-1993// 
621 305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, PACKAGING, AND MANUFACTURING 
IN7144 TECHNOLOGY PART C, MANUFACTURING 
V 19+ 1996+ 
621 305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, PACKAGING, AND MANUFACTURING 
IN7142 PART A (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, HYBRIDS, 
AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY 
V 17+ 1994+ 
621 305 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, PACKAGING, AND MANUFACTURING 
IN7143 PART B, ADVANCED PACKAGING (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 






























V 17+ 1994+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS 
v l+ 1982+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS 
V (12-13)+ 1963+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON CONSUMER ELECTRONICS V (10)+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON CONTROL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
v l+ 1993+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON DIELECTRICS AND ELECTRICAL INSULATION (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRICAL INSULATION) 
V l+ 1994+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON EDUCATION 
V 7+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRICAL INSULATION (CONTINUED BY 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON DIELECTRICS AND ELECTRICAL INSULATION) 
V 1-28// 1965-1993// 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
V 6+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON ELECTRON DEVICES V (9,10)+ 1964+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 
SEE--! EE E TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON ENERGY CONVERSION 
v l+ 1986+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
V 11+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON ENGINEERING WRITING AND SPEECH 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION 
v l+ 1997+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON FUZZY SYSTEMS 
v l+ 1993+ 
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550 5 I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON GEOSCIENCE AND REMOTE SENSING (CONTINUES 
IN72 I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON GEOSCIENCE ELECTRONICS) 
V 18+ 1980+ 
550 5 I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON GEOSCIENCE ELECTRONICS (CONTINUED BY 
IN7 I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON GEOSCIENCE AND REMOTE SENSING) V Cl-6)7-17// 1963-1979// 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON HUMAN FACTORS IN ELECTRONICS 
SEE--I EE E TRANSACTIONS ON MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS 
621 36705 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON IMAGE PROCESSING 
INS V l+ 1992+ 
621 38105 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS (1982) (CONTINUES 
IN722 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL 
INSTRUMENTATION> 
V 29+ 1982+ 
621 38105 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL 
IN72 INSTRUMENTATION (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 































V (11-13)14-28// 1964-1981// 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRY AND GENERAL APPLICATIONS 
SEE--! EE E TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS 
CV l)+ 1965+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN BIOMEDICINE 
v l+ 1997+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY V (10)+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT V (13)+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON KNOWLEDGE AND DATA ENGINEERING 
v l+ 1989+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON MAGNETICS 
v Cl)+ 1965+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS (CONTINUED BY 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN AND CYBERNETICS> 
V 5-11// 1964-1970// 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, HYBRIDS AND 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY) 
V 1-6// 1972-1977// 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MEDICAL IMAGING 
v l+ 1982+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES 
V 12+ 1964+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MILITARY ELECTRONICS (CONTINUED 
BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS> 
V 8-9// 1964-1965// 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON NEURAL NETWORKS 
v l+ 1990+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
V 11+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 
v l+ 1990+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON PARTS, HYBRIDS, AND PACKAGING (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPONENTS, HYBRIDS AND 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY) 
V 1-13// 1965-1977// 
- 206 -
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARTS, MATERIALS AND PACKAGING 
SEE--1 EE E TRANSACTIONS ON PARTS, HYBRIDS, AND PACKAGING 
001 53505 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE 
IN7 V l+ 1979+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PLASMA SCIENCE 
SEE--1 EE E NUCLEAR AND PLASMA SCIENCES SOCIETY IEEE TRANSACTIONS 
SEE--ON PLASMA SCIENCE 
621 31205 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 























I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON POWER DELIVERY 
v l+ 1986+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON POWER ELECTRONICS 
v l+ 1986+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON POWER SYSTEMS 
v l+ 1986+ 
I E E E TRANSACTIONS ON PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION 
V 7+ 1964+ 
I E E E TRANSACT! ONS ON REHABILITATION ENGINEERING 
v l+ 1993+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON RELIABILITY 
V 14+ 1965+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION (CONTINUES IEEE JOURNAL OF ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION) 
V 5+ 1989+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING 
V l+ 1988+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SIGNAL PROCESSING (CONTINUES IEEE 
TRANSACTIONS ON ACOUSTICS, SPEECH, AND SIGNAL PROCESSING) 
V 39+ 1991+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
v l+ 1975+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SONICS AND ULTRASONICS (CONTINUED BY 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ULTRASONICS, FERROELECTRICS AND FREQUENCY 
CONTROL) 
V 11-32// 1964-1985// 
621 379505 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPACE ELECTRONICS AND TELEMETRY 












V 10-11// 1964-1965// 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING 
V l+ 1993+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND CYBERNETICS (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN AND 
CYBERNETICS) 
V 2-6// 1966-1970// 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN AND CYBERNETICS PART C 
V 28+ 1998+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND 
CYBERNETICS, AND IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS) (CONTINUED BY IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND 
CYBERNETICS PART A SYSTEMS AND HUMANS AND PART B CYBERNETICS) 
V 1-25// 1971-1995// 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS PART A 
SYSTEMS AND HUMANS (CONTINUES, IN PART, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 
SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS) 








IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS PART B 
CYBERNETICS (CONTINUES, IN PART, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, 
MAN, AND CYBERNETICS) 
V 26+ 1996+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ULTRASONICS, FERROELECTRICS AND FREQUENCY 
CONTROL (CONTINUES IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SONICS AND ULTRASONICS) 
V 33+ 1986+ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS 
SEE--! EE E TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY 
V 14+ 1965+ 
621 39505 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION CVLSI> 
INS SYSTEMS 
V l+ 1993+ 
006 6 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS 







IEEE /ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING 
v l+ 




I IE SOLUTIONS (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING> 
1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK I IE TRANSACTIONS 






















I IT A ANNUAL REPORT (1982-1984 CATALOGED WITH SBlll A215) (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE REPORT) 
1982+ 
IM A JOURNAL OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
V 27+ 1981+ 
IM A JOURNAL OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS JOURNAL> 
V l+ 1981+ 
IP A USERS GUIDE GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL ABSTRACTS 
1981 
IP Q INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY> 
V 9-22// 1969-1982// 
IRR I HIGHLIGHTS 
1984+ 
IRR I RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 
NO 125+ 1987+ 
IS A JOURNAL 
SEE--INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
I S L E 
SEE--INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN LITERATURE AND ENVIRONMENT ISLE 
IT G JOURNAL 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL TRUMPET GUILD ITG JOURNAL 
IUD AGENDA 
V 1-4// 1965-1968// 
IUD DIGEST 
V Cl-2)3-4(5)6-8// 1956-1963// 






















I/S ANALYZER (CONTINUES EDP ANALYZER) (CONTINUED BY I/S ANALYZER 
CASE STUDIES) 
V (25)-31(32)// 1987-1994// 
I/S ANALYZER CASE STUDIES (CONTINUES I/S ANALYZER) 









ICONOGRAPHIA MYCOLOGICA (SUPPLEMENT TO AND BOUND WITH 
MYCOPATHOLOGIA ET MYCOLOGIA APPLICATA FROM 1959-1974, BOUND 
SEPARATELY FROM 1975 ON) 
NO 1-54 1959-1984 
INDEX V 51-54 
ID (INDUSTRIAL DESIGN OR INTERNATIONAL DESIGN) (CONTINUES 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, ID) 
V (31)+ 1984+ 
IDAHO UNIVERSITY BUREAU OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH IDAHO 
BBER RESEARCH REPORT 


























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
ILLINOIS EDUCATION 
V 46-61// 




ILLINOIS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
V Cl),4-33(34)35 
ILLINOIS TEACHER 
SEE--ILLINOIS TEACHER OF HOME ECONOMICS 
ILLINOIS TEACHER FOR CONTEMPORARY ROLES 
SEE--ILLINOIS TEACHER OF HOME ECONOMICS 








ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
BULLETIN 
V 1-17// 1961-1968// 
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION 
SCIENCE OCCAISIONAL PAPERS (CONTINUES ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE OCCAISIONAL PAPERS) 
NO 148+ 1981+ 
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE 
OCCASIONAL PAPERS (CONTINUED BY ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY GRADUATE 
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE OCCASIONAL PAPERS) 
NO 58-147// 1960-1980// 
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY ILLINOIS BIOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH 





















ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION 
AND HEALTH EDUCATION UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ABSTRACTS OF GRADUATE 
THESES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND HEALTH EDUCATION 
1924-1970 
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY SMALL HOMES COUNCIL CIRCULAR SERIES 
V 47-70 1950-1973 
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY L D AND A LIGHTING DESIGN 
AND APPLICATION) 
V 47-66// 1952-1971// 
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY 
IMAGE, THE JOURNAL OF NURSING SCHOLARSHIP 
V 16+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
1984+ 
DEC 1996+ 












IMMUNOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY (CONTINUES AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF 
EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL SCIENCE) 
V 65+ 1987+ 
616 07905 IMMUNOLOGY TODAY 
IM6 V 16+ 1995+ 
505 IMPACT OF SCIENCE ON SOCIETY 
IM7 V 1-42// 1950-1992// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
IMPRINT 
V 26+ 











JULY 1990-JAN 1992// 
IN PRACTICE (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 124A) 
V 13-14,16+ 1991-1992,1994+ 
IN THE FIELD (CONTINUES FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY BULLETIN) 
V 61 NO 4+ JULY 1990+ 
599 32305 INBRED STRAINS OF MICE (SUPPLEMENT TO MOUSE NEWS LETTER) 








SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
INCREASING UNDERSTANDING OF PUBLIC PROBLEMS AND POLICIES 
1964,1970+ 
INDEPENDENT CPAPER IN STORAGE) 
V C50)51-121CP AND MF) 
INDEPENDENT BANKER 
ONE VEAR FILE 
- 210 -
1898-1928CP AND MF) 
SEARCHBANK INDEPENDENT LIVING (CONTINUED BY INDEPENDENT LIVING PROVIDER) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994// 
SEARCHBANK INDEPENDENT LIVING PROVIDER (CONTINUES INDEPENDENT LIVING) (CONTINUED BY TODAY'S HOME HEALTHCARE PROVIDER) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1995-0CT 1997// 
MF INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR 
APS I NO 1-52CMF)// 1752-1753// 
REEL 13 
MF INDEPENDENT REPUBLICAN AND MISCELLANEOUS MAGAZINE 
APS II V lCMF)// 1805// 
REEL 19 
















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
INDEX AND ABSTRACTS OF FOREIGN PHYSICAL EDUCATION LITERATURE 
V 1-20 1955-1975 
INDEX MEDICUS 
SEE--CUMULATED INDEX MEDICUS 
INDEX OF AMERICAN PERIODICAL VERSE 
1971+ 
INDEX OF ECONOMIC ARTICLES IN COLLECTIVE VOLUMES (SUPPLEMENT TO 
INDEX OF ECONOMIC JOURNALS) (CONTINUED BY INDEX OF ECONOMIC 
ARTICLES IN JOURNALS AND COLLECTIVE VOLUMES) 
V 6A-7A// 1960-1965// 
INDEX OF ECONOMIC ARTICLES IN JOURNALS AND COLLECTIVE 
VOLUMES (CONTINUES INDEX OF ECONOMIC JOURNALS, AND INDEX 
OFECONOMIC ARTICLES IN COLLECTIVE VOLUMES) 
V 8+ 1966+ 
INDEX OF ECONOMIC JOURNALS (CONTINUED BY INDEX OF ECONOMIC 
ARTICLES IN JOURNALS AND COLLECTIVE VOLUMES) 
V 1-7// 1886-1965// 
QL463 INDEX OF ENTOMOPHAGOUS INSECTS 
I52 V 1-5 1966-1971 
ABSTRACT INDEX OF FUNGI 
589 2 V l+ 1940+ 
C737 43 
INDEX WALL INDEX TO AMERICAN LITTLE MAGAZINES (CONTINUED BY INDEX TO LITTLE 
050 MAGAZINES) 
AM35 1900-1939// 
INDEX WALL INDEX TO BOOK REVIEWS IN THE HUMANITIES 
028 1 V 1-31// 1960-1990// 
IN2 
REF INDEX TO COMMONWEALTH LITTLE MAGAZINES 
A132 1966-1975 
I52 
INDEX WALL INDEX TO LITTLE MAGAZINES (CONTINUES INDEX TO AMERICAN LITTLE 
050 MAGAZINES) 
AM35 1940-1967// 
CD-ROM INDEX TO SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PROCEEDINGS 
NO 1+ 1985+ 
595 7 
IN3 
INDEX TO THE LITERATURE OF AMERICAN ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY 
NO 1-18// 1905-1959// 
























































CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 26+ 




INDEX-CATALOGUE OF MEDICAL AND VETERINARY ZOOLOGY A-Z (1932-1952), 
AND SUPPLEMENTS (1953- ) (CONTINUES US BUREAU OF ANIMAL 
HUSBANDRY INDEX-CATALOG OF MEDICAL AND VETERINARY ZOOLOGY) 










INDIAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION PAPERS READ AT THE ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE 
INDIAN ECONOMIC JOURNAL 













INDIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY INDIAN JOURNAL OF 
CHEMISTRY SECTIONS A AND B) 
V 1-13// 1963-1975// 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY SECTION A, INORGANIC, PHYSICAL, 
THEORETICAL AND ANALYTICAL (CONTINUES INDIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY) 
V 14-29 1976-1990 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY SECTION B, ORGANIC INCLUDING MEDICINAL (CONTINUES INDIAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY) 
V 14-29 1976-1990 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF GENETICS AND PLANT BREEDING 
v 20-30(31)32+ 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 
v (l)+ 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
v 25-42 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
v 39-51C52)CSTORAGE) 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
V 10-33 
























970 00497 INDIAN STUDIES (CONTINUED BY NORTHEAST INDIAN QUARTERLY) 







INDIAN WRITING TODAY 
V 1-18 




INDIANA ACADEMY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
MEETINGS 
1966-1975 
SEARCHBANK INDIANA BUSINESS MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
658 
143 
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSTIY DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND 
GEOLOGY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 
NO 7+ 1975+ 
SEARCHBANK INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL 







INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGIST (MERGED WITH JOURNAL OF INDIVIDUAL 
PSYCHOLOGY TO BECOME INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V (5)6-18// 1968-1981// 
INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY (MERGER OF JOURNAL OF INDIVIDUAL 
PSYCHOLOGY AND INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGIST) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY (1998)) 
V 38-53// 1982-1997// 
INDO-ASIAN CULTURE 
SEE--INDIAN HORIZONS 
INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
SEE--ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY FUNDAMENTALS 
SEE--1 /EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY FUNDAMENTALS 
INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY PROCESS DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
SEE--1 /EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY PROCESS DESIGN AND 
SEE--DEVELOPMENT 
INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY PRODUCT RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
SEE--1 & EC INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY PRODUCT RESEARCH AND 
SEE--DEVELOPMENT 
INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS REVIEW V (1-2)+ 
INDEX V 1-13 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




INDEX WALL INDUSTRIAL ARTS INDEX (CONTINUED BY APPLIED SCIENCE AND 
605 TECHNOLOGY INDEX) 
AP58 1913-1957// 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAGAZINE 
SEE--INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
371 52605 INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
IN2 EDUCATION) 








INDUSTRIAL DESIGN (CONTINUED BY INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAGAZINE, ID) 
V 14-25// 1967-1978// 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN ID (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BY ID) 
V (30)-(31)// 1983-1984// 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAGAZINE, ID (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL DESIGN) (CONTINUED BY INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, ID) 
V 26-(30)// 1979-1983// 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
V l-44CSTORAGE)45+ 





INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING) (CONTINUED BY I IE SOLUTIONS) 
V 1-27// 1969-1995// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP AUG 1989-APR 1995// 
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT NEWS 
V (52)-59 1984-1991 
SEARCHBANK INDUSTRIAL FINISHING (CONTINUED BY INDUSTRIAL PAINT AND POWDER) 
658 05 
IN2 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-0CT 1993// 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
V 3-18 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1961-1976 
1990+ 
SEARCHBANK INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND DATA SYSTEMS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995-FEB 1998 
SEARCHBANK INDUSTRIAL PAINT AND POWDER (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL FINISHING) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1993+ 
658 56205 INDUSTRIAL QUALITY CONTROL (CONTINUED BY QUALITY PROGRESS AND 
IN3 JOURNAL OF QUALITY TECHNOLOGY) 
V l-17CMF)l8-24CP)// 1944-1967// 




V 99-105(106)107-140// 1940-1961// 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
V 34+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1995+ 
1991+ 
SEARCHBANK INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS (CANADA) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1992+ 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-JAN 1984// 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (PROCEEDINGS FOR 2ND-
29TH (1946-1974) CONFERENCES ISSUED AS PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION DEPT'S EXTENSION SERIES (620 6 P97 1)) 
V 30+ 1975+ 
328 783005 INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA (CONTINUES 





V 10+ 1995+ 






INDUSTRV STANDARDS AND ENGINEERING DATA NUMERIC AND SUBJECT 
INDEXES (AMERICAN SOCIETV FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS> 
CURRENT EDITION RETAINED 
658 969105 INDUSTRV WEEK (ABSORBED ELECTRONICS) 
IN2 V 244+ 1995+ 
1983+ SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
155 42205 INFANT BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT 
IN35 V 18+ 1995+ 
356 INFANTRV 
UN3 V 15-28,37-42(43)44(45)47-81 1938-1991 
KNOWN AS INFANTRV SCHOOL MAILING LIST 
1938-1944 
613 0432 INFANTS AND VOLING CHILDREN 
IN4 V l+ 1989+ 
576 05 INFECTION AND IMMUNITV 
IN35 V l+ 1970+ 
616 0105 INFECTIOUS AGENTS AND DISEASE 
























INFECTIOUS DISEASE SYMPOSIUM INFECTIOUS DISEASE REVIEWS 
V 1-6// 1971-1981// 
INF I NI 
NO 13-32 1986-1990 
INFINITY 
V (10-11)12-22// 1961-1973// 
INFORMATION (CONTINUED BY INFORMATION HOTLINE) 
V 1-10// 
INFORMATION AND COMPUTATION 





INFORMATION AND RESEARCH UTILIZATION CENTER IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND RECREATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED PRACTICAL 
POINTERS 
V 1-5// 1977-1982// 
INFORMATION EXECUTIVE 
V 1-3 1988-1990 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990-1992 
INFORMATION HOTLINE (CONTINUES INFORMATION> 
V 1-8 1969-1976 
INFORMATION OUTLOOK (CONTINUES SPECIAL LIBRARIES> 
V l+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1997+ 
INFORMATION PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT 
V 1-129 1963-1976 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND LIBRARY AUTOMATION 
V 32+ 1996+ 
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 
SEE--INFORMATION PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT 
025 07805 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND LIBRARIES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF LIBRARY 
IN3 AUTOMATION> 
V l+ 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK INFOSYSTEMS 
INTERNET 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
INFOTRACK SEARCHBANK - EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






INFOTRACK SEARCHBANK - GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEE--TITLES INDEX FOR HOLDINGS 
INFOTRACK SEARCHBANK - GENERAL PERIODICAL ASAP 
SEE--TITLES INDEXED FOR HOLDINGS 
INFOTRACK SEARCHBANK - HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
SEE--TITLES INDEXED FOR HOLDINGS 
SEARCHBANK INFOWORLD 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1992+ 
620 5 INGENIEUR-ARCHIV 
IN4 V 27-45 1959-1976 



























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990+ 
INITIATIVES (CONTINUES NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN DEANS, 
ADMINISTRATORS AND COUNSELORS JOURNAL) 
V 51+ 1988+ 
INITIATIVES IN RELIGION 
v l+ 




INLAND PRINTER/AMERICAN LITHOGRAPHER (CONTINUED BY 




V 147-161(162)163-182// 1961-1978// 
INORGANIC AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY LETTERS (MERGED WITH 
JOURNAL OF INORGANIC AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY, TO BECOME 
POLYHEDRON 







INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA ARTICLES (CONTINUES, IN PART, INORGANICA 
CHIMICA ACTA SERIES 1) (CONTINUED BY INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA 
ARTICLES AND LETTERS) 
V 38-43,47-52,57-63,68-75// 1980-1983// 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA ARTICLES AND LETTERS CFORMED BY MERGER OF 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA ARTICLES AND INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA 
LETTERS) (CONTINUED BY INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA INCORPORATING 
F-BLOCK ELEMENTS) 
V 81-90,96-104// 1984-1985// 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
SEE--INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY ARTICLES AND LETTERS 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY ARTICLES AND 
LETTERS (CONTINUES, IN PART, INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA SERIES 1) (CONTINUED BY INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA, THE INTERNATIONAL INORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY JOURNAL) 
V 46-153// 1980-1988// 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA F-BLOCK ELEMENTS ARTICLES AND LETTERS (CONTINUED BY INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA INCORPORATING F-BLOCK 
ELEMENTS) 
V 94-95,109-110// 1984-1985// 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA INCORPORATING F-BLOCK ELEMENTS (CONTINUES 
BOTH INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA ARTICLES AND LETTERS AND INORGANICA 
CHIMICA ACTA F-BLOCK ELEMENTS ARTICLES AND LETTERS) (CONTINUED BY 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA, THE INTERNATIONAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
JOURNAL) 

























INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA LETTERS (CONTINUES, IN PART, INORGANICA 
CHIMICA ACTA SERIES 1) (CONTINUED BY INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA 
ARTICLES AND LETTERS> 
V 44-45,53-54,64-65,76-77// 1980-1983// 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA SERIES 1 CSPLIT INTO INORGANICA CHIMICA 
ACTA ARTICLES, LETTERS AND BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY ARTICLES AND 
LETTERS> 
V 1-37// 1967-1979// 
INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA, THE INTERNATIONAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
JOURNAL (CONTINUES INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA INCORPORATING F-BLOCK 
ELEMENTS AND INORGANICA CHIMICA ACTA BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
ARTICLES AND LETTERS) 
V 155-202 1989-1992 
INQUIRY 
V 38+ 1995+ 
INQUISITOR 
V 1-2CMF)// 1818-1820// 
INS REPORTER 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
INSECT WORLD DIGEST 
V 2-3// 1975-1976// 
INSECTES SOCIAUX 
V 18+ 1971+ 
INSECTICIDE AND ACARICIDE TESTS (CONTINUED BY ARTHROPOD MANAGEMENT 
TESTS> 
V 1-11,14-18// 1976-1993// 
INSECTICIDE PRODUCT GUIDE 
1989+ 
INSECUTOR INSCITIAE MENTRUUS 
V 1-14// 1913-1926// 
362 196834 INSIDE MS 
IN7 V 13+ 
917 783 
!NB 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 





SEARCHBANK INSIDERS' CHRONICLE (CONTINUED BY CD A - INVESTNET INSIDERS' 
CHRONICLE> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1991-JAN 1993// 
SEARCHBANK INSIGHT ON THE NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
004 019068 INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
!NB V (4)5-8// 
947 08405 INSTITUT ZUR ERFORSCHUNG DER UDSSR BULLETIN 
IN7 V 14-18// 
P90 
ISP 
INSTITUT PASTEUR BULLETIN 
SEE--PARIS INSTITUT PASTEUR BULLETIN 






S543 INSTITUTE OF ARABLE CROPS RESEARCH REPORT (CONTINUES ROTHAMSTED 





INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS IEEE 
CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS MAGAZINE 
































INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS IEEE 
STUDENT PAPERS 
1975+ 
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE IEEE 
V 8-24(25)26-27(28)29(30)31-44(45)46+ 1920+ 
INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES NEWSLETTER 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES NEWS REPORT 
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION NEWS BULLETIN 
V (6-8)9-12(13)14-36// 1930-1961// 
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE PENSION FACTS 
1974-1988 
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 
INTERFACES) 
V 14-16// 1967-1970// 
INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY IM A JOURNAL OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS) 
V 1-26// 1965-1980// 
INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERS IT E JOURNAL (CONTINUES 
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING) 
V 48+ 1978+ 
INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCE ON CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 
V 2-12 1955-1975 
INSTITUTE, THE (FEDERAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, LONDON JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS) 
V 35-36// 1951// 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY ITS PROCEEDINGS, PART I AND II) 
V 1-4(5)6-51// 1952-1972// 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS PART I 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUES IN PART INSTITUTION OF CIVIL 
ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS) 
V 52-56,76-91// 1972-1976,1984-1991// 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
RESEARCH AND THEORY (CONTINUES 
ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS) 
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS) 
V 53-57,77-91// 
LONDON PROCEEDINGS PART II 
IN PART INSTITUTION OF CIVIL (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
1972-1976,1984-1991// 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS, PARTS A-C) 
V 171-185(186)187-196// 1957-1982// 
SEARCHBANK INSTITUTIONAL DISTRIBUTION (CONTINUED BY ID THE VOICE OF 
FOODSERVICE DISTRIBUTION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983-APR 1993// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
INSTITUTIONS (CONTINUES INSTITUTIONS/VOLUME FEEDING) (CONTINUED BY RESTAURANTS AND INSTITUTIONS) 
V 82-87// 1978-1980// 
INSTITUTIONS AND VOLUME FEEDING MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES 
INSTITUTIONS MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BY INSTITUTIONS/VOLUME 
FEEDING) 



































INSTITUTIONS MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY INSTITUTIONS AND VOLUME 
FEEDING MANAGEMENT> 
V 39-64(65)66-67// 1956-1970// 
INSTITUTIONS/VOLUME FEEDING (CONTINUES INSTITUTIONS AND VOLUME 
FEEDING MANAGEMENT> (CONTINUED BY INSTITUTIONS> 
V 69-70(71)72-82// 1971-1978// 
INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATOR (CONTINUES AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION WITH 
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES> (CONTINUED BY TECHTRENDS> 
V 25-(30)// 1979-1985// 
INSTRUCTOR V lCMF)// 1755// 
INSTRUCTOR (DANSVILLE, NY> (MERGED WITH TEACHER (STAMFORD, 
CONN> TD BECOME INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER> 
V (50)-(65),(71),(72)-90// 1961-1980// 
INSTRUCTOR CNEW YORK> (CONTINUES INSTRUCTOR & TEACHER AND 
INSTRUCTOR> (CONTINUED BY INSTRUCTOR (INTERMEDIATE EDITION> 
V 99-105// 1989-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP NOV 1992-1996// 
INSTRUCTOR (CONTINUES INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER> (CONTINUED BY 
INSTRUCTOR & TEACHER AND INSTRUCTOR CNEW YORK>> 
V (96)-98// 1987-1989// 
INSTRUCTOR (INTERMEDIATE EDITION) (CONTINUES INSTRUCTOR CNEW 
YORK>> 
V 107+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1996+ 
INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER 
SEE--INSTRUCTDR CNEW YORK> 
INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER (MERGER OF INSTRUCTOR (DANSVILLE, NY> AND 
TEACHER (STAMFORD, CONN>> (CONTINUED BY INSTRUCTOR> 
V (90)-(96)// 1981-1986// 
INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION 
DIVISION ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION 
1965-1974 
INSTRUMENTALIST 
V 1-15CMF>C16-17)CP)+ 1946+ 
INDEX V 1-14 
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY INTECH> 
V (1)2-25// 1954-1978// 
INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS (CONTINUED BY CHILTON'S 
INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS> 
V 1-21CMF>22-50CP)// 1928-1977// 
INSULA, REVISTA BIBLIDGRAFICA DE CIENCIAS Y LE TRAS 
V lCMF>+ 1946CMF)+ 
PAPER ISSUES RETAINED UNTIL MICROFILM IS 
RECEIVED 
INSULATION 
V 5-14(15) 1959-1969 
INSURANCE INFORMATION INSTITUTE INSURANCE FACTS 
1966+ 
SEARCHBANK INSURANCE REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989-1991 
620 7805 INTECH (CONTINUES INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY) 
IN72 V 26-37 1979-1990 
INTELLECT 

























INTER-AMERICAN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS V (32)-(39) 
INTER-AMERICAN MONTHLY 
SEE--INTER-AMERICAN 








INTER-CITY COST OF LIVING INDEX (CONTINUED BY COST OF LIVING 
INDEX) 
1984-1988// 
SEARCHBANK INTERACTIVE WEEK 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1994-JAN 1995 
SEARCHBANK INTERAVIA AEROSPACE WORLD (CONTINUED BY INTERAVIA BUSINESS AND 
TECHNOLOGY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JAN 1994// 



















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1994+ 
INTERCOLLEGIAN 
V 1-80CMF)81-85CP)// 1878-1967// 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCIALIST 
SEE--LABOR AGE 
INTERCOM CNEW YORK) 
SER 1 V 7-13, SER 2 NO 68-105 1965-1983 
INTERCOM (WASHINGTON) (CONTINUED BY POPULATION TODAY) 
V 4-11// 1976-1983// 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN LITERATURE AND ENVIRONMENT ISLE 
V 2+ 1995+ 
INTERFACES (CONTINUES INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES BULLETIN) 
V 1+ 1970+ 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL PERSPECTIVE 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
V 38-45(46)47+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
INTERIORS 
SEE--CONTRACT INTERIORS 
INTERIORS FOR THE CONTRACT DESIGN PROFESSIONAL 
V 138+ 






SEARCHBANK INTERNAL AUDITOR 
DOC 
T 22 23 
TA417 2 
154 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
INTERNAL REVENUE BULLETIN 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 





















INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (GUILDFORD, ENGLAND) 
V 30+ 1954+ 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (MOSCOW, USSR ) 
1979+ 
I NT ERNA TI ONAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICE REPORT 
1976+ 
INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW QUARTERLY 
V 18-32 1969-1983 
INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS ANNUAL 
l+ 1974+ 
INTERNATIONAL ARACHIS NEWSLETTER 
NO 6+ 1989+ 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR BRIDGE AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
BULLETIN 
V 12-32// 1953-1976// 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR BRIDGE AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
I ABS E PERIODICA (CONTINUED BY STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
INTERNATIONAL> 
1977-1990// 




























V 8-36// 1947-1976// 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH 
PROCEEDINGS 
v l+ 1965+ 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SHELL AND SPATIAL STRUCTURES 
BULLETIN 
NO 1-81 1960-1982 (1983) 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SHELL STRUCTURES BULLETIN 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SHELL AND SPATIAL STRUCTURES BULLETIN 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIANS AND 
DOCUMENTALISTS QUARTERLY BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY QUARTERLY 
BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL 
INFORMATION SPECIALISTS> 
V 1-(35)// 1956-1990// 
I NT ERNA TI ONAL ASSOCIATION OF GAME, FISH, AND CONSERVATION 
COMMISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS 
V 19+ 1925+ 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEORETICAL AND APPLIED 
LIMNOLOGY 
NO l+ 1953+ 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEORETICAL AND APPLIED 
LIMNOLOGY PROCEEDINGS 
V 2+ 1924+ 
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT 
1947-1975// 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ECONOMICS 
V 1-174 




INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH IN MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY (CONTINUED BY INVENTORY OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LITERATURE> 
V 1-2// 1900-1972// 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

















INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOCIOLOGY 
V 5+ 1955+ 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY (CONTINUED BY CRIME AND DELINQUENCY ABSTRACTS) 
V 2-3// 1965-1966// 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, INFORMATION, DOCUMENTATION (CONTINUED 
BY INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, PUBLICATIONS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS) 
V 2-10// 1974-1982// 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, PUBLICATIONS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, INFORMATION, 
DOCUMENTATION) 
V 11-18 1983-1990 
INTERNATIONAL BOOKS IN PRINT (CURRENT EDITION IN ACQUISTIONS 
DEPARTMENT> 
1979+ 
INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN OF BACTERIOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE AND 
TAXONOMY 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SYSTEMATIC BACTERIOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN OF MISSIONARY RESEARCH 


























INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 




INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION IBM JOURNAL OF 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
SEE--! BM JOURNAL OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION IBM SYSTEMS 
JOURNAL 
V 19+ 1980+ 
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF MAIZE AND WHEAT 
RESEARCH BULLETIN 
1972+ 
INTERNATIONAL CLEAN AIR CONGRESS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY 
WORLD CLEAN AIR CONGRESS PROCEEDINGS> 
1971-1985// 
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE INFORMATION (CONTINUES REVIEW OF 
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION) (CONTINUED BY REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL 
CO-OPERATION) 
V 78-(79)// 1985-1986// 
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 
V 1-73// 1940-1970// 
INTERNATIONAL CONCILIATION 
NO 1-587// 1907-1972// 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMISTS 
PROCEEDINGS 
V l+ 1929+ 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTORS 
PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTORS> 
1960-1976// 
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ENTOMOLOGY PROCEEDINGS 
1910-1968// 















INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ANIMAL REPRODUCTION AND ARTIFICAL 
INSEMINATION 
1956+ 
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SPORT AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE OF SPORT SOCIOLOGY INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF 
SPORT SOCIOLOGY, YEARBOOK 
V 1-8 1966-1973 
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS REPORT 
1961-1975 
INTERNATIONAL CROP IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION REPORT OF ACRES 
APPLIED FOR CERTIFICATION BY SEED CERTIFICATION AGENTS 
1966+ 
INTERNATIONAL CROP REPORT AND AGRICULTURE STATISTICS 
V (4,7-8)9-19 1913-1928 
INTERNATIONAL DAIRY JOURNAL (CONTINUES NETHERLANDS MILK AND DAIRY 
JOURNAL) 
V 7+ 1997+ 


























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD APR 1986-JAN 1987// 
INTERNATIONAL DESIGN YEARBOOK 
v l+ 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT REVIEW 
SEE--REVISTA DEL DESARROLLO INTERNACIONAL 




INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF LITTLE MAGAZINES AND SMALL PRESSES (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC REVIEW 
V 36+ 







INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING DIGEST (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL 
FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES AND DIGEST) 
V 1-3// 1975-77// 
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES (CONTINUES 
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING PERSPETIVES AND DIGEST) 
V 5-22 1979-96 
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES AND DIGEST (CONTINUES 
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING DIGEST) (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL 
FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES) 
V 4// 1978// 
INTERNATIONAL GAME WARDEN 
1995+ 
INTERNATIONAL GRASSLAND CONGRESS PROCEEDINGS 
1952+ 
INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST (1976-1978) (CONTINUES GYMNAST) (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST MAGAZINE (1979-1981)) 
V 18-20// 1976-1978// 
INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST (1981) (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
GYMNAST MAGAZINE (1979-1981)) 











INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST MAGAZINE (1979-1981) (CONTINUES 
INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST (1976-1978)) (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST (1981)) 
V 21-23// 1979-1981// 
INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO PERIODICALS (CONTINUES READERS' GUIDE TO 
PERIODICAL LITERATURE SUPPLEMENT> (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL 
INDEX A GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 
HUMANITIES) 
V 3-13// 1920-1955// 
INTERNATIONAL INDEX A GUIDE TO LITERATURE IN THE SOCIAL 
SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO 
PERIODICALS) (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES INDEX) 
V 14-18// 1955-1965// 
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION AND LIBRARY REVIEW 
1995+ 
S605 INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR LAND RECLAMATION AND IMPROVEMENT 






INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE LIBRARY 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
1962+ 
V 1(2)3-7 1938-1945 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE REPORT (CONTINUED BY I IT A ANNUAL REPORT> 
1976-1981// 
R856 INTERNATIONAL ISA BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES INSTRUMENTATION 
N33 SYMPOSIUM BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES INSTRUMENTATION (CONTINUES 











V 8+ 1971+ 
INTERNATIONAL JAZZ ARCHIVES JOURNAL 
v l+ 1993+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COUNSELING 
V 18+ 1995+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ABSTRACTS STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHOD (CONTINUED BY STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHOD ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-4// 1959-1963// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ACAROLOGY 
V 12+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ADVERTISING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
301 43505 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AGING AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 











INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AGRARIAN AFFAIRS 
V (1)2-5// 1939-1973// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AIR AND WATER POLLUTION 
SEE--AIR AND WATER POLLUTION AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AMERICAN LINGUISTICS 
V 32-44CMF)45CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1966+ 
SEPT 1997+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RADIATION APPLICATIONS AND 
INSTRUMENTATION PART A APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES) 
V 1-36// 1956-1985// 
INDEX V 1-20 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF BIOMETEOROLOGY 
V 12+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY 
V 16+ 



































INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTER-HUMAN STUDIES 




INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF DAIRY TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
THE SOCIETY OF DAIRY TECHNOLOGY) 
V 50+ 1997+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
V 1-27 1963-1990 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES PACIFIC INSECTS) 
V 25-27// 1983-1985// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FAMILY THERAPY (CONTINUED BY 
CONTEMPORARY FAMILY THERAPY) 
V 2-7// 1980-1985// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FERTILITY (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL 
JOURNAL OF FERTILITY AND MENOPAUSAL STUDIES) 
V (8)-37// 1963-1992// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FERTILITY AND MENOPAUSAL STUDIES (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FERTILITY> (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FERTILITY AND WOMEN'S MEDICINE> 
V 38-41// 1993-1996// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FERTILITY AND WOMEN'S MEDICINE (CONTINUES 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FERTILITY AND MENOPAUSAL STUDIES) 
V 42+ 1997+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCES AND NUTRITION 
V 43+ 1992+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FRACTURE 
V 3-23 
INDEX V 1-15 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FRACTURE MECHANICS 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FRACTURE 




INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HEALTH EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY HYGIE> 
V 12-24// 1969-1981// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 
V 1-35 1960-1992 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INSECT MORPHOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
V l+ 1971+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MANPOWER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1994-FEB 1998 
621 05 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL SCIENCES 
!NB V 10+ 1968+ 
915 605 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 
!NB V 3-7 1972-1976 
IDEAL INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF NAUTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY 
1996+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF NON-LINEAR MECHANICS 620 105 





INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF NURSING STUDIES 
V l+ 1963+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF OCEANOLOGY AND LIMNOLOGY 
V 1// 1967// 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1995-FEB 1998 
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660 29705 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES BERICHTE 
2372 DER BUNSENGESELLSCHAFT FUR PHYSIKALISCHE CHEMIE> 
V 95+ 1991+ 














SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995-FEB 1998 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (CONTINUES GYMNASION> 
V 12+ 1975+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PLANT SCIENCES (CONTINUES BOTANICAL 
GAZETTE) 
V 153+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1997+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY (ABSORBED BY 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHO-THERAPY> 
V 1-11// 1965-1973// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHO-ANALYSIS 
V 49-54(55) 1968-1974 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY (ABSORBED THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY> 
V 3-11// 1974-1986// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V 4+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUALITY AND RELIABILITY MANAGEMENT 
541 05 
IN8 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1995-FEB 1998 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 
V 1-44 1967-1992 
QH345 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY QUANTUM BIOLOGY 
1533 SYMPOSIUM CSUPERCEDES IN PART INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM 
CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM) 
V l+ 1974+ 
QD462 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 
1522 SYMPOSIUM (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 
SYMPOSIUM> 
NO 11-26 1977-1992 
QD562 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY SYMPOSIUM (CONTINUED 
152 BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 
SYMPOSIUM AND SUPERCEDED IN PART BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY QUANTUM BIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM) 
NO 1-10// 1967-1976// 
539 752 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RADIATION APPLICATIONS AND 
IN81 INSTRUMENTATION PART A APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES) 
V 37-43// 1986-1992// 
539 752 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RADIATION APPLICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
IN81 PART A, APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED RADIATION AND ISOTOPES> 
V 37+ 1986+ 
612 01448 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RADIATION BIOLOGY AND RELATED 
IN8 STUDIES IN PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY AND MEDICINE 
V 1-30 1959-1976 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RETAIL AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ECONOMICS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
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NOV 1993-FEB 1998 
301 05219 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY 









INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOLIDS AND STRUCTURES 
V 1-12 1965-1976 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SPORT BIOMECHANICS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF APPLIED BIOMECHANICS) 
V 1-8// 1985-1992// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SPORT PSYCHOLOGY 
V 6+ 1975+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SPORTS MEDICINE 
V 5+ 1984+ 
546 72305 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SULFUR CHEMISTRY (MERGER OF INTERNATIONAL 
INB3 JOURNAL OF SULFUR CHEMISTRY PARTS A AND Bl (MERGED WITH PHOSPHORUS 
AND THE RELATED GROUP V ELEMENTS TO FORM PHOSPHORUS AND SULFUR AND 
THE RELATED ELEMENTS) 
V 8// 1973-1976// 
546 72305 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SULFUR CHEMISTRY PART A (MERGED WITH 















V 1-2// 1971-1972// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SULFUR CHEMISTRY PART B (CONTINUES QUARTERLY REPORTS ON SULFUR CHEMISTRY> (MERGED WITH PARTS A AND C 
TO FORM INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SULFUR CHEMISTRY> 
V 6-7// 1971-1972// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SYSTEMATIC BACTERIOLOGY 
V 1-4(5-6)7(8)9+ 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF THE ADDICTIONS (CONTINUED 
USE AND MISUSE> 
V 1-30// 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF LAW 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF URBAN AND REGIONAL 
v l+ 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE BULLETIN 
V 1(2-7)8(10-11) 
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW 
V 1-2,(4),28-32,(40,42-43),45-50(51-52) 










SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1990-SEPT 1994// 
325 05 INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION REVIEW 










SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1989+ 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS YEARBOOK (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
STATISTICS AND INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
STATISTICS YEARBOOK) 
V 17-31// 1960-1980// 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND STAFF PAPERS 
V 1-12CMF),10CP>+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1950+ 
DEC 1991+ 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS STATISTICS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND BLANCE OF PAYMENTS 
YEARBOOK) 
V 32+ 1981+ 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS STATISTICS 













































TWO VEAR FILE 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS ON FATS, DILS AND RELATED MATERIALS INFORM 
V l+ 1990+ 
INTERNATIONAL NURSING INDEX 
v l+ 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 







INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY (CONTINUES IP Q 
INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY> 
V 23+ 1983+ 
INTERNATIONAL PLANT PROPAGATORS' SOCIETY COMBINED PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE ANNUAL MEETING EASTERN REGION AND WESTERN REGION 
V 1-32// 1951-1986// 
INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY OF COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION 
V l+ 1980+ 
INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
V 2-3 1957-1970 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT (CONTINUES 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF SPORT SOCIOLOGY) 
V 19+ 1984+ 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (SERIES 1) 
V (1-2,4-8)// 1910-1917// 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (SERIES 2) 
V 1-4// 1923-1926// 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF AGRICULTURE 
V 18-20(21)22-23(24)25-26(27-29)30 1927-1941 (31-32) 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF CYTOLOGY 
V 1-174 1952-1997 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL PATHOLOGY 
V 1-36 1962-1996 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF FORESTRY RESEARCH 
V 1-3// 1964-1970// 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
V 18-26 1981-1989 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF HVDROBIOLOGV (CONTINUES INTERNATIONALE 
REVUE DER GESAMTEN HVDROBIOLOGIE> 
V 83+ 1998+ 
SEARCHBANK INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF MISSION 







INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF NEUROBIOLOGY 
V 9-18 




INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF RESEARCH IN MENTAL RETARDATION 





















INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF SPORT SOCIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT> 
V 1-8 1966-1973 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF 
AGRICULTURE (SERIES 1) 
V (1,3-7,9-10)// 1910-1919// 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF 
AGRICULTURE (SERIES 2) 
V 1-4// 1923-1926// 
INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
SEE--! RR I 
INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL 
RICE RESEARCH NOTES) 
V 12-17// 1987-1992// 
INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH NOTES (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL RICE 
RESEARCH NEWSLETTER> 
V 18+ 1993+ 
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
V 19+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1994+ 
DEC 1993+ 
INTERNATIONAL SEED TESTING ASSOCIATION COMPTES-RENDUS PROCEEDINGS 
V 26-37// 1962-1972// 
INTERNATIONAL SHADE TREE CONFERENCE MIDWESTERN CHAPTER 
PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF ARBORICULTURE 
MIDWESTERN CHAPTER PROCEEDINGS) 
V 20-31// 1965-1976// 
INTERNATIONAL SHADE TREE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
V 22-49// 1946-1973// 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1993+ 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE BULLETIN 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE JOURNAL 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE JOURNAL (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
SOCIAL SCIENCE BULLETIN) 
V l-18CMF>,13CP>+ 1949+ 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE REVIEW (CONTINUES SOCIAL SCIENCE> 
V 57+ 1982+ 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF ARBORICULTURE MIDWEST CHAPTER 
PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL SHADE TREE CONFERENCE 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 






INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT 
PROCEEDINGS 
V 7+ 1971+ 
- 229 -
1000 INTERNATIONAL TEAMSTER 
INT8 ONE VEAR FILE 





























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990+ 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE STATISTICS YEARBOOK (CONTINUES UNITED NATIONS 
STATISTICAL OFFICE YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE STATISTICS) (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 









INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK AND STATESMEN'S WHO'S WHO (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
INTERNATIONAL YOGA GUIDE 
ONE VEAR FILE 
1965+ 
INTERNATIONALE BIBLIDGRAPHIE DER FACHZEITSCHRIFTEN WORLD GUIDE 
TO PERIODICALS 
V 1-3// 1967// 
INTERNATIONALE REVUE DER GESAMTEN HVDRDBIOLOGIE (CONTINUED BV 
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF HVDROBIOLOGV) 
V 57-82// 1972-1997// 
INTERNET CONNECTION 
V l+ 1995+ 
INTERPRETATION, A JOURNAL OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 
V 13+ 1985+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1991+ 
INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUED BV ARTHURIAN INTERPRETATIONS) 
V 15-(16)// 1983-1985// 
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION 
V 10+ 1984+ 
INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUCATION (CONTINUES COMPACT) (CONTINUED BV STATE EDUCATION LEADER) 
V 12-15// 1979-1981// 
INTERSTATE ORATORICAL ASSOCIATION WINNING ORATIONS OF THE 
INTERSTATE ORATORICAL ASSOCATION 
1933+ 
INTERVENTION IN SCHOOL AND CLINIC (CONTINUES ACADEMIC THERAPY) 













SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 




INVENTORY OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LITERATURE (CONTINUES 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH ON MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY) 
V 3+ 1973/74+ 
INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY (CONTINUES AMERICAN MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY 
TRANSACTIONS) 
V 114+ 1995+ 
INVERTEBRATE TAXONOMY (CONTINUES AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY SUPP 
LEMENTARV SERIES) 
V l+ 1987+ 
INVESTING IN PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION (CONTINUED BV SOUTH DAKOTA 
BOARD OF REGENTS NEWS) 






INVESTMENT COMPANV INSTITUTE MUTUAL FUND FACT BOOK 
1966+ 
INVITATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TESTING PROBLEMS PROCEEDINGS 
1967-1971 
Qll IOWA ACADEMV OF SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF THE 
























V 1-35,56-94// 1887-1928,1949-1987// 




IOWA FARM ECONOMIST 
V 3-6(7)8-12// 




V l+ 1964+ 
IOWA HERITAGE ILLUSTRATED (CONTINUES PALIMPSEST) 
V 77+ 1996+ 
IOWA HISTORICAL RECORD 
V 1-18// 1885-1902// 
IOWA JOURNAL OF HISTORV 
V 1-59// 1903-1961// 
INDEX V 1-40 
IOWA LIBRARV QUARTERLV 
V 23-26// 




IOWA STATE JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
V 1-62// 
IOWA STATE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 





305 409777 IOWA WOMAN 
I09 V 14-16// 1994-1997// 
HV86 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUES IOWA 














IOWA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION IOWA EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORV (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1962+ 
IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF OF SOCIAL SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUES IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE ANNUAL REPORT> (CONTINUED BV IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT> 
1968-1984// 
IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUED 
BV IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT> 
1937-1968// 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITV OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGV CENTER FOR 
AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT CARD REPORT 
NO 4-12,15,17-50,54-112,114,134// 1963-1986// 
IOWA UNIVERSITV STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORV 
V 2-21 




























IOWA'S PEOPLE (1974-1979) 
V 1-3// 








IRON AGE (CONTINUED BY NEW STEEL) 
V 130-155,157-173,175-226(227) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
















IRVING, WASHINGTON SALMAGUNDI OR, THE WHIM-WHAMS AND 
OPINIONS OF LAUNCELOT LANGSTAFF, ESQ 
V l-2CMF)// 1807-1808// 
ISIS 
V l-48CMF)49CP)+ 1913+ 
1000 ISLAMIC REVIEW 




SEE--INTERDISCIPLINARV STUDIES IN LITERATURE AND ENVIRONMENT ISLE 
ISOTOPES AND RADIATION TECHNOLOGY 
V 1-9// 1963-1972// 
526 98205 ISPRS JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAMMETRV AND REMOTE SENSING (CONTINUES 
P5662 PHOTOGRAMMETRIA) 
V 44+ 1989+ 
1000 ISRAEL - MIDWEST MESSENGER 
IS4 ONE YEAR FILE 
















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1991+ 
ISRAEL ECONOMIST 
V 22-46 1966-1990 
ISRAEL JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
V 1-23// 1950-1974// 
ISRAEL JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY 
V 6+ 1968+ 
ISRAEL JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS 
V 53+ 1986+ 
ISRAEL'S ADVOCATE OR, THE RESTORATION OF THE JEWS 
CONTEMPLATED AND URGED 
V l-3CMF)// 1823-1825// 
ISSUES IN COMPREHENSIVE PEDIATRIC NURSING 
V 11+ 1988+ 
ISSUES IN ENGINEERING CA SC E) (CONTINUES ENGINEERING 
ISSUES) (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN 
ENGINEERING CA SC E )) 




ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE OF WOMEN (CONTINUED BV HEALTH CARE FOR 
WOMEN INTERNATIONAL) 
V 1-4// 1978-1983// 
SEARCHBANK ISSUES IN LAW AND MEDICINE 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
610 736805 ISSUES IN MENTAL HEALTH NURSING 
IS7 V l+ 1978+ 
338 92605 ISSUES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
IS8 V 11+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 










J AC A JOURNAL OF COMPOSITION THEORY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
ADVANCED COMPOSITION) 
V 15+ 1995+ 
J A M A 
SEE--AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
629 138805 J BIS JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY 





J E GP JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY 
V l-50CMF),48CP)+ 1897+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
J ELS JOURNAL OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AND SIMULATION (CONTINUES SIMULATION/GAMING) 
V 1-3// 1979-1981// 
610 73605 JEN, JOURNAL OF EMERGENCY NURSING 
















J I A S 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
J K LASSER'S YOUR INCOME TAX SUPPLEMENT, MONTHLY TAX SERVICE 
CURRENT VEAR ONLY 
J NC I , JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE) 
V 61+ 1978+ 
JOG N (CONTINUED BV JOG N N) 
V Cl)-7CP)8-13CP & MCHE)// 
JOG N N (CONTINUES JOG N) 
COPY 1, V 14CP)+ 
COPY 2, V 14CMCHE)+ 
J O M 
1972-1978CP) 
1979-1984CP & MCHE)// 
1985CP)+ 
1985CMCHE)+ 
SEE--JOM, JOURNAL OF THE MINERALS, METALS & MATERIALS SOCIETY 
JO PER D (JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND DANCE) 
SEE--JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND DANCE 
J Q JOURNALISM QUARTERLY (CONTINUES JOURNALISM QUARTERLY) (CONTINUED BV JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION QUARTERLY) 
V 49-71// 1972-1994// 
JS & H JOB SAFETY AND HEALTH (CONTINUES SAFETY STANDARDS) 
V 1-6// 1972-1978// 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
JACKRABBIT CS D SU YEARBOOK) 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION JACKRABBIT 
JANE'S DEFENCE WEEKLY 
V (3)+ 1985+ 
JAPAN ECHO 
V 22+ 1995+ 
JAPANESE JOURNAL OF GENETICS (CONTINUED BV GENES AND GENETIC 
SVSTEMS) 
V 39-70// 1964-1995// 
JAPANESE PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
V 11+ 1969+ 
JAZZ EDUCATORS JOURNAL (CONTINUES NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JAZZ 
EDUCATORS NA J E EDUCATORS> 






V 71 CMCHE>+ 





JEW BEING A DEFENCE OF JUDAISM AGAINST ALL ADVERSARIES, AND 
PARTICULARLY AGAINST THE INSIDIOUS ATTACKS OF ISRAEL'S ADVOCATE 
V l-2CMF)// 1823-1825// 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
JOB SAFETY AND HEALTH 
SEE--J S & H 




JOHN ENGLISHMAN, IN DEFENSE OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION 
NO 1-lOCMF)// 1755// 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL 
SCIENCE 
V l+ 1883+ 
JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE AFIPS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL COMPUTER NATIONAL COMPUTER 
CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION> 
V 27-41// 1965-1972// 
JOINT FAD/WHO EXPERT COMMITTEE ON FOOD ADDITIVES REPORT 
V 1-13// 1957-1970// 
JOM, THE JOURNAL OF THE MINERALS, METALS & MATERIALS SOCIETY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF METALS) 
V 41+ 1989+ 
JOURNAL (CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION) (CONTINUES CA HP ER JOURNAL> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL (CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION 
AND DANCE) 
V 51-60// 1984-1994// 
JOURNAL (CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, 
RECREATION AND DANCE) (CONTINUES JOURNAL (CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR 
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION) 






























JOURNAL DE PHARMACIE ET DE CHIMIE CSER I ES 8) 
V 13-30// 1931-1939// 
JOURNAL DE PHARMACIE ET DE CHIMIE (SERIES 9) 
V 1 1940-1941 
JOURNAL DE PHVSIOLOGIE (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, PARIS> V 40-41(42)43,(48-49),51-85// 1948-1991// 
SUPPLEMENTS V 4-19 
JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE 
V 20-38 1959-1977 
JOURNAL DES DAMES, OU, LES SOUVENIRS D'UN VIEILLARD 
V l-2CMF)// 1810// 
JOURNAL FOR SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
V 15-25// 1962-1972// 
JOURNAL FOR SPECIALISTS IN GROUP WORK 
V 3-16CMCHE)17CP)+ 1979+ 
JOURNAL FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE GIFTED 
V 8+ 1984+ 
JOURNAL FOR THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF RELIGION 
V 6+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL FOR WEAVERS, SPINNERS AND DYERS 
NO 131+ 
JOURNAL FRANCAIS 




JOURNAL INUTILE, OU MELANGES POLITIQUES ET LITTERAIRES 
V l-2CMF)// 1824-1825// 
JOURNAL LANCET 
V 56-57,65,67-68,79-88// 
JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
1936-1968// 
618 928905 JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 
J827 V 17-22CMF)23CP>+ 



















JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 1-30CMC)31CP>+ 
JOURNAL OF ACADEMIC LIBRARIANSHIP 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY 
V l-94CMF)95CP>+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF ADHESION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
V 9+ 










JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT AND ADULT LITERACY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
READING> 
V 39+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT HEALTH (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT 
HEALTHCARE> 
V 12+ 1991+ 
JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT HEALTH CARE (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
ADOLESCENT HEALTH> 












JOURNAL OF ADULT DEVELOPMENT 
v l+ 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF ADULT EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY ADULT EDUCATION 
JOURNAL) 
V 1-2(3)4-13// 1929-1941// 
JOURNAL OF ADVANCED COMPOSITION (CONTINUED BY J AC A JOURNAL 
OF COMPOSITION THEORY) 
V 4-14// 1983-1994// 
JOURNAL OF ADVANCED NURSING 
V 7+ 1982+ 
JOURNAL OF ADVERTISING 
V 24+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF ADVERTISING RESEARCH 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1993+ 
629 405 
J826 
JOURNAL OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
v l+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF AFRICAN HISTORY 





























JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS (CONTINUES SOUTHERN 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS) 
V 25+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD CHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1953+ 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS (CONTINUES WESTERN 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS) 
V 17+ 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
V 17+ 1966+ 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH (CONTINUES AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS RESEARCH) 
V C39)-43CP)44-45CP AND MCHE)// 1987-1991CP) 
1992-1994CP AND MCHE)// 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (CONTINUES AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 
OF TEACHER EDUCATORS IN AGRICULTURE JOURNAL) 
V 30+ 1989+ 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
V 10+ 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (KARACHI, PAKISTAN) 
1965+ 
1996+ 
V 10(11)12-24// 1972-1986// 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (WASHINGTON, DC) 
V 1-78// 1912-1949// 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
V 2-4,6-44CSTORAGE)45-87C88)89+ 1907-1954CSTORAGE)l955+ 
INDEX V 21-35 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE IN FINLAND (CONTINUES 
SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF FINLAND, JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE IN FINLAND) 
V 56-63// 1984-1991// 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL TAXATION AND LAW 
V (6)-14// 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE (SERIES 2) 
V 1-12// 





















JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
V 22-33(34-53)54-79// 1919-1976// 
JOURNAL OF AGRONOMIC EDUCATION (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND LIFE SCIENCES EDUCATION) 
V 3-20// 1974-1991// 
JOURNAL OF AIRCRAFT 
V 18-20CMF)21CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF ALGEBRA 
V 1-154 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF ALGORITHMS 
JOURNAL OF ALLERGV 
SEE--JOURNAL OF ALLERGV AND CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGV 
JOURNAL OF ALLERGV AND CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGV 
V 4-26CSTORAGE)27+ 








JOURNAL OF ALLOVS AND COMPOUNDS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE LESS-
COMMON METALS> 
V 176-189 1991-1992 
658 913621 JOURNAL OF AMBULATORV CARE MANAGEMENT 
J826 V l+ 1978+ 
613 088375 JOURNAL OF AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH 
J826 V 35+ 1986+ 
973 05 
J827 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN CULTURE 
V Cl )2(3-4)5+ 1978+ 
305 800973 JOURNAL OF AMERICAN ETHNIC HISTORV 







SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE 
V l-69CMF)70CP)+ 1888+ 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORV 
V 1-16 1907-1922 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORV (CONTINUES MISSISSIPPI VALLEV 
HISTORICAL REVIEW> 
V l+ 1914+ 
INDEX V 1-50 
V l-79CJSTOR) 1914-1992CJSTOR) 
370 970105 JOURNAL OF AMERICAN INDIAN EDUCATION 
J827 V l-15CMCHE),25CP)+ 1961-1976,1985+ 
973 05 JOURNAL OF AMERICAN STUDIES 











JOURNAL OF ANALVTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRV (CONTINUED BV 
CHEMICAL SOCIETV JOURNAL) 
V (5-7)// 1891-1893// 
JOURNAL OF ANALVTICAL CHEMISTRV OF THE USSR 
V 7-18,21-45 




JOURNAL OF ANATOMV (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON LOWER LEVEL> 
V 90+ 1956+ 
INDEX 1866-1966 
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (MERGED WITH PSVCHOBIOLOGV TO FORM 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PSVCHOLOGV (1921-1946)) 






























JOURNAL OF ANIMAL BREEDING AND GENETICS 
SEE--SEE ZEITSCHRIFT FUR TIERZUCHTUNG LIND ZUCHTUNGSBIOLOGIE JOURNAL OF 
SEE--ANIMAL BREEDING AND GENETICS 
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL BREEDING AND GENETICS 
SEE--ZEITSCHRIFT FUR TIERZUCHTUNG UND ZUCHTUNGSBIOLOGIE JOURNAL OF ANIMAL 
SEE--BREEDING AND GENETICS 
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY 
V 1-22(23),25+ 1932+ 
JOURNAL OF ANIMAL SCIENCE (INCLUDES, SUPPLEMENTS PUBLISHED JOINTLY WITH JOURNAL OF DAIRY 
SCIENCE) 
V l+ 1942+ 
INDEX V 1-24 
JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY 




JOURNAL OF AOAC INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS JOURNAL) 
V 75+ 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF APICULTURAL RESEARCH 
V l+ 1962+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED BACTERIOLOGY (CONTINUES BY JOURNAL OF APPLIED 
MICROBIOLOGY) 
V 16-81// 1953-1996// 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS 
V 2+ 




JOURNAL OF APPLIED BIOMECHANICS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 
OF SPORT BIOMECHANICS) 
V 9+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY ABSTRACTS 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY 
V 1-26 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY OF THE USSR 
V 30-36,39-63 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED ECOLOGY 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED ECONOMETRICS 
V 1-6 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED ENTOMOLOGY 






531 01705 JOURNAL OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND MECHANICS 





JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES E, 
1959-1977) 
V 26+ 1959+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED METEOROLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
CLIMATE AND APPLIED METEOROLOGY) 





















JOURNAL OF APPLIED METEOROLOGY (CONTINUES IN PART JOURNAL OF 
CLIMATE AND APPLIED METEOROLOGY) 
V 27+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF APPLIED 
BACTERIOLOGY) 
V 82+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED MICROSCOPY AND LABORATORY METHODS 
V 3-6// 1900-1903// 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS 
v l+ 1931+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF APPLIED 
PHYSIOLOGY RESPIRATORY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY) 
V 58+ 1985+ 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY RESPIRATORY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY) 
V 1-57// 1948-1984// 
INDEX V 1-39 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED POLYMER SCIENCE 
V 1-46 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 
V l-32CMF)33CPH 
JOURNAL OF APPLIED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V (4)+ 





639 96 JOURNAL OF AQUATIC ANIMAL HEALTH 
J82 V l+ 1989+ 
635 97705 JOURNAL OF ARBORICULTURE 



















JOURNAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF ARID ENVIRONMENTS 
JOURNAL OF ASIAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES 
V 30+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 








JOURNAL OF ATHLETIC TRAINING (CONTINUES ATHLETIC TRAINING) 
V 27+ 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF ATMOSPHERIC AND TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS 
V 1-55 
JOURNAL OF AUTOIMMUNITY 
JOURNAL OF BACTERIOLOGY 
V 2-70CSTORAGE)61+ 
INDEX V 1-80 






JOURNAL OF BASIC ENGINEERING (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES D, 
1959-1972) (SPLIT INTO JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS AND 
TECHNOLOGY AND JOURNAL OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING) 
V 81-94// 1959-1972// 
239 -
616 89105 JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOR THERAPV AND EXPERIMENTAL PSVCHIATRV 










JOURNAL OF BELLES LETTRES 
V lCMF)// 
JOURNAL OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE 
V 103+ 
JOURNAL OF BIOGEOGRAPHV 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRV 
V l-217CMF),200-245CSTORAGE)246CP)+ 








JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL PSVCHOLOGV/ THE WORM RUNNER'S DIGEST 
V 11-21 1969-1979 
629 05 
J826 
JOURNAL OF BIOMECHANICS 
V 1-23 
JOURNAL OF BIOPHVSICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CVTOLOGV 
SEE--JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGV 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF BRIDGE ENGINEERING 
v l+ 








JOURNAL OF BROADCASTING (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF BROADCASTING AND 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA> 
V 1-28// 1956-1984// 
INDEX V 1-15 
621 3805 
J8261 
JOURNAL OF BROADCASTING AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF BROADCASTING) 
V 29+ 1985+ 





JOURNAL OF BURN CARE AND REHABILITATION 
V 9+ 
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 
V l-33CMC)34CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
330 61 
J826 
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS 
V 3+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 










JOURNAL OF BUSINESS EDUCATION (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF 
EDUCATION FOR BUSINESS) 
V 25-60// 1949-1985// 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF BUSINESS FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF BUSINESS STRATEGV 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
529 505 JOURNAL OF CALENDAR REFORM 











JOURNAL OF CANADIAN STUDIES 
V 30+ 
JOURNAL OF CARDIOPULMONARY REHABILITATION 
V 6+ 





SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF CARDIOVASCULAR NURSING 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
371 425 
SCH651 JOURNAL OF CAREER PLANNING AND EMPLOYMENT (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF COLLEGE PLACEMENT) 
V 46+ 1985+ 
541 39505 JOURNAL OF CATALYSIS 
C28 V 79-139 
























JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY (NOVEMBER PART 2, ANNUAL MEETING ABSTRACTS 
MAY BE BOUND AT END OF VOLUME) 
l+ 1955+ 
INDEX V 12-51 
JOURNAL OF CELL SCIENCE (SUPPLEMENTS CAN BE LOCATED BY TITLE IN 
THE CARD CATALOG) 
V 1-103 1966-1992 
INDEX V 1-20 
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR AND COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
V l-39CMF),47-153CP) 
JOURNAL OF CEREAL SCIENCE 
V 21+ 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL DOCUMENTATION 
V 1-14 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-45 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS 
V l-38CMF),22-97CP) 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH INDEXES 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH SYNOPSES 











1977CP AND MCHE)+ 
1969+ 
1995+ 







SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF CHILD LANGUAGE 
V 22+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY AND ALLIED DISCIPLINES 
V l+ 1960+ 
































JOURNAL OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC SCIENCE 
V 6+ 
JOURNAL OF CHROMATOGRAPHY BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 
1968+ 
V 1-10 1977-1980 
JOURNAL OF CHROMOTOGRAPHY (INCLUDES CHROMOTOGRAPHIC REVIEW> 
V (l-4)5-180,184-220,234-262,264-271, 1958-1992 
279-304,312-335,346-373,384-412,435-451, 
453-486,498-524,535-561,585-611,623-627 
JOURNAL OF CHRONIC DISEASES (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF CLINICAL 
EPIDEMIOLOGY) 
V 1-40// 1955-1987// 
JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND STATE 
V 10+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1968+ 
1997+ 
JOURNAL OF CLIMATE (CONTINUES IN PART JOURNAL OF CLIMATE AND 
APPLIED METEOROLOGY) 
V l+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF CLIMATE AND APPLIED METEOROLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
APPLIED METEOROLOGY> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF CLIMATE AND JOURNAL 
OF APPLIED METEOROLOGY) 
V 22-26// 1983-1987// 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 
V 19+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY AND METABOLISM 
v l+ 1941+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF CHRONIC 
DISEASES> 
V 41-44 1988-1991 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY 
V 6+ 1986+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL INVESTIGATION 
V 43-58,95+ 1964-1976,1995+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY 
v l+ 1975+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION 
SEE--AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY 
V 9+ 1969+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY AND THE JOURNAL OF NEW DRUGS 
SEE--THE JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY 
616 89005 JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY 













JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY CASE AND 
V 2+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY INTERCOM 
V 56+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY MONOGRAPH 
V 13+ 
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 16+ 
JOURNAL OF COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 
V 7+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






















JOURNAL OF COLLEGE PLACEMENT (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF CAREER 
PLANNING AND EMPLOYMENT) 
V 1-45// 1940-1985// 
INDEX 1948-1965 
JOURNAL OF COLLEGE SCIENCE TEACHING 
V 24+ 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF COLLEGE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL) 
V 29+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
COLLEGE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT) 
V 1-28// 1959-1987// 
616 89105 JOURNAL OF COLLEGE STUDENT PSYCHOTHERAPY 
J825 V 9+ 
541 34505 JOURNAL OF COLLOID AND INTERFACE SCIENCE 
J826 V 1(2-5)6(7)8-9(10)11-12(13)14-155 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF COLLOID SCIENCE 
SEE--JOURNAL OF COLLOID AND INTERFACE SCIENCE 
IDEAL JOURNAL OF COMBINATORIAL THEORY SERIES A 






SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF COMMERCIAL LENDING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF LENDING AND 
CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992-JAN 1996// 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF COMMON MARKET STUDIES 





JOURNAL OF COMMONWEALTH LITERATURE 
V 30+ 





616 855005 JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 












JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION INQUIRY 
V 19+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY HEALTH 
V l+ 1975+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 40-96// 1947-1982// 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE FAMILY STUDIES 
V 26+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






636 089607 JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
J82 COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS) CMOST RECENT TEN YEARS IN 
VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 108) 
V 75-79,81+ 1965-1969,1971+ 
- 243 -
636 089607 JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS (CONTINUED BY 

























V 33-52,54-74// 1920-1939, 
1945-1964// 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY (1921-1946) (FORMED BY MERGER OF 
PSYCHOBIOLOGY AND JOURNAL OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF COMPARATIVE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 1-39// 1921-1946// 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY (1983- ) C CONTINUES, 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 97+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF COMPLEXITY 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF COMPOSITES FOR CONSTRUCTION 
v l+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF COMPUTER AND SYSTEM SCIENCES 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF COMPUTER DOCUMENTATION (CONTINUES ASTERISK) 
V 22+ 1998+ 
IN PART, 
JOURNAL OF COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION 
V 1-20// 1974-1993// 
JOURNAL OF COMPUTING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
V 12+ 




JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF THE CONSTRUCTION DIVISION AS CE) 
V 109+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF CONSULTING AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V l-17CMFH8+ 
JOURNAL OF CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF CONSULTING AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
v l+ 




SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF CONSUMER MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995-FEB 1998 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF CONSUMER POLICY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
381 3305 JOURNAL OF CONSUMER RESEARCH 
J826 V 11+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
640 7305 JOURNAL OF CONSUMER STUDIES AND HOME ECONOMICS 
J826 V 10+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY ASIA 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 







JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY (CONTINUES URBAN LIFE) 
909 05 
J826 
V 16+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1992+ 






















JOURNAL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION IN NURSING 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
SEE--JOURNAL OF EXTENSION 




JOURNAL OF COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES PERSONNEL AND 
GUIDANCE JOURNAL) 
V 63+ 1984+ 
JOURNAL OF COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF COUNTRY MUSIC 
V 17+ 
JOURNAL OF CREATIVE BEHAVIOR 
v l+ 






JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
CRIMINAL LAW, CRIMINOLOGY AND POLICE SCIENCE) 
V 64+ 1973+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW, CRIMINOLOGY AND POLICE SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY AND JOURNAL 
OF POLICE SCIENCE AND ADMINISTRATION) 
V l-50CMF)51-63CP)// 1910-1972// 
INDEX V 1-61 
136 4805 JOURNAL OF CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY 
J826 V l+ 1970+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP NOV 1996+ 
910 5 JOURNAL OF CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY 
J827 V 4+ 1983+ 
375 00105 JOURNAL OF CURRICULUM THEORIZING 
J826 V 5-8 1983-1988 
637 05 JOURNAL OF DAIRY RESEARCH 
JS V l+ 1929+ 
JOURNAL OF DAIRY SCIENCE 637 05 




V l+ 1917+ 
INDEX V 1-30 
JOURNAL OF DEMOCRACY 
1996+ 








SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
JOURNAL OF DEVELOPING AREAS 
V l-5(6)7-11(12)13-14,17+ 
JOURNAL OF DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS 
V 46+ 
JOURNAL OF DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
V 31+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF DEVELOPMENTAL READING 
SEE--JOURNAL OF READING 










JOURNAL OF DIVORCE (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF DIVORCE AND 
REMARRIAGE) 
V 1-13// 1977-1990// 
306 8905 JOURNAL OF DIVORCE & REMARRIAGE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF DIVORCE) 
J8262 V 14+ 1990+ 
362 29305 JOURNAL OF DRUG ISSUES 
J825 V 25+ 1995+ 
621 805 
J826 
JOURNAL OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, MEASUREMENT, AND CONTROL (CONTINUES, IN 
PART, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS 
BOUND WITH SERIES G, 1971-1977) 
V 93+ 1971+ 
305 23505 JOURNAL OF EARLY ADOLESCENCE 
J826 V 6+ 
PROJECT JOURNAL OF EARLY CHRISTIAN STUDIES 
MUSE 
371 905 JOURNAL OF EARLY INTERVENTION 
J825 V 18+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY 





JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY 
V (40-43)+ 































V 1-6// 1963-1968// 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY 
V l-33CSTORAGE)34+ 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC HISTORY 
v l+ 
V l-52CJSTOR) 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC ISSUES 
V 13+ 






JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC LITERATURE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC 
ABSTRACTS) 
V 7+ 1969+ 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES 
v l+ 
V l-6CJSTOR) 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC THEORY 
JOURNAL OF ECUMENICAL STUDIES 
V 5+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 








JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FOR BUSINESS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
BUSINESS EDUCATION) 
V 61+ 1985+ 
370 5 JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL DATA PROCESSING 
J81 V 6-16// 1968-1979// 
370 19305 JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL EQUITY AND LEADERSHIP 
J824 V 2-7// 1981-1987// 
371 05 JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT 








JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL PSVCHOLOGV 
V l-50CMF),44CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGV 
SEE--SOCIOLOGV OF EDUCATION 
JOURNAL OF ELASTICITV 
V 4-6 
JOURNAL OF ELECTRICITV 
SEE--ELECTRICAL WEST 
JOURNAL OF ELECTRICITV AND WESTERN INDUSTRV 
SEE--ELECTRICAL WEST 





502 82505 JOURNAL OF ELECTRON MICROSCOPV TECHNIQUE (CONTINUED BV MICRSCOPV 
J826 RESEARCH AND TECHNIQUE> 
V 1-19// 1984-1991// 
621 38105 JOURNAL OF ELECTRONIC MATERIALS 
J826 V 15+ 1986+ 
621 381046 JOURNAL OF ELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
J82 V 111+ 1989+ 
591 305 
J82 
JOURNAL OF EMBRVOLOGV AND EXPERIMENTAL MORPHOLOGV (CONTINUED BV 
DEVELOPMENT> 
V 1-98// 1953-1986// 
JOURNAL OF EMERGENCV NURSING 
SEE--J EN, JOURNAL OF EMERGENCV NURSING 
658 38205 JOURNAL OF EMPLOVMENT COUNSELING 
J826 V (4)+ 1967+ 
612 4005 JOURNAL OF ENDOCRINOLOGV 
J825 V l+ 1939+ 
621 312105 JOURNAL OF ENERGV ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE ENERGV 











V 109+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF ENERGV RESOURCES TECHNOLOGV 
V 101+ 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
SEE--ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
1979+ 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR POWER CA SM E >> 
V 106+ 1984+ 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR INDUSTRV (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
SOCIETV OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES B, 
1959-1977) (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF MANUFACTURING SCIENCE AND 
ENGINEERING) 
V 81-117// 1959-1995// 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR POWER (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
SOCIETV OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES A, 
1959-1977) (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES 
AND POWER) 
V 81-105// 1959-1983// 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGV (CONTINUES, IN 
PART, AMERICAN SOCIETV OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS 
BOUND WITH SERIES H, 1973-1977) (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF 
BASIC ENGINEERING CA SM E )) 












JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE 
ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION AS CE) 
V 109+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY 
SEE--J E GP JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND GERMANIC PHILOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGICAL SCIENCE (CONTINUES GEORGIA 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL) 
V 20+ 1985+ 
JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY SERIES A GENERAL ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUED BY PHYSIOLOGICAL ENTOMOLOGY> 
V 34-50// 1959-1976// 
JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY SERIES B TAXONOMY (CONTINUES STYLOPS> (CONTINUED BY SYSTEMATIC ENTOMOLOGY) 
V 28-44// 1959-1976// 
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT 
V 28+ 1995+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
339 497305 JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
E892 V Cl)+ 1970+ 
628 05 
AM352 
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERS ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING DIVISION JOURNAL) 







JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
V 29+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL HORTICULTURE 
V 4+ 
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
628 505 JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
J826 V l+ 
301 45105 JOURNAL OF ETHNIC STUDIES 










JOURNAL OF EUKARYOTIC MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
PROTOZOOLOGY) 
V 40+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL TRAINING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN STUDIES 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
371 3805 
J826 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION 
V 9+ 













V l-27CSTORAGE)28+ 1923-1950CSTORAGE)l951+ 
INDEX V 1-46 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY 
V 3,5+ 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 
V 6+ 
IDEAL 























JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE 
V 2,C8-10,15-19)20-104CSTORAGE)l05-144, 1897-1956CSTORAGE) 
163+ 1957-1976,1986+ 
INDEX V -20,41-60 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY GENERAL, J E P HUMAN LEARNING AND MEMORY, 




JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, ANIMAL BEHAVIOR PROCESSES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V l+ 1975+ 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 104+ 1975+ 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, HUMAN LEARNING AND MEMORY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY) (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, LEARNING, MEMORY AND COGNITION) 
V 1-7// 1975-1981// 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, HUMAN PERCEPTION AND 
PERFORMANCE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V l+ 1975+ 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, LEARNING, MEMORY AND COGNITION 
V 8+ 1982+ 
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY) 
V 3-6// 1968-1973// 
301 1505 JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
J826 V 4+ 1968+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
590 5 JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL ZOOLOGY 
J82 V l-124CMF)l25-264CP) 1904-1992 
630 71705 JOURNAL OF EXTENSION 
J826 V l-31CP)32CINTERNET)+ 1963-1993CP) 
1994CINTERNET)+ 
640 5 JOURNAL OF FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 















V 86+ 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION) 
V 13+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY AND ECONOMIC ISSUES 
V 14+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY HISTORY 
V 4+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY ISSUES 
V 4-5CMF)6CP)+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW (CONTINUED BY UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW) 
V 7-30// 1967-1992// 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY PRACTICE 
V 10+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
JOURNAL OF FAMILY VIOLENCE 
V 10+ 
JOURNAL OF FARM ECONOMICS 







JOURNAL OF FEMINIST STUDIES IN RELIGION 
v l+ 1985+ 
598 205 
J826 
JOURNAL OF FIELD ORNITHOLOGY (CONTINUES BIRD-BANDING> 




JOURNAL OF FINANCE 
V 4-18CMFH9CPH 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL RESEARCH SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
597 05 JOURNAL OF FISH BIOLOGY 
J84 V l+ 
IDEAL 
639 97705 JOURNAL OF FISH DISEASES 
J826 V l+ 
532 505 JOURNAL OF FLUID MECHANICS 
J826 V 1-245 INDEX V 1-60 












JOURNAL OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES I, 
1973-1977) CALSO CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF BASIC ENGINEERING) 



















JOURNAL OF FOOD BIOCHEMISTRY 
V 19+ 
JOURNAL OF FOOD COMPOSITION AND 
V 8+ 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF FOOD ENGINEERING 
V 24+ 
JOURNAL OF FOOD PROTECTION 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF FOOD SCIENCE 
V 1-37(38)39+ 








JOURNAL OF FOREIGN MEDICAL SCIENCE AND LITERATURE CSERIES 1) 
V 1-lOCMF)// 1810-1820// 
JOURNAL OF FOREIGN MEDICAL SCIENCE AND LITERATURE (SERIES 2) V l-4CMF)// 1821-1824// 
634 905 JOURNAL OF FORESTRY 
J826 V 15+ 1917+ 
574 52632 JOURNAL OF FRESHWATER ECOLOGY 





JOURNAL OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
JOURNAL OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC SCIENCE 












































JOURNAL OF GAV AND LESBIAN SOCIAL SERVICES 
V 8+ 
JOURNAL OF GENERAL CHEMISTRY OF THEUS SR 
V 27-33,36-62 





JOURNAL OF GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY MICROBIOLOGY (READING, ENGLAND)) 
V 1-139// 1947-1993// 
INDEX V 1-73 
JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY 
V l-37CMF)37CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 20-49CSTORAGE)50+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF GENERAL VIROLOGY 
V 1-33,76+ 
JOURNAL OF GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY (SUBTITLE VARIES) 
V 52-35CSTORAGE)36+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF GENETICS 
V l-20,27-29,33-36,39-43,49+ 
JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY 
V l-70CMF),66CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY 
V l-57CMF)58CPH 
INDEX V 1-55 











JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH (1959-1973) CSPLIT INTO 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, PARTS A, B, AND C) 
V 64-81// 1959-1976// 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT A SPACE PHYSICS (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH (1959-1973)) (1967-1976 BOUND WITH JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH (1959-1973)) 
V 72-78,89-97 1967-1976,1984-1992 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT B SOLID EARTH (CONTINUES, IN 
PART, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT B SOLID EARTH AND 
PLANETS) 
V 96 NO BIO+ 1991+ 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT B SOLID EARTH AND PLANETS (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH (1959-1973)) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT B SOLID EARTH 
AND JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT E PLANETS) 
V 90-96// 1985-AUG 1991// 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT C OCEANS (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT C OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERES) 
V 89-97 1984-1992 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT C OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERES (CONTINUED, IN PART, BY JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT C 
OCEANS AND JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT D ATMOSPHERES) (1969-1973 BOUND WITH JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH (1959-1973)) 
V 74-78 1969-1973 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT D ATMOSPHERES (CONTINUES, IN 
PART, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT C OCEANS AND 
ATMOSPHERES) 
V 89-97 1984-1992 
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT E PLANETS (CONTINUES, IN 
PART, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH PT B SOLID EARTH AND 
PLANETS) 






JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING) 
V 123+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING CA SC E) (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF THE GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION CA SC E )) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING) 
V 109-122// 1983-1996// 
610 736505 JOURNAL OF GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING 







JOURNAL OF GERONTOLOGICAL SOCIAL WORK 
V 4+ 1981+ 
JOURNAL OF GERONTOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION (CONTINUES GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS REVIEW) (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE) 
V 21+ 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
SEE--JOURNAL OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
v l+ 
V l-33CJSTOR) 1960+ 1960-1992CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF HEALTH CARE FINANCE (CONTINUES TOPICS IN HEALTH CARE 
FINANCING) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP DEC 1994+ 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1991-MAR 1997// 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH EDUCATION (CONTINUES HEALTH EDUCATION) 
V 22+ 1991+ 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH POLITICS, POLICY AND LAW 
V 20+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION (CONTINUES 
AMERICAN PHYSICAL EDUCATION REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREAATION) 
V 1-45// 1930-1974// 
JOURNAL OF HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES HOSPITAL AND HEALTH 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION) 
V 43+ 1998+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1998+ 
JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES C 1959-1977) 
V 81+ 1959+ 
JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES 
V 115+ 
JOURNAL OF HELMINTHOLOGY 
V 31+ 
JOURNAL OF HEREDITY 
V l-4CMC)5CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF HETEROCYCLIC CHEMISTRY 
v 7+ 
JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
v l+ 
V l-63CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 


















SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGV 













JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES 
V 1-2// 1967-1970// 
JOURNAL OF HOLISTIC MEDICINE (ABSORBED HOLISTIC HEALTH REVIEW) 
V 4-8// 1982-1986// 
JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF FAMILV AND 
CONSUMER SCIENCES) 
V 1(2)3-85// 1909-1994// 
JOURNAL OF HOMOSEXUALITV 
V 28+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF 
HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE AND BIOTECHNOLOGV) 
V 35-72// 1960-1997// 
JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE AND BIOTECHNOLOGV (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE) 
V 73+ 1998+ 
647 94711 JOURNAL OF HOSPITALITV AND TOURISM RESEARCH (CONTINUES HOSPITALITV 

























V 21+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF HOUSING ECONOMICS 
JOURNAL OF HUMAN EVOLUTION 





JOURNAL OF HUMAN NUTRITION (CONTINUES NUTRITION CLONDON)) CSPLIT 
INTO HUMAN NUTRITION APPLIED NUTRITION AND HUMAN NUTRITION 
CLINICAL NUTRITION) 
V 30-35// 1976-1981// 
JOURNAL OF HUMAN RELATIONS 
V (15)16-21 1967-1973 
JOURNAL OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
V l+ 1966+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
JOURNAL OF HUMAN SERVICES ABSTRACTS (PROJECT SHARE) 
V 1-11// 1976-1988// 
JOURNAL OF HUMANISTIC EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES 
HUMANIST EDUCATOR) 
V 21+ 1982+ 
JOURNAL OF HVDRAULIC ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE 
HVDRAULICS DIVISION AS CE) 
V 109+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF HVDROLOGIC ENGINEERING 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF HVDROLOGV 
V 21-140 
JOURNAL OF ICHTHVOLOGV 
V 25+ 











JOURNAL OF INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY (MERGED WITH INDIVIDUAL 
PSYCHOLOGIST TO BECOME INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 24-37// 1968-1981// 
JOURNAL OF INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY (1998) (CONTINUES INDIVIDUAL 
PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 54+ 1998+ 
371 42605 JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
IN21 TEACHER) (CONTINUED BY MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY) 
V 23-29// 1964-1970// 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS 
AND SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
1952-1992 JSTOR V 1-40CJSTOR) 
658 05 
J827 
JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING) 
V 6-15CMF)16-19CP)// 1955-1968// 
371 42605 JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL TEACHER EDUCATION 
J827 V 1-3(4)5-31 1963-1994 
616 05 JOURNAL OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
J826 V 25-97CSTORAGE)98-164,166-174 1919-1955CSTORAGE) 
1956-1991,1992-1996 
624 05 JOURNAL OF INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS 





















JOURNAL OF INORGANIC AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY (MERGED WITH 
INORGANIC AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY LETTERS, TO BECOME POLYHEDRON> 
V 1-43// 1955-1981// 
JOURNAL OF INORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES BIOINORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY) 
V 10+ 1979+ 
JOURNAL OF INSECT PATHOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF INVERTEBRATE PATHOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF INSECT PHYSIOLOGY 
V l+ 1957+ 
JOURNAL OF INTERAMERICAN STUDIES AND WORLD AFFAIRS 
V 37+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY HISTORY 
V (9)+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 
JOURNAL OF INTERIOR DESIGN (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH> 
V 19+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF INTERIOR DESIGN> 
V 1-18// 1975-1993// 
JOURNAL OF INTERNAL MEDICINE (CONTINUES ACTA MEDICA SCANDINAVICA> 
V 225+ 1989+ 
JOURNAL OF INTERNAL MEDICINE SUPPLEMENT (CONTINUES ACTA MEDICA 
SCANDINAVICA SUPPLEMENTUM> 
NO 732+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
V 1-lOCMF>Cll>CP)+ 1947+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS STUDIES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1989+ 
332 04205 JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL MONEY AND FINANCE 


















JOURNAL OF INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE 
V 7-9CMFHO CP>+ 
JOURNAL OF INVERTEBRATE PATHOLOGY 
v l+ 
IDEAL 






JOURNAL OF IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL 
OF THE IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE DIVISION AS CE) 
V 109+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF JAZZ STUDIES V 1-2(3)4-5(6)// 1973-1979// 
JOURNAL OF JURISPRUDENCE, A NEW SERIES OF THE AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL 
V lCMF)// 1821// 
JOURNAL OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS 
SEE--JOURNAL OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS & RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 
JOURNAL OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS & RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 
V 1-28 1965-1990 














SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
JOURNAL OF LABORATORY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE 
V 17-19C20)21-44CSTORAGE)45-88 
JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
V 1-2 
JOURNAL OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
V 27+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 
v l+ 








JOURNAL OF LAW, MEDICINE & ETHICS (CONTINUED LAW, MEDICINE & 
HEALTH CARE) 
V 21+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 
V l+ 1968+ 
790 19605 JOURNAL OF LEISURABILITY (CONTINUES LEISURABILITY) 
L536 V 7+ 1980+ 
790 5 JOURNAL OF LEISURE RESEARCH 
J826 V l+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF LENDING AND CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES JOURNAL 
OF COMMERCIAL LENDING) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1996+ 
025 07805 JOURNAL OF LIBRARY AUTOMATION (CONTINUED BY INFORMATION 





V 1-14// 1968-1981// 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, AND COMPARATIVE LIBRARIANSHIP 
JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, AND COMPARATIVE 
LIBRARIANSHIP 
V 3-11 1968-1976 

















JOURNAL OF LIPID RESEARCH 
V 2+ 1960+ 
JOURNAL OF LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES F, 
1967-1977) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF TRIBOLOGY) 
V 89-105// 1967-1983// 
JOURNAL OF MACROMOLECULAR SCIENCE CPART C), REVIEWS IN 
MACROMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES REVIEWS IN MACROMOLECULAR 
CHEMISTRY) 
V 15-21// 1976-1982// 
JOURNAL OF MACROMOLECULAR SCIENCE REVIEWS IN MACROMOLECULAR 
CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF MACROMOLECULAR 
SCIENCE CPART C), REVIEWS IN MACROMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY) 
V 22-30 1982-1990 
JOURNAL OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE SERIES A AND JOURNAL OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE SERIES B) 
1997+ 
JOURNAL OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE SERIES A (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE) 
1995-1996// 
JOURNAL OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE SERIES B (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE) 
JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-20 
1995-1996// 
1919+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP DEC 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-FEB 1998 
658 92 
J826 
JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT IN ENGINEERING 
v l+ 1985+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF MANAGERIAL ISSUES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF MANAGERIAL PSYCHOLOGY 













JOURNAL OF MANUFACTURING SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR INDUSTRY) 
V 118+ 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING) 
V 5-11CMF)l2CP)+ 1979-1985CMF)l986CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF MARKETING 
V (1-4)5-8(9-10)11+ 
INDEX V 1-35 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
JOURNAL OF MARKETING RESEARCH 
V l-5CMF)6CPH 





JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
MARITAL AND FAMILY THERAPY) 
V l-4CMF)// 1975-1978CMF)// 
JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY 
V l-18CMF)l9CP)+ 












































JOURNAL OF MASS MEDIA ETHICS 
V 10+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF MASS SPECTROMETRY (CONTINUES OMS ORGANIC MASS 
SPECTROMETRY) 
V 30+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF MATERIALS CHEMISTRY 
V 6+ 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF MATERIALS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
v l+ 1989+ 
JOURNAL OF MATERIALS SCIENCE 
V 4-27 1969-1992 
JOURNAL OF MATERIALS SCIENCE LETTERS 
V 1-11 1982-1992 
JOURNAL OF MATERIALS SCIENCE MATERIALS IN ELECTRONICS 
V 1-3 1990-1992 
JOURNAL OF MATERIALS SCIENCE MATERIALS IN MEDICINE 
V 1-3 1990-1992 
JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS 
V 1-172 1960-1993 
IDEAL 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 
V l+ 1960+ 
JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS 
SEE--STUDIES IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF MECHANISMS, 
TRANSMISSIONS, AND AUTOMATION IN DESIGN) 
V 112+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN (SPLIT INTO JOURNAL OF 
VIBRATION, ACOUSTICS, STRESS, AND RELIABILITY IN DESIGN AND JOURNAL 
OF MECHANISMS, TRANSMISSIONS, AND AUTOMATION IN DESIGN) 
V 100-104// 1978-1982// 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE (ABSORBED BY 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART C, 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE) 
V 9-24// 1967-1982// 
JOURNAL OF MECHANISMS, TRANSMISSIONS, AND AUTOMATION IN DESIGN (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN) (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN) 
V 105-111// 1983-1989// 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY ACADEMIC MEDICINE) 
V 31-63// 1956-1988// 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY V 1(2)3-14 1977-1990 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY 
v l+ 1964+ 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL GENETICS 
V 2-13 1965-1976 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY 
v l+ 1968+ 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
JOURNAL OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (1977-1983)) (CONTINUED BY CLINICAL 
LABORATORY SCIENCE) 














JOURNAL OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY 
JOURNAL OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY 
v l+ 




JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, CLINICAL, EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL 
V l+ 1970+ 
JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, CLINICAL, EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL 
JOURNAL OF MEDIEVAL HISTORY 
v l+ 
JOURNAL OF MEMBRANE BIOLOGY 
V Cl )-130 
CUMULATIVE INDEX V 1-60 
1975+ 
1969-1992 
JOURNAL OF MEMORY AND LANGUAGE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF VERBAL 
LEARNING AND VERBAL BEHAVIOR) 
V 24+ 1985+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF MEN'S STUDIES 





JOURNAL OF MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING (CONTINUES AM HCA JOURNAL) 
V (9)+ 1987+ 
JOURNAL OF METALS (CONTINUED BY JOM, THE JOURNAL OF THE MINERALS, 
METALS & MATERIALS SOCIETY) 
V 1-40// 1949-1988// 
JOURNAL OF METEOROLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 
576 028 JOURNAL OF MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS 
J826 V 6+ 1986+ 
621 38105 JOURNAL OF MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
INS V l+ 1992+ 
578 05 JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY (SERIES 3) 
R812 V 78+ 1958+ 
973 05 
J825 












V 59+ 1995+ 
V 43-58CJSTOR) 1989-1994CJSTOR) 
JOURNAL OF MILK AND FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF FOOD PROTECTION 
JOURNAL OF MIND AND BEHAVIOR 
V 7+ 
JOURNAL OF MODERN AFRICAN STUDIES 
V 33+ 
JOURNAL OF MODERN GREEK STUDIES 
JOURNAL OF MODERN HISTORY 
V l-32CMF)33CPH 
V l-64CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR CARDIOLOGY 











































JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR EVOLUTION 
V 3-8 
JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY 
V 1-157 
JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY 
JOURNAL OF MONEY, CREDIT, AND BANKING 
V 27+ 
V l-24CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY 
V l-91CMF)92CPH 
JOURNAL OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR 
v Cl)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 
JOURNAL OF MUSIC THEORY 
V 12+ 
JOURNAL OF MUSIC THERAPY 
V (4)5-20 
JOURNAL OF MUSICK 
NO l-24CMF)// 
JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY 
V 13+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF MYCOLOGY (CONTINUED BY MYCOLOGIA> 
V 5-7 
JOURNAL OF NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE 
V 16+ 




















JOURNAL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND LIFE SCIENCES EDUCATION (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF AGRONOMIC EDUCATION> 
V 21+ 1992+ 
492 05 JOURNAL OF NEAR EASTERN STUDIES 
J826 V 20-32,(35) 1961-1976 
1997+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1990+ 
595 105 JOURNAL OF NEMATOLOGY 










JOURNAL OF NETWORK AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF NEUROSCIENCE NURSING (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
NEUROSURGICAL NURSING> 
V 18+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER APR 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGICAL NURSING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
NEUROSCIENCE NURSING) 
V 8-17// 1976-1985// 
JOURNAL OF NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR 
V 19+ 





JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY (LONDON) 539 7605 







JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY PARTS A/B 
SEE--JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY 
JOURNAL OF NUMBER THEORY 
V 22+ 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF NURSE-MIDWIFERY 
V 30+ 
JOURNAL OF NURSING ADMINISTRATION 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF NURSING CARE QUALITY 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
610 7305 JOURNAL OF NURSING EDUCATION 
J826 V l+ 
610 73015 JOURNAL OF NURSING STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
J826 V l+ 















INDEX V 1-36 
JOURNAL OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 
SEE--INDIAN JOURNAL OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 
JOURNAL OF NUTRITION EDUCATION 
v l+ 1969+ 
JOURNAL OF NUTRITION FOR THE ELDERLY 
v l+ 19180+ 
JOURNAL OF NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES NUTRITION 
INTERNATIONAL) 
v l+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF OBSTETRIC, GYNECOLOGIC AND NEONATAL NURSING 
SEE--J O G N N 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
REPORTS 





JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 48-49 
JOURNAL OF OFFSHORE MECHANICS AND ARCTIC ENGINEERING 
1975-1976 
V 109+ 1987+ 
JOURNAL OF OFFSHORE MECHANICS AND ARCTIC ENGINEERING 
SEE--TRANSACTIONS OF THE AS ME JOURNAL OF OFFSHORE MECHANICS AND ARCTIC 
SEE--ENGINEERING 
610 73677 JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMIC NURSING AND TECHNOLOGY 
J826 V (4)+ 1985+ 
547 05 JOURNAL OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
J826 V l+ 1936+ 
547 05 
J8261 







V 58+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMISTRY 
V 15-442 1968-1992 
JOURNAL OF ORTHOPAEDIC AND SPORTS PHYSICAL THERAPY 
V l-4CMF)C5)P+ 1979-1983CMF)l984CP)+ 
JOURNAL OF PAIN AND SYMPTOM MANAGEMENT 
V l+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF PALESTINE STUDIES 













JOURNAL OF PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING 
JOURNAL OF PARAPSYCHOLOGY 
V 33-46 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF PARASITOLOGY 
V l-13CMC)l4CP>+ 
INDEX V 1-45 







JOURNAL OF PATHOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PATHOLOGY AND 
BACTERIOLOGY> 
V 97-120 1969-1976 
JOURNAL OF PEACE RESEARCH 
V 5-20 1968-1983 
610 736205 JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC NURSING 





JOURNAL OF PEDIATRICS 
V 49+ 




610 736205 JOURNAL OF PERINATAL & NEONATAL NURSING 

























SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY 
V 29+ 




JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL (SERIES 1)) (ABSORBED DRUG 
STANDARDS> 
V 50+ 1961+ 
JOURNAL OF PHARMACOKINETICS AND BIOPHARMACEUTICS 
V 2+ 1974+ 
JOURNAL OF PHARMACOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTICS 
V l-115CSTORAGE>ll6+ 1909-1955CSTORAGE)l956+ 
JOURNAL OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
V 9+ 
JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY 
V l-53CMF)54CP>+ 
INDEX V 51-60 
V l-89CJSTOR> 





JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY 
AND PHOTOBIOLOGY A, CHEMISTRY AND JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND 
PHOTOBIOLOGY B, BIOLOGY> 
V 21-39// 1983-1987// 
JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND PHOTOBIOLOGY A, CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY> 
V 40-68 1987-1992 
JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND PHOTOBIOLOGY B, BIOLOGY (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY> 
V 1-16 1987-1992 






































JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
V 1-49CMF)50CP>+ 1896+ 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND DANCE> 
V 46-52// 1975-1981// 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND DANCE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION> 
V 52+ 1981+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A GENERAL PHYSICS 
SEE--JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A MATHEMATICAL, NUCLEAR AND GENERAL 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A MATHEMATICAL, NUCLEAR AND GENERAL (CONTINUES PHYSICAL SOCIETY, LONDON PROCEEDINGS> 
V 1-7// 1968-1974// 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A, MATHEMATICAL AND GENERAL (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A MATHEMATICAL, NUCLEAR AND GENERAL> 
V 8-26 1975-1993 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS 
V 13+ 
AUTHOR INDEX V 1-24 
1960+ 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS B ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS B ATOMIC, MOLECULAR, AND OPTICAL PHYSICS> 
V 1-20// 1968-1987// 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS B ATOMIC, MOLECULAR AND OPTICAL PHYSICS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PHYSICS B ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS> 
V 21-26 1989-1993 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS C SOLID STATE PHYSICS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF PHYSICS CONDENSED MATTER> 
V 1-(4)-21// 1968-1988// 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS D APPLIED PHYSICS 
V 3+ 1973+ 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS E SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (SERIES 1) 
V 34-44// 1957-1967// 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS E SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (SERIES 2) (CONTINUED BY MEASUREMENT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY> 
V 1-22// 1968-1989// 
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS CONDENSED MATTER (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PHYSICS 
C SOLID STATE PHYSICS) 
V 1-5 1989-1993 
JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY 
V 107-458 1948-1992 
INDEX V 61-285 
JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, PARIS (CONTINUES JOURNAL DE PHYSIOLOGIE> 
V 86+ 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF PLANT DISEASES AND PROTECTION 
SEE--ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN LIND PFLANZENSCHUTZ 
JOURNAL OF PLANT GROWTH REGULATION 
V 4+ 




353 07205 JOURNAL OF POLICY ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES PUBLIC POLICY> 
J826 V 1+ 1981+ 
330 5 
J82 
JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 
V 1-69CMF),62CP)+ 
V 1-lOOCJSTOR> 





















JOURNAL OF POLITICS 
V (9-16)17+ 1948+ 
V 1-56CJSTOR) 1939-1994CJSTOR) 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF POLYMER 
SCIENCE, PARTS A-C) 
V 19-62// 1956-1962// 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART A-1 POLYMER CHEMISTRY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER CHEMISTRY EDITION 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART A-2 POLYMER PHYSICS 
SEE--JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER PHYSICS EDITION 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART A (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
POLYMER SCIENCE) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PARTS 
A-1 AND A-2) 
V 1-3// 1963-1965// 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART B POLYMER LETTERS 
SEE--JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER LETTERS EDITION 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART C POLYMER SYMPOSIA 
SEE--JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER SYMPOSIA EDITION 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER CHEMISTRY EDITION (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART A) 
V 4-30 1966-1992 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER LETTERS EDITION (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE) (ABSORBED BY JOURNAL OF 
POLYMER SCIENCE PART A, POLYMER CHEMISTRY AND JOURNAL OF POLYMER 
SCIENCE PART B, POLYMER PHYSICS) 
V 1-28// 1963-1990// 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER PHYSICS EDITION (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE PART A) 
V 4-30 1966-1992 
JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE POLYMER SYMPOSIA EDITION (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF POLYMER SCIENCE) 
V 1-74// 1963-1986// 
JOURNAL OF POPULAR CULTURE 
V 1+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF POPULAR FILM AND TELEVISION 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SUMMER 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF POST KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS 











JOURNAL OF PRESSURE VESSEL TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS BOUND WITH SERIES J 
1974-1977) 
V 96+ 1974+ 
JOURNAL OF PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE 
V 8+ 
JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN ENGINEERING 
1995+ 
(CONTINUES ISSUES IN ENGINEERING CA SC E )) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND PRACTICE) 
V 109-116// 1983-1990// 
JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND 
PRACTICE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL ISSUES IN ENGINEERING) 
V 117+ 1991+ 
JOURNAL OF PROFESSIONAL NURSING 
v l+ 1985+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 


















JOURNAL OF PROTOZOOLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF EUKARYOTIC 
MICROBIOLOGY) 
V 15-39// 1968-1992// 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRIC NURSING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
PSYCHIATRIC NURSING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES) 
V 3-4// 1965-1966// 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRIC NURSING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRIC NURSING) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF PSYCHOSOCIAL NURSING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES) 
V 5-19// 1967-1981// 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOANALYTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (ABSORBED BY JOURNAL OF PSY 
CHOHISTORY) 
V (7)-10// 1984-1987// 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOHISTORY (ABSORBED JOURNAL OF PSYCHOANALYTIC 
ANTHROPOLOGY WITH WINTER 1988 ISSUE) 
V 3+ 1975+ 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V 9-38CSTORAGE)39-69,71+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1940-1954CSTORAGE)1955+ 
JULY 1992+ 
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOSOCIAL NURSING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRIC NURSING AND MENTAL HEALTH 
SERVICES) 
V 19+ 1981+ 
JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY 
V 1+ 1980+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF PUBLIC POLICY AND MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1994+ 
658 705 
J826 
JOURNAL OF PURCHASING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND 
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT) 
V (1-2)-9// 1965-1973// 
658 705 JOURNAL OF PURCHASING AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES JOURNAL 
J827 OF PURCHASING) (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PURCHASING 
AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT) 
V 10-26 1974-1990 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1989-DEC 1990// 
605 JOURNAL OF QUALITY TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 
J826 CONTROL) 
V l+ 1969+ 
543 08805 JOURNAL OF RADIOANALYTICAL AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY ARTICLES 
J8261 (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF RADIOANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY) 
V 81-163 1984-1992 
543 08805 JOURNAL OF RADIOANALYTICAL AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY LETTERS 
J8262 (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF RADIOANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY) 
V 85-166 1984-1992 
543 08805 JOURNAL OF RADIOANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (SPLIT INTO JOURNAL OF 
J826 RADIOANALYTICAL AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY ARTICLES, AND JOURNAL OF 
RADIOANALYTICAL AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY LETTERS) 
636 0805 
J82 
V 42-80// 1978-1983// 
JOURNAL OF RANGE MANAGEMENT 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-10 
1948+ 
616 891405 JOURNAL OF RATIONAL-EMOTIVE AND COGNITIVE-BEHAVIOR THERAPY 





JOURNAL OF READING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT AND ADULT 
LITERACY) 
V 1-38// 1957-1995// 
JOURNAL OF READING BEHAVIOR (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF LITERACY 
RESEARCH) 




JOURNAL OF REGIONAL SCIENCE V (2-3)+ 1960+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION 































JOURNAL OF RELIGION 
1921+ V 1-29CMF)29CPH 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP APR 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS ETHICS 
V 16+ 





JOURNAL OF REPRODUCTION AND FERTILITY ABSTRACT SERIES 
V l+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
V 5+ 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION 
V 1-14CMF)15CP)+ 1953+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY) 
V 7+ 1973+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN RURAL EDUCATION (CONTINUES RESEARCH 
RURAL EDUCATION) 
V 7+ 1991+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN SCIENCE TEACHING 
V 9+ 1972+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS 
IN 
AND 
TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES U S NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL 
OF RESEARCH) 
V 94+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THEUS GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1989+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH ON COMPUTING IN EDUCATION (CONTINUES 
ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS A EDS JOURNAL) 
V (20)+ 1987+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH ON THE LEPIDOPTERA 
v l+ 1962+ 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH SERVICES (CONTINUED BY COLORADO JOURNAL OF 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH) 
V 1-6// 1962-1967// 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF RETAIL BANKING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF RETAIL BANKING 
SERVICES) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1990-AUG 1995// 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF RETAIL BANKING SERVICES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF RETAIL 
BANKING) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP WIN 1995+ 
658 8705 
J826 
JOURNAL OF RETAILING 
V 1-36CMF),35CP)+ 
INDEX 1960-1970 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF RISK AND INSURANCE 






























JOURNAL OF ROMAN STUDIES 
V 67+ 1977+ 
JOURNAL OF RURAL EDUCATION 
V 1-5// 1921-1926// 
JOURNAL OF RURAL HEALTH 
V 12+ 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF RURAL STUDIES 
V 11+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF SCHOOL HEALTH 
V 35+ 1965+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989+ 
JOURNAL OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 24+ 1986+ 
JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND THE ARTS 
V l-5CMF)// 1817-1818// 
JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS SERIES 2 
SEE--JOURNAL OF PHYSICS E SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (SERIES 1 & 2) 
JOURNAL OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY THRUST) 
V l-34CMF),38-46CP)// 1925-1971// 
JOURNAL OF SEED TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY SEED TECHNOLOGY) 
V 1-18// 1976-1996// 
JOURNAL OF SEX EDUCATION AND THERAPY 
V 9+ 
JOURNAL OF SEX RESEARCH 
V 32+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 






SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 









JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HISTORY 
V 19+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES 
V l-11CMF>l2CP>+ 
SUPPLEMENT SERIES NO 1-13 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JOURNAL OF SOCIAL POLICY 
V 15+ 
JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V (1,3),9+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 








SEE--CORRECTIVE AND SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY AND JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOR TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--METHODS AND THERAPY 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF SOCIO-ECONOMICS 







JOURNAL OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1946+ 
1992+ 
JOURNAL OF SOIL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF SOIL 
SCIENCE> 
V 1-44// 1949-1993// 
JOURNAL OF SOIL SCIENCE OF THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 






JOURNAL OF SOLAR ENERGY ENGINEERING 
V 102+ 
JOURNAL OF SOLID STATE CHEMISTRY 




SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES 





































JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN HISTORY 
V l-26CMF)27CPH 
JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS 
v l+ 




V 1-11// 1950-1963// 
JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING RESEARCH> 
V 1-39// 1958-1996// 
JOURNAL OF SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING RESEARCH (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH> 
V 40+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF SPIRITUAL FORMATION (CONTINUES STUDIES IN FORMATIVE 
SPIRITUALITY) 
V 15// 1994// 
JOURNAL OF SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
SPORT PSYCHOLOGY> 
V 10+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF SPORT AND SOCIAL ISSUES 
V 10+ 
JOURNAL OF SPORT BEHAVIOR 
V 9+ 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






JOURNAL OF SPORT PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF SPORT AND 
EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY> 
V 6-9// 1984-1987// 
JOURNAL OF SPORT REHABILITATION 
V 4+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF SPORTS MEDICINE (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF 
SPORTS MEDICINE) 
V 1,3// 1972-1973,1975// 
JOURNAL OF SPORTS MEDICINE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS 
V 22+ 




JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUES STATE GOVERNMENT> (CONTINUED BY SPECTRUM THE JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT> 
V 59-(65)// 1986-1992// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1989-1990 
JOURNAL OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING RESEARCH 
V 9+ 1995+ 
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ULTRASTRUCTURE 
AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE RESEARCH> 







JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL CHEMISTRY 
V 1-4,7-33 
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
STRUCTURAL DIVISION AS CE) 
V 109+ 
1960-1963,1966-1992 
(CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE 
1983+ 
616 86105 JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL QU24 V l-26CMF)27CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1940+ 
JULY 1996+ 
616 860605 JOURNAL OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 







JOURNAL OF SURGICAL RESEARCH 
JOURNAL OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL 
SURVEYING AND MAPPING DIVISION AS CE) 
V 109+ 
JOURNAL OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE 
V 5+ 






SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 

















JOURNAL OF TAXATION 
V 2+ 
JOURNAL OF TEACHER EDUCATION 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 






JOURNAL OF TECHNICAL TOPICS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (CONTINUES JOURNAL 
OF THE TECHNICAL COUNCILS OF AS CE) 
V 109-111// 1983-1985// 
JOURNAL OF TECHNICAL WRITING AND COMMUNICATION 
V 8+ 




JOURNAL OF THE AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE 
AEROSPACE SCIENCES) 
V 1-2(3-4)5-25// 1934-1958// 
JOURNAL OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE 
AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES) (CONTINUED, IN PART, BY A I A A JOURNAL) 
V 25-29// 1958-1962// 
JOURNAL OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES AERONAUTICAL REVIEW 
SECTION 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES 
618 928905 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP NOV 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF RELIGION 
V 52+ 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION 
SEE--AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
1984+ 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN FORENSIC ASSOCIATION (CONTINUED BY 
ARGUMENTATION AND ADVOCACY) 
V 20-24// 1983-1988// 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN GERIATRICS SOCIETY 






JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETV 
SEE--AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETV JOURNAL 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
SEE--AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSSOCIATION JOURNAL 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MILITARV HISTORV FOUNDATION (CONTINUED BV 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MILITARV HISTORV INSTITUTE) 
V 1-2// 1937-1938// 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MILITARV HISTORV INSTITUTE (CONTINUES 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MILITARV HISTORV FOUNDATION) (CONTINUED BV 
MILITARV AFFAIRS) 
V 3-4// 1939-1940// 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MOSQUITO CONTROL ASSOCIATION (CONTINUES MOSQUITO NEWS) 
V l+ 1985+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETV 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP APR 1990+ 
615 1305 
AM322 
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION (CONTINUES 
AMERICAN PHARMACV) 
V 36+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN REAL ESTATE AND URBAN ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION (CONTINUED BV REAL ESTATE ECONOMICS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991-MAR 1995// 
215 05 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC AFFILIATION (CONTINUED BV 
J826 PERSPECTIVES ON SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN FAITH) 
V 36-38// 1984-1986// 
010 5 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETV FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE 
AM35 V 1(2)3+ 1950+ 
539 60287 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETV FOR MASS SPECTROMETRV 





JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION (CONTINUES 
WATER RESOURCES BULLETIN) 
V 33+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERV 
V l+ 1954+ 
INDEX V 1-10 







SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
METEOROLOGV) 
V 1-33 1944-1976 
JOURNAL OF THE CONSTRUCTION DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
AMERICAN SOCIETV OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BV 
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT) 
V 83,85-86(87)88-94(95)96-98(99)100-107 1957-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE EARLV REPUBLIC 
V 5+ 1985+ 
621 312105 JOURNAL OF THE ENERGV DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETV 
J826 OF CIVIL ENGINEERS POWER DIVISION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL 





V 105-107 1979-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES, 
IN PART, AMERICAN SOCIETV OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS) 
V 82-107 1956-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALVSIS OF BEHAVIOR 
v l+ 


























JOURNAL OF THE FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA 
SEE--CANADA FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD JOURNAL 
JOURNAL OF THE GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING SOIL AND 
MECHANICS FOUNDATION DIVISON JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING) 
V 100-107 1974-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE HELMINTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON (CONTINUES 
HELMINTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON PROCEEDINGS) 
V 57+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF BIOLOGY 
V l+ 1968+ 
JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF IDEAS 
V l+ 1940+ 
INDEX V 1-30 
PROJECT MUSE 1996+ 
JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
V l+ 1965+ 
JOURNAL OF THE HYDRAULICS DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING) 
V (82)83-107 1956-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY (CONTINUES 
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING) 
V 1-16 1971-1987 
JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION, AND RECREATION (CONTINUED BY IC HP ER JOURNAL) 
V 25-(28)// 1988-1992// 
JOURNAL OF THE IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE JI AS (CONTINUES IOWA 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS) 
V 95+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF THE IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES, IN PART, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 
ENGINEERING) 
V (82-84)85-108// 1956-1982// 
JOURNAL OF THE JAPANESE AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIES 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF THE LESS COMMON METALS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF ALLOYS 
AND COMPOUNDS) 
V 17-175// 1969-1991// 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF THE MARKET RESEARCH SOCIETY 






UN 3 53 
592 092 
F893 
JOURNAL OF THE MECHANICS AND PHYSICS OF SOLIDS 
V 9+ 
INDEX V 1-20 
1961+ 
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL ATHLETIC TRAINERS ASSOCIATION 
SEE--ATHLETIC TRAINING 
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE (CONTINUED BY 
J NC I , JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE) 
V l-43CMF),l-60CP)// 1940-1977// 
INDEX V 1-16, 1940-1956 
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE MONOGRAPHS (CONTINUES 
NC I MONOGRAPHS) 
NO 10+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF THE NORTH AMERICAN BENTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY (CONTINUES FRESHWATER INVERTEBRATES) 




























JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA CSPLIT INTO JOURNAL OF 
THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA PART A OPTICS AND IMAGE SCIENCE, 
AND JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA PART B OPTICAL 
PHYSICS> 
V (36)37-73// 1946-1983// 
INDEX V 54-69, 1964-1979 
JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA PART A OPTICS AND 
IMAGE SCIENCE (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY 
OF AMERICA (1946-1983)) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL 
SOCIETY OF AMERICA PART A OPTICS, IMAGE SCIENCE AND VISION> 
V 1-(10)// 1984-1993// 
JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA PART A OPTICS, IMAGE 
SCIENCE AND VISION (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF 
AMERICAN PART A OPTICS AND IMAGE SCIENCE> 
V (10)+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA PART B OPTICAL 
PHYSICS (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF 
AMERICA (1946-1983)) 
V l+ 1984+ 
JOURNAL OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPORT 
V 12+ 
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 
v l+ 





JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY SERIES A STATISTICS IN 
SOCIETY (CONTINUES ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL SERIES A 
GENERAL> 
V 151+ 1988+ 
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY SERIES B STATISTICAL 
METHODOLOGY (CONTINUES ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY SERIES B 
METHODOLOGICAL) 
V 60+ 1998+ 
JOURNAL OF THE SCIENCE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
V 15+ 1964+ 
JOURNAL OF THE SCIENCE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ABSTRACTS 
1964-1971// 
JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FDR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS (CONTINUED BYS I AM JOURNAL ON APPLIED MATHEMATICS) 
V 1-13// 1953-1965// 
JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FDR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
SERIES B NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (CONTINUED BYS I AM JOURNAL ON 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS> 
V 1-2// 1964-1965// 
JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF DAIRY TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF DAIRY TECHNOLOGY> 
V 48-49// 1995-1996// 
JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF PEDIATRIC NURSES (CONTINUES MATERNAL-
CHILD NURSING> 
V l+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER APR 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF RESEARCH ADMINISTRATORS (CONTINUED BY 
SR A JOURNAL> 
624 105 
AM35 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1989-1990// 
JOURNAL OF THE STRUCTURAL DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS> (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING> 
V (82-83)84-107 1956-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION FDR TEACHER 
EDUCATION 










JOURNAL OF THE SURVEYING AND MAPPING DIVISION AS CE (CONTINUES IN PART AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING) 
V 82-107 1956-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE TECHNICAL COUNCILS OF AS CE (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF TECHNICAL TOPICS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING) 
V 103-107 1977-1981 
JOURNAL OF THE TORREY BOTANICAL SOCIETY (CONTINUES TORREY 
BOTANICAL CLUB BULLETIN) 
V 124+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF THE WEST 
V 3+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 







JOURNAL OF THEORETICAL BIOLOGY 
V 1-159 
INDEX V 1-10 
IDEAL 
JOURNAL OF THERMOPHYSICS AND HEAT TRANSFER 
V 9+ 






SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF TOXICOLOGY CLINICAL TOXICOLOGY 







JOURNAL OF TRANSCULTURAL NURSING 
V 6+ 




JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING (CONTINUES TRANSPORTATION 
ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF AS CE) 
V 109+ 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF TRAUMA NURSING 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
621 8905 
J8261 
JOURNAL OF TRIBOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGY) 
V 106+ 1984+ 
910 91305 JOURNAL OF TROPICAL GEOGRAPHY 
J826 V 40-49// 1975-1979// 
621 43305 JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY 








JOURNAL OF ULTRASTRUCTURE AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE RESEARCH (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ULTRASTRUCTURE RESEARCH) (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY) 
V 94-102// 1986-1989// 
JOURNAL OF ULTRASTRUCTURE RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE RESEARCH) 
V 1-93// 1957-1985// 
SUPPLEMENT V 1-11 
INDEX V 42-57 
JOURNAL OF UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS 
V 25+ 1993+ 
JOURNAL OF URBAN ECONOMICS 
1996+ 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF URBAN HISTORY 

















JOURNAL OF URBAN PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES AMERICAN 
SOCIETV OF CIVIL ENGINEERS URBAN PLANNING DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 
JOURNAL> 
V 109+ 1983+ 
JOURNAL OF VERBAL LEARNING AND VERBAL BEHAVIOR (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF MEMORV AND LANGUAGE> 
V 8-23// 1969-1984// 
JOURNAL OF VIBRATION AND ACOUSTICS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
VIBRATION, ACOUSTICS, STRESS, AND RELIABILITV IN DESIGN> 
V 112+ 1990+ 
JOURNAL OF VIBRATION AND CONTROL (CONTINUES MODAL ANALVSIS) 
V 3+ 1997+ 
JOURNAL OF VIBRATION, ACOUSTICS, STRESS, AND RELIABILITV IN DESIGN (CONTINUES, IN PART, JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN> (CONTINUED BV 
JOURNAL OF VIBRATION AND ACOUSTICS> 
V 105-111// 1983-1989// 
JOURNAL OF VIROLOGV 
V 3+ 1969+ 
JOURNAL OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION AND IMAGE REPRESENTATION 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF VISUAL LANGUAGES AND COMPUTING 
1996+ 
JOURNAL OF VOCATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1995+ 
373 24605 JOURNAL OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH 
J826 V 11+ 1986+ 
640 7105 
J825 
JOURNAL OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION (CONTINUED BV 
JOURNAL OF FAMILV AND SONCUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION> 
V 12// 1994// 
612 7805 
J825 
JOURNAL OF VOICE 
V 9+ 1995+ 
333 91005 JOURNAL OF WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES 
AM351 AMERICAN SOCIETV OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND 
MANAGEMENT DIVISION JOURNAL> 
V 109+ 1983+ 
627 05 JOURNAL OF WATERWAV, PORT, COASTAL AND OCEAN ENGINEERING 
AM355 (CONTINUES AMERICAN SOCIETV OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WATERWAV, PORT, 
COASTAL, AND OCEAN DIVISION JOURNAL) 
V 109+ 1983+ 
QC926 6 JOURNAL OF WEATHER MODIFICATION 
W42 V 2+ 
591 505 JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE DISEASES 
W646 V l+ 
INDEX V 1-5,9-12 
333 7205 JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
J826 V l+ 
INDEX V 1-30 
155 67082 JOURNAL OF WOMEN AND AGING 
J825 V 7+ 
305 40905 JOURNAL OF WOMEN'S HISTORV 
J825 V 7+ 
IDEAL JOURNAL OF X-RAV SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGV 
SEARCHBANK JOURNAL OF VOUTH AND ADOLESCENCE 










JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGV (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGV SERIES A> 

































L 35 9/3 
INTERNET 
JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY SERIES A) 
V 211+ 1987+ 
JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY SERIES A (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY) 
V 205-210// 1985-1986// 
JOURNAL ON STATE SCHOOL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
V 1 1967-1968 
JOURNALISM ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY JOURNALISM AND MASS 
COMMUNICATION ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-31// 1963-1993// 
JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES JOURNALISM 
ABSTRACTS) 
V 32+ 1994+ 
JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION EDUCATOR (CONTINUES JOURNALISM 
EDUCATOR) 
V 50+ 1995+ 
JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION MONOGRAPHS 
NO 149+ 1995+ 
JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION QUARTERLY (CONTINUES J 
JOURNALISM QUARTERLY) 
V 72+ 1995+ 
JOURNALISM EDUCATOR (CONTINUED BY JOURNALISM AND MASS 
COMMUNICATION EDUCATOR) 
Q 
V 8-49// 1952-1995// 
JOURNALISM HISTORY 
V 20+ 1994+ 
JOURNALISM QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY J Q JOURNALISM QUARTERLY) 
V l-7CMF)8CP)-48// 1924-1971// 
INDEX V 1-50 
JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY 
SERIES A BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND MEDICAL SCIENCES AND JOURNALS OF 
GERONTOLOGY SERIES B PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES> 
V 1-49// 1946-1994// 
JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY SERIES A BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND MEDICAL 
SCIENCES (CONTINUES JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY) 
V 50+ 1995+ 
JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY SERIES B PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY) 
V 50+ 1995+ 
JS & HQ JOB SAFETY & HEALTH QUARTERLY 
v l+ 
JS TOR 














SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
JUSTUS LIEBIGS ANNALEN DER CHEMIE 
V l-766CSTORAGE)// 






JUVENILE MAGAZINE OR, MISCELLANEOUS REPOSITORY OF USEFUL 
INFORMATION 
V l-4CMF)// 1802-1803// 
JUVENILE MAGAZINE, CONSISTING OF RELIGIOUS, MORAL, AND 
ENTERTAINING PIECES OF PROSE AND VERSE, ORIGINAL AND 















JUVENILE MIRROR OR, EDUCATIONAL MAGAZINE V lCMF)// 1812// 
JUVENILE PORT-FOLIO, AND LITERARY MISCELLANY, DEVOTED TO THE 
INSTRUCTION AND AMUSEMENT OF YOUTH 
V l-4CMF)// 1812-1816// 
JUVENILE REPOSITORY 
V lCMF)// 1811// 
KAI TIAKI, NURSING NEW ZEALAND (CONTINUES NURSING NEW ZEALAND> 
V l+ 1995+ 
KANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE TRANSACTIONS 
V 10-13,15-16,20-36,38+ 1885-1892,1895-1898, 
1905-1933,1935+ 
SEARCHBANK KANSAS CITY BUSINESS JOURNAL 



























KANSAS HISTORICAL QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY KANSAS HISTORY> 
V 1-43// 1931-1977// 
KANSAS HISTORY, A JOURNAL OF THE CENTRAL PLAINS 
v l+ 1978+ 
KANSAS QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY KANSAS QUARTERLY/ARKANSAS REVIEW> 
V 17-25// 1985-1993// 
KANSAS QUARTERLY/ARKANSAS REVIEW (CONTINUES KANSAS QUARTERLY> (CONTINUED BY ARKANSAS REVIEW> 
V 26-27// 1994-1996// 
KANSAS WATER OFFICE BULLETIN (CONTINUES KANSAS STATE WATER 
RESOURCES BOARD BULLETIN> 
NO 25+ 1982+ 
KANSAS WATER OFFICE TECHNICAL REPORT 
SEE--KANSAS STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD TECHNICAL REPORT 
KANSAS STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 
KANSAS WATER OFFICE BULLETIN> 
NO 14-24// 1971-1981// 
KANSAS STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD TECHNICAL REPORT 
NO 8+ 1971+ 
KANSAS UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY OCCASIONAL 
PAPERS 
V l+ 1971+ 
Qll KANSAS UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS SCIENCE BULLETIN 









KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED 
SCIENCE LIBRARY BIBLIOGRAPHY SERIES 
V l+ 1964+ 
KANSAS UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY PUBLICATIONS 
V 1-20// 1946-1971// 
KAPPA DELTA PI RECORD 
V 1-13 1964-1977 
KAP PAN 
SEE--PHI DELTA KAPPAN 
KEATS-SHELLEY JOURNAL 











KEATS-SHELLEY MEMORIAL BULLETIN 
NO 3-36// 
KELLOGG CW-K> FOUNDATION REPORT 
KENNEDY INSTITUTE OF ETHICS JOURNAL 





051 KENYON REVIEW (CONTINUED BV KENYON REVIEW NEW SERIES> 
K42 V 1-32// 1939-1970// 
INDEX 1939-1963 
051 KENYON REVIEW CNEW SERIES> (CONTINUES KENYON REVIEW> 

















V 13-25(26)27-45 1958-1990 
INDEX 1929-1956 
KEV 
V lCMF)// 1798// 
KEV SOLUTIONS 
TWO VEAR FILE 
KEV TO ECONOMIC SCIENCE (CONTINUES ECONOMIC ABSTRACTS> (CONTINUED BV KEV TO ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND MANAGERIAL SCIENCES> 
V 23-24// 1976-1977// 
KEV TO ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND MANAGERIAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES KEV TO 
ECONOMIC SCIENCE) 
V 25-34// 1978-1987// 
KEYBOARD COMPANION A PRACTICAL MAGAZINE ON EARLY-LEVEL PIANO 
STUDY 
V 6+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK KID CITV 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1996+ 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1996+ 
KIFISIA, GREECE ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PHVTOPATHOLOGIQUE BENAK! 
CNEW SERIES> 
V 1-5(6)7-12(13) 1957-1981 
KIPLINGERS PERSONAL FINANCE MAGAZINE (CONTINUES CHANGING TIMES) (SECOND COPV ON MICROFICHE) (CURRENT ISSUES IN POPULAR PERIODICALS 
AREA> 
V 45CP & MCHE)+ 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULV 1991+ 
KIWANIS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE BUSINESS NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JULV 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE 






SEE--COLLOID AND POLYMER SCIENCE 
KOLLOID ZEITSCHRIFT AND ZEITSCHRIFT FUR POLVMERE 






KOREA ANNUAL (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1964+ 
1000 KOREA FOCUS 
K082 TWO FILE 
1000 KOREA JOURNAL 
K07 ONE YEAR FILE 
1000 KOREANA 
KOS THREE YEAR FILE 
1000 KULTUR CHRONIK 







LB L RESEARCH REVIEW 
V 12+ 1987+ 
L D + A LIGHTING DESIGN+ APPLICATION (CONTINUES L D & A 
LIGHTNG DESIGN AND APPLICATION) 
V 13+ 1983+ 
L D & A LIGHTING DESIGN AND APPLICATION (CONTINUES ILLUMINATING 
ENGINEERING) (CONTINUED BY L D + A LIGHTING DESIGN+ APPLICATION) 
V 1-12// 1971-1982// 
SEARCHBANK LI BUSINESS NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APR 1989+ 
405 LLB A LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR ABSTRACTS 
L269 (VOLUMES FOR 1967-1976 IN STORAGE) 
V 1-10 1967-1976 





V 14+ 1987+ 
NOTE, ASK AT REFERENCE OFFICE FOR 
ASSISTANCE 
LABOR AGE (SOME YEARS ARE TITLED INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCIALIST AND 
SOCIALIST REVIEW) 
V (2-4)5-6(7)8-22// 1913-1933// 
LABOR INFORMATION BULLETIN 
SEE--U S BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS LABOR INFORMATION BULLETIN 
LABOR MARKET 
SEE--LABOR MARKET AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
LABOR MARKET AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (CONTINUED BY 




DOC LABOR RELATIONS TODAY 
Ll 66/3 V 3+ 1988+ 
SEARCH BANK LABOR STUDIES JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1991+ 
SEARCH BANK LABOR TODAY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1989-SEPT 1990// 
619 05 LABORATORY ANIMALS 
L113 v 1+ 1967+ 
616 07 LABORATORY INVESTIGATION (CURRENT YEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, 
L113 ADR 124A) 
V 1-31CSTORAGE)32+ 1925-1955CSTORAGE)l956+ 
616 05 LABORATORY MEDICINE 
Ll14 V 3-7 1972-1976 
507 205 LABORATORY PRACTICE 



















































LABORATORY TECHNIQUES IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
SEE--WORK, THOMAS SPENCE LABORATORY TECHNIQUES IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND 
SEE--MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
LACROZE, JEAN CORNAND DE THE HISTORY OF LEARNING, OR, AN 
ABSTRACT OF SEVERAL BOOKS LATELY PUBLISHED, AS WELL ABROAD, AS AT 
HOME V lCMF)// 1691// 
LACROZE, JEAN CORNAND DE THE WORKS OF THE LEARNED, OR, AN 
HISTORICAL ACCOUNT AND IMPARTIAL JUDGEMENT OF BOOKS NEWLY 
PRINTED, BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK 




LADIES' HOME JOURNAL (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
(SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V 74-95CP)96CP & MCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
LADIES' LITERARY CABINET (SERIES l> 
V lCMF)// 
LADIES' LITERARY CABINET (SERIES 2) 
V l-7CMF)// 
LADIES' MAGAZINE V lCMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM V lCMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM V lCMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM (SERIES V l-16CMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM (SERIES V l-17CMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM (SERIES 
V l-28CMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM (SERIES V l-2CMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM (SERIES V l-2CMF)// 
LADIES' MUSEUM (SERIES V l-3CMF)// 


























LADY AND GENTLEMAN'S POCKET MAGAZINE OF LITERARY AND POLITE 
AMUSEMENT 





MF LADY'S MAGAZINE AND REPOSITORY OF ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGE 
APS I V l-2CMF)// 1792-1793// 
REEL 14 
MF LADY'S MISCELLANY OR, THE WEEKLY VISITOR 
v 1-4(5)6-lOCMF> APS II 1802-1809 
REEL 20-21 
MF LADY'S MISCELLANY OR, THE WEEKLY VISITOR 
v 10-12CMF)// APS II 1810-1812// 
REEL 
212-213 
MF LADY'S MONITOR 
v lCMF)// APS II 1801-1802// 
REEL 20 
637 05 LAIT 
v 29-32(33)34-35 Ll4 1949-1955 


















LAMBDA BOOK REPORT 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 
LANCASTER HIVE, DEVOTED TO MORALITY, LITERATURE, BIOGRAPHY, 
HISTORY, POETRY, AGRICULTURE 
V l-2CMF)// 1803-1805// 
LANCET 
1924-1970CMF)l971CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1990+ 
LANCET 
V lCMF)// 1803// 
LAND AND WATER INTERNATIONAL 
NO 37-57 1978-1986 
LAND AND WATER LAW REVIEW 
V 2+ 1967+ 
LAND ECONOMICS 
V l+ 1925+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989+ 
1000 LAND STEWARDSHIP LETTER 
LAlO THREE VEAR FILE 
QC61 LANDOLT, HANS HEINRICH ZAHLENWERTE AND FUNKTIONEN AUS 













V 1-5 1961-1970 
LANDSCAPE 
V 17+ 1967+ 
LANDSCAPE AND TURF (CONTINUES LANDSCAPE AND TURF INDUSTRY> (ABSORBED BY NURSERY BUSINESS) 
V 26-27// 1981-1982// 
LANDSCAPE AND TURF INDUSTRY (ABSORBED LANDSCAPE INDUSTRY) (CONTINUED BY LANDSCAPE AND TURF) 
V 25-26// 1980-1981// 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
V (10-12,38-42)43(44,48,52-57)58+ 1920+ 
LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUES LANDSCAPING) (CONTINUED BY LANDSCAPE INDUSTRY> 
V 6-14// 1961-1968// 
LANDSCAPE INDUSTRY (CONTINUES LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION) (ABSORBED BY LANDSCAPE AND TURF INDUSTRY> 





V 3+ 1984+ 
712 05 
L237 
LANDSCAPING (CONTINUED BY LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION) 
V 1-6// 1955-1961// 
QC437 
L3A 
LANG, LASZLO ABSORPTION SPECTRA IN THE ULTRAVIOLET AND 
VISIBLE REGION V l+ 1961+ 
541 3305 LANGMUIR 
L25 V 1-lOCMF)llCP)+ 1985+ 
405 LANGUAGE (BALTIMORE, MARYLAND) 
L266 V 55+ 1979+ 
372 605 LANGUAGE ARTS 
EL25 V 1-40CMF)41CP)+ 1924+ 
407 LANGUAGE LEARNING 
L269 V 34+ 1984+ 
371 91205 LANGUAGE, SPEECH AND HEARING SERVICES IN SCHOOLS 
L269 V 17+ 1986+ 
405 LANGUAGES BULLETIN 
L268 V 2-9// 1973-1980// 
636 08505 LARGE ANIMAL PRACTICE (CONTINUES LARGE ANIMAL VETERINARIAN 
AN5623 COVERING HEALTH AND NUTRITION) V 18+ 1997+ 
636 08505 LARGE ANIMAL VETERINARIAN COVERING HEALTH AND NUTRITION (CONTINUES 
AN5622 ANIMAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION FOR THE LARGE ANIMAL VETERINARIAN) (CONTINUED BY LARGE ANIMAL PRACTICE) V 43,NO 5-51// 1988-1996// 
1000 LARK BUNTING 













LARVNGOSCOPE V 71-87(88) 
LASER APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY 
V 1-3 
LASSER INSTITUTE MONTHLY TAX SERVICE 
SEE--J K LASSER'S YOUR INCOME TAX 
LATE IMPERIAL CHINA 
LATIN AMERICAN LITERARY REVIEW 
V (6)+ 
LATIN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES 
V 2+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH REVIEW 



















V 1-6CMF)// 1818-1825// 
LAURA INGALLS WILDER LORE (CONTINUES LAURA INGALLS WILDER NEWS) 
V 2+ 1976+ 
LAURA INGALLS WILDER NEWS (CONTINUED BY LAURA INGALLS WILDER LORE) 
V 1// 1975// 
- 280 -
347 05 LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS 
L41 V l-34CSTORAGE)35+ 
SEARCHBANK LAW AND POLICY IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 






LAW, MEDICINE AND HEALTH CARE (CONTINUES NL E NURSING, LAW AND 
ETHICS> (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF LAW, MEDICINE & ETHICS) 
V 9-20// 1981-1992// 
SEARCHBANK LAWN AND GARDEN MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
MF LAY-MAN'S MAGAZINE 
APS II V lCMF)// 
REEL 123 
MF LAY-MONK 
ELP NO l-40CMF)// 
LE NOUVEL OBSERVATEUR 
SEE--NOUVEL OBSERVATEUR 
SEARCHBANK LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
580 5 
L47 
LEAFLETS OF WESTERN BOTANY 
V 9-10// 
LEAGUE 
SEE--RED CROSS, RED CRESCENT 









V 6-11(12)// 1937-1946// 
371 10205 LEARNING CYEAR OF PUBLICATION) (CONTINUED BY MAILBOX TEACHER> 







LEARNING AND LEADING WITH TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES COMPUTING TEACHER> 
V (22)+ 1995+ 





370 152305 LEARNING STYLES NETWORK NEWSLETTER 





LEARNING TODAY (CONTINUES LIBRARY-COLLEGE JOURNAL) 
V 4-9 1971-1976 
LEGAL ALMANAC SERIES 
NO l+ 1940+ 
REF LEGISLATIVE BILL STATUS SYSTEM CASK AT REFERENCE DESK FOR 
ASSISTANCE> 
61ST SESSION+ JANUARY 29, 1986-
328 783005 LEGISLATIVE REPORT (CONTINUES LEGISLATIVE REPORT (GREATER SOUTH 
L454 DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE>> (CONTINUED BY BOTTOM LINE> 
1980-1988// 
328 783005 LEGISLATIVE REPORT (GREATER SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE> 
L45 (CONTINUED BY LEGISLATIVE REPORT> 
V l,NO 1-10// 1979// 
MF 
EBP 
LEIGH HUNT'S LONDON JOURNAL 
V l-2CMF)// 1834-1835// 
790 19605 LEISURABILITY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF LEISURABILITY> 
L535 V 6-7// 1979-1980// 
790 1 LEISURE INDUSTRY DIGEST (CONTINUED BY LEISURE INDUSTRY REPORT> 




LEISURE INDUSTRY REPORT (CONTINUES LEISURE INDUSTRY DIGEST) 
V 8+ 1988+ 
790 013505 LEISURE STUDIES 





























LEISURE, RECREATION AND TOURISM ABSTRACTS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 10+ 
LETTERE AL NUOVO CIMENTO 
SERIES 1 
V 1-4// 
LETTERE AL NUOVO CIMENTO (SERIES 2) 
v l+ 
LETTERS IN APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY 
v l+ 
LIBERAL V 1-2CMF)// 






LIBERAL OPINION WEEK 
V (6)+ 
LIBRARY (SERIES 5) 
V 24-33// 
LIBRARY (SERIES 6) 
v l+ 
LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS PRACTICE AND THEORY 
V 19+ 
LIBRARY HOTLINE 
ONE VEAR FILE 
027 70973 LIBRARY ISSUES 
L615 V 13+ 
020 5 LIBRARY JOURNAL 
L61 V 49+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 











LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
SEE--U S LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
LIBRARY QUARTERLY 
V 1-5(6)7+ 
INDEX V 11-15 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
LIBRARY RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 
NO 1-14// 



























025 07805 LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS 
L615 V 20+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JULY 1992+ 
020 5 LIBRARY TRENDS 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JULY 1992+ 
LIBRARY WORKSTATION AND PC REPORT (CONTINUES M300 AND PC REPORT) (CONTINUED BV LIBRARY WORKSTATION REPORT)CSHELVED IN REFERENCE 
OFFICE) 
V (4)-5// 1987-1988// 
LIBRARY WORKSTATION REPORT (CONTINUES LIBRARY WORKSTATION AND PC 
REPORT) (CONTINUED BV ACADEMIC AND LIBRARY COMPUTING) (SHELVED IN 
REFERENCE OFFICE) 
V 6-(8)// 1989-1991// 
LIBRARY-COLLEGE JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV LEARNING TODAY) 
V 1-4// 1968-1971// 
LICHENOLOGIST 
1995+ 
LIEBIGS ANNALEN DER CHEMIE (CONTINUED BV LIEBIGS ANNALEN ORGANIC 
AND BIOORGANIC CHEMISTRY) 
1979-1994// 
LIEBIGS ANNALEN ORGANIC AND BIOORGANIC CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES LIEBIGS ANNALEN DER CHEMIE) (CONTINUES BV LIEBIGS 
ANNALEN RECUEIL) 
1995-1996// 
LIEBIGS ANNALEN RECUEIL (CONTINUES LIEBIGS ANNALEN ORGANIC AND 
BIOORGANIC CHEMISTRY) (CONTINUED BV EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF ORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY) 






051 LIFE (SERIES 2) (CONTINUES LIFE) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR 
L627 PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 1-8CMF)7CP)+ 1978+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983+ 
1000 LIFE AND HUMAN RIGHTS 











LIFE INSURANCE FACT BOOK ANNUAL (CURRENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE) 
1946+ 
LIFE SCIENCES (CONTINUED BV LIFE SCIENCES, PARTS 1 AND 2) 
V 1-8// 1962-1969// 
LIFE SCIENCES PART 1, PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY (CONTINUES IN PART LIFE SCIENCES) (CONTINUED BV LIFE 
SCIENCES THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM FOR RAPID PUBLICATION 
COMMUNICATION IN LIFE SCIENCES) 
V 9-12// 1970-1973// 
LIFE SCIENCES PART 2, BIOCHEMISTRY, GENERAL AND MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY (CONTINUES IN PART LIFE SCIENCES) (CONTINUED BV 
LIFE SCIENCES THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM FOR RAPID PUBLICATIONS OF 
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE LIFE SCIENCES) 
V 9-12// 1970-1973// 
LIFE SCIENCES THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM FOR RAPID 
PUBLICATION OF COMMUNICATIONS IN THE LIFE SCIENCES (CONTINUES LIFE SCIENCES PARTS 1 AND 2) 


















LIFELONG LEARNING (CONTINUES LIFELONG LEARNING, THE ADULT YEARS) 
CV 7 BOUND WITH LIFELONG LEARNING, THE ADULT YEARS) (CONTINUED BV 
ADULT LEARNING) 
V 7-12// 1983-1989// 
LIFELONG LEARNING, THE ADULT YEARS (CONTINUED BV LIFELONG 
LEARNING) 
V 1-6// 1977-1983// 
LIL LOA 
V 2-32 1938-1966 
LIMNOLOGV AND OCEANOGRAPHY 
V l+ 1956+ 
INDEX V 1-20 
LINGUA FRANCA 
V 5+ 1995+ 
LINNAEA 
V l-43CMC)// 1826-1882// 
LINNEAN SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BV 
BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY) 
V 162-179// 1950-1968// 
LINNEAN SOCIETY OF LONDON ZOOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
V 50+ 1971+ 
PROJECT LION AND THE UNICORN 
MUSE 
612 39705 LIPIDS 
L664 V l+ 
005 13305 LISP POINTERS 
L68 V 3+ 
1000 LISTEN 
LI7 ONE VEAR FILE 














LITERARY AND EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE 
V l-8CMF)// 
LITERARY AND LIBRARY PRIZES 
LITERARY AND MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
V 1-4CMF)// 










MF LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC REPOSITORY, AND CRITICAL REVIEW 
APS II 
REEL 126 
V 1-4CMF)// 1820-1822// 
MF LITERARY CABINET 
APS II V lCMF)// 1806-1807// 
REEL 22 
MF LITERARY COMPANION 
APS II V lCMF)// 1821// 
REEL 131 
INDEX WALL LITERARY CRITICISM REGISTER 
016 8209 V 4+ 1986+ 
L712 
051 LITERARY DIGEST 




LITERARY DIGEST INTERNATIONAL BOOK REVIEW 
V 1-3// 1922-1925// 
MF 
ELP 
LITERARY EXAMINER, CONSISTING OF THE INDICATOR, A REVIEW OF BOOKS, 
AND MISCELLANEOUS PIECES IN PROSE AND VERSE 
NO l-26CMF)// 1823// 
MF LITERARY GAZETTE OR, JOURNAL OF CRITICISM, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS 
APS II 
REEL 131 
V lCMF)// 1821// 
MF LITERARY LOUNGER 
EBP l826CMF)// 
MF LITERARY MAGAZINE, AND AMERICAN REGISTER 




LITERARY MAGAZINE, OR, THE HISTORY OF THE WORKS OF THE 
LEARNED 













MF LITERARY MISCELLANY OR, MONTHLY REVIEW, A PERIODICAL WORK 
APS II 
REEL 131 




LITERARY MISCELLANY, INCLUDING DISSERTATIONS AND ESSAYS ON SUBJECTS 
OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND MORALS BIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL 
SKETCHES CRITICAL REMARKS ON LANGUAGE WITH OCCASIONAL REVIEWS 
V l-2CMF)// 1805-1806// 
PR13 LITERARY MONOGRAPHS 
L55 V 1-9 
MF LITERARY MUSEUM, OR MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
APS I 
REEL 14 
MF LITERARY PAMPHLETEER 
APS II NO l-6CMF)// 
REEL 132 
805 LITERARY REVIEW 
L714 V l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MF LITERARY TABLET 
APS II V l-4CMF)// 
REEL 24 
809 83105 LITERATUR UND KRITIK 
L712 NO 283+ 
PROJECT LITERATURE AND MEDICINE 
MUSE 
801 9205 LITERATURE AND PSYCHOLOGY 
L71 V 41+ 
791 4305 LITERATURE FILM QUARTERLY 

















V l-27CMF)// 1844-1850// 
LITTERATURE 





V 35-40// 1966-1972// 
AG ECOM 
sea 126 




LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION SCIENCE 
V 6+ 
DOC LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTER 
A 92 18/3 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
LIVING 
SEE--JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY 
1979+ 
051 LIVING AGE CSEE ALSO ENTRY FOR LITTELL'S LIVING AGE> 
L76 V 6,9,17-18,20-23,27,38-44,47,49-51,97- 1845-1941// 
100,102-106,109-110,112-116,118-121,123-
124,l26-186,220-344,346-358,360 
598 05219 LIVING BIRD CANNUAL> (CONTINUED BY LIVING BIRD QUARTERLY> 
L76 V 1-13,15,17-19// 1962-1981// 
598 05219 LIVING BIRD (CONTINUES LIVING BIRD QUARTERLY> 
L7512 V 10 NO 4+ AUTUMN 1991+ 
598 05219 LIVING BIRD QUARTERLY (CONTINUES LIVING BIRD (ANNUAL>> (CONTINUED 
L761 BY LIVING BIRD) 
V 1-10 NO 3// 1982-SUMMER 1991// 
781 57305 LIVING BLUES 
L761 1985+ 
574 97305 LIVING WILDERNESS (CONTINUED BY WILDERNESS> 
L761 V (28)29-46// 1963-1982// 
INDEX V 26-31, 1961-1968 
570 5 LLOYDIA (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF NATURAL PRODUCTS) 
L775 V 1-41// 1938-1978// 
SEARCHBANK LLOYDS BANK ANNUAL REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1991-1992// 
551 5061 LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA--HURON, SD 
UN3 51 1959+ 
551 5061 LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA--SIOUX FALLS, SD 
UN3 52 1959+ 
AS30 LOCKHAVEN REVIEW 
L6 NO 2,8-14 1960-1974 
973 05 LOCUS 
L819 V 7+ 1994+ 
647 068 LODGING 
L82 V C20)+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK LODGING HOSPITALITY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORTATION REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT> 







LONDON MAGAZINE CSERIES 1) 
V 1-lOCMF)// 
LONDON MAGAZINE CSERIES 2) 
V 1-lOCMF)// 
















LONDON MAGAZINE, DR, GENTLEMAN'S MDNTHLV INTELLIGENCER (SERIES 1) 
V l-52CMF)// 1732-1783// 
LONDON MAGAZINE, OR, GENTLEMAN'S MDNTHLV INTELLIGENCER (SERIES 2) 
V l-4CMF)// 1783-1785// 
LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETV JOURNAL (SERIES 1) 
V 34-44// 1959-1969// 
INDEX V 1-44 
LONDON MATHEMATICAL SDCIETV JOURNAL (SERIES 2) 
V l+ 1969+ 
LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETV PROCEEDINGS (SERIES 3) 
V 9-14(15)16+ 1959+ 
INDEX V 1-25 
LONDON SPV 
SEE--WARD, EDWARD THE LONDON SPV 










SEARCHBANK LOS ANGELES BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK REVIEW 
ONE MONTH FILE 
LOS ANGELES TIMES MAGAZINE 







LOS BANOS, PHILIPPINES INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 






SEARCHBANK LOTUS (ABSORBED BV PC WORLD) 















LVNN, ELDIN VERNE THE LVNN INDEX 
V 1-8 
LVRE OR, NEW VORK MUSICAL JOURNAL 
V lCMF)// 
1987+ 







MC N, THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATERNAL CHILD NURSING 
V 1-lOCP)llCP & MCHE)+ 1976-1985CP> 
SEARCHBANK MEED MIDDLE EAST ECONOMIC DIGEST 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
808 9973 
M496 
M E L U S 
V 12+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
287 -






M H (MENTAL HYGIENE) 
V 1-10,33-42CMF),11-61CP)// 1917-1977// 








I 72 17 
020 5 
M864 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1994+ 
MIT'S TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (CONTINUES TECHNOLOGY REVIEW> (CONTINUED BY TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (1998)) 
V (100)-(101)// 1997-1998// 
ML A INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY (COMPUTER FILE) 
ML N CMODERN LANGUAGE NOTES> 
V 1-77CMF),74CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 
MM S TODAY 
V 1+ 








SEARCHBANK MP LS -ST PAUL MAGAZINE 
330 5 
8965 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 








MU LS, A UNION LIST OF SERIALS 3RD EDITION (CONTINUES MINNESOTA 
UNION LIST OF SERIALS> 




MU LS, A UNION LIST OF SERIALS 3RD EDITION REVISED 






M VB A NEWS (CONTINUES MINNESOTA BREEDERS' CO-OPERATOR) 
V (36-39)// 1982-1985// 
917 8305 
ST22 




SEE--SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF FINLAND JOURNAL 
621 81505 MACHINE DESIGN 
M184 V 25-38(39) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
Q335 MACHINE INTELLIGENCE 
M3 V 1-7 
621 05 MACHINERY 





051 MACLEAN'S, CANADA'S WEEKLY NEWS MAGAZINE (CURRENT ISSUES ON 












MACUSER (ABSORBED BY MACWORLD) 
V 11-13// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK MACWEEK 

















































MACWORLD (ABSORBED MACUSER) 
V (14)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MADAME FIGARO 
SIX MONTH FILE 
NOV 1997+ 
MAY 1993+ 
MADEMOISELLE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V 54-84CP)85CP & MCHE)+ 1961-1978CP) 
1979CP & MCHE)+ 
MADEMOISELLE GYMNAST (MERGED WITH MODERN GYMNAST TO FORM 
GYMNAST) 
V 1-2(3,4)5// 1966-1971// 
MADRONO 
V 15+ 1959+ 
MAGAZINE ANTIQUES (CONTINUES ANTIQUES) 
V 99+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MAGAZINE OF ART 
V 7-46// 
MAGAZINE OF CONCRETE RESEARCH 
NO Cl-27)+ 
MAGAZINE OF DUCKS AND GEESE 
V 7-15// 
MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 
V 6+ 









MAILBOX TEACHER (CONTINUES LEARNINGCYEAR OF PUBLICATION)) 
V (26)+ SPR 1998+ 
MAINE ANJOU INTERNATIONAL 
V 6-11 




MAKING THE ROUNDS IN HEALTH, FAITH, AND ETHICS (CONTINUES SECOND 
OPINION) 
V 1-2// 1995-1996// 
MALACOLOGIA 
V 1-25 1962-1984 
MALTING BARLEY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1949-1980// 
MALTING BARLEY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION QUALITY PUBLICATION 
V 21-38// 1964-1981// 
MAN AND SOIL 
V (1-2)// 1959-1960// 
MAN IN INDIA 
V 44-63 1964-1983 
572 05 MAN NEW SERIES (CONTINUES MAN OLD SERIES) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
M312 OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE) 
V 1-65// 1966-1994// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1990-1994// 
572 05 MAN OLD SERIES (CONTINUED BY MAN NEW SERIES) 
M312 V 49-50(51),57(58)59-65// 1949-1965// 
371 42605 MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
IN22 EDUCATION) (CONTINUED BY TECHNOLOGY TEACHER) 
V 30-42// 1970-1983// 
289 -
SEARCHBANK MANAGE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
353 00105 MANAGEMENT 
M312 V 1-6// 
SEARCHBANK MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING CU SA) 




MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING RESEARCH 
MANAGEMENT ADVISER 
V 1-11// 
SEARCHBANK MANAGEMENT DECISION 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
V 43-66 






FIVE VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK MANAGEMENT TODAY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK MANAGEMENT WORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK MANAGERS HANDBOOK (CONTINUES MANAGERS MAGAZINE) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 














JAN -MAR 1992// 
SEPT 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1991-JULV 1996// 
SEARCHBANK MANAGING OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
330 5 
M312 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1993+ 
MANCHESTER SCHOOL OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
V 42+ 1974+ 
SEARCHBANK MANITOBA BUSINESS 
QL461 
M3 

















MANITOBA UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR TRANSPORTATION STUDIES 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR SERIES ON TRANSPORTATION 
V 1-4 1967-1971 
MANPOWER (CONTINUES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE REVIEW AND 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY WORKLIFE) 
V 1-7// 1969-1975// 
MANPOWER BULLETIN, AN ANALYSIS OF CURRENT MANPOWER STATISTICS IN 



























MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 
SEE--MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
MARG, A MAGAZINE OF THE ARTS 
1930-1967// 
1932+ 
V 17-18,(19),20-34 1963-1982 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
V 8-114 1971-1992 
MARINE FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES COMMERCIAL FISHERIES 
ABSTRACTS (1971-1973)) 
V (26-27) 1973-1974 
MARINE FISHERIES REVIEW 
V (37-38)(45)(49)+ 






MARKET GROWERS' JOURNAL (ABSORBED BY AMERICAN VEGETABLE GROWER) 
V Cll-18,24-33)34-35(36-37)38-39 1912-1957// (40-43)44-45(46-47)48-49(50-51)52-86// 
SEARCHBANK MARKET RESEARCH EUROPE 









SEARCHBANK MARKETING AND MEDIA DECISIONS (CONTINUED BY MEDIAWEEK) 
655 05 
P936 43 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-1990// 
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 
V (199-201)202-203(204)205-216 (217)218-272(273)274-291(292)293-300// 1942-1972// 
SEARCHBANK MARKETING HEALTH SERVICES (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF HEALTH CARE 
MARKETING) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAR 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK MARKETING INTELLIGENCE AND PLANNING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995-FEB 1998 












SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIVING 
SEE--JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY REVIEW 
V 1-9 C MF HO C P )+ 1978-1985CMF)l986CP)+ 
MASCULINES 
V 14-28 1970-1984 
MASK 
V 1-13CMF)// 1908-1929// 
MASK A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE ART OF THE THEATRE 
V 1-3 1908-1911 
MASONIC CASKET DESIGNED FOR THE BENEFIT OF FREE AND 
ACCEPTED MASONS, AND FOR THE INFORMATION OF SUCH AS WISH TO KNOW 
THE ORDER AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE FRATERNITY 










MASONIC MIRROR AND MECHANIC'S INTELLIGENCER 
V l-2CMF)// 
MASONIC MISCELLANY AND LADIES' LITERARY MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 





1000 MASS COMMENTS CU SD) 
MA2 FIVE VEAR FILE 
P87 
M28 
MASS COMMUNICATION REVIEW YEARBOOK 
v l+ 1980+ 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
MASS TRANSPORTATION 
V 23-24,26(27,31-32)33(34-35)36 1927-1949 (37)38-41(42)43-45 
MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL REPOSITORY AND JOURNAL 
V l-8CMF)// 1801-1825// 
MASSACHUSETTS BAPTIST MISSIONARY MAGAZINE 
V l-4CMF)// 1803-1806// 
MASSACHUSETTS BAPTIST MISSIONARY MAGAZINE (SERIES 2?) 
V 2// 1810-1816// 
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON DEPARTMENT OF 
PSYCHIATRY MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL BIOLOGICAL 
THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY BIOLOGICAL 
THERAPIES IN PSYCHIATRY MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL NEWSLETTER> 
V 1-3 NO 5// 1978-MAV 1980// 
MF MASSACHUSETTS MAGAZINE, OR MONTHLY MUSEUM CONTAINING THE 
APS I LITERATURE, HISTORY, POLITICS, ARTS, MANNERS AND AMUSEMENTS OF THE 
















V l-8CMF)// 1789-1796// 




MASSACHUSETTS WATCHMAN, AND PERIODICAL JOURNAL 
V lCMF)// 
MASTER'S THESES IttEDUCATION 
NO l+ 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
MASTERS ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY MASTERS ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL) 
V 1-23// 1962-1985// 
INDEX V 1-15 
ABSTRACTS MASTERS ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES MASTERS ABSTRACTS) 











































MASTERS ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL (1989+) 
SEE--DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL ON CD-ROM 
MASTERS IN ART 
V 1-9 




MASTERS THESES IN THE PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES ACCEPTED BY 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF THE UNITED STATES (CONTINUED BY 
MASTERS THESES IN THE PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES ACCEPTED BY 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA) 
V 1-17// 1955-1972// 
MASTERS THESES IN THE PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES ACCEPTED BY 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA (CONTINUES MASTERS THESES IN THE PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES 
ACCEPTED BY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES) 
V 18+ 1973+ 
MASTHEAD 
V 47+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MATERIAL CULTURE (CONTINUES PIONEER AMERICA) 
V 16+ 
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES (SERIES 1) 
NO 1-37// 












MATERIALS RESEARCH AND STANDARDS (CONTINUES AST M 
BULLETIN) (CONTINUED BYAS TM STANDARDIZATION NEWS) 
V 1-12// 1961-1972// 
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY MATERIALS SCIENCE 
& ENGINEERING A, STRUCTURAL MATERIALS PROPERTIES, MICROSTRUCTURE 
AND PROCESSING AND MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING B, SOLID-STATE 
MATERIALS FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY) 
V 13-100// 1974-1988// 
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING A STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 
PROPERTIES, MICROSTRUCTURE AND PROCESSING (CONTINUES IN PART 
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING) 
V 101-158 1988-1992 
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING B, SOLID-STATE MATERIALS FOR 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES IN PART MATERIALS SCIENCE AND 
ENGINEERING) 
V 1-14 1988-1992 
MATERNAL-CHILD NURSING JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE 
SOCIETY OF PEDIATRIC NURSES) 
V 1-24// 1972-1996// 
MATHEMATICAL BIOSCIENCES 
V l+ 1967+ 
MATHEMATICAL CORRESPONDENT 
V lCMF)// 1804-1806// 
MATHEMATICAL CORRESPONDENT 
V 1-2CMF)// 1805-1807// 
MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE 







































SEE--CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, CAMBRIDGE, ENG MATHEMATICAL 
SEE--PROCEEDINGS 
MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS 
V l+ 1940+ 
MATHEMATICAL TABLES AND OTHER AIDS TO COMPUTATION CCONTINUED BY 
MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION) 
V 1-13// 1943-1959// 
MATHEMATICS MAGAZINE 
V 30+ 1956+ 
MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION (CONTINUES MATHEMATICAL TABLES AND 
OTHER AIDS TO COMPUTATION) 
V 1-10CMC)ll-30CP) 1943-1976 
V 14-59CJSTOR) 1960-1992CJSTOR) 
MATHEMATICS TEACHER 
CV 17,18,20-21)+ 1924+ 
INDEX V 14-22 
MAYDICA 
V 1-(4)+ 1956+ 
MAYO CLINIC HEALTH LETTER 
V 4+ 1986+ 
MAYO CLINIC PROCEEDINGS 
V 40+ 1965+ 
MC CALL'S (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
CSECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V 85-106CP)107CP & MCHE)+ 1958-1978CP) 
MC CLURE'S MAGAZINE 
V 1-40,(43) 
MCCRORY GARDENS FRIENDS NEWSLETTER 
V 3+ 
MC GRAW HILL YEARBOOK OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 




MC GRAW-HILL, INC MC GRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING (CONTINUES CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND EQUIPMENT) (CONTINUED BY 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING) 
V 60-61// 1978-1979// 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
MC REYNOLDS, PAUL ADVANCES IN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 
V 1-6// 1968-1987// 
MEASURE 
V 1-2// 1950-1951// 
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN GUIDANCE) 
V 17+ 1984+ 
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION IN GUIDANCE (CONTINUED BY 
MEASURING AND EVALUATION IN COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT) 













MEASUREMENT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF PHYSICS E 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS) 
V l+ 1990+ 
MEAT AND POULTRY CAN! SCI> 







SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 







531 05 MECHANICS OF SOLIDS 
M464 V 1-11 1966-1976 
574 8805 MECHANISMS OF DEVELOPMENT 
M46 V 49+ 1995+ 
605 MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED (CONTINUED BY HOME MECHANIX> 
M465 V (80)// 1984// 
610 7805 MED NEWS 
M4715 V (6)7-8// 1975-1977// 
302 2305 MEDIA STUDIES JOURNAL 
M46 V 9+ 1995+ 
302 23405 MEDIA, CULTURE & SOCIETY 
M46 V 17+ 1995+ 
MF MEDIATEUR JOURNAL POLITIQUE ET LITTERAIRE 
APS II V lCMF)// 1814// 
REEL 132 
347 73905 MEDIATION QUARTERLY 
M468 NO 13-24,V 7-8 1986-1988,FALL 1989-
1990 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
MEDICAL AND AGRICULTURAL REGISTER 
V lCMF)// 
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 
1806-1807// 
SEE--MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING, JOURNAL OF THE 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING, JOURNAL OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 
V 1-28 1963-1990 
MEDICAL AND HEALTH ANNUAL 
CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE 
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS (REPLACED BY 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE> 
V 1-4 1993-1996 
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REGISTER 
V lCMF)// 1818-1820// 
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN SEXUALITY 







V l-16CMF)l7-28CP) 1963-1990 
MEDICAL CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON LOWER 
LEVEL> 
V 41+ 1957+ 
INDEX 1955+ 













SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990+ 
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (CONTINUES MEDICAL ELECTRONICS AND DATA) 
V 8-12 1977-1981 
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 
SEE--MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING 
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS AND DATA (CONTINUED BY MEDICAL 
ELECTRONICS> 
V 5-8// 1974-1977// 
MEDICAL GYNAECOLOGY AND FERTILITY ABSTRACTS 
V (1)2-4// 1962-1965// 
MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (CONTINUED BY BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION & 
TECHNOLOGY) 
V 8-22// 1974-1988// 
MEDICAL INTELLIGENCER, CONTAINING EXTRACTS FROM FOREIGN AND 
AMERICAN JOURNALS 
V l-3CMF)// 1823-1825// 
SEARCHBANK MEDICAL LABORATORY OBSERVER 






























MEDICAL LETTER ON DRUGS AND THERAPEUTICS 
V l+ 1959+ 
MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 
V 43-64// 1955-1976// 
INDEX V 41-50 
MEDICAL NEWSPAPER OR, THE DOCTOR AND THE PHYSICIAN 
V lCMF)// 1822-1823// 
MEDICAL PROGRESS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 
V 7-8 1980-1982 
MEDICAL REFORMER 
V lCMF)// 1823// 
MEDICAL REPOSITORY OF ORIGINAL ESSAYS AND INTELLIGENCE, 
RELATIVE TO PHYSICS, SURGERY, CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL HISTORY 
V l-3CMF) 1797-1800 
MEDICAL REPOSITORY OF ORIGINAL ESSAYS AND INTELLIGENCE, 
RELATIVE TO PHYSICS, SURGERY, CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL HISTORY 
V 13-23CMF)// 1809-1824// 
MEDICAL REPOSITORY OF ORIGINAL ESSAYS AND INTELLIGENCE, 
RELATIVE TO PHYSICS, SURGERY, CHEMISTRY, AND NATURAL HISTORY 
V 3-12CMF) 1800-1809 
MEDICAL RESEARCH ENGINEERING 
V 7-12(13) 1968-1980 
MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADINGS (SHELVED AT INFORMATION DESK) 
CURRENT VEAR RETAINED 








MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (1967-1974) 
1967-1974 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (1977) (CONTINUES AMERICAN JOURNAL OF 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (1934-1976)) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN JOURNAL 
OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (1977-1983)) 
V 43// 1977// 
SEARCHBANK MEDICAL UPDATE 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK MEDICAL WORLD NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1988-FEB 1994 
619 05 
M468 
MEDICINA EXPERIMENTALIS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL> 
V 19 1969 
SEARCHBANK MEDICINE 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
617 105 
M468 
MEDICINE AND SCIENCE IN SPORTS (CONTINUED BY MEDICINE AND 
SCIENCE IN SPORTS AND EXERCISE) 
V 1-11// 1969-1979// 
617 105 
M469 
MEDICINE AND SCIENCE IN SPORTS AND EXERCISE (CONTINUES MEDICINE AND 
SCIENCE IN SPORTS) 

















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MEDLEY (SERIES 1) 
NO l-45CMF)// 
MEDLEY (SERIES 2) 
NO l-45CMF)// 
MEDLEY OR, MONTHLY MISCELLANY 
V lCMF)// 
MED LINE 
SEARCHBANK MEDSURG NURSING 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
SEARCHBANK MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
595 14605 MEGADRILOGICA 
M46 V 5+ 
531 05 MEKHANIKA TVERDOGO TELA 
M465 
QL461 MELANDER IA 
M4 V l+ 
MF MEMOIRS FOR THE INGENIOUS 
















MEMOIRS FOR THE INGENIOUS, OR, THE UNIVERSAL MERCURY 





MEMOIRS OF LITERATURE 
V l-4CMF> 
MEMORY AND COGNITION 
V 2+ 
SEARCHBANK MEMPHIS BUSINESS JOURNAL 





SEARCHBANK MEN'S HEALTH 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK MENOPAUSE NEWS 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
131 305 MENTAL HEALTH SCOPE 








SEE--M H (MENTAL HVGIENE) 
MENTAL RETARDATION ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BV MENTAL 
RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-10// 1964-1973// 
MENTAL RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 
V 1-14// 1970-1986// 
MENTAL RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES MENTAL RETARDATION ABSTRACTS) (CONTINUED BV 
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ABSTRACTS) 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MERCK REPORT 
V 43-51(52)53-60(61-65)// 
JULV 1874-MAR 1986// 
1934-1956// 
SEARCHBANK MERCURV 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS 














MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY, BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED BV MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY, JOURNAL OF 
DEVELOPMENTAL PSVCHOLOGV) 
V 14-27// 1968-1981// 
MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY, JOURNAL OF DEVELOPMENTAL PSVCHOLOGV (CONTINUES MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY, BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT) 
V 28+ 1982+ 
MERRIMACK MAGAZINE AND LADIES' LITERARY CABINET 
V lCMF)// 1805-1806// 
MERRIMACK MAGAZINE AND MONTHLV REGISTER OF POLITICS, 
AGRICULTURE, LITERATURE AND RELIGION 
V lCMF)// 1825// 
MERRIMACK MISCELLANY 
V lCMF)// 1805// 
1000 MESSAGE OF THAQALAVN A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ISLAMIC STUDIES 









V (ll-17)52-54(55-56)57-78// 1928-1934,1967-1993// 
MESSENGER OF PEACE, DEVOTED TO DOCTRINE, RELIGION, AND 
MORAL ITV 
V lCMF)// 1824-1825// 
METABOLISM, CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
v l+ 1952+ 
SEARCHBANK METALWORKING NEWS 
551 506 
AM3 5 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1987-SEPT 1990 
METEOROLOGICAL ABSTRACTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY (CONTINUED BV 
METEOROLOGICAL AND GEOASTROPHVSICAL ABSTRACTS) (VOLUMES FOR 1950-1959 IN STORAGE) 




























METEOROLOGICAL AND GEOASTROPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES 
METEOROLOGICAL ABSTRACTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY) (VOLUMES FOR 1960-1982 IN STORAGE) 
V 11-33 1960-1982 
INDEX 1960 
METHODEN DER ORGANISCHEN CHEMIE 





METHODS A COMPANION TO METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY 
V (2-3),7+ 
IDEAL 
METHODS IN CELL BIOLOGY 
SEE--PRESCOTT, DAVID M METHODS IN CELL BIOLOGY 
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY 
v l+ 
METHODS IN PHARMACOLOGY 
v l+ 
METHODS IN VIROLOGY 
v l+ 
















SEARCHBANK MEXICAN STUDIES - ESTUDIO MEXICANOS 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK MICHIGAN BUSINESS (CONTINUED BY BUSINESS DETROIT> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1989-NOV 1990// 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1989+ 
MICHIGAN ENTOMOLOGIST 
SEE--GREAT LAKES ENTOMOLOGIST 
MICHIGAN FARMER, AND WESTERN HORTICULTURIST 
V l-8CMF)// 




SEARCHBANK MICHIGAN LAW REIVEW 







MICHIGAN MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL 
v l+ 









































MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 
BULLETIN 









MICROBIOLOGICAL REVIEWS (CONTINUES BACTERIOLOGICAL REVIEWS) (CONTINUED BY MICROBIOLOGY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REVIEWS) 
V 42-60// 1978-1996// 
MICROBIOLOGY CMOSCOW, USSR) 
V (26)27-32,34-59 1958-1990 
MICROBIOLOGY CREADING, ENGLAND) (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF GENERAL 
MICROBIOLOGY) 
V 140+ 1994+ 
MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION A INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED 
MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUES MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION A 
INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY) (REPLACED BY BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE) 
V 7-31 1972-1996 
MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION A INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION A INDUSTRIAL AND 
APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY) 
V 1-6// 1965-1971// 
MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION B BACTERIOLOGY (CONTINUES 
MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION B GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY AND 
BACTERIOLOGY) (REPLACED BY BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE) 
V 7-31 1972-1996 
MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION B GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY AND 
BACTERIOLOGY (CONTINUED BY MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION B 
BACTERIOLOGY) 
V 2-6// 1967-1971// 
MICROBIOLOGY ABSTRACTS SECTION C ALGOLOGY, MYCOLOGY AND 
PROTOZOOLOGY 
V 1-19 1972-1990 
MICROBIOLOGY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REVIEWS (CONTINUES 
MICROBIOLOGY REVIEWS) 
V 61+ 1997+ 
MICROCHEMICAL JOURNAL 
V l+ 1957+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
MICROENTOMOLOGY 
V 1-25// 1936-1963// 
025 17905 MICROFORM AND IMAGING REVIEW (CONTINUES MICROFORM REVIEW) 
M5832 V 25+ 1996+ 
025 17905 MICROFORM REVIEW (CONTINUED BY MICROFORM AND IMAGING REVIEW) 
M583 V 1-24// 1972-1995// 
621 381531 MICROLITHOGRAPHY WORLD 















MF MICROSCOPE AND GENERAL ADVERTISER 
APS II V l-2CMF)// 1824-1825// 
REEL 136 
502 82505 MICROSCOPY RESEARCH AND TECHNIQUE (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ELECTRON 
J8262 MICROSCOPY TECHNIQUE) 
V 20+ 1992+ 
005 3605 MICROSOFT SYSTEMS JOURNAL 









MID-AMERICA, A HISTORICAL REVIEW 
V 51+ 
SEARCHBANK MID-ATLANTIC JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 













978 305 MIDDLE BORDER BULLETIN 
M584 SERIES 1, V 1-6(7)8 
SERIES 2, V Cl-2,4) 
SERIES 3, V l+ 
SEARCHBANK MIDDLE EAST 







DS49 MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 









MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL 
V 1-lOCMF),lOCP)+ 
MIDDLE EAST POLICY 
V 3+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MIDDLE EAST RECORD 
V 1-4 
MIDDLE EASTERN AFFAIRS 
V 1-14// 
SEARCHBANK MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
373 23605 MIDDLE SCHOOL JOURNAL 
M584 V C22)+ 
805 MIDLAND MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
M584 V 6-9 
370 5 MIDLAND SCHOOLS 
M584 V 78-84(85-86)// 
051 MIDSTREAM 











051 MIDWAY, A MAGAZINE OF DISCOVERY IN THE ARTS AND SCIENCES 
M585 V 1-11// 1960-1970// 
420 705 
M584 
MIDWEST ENGLISH REVIEW 
V 1// 
MIDWEST JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 






TWO VEAR FILE 
808 917705 MIDWEST POETRY REVIEW 
M584 V 15 NO 3+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK MIDWEST QUARTERLY 
350 5 
M584 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




305 MIDWEST SOCIOLOGIST (CONTINUED BV SOCIOLOGICAL QUARTERLY) 









MIDWEST SYMPOSIUM ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS PROCEEDINGS 
V 18-24CP)25CMCHE)+ 1975+ 
MIDWIFE AND HEALTH VISITOR AND COMMUNITY NURSE 
SEE--MIDWIFE, HEALTH VISITOR & COMMUNITY NURSE 
MIDWIFE, HEALTH VISITOR AND COMMUNITY NURSE (CONTINUED BV 
PROFESSIONAL CARE OF MOTHER AND CHILD) 
V (10)11-27// 1974-1991// 
MIDWIVES (CONTINUES MIDWIVES CHRONICLE) (CONTINUED BV RC M 
MIDWIVES JOURNAL) 
V 108-110// 1995-1997// 
MIDWIVES CHRONICLE (CONTINUED BV MIDWIVES) 
V 87-89(90)91-92(93)94-107// 
MIDWIVES CHRONICLE AND NURSING NOTES 
SEE--MIDWIVES CHRONICLE 
1974-1994// 
SEARCHBANK MIGRATION WORLD MAGAZINE 































MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BV HEALTH AND SOCIETY) 
V 34-46(47)48(49)50// 1956-1972// 
MILBANK QUARTERLY (CONTINUES HEALTH AND SOCIETY) 
V 64-68 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 





MILITARY AFFAIRS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MILITARY 
HISTORY INSTITUTE)CCONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF MILITARY HISTORY) 




FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
MILITARY MEDICINE 
V 118-141 


















V (56)57-58// 1967-1968// 
MILK PRODUCTION 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
MILK SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL 
SEE--MILCHWISSENSCHAFT MILK SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL 
MILL AND FACTORY 
SEE--PLANT OPERATING MANAGEMENT 
320 97305 MILLER CENTER JOURNAL 
M612 V l+ 1994+ 
338 MILLING AND BAKING NEWS 
4766472 V (61)+ 1982+ 
M622 
821 405 MILTON QUARTERLY 








SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1892+ 
1993+ 












SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




MINERVA OR, LITERARY, ENTERTAINING, AND SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL (SERIES 1) 
V l-2CMF)// 1822-1824// 
MINERVA OR, LITERARY, ENTERTAINING, AND SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL (SERIES 2) 
V l-3CMF)// 1824-1825// 
MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE INDEX (CONTINUES MINNEAPOLIS 
TRIBUNE AND MINNEAPOLIS STAR INDEX) 
1983-1986 
INDEX WALL MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE AND MINNEAPOLIS STAR INDEX (CONTINUED BY 
071 MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE INDEX> 
M665 1971-1982// 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 1992-FEB 1993 
MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE JOURNAL 
V 32+ 1964+ 
MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY 
MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE JOURNAL) 
V 1-31// 1932-1963// 
MINNESOTA AND DAKOTA FARMER 
V 1-5// 1907-1910// 
MINNESOTA BREEDERS' CO-OPERATOR (CONTINUED BY M VB A NEWS) 
V (9)10-25(26)27-28,30-31(32-33)34-35 1957-1982// (36)// 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 1992-FEB 1993 
MINNESOTA BUSINESS NEWS (CONTINUES BUSINESS NEWS NOTES> (CONTINUED BY BA BUSINESS NEWS> 
NO 1,29,31-43// 1961-1973// 
MINNESOTA CROP REPORTER 
NO C360A-510A) 












MINNESOTA EDUCATION DIRECTORY (CONTINUES MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY) (CONTINUED BV EDUCATION DIRECTORY (SAINT PAUL, MINN)) 








1000 MINNESOTA HISTORY NEWS 










V (1-92)+ 1866+ 
MINNESOTA JOURNAL OF EDUCATION 
V (6-51)// 1926-1971// 
MINNESOTA JOURNAL OF SCIENCE (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE JOURNAL) 
V 1-7// 1957-1964// 
MINNESOTA LIBRARIES 
V (2-7),12-16(17)18-31// 1906-1996// 
1000 MINNESOTA MANAGEMENT REVIEW 































MINNESOTA UNION LIST OF SERIALS, 2ND EDITION (CONTINUED BV 
MU LS, A UNION LIST OF SERIALS 3RD EDITION) 
V 1-7// 1977// 
MINNESOTA WEEKLY CROP-WEATHER REPORT (CONTINUES MINNESOTA WEEKLY 
WEATHER AND CROP REPORT) (1976-1981)1982+ 
MINNESOTA WEEKLY W~ATHER AND CROP REPORT (CONTINUES MINNESOTA 
WEEKLY WEATHER-CROP REPORT) (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA WEEKLY CROP-
WEATHER REPORT) 
1975-1976// 
MINNESOTA WEEKLY WEATHER-CROP REPORT (CONTINUES MINNESOTA WEEKLY 
WEATHER, CROP AND LIVE STOCK REPORT) (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA WEEKLY 
WEATHER AND CROP REPORT) 
MINNESOTA WEEKLY WEATHER, CROP, AND LIVESTOCK REPORT (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA WEEKLY WEATHER-CROP REPORT) 
(1970)1971(1972)1973 (1974)// 
(1968-1970)// 
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE STAFF 
PAPERS SERIES 
1978+ 
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA EDUCATION DIRECTORY) 
1962-1982// 
MINNESOTA UNIVERSITY CHARLES FREEMONT DIGHT INSTITUTE OF HUMAN 
GENETICS BULLETIN 
V 1-16 1943-1979 
MINNESOTA UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CENTER 
BULLETIN 




































MINORITIES IN AMERICA 
MINUTE MAN 
V (2)3-5// 
MIRROR OF LITERATURE, AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION 
V 5-6,lOCMF)// 
MIRROR OF TASTE AND DRAMATIC CENSOR 
V l-4CMF)// 














MISSIONARY HERALD AT HOME AND ABROAD 
V 2-21CMF)// 













SEARCHBANK MISSISSIPPI BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAY 1990-FEB 1993 
SEARCHBANK MISSISSIPPI QUARTERLY 







MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY ABSTRACTS OF THESES AND DISSERTATIONS (CONTINUES MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ABSTRACTS OF 
THESES) 
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORICAL REVIEW 
SEE--JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY (1914+) 
1983+ 
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ABSTRACTS OF THESES (CONTINUED BY MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY ABSTRACTS OF THESES AND 
DISSERTATION) 
1935-1982// 
977 8 MISSOURI HISTORICAL REVIEW 
M691 1 V l+ 
INDEX V 1-25 




















MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION ANNUAL REPORT 
SEE--MISSOURI CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT 
MISSOURI-BASIN INTER-AGENCY COMMITTEE MINUTES OF THE 
MEETING 
V 1-166 1945-1977 
MISSOURI-BASIN INTER-AGENCY COMMITTEE PROGRESS REPORT 
1954-1972 
MLA INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
SEE--MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA ML A INTERNATIONAL 
SEE--BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON THE MODERN LANGUAGES AND 
SEE--LITERATURES 
MOBILE COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATIONS REVIEW MC-R 
V l+ 1997+ 
MODAL ANALYSIS THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ANALYTICAL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF VIBRATION 
AND CONTROL) 
V 10-11// 1995-1996// 





























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MODELL'S DRUGS IN CURRENT USE 
SEE--DRUGS IN CURRENT USE AND NEW DRUGS 
1993+ 










SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MODERN DRUMMER 
V 12+ 
MODERN FICTION STUDIES 
v l+ 











MODERN GYMNAST CMERGED WITH MADEMOISELLE GYMNAST TO FORM 
GYMNAST> 
V 9-13// 1967-1971// 
MODERN HEALTHCARE (CONTINUES MODERN HOSPITAL> 
V 1-(22) 
MODERN HOSPITAL (CONTINUED BY MODERN HEALTH CARE) 
1974-1992 
V l-93CMF)94-122CP)// 1913-1974// 
MODERN HUMANITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION ANNUAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
V l+ 1920+ 
MODERN INDUSTRY 















MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA FRENCH XX 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
NO l+ 1949+ 
MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA ML A ABSTRACTS OF 
ARTICLES IN SCHOLARLY JOURNALS 
V 1-6// 1970-1975// 
MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA ML A BIBLIOGRAPHY (CONTINUED BY MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA ML A 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON THE MODERN 
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES) 
1973-1980// 
MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA ML A INTERNATIONAL 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON THE MODERN LANGUAGES AND 
LITERATURES (CONTINUES MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
ML A BIBLIOGRAPHY) 
1981+ 
406 MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA PUBLICATIONS OF THE 
M72 MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION 
V l+ 1884+ 
INDEX V 51-79, 1936-1974 
405 MODERN LANGUAGE JOURNAL 





MODERN LANGUAGE NOTES 
SEE--M L N 
MODERN LANGUAGE QUARTERLY 
V l-20CMF),20CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 





SEARCHBANK MODERN MACHINE SHOP 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
MODERN MATERIALS ADVANCES IN DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS 
V 1-7// 1958-1970// 
MODERN MATURITY N RT A EDITION (ABSORBED NATIONAL 
RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION N RT A JOURNAL) 
V 25+ 1982+ 




SEARCHBANK MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES (CONTINUED BY MODERN OFFICE TECHNOLOGY) 
JAN -OCT 1983 
SEARCHBANK MODERN OFFICE TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES> 











SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY 
V (28)-(53)// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK MODERN POWER SYSTEMS 

























SEARCHBANK MODERN THEOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULY 1995+ 

































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
MODERN VETERINARY PRACTICE (CONTINUED BY MVP, MODERN VETERINARY 
PRACTICE) 
V 39-45// 1958-1964// 
MODERN VETERINARY PRACTICE (CONTINUES MVP, MODERN VETERINARY 
PRACTICE) 
V 54-55,58-60 1973-1974,1977-1979 
MODERNISM/MODERNITY 
V 2+ 1995+ 
PROJECT MUSE 1995+ 
MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES ENZYMOLOGICA) 
V 1-13 1973-1976 
MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR NEUROSCIENCE 
MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR PROBES 





MOLECULAR GENETICS AND METABOLISM (CONTINUES BIOCHEMICAL AND 
MOLECULAR MEDICINE) 

















MONATSHEFTE FUR CHEMIE UND VERWANDTE TEILE ANDERER WISSENSCHAFTEN 
V l-74CMF),C84-86),88-108CP)CSTORAGE) 1880-1943CMF) 
1952-1977CSTORAGE) 
MONEY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE> 
V 7CP)8CP & MCHE>+ 1978CP)l979CP & MCHE>+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
MONITOR JOURNAL OF SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS 
1988+ 
MONITOR, DESIGNED TO IMPROVE THE TASTE, THE UNDERSTANDING, AND 
THE HEART 




MONTANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES PROCEEDINGS 
v l+ 
HD1775 MONTANA AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 
M9 V 9+ 
M6 
SEARCHBANK MONTANA BUSINESS QUARTERLY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
370 5 MONTANA EDUCATION 
M762 V 41-53// 
978 605 MONTANA, THE MAGAZINE OF WESTERN HISTORY 
M762 V 3+ 
052 MONTH (SERIES 2) 







052 MONTH (SERIES 2, 2ND> (ABSORBED DUBLIN REVIEW AND HERDER 
M767 CORRESPONDENCE> 
V Cl)+ 1970+ 
MF MONTHLY AMUSEMENT 
EBP NO 1-6CMF)// 1709// 
MF MONTHLY ANTHOLOGY AND, BOSTON REVIEW 
APS II V 1-7CMF> 1803-1809 
REEL 30-32 
MF MONTHLY ANTHOLOGY, AND BOSTON REVIEW 
APS II V 8-10// 1810-1811// 
REEL 
143-144 
MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS 
SEE--UNITED NATIONS STATISTICAL OFFICE MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS 
MONTHLY CATALOG OF US GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
SEE--U S SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS MONTHLY CATALOG OF US GOVERNMENT 
SEE--PUBLICATIONS 
MONTHLY CHECKLIST OF STATE PUBLICATIONS 
SEE--U S LIBRARY OF CONGRESS EXCHANGE AND GIFT DIVISION MONTHLY 
SEE--CHECKLIST OF STATE PUBLICATIONS 
MF MONTHLY CHRONICLE OF NORTH-COUNTRY LORE AND LEGEND 











MONTHLY CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE WORLD 
SEE--U S WEATHER BUREAU MONTHLY CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE WORLD 
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
V 6-25 
MONTHLY CROP AND LIVE STOCK REPORT (ONTARIO> 
ONE VEAR FILE 
MONTHLY CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORT 
1964-1984 
SEE--ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FARM ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
SEE--BRANCH MONTHLY CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORT 
MONTHLY DAIRY REPORT 
SEE--ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FARM ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
SEE--BRANCH MONTHLY DAIRY REPORT 
MONTHLY DIGEST OF STATISTICS (GREAT BRITAIN> 
SEE--GREAT BRITAIN CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE MONTHLY DIGEST OF 
SEE--STATISTICS 
MONTHLY ENERGY REVIEW 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
























MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW 
SEE--U S BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW 
MONTHLY LAW REPORTER 
V 1-27CMF)// 
MONTHLY MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN REVIEW 
V 1-3CMF)// 





MONTHLY MAGAZINE, COMPREHENDING ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, 
MORALITY, RELIGION AND OTHER USEFUL AND INTERESTING MATTER 
V lCMF)// 1806// 
MONTHLY MILITARY REPOSITORY 
V 1-2CMF)// 




MF MONTHLY MUSEUM OR, DUBLIN LITERARY REPERTORY OF ARTS, 





















V 1-2CMF)// 1813-1814// 
MONTHLY RECORDER 
V lCMF)// 1813// 
MONTHLY REGISTER, MAGAZINE, AND REVIEW OF THE UNITED STATES 
V 1-4CMF)// 1805-1807// 
MONTHLY REPOSITORY (SERIES 1) 
V 1-21CMF)// 1806-1826// 
MONTHLY REPOSITORY (SERIES 2) 
V 1-llCMF)// 1827-1837// 
MONTHLY REPOSITORY (SERIES 3) 
V lCMF)// 1837-1838// 
MONTHLY REVIEW V (15)+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
MONTHLY REVIEW AND LITERARY MISCELLANY OF THE UNITED STATES 
V lCMF)// 1805-1806// 
MONTHLY SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL, CONTAINING DISQUISITIONS IN 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, CHEMISTRY AND THE ARTS 
V lCMF)// 1818// 
MONTHLY SOUTH DAKOTAN 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTAN 
951 249021 MONTHLY STATISTICS OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA 




MONTHLY VISITANT OR, SOMETHING OLD 
V lCMF)// 
DOC MONTHLY VITAL STATISTICS 
HE20 6217 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
NOV 1992+ 
1816// 
551 505 MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW (CONTINUES US WEATHER BUREAU 
M66 MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW) 














MOODY'S HANDBOOK OF COMMON STOCKS (CURRENT FOUR EDITIONS IN 
REFERENCE> 
1989+ 
MOODY'S HANDBOOK OF NASDAQ STOCKS (CONTINUES MOODY'S HANDBOOK OF 
OTC STOCKS> (CURRENT EDITION IN READY REFERENCE> 
1991+ 
MOODY'S HANDBOOK OF OTC STOCKS (CONTINUED BY MOODY'S HANDBOOK OF 
NASDAQ STOCKS> (1985)-1990// 
MOONSHINE 
NO l-5CMF)// 1807// 
MORAL ADVOCATE, A MONTHLY PUBLICATION ON WAR, DUELLING, 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENTS, AND PRISON DISCIPLINE 
V l-3CMF)// 1821-1824// 
MF MORAL AND RELIGIOUS CABINET 
APS II V lCMF)// 
REEL 34 
MF MORALIST 
APS II V lCMF)// 
REEL 146 
DOC MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY WEEKLY REPORT 
HE20 7009 V 3+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
A536 MORNINGSIDE REVIEW 
M6 V 1-5 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
MOSAIC 
V 1(2)3-4(5)6-23// 
MOSAIC (WINNIPEG, MANITOBA> 
V 17+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MOSCOW MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS 

















V 15+ 1966+ 
MOSQUITO NEWS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MOSQUITO 
CONTROL ASSOCIATION> 
V 17-44// 1957-1984// 
MOTHER EARTH NEWS (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
NO 68+ 1981+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK MOTHER JONES 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SEARCHBANK MOTHERING 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
MOTOR BOATING 
SEE--MOTOR BOATING AND SAILING 
MOTOR BOATING AND SAILING 
V 115+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MOTOR TREND (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
V 16+ 










MOUNTAIN-PLAINS LIBRARY QUARTERLY 
SEE--M PL A NEWSLETTER 
599 32305 MOUSE NEWS LETTER 
M866 NO 1-46,58-71 
SUPPL 1949-1954 
301 41205 MS (CONTINUES MS MAGAZINE) 
M872 V lCP & MCHE)+ 
301 41205 MS MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY MS) 
M87 V l-7CP)8-18CP AND MCHE)// 
305 MULTICULTURAL REVIEW 
M88 V l+ 
621 38205 MULTIDIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 
M88 V 6+ 
SEARCHBANK MULTINATIONAL MONITOR 














































SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY W H OVER DAKOTA MUSEUM MUSEUM NEWS 
MUSEUM OF FOREIGN LITERATURE AND SCIENCE 
V l-7CMF)// 1822-1825// 
MUSIC 
V 1,3-9,11-20(21) 1891-1902 
MUSIC AND LETTERS 
V 48+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1994+ 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
V (15)16-25(26)27-28 1967-1980 
MUSIC EDUCATORS JOURNAL (CONTINUES MUSIC SUPERVISORS' JOURNAL) 





MUSIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION NOTES 
V 40+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MUSIC SUPERVISORS' JOURNAL 






V 134+ 1986+ 
MUSIC, THE AGO AND RC CO MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY 
AMERICAN ORGANIST) 
V 1-12// 1967-1978// 
MUSIC, THE AGO MAGAZINE (ABSORBED AMERICAN GUILD OF 
ORGANISTS QUARTERLY) 














MUSICAL AMERICA CSPLIT FROM HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA IN 1987) 
CWITH V 108,NO 3 CJULY 1988) ABSORBED OPUS) 
V 107+ 1987+ 
MF MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
APS I NO l-4CMF)// 1792// 
REEL 18 
780 5 MUSICAL QUARTERLY 
M973 65 V 53+ 1967+ 
INDEX 1960-1964 
575 29205 MUTATION RESEARCH 




















MUTUAL RIGHTS OF THE MINISTERS AND MEMBERS OF THE METHODIST 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
V lCMF)// 1824-1825// 
MUY INTERESANTE 
SIX MONTH FILE 
MVP, MODERN VETERINARY PRACTICE (CONTINUED BY MODERN VETERINARY 
PRACTICE) 
V 46-53// 1965-1972// 
MYCOLOGIA (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF MYCOLOGY AND MYCOLOGICAL BULLETIN) 
V l+ 1909+ 
INDEX V 1-58 
MYCOLOGICAL RESEARCH (CONTINUES BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
TRANSACTIONS) 
V 92+ 1989+ 
MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN TRANSACTIONS 
SEE--NIHON KINGAKKAI NIHON KINGAKKAI KAIHO 
MYCOLOGIST (CONTINUES BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN) 
V 21,V 2+ 1987,1988+ 
MYCOPATHOLOGIA 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-25 









001 64404 M300 AND PC REPORT (CONTINUED BY LIBRARY WORKSTATION AND PC REPORT) 
Ml (SHELVED IN REFERENCE OFFICE) 
V 3-(4)// 1986-1987// 
610 7305 N & H C PERSPECTIVES ON COMMUNITY (CONTINUES NURSING & HEALTH 
N9402 CARE) (CONTINUED BY NURSING AND HEALTH CARE PERSPECTIVES) 
V 16-(18)// 1995-1997// 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996-1997// 
SEARCHBANK NA CL A REPORT ON THE AMERICAS 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
NA CW PI BULLETIN 
MAY 1993+ 
SEE--NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE WIND AND PERCUSSION INSTRUCTORS 




NAG W S /ABO BASKETBALL CASEBOOK FOR THE UNITED STATES GIRLS 
AND WOMEN'S BASKETBALL RULES (CONTINUED NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR 
GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT NAG W S GUIDE BASKETBALL CASEBOOK) 
1982-1984// 
DOC NARI C QUARTERLY 
ED 1 79/2 V Cl)+ 1988+ 
DOC 
NAS 1 21 
378 7305 
N213 
NASA SP SERIES 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
NA SP A JOURNAL 
V 32+ 1995+ 
NASS P BULLETIN 
SEE--NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS NASSP BULLETIN 
1000 NA SUL G C NEWSLINE 
NAS2 TWO VEAR FILE 
355 03105 NATO REVIEW 
N812 V 43+ 1995+ 
784 05 NAT S JOURNAL (CONTINUES NAT S BULLETIN) (CONTINUED BV 
N2131 JOURNAL OF SINGING) 
V 42-51// 1985-1995// 
SEARCHBANK NB ER REPORTER 
370 5 
N81102 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
NC A QUARTERLY (CONTINUES NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION QUARTERLY) 
V 63+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK NC AH F NEWSLETTER 























NC I MONOGRAPHS (CONTINUES NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE MONOGRAPHS) (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE MONOGRAPHS) 
NO 2-9// 1986-1990// 
NE A JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV TODAY'S EDUCATION) 
V 1-57// 1913-1968// 
NE A TODAY (CONTINUES TODAY'S EDUCATION CANNUAL EDITION) WITH 
1988) 
V l+ 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1984+ 
NI J REPORTS (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE 
JOURNAL) 
NO 214-223// 1989-1991// 
NI RS A (NATIONAL INTRAMURAL RECREATIONAL SPORTS 
ASSOCIATION) JOURNAL 
V 8+ 1984+ 
NL E NURSING LAW AND ETHICS (CONTINUED BV LAW, MEDICINE AND 
HEALTH CARE) 
V 1-2// 1980-1981// 
NM AL , NOTES ON MODERN AMERICAN LITERATURE 
V 3-10// 
NOL PE NOTES (CONTINUED BV EL A NOTES) 
V 30-32// 
NP PA JOURNAL (NATIONAL PROBATION AND PAROLE 
SEE--CRIME AND DELINQENCV) 
NS CA JOURNAL (CONTINUES NATIONAL STRENGTH & 
ASSOCIATION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BV STRENGTH AND 
V 15// 



































NASA TECH BRIEFS 
V 16+ 
NASH STUDENT AMERICAN STUDENT'S RUSSIAN MONTHLY 
1992+ 
V (1)2// 1967-1968// 
NATION (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V l-199CMF>,190CP)+ 1865+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1984+ 
NATION'S BUSINESS 
V l-12CMF),l-47CMCHE),13CP)+ 






NATION'S CITIES WEEKLY (CONTINUES CITY WEEKLY & NATION'S CITIES> 
V 1-6(7) 1978-1984 
SEARCHB-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1991+ 
NATION'S HEALTH 
ONE VEAR FILE 
NATION'S RESTAURANT NEWS 
V 29+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1983+ 
NATION'S SCHOOLS (CONTINUED BY NATION'S SCHOOLS AND 
COLLEGES) 
V l-8CMF>9-25C26)27-94CP)// 1928-1974// 
NATION'S SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES (CONTINUES NATION'S SCHOOLS AND 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS) (CONTINUED BY NATION'S SCHOOLS 
REPORT> 
V 1-2// 1974-1975// 
NATION'S SCHOOLS REPORT (CONTINUES NATION'S SCHOOLS AND 
COLLEGES> 
V 1-2 1975-1976 
Ql41 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS 


















NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES PROCEEDINGS CPARTS 1 (BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES) AND 2 (PHYSICAL SCIENCES)) 
V l-64CMF)65CP)+ 1915+ 
INDEX V 1-10 
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL PLASTICS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
V 4+ 1963+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN 
VOLLEYBALL RULEBOOK 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN 
ARCHERY-FENCING 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN 
BADMINTON, SQUASH, RACQUETBALL 






N A G W S 







NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
BASKETBALL CASEBOOK (CONTINUED BY NAG W S /ABO BASKETBALL 
CASEBOOK FOR THE UNITED STATES GIRLS' AND WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
RULES> 
1978-1981// 











































NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
BOWLING-GOLF 
1978-1985// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING AND DIVING 
1977-1984// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
FIELD HOCKEY 
1978-1986// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
FLAG FOOTBALL, SPEEDBALL 
1978+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
LACROSSE 
1979-1985// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
SOCCER 
1978-1986// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
SOCCER TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHERS AND COACHES 
1982-1984// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
SOFTBALL 
1979-1987// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING 
1978-1983// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
TEAM HANDBALL, ORIENTEERING 
1981-1983// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
TEAM HANDBALL, RACQUETBALL, ORIENTEERING 
1976-1981// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
TENNIS 
1980-1989// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
TENNIS, BADMINTON, SQUASH 
1976-1978// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
TRACK AND FIELD 
1976-1985// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS GUIDE 
VOLLEYBALL GUIDE 
1989+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS RULES 
SKIING 
1976-1984// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT NAGWS SOFTBALL 
GUIDE 
1988-1991// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
PROCEEDINGS 
V 1-6// 1979-1985// 
NOTE, NOW INCLUDED IN QUEST 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN DEANS, ADMINISTRATORS AND 
COUNSELORS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY INITIATIVES> 










NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ANIMAL BREEDERS PROCEEDINGS 
V 6+ 1953+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE WIND AND PERCUSSION 
INSTRUCTORS NA CW PI JOURNAL 
V 17+ 1968+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE 
NACTA JOURNAL (CURRENT EDITION IN ANIMAL SCIENCE READING ROOM 121) 
V 19+ 1975+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JAZZ EDUCATORS NA J E EDUCATORS (CONTINUED BY JAZZ EDUCATORS JOURNAL) 
V (11)12-13// 1979-1980// 
373 06273 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
N213 12 NASS P BULLETIN 
V l,3-5,7-9(10)11-12(13-16)17(18)19 1940+ (20-22)23+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS BULLETIN 
SEE--NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS NASS P 
SEE--BULLETIN 
S22 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE 







V 45+ 1963+ 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF SINGING NAT S BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY NAT S JOURNAL) 
V 40-41// 1983-1985// 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN DEANS AND COUNSELORS JOURNAL 
SEE--NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN DEANS, ADMINISTRATORS AND COUNSELORS 
SEE--JOURNAL 
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD NOTES (CONTINUES AMERICAN BIRDS) (CONTINUED BY FIELD NOTES (AMERICAN BIRDING ASSOCIATION)) 
V (48)-(51)// 1994-1997// 
NATIONAL BANKING REVIEW 
V 1-4// 1963-1967// 
R856 NATIONAL BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM 
N3B PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL ISA BIOMEDICAL 

















V 1-6// 1963-1969// 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH OCCASIONAL PAPERS 
NO 1-119// 1940-1972// 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH REPORT 
1930-1968CIN STORAGE> 
1969,1971-1980// 
NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION QUARTERLY (ABSORBED BY BUSINESS 
EDUCATION FORUM) 
V 27-38// 1958-1970// 
NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION YEARBOOK 
NO 3+ 




NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE MONOGRAPHS (CONTINUED BY NC I 
MONOGRAPHS> 
NO l-31CP)33-58,61,63-64CMCHE)65-70CP)// 1959-1986// 
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE OF CANADA CANADIAN CANCER CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS 
V 2,4-10 1956-1973 
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE JOURNAL 













































NATIONAL CATHOLIC REPORTER V (20)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
NATIONAL CIVIC REVIEW 
V 1-79 





NATIONAL COLLEGE PHYSICAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION FOR MEN 
PROCEEDINGS 
1968-1975// 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION ANNUAL REPORTS 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION NATIONAL 
COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIPS RECORDS BOOK 
1966+ 
1968+ 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION NCAA MANUAL 
1968+ 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS 
1925+ 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
SPECIAL CONVENTION 
NO l+ 1973+ 
NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE AFIPS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE NATIONAL COMPUTER 
CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION> 
V 44+ 1975+ 
NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE AND 
EXPOSITION (CONTINUES JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE AFIPS CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS> (CONTINUED BY NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE AFIPS 
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS> 
V 42-43// 1973-1974// 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SENIOR CENTERS PROCEEDINGS 
1964-1978 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATIVE LEADERS YEARBOOK 
V 2-6 1967-1971 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS) 
V 2-15 1953-1967 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FLUID POWER PROCEEDINGS 
V 1-47 1947-1996 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON MICROCOMPUTERS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PROCEEDINGS 
v l+ 1983+ 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL WELFARE SOCIAL WELFARE FORUM 
PROCEEDINGS 
1883+ 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL WELFARE SOCIAL WORK PRACTICES 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE ADVANCEMENT OF RESEARCH 
PROCEEDINGS 
1962-1974// 
V 8+ 1954+ 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE APPLICATION OF ELECTRICAL 
INSULATION TECHNICAL PAPERS 
V 2-9 1959-1969 
TE7 NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM REPORT 
N25R V 21+ 1966+ 
H62 NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES BULLETIN 
N32B NO 9,15,24-25,28,35,37,41-60,62-63 1947-1980 
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H62 NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES VEARBOOK 
N32V 1942-1977 
QAl NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS VEARBOOK 

































NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF SINGING 
SEE--NATS JOURNAL 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND SURVEV INFORMATION SERVICE 
V (3-48)// 1924-1969// 
NATIONAL COUNTV AGENT AND EXTENSION REVIEW 
SEE--FARM TECHNOLOGV 
NATIONAL COUNTV AGENT AND VO-AG TEACHER 
SEE--FARM TECHNOLOGV 
NATIONAL DAIRV AND FOOD ENGINEERING CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
V 6-20 1958-1972 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON TEACHER EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL 
STANDARDS REPORT OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
NEA GOVERNANCE AND COMMITTEE DIRECTORV 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
NEA HANDBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
1954-1968 
1977+ 
V l+ 1945+ 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
PROCEEDINGS 
V 13+ 1873+ 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
RESEARCH DIVISION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
V 1-50// 1923-1972// 
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BV 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS FORUM> 
V 2-37// 1946-1983// 
NATIONAL ELEMENTARV PRINCIPAL (CONTINUED BV PRINCIPAL> 
V l-31CMF)32-39CMF & P)40-59CP)// 1921-1980// 
NATIONAL FISHERMAN 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -MAV 1992 
NATIONAL FOOD REVIEW (CONTINUES NATIONAL FOOD SITUATIONS) (CONTINUED BV FOOD REVIEW> (CALL NUMBER VARIES, ASK IN DOCUMENTS 
OFFICE FOR ASSISTANCE) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1978-1990// 
1989-1990// 
NATIONAL FOOD SITUATIONS (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL FOOD REVIEW> 
CCALL NUMBER VARIES, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE FOR ASSISTANCE) 
1955-1977// 
NATIONAL FORENSIC JOURNAL 
V 3-11,14+ 1985-1993,1996+ 
NATIONAL FORUM (CONTINUES PHI KAPPA PHI JOURNAL> 
V 58+ 1978+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION BIRTH DEFECTS ABSTRACTS OF SELECTED 
ARTICLES 
V 5-7// 1968-1970// 
NATIONAL FOUR-H CLUB NEWS 
SEE--NATIONAL FOUR-H NEWS 
319 -
630 71705 NATIONAL FOUR-H NEWS (CONTINUED BV FOUR-H LEADER) 

















NATIONAL FUTURE FARMER (CONTINUED BV FFA NEW HORIZONS> 
V 1-3(4)5-38// 1952-1989// 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR 
PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l-10CMF>Cll)l2CP>+ 1888-1899CMF)l900CP>+ 
INDEX 1899-1983, HAND KEV 1915-1979 KEV 
TO ARTICLES IN EACH DECEMBER !SS 1984+ 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC RESEARCH (CONTINUED BV RESEARCH & EXPLORATION> 
V 1-6// 1985-1990// 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY RESEARCH REPORTS 
1890-1983// 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT JOURNAL 
V l-2CMF)// 1823-1825// 
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE REPORT (CONTINUED BV US HEALTH 
DOLLAR) 
V 9-10// 1979-1980// 
NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BV AMERICAN 
HORTICULTURAL MAGAZINE> 
V 38// 1959// 
V 3-38CMF)// 1924-1960// 
SEARCHBANK NATIONAL INSTITUTE ECONOMIC REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
DOC NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE JOURNAL (CONTINUES NI J REPORTS) 
J29 14/2-2 NO 225+ 1992+ 
306 
N21 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES JOURNAL 
V 1,3,5-15 1915-1930 
SEARCHBANK NATIONAL INTEREST 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1993+ 
320 97305 NATIONAL JOURNAL 





NATIONAL LAMB AND WOOL GROWER (CONTINUES NATIONAL WOOL GROWER> 
V (83)-87// 1993-1997// 
NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL 
OCT 1995+ 
RT71 NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING SOME STATISTICS ON 















NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING STATE APPROVED SCHOOLS OF 
NURSING LPN /L V N 
1969+ 




V l-15CMF)// 1856-1864// 
NATIONAL MAGAZINE OR, CABINET OF THE UNITED STATES 
V l-8CMF)// 1801-1802// 
NATIONAL MAGAZINE, OR A POLITICAL, HISTORICAL, BIOGRAPHICAL, AND 
LITERARY REPOSITORY 
V l-2CMF)// 1799-1800// 
NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW 













NATIONAL MUSEUM AND WEEKLV GAZETTE OF DISCOVERIES, NATURAL 
SCIENCES, AND THE ARTS 
V lCMF)// 1813-1814// 
NATIONAL MUSIC COUNCIL BULLETIN 
V 28-39// 
NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER 
SEE--P TA MAGAZINE 
1967-1980// 
NATIONAL PARKS (CONTINUES NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION 
MAGAZINE) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAV) 
V 55+ 1981+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION MAGAZINE (CONTINUES NATIONAL PARKS 
MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL PARKS) 
V 44-54// 1970-1980// 
NATIONAL PARKS MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL PARKS AND 
CONSERVATION MAGAZINE) 
V (35)36-44// 1962-1970// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION REPORT ON ACTIVITIES 
1964-1970 
NATIONAL POULTRV BREEDERS ROUNDTABLE PROCEEDINGS 
V 3-34 1954-1985 
SEARCHBANK NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW 




V 146+ 1962+ 
SEARCHBANK NATIONAL PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 




V (33)34-48// 1952-1968// 
SEARCHBANK NATIONAL REAL ESTATE INVESTOR 



















NATIONAL REGISTER OF MICROFORM MASTERS 
1965-1974 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
PROCEEDINGS, ANNUAL MEETINGS 




NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON A STUDV OF NATIONAL NEEDS 
FOR BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH PERSONNEL 
1975+ 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON ANIMAL NUTRITION 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
1962+ 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE SERIES REPORT 
NO 20-44// 1957-1970// 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL DIVISION OF EARTH SCIENCES REPORT 
1957-1973 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL HIGHWAV RESEARCH BOARD HIGHWAV 
RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) 

















NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD YEARBOOK 
1962-1967// 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
ANNUAL REPORT 
1968-1979// 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
V 3+ 1948+ 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
DIRECTORY 
1970+ 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
HR IS ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY HIGHWAY RESEARCH ABSTRACTS) 
V 1-22// 1968-1989// 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
HIGHWAY SAFETY LITERATURE 
SEE--HIGHWAY SAFETY LITERATURE (NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL) 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
PUBLICATION INDEX 
1921-1976 
TEI NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 


























V l+ 1952+ 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES NATIONAL 
RESEARCH COUNCIL HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD HIGHWAY RESEARCH 
ABSTRACTS) (ABSORBED BY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH NEWS) 
V 44-45// 1974-1975// 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH CIRCULAR 
V l+ 1965+ 
NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION N RT A JOURNAL (ABSORBED BY MODERN MATURITY N RT A EDITION) 
V (9)10(11)12-32// 1958-1981// 
NATIONAL REVIEW (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l+ 1955+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983+ 
NATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH NEWS (CONTINUES NATIONAL SAFETY 
NEWS) (CONTINUED BY SAFETY & HEALTH, SH) 
V (131-134)// 1985-1986// 
NATIONAL SAFETY NEWS (CONTINUED BY NATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH NEWS) 
V 70-(131)// 1954-1985// 
NATIONAL SCHOOL LAW REPORTER 
V l-8(9-13)14-15(16-17)// 




NATIONAL SCULPTURE REVIEW (CONTINUED BY SCULPTURE REVIEW) 
V (27)28-31// 1978-1982// 
NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EDUCATION YEARBOOK 
V l+ 1895+ 
NATIONAL STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING ASSOCIATION JOURNAL (CONTINUED 
BY NS CA JOURNAL) 
V 7-14// 1985-1992// 
NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY NATIONAL TAX 
ASSOCIATION-TAX INSTITUTE OF AMERICA PROCEEDINGS) 









NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION-TAX INSTITUTE OF AMERICA PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS) 
NO 66-88 1973-1995 
NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL 
V 11+ 1958+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP DEC 1991+ 
NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
1963+ 
SEARCHBANK NATIONAL UNDERWRITER LIFE AND HEALTH (FINANCIAL SERVICES EDITION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990+ 








SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
SEE ALSO--U S LIBRARY OF CONGRESS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
NATIONAL UNION CATALOG OF MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS 
1959-1965 
NATIONAL UNION CATALOG PRE-1956 IMPRINTS (MANSELL) 
V 1-754// 1968-1982// 
NATIONAL VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE MAGAZINE) 
V 1-2 ND SCMF)// 1921-1924// 
RSI NATIONAL WHOLESALE DRUGGIST'S ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS 
N33P 1925-1974 
339 497305 NATIONAL WILDLIFE 
N213 V l+ 1962+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD AUG 1994+ 
636 3105 NATIONAL WOOL GROWER (CONTINUED BV NATIONAL LAMB AND WOOL GROWER) 
N213 V 33-45(46-47)48-(83)// 1943-1993// 
970 00497 NATIVE AMERICAS AKWE KDN'S JOURNAL OF INDIGENOUS ISSUES 
N213 (CONTINUES AKWE KON JOURNAL) 
V 12+ 1995+ 
973 049705 NATIVE PEOPLES 
N21 V 6+ 1993+ 
1000 NATURAL HAZARDS OBSERVER 
NAT8 TWO VEAR FILE 















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
NATURAL HISTORY (ABSORBED NATURE MAGAZINE) (CURRENT ISSUES ON 
POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l-20CMF)21CP)+ 1900-1920CMF)l921CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983+ 
NATURAL RESOURCES JOURNAL 
V l+ 1961+ 
NATURAL RESOURCES RESEARCH 
V l+ 1963+ 
NATURALIST 
V 9-36// 1958-1985// 
NATURE CONSERVANCY MAGAZINE 
V 40+ 1990+ 
NATURE CONSERVANCY OF THE DAKOTAS 















































NATURE A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF SCIENCE (CURRENT ISSUES ON 
POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l-173CMF),173CP)+ 1869-1954CMF),1954CP)+ 
NATURE DIRECTORY OF BIOLOGICALS 
1982-1983// 
NATURE NEW BIOLOGY (SECOND SECTION OF NATURE) (ABSORBED BY 
NATURE) 
V 229-246 1971-1973 
NATURE PHYSICAL SCIENCE CTHIRD SECTION OF NATURE) 
ABSORBED BY NATURE) 
V 229-246// 1971-1973// 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN (CONTINUES NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE RUNDSCHAU) 
V 33+ 1946+ 
NAUTICAL ALMANAC 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
NAVAL AVIATION NEWS 
NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS QUARTERLY 
V (1)2-29(30) 
INDEX V 1-25,1954-1978 
NAVAL RESEARCH REVIEWS 
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE REVIEW 
V 21+ 
INDEX 1948-1973 
NAVY CIVIL ENGINEER 
V (9)+ 
NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES PUBLICATIONS 
V 2-11// 
NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES TRANSACTIONS 
v l+ 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 
NEBRASKA AND OECD TRACTOR TEST DATA 




NEBRASKA SYMPOSIUM ON MOTIVATION PAPERS 
v l+ 
NEBRASKA TRACTOR TEST 
NEBRASKA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PUBLICATIONS 
V 1-3 
NEBRASKA STATE MUSEUM, LINCOLN BULLETIN OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA STATE MUSEUM 
1950+ 
1954-1983 


















V 6+ 1951+ 
NEEDHAM, VA LAW SCHOOL JOURNAL OF THE LAW SCHOOL, AND OF THE 
MOOT COURT ATTACHED TO IT, AT NEEDHAM, IN VIRGINIA 









NEGRO HISTORY BULLETIN 
V 27+ 













ANT NEMATOLOGV>_CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
1990-1997 
618 920105 NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE 
N35 V 4+ 1991+ 
610 736205 NEONATAL NETWORK 










SBA l 38 
NETHERLANDS JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
v l+ 1953+ 
NETHERLANDS JOURNAL OF PLANT PATHOLOGY (CONTINUED BV EUROPEAN 
JOURNAL OF PLANT PATHOLOGY> 
V 67-99// 1961-1993// 
NETHERLANDS JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY 
V 26-34 1976-1984 
NETHERLANDS MILK AND DAIRY JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV INTERNATIONAL 
DAIRY JOURNAL) 
V 1-50// 1947-1996// 
NETWORK CU S SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION) 
V (2)+ 1987+ 
























SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
NEUROBIOLOGY OF DISEASE 











NEW AMERICAN MAGAZINE 
NO l-27CMF)// 
NEW ART EXAMINER 
V 12+ 












V 166-231// 1947-1989// 
NEW CHINA DIGEST (CHINESE> 
ONE VEAR FILE 
NEW CHOICES FOR RETIREMENT LIVING (CONTINUES NEW CHOICES FOR THE 
BEST YEARS> 























NEW CHOICES FDR THE BEST YEARS (CONTINUES FIFTY PLUS) CCONINUED 
BY NEW CHOICES FDR RETIREMENT LIVING) 
V 28,NO 12-31// 1988-1992// 
NEW COMPREHENSIVE BIOCHEMISTRY 
V 1+ 1981+ 
NEW DIRECTIONS FDR ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION (CONTINUES NEW 
DIRECTIONS FDR CONTINUING EDUCATION> 
N 45+ 1990+ 
NEW DIRECTIONS FDR CONTINUING EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY NEW 
DIRECTIONS FDR ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION> 
ND 1-44// 1979-1989// 
NEW DIRECTIONS FDR EVALUATION (CONTINUES NEW DIRECTIONS FOR 
PROGRAM EVALUATION) 
NO 67+ 1995+ 
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
V 1-16 
NEW DIRECTIONS FDR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 
ND l+ 
NEW DIRECTIONS FDR PROGRAM EVALUATION (CONTINUED 
FDR EVALUATION> 
ND 65-66// 
NEW DIRECTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
V 1-4 
NEW DIRECTIONS IN TECHNICAL SERVICES TRENDS AND 
1973-1976 
1979+ 





SEARCHBANK NEW ENGLAND BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1986-1988 




























SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ECONOMIC ASAP 
NEW ENGLAND FARMER 
V 1-4CMF)// 
NEW ENGLAND GALAXY 
V 1-8CMF)// 







NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY, AND COLLATERAL 
BRANCHES OF SCIENCE 
V 1-14CMF)// 1812-1826// 
NEW ENGLAND LITERARY HERALD 
V lCMF)// 




NEW ENGLAND MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCER, AND GENERAL 
REPOSITORY, FDR THE PROMOTION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE AND 
EVANGELICAL DOCTRINE 
V lCMF)// 1819// 
NEW ENGLAND MISSIONARY MAGAZINE, FDR PROMOTING USEFUL 
KNOWLEDGE AND EVANGELICAL DOCTRINE 






















































NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY 
V 31+ 1958+ 
NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY MAGAZINE COMPREHENDING LITERATURE, MORALS 
AND AMUSEMENT V l-3CMF)// 1802// 
NEW ENGLAND REVIEW (CONTINUES NEW ENGLAND REVIEW AND BREAD LOAF QUARTERLY) 
V 13+ 1990+ 
NEW ENGLAND REVIEW AND BREAD LOAF QUARTERLY (CONTINUES BY NEW 
ENGLAND REVIEW) 
V 7-12// 1984-1990// 
NEW FORESTS 
v l+ 1986+ 
NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT MAGAZINE, AND GENERAL REPOSITORY 
V lCMF)// 1797// 
NEW HAMPSHIRE MAGAZINE, OR THE MONTHLY REPOSITORY OF USEFUL 
INFORMATION 
V lCMF)// 1793// 
NEW HAMPSHIRE NEW JERUSALEM MAGAZINE AND PRIMITIVE RELIGIOUS 
INTELLIGENCER 
V lCMF)// 1805// 
NEW HAVEN GAZETTE, AND THE CONNECTICUT MAGAZINE 
V l-3CMF)// 
NEW INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK 
NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA AGRICULTURAL MONTHLY 
INTELLIGENCER AND FARMER'S MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 
NEW JERSEY MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY ADVERTISER 
NEW JERSEY MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
V lCMF) 
NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH REPOSITORY 
V lCMF)// 







V lCMF)// 1823-1824// 
NEW JERUSALEM RECORD V lCMF)// 
NEW LEADER 
V 61+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
NEW LEFT REVIEW 
NO 209+ 
NEW LETTERS V (6)7(8-9,14-15)16+ 
NEW LETTERS REVIEW OF BOOKS (CURRENT VEAR IN 
NEW LITERARY HISTORY 
V (17)+ 












SEARCHBANK NEW MEXICO BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APR 1989+ 
051 NEW MEXICO QUARTERLV 













NEW MONTHLV MAGAZINE (SERIES 1) 
V l-14CMF)// 
NEW MONTHLV MAGAZINE (SERIES 2) 
V l-149CMF>// 
NEW MONTHLV MAGAZINE CSERIES 3) 
V l-15CMF)// 
NEW MONTHLV MAGAZINE (SERIES 4) 
V l-8CMF)// 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
NEW OUTLOOK 
V 51-57(58-60)61-165// 





NEW PERSPECTIVES QUARTERLV (ABSORBED CENTER MAGAZINE> 
V (4)+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1992+ 
NEW PHVTOLOGIST 
V l-24,26,30-47(48)49+ 1902+ 
NEW REPUBLIC (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAV> 
V l-153CMF)l54CP)+ 1914-1965CMF)l966CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
NEW SCIENTIST (ABSORBED SCIENCE JOURNAL> 
V 15+ 
NEW SERIAL TITLES 
1962+ 
1950+ 
1000 NEW SPORTS (BEIJING, CHINA) 









NEW STAR 1796CMF)// 
NEW STAR 
V l-26CMF)// 1797// 
NEW STATESMAN (CONTINUED BV NEW STATESMAN SOCIETV) 
V 57-115// 1959-1988// 
052 NEW STATESMAN (1996) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
N423 DISPLAV> (CONTINUES NEW STATESMAN AND SOCIETV> 
V 125+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1996+ 
052 NEW STATESMAN SOCIETV (CONTINUES NEW STATESMAN> (CONTINUED BV 
N422 NEW STATESMAN> 
V 1-9// 1988-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1991-MAV 1996// 
SEARCHBANK NEW STEEL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1993+ 
- 328 -
PS551 NEW STORIES FROM THE SOUTH, THE YEAR'S BEST 
N49 1986-1996 
QH315 NEW TRENDS IN BIOLOGY TEACHING 
N39 V l+ 1966+ 
TX165 NEW TRENDS IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
N323 1979+ 
Ql81 NEW TRENDS IN INTEGRATED SCIENCE TEACHING 
N4 V l+ 1969+ 
947 08405 NEW WORLD REVIEW (CONTINUED BY UPDATE USSR) 
5089 V (10-19)20-(53)// 1942-1985// 
051 NEW YORK (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 







NEW YORK CCITY) ENGINEERING SOCIETIES LIBRARY CLASSED 
SUBJECT CATALOG 
1963-1972// 
NEW YORK CCITY) METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART BULLETIN 
V 24+ 1966+ 
NEW YORK CCITY) MUSEUM OF MODERN ART BULLETIN 
V (16),24-30// 1949-1963// 
027 47471 NEW YORK CCITY) PUBLIC LIBRARY BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 




V 61-80// 1957-1977// 
NEW YORK (STATE) STATE MUSEUM AND SCIENCE SERVICE 
BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1887+ 




NO 26-47,49+ 1951+ 
NEW YORK (STATE) STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS, METROPOLITAN AREA ANNUAL 
1966-1969// 





















V 4+ 1965+ 
NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES ANNALS (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON 
LOWER LEVEL) 
V (44-76)77-144(145-147)148-149 1943-1993 (150)151(152)153-171(172)173-688 
NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES TRANSACTIONS (SERIES 1) 
V 15-16// 1895-1897// 
NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES TRANSACTIONS CSERIES 2) 
V (14)15-37// 1952-1975// 
NEW YORK ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
v l+ 
INDEX V 51-60 
NEW YORK FISH AND GAME JOURNAL 
V 1-33// 




NEW YORK LITERARY JOURNAL, AND BELLES LETTRES REPOSITORY 
V l-4CMF)// 1819-1821// 
NEW YORK MAGAZINE AND GENERAL REPOSITORY OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE 


















































NEW YORK MAGAZINE OR, LITERARY REPOSITORY (SERIES 1) 
V l-6CMF)// 1790-1795// 
NEW YORK MAGAZINE OR, LITERARY REPOSITORY (SERIES 2) 
V l-2CMF)// 1796-1797// 
NEW YORK MEDICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL AND REVIEW 
V lCMF) 
NEW YORK MEDICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL 
V 2-3CMF)// 
NEW YORK MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL JOURNAL 
V l-4CMF)// 
NEW YORK MEDICAL MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 
AND 








NEW YORK MISSIONARY MAGAZINE, AND REPOSITORY OF RELIGIOUS 
INTELLIGENCE 
V l-4CMF)// 1800-1803// 
NEW YORK MONTHLY CHRONICLE OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
V lCMF)// 1824-1825// 
NEW YORK MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 1824// 
NEW YORK RELIGIOUS CHRONICLE 
V 2-3CMF)// 1824-1825// 
NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS 
V lCMCHE)+ 1963+ 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL 
MICROFICHE ARRIVES 
NEW YORK REVIEW, AND ATHENEUM MAGAZINE 
V l-2CMF)// 1825-1826// 
NEW YORK STATE CONSERVATIONIST (CONTINUES CONSERVATIONIST (ALBANY 
NY)) 
V 50+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1995+ 
NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION 
V (55)56-58// 1968-1971// 
NEW YORK STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY MEETING PROCEEDINGS 
V 131+ 1986+ 
NEW YORK STATE JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 
V 61-91 1961-1991 
071 NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
N48 DISPLAY) 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL MICROFILM 1896CMF)+ 
ARRIVES 
INDEX WALL NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW INDEX (1896-1970) 
028 1 V 1-5 1896-1970 
NE42 
330 -










































NEW YORK TIMES INDEX (1987+) 
SEE--NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS ONDISC 
NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL MICROFILM 1896CMF)+ 
ARRIVES 
NEW YORK TRACT MAGAZINE AND CHRISTIAN MISCELLANY 
V lCMF)// 




NEW YORKER (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 29+ 1953+ 
INDEX V 1-50, 1925-1975 
NEW ZEALAND GEOGRAPHER 
V 31+ 1975+ 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH (CONTINUES, IN PART 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY) 
V l+ 1958+ 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE 
V (89-91)92-121(122)123-152 1954-1987 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF DAIRY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
V 19-23// 1984-1988// 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY 
NO 58+ 1975+ 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY NEW ZEALAND 
JOURNAL OF TECHNOLOGY) 
V 1-27// 1958-1984// 
NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES NEW ZEALAND 
JOURNAL OF SCIENCE) 
V 1-3// 1985-1987// 
NEW ZEALAND NURSING JOURNAL KAI TIAKI (CONTINUED BY NURSING 
NEW ZEALAND) 
V 63(64)65-(86)// 1970-1993// 
NEW ZEALAND VETERINARY JOURNAL (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE 
LIBRARY, ADR 124A) 
V 1-24,26+ 
NEW ZEALAND LINCOLN COLLEGE 








NEWER METHODS OF NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY 
V 1-5 1964-1973 
NEWS AND VIEWS (CONTINUES GARDENERS FORUM) (CONTINUED BV 
AMERICAN HORTICULTURIST NEWS) 
V 11,(14)15-22// 1968-1980// 
NEWS DIGEST UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE OFFICE OF PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS 







NEWS FROM CAST 
SEE--COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEWS FROM CAST 
NEWS FROM INDIAN COUNTRY 
V 9+ 
NEWS FROM THE AGRICULTURAL HERITAGE MUSEUM 
V 1-2 NO 2// 
1995+ 
1978-1984// 
343 730998 NEWS MEDIA AND THE LAW 













SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1995+ 
JUNE 1994+ 
NEWS REPORT (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN 
INDIAN STUDIES) (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF 
INDIAN STUDIES NEWS REPORT) 
N 122+ 1990+ 
NEWSCAST 
TWO VEAR FILE 
NEW SI NC 
V 7+ 1995+ 
NEWSLETTER CACLS) (CONTINUES AC LS NEWSLETTER) 
SECOND SERIES V l+ 1987+ 
970 00497 NEWSLETTER (SOUTH DAKOTA BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE CENTER OF 









NEWSLETTER OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
V (23)+ 1993+ 




NEWSLETTER SOUTH DAKOTA STRING TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK NEWSLETTER-PEOPLE'S MEDICAL SOCIETY 














SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994 
NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS - NATIONAL 
1985+ 
NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION (CONTINUED BY NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION FOR 
NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA) 
V 1(2)3-4// 1972-1975// 
NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION FOR NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA CCONlINUES 
NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION) (CONTINUED BY WEB /NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE 
PRODUCTION) 
V 5-7// 1976-1978// 
NEWSPAPER RESEARCH JOURNAL 
v 7+ 1986+ 
NEWSWEEK (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
COPY 1, V SCP)+ 1935CP)+ 
COPY 2, V 75CMCHE)+ 1970CMCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1994+ 
NEXIS 
CASK AT THE INFORMATION DESK) 
NICKEL 


























NIEMAN REPORTS V Cl )2-3(4-5)6+ 









NIHON KINGAKKAI NIHON KINGAKKAI KAIHO CMYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 
JAPAN TRANSACTIONS) 
V 15-32 1974-1991 
NILE'S WEEKLY REGISTER, CONTAINING POLITICAL, HISTORICAL, 
GEOGRAPHICAL, SCIENTIFICAL, STATISTICAL, ECONOMICAL, AND 
BIOGRAPHICAL DOCUMENTS ESSAYS AND FACTS TOGETHER WITH NOTICES OF 
THE ARTS AND MANUFACTURERS, AND A RECORD OF THE EVENTS OF THE TIMES 
V l-29CMF) 1811-1825 
NILES' WEEKLY REGISTER, CONTAINING POLITICAL, HISTORICAL, 
GEOGRAPHICAL, SCIENTIFICAL, STATISTICAL, ECONOMICAL, AND 
BIOGRAPHICAL DOCUMENTS ESSAYS AND FACTS TOGETHER WITH NOTICES 
OF THE ARTS AND MANUFACTURERS, AND A RECORD OF THE EVENTS OF THE 
TIMES 
V 30-76CMF)// 1826-1849// 
NINETEENTH CENTURY 
SEE--TWENTIETH CENTURY 
NINETEENTH CENTURY AND AFTER 
SEE--TWENTIETH CENTURY 
NINETEENTH CENTURY MUSIC 
V 18+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1994+ 
JUNE 1994+ 
NINETEENTH-CENTURY FICTION (CONTINUED BY NINETEENTH-CENTURY 
LITERATURE) 
V 1-40// 1945-1986// 
INDEX V 1-19 
NINETEENTH-CENTURY FRENCH STUDIES 
V 1-24 1972-1996 
823 805 NINETEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE (CONTINUES NINETEENTH-CENTURY 
N623 FICTION) 
V 41+ 1986+ 
INDEX WALL NINETEENTH-CENTURY READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
051 V 1-2// 1890-1899// 
R2281 














NOISE CONTROL (CONTINUED BY SOUND ITS USE AND CONTROL) 
V 1-2(3-4)5-7// 1955-1961// 
NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING 
JOURNAL) 
V 6-18// 1976-1982// 
NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING JOURNAL (CONTINUED NOISE CONTROL 
ENGINEERING) 
V 19+ 1982+ 
NORRIS, JOHN ROBERT METHODS IN MICROBIOLOGY 
v l+ 





















































NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW 
V l-21CMF) 
NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW 
V 22-71 CMF) 
NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW (SERIES 1) 
CV 72-248 1951-1940 PAPER COPY IN STORAGE) 
V 10-55CP),72-248CP AND MF) 
NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW (SERIES 2) 
V 249 (NEW SERIES V l)+ 




1851-1940CP AND MF) 
1964+ 
1993+ 
NORTH AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR SPORT HISTORY PROCEEDINGS 
1984+ 
NORTH AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT AND 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PSYCHOLOGY OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR AND SPORT 
1976-1980// 
NORTH AMERICAN VETERINARIAN 
V 3-38 1922-1957 
NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE AND NATURAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE 
TRANSACTIONS 
V l+ 1936+ 
NORTH CAROLINA MAGAZINE, OR UNIVERSAL INTELLIGENCER 
V l-2CMF)// 1764-1765// 
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY NC A QUARTERLY) 
V 1-63// 1926-1988// 
NORTH CENTRAL WEED CONTROL CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
V 6+ 1952+ 
NORTH CENTRAL WEED CONTROL CONFERENCE RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 9+ 1954+ 
NORTH DAKOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS 
v l+ 1947+ 
NORTH DAKOTA DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS (CONTINUES DIRECTORY OF 
NORTH DAKOTA MANUFACTURERS) (CONTINUED BY NORTH DAKOTA DIRECTORY 
OF MANUFACTURERS AND FOOD PROCESSORS) 
1987-1992// 
NORTH DAKOTA DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS AND FOOD PROCESSORS (CONTINUES NORTH DAKOTA DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS) (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 




NORTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF EDUCATION CWAS NORTH DAKOTA TEACHER) 
V 44-69 1964-1990 
NORTH DAKOTA PERIODICALS INDEX 
NORTH DAKOTA QUARTERLY 
V 1-23(24)25+ 
INDEX V 16-26 






















NORTH DAKOTA TEACHER 
SEE--NORTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF EDUCATION 
NORTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION NORTH DAKOTA 
EDUCATION DIRECTORY 1962+ 
NORTH DAKOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY EDUCATIONAL SERIES 
1974-1977 
NORTH DAKOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MISCELLANEOUS SERIES 
NO 16,28+ 1962+ 
NORTH DAKOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PRODUCTION STATISTICS 
1976+ 
NORTH DAKOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT (BIENNIAL) 
V 1-32 1899-1962 
NORTH DAKOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 
NO l+ 1949+ 
NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS 
NO 1-2// 1958-1959// 
NORTHAMPTON MISCELLANY 
V lCMF)// 1721// 
970 00497 NORTHEAST INDIAN QUARTERLY (CONTINUES INDIAN STUDIES) (CONTINUED 
N211 BY AKWE KON JOURNAL) 
V 3-8// 1986-1991// 
























V 22+ 1968+ 
NORTHERN JOURNAL OF APPLIED FORESTRY 
V 3+ 1986+ 
NORTHERN PLAINS CATTLEMAN 
V 1-3(4) 1963-1967 
NORTHWEST REPORT 
V 17+ 1995+ 
NORTHWEST SCIENCE 
V 22+ 1948+ 
INDEX V 21-46 
NORWEGIAN-AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION NORWEGIAN-
AMERICAN STUDIES 
V l+ 1926+ 
NOTES 
SEE--MUSIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION NOTES 
NOTES AND QUERIES 
V 1-202,NS 5-18CMF),16+ 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
NOTES ON MODERN AMERICAN LITERATURE 
SEE--N MAL NOTES ON MODERN AMERICAN LITERATURE 
1849-1971CMF),1969CP)+ 
MAR 1993+ 
NOTULAE ENTOMOLOGICAE (CONTINUED BY ENTOMOLOGICA FENNICA) 
V 51-69// 1971-1989// 
NOTULAE NATURAE 
V l+ 1939+ 
NOUVEL OBSERVATEUR 
SIX MONTH FILE 




























































NOVUM (MUNICH, GERMANY) (CONTINUES NOVUM GEBRAUCHSGRAPH> 
V (67)+ 1996+ 
NOVUM GEBRAUCHSGRAPHIK INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING ART (CONTINUED 
BY NOVUM (MUNICH, GERMANY) 
V 38-(67)// 1967-1996// 
NR DX NURSING DIAGNOSIS NEWSLETTER 
V (6)7-16// 
NUCLEAR DATA SHEETS 
V 3+ 
IDEAL 
NUCLEAR DATA SECTION B 
SEE--NUCLEAR DATA SHEETS 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS (CONTINUED 
V 1-89// 
INDEX v 1-90 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS SERIES A 
V 90-276 
INDEX v A90-A270 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS SERIES B 
V 1-119 
INDEX v Bl-110 
CURRENT SHEETS 
BY NUCLEAR PHYSICS 








(UPDATED WITH SEMIANNUAL CUMULATION CY3 N88 11/)) 
V l+ 1975+ 
INDEXES 1975-1979,1980-1985 
NUCLEAR SAFETY 
V l+ 1959+ 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
V l+ 1956+ 
NUCLEONICS 
V 1-25// 1947-1967// 
NUEVA NARRATIVA HISPANOAMERICANA 
V (1-2)3-5// 1971-1975// 
NUMERISCHE MATHEMATIK 
V 43-62 1984-1992 
NUOVO CIMENTO DELLA SOCIETA ITALIANA DI FISICA SERIES A 
V 1-96 1971-1986 
NUOVO CIMENTO DELLA SOCIETA ITALIANA DI FISICA SERIES B 
V 1-96 1971-1986 
NUOVO CIMENTO DELLA SOCIETA ITALIANA DI FISICA SERIES C 
v l+ 1978+ 
NUOVO CIMENTO DELLA SOCIETA ITALIANA DI FISICA SERIES D 
v l+ 1982+ 
NUOVO CIMENTO A 
V 40-(70)// 1965-1970// 
NUOVO CIMENTO B 
V 40-(70)// 1965-1970// 
NUOVO CIMENTO SERIES 10 
V 19-(39)// 1961-(1965)// 
NURSE EDUCATOR 




DOC NURSE PLANNING INFORMATION SERIES 
HE20 6613 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
610 7305 NURSE PRACTITIONER 
N92 V Cl-3)+ 1976+ 
1996+ SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
610 7305 NURSE PRACTITIONER FORUM 











NURSERY BUSINESS (ABSORBED LANDSCAPE AND TURF) (CONTINUED BY 
NURSERY BUSINESS RETAILER AND NURSERY BUSINESS GROWER) 
V (27)28-34// 1982-1989// 
NURSERY BUSINESS GROWER (CONTINUES, IN PART, NURSERY BUSINESS) 
V 1-7// 1990-1996// 
NURSERY BUSINESS RETAILER (CONTINUES, IN PART, NURSERY BUSINESS) (CONTINUED BY NURSERY RETAILER) 
V 35-(36)// 1990-1991// 
NURSERY RETAILER (CONTINUES NURSERY BUSINESS RETAILER) 
V (36)+ 1991+ 
NURSES AND EMPLOYERS OF NURSES SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC 
INFORMATION NEWSLETTER 
V 8+ 1982+ 
610 7305 NURSING CVEAR OF PUBLICATION) 
N937 COPY 1, V 4CP)+ 1974CP)+ 
1979CMCHE>+ 
MAY 1995+ 
COPY 2, V 9 CMCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
REF NURSING & ALLIED HEALTH CCINAHL)-CD 
DATABASE 1982+ 
ABSTRACT NURSING ABSTRACTS 
016 V 1-18// 1979-1996// 
6107305 
N87 
658 913621 NURSING ADMINISTRATION QUARTERLY 
















SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
NURSING AND HEALTH CARE (CONTINUED BY N & H C PERSPECTIVE ON 
COMMUNITY) 
V 1-15// 1980-1994// 
NURSING AND HEALTH CARE PERSPECTIVES (CONTINUED N & H C 
PERSPECTIVES ON COMMUNITY> 
V (18)+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAY 1997+ 
NURSING CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON LOWER 
LEVEL) 
V l+ 1966+ 
NURSING DIAGNOSIS 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
NURSING DIAGNOSIS NEWSLETTER 
SEE--NR DX NURSING DIAGNOSIS NEWSLETTER 
NURSING DIGEST (CONTINUED BY NURSING DIMENSIONS) 
1990+ 
1996+ 
V (1)2-6// 1973-1979// 















































V (40)+ (CONTINUES NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN CARE) 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
NURSING HOMES (CONTINUED BV NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN CARE) 
V 13-(35)// 1964-1986// 
NURSING HOMES AND SENIOR CITIZEN CARE (CONTINUES NURSING HOMES) (CONTINUED BV NURSING HOMES) 
V (35)-(40)// 1986-1991// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1989-0CT 1991// 
NURSING IN CANADA 
1975-1978// 
NURSING LEADERSHIP (CONTINUED BV NURSING SUCCESS TODAY) 
V 1-(6)// 1978-1983// 
NURSING MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES SUPERVISOR NURSE) 
V 12+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
1981+ 
1996+ 
NURSING MIRROR (CONTINUES NURSING MIRROR AND MIDWIVES 
JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BV NURSING TIMES/NURSING MIRROR) 
V 144-160// 1977-1985// 
NURSING MIRROR AND MIDWIVES JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV NURSING MIRROR) 
V (107)108-109(110-111)112-121(122-123) 1958-1977// 
124-131(132)133-136(137-139)140-144// 
NURSING NEW ZEALAND (CONTINUES NEW ZEALAND NURSING JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BV KAI TIAKI, NURSING NEW ZEALAND) 
V 1-2// 1993-1994// 
NURSING NEWSLETTER 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
NURSING OUTLOOK 
COPV 1, V lCP)+ 
COPV 2, V 27 CMCHE)+ 1953CP)+ 1979CMCHEH 
NURSING PAPERS PERSPECTIVES IN NURSING (CONTINUED BV CANADIAN 
JOURNAL OF NURSING RESEARCH) 
V 17-19// 1985-1987// 
NURSING RESEARCH 
COPV 1, V l+ 
COPV 2, ON RESERVE 
NURSING SCIENCE (CONTINUES NURSING SURVEY) 
V (1)2-3// 
NURSING SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
V 8+ 
1952+ 




INDEX WALL NURSING STUDIES INDEX (1900-1959) 








NURSING SUCCESS TODAY (CONTINUES NURSING LEADERSHIP) 
V (1)2-3// 1984-1986// 
NURSING SURVEY (CONTINUED BV NURSING SCIENCE) 
V Cl-2)// 1962-1963// 
NURSING TIMES (CONTINUED BV NURSING TIMES/NURSING MIRROR) 
V 54-74CP)75-81CP AND MCHE)// 1958-1978CP) 
1979-1985 CP AND MCHE)// 
NURSING TIMES COMMUNITY OUTLOOK (SUPPLEMENT TO NURSING TIMES, NT 
ON MCHE ONLV) 

























NURSING TIMES NT 
V 83CP>+ 
(CONTINUES NURSING TIMES, NURSING MIRROR> 
SEPT 1987CP>+ 
V 83-86CMCHE> SEPT 1987-1990CMCHE> 
NURSING TIMES, NURSING MIRROR, NT (CONTINUES NURSING TIMES AND 
NURSING MIRROR) (CONTINUED BV NURSING TIMES NT> 
COPY 1, V 81-83CP)// 1985-1987CP)// 




NURSINGLIFE (ABSORBED BV NURSING CVEAR OF PUBLICATION>> 
V 1-7(8)// 1981-1988// 
NUTRITIO ET DIETA 
SEE--NUTRITION AND METABOLISM 
NUTRITION (LONDON) (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF HUMAN NUTRITION) 
V 19-21(22-24),26-29// 1965-1975// 
NUTRITION ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS (SPLIT INTO NUTRITION 
ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS SERIES A AND B> 
V 1-42(43)44-46// 1931-1976// 
INDEX V 1-10 
NUTRITION ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS SERIES A, HUMAN AND EXPERIMENTAL (CONTINUES, IN PART, NUTRITION ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS> 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 47-67 1977-1997 
NUTRITION ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS SERIES B, LIVESTOCK FEEDS AND 
FEEDING (CONTINUES IN PART NUTRITION ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS> 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 47-67 1977-1997 
NUTRITION ACTION 
SEE--NUTRITION ACTION HEALTH LETTER 
NUTRITION ACTION HEALTH LETTER 
V 12-17 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 





SEARCHBANK NUTRITION AND HEALTH FORUM (CONTINUES NUTRITION FORUM)CCONTINUED 
BV NUTRITION FORUMC1997)) 
641 105 
N958 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER SEPT 1996-FEB 1997// 
NUTRITION AND METABOLISM (CONTINUED BV ANNALS OF NUTRITION AND 
METABOLISM> 
V 7-24// 1965-1980// 
SEARCHBANK NUTRITION FORUM (CONTINUED BV NUTRITION AND HEALTH FORUM> 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-AUG 1996// 
SEARCHBANK NUTRITION FORUM (1997) (CONTINUES NUTRITION AND HEALTH FORUM> 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAV 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK NUTRITION HEALTH REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
641 105 NUTRITION NEWS 
1994+ 
N9616 V 49-61// 1986-1998// 
612 3905 NUTRITION REPORTS INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUED BV JOURNAL OF 
N96 NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY> 
V 1-40// 1970-1989// 
616 39005 NUTRITION RESEARCH 
N955 V 4+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK NUTRITION RESEARCH NEWSLETTER 


















641 105 NUTRITION TODAY 
N962 V 3-10,12+ 1968-1975,1977+ 
FEB 1989+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
616 39005 NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES 



































O CL C MICRO (CONTINUED BY O CL C SYSTEMS AND SERVICES) 
V 1-8// 1985-1992// 
O CL C SYSTEMS AND SERVICES (CONTINUES O CL C MICRO) (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED IN REFERENCE OFFICE) 
V 9+ 1993+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
NO 2+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1990+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS AUSTRALIA 
1972+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS AUSTRIA 
1970+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG ECONOMIC UNION 
SEE--0 EC D ECONOMIC SURVEYS BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS BELGIUM-LUXEMBURG 
1962+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS BLEU 
SEE--0 EC D ECONOMIC SURVEYS BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS BULGARIA 
1996+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS CANADA (CONTINUES ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
CANADA) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS CZECH AND SLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC (CONTINUED BY OE C ECONOMIC SURVEYS CZECH REPUBLIC ANDO EC D 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS SLOVAK REPUBLIC) 
1991// 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS CZECH REPUBLIC (CONTINUES OE CD 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS CZECH AND SLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC) 
1995+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS DENMARK (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS DENMARK) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS FINLAND 
1969+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS FRANCE (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS FRANCE) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS GERMANY (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS GERMANY) 
1969+ 













































OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS HUNGARY 
1991+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS ICELAND (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS ICELAND> 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS IRELAND (CONTINUES ECONOMIC SURVEYS BY 
THEO EC D IRELAND> 
1968-69CSTORAGE)l970+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS ITALY (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS ITALY) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS JAPAN (CONTINUES ECONOMIC SURVEYS BY 
THEO EC D JAPAN> 
1970+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS KOREA 
1993+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS MEXICO 
1991+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS NETHERLANDS (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION 
FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
NETHERLANDS) 
1969+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS NEW ZEALAND 
1975+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS NORWAY (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS NORWAY) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS POLAND 
1992+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS PORTUGAL (CONTINUES ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
BY THEO EC D PORTUGAL) 
1970+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS ROMANIA 
1997+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
1995+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS SLOVAK REPUBLIC (CONTINUES OE CD 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS CZECH AND SLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC> 
1995+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS SLOVENIA 
1996+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS SPAIN (CONTINUES ECONOMIC SURVEYS BY 
THEO EC D SPAIN) 
1969CSTORAGE)l970+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS SWEDEN (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS SWEDEN) 
1969+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS SWITZERLAND (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION 
FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
SWITZERLAND) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS TURKEY (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 


















OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS UNITED KINGDOM (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION 
FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
UNITED KINGDOM) 
1968+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS UNITED STATES (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION 
FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
UNITED STATES) 
1967+ 
OE CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS YUGOSLAVIA (CONTINUES ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT ECONOMIC SURVEYS 
YUGOSLAVIA) 
1969+ 
OE CD HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR AND PROJECT DRAGON REPORT 
1966-1973 
OE CD OBSERVER 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 





BV JOURNAL OF MASS 
1970-1994// 
O'CASEY ANNUAL (ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS, NJ) O'CASEY ANNUAL 
V 1+ 1982+ 






























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1990-FEB 1992 
OAKWOOD (BEGINNING WITH 1987, THIS TITLE IS PUBLISHED IN THE SPRING 
ISSUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY 
RELATIONS ARTS AT STATE) 
V l+ 1975+ 




OBSENITV ENFORCEMENT REPORTER 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
OBSERVATOR 





















OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING (CONTINUES AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF 
INDUSTRIAL NURSES JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BV AAOHN JOURNAL) 
V 17-25(26)27-33// 1969-1985// 
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK QUARTERLY 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 






OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY) V 42-47// 1968-1973// 
371 4205 
OCl 
OCCUPATIONS (CONTINUES VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BY PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE JOURNAL) 
V 12-14CMF),15-30CP)// 1933-1952// 
GCl OCEAN YEARBOOK 
02 N 1-12 1978-1996 
SEARCHBANK OCEANIA 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1990+ 
GCl OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARINE BIOLOGY 
032 V 5-28 1967-1990 
551 4605 OCEANS 
OC2 V 1-22// 1969-1989// 
551 4605 OCEANUS 
OC22 V 17+ 1973+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
025 04 OCLC NEWSLETTER 
OC4 N 191+ 1991+ 
MF ODD FELLOWS' MAGAZINE 
APS II V lCMF)// 1825-1826// 
REEL 218 
MF ODD FELLOWS' MAGAZINE (SERIES 2) 
APS II 1828// 
REEL 218 
805 ODYSSEY REVIEW 
OD9 V 1-3// 1961-1963// 
339 405 OF CONSUMING INTEREST 
OFl V C5)6-9Cl0) 1972-1977 
305 4205 OFF OUR BACKS 
OF2 V 25+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK OFF ROAD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 




T 71 15 
355 05 
R31 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992-0CT 1993// 
~FFICE ADMINISTRATION AND AUTOMATION (ABSORBED 
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT) (CONTINUED BY ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT) 
V 44-46 NO 9// 1983-1985// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1983-0CT 1985// 
OFFICE OF THRIFT SUPERVISION JOURNAL (CONTINUES FEDERAL HOME LOAN 
BANK BOARD JOURNAL) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
OFFICER 
V 28+ 1952+ 
SEARCHBANK OFFSHORE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SEARCHBANK OFFSHORE INCORPORATING THE OILMAN 









OHIO BIOLOGICAL SURVEY INFORMATION CIRCULAR 
NO 11+ 
SEARCHBANK OHIO BUSINESS 


















































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
OHIO JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 
V l-3(4)5-9(10-11),16-23(24)25-30 (31-33)34-58(59)60-90 
INDEX V 1-50 
OHIO MISCELLANEOUS MUSEUM 
V lCMF)// 





V 15-43// 1928-1954// 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY COLUMBUS OHIO BIOLOGICAL 
SURVEY BULLETIN NEW SERIES 
V 1-8 1959-1991 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY COLUMBUS THEATRE COLLECTION 
NO 1-22 1954-1976 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY COLUMBUS THEATRE RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE THEATRE STUDIES 
V l+ 1954+ 
OIKOS ACTA OECOLOGICA SCANDINAVICA 
V 20+ 1969+ 
OIL AND GAS JOURNAL 
V 83-92CMF)93CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER 
OIL DAILY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER 
OLD HOUSE JOURNAL 
v l+ 
OLIO, A LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS PAPER 
V l-2CMF)// 








V 1 NOS 3-12CMF)// 


















ONCOLOGY NURSING FORUM (CONTINUES ONCOLOGY NURSING SOCIETY 
NEWSLETTER 
V 8+ 1981+ 
ONDERSTEPOORT JOURNAL OF VETERINARY RESEARCH 
v l+ 
SUPPLEMENTS NO 1-2 





001 64404 ONLINE CWESTON) 
ONS V 8+ 1984+ SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JULY 1992+ 




























ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FARM ECONOMICS AND 
STATISTICS BRANCH MONTHLY DAIRY REPORT 
ONE VEAR FILE 
ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE REPORT 
1880-1963 
OOPS MESSENGER 
V 1-7// 1990-1996// 
OPERA 
V 18-24(25)26(27)28-(35) 1967-1984 
OPERA NEWS 
V 29+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
OPERATING SYSTEMS REVIEW 
V (9-11)12-16(17),19-20(21-22)23+ 1975+ 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BV OPERATIONAL 
RESEARCH SOCIETY JOURNAL> 
V 15-28 1964-1977 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH SOCIETY JOURNAL (CONTINUES OPERATIONAL 
RESEARCH QUARTERLY) 





OPTICAL AND QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 
V 16-22 
OPTICAL FIBER TECHNOLOGY 
OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
OPUS (ABSORBED BY MUSICAL AMERICA> 
V (1)-4// 








ORDEAL A CRITICAL JOURNAL OF POLITICKS AND LITERATURE 
V lCMF)// 1809// 
SEARCHBANK OREGON BUSINESS 
Qll 
070 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





















OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS FOREST RESEACH 
LABORATORY RESEARCH BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY OREGON STATE 
UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS FOREST RESEARCH LABORATORY RESEARCH 
CONTRIBUTIONS) 
NO 4,9,12-72// 1949,1953,1969-1991// 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS FOREST RESEARCH 
LABORATORY RESEARCH PAPER (CONTINUED BY OREGON STATE 
UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS FOREST RESEARCH LABORATORY RESEARCH 
CONTRIBUTIONS) 
NO 2-54// 1965-1990// 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS FOREST RESEARCH 
LABORATORY RESEARCH NOTE (CONTINUED BY OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY, 
CORVALLIS FOREST RESEARCH LABORATORY RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
NO 28-82// 1957-1992// 
OREGON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION MICROCARDS BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY HEALTH, PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION, AND RECREATION MICROFORM PUBLICATIONS BULLETIN) 
V 1-5// 1949-1986// 
ORGAN 
V (46)47-62(63) 




635 98705 ORGANIC GARDENING (CONTINUES RODALE'S ORGANIC GARDENING) 
OR312 V 35+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1992+ 
635 98705 ORGANIC GARDENING (CONTINUED BY RODALE'S ORGANIC GARDENING) 




















ORGANIC MASS SPECTROMETRY 
SEE--0 MS 
ORGANIC REACTION MECHANISMS 
ORGANIC REACTIONS 
v l+ 








ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS DENMARK (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS DENMARK) 
1962-1967// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS FRANCE (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS FRANCE) 
1962-1967// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 




ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS ICELAND (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS ICELAND) 
1961-1967// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
























ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS NETHERLANDS (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS NETHERLANDS) 
1966-1968// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS NORWAY (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS NORWAY) 
1962-1967// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS SWEDEN (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS SWEDEN) 
1962-1968// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS SWITZERLAND (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS SWITZERLAND) 
1961-1967// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS TURKEY (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS TURKEY) 
1966-1968// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS UNITED KINGDOM (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS UNITED KINGDOM) 
1962-1967// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS UNITED STATES (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS UNITED STATES) 
1961-1966// 
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMIC SURVEYS YUGOSLAVIA (CONTINUED BY OE CD ECONOMIC 
SURVEYS YUGOSLAVIA) 
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES ANNALS V 1-6(7) 
1962-1968// 
1949-1955 
SEARCHBANK ORGANIZATION STUDIES 
IDEAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1992+ 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN DECISION PROCESSES 
1996+ 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMISTRY SECTION B ANNUAL SURVEYS 













SEARCHBANK ORLANDO BUSINESS JOURNAL 






ORR HOFFMAN LEGION AIR 
V (12-14)15(16) 1938-1942 
ORTHOPAEDIC NURSING (CONTINUES ORTHOPEDIC NURSING) 
V 2+ 1983+ 











ORTHOPEDIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON 
LOWER LEVEL) 
V 5+ 1974+ 
ORTHOPEDIC NURSING (CONTINUED BV ORTHOPAEDIC NURSING) 
V 1// 1982// 
ORVX 
V 10-18 1969-1984 
OSTEOARTHRITIS AND CARTILAGE 
1998+ 
OSTOMV QUARTERLY 
V (1)2-6(7)8+ 1963+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAR 1994+ 
OTTAWA NATURALIST 
SEE--CANADIAN-FIELD NATURALIST 
1000 OTTERTAIL HIGHLIGHTS 





OUR PUBLIC LANDS (CONTINUED BV VOUR PUBLIC LANDS) 
V 1-5(6)7-9(10)11-31// 1951-1981// 
OUTDOOR LIFE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 127+ 1961+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
OUTLOOK 
SEE--NEW OUTLOOK 
1000 OUTLOOK (BEIJING, CHINA) 











OUTLOOK (CALIFORNIA CPA) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1989+ 
OUTLOOK (SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE SYSTEM) 
V l+ 1978+ 
OUTLOOK CA AU W) (CONTINUES GRADUATE WOMAN) 
V 83+ 




OUTLOOK, COMBINED WITH STANDARD AND POOR'S INVESTMENT 
ADVISORY 
ONE VEAR FILE 
790 5 OUTSIDE 
OU87 V (10)+ 
370 19605 OVERSEAS 
OV2 V 1-3// 
OVERSEAS BUSINESS REPORTS DOC 
C61 12 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK OXFORD BULLETIN OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
330 5 OXFORD ECONOMIC PAPERS (SERIES 1) 
OX2 V 1-8// 
330 5 OXFORD ECONOMIC PAPERS (SERIES 2) 
OX2 v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 










SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1994+ 
PA IS BULLETIN (CONTINUES PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE 
BULLETIN> (CONTINUED BV PA IS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT) 










PA IS BULLETIN (1986-1990) 
SEE--P A IS INTERNATIONAL (COMPUTER FILE) 
PA IS INTERNATIONAL (COMPUTER FILE) 
1972+ 
PA IS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT (CONTINUES PA IS BULLETIN) 
V 1-3 1991-1994 
SEE--P A IS INTERNATIONAL (COMPUTER FILE) 1972+ 
PM PHARMACY MANAGEMENT (ABSORBED AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHARMACY) (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHARMACY AND THE SCIENCES 
SUPPORTING PUBLIC HEALTH) 
V 151-152// 1979-1980// 
PM, PUBLIC MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES PUBLIC MANAGEMENT) 
V 50-72 1968-1990 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
P M L A 
SEE--MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS 
636 505 PPM POULTRY PROCESSING & MARKETING 
P2 V 28-29// 1977-1978// 
PR QUARTERLY REVIEW PUBLIC RELATIONS 
SEE--PUBLIC RELATIONS QUARTERLY 
SEARCHBANK PR NEWSWIRE 
320 5 
P756 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1998+ 
PS (CONTINUED BY POLITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS PS) 
V 4-27// 1971-1988// 
PS POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SEE--P S 






VA 1 94 
940 5 
Pll9 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
PT REVIEW (CONTINUED BY PHYSIOTHERAPY REVIEW) 
V l-15CMF)// 
PT A MAGAZINE 
V 44-69CSTORAGE)// 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
PACIFIC HISTORICAL REVIEW 
V 64+ 
SEARCHBAN-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MAY 1990-FEB 1993 
1995+ 
FEB 1994+ 
PACIFIC INSECTS (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF 
ENTOMOLOGY) 
V 13-24// 1971-1982// 
PACIFIC INSECTS MONOGRAPHS 
NO 1-28 
PACIFIC ISLANDS STUDIES AND NOTES 
V 1-20 
PACIFIC JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS V (1),(5)6+ 


















PACIFIC NORTHWEST CONFERENCE ON HIGHER EDUCATION PROCEEDINGS 
1964-1972,1974-1979// 
PACIFIC PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY (CONTINUES PERSONALIST) 
V 61+ 1980+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1997+ 
PACIFIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW (CONTINUED BY SOCIOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVES) 
V 1-25// 1958-1982// 
PACIFIC VIEWPOINT (CONTINUED BY ASIA PACIFIC VIEWPOINT) 
V l-15CMF)l6-36CP)// 1960-1995// 
PACIFIC WORLD JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF BHUDDIST STUDIES 
NO 4+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK PACKAGING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK PACKAGING (BOSTON, MA) (ABSORBED BY PACKAGING DIGEST) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1988-1994// 































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1992+ 
PAHASAPA QUARTERLY 





PAKISTAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
V 14+ 
INDEX V 1-25,1953-1977 
PAKISTAN HORIZON 
V 17-30,37+ 
PAKISTAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
V 7-9Cl0,12)13Cl4)15-16CSTORAGE) 













SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
PALIMPSEST (CONTINUED BY IOWA HERITAGE ILLUSTRATED) 
1994+ 
1994+ 
V 1-76// 1920-1995// 
INDEX 1920-1939 
PALS USER'S GROUP NEWSLETTER 
V 3+ 
PAN AMERICAN UNION BULLETIN 
V l-46,48-73(74)75-82// 





















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
PAPERS ON FRENCH SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE 
NO 20-47 
PAPERS ON LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
V l-7CMF),5CP)+ 
INDEX 1-10 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PARABOLA, MYTH AND THE QUEST FOR MEANING 
V 10+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




































SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 








PARASITOLOGY RESEARCH (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PARASITENKUNDE> 
V 73-80 1987-1994 
PARENTS (BERGENFIELD, NJ> (CONTINUES PARENTS' MAGAZINE (BERGENFIELD, NJ, 1977)) (CONTINUED BY PARENTS MAGAZINE CNEW 
YORK, NY> (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V 53CP)54-60 CP & MCHE)// 1978CP)l979-1985// 
PARENTS CNEW YORK NY, 1993) (CONTINUES PARENTS MAGAZINE 
CNEW YORK NY>> (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE> 
V (68) CP & MCHE>+ 1993 CP & MCHE>+ 
PARENTS MAGAZINE CNEW YORK, NY> (CONTINUES PARENTS (BERGENFIELD 
NJ>> (CONTINUED BY PARENTS CNEW YORK NY, 1993)) (SECOND 
COPY ON MICROFICHE> 
V C60)-C68)CP & MCHE)// 1985-1993CP & MCHE)// 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE (BERGENFIELD, NJ , 1977) (CONTINUES PARENTS' 
MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING (1973-1977)) (CONTINUED BY PARENTS (BERGENFIELD, NJ>> 
V 52-53// 1977-1978// 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE (1929-1953) (CONTINUES CHILDREN CMF>> (CONTINUED BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND FAMILY HOME GUIDE> 
V 4-7CMF>8-28CP)// 1929-1953// 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER FAMILY LIVING (CONTINUES 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING (1959-1968)) (CONTINUED BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING (1973-1977)) 
V 43-48// 1968-1973// 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING (1959-1968) (CONTINUES PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND FAMILY HOME GUIDE> (CONTINUED BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER FAMILY LIVING) 
V 34-43// 1959-1968// 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER HOMEMAKING (1973-1977) (CONTINUES PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER FAMILY LIVING> (CONTINUED BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE (BERGENFIELD, NJ ,_1977>> 
V 48-52// 1973-1977// 
PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND FAMILY HOME GUIDE (CONTINUES PARENTS' 
MAGAZINE (1929-1953)) (CONTINUED BY PARENTS' MAGAZINE AND BETTER 
HOMEMAKING> 
V 28-34// 1953-1959// 
PARIS MATCH 












































PARIS BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE CATALOGUE GENERAL DES LIVRES 
IMP RIME 
V 1-12// 1960-1964// 
PARIS INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE 
ANNALES SERIE A ANNALES AGRONOMIQUES 
SEE--ANNALES AGRONOMIQUES 
PARIS INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE 
ANNALES SERIE B ANNALES DE L'AMELIORATION DES PLANTES 
SEE--ANNALES DE L'AMELIORATION DES PLANTES 
PARIS INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE 
ANNALES SERIE C ANNALES DES EPIPHVTIES 
SEE--ANNALES DES EPIPHVTIES 
PARIS INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE 
ANNALES SERIE D ANNALES DE ZOOTECHNIE 
SEE--ANNALES DE ZOOTECHNIE 
PARIS INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE 
ANNALES SERIE E ANNALES DE TECHNOLOGIE AGRICOLE 
SEE--ANNALES DE TECHNOLOGIE AGRICOLE 
PARIS INSTITUT PASTEUR ANNALES (CONTINUED BY ANNALES DE 
MICROBIOLOGIE AND ANNALES D' IMMUNOLOGIE) 
V 70,73-123// 1944,1947-1972// 
PARIS INSTITUl PASTEUR BULLETIN 
V 43-74 
INDEX V 65-68 
PARK MANAGEMENT OUTLOOK 
PARK SCIENCE A RESOURCE MANAGEMENT BULLETIN 
V (10)+ 
PARKS AND RECREATION (CONTINUES RECREATION) 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS 





PARNASSUS (CONTINUED BY COLLEGE ART JOURNAL) 
V 11-13// 
PARNASSUS POETRY IN REVIEW 
V 19 N 2+ 





















811 05 PASQUE PETALS 
P265 V l-2CMF)3-39C40)41CP)+ 
INDEX 1926-1986 
SEARCHBANK PAST AND PRESENT 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
MF PASTIME A LITERARY PAPER 
APS II V l-2CMF)// 
REEL 36 
253 505 PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY 
P268 V ClO)ll-21(22-23) 
636 05 PASTORAL REVIEW 
P26 V C63)64-65C66)67C68)69-82C83-84) 
PASTORAL REVIEW AND GRAZIERS' RECORD 
SEE--PASTORAL REVIEW 
VET SCI PATHOLOGIA VETERINARIA 
ADR ATTIC 
RBl PATHOLOGY ANNUAL 
P3 V 2+ 
610 5 PATIENT CARE 








SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
PATIENT CARE LAW 
CURRENT EDITION 















PC MAGAZINE, THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO IBM-STANDARD PERSONAL 
COMPUTING (CONTINUES PC, THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO IBM PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS) 
V 5+ 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK PC TECH JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1987-APR 1989 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1984+ 
PC WORLD 
V (6)+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1991+ 
PC/COMPUTING 
V 8+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD AUG 1988+ 
PC, THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS (CONTINUED BY 
PC MAGAZINE, THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO IBM-STANDARD PERSONAL 
COMPUTING) CV 5,NO 1 BOUND WITH PC MAGAZINE, THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE 
TO IBM-STANDARD PERSONAL COMPUTING) 
V (4)-5,NO 1// 1985-1986// 
PCI JOURNAL (CONTINUES PRESTRESSED CONCRETE INSTITUTE JOURNAL) 
V 28+ 1982+ 
PEABODY JOURNAL OF EDUCATION 
V 44+ 1966+ 
PEACE CORPS TIMES 
1987-1992CP) 
1993-1994CMCHE AND P) 
PEDIATRIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON 
LOWER LEVEL) 






610 736205 PEDIATRIC NURSING 
P34 V 5+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAV 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK PEDIATRIC REPORT'S CHILD HEALTH NEWSLETTER 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER JAN -APR 1994// 
618 9205 PEDIATRICS 
P342 V 61-72CMF)73CP)+ 1978-1983CMF) 
1984CPH 
1994+ SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
SEARCHBANK PEDIATRICS FOR PARENTS 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
MF PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE 









PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS AND 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 







SEARCHBANK PENSION MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES PENSION WORLD) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP OCT 1994-MAY 1996// 
SEARCHBANK PENSION WORLD 
621 805 
AU823 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990-SEPT 1994// 
PENTON'S CONTROLS & SYSTEMS (CONTINUES AUTOMATION) 
V 39// 1992// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992// 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1995-AUG 1997 
PEOPLE WEEKLY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) 
V 9-lOCP)llCP & MCHE)+ 1978CP)1979CP & MCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983+ 
PEPYS, SAMUEL THE DIARY OF SAMUEL PEPYS 
V 1-11// 
PERCEPTION AND PSYCHOPHYSICS 
V 3+ 
PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR SKILLS 
V 26+ 






PERCUSSIONIST (CONTINUED BY PERCUSSIVE NOTES RESEARCH 
EDITION, PERCUSSIONIST) 
V 5-17// 1967-1980// 
PERCUSSIVE NOTES (COMPANION TITLE TO PERCUSSIVE NOTES RESEARCH 
EDITION) 
V (19)+ 1981+ 
PERCUSSIVE NOTES RESEARCH EDITION, PERCUSSIONIST (COMPANION TITLE 
TO PERCUSSIVE NOTES) (CONTINUES PERCUSSIONIST) (INCORPORATED INTO 
PERCUSSIVE NOTES BEGINNING WITH V 27) 




PERFORMANCE V l-2(3)4-23(24)25-27// 1950-1977// 
004 2405 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REVIEW CACM> 
P416 V Cll)l2-13Cl4-16)17+ 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK PERFORMING ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT IN CANADA 














PERFORMING ARTS JOURNAL 
















SEARCHBANK PERSONAL COMPUTING 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
INDEX WALL PERSONAL NAME INDEX TO THE NEW YORK TIMES 
1988-AUG 1990 
INDEX (CONTINUED BY 
INDEX SUPPLEMENT> 
1851-1974// 
071 PERSONAL NAME INDEX TO THE NEW YORK TIMES 














PERSONAL NAME INDEX TO THE NEW YORK TIMES INDEX SUPPLEMENT (CONTINUES PERSONAL NAME INDEX TO THE NEW YORK TIMES> 
V 23+ 1975+ 
PERSONALIST (CONTINUED BY PACIFIC PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY> 
V 38-60// 1957-1979// 
PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY BULLETIN 
V l-11CMF)l2CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PERSONNEL (CONTINUED BY HR FOCUS) 
V 28-29,(31),33-(68)// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC PERSONNEL REVIEW 
SEE--PUBLIC PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 





V 28-34// 1983-1989// 
PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE JOURNAL (CONTINUES OCCUPATIONS THE 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT) 
V 31-62// 1952-1984// 
SEARCHBANK PERSONNEL JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY WORKFORCE> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1991-1996// 
016 3501 PERSONNEL LITERATURE 
P432 V (46)-51 9CP)51 10-54CMCHE)// 1987-1995// 
SEARCHBANK PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY PEOPLE MANAGEMENT) 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1000 PERSONNEL QUARTERLY 
PE2 FIVE VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK PERSONNEL REVIEW 




MAR 1995-FEB 1998 
QK600 
P42 
PERSOONIA, A MVCOLOGICAL JOURNAL 
v l+ 1959+ 
1000 PERSPECTIVA UNIVERSITARIA REVISTA DE LA UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DEL 
PEl ESTADO DE MORELOS 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
805 PERSPECTIVE, A QUARTERLY OF LITERATURE AND THE ARTS 
P433 V ClO)ll-17 1958-1975 
DOC 
CRl 12 
PERSPECTIVES (CONTINUES CIVIL RIGHTS DIGEST> (CONTINUED BV NEW 
PERSPECTIVES> 
V (12-15)// 1980-1983// 
574 05 PERSPECTIVES IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
P432 V 4+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
001 6405 PERSPECTIVES IN COMPUTING 
P432 V 2-8// 
616 89105 PERSPECTIVES IN PSYCHIATRIC CARE 
P432 V l+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
780 5 PERSPECTIVES OF NEW MUSIC 
P432 V (4-5)6-7(8-10)11+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
GN281 PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN EVOLUTION 











PERSPECTIVES ON SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN FAITH (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 













V 39-42 1987-1990 
PEST CONTROL 
V 27+ 






PESTICIDES ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES HEALTH ASPECTS OF PESTICIDES 
ABSTRACT BULLETIN> 
V 7-14// 1974-1981// 
PESTICIDES MONITORING JOURNAL 
V 1-15// 
PETERSON'S ANNUAL GUIDES TO GRADUATE STUDY 
CURRENT EDITION ONLY 
1967-1981// 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
PETIT CENSEUR SEMAINE CRITIQUE AND LITTERAIRE, FRANCAISE AND 
ANGLAISE 
NO l-12CMF)// 1805// 
PETIT CENSEUR, CRITIQUE ET LITTERAIRE, JOURNAL FRANCAIS A NEW VORK 
NO l-17CMF)// 1805// 
SEARCHBANK PETROLEUM ECONOMIST 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
PFIZER SPECTRUM 
























615 705 PHARMACOLOGICAL REVIEWS 
P24 V l+ 1949+ 
STORAGE PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY 
615 05 V 20-22// 1957-1959// 
P497 
615 58 PHARMACOTHERAPV 
P536 V 5+ 1985+ 
615 05 PHARMACY AND PHARMACOLOGY COMMUNICATIONS 
P498 V 4+ 1998+ 
DOC PHARMACY NEWSLETTER 














PHARMACY TIMES CEARLIER TITLE, AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL PHARMACIST) 
V (2-4)5-6(7)8+ 1936+ 
PHARMINDEX 
TWO VEAR FILE 
PHENOMENOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY 
V 2-10// 1984-1992// 
PHI DELTA KAPPA SYMPOSIUM ON EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ANNUAL (PROCEEDINGS) 
V 1-9,12-14// 1959-1976// 
PHI DELTA KAPPAN 
V 46+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
PHI EPSILON KAPPA FRATERNITY INDEX AND ABSTRACTS OF FOREIGN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION LITERATURE 
SEE--INDEX AND ABSTRACTS OF FOREIGN PHYSICAL EDUCATION LITERATURE 
SEE--CPHI EPSILON KAPPA FRATERNITY) 
PHI KAPPA PHI JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY NATIONAL FORUM) 
V 21-58// 1941-1978// 
SEARCHBANK PHILADELPHIA BUSINESS JOURNAL 

















PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
V l-14CMF)// 1820-1827// 
PHILADELPHIA MAGAZINE AND REVIEW 
V lCMF)// 1799// 
PHILADELPHIA MAGAZINE OR, WEEKLY REPOSITORY OF POLITE 
LITERATURE 
V lCMF)// 1818// 
PHILADELPHIA MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL JOURNAL 
V l-3CMF)// 
V 1-3,SUPPLEMENTCMF)// 































































PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OR, REGISTER OF NATURAL HISTORY AND THE ARTS 
V lCMF)// 1824// 
PHILADELPHIA REPERTORY 
V l-2CMF)// 1810-1812// 
PHILADELPHIA UNIVERSALIST MAGAZINE AND CHRISTIAN MESSENGER, 
DEVOTED TO DOCTRINE, RELIGION, AND MORALITY 













PHILIPPINE ISLANDS AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE 
SEE--PHILIPPINE JOURNAL OF PLANT INDUSTRY 
PHILIPPINE JOURNAL OF PLANT INDUSTRY 
V 1-37(38) 
PHILIPPINE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE 
V 77-112 
INDEX V 80-99,100-104 
PHILIPS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
V 11-44 
PHILIPS RESEARCH REPORTS 
SEE--PHILIPS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
PHILIPS TECHNICAL REVIEW 
V l-15CMF)Cl6-17)18Cl9)20CP)-44// 
INDEX V 1-15 



























































PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE (SERIES 8) 
V 1-36// 1956-1977// 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE A PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER, 
DEFECTS AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES (CONTINUES PHILOSOPHICAL 
MAGAZINE) 
V 37-66 1978-1992 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE B PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER, 
ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES (CONTINUES 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE) (CONTINUED BY PHILSOPHICAL MAGAZINE B, 
PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER, STRUCTURAL, ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL AND 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES) 
V 37-53 NO 4// 1978-1986// 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE LETTERS 
V 55-66 1987-1992 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE B, PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER, STRUCTURAL, 
ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES (CONTINUES 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE B, PHYSICS OF CONDENSED MATTER, ELECTRONIC, 
OPTICAL, AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES) 
V 54-66 1987-1992 
PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW 
V 66+ 1957+ 
PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS SERIES A MATHEMATICAL, PHYSICAL, AND 
ENGINEERING SCIENCES (CONTINUES PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS 
SERIES A PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING) 
V 354+ 1996+ 
PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS SERIES A PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND 
ENGINEERING (CONTINUES ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PHILOSOPHICAL 
TRANSACTIONS SERIES A MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES) 
CONTINUED BY PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS SERIES A MATHEMATICAL, 
PHYSICAL, AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES) 
V 332-353// 1990-1995// 
PHILOSOPHY AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
V 1-52 
PHILOSOPHY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
V 3-5 
PHILOSOPHY AND RHETORIC 
V 12+ 
PHILOSOPHY EAST AND WEST 
V 7-17(18-19)20+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
V l-21CMF)22CPH 













PHOSOPHORUS, SULFUR, AND SILICON AND THE RELATED ELEMENTS (CONTINUES PHOSOPHORUS AND SULFUR AND THE RELATED ELEMENTS) 
V 41-73 1989-1992 
PHOSPHORUS AND SULFUR AND THE RELATED ELEMENTS (CONTINUED BY 
PHOSOPHORUS, SULFUR, AND SILICON AND THE RELATED ELEMENTS) 
V 1,14-40// 1976,1982-1988// 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND PHOTOBIOLOGY 
v l+ 





526 98205 PHOTOGRAMMETRIA (CONTINUED BY ISPRS JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY 









































V 25-43// 1969-1988// 
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING 
SEE--PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING AND REMOTE SENSING 
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING AND REMOTE SENSING 
V 30+ 1964+ 
PHYCOLOGIA 
V 34+ 1995+ 
PHYLON REVIEW OF RACE AND CULTURE 
V l-11CMCHE)l2Cl3)14-16(17)18CP)+ 1940+ 
PHYSICA (CONTINUED BY PHYSICA A, AND B, AND C) 
V l-14,22(23)24-78// 1933-1949,1956-1974// 
INDEX V 1-10,21-78 
PHYSICA A, THEORETICAL AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS (CONTINUES PHYSICA) 
V 79-191 1975-1992 
PHYSICA BAND C, B-LOW TEMPERATURE AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS, 
C-ATOMIC, MOLECULAR AND PLASMA PHYSICS, OPTICS (CONTINUES PHYSICA) (CONTINUED BY PHYSICA B CONDENSED MATTER AND PHYSICA C SUPER-
CONDUCTIVITY) 
V 79-151// 1975-1988// 
PHYSICA B CONDENSED MATTER (CONTINUES IN PART PHYSICA BAND C) 
V 152-182 1988-1992 
PHYSICA C SUPERCONDUCTIVITY (CONTINUES IN PART PHYSICA BAND C) 
V 152-204 1988-1993 




PHYSICAL EDUCATION INDEX 
v l+ 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION NEWSLETTER 
V Cl-5),6-14,(15),UNNUMBERED VOLUMES// 
PHYSICAL EDUCATOR 
v l+ 
PHYSICAL FITNESS/SPORTS MEDICINE 
V 1-16// 









PHYSICAL REVIEW (SERIES 2) (CONTINUED BY PHYSICAL REVIEW A,B,C,D, 
SERIES 3) 
V l-188CSTORAGE)// 1913-1969CSTORAGE)// 
INDEX V 101-188,1956-1969 
PHYSICAL REVIEW A GENERAL PHYSICS SERIES 3 (CONTINUES 
PHYSICAL REVIEW SERIES 1 AND 2) (CONTINUED BY PHSICAL REVIEW A 
SERIES 3 ) 
V 1-40// 1970-1989// 
PHYSICAL REVIEW A SERIES 3 (SUBTITLE ALTERNATES BETWEEN ATOMIC, 
MOLECULAR, & OTICAL PHYSICS AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS, PLASMAS, 
FLUIDS & INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS) (CONTINUES PHYSICAL REVIEW A 
GENERAL PHYSICS) 
V 41+ 1990+ 
PHYSICAL REVIEW AND PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS INDEX 


























PHYSICAL REVIEW AND PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS AUTHOR INDEX 1959-1969 
PHYSICAL REVIEW B CONDENSED MATTER AND MATERIALS PHYSICS (CONTINUES PHYSICAL REVIEW B CONDENSED MATTER) 
V 57+ 1998+ 
PHYSICAL REVIEW B CONDENSED MATTER (SERIES 3) (CONTINUES IN 
PART, PHYSICAL REVIEW, SERIES 1 AND 2) (CONTINUED BY PHYSICAL 
REVIEW B CONDENSED MATTER AND MATERIALS PHYSICS) 
V 1-56// 1970-1997// 
PHYSICAL REVIEW B SOLID STATE (SERIES 3) 
SEE--PHYSICAL REVIEW B CONDENSED MATTER (SERIES 3> 
PHYSICAL REVIEW C NUCLEAR PHYSICS SERIES 3 (CONTINUES 
PHYSICAL REVIEW SERIES 1 AND 2) 
V l+ 1970+ 
PHYSICAL REVIEW D PARTICLES AND FIELDS SERIES 3 (CONTINUES PHYSICAL REVIEW SERIES 1 AND 2) 
V 1-25(26)27+ 1970+ 
PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 
V 1-69 1958-1992 
INDEX V 1-23,1956-1969 
PHYSICAL REVIEW E, STATISTICAL PHYSICS, PLASMAS, FLUIDS, AND 
RELATED INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS 
V 47+ 1993+ 
PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN JOURNAL 
V 4-5(6-7)+ 
PHYSICAL SOCIETY, LONDON PROCEEDINGS (SERIES 1) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A> 
1949+ 
V 73-92// 1959-1967// 
PHYSICAL THERAPY (CONTINUES AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY 
ASSOCIATION JOURNAL> 
V 44+ 1964+ 
INDEX V 1-50,1921-1970 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
PHYSICAL THERAPY REVIEW (CONTINUES PHYSIOTHERAPY REVIEW> (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION 
JOURNAL> 
V 28-39CMF>, 37-41CP)// 1948-1959CMF>, 




SEARCHBANK PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK PHYSICIAN EXECUTIVE 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994+ 
DOC PHYSICIAN'S MEMORANDUM 








PHYSICIANS' DESK REFERENCE TO PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALTIES AND 
BIOLOGICALS (CONTINUED BY PHYSICIANS' DESK REFERENCE) 
1961-1973// 
PHYSICIANS' DESK REFERENCE, PDR (CONTINUES PHYSICIANS' DESK 
REFERENCE TO PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALTIES AND BIOLOGICALS) (CURRENT 
EDITION ON RESERVE, SECOND CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
1974+ 
PHYSICS ABSTRACTS 
SEE--SCIENCE ABSTRACTS SECTION A, PHYSICS ABSTRACTS 
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF THE EARTH 














































PHYSICS IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-10 
1996+ 
1956+ 
PHYSICS OF FLUIDS (CONTINUED BY PHYSICS OF FLUIDS A CFLUID 
DYNAMICS) AND PHYSICS OF FLUIDS B (PLASMA PHYSICS)) 
V 1-31// 1958-1988// 
PHYSICS OF FLUIDS A CFLUID DYNAMICS) (CONTINUES PHYSICS OF FLUIDS) 
V 1-4 1989-1992 
PHYSICS OF FLUIDS B (PLASMA PHYSICS) (CONTINUES PHYSICS OF FLUIDS) 
V 1-4 1989-1992 
PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTORS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTORS PROCEEDINGS) 
1978+ 
PHYSICS OF THIN FILMS, ADVANCES IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 










PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR PLANT PATHOLOGY (CONTINUES 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PLANT PATHOLOGY) 
V 28+ 1986+ 
IDEAL 1996+ 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY 
SERIES A) 
V l+ 1976+ 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PLANT PATHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY PHYSIOLOGICAL AND 
MOLECULAR PLANT PATHOLOGY) 
V 1-27// 1971-1985// 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED BY PSYCHOBIOLOGY) 
V 2-14// 1974-1986// 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REVIEWS 
V 1-9CP AND MC)lOCP)llCP AND MC)12CP)+ 
INDEX V 1-15 
V 1-35CP)CSTORAGE) 







PHYSIOLOGIE VEGETALE (ABSORBED ANNALES DE PHYSIOLOGIE VEGETALE) (CONTINUED BY PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY) 
V 8-24// 1970-1986// 
PHYSIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR 
V 4+ 
PHYSIOLOGY OF INSECTA 
SEE--ROCKSTEIN, MORRIS THE PHYSIOLOGY OF INSECTA 
PHYSIOTHERAPY 
1969+ 
V 72+ 1986+ 
PHYSIOTHERAPY REVIEW (CONTINUES PT REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY 
PHYSICAL THERAPY REVIEW) 
V 6-28CMF)// 1926-1948CMF)// 
PHYTOCHEMISTRY 




















PHYTOLOGIA V 7-(21)+ 1959+ 
PHYTOPARASITICA, ISRAEL JOURNAL OF PLANT PROTECTION SCIENCES 
V 1-8 1973-1980 
PHYTOPATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN ANNALS 
V 25+ 1960+ 
PHYTOPATHOLOGISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT/JOURNAL OF PHYTOPATHOLOGY 
V 19+ 1952+ 
SUPPL NO l+ 1973+ 
INDEX V 1-50,1929-1964 
PHYTOPATHOLOGY 
v l+ 
INDEX V 31-40 
PHYTOPROTECTION 
V 44+ 
PI MU EPSILON JOURNAL V 1-(3)+ 
PIANO AND KEYBOARD (CONTINUES PIANO QUARTERLY) 
NO 161+ 





V 15-40// 1966-1992// 
328 783005 PIERRE REVIEW 





















V 35+ 1987+ 
PIG NEWS AND INFORMATION 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 3-18 1982-1997 
PILGRIM OR, MONTHLY VISITER 
V lCMF)// 1822-1823// 
PILOT 
V l-3CMF)// 1821-1824// 
PIONEER CS D SCHOOL FOR THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED> 
V (13)14,(16)17+ 1975+ 
PIONEER AMERICA (CONTINUED BY MATERIAL CULTURE> 
V 13-(15)// 1981-1983// 
PIONEER, CONSISTING OF ESSAYS, LITERARY, MORAL AND 
THEOLOGICAL 
V lCMF)// 1812// 
SEARCHBANK PIPELINE AND GAS JOURNAL 






PISCATAQUA EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE 
V l-4CMF)// 
PIT AND QUARRY 
V 43-69 




SEARCHBANK PITTSBURGH BUSINESS TIMES (CONTINUES PITTSBURGH BUSINESS 
TIMES-JOURNAL> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JULY 1986+ 
SEARCHBANK PITTSBURGH BUSINESS TIMES-JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY PITTSBURGH 
BUSINESS TIMES) 






PITTSBURGH RECORDER, CONTAINING RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND 
POLITICAL INFORMATION 
V 1-2CMF)// 1822-1824// 
910 PLACES 
P69 V 2-3 1975-1976 
720 5 PLACES 
P69 V 11+ 1997+ 
MF PLAIN DEALER 
ELP NO 1-117CMF// 1724-1725// 
572 05 PLAINS ANTHROPOLOGIST 
P69 NO 1-8, V 5+ 1954+ 
330 5 PLAINSMAN 
P691 V 1-2// 1965-1967// 
301 41205 PLAINSWOMAN 
P691 V 7-12// 1983-1989// 
910 PLANET TALK 
P692 NO 30+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK PLANNING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
330 949205 PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS 
P694 V 10-14 1978-1982 
SEARCHBANK PLANNING REVIEW CA PUBLICATION OF THE PLANNING FORUM) (CONTINUED 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989-FEB 1996// 
PLANT AND CELL PHYSIOLOGY 
V 5+ 




631 52205 PLANT BREEDING (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENZUCHTUNG) 














PLANT BREEDING ABSTRACTS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
v l+ 




PLANT CELL REPORTS 
V 1-3CMF)4CP)+ 





V 64+ 1980+ 
PLANT DISEASE REPORTER (CONTINUED BY PLANT DISEASE) 
V 47-63// - 1963-1979// 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
PLANT FOOD REVIEW 
V 1-15// 
PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
V 6+ 






































v l+ 1926+ 
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY CFIZIOLOGIIA RASTENII) 
SEE--SOVIET PLANT PHYSIOLOGY CFIZIOLOGIIA RASTENII) 
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (CONTINUES PHVSIOLOGIE VEGETALE) 
V 25+ 1987+ 
PLANT PROTECTION BULLETIN 
V l+ 1952+ 
PLANT SCIENCE (CONTINUES PLANT SCIENCE LETTERS) 
V 38+ 1985+ 
PLANT SCIENCE LETTERS (CONTINUED BY PLANT SCIENCE) 
V 1,2,3,14-37// 1973,1974,1976-
1985// 
PLANT SCIENCE LITERATURE CMERGED WITH AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS LITERATURE AND US FOREST SERVICE LIBRARY 
FORESTRY, CURRENT LITERATURE, TO FORM BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
AGRICULTURE) 
V 1-lSCMF)// 1935-1942// 
PLANT SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS 







PLANTS AND GARDENS (CONTINUED BY TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY GARDENING SERIES) 
V 1-49// 1945-1993// 
PLANTS AND GARDENS NEWS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
PLASMA PHYSICS AND CONTROLLED FUSION 
V 28+ 






SEARCHBANK PLASTIC SURGICAL NURSING 






PLASTICS WORLD (CONTINUED BY MOLDING SYSTEMS) 
V 26-34 














SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
PLAYS OF THE VEAR 
V 31-48// 
SEARCHBANK PLAYTHINGS 



























PLOUGH BOY, AND JOURNAL OF THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE 
V l-4CMF)// 1819-1823// 
PLOUGHSHARES 
V 21+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
PLURAL 
V 1-24// 1971-1994// 
POEM 
V l+ 1967+ 
POETIQUE 
NO 37-104 1979-1995 
POETRY (CHICAGO) 
V l-93CMF),94CP)+ 1912+ 
INDEX V 1-100 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
POETS AND WRITERS 
V 23+ 1995+ 
1000 POINTLESS POLLUTION 




































SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
POLICY SCIENCES 
V 3-7 
POLICY STUDIES JOURNAL 
V (22)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




POLITICAL BEHAVIOR ANNUAL 
v l+ 
POLITICAL CENSOR 














POLITICAL ECONOMIST AN EMPORIUM OF STATISTICAL PHILOSOPHY 
V lCMF)// 1824// 
POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1975+ 





















POLITICAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY (CONTINUES WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY> V 46+ 1993+ 
POLITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS PS (CONTINUES PS> 
V 21+ 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
POLITICAL SCIENCE ANNUAL V 1-6 1966-1975 
POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
V l-33CMF),34CP)+ 1886+ 
INDEX V 1-65 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
V l-107CJSTOR) 1886-1992/93CJSTOR) 
POLITICAL STUDIES V (1-2)3-5(6)7+ 1953+ 
POLITICAL THEORY V 13+ 1985+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FEB 1997+ 
POLITICS V 17+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK POLITICS AND SOCIETY 



















V l+ 1970+ 
INDEX V 1(1970)+ 
POLSKIE PISMO ENTOMOLGICZNE BULLETIN ENTOMOLGIQUE DE LA 
POLOGNE 
V 41-60 1971-1990 
POLVANTHOS (SERIES 1) 
V l-5CMF)// 1805-1807// 
POLVANTHOS (SERIES 2) 
V l-2CMF)// 1812// 
POLVANTHOS (SERIES 3) 
V l-4CMF)// 1812-1814// 
POLYHEDRON (MERGER OF JOURNAL OF INORGANIC AND NUCLEAR 
CHEMISTRY AND INORGANIC AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY LETTERS> 
V 1-12 1982-1993 
SEARCHBANK POLYMER ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAV 1992+ 
INDEX WALL POOLE'S INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE (1802-1906) 













POOLE'S INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE (1802-1906) 
POOLE'S INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
CA CR L MONOGRAPHS> 
POOLE'S INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 





CUMULATIVE AUTHOR INDEX 
1971// 





1000 POPULAR CINEMA (BEIJING, CHINA) 
P04 ONE VEAR FILE 
001 640405 POPULAR COMPUTING 































POPULAR ELECTRONICS (SERIES 1) 
V (13)14-35// 1960-1971// 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS (SERIES 2) (ABSORBED ELECTRONICS 
WORLD) (CONTINUED BV COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS) 
V 1-19(20)// 1972-1982// 
POPULAR MECHANICS (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) (SECOND COPV ON MICROFICHE) 
V l-68CMF)69-150CP)l51CP AND MCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
POPULAR MEDICINE (BEIJING, CHINA) 
ONE VEAR FILE 
POPULAR MUSIC 
V 14+ 
POPULAR MUSIC AND SOCIETY 
V 6+ 
1902-1937CMF)l938-




POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 8-12,14-17,19+ 1941+ 
POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL 
DISPLAY) (SECOND COPY ON MICROFICHE) (VOLUMES FOR 1872-1917 PAPER 
COPY IN STORAGE) 
V l-90CMF)C91-123,127-147)148-213CP) 
214CP AND MCHE>+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
POPULAR SCIENCE REVIEW 
V 1-11,13-15// 
POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW 
v l+ 
V l-20CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




POPULATION INDEX (CONTINUES POPULATION LITERATURE) 
V 3-5,(6),8-10,(11),12+ 
1872-1917CMF)l918-









POPULATION LITERATURE (CONTINUED BV POPULATION INDEX) 
V (1)-(2)// 1935-1936// 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1989+ 
POPULATION STUDIES 
V l+ 1947+ 
POPULATION TODAY (CONTINUES INTERCOM (WASHINGTON)) 
V 12+ 1984+ 
POPULATION AN ENGLISH SELECTION 
V 44,V 2-7 1989,1990-1995 





















































PORT FOLIO (SERIES 1) 
V l-5CMF)// 
PORT FOLIO CSER I ES 2) 
V l-6CMF)// 
PORT FOLIO CSER I ES 3) 
V l-8CMF)// 
PORT FOLIO CSER I ES 4) 
V l-6CMF)// 
PORT FOLIO CSER I ES 5) 
V l-20CMF)// 
PORTICO, A REPOSITORY OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE 
V l-5CMF)// 





PORTSMOUTH WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 










NO 1-8// 1978-1979// 
PORTUGAL INFORMATION (SERIES 1) (CONTINUED BY PORTUGAL 
INFORMATION (SERIES 2)) 
NO 2-5// 1975// 
PORTUGAL INFORMATION (SERIES 2) (CONTINUES PORTUGAL 
INFORMATION (SERIES 1)) (CONTINUED BY PORTUGAL DIVULGACAO) 
NO 2-24// 1976-1977// 
PORTUGAL AN INFORMATIVE REVIEW 
1956-1965,1970-1974 
POST-SOVIET GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUES SOVIET GEOGRAPHY) (CONTINUED BY 
POST-SOVIET GEOGRAPHY AND ECONOMICS) 
V 33-36// 1992-1995// 
POST-SOVIET GEOGRAPHY AND ECONOMICS (CONTINUES POST-SOVIET 
GEOGRAPHY) 
V 37+ 1996+ 
POSTGRADUATE MEDICINE 
V 67+ 1980+ 
POSTMODERN CULTURE 
1997+ 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
POULTRY DIGEST 
V 2-5(6)7(8-9)10-49 























POULTRY MEAT MAGAZINE OF THE BROILER BUSINESS (CONTINUED BY 
BROILER BUSINESS) 
V 19-26// 1968-1975// 
POULTRY PROCESSING AND MARKETING (CONTINUED BY POULTRY MEAT) 
V 34-38 40,42-70// 1928-1964// 
POULTRY SCIENCE 
V 3+ 
INDEX V 1-20,31-40 
POULTRY SLAUGHTER CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1923+ 
POVERTY AND HUMAN RESOURCES ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY HUMAN 
RESOURCES ABSTRACTS) 
V 2-9// 1967-1974// 
POWER 
V 11-13,23-24,26-36,38-99CSTORAGE)l00+ 1891-1955CSTORAGE)1956+ 
POWER ENGINEERING 
V 40+ 1936+ 
POWER FARMING (ABSORBED FARMBUILDINGS AND FARM MECHANIZATION AND 
BUILDINGS> (ABSORBED BY FARMER'S WEEKLY> 
V 19-72// 1967-1992// 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY AND REACTOR FUEL PROCESSING 
SEE--REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 






















PRACTICAL FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 




PRACTICAL HOME ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY FORECAST FOR HOME 
ECONOMICS) 
V 9-34// 1931-1956// 
PRACTICAL HOMEOWNER (CONTINUES RODALE'S PRACTICAL HOMEOWNER) 
V 3-7// 1988-1992// 
PRACTICAL MICROSCOPY 
V (1-2)// 1934-1936// 
PRACTICAL POINTERS 
SEE--INFORMATION AND RESEARCH UTILIZATION CENTER IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
SEE--RECREATION FOR THE HANIDICAPPED PRACTICAL POINTERS 
PRACTICAL/FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
SEE--FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMICS 
PRACTICE PERIODICAL OF HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT 
V l+ 1997+ 
PRACTICE PERIODICAL ON STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
V l+ 1996+ 
1000 PRAIRIE F B JOURNAL CU SD> 
PR2 FIVE VEAR FILE 
574 978405 PRAIRIE NATURALIST 





















SEARCHBANK PREPARED FOODS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
MF PRESBYTERIAN MAGAZINE 
APS II V l-2CMF)// 
REEL 
193-194 
QH585 PRESCOTT, DAVID M METHODS IN CELL BIOLOGY 
P7M V l+ 
973 05 PRESERVATION (HISTORIC PRESERVATION) 



















V 1-4// 1987-1990// 
PRESERVATION NEWS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
PRESIDENTIAL STUDIES QUARTERLY 
V 24+ 1994+ 
PRESIDENTS AND DEANS OF AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
1964-1967// 
SEARCHBANK PRESIDENTS AND PRIME MINISTERS 




V 6+ 1984+ 
620 137 
P92 
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE INSTITUTE JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV PC! 
JOURNAL> 











636 089444 PREVENTIVE VETERINARY MEDICINE (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE 
P929 LIBRARY, ADR 124A) 





PREVIEWS OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 
V 1-2,21+ 






PRIMARY CARDIOLOGY (ABSORBED CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE) 
V (12)-21// 1986-1995// 
QL785 5 PRIMATE BEHAVIOR 
P7P75 V 1-4// 1970-1974// 
510 71105 PRIMUS 















PRINCIPAL (ftLEXANDRIA, VA) (CONTINUES NATIONAL ELEMENTARY 
PRINCIPAL> 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PRINTER'S INK 
SEE--MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 




V 32-41// 1936-1940// 
PRINTING IMPRESSIONS (ABSORBED WEB) 
V 22+ 1979+ 
PRINTONIAN V (11-33) 1932-1960 
SEARCHBANK PRISON JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK PRIVATISATION INTERNATIONAL 


















PRIZE STORIES THEO HENRY AWARD 
PROBLEMS OF COMMUNISM 
V 3-41// 





PROCEEDINGS AND MINUTES, ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
SEE--NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
SEE--PROCEEDINGS ANNUAL MEETINGS 
PROCEEDINGS IN PRINT 
V 6-27 1969-1990 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 
V 1-10 1904-1913 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASIS ANNUAL MEETING 
SEE--AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL 
SEE--MEETING 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE COASTAL ENGINEERING CONFERENCE 
SEE--CONFERENCE ON COASTAL ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORAGE AND GRASSLAND CONFERENCE (CONTINUES 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE RESEARCH-INDUSTRY CONFERENCE) 
1978+ 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS (CONTINUES 
PROCEEDINGS - INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS PART 1 AND PART 2) 
V 92+ 1992+ 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART H, 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING IN MEDICINE 
V 205-206 1991-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART I, 
JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS AND CONTROL ENGINEERING 




























PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A 
JOURNAL OF POWER ENGINEERING (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A POWER AND PROCESS 
ENGINEERING> (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A JOURNAL OF POWER AND ENERGY) 
V 203// 1989// 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A 
POWER AND PROCESS ENGINEERING (CONTINUES IN PART INSTITUTION OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A 
JOURNAL OF POWER ENGINEERING> 
V 197-202// 1983-1988// 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A, 
JOURNAL OF POWER AND ENERGY (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART A, JOURNAL OF POWER 
ENGINEERING> 
V 204-206 1990-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART B 
MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEERING MANUFACTURE (CONTINUES IN PART 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS> (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS PART B JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MANUFACTURE> 
V 197-202// 1983-1988// 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART B 
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MANUFACTURE (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART B MANAGEMENT AND 
ENGINEERING MANUFACTURE> 
V 203-206 1989-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART C 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART C MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE) 
V 203-206 1989-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART C 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE (CONTINUES IN PART INSTITUTION OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, LONDON PROCEEDINGS) (ABSORBED IN PART 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE) (CONTINUED BY 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART C 
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE> 
V 197-202// 1983-1988// 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART D 
TRANSPARENT ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART D, JOURNAL OF AUTOMOBILE 
ENGINEERING) 
V (198)-202// 1984-1988// 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART D, 
JOURNAL OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART D TRANSPORT ENGINEERING) 
V 203-206 1989-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART E 
JOURNAL OF PROCESS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
V 203-206 1989-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART F 
JOURNAL OF RAIL AND RAPID TRANSIT 
V 203-206 1989-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PART G 
JOURNAL OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
V 203-206 1989-1992 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE COASTAL ENGINEERING CONFERENCE) 
V l+ 1984+ 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
SEE--NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES PROCEEDINGS 
373 -
TK5 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS FORUM (CONTINUED BY 









V 38-45// 1988-1991// 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE RESEARCH-INDUSTRY CONFERENCE (CONTINUES 
AMERICAN FORAGE AND GRASSLAND COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORAGE AND GRASSLAND CONFERENCE) 
1-10// 1968-1977// 
PROCEEDINGS BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES ROYAL SOCIETY OF 
LONDON PROCEEDINGS SERIES B BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES) 
V 241+ 1990+ 
PROCEEDINGS MATHEMATICAL 
SOCIETY OF LONDON SERIES (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS 
SCIENCES) 
V 430-451// 
AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES ROYAL 
A MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES) 
MATHEMATICAL, PHYSICAL, AND ENGINEERING 
1990-1995// 
PROCEEDINGS MATHEMATICAL, PHYSICAL, AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES (CONTINUES PROCEEDINGS MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES> 
V 452+ 1996+ 
574 19205 PROCESS BIOCHEMISTRY 
P94 V 30+ 1994+ 












PRODUCER PRICE INDEXES (CONTINUES PRODUCER PRICES AND PRICE INDEX) 
1985+ 
PRODUCER PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES (CONTINUES WHOLESALE PRICES AND 
PRICE INDEXES) (CONTINUED BY PRODUCER PRICE INDEXES) 
1978-1984// 
PRODUCER'S BULLETIN (CONTINUES SHEEPHERDER SHEET> 
V (5)6+ 1990+ 
PRODUCT ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY DESIGN ENGINEERING> 
V 10-50// 1939-1979// 
PRODUCT RAND D (CONTINUES I AND EC, PRODUCT RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT> 
V 8-15 1969-1976 
SEARCHBANK PRODUCTION (CONTINUED BY AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTION) 







PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
V 8-28// 
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY AUTOMATION) 
V 2-(34)// 







SEARCHBANK PROFESSIONAL BUILDER (1985) (CONTINUED BY PROFESSIONAL BUILDER AND 
REMODEL ER) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-0CT 1990// 
SEARCHBANK PROFESSIONAL BUILDER (1993) (CONTINUES PROFESSIONAL BUILDER AND 
REMODEL ER> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JULY 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK PROFESSIONAL BUILDER AND REMODELER (CONTINUES PROFESSIONAL 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 1990-JULY 1993// 
PROFESSIONAL CARE OF MOTHER AND CHILD (CONTINUES MIDWIFE, HEALTH 
VISITOR & COMMUNITY NURSE) 
V l+ SEPT 1991+ 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 




















PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL COUNSELING (CONTINUES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING AND SCHOOL COUNSELOR) 
V l+ 1997+ 
PROFESSIONAL SURVEYOR 
V 6+ 




SEARCHBANK PROFIT-BUILDING STRATEGIES FOR BUSINESS OWNERS 








































PROGRESS IN AEROSPACE SCIENCES 
V 4,9-31 
PROGRESS IN ALLERGY 
v l+ 
PROGRESS IN APPLIED MATERIALS RESEARCH 
V 1-8 
PROGRESS IN BIOCYBERNETICS 
V 1-3// 
PROGRESS IN BIOPHYSICS AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
v l+ 








PROGRESS IN BOTANY (CONTINUES FORTSCHRITTE DER BOTANIK) 
NO 36+ 1974+ 
PROGRESS IN CHEMICAL TOXICOLOGY 
V 1-5// 
PROGRESS IN CLINICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
V 204+ 
PROGRESS IN CRYOGENICS 
V 1-4 
PROGRESS IN DIELECTRICS 
V 1-7// 







PROGRESS IN DUG RESEARCH (CONTINUES FORTSCHRITTE DER 
ARZENEIMITTELFORSCHUNG> 
V 12+ 1968+ 
PROGRESS IN ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
V 1 1971 
PROGRESS IN EXPERIMENTAL PERSONALITY RESEARCH 
V 4-14// 1967-1986// 
PROGRESS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY 
V 1-5 1967-1971 
PROGRESS IN HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 
V l+ 1977+ 
PROGRESS IN INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY 
V 1-13// 1959-1974// 
PROGRESS IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 



















































PROGRESS IN LEARNING DISABILITIES 
v l+ 
PROGRESS IN LIBRARY SCIENCE 
1968+ 
1965-1967// 
PROGRESS IN LIPID RESEARCH (CONTINUES PROGRESS IN THE CHEMISTRY OF 
FATS AND OTHER LIPIDS) 
V 17+ 1978+ 
PROGRESS IN MATERIALS SCIENCE 
V 6-19 1956-1975 
PROGRESS IN MEDICAL GENETICS (CONTINUED BY PROGRESS IN 
MEDICAL GENETICS NEW SERIES) 
V 8-10// 1972-1975// 
PROGRESS IN MEDICAL GENETICS NEW SERIES (CONTINUES 
PROGRESS IN MEDICAL GENETICS) 
V l+ 1976+ 
PROGRESS IN MEDICAL VIROLOGY 
V 2+ 1959+ 
PROGRESS IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY 
V 1+ 1961+ 
PROGRESS IN MOLECULAR AND SUBCELLULAR BIOLOGY 
V 1-6 1969-1978 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
V 5+ 1969+ 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEIC ACID RESEARCH AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
V l+ 1963+ 
PROGRESS IN OCEANOGRAPHY 
V 1-22 
PROGRESS IN OPTICS 
V 6+ 
PROGRESS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
V 1-8// 
PROGRESS IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
V 3+ 







PROGRESS IN PSYCHOBIOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 1+ 1966+ 
PROGRESS IN REACTION KINETICS 
V l+ 1961+ 
PROGRESS IN SOLID STATE CHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1964+ 
PROGRESS IN SURFACE AND MEMBRANE SCIENCE 
V 1-14// 1964-1981// 
PROGRESS IN THE CHEMISTRY OF FATS AND OTHER LIPIDS (CONTINUED BY PROGRESS IN LIPID RESEARCH) 
V 1-16// 1952-1978// 
PROGRESS IN THEORETICAL BIOLOGY 
V 1-6// 1967-1982// 
PROGRESS MAGAZINE 
V 48,NO 35-40,42-43// 1924// 
PROGRESS REPORT - CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE OCEANIC FISHERIES 
INVESTIGATIONS (CONTINUES PROGRESS REPORT - CALIFORNIA SARDINE 
RESEARCH PROGRAM) (CONTINUES BY REPORTS - CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE 
OCEANIC FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS) 

















PROGRESS REPORT - CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE SARDINE RESEARCH PROGRAM (CONTINUED BY PROGRESS REPORT - CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE OCEANIC 
FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS) 
V 1-2// 1950-1951/52// 
PROGRESSIVE 
V 16+ 
(CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 




V 27-76// 1946-1995// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983-1995// 
PROGRESSIVE BUILDER (CONTINUES SOLAR AGE) (CONTINUED BY CUSTOM 
BUILDER) 
V (11-12)// 1986-1987// 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION 
V (2-3)4-34// 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 





025 17105 PROLOGUE THE JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES 


















NO l-173CMF)// 1734-1736// 
PROPERTY TAX JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY ASSESSMENT JOURNAL> 
V 4-12// 1985-1993// 
PROSE 
V 1-9// 1970-1974// 
PROSPECT OR, VIEW OF THE MORAL WORLD 
V l-2CMF)// 
PROTEIN EXPRESSION AND PURIFICATION 
1803-1805// 
1995+ 
QP551 PROTIDES OF THE BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS COLLOQUIUM PROCEEDINGS 
P7 1966-1975 
574 87305 PROTOPLASMA 
P946 V 50+ 1958+ 
MF PROVIDENCE THEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE 
APS II V lCMF)// 1821// 
REEL 194 
595 705 PSYCHE 
P959 V l-lOCll-12),14+ 1874+ 
616 805 PSYCHIATRIC OPINION 








V l-32CMF),31-48CP) 1927-1974 
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES (CONTINUES HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRY) 
V 46+ 1995+ 
PSYCHIATRY 








































PSYCHOBIOLOGY (MERGED WITH JOURNAL OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR TO FORM 
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY (1921-1946)) 
V 1-2// 1917-1920// 
PSYCHOBIOLOGY (CONTINUES PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V 15+ 1987+ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS 
V 1-84 1927-1997 
INDEX 1927-1997 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 
V l+ 1989+ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL BULLETIN 
V l-51CMF)52CP)+ 1904+ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL DOCUMENTS (CONTINUES CATALOG OF SELECTED 
DOCUMENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY) (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL 
DOCUMENTS) 









150 5 PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS 
P96 V l-23CMFl24CPl+ 1955+ 
150 5 PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW 
P959 7 V l-55CMF),58CP)+ 1894+ 
150 5 PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
P965 V 6+ 1995+ 
150 5 PSYCHOLOGY A JOURNAL OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
P958 V l-4CMF)5CP)+ 1964+ 
155 6705 PSYCHOLOGY AND AGING 
P959 V 10+ 1995+ 
370 1505 PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS 
P959 V l+ 1964+ 
BF683 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING AND MOTIVATION 
P73 V l+ 1967+ 
155 63305 PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN QUARTERLY 
P959 V 10+ 1986+ 
150 5 
P957 





V l-12CP)l3CP AND MCHEl+ 1967-1978CP) 
1979-1996CP & MCHE) 
1997CPH 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1985+ 
PSYCHOMETRIKA 
V 12+ 
INDEX V 1-35 
1947+ 
PSYCHONOMIC BULLETIN & REVIEW (CONTINUES PSYCHONOMIC SOCIETY 
BULLETIN) 




PSYCHONOMIC SOCIETY BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY PSYCHONOMIC BULLETIN 
& REVIEW) V 3-31// 1974-1993// 
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGIA 
SEE--PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
615 7805 PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
P959 V (14)15-37(38)39-51 1969-1977 
DOC PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY BULLETIN 
HE20 8109 V 6+ 1970+ 
616 805 PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE 
P959 V 18-20CMF),18CP)+ 1956+ 
131 305 PSYCHOTHERAPY (WASHINGTON, DC) (CONTINUES PSYCHOTHERAPY 




V 21+ 1984+ 
PSYCHOTHERAPY THEORY, RESEARCH AND PRACTICE (CONTINUED BY 
PSYCHOTHERAPY (WASHINGTON, DC)) 
V 5-20// 1968-1983// 
PSYCLIT DATABASE (COMPUTER FILE) 
1974+ 













SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION REVIEW 
v l+ 







PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 
PA IS BULLETIN) 
V 1-71// 1915-1985// 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE BULLETIN (1976-1985) 
SEE--P A IS INTERNATIONAL (COMPUTER FILE) 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS 
N 1-654// 






SEARCHBANK PUBLIC FINANCE QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY PUBLIC FINANCE REVIEW) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-1996// 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAY 1997+ 
PUBLIC HEALTH BULLETIN CSOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH) (CONTINUES COMMUNICABLE DISEASE BULLETIN CSOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT 
OF HEALTH)) 
l+ 1989+ 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 
V 24C25),28-44CP),41-44CMF)// 




PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS (1878-1970) (CONTINUED BYUS PUBLIC 
HEALTH SERVICE HEALTH SERVICE REPORTS) 
V l-22CMF)23-69CMF)CP IN STORAGE)70-84 














PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS (1974- ) (CONTINUES US PUBLIC HEALTH 
SERVICE HEALTH SERVICE REPORTS) 
V 89+ 1974+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989+ 











DOC PUBLIC LAND STATISTICS 
I 53 1/2 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
352 PUBLIC MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY PM, PUBLIC MANAGEMENT) 
P961 V l-18,35-47CMF)48-50CP)// 1919-1968// 
SEARCHBANK PUBLIC MANAGER THE NEW BUREAUCRAT (CONTINUES BUREAUCRAT) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1992+ 
301 15405 PUBLIC OPINION (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN ENTERPRISE) 
P86 V 1-12 #1// 1978-1989// 
301 1505 PUBLIC OPINION QUARTERLY 
P96 V l+ 1937+ 
INDEX V 1-31 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1995+ 
351 105 PUBLIC PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1989+ 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL REVIEW JOURNAL OF THE PUBLIC PERSONNEL 
ASSOCIATION CMERGED INTO PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC 
PERSONNEL REVIEW) 
V 19-33// 1958-1972// 
PUBLIC POLICY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF POLICY ANALYSIS AND 
MANAGEMENT) 
V 14,16-29// 1965-1981// 
PUBLIC POWER 
V (45)+ 1987+ 
PUBLIC RELATIONS JOURNAL 
V (9)10-14(15-16)17(18-21) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PUBLIC RELATIONS QUARTERLY 
V (1)2-18(19)20+ 
INDEX V 1-9 





SEARCHBANK PUBLIC RELATIONS REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1990+ 
625 7061 PUBLIC ROADS 
UN3 71 V 1+ 1918+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1992+ 
363 PUBLIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS (CONTINUES TRAFFIC SAFETY NEWS AND 




PUBLIC TRUST NEWSLETTER OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA OFFICE OF THE 
COMMISSIONER OF SCHOOL AND PUBLIC LANDS 
SPRING 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY (CONTINUED BY FORNIGHTLY) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-SEPT 1993// 
- 380 -
343 730905 PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY (1994) (CONTINUES FORTNIGHTLY) 
P96 V 133+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK PUBLIC WELFARE 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
331 2506 PUBLIC WELFARE IN IOWA 
!09 
620 6 PUBLIC WORKS 
P96 V 10-47,70-86CSTORAGE)87-107 









PUBLICATIONS OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
SUPPLEMENT 
M72 V 69-81// 1954-1966// 
R 
070 50285 PUBLISH• 






TWO VEAR FILE 
PUBLISHERS' WEEKLY (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICALS DISPLAY) 
V 181+ 1962+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990+ 
SEARCHBANK PUBLIUS 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK PUDGET SOUND BUSINESS JOURNAL 






PULMONARY PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS 
1965-1984 
1997+ 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 








621 38405 Ql 
595 705 Q22 
362 105 Q96 
301 05 Q26 
658 56205 Q25 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
PURDUE AGRICULTURES MAGAZINE (CONTINUES PURDUE AGRICULTURE) 
1997+ 


















QUALITY PROGRESS (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL QUALITY CONTROL) 


















V 5+ 1994+ 
QUARTERLY BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL 
INFORMATION SPECIALISTS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIANS AND DOCUMENTALISTS QUARTERLY BULLETIN) 
V (35)+ 1990+ 
QUARTERLY CHRISTIAN SPECTATOR (SERIES 1) 
V l-8CMF)// 
QUARTERLY CHRISTIAN SPECTATOR (SERIES 2) 
V l-2CMF)// 





QUARTERLY CUMULATIVE INDEX MEDICUS (CONTINUED BY CUMULATED INDEX 
MEDICUS) 
V 1-6,28-60// 1927-1956// 
SEARCHBANK QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
027 5 
UN3 72 
330 5 Q28 
574 105 Q28 
150 7205 Q28 
150 7205 Q282 
150 7205 Q283 
510 5 Q27 
510 5 Q27 






QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF CURRENT ACQUISITIONS (LIBRARY OF CONGRESS) (CONTINUED BY QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS) 
V 1-20// 1943-1963// 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS 
V l-72CMF),70-72CSTORAGE)73+ 
INDEX V l-50,1886-1936CP) 





QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND COGNATE 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
V 44-68 1959-1983 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V (7-10)11-32// 1955-1980// 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY A, HUMAN EXPERIMENTAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 
V 33+ 1981+ 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY B, COMPARATIVE AND 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
V 33+ 1981+ 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS 
V 1-9// 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS CSERIES 2) 
V 10+ 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPICAL SCIENCE 
V 94-96,98-106// 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SPEECH 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-40 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL 





QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS (CONTINUES QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF CURRENT ACQUISITIONS (LIBRARY OF 
CONGRESS)) 
V 21-40// 1964-1983// 
QUARTERLY OF ALPHA ZETA (CONTINUED BY ALPHA ZETA NEWS) 
V (13),37(38-39,42)43(44-48)49-52 1941-1962// (53)54-55// 
- 382 -
510 5 Q28 
791 405 Q28 
546 05 QU28 
287 605 Q37 
330 97705 
R32 
570 5 Q28 
330 5 Q29 
330 5 Q292 
805 Q29 
540 5 QU2 
DOC 
D 106 3/4 
551 7 Q837 
051 Q31 
630 8 Q31 72 
630 8 Q31 
371 7305 QU38 
052 QU38 
664 805 Q4 
QUARTERLY OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
V l+ 1943+ 
QUARTERLY OF FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION (CONTINUED BY 
FILM QUARTERLY) 
V 9-11// 1954-1957// 
QUARTERLY REPORTS ON SULFUR CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SULPHUR CHEMISTRY PART B QUARTERLY REPORTS ON SULPHUR CHEMISTRY> 
V 1-5// 1966-1970// 
QUARTERLY REVIEW (CONTINUES RELIGION IN LIFE> 
V 1-11 1980-1991 
QUARTERLY REVIEW - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS 
V 14+ 1990+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1994+ 
QUARTERLY REVIEW OF BIOLOGY 
V l-24CMF),25CP)+ 1926+ 
QUARTERLY REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS (CONTINUED BY QUARTERLY 
REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE> 
V 9-31// 1969-1991// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990-1991// 
QUARTERLY REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE (CONTINUES QUARTERLY 
REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS) 
V 32+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1992+ 
QUARTERLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON LOWER 
LEVEL> 
V (1-8),10+ 1943+ 
QUARTERLY REVIEWS (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS) 
V 1-25// 1947-1971// 
INDEX 1-15 














QUEENSLAND JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND ANIMAL SCIENCES 
V l-17(18)19-21(22)23(24)25-45// 1944-1988// 
QUEENSLAND JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
SEE--QUEENSLAND JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL AND ANIMAL SCIENCES 
QUEST (CHAMPAIGN, IL> 
NO 2-4,6+ 1964+ 
NOTE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
PROCEEDINGS, 1986+ INCLUDED 
QUEST CINDIA> 
QUICK FROZEN FOODS 
V (16-19)20-35(36)37-(47) 




SEARCHBANK QUICK FROZEN FOODS INTERNATIONAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
383 -












QUONDAM ET FUTURUS (CONTINUES ARTHURIAN INTERPRETATIONS) (CONTINUED BY ARTHURIANA) 
V 1-3// 1991-1993// 
SEARCHBANK R & D (CONTINUES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1990+ 
SEARCHBANK R & D MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
621 38405 RC A REVIEW 
Rl V 1-6(7)8,ClO)ll-47// 1936-1986// 














RC M MIDWIVES JOURNAL (CONTINUES MIDWIVES) 
v l+ 1998+ 
RE (CONTINUED BY RURAL ELECTRIFICATION MAGAZINE) 
V 9-(45)// 1950-1987// 
RI LA, REPERTOIRE INTERNATIONALE DE LA LITTERATURE DE L'ART (CONTINUED BY BHA BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE HISTORY OF ART) 
R N 
V 1-15// 1975-1989// 
V 17-20(21)22(23)24+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
1954+ 
1983+ 
R Q (REFERENCE SERVICES DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION) (CONTINUED BY REFERENCE AND USER SERVICES QUARTERLY) 
V 5-36// 1965-1997// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1988-1997// 
DOC RT C (RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION) REVIEW 
T71 20 V C2)+ 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK RV BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
796 01915 RABBIT TRACKS 
Rll2 V l+ 1991+ 
RS421 
R3T 












SEE--ENVIRONMENTAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY, AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 




INDEX V 1-32 








621 38405 RADIO SCIENCE (CONTINUES US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
Rll8 JOURNAL OF RESEARCH D) 
621 3805 
Rll 
V l+ 1966+ 
RADIO-ELECTRONICS (CONTINUED BY ELECTRONICS NOW) 





V 1-18 1959-1976 






SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1996+ 
RADIOLOGY 
V 68-121 1957-1976 
RAFINESQUE, CONSTANTINE SAMUEL ANNALS OF NATURE OR, ANNUAL 
SYNOPSIS OF NEW GENERA AND SPECIES OF ANIMALS, PLANTS ETC 
DISCOVERED IN NORTH AMERICA 
V lCMF)// 1820// 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
RAMBLER'S MAGAZINE AND NEW YORK THEATRICAL REGISTER 
V l-2CMF)// 1809-1810// 
RAMPARTS 
V 6-13// 1967-1975// 
RANCH AND RURAL LIVING (CONTINUES RANCH MAGAZINE) 
V 73+ 1992+ 
RANCH MAGAZINE (CONTINUED BY RANCH AND RURAL LIVING) 
V (68)-73// 1987-1991// 
RAND CORPORATION SELECTED RAND ABSTRACTS 
v l+ 













SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1994+ 
RARITAN 
V 4+ 1984+ 
REACTOR AND FUEL-PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 
SEE--REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
REACTOR FUEL PROCESSING (CONTINUED BY REACTOR AND FUEL 
PROCESSING TECHNOLGOY) 




SEE--JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY 
REACTOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 





SEARCHBANK READER'S COMPANION TO AMERICAN HISTORY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1991+ 
051 READER'S DIGEST (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 







V 17-113CP)ll4CP AND MCHE)+ 1930-1978CP) 
READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE (COPY SHELVED IN DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT INDEX AREA) 
v l+ 
1979CP AND MCHE)+ 
1900+ 
READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE SUPPLEMENT (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO PERIODICALS) 















V 22+ 1985+ 
READING RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION (CONTINUES READING WORLD) 
V 25+ 1985+ 
READING RESEARCH QUARTERLY 
V 20+ 1984+ 
READING TEACHER 
V 18+ 1964+ 
READING WORLD (CONTINUED BY READING RESEARCH AND 
INSTRUCTION) 
V 24// 1984-1985// 
REAL ANALYSIS EXCHANGE 
V 8+ 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK REAL ESTATE ECONOMICS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN REAL 
ESTATE AND URBAN ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP DEC 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK REAL ESTATE TODAY (CONTINUED BY TODAY'S REALTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990-1995// 
SEARCHBANK REAL LIVING WITH DIABETES 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAR 1994-APR 1995// 

























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
RECENT ADVANCES IN ANIMAL NUTRITION 
SEE ONLINE CATALOG FOR CALL NUMBERS 
RECENT ADVANCES IN AQUACULTURE 
V 1+ 
RECENT ADVANCES IN PHYTOCHEMISTRY 
V 1-8// 
RECENT LITERATURE OF MAMMALOGY 
V 51-66// 








RECENT PUBLICATIONS IN THE SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
1966-1975// 
DOC RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
ED 1 317/2 1991+ 
DOC 
HHl 84 
RECENT RESEARCH RESULTS A NEWSLETTER FROM HUD USER (1990)+ 
905 RECENTLY PUBLISHED ARTICLES (AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION) 





RECIPROCAL MEAT CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
NO 2-17,19+ 1949+ 
RECLAMATION ERA (DENVER, COLO) (CONTINUES WATER AND POWER ERA) 




RECLAMATION ERA (WASHINGTON DC 1908-1979) (CONTINUED BV 
RECLAMATION ERA (WASHINGTON, DC 1979-1980)) 
V 1(2)3-12(13-14)15-64(65)// 1908-1979// 
626 805 RECLAMATION ERA (WASHINGTON, DC 1979-1980) (CONTINUES 
R245 RECLAMATION ERA (WASHINGTON, DC 1908-1979) (CONTINUED BV WATER 
AND POWER ERA> 
V (65)// 1979-1980// 
DOC RECOMBINANT DNA TECHNICAL BULLETIN 








SEE--TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD 
RECORD CAT & T BELL LABORATORIES) (CONTINUES BELL 
TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC BELL LABORATORIES RECORD) 
V (61)-(64)// 1983-1986// 
RECORD OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
ONE VEAR FILE 
RECORD REVIEW (ABSORBED BV HI-FI NEWS) 
V (7)8-10// 1967-1970// 
SEARCHBANK RECORDS MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY 



























RECREATION (CONTINUED BV PARKS AND RECREATION) 
V (9-10,18-20)21-24(25)26-58// 
RECREATION EXECUTIVE REPORT 
FIVE VEAR FILE 




RECREATIVE MAGAZINE OR, ECCENTRICITIES OF LITERATURE AND LIFE 
V lCMF)// 1822// 
RECUEIL DES TRAVAUX CHIMIQUES DES PAVS-BAS 
V l-34,36-109CSTORAGE) 
RED CROSS US AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS REPORT 





REDBOOK (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V 122-151CP)l52CP AND MCHE)+ 1963-1978CP) 
1979CP AND MCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
REFERENCE AND SUBSCRIPTION BOOK REVIEWS 
1956+ 
REFERENCE AND USER SERVICES QUARTERLY (CONTINUES R Q) 
V 37+ 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FALL 1997+ 
REFERENCE QUARTERLY 
SEE--R Q REFERENCE SERVICES DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
REFERENCE SERVICES REVIEW (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED IN REFERENCE 
OFFICE) 





599 32305 REFERENCES ADDED TO THE SUBJECT-STRAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY 
SE48 (ROSCOE B JACKSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY) (CONTINUES REFERENCES TO WORK 
ON INBRED MOUSE STRAINS) (CONTINUED BV SELECTED REFERENCES 
ADDED TO THE SUBJECT-STRAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ROSCOE B JACKSON 
MEMORIAL LABORATORY) (SUPPL TO MOUSE NEWS LETTER) 
1956-1958// 
599 32305 REFERENCES TO WORK ON INBRED MOUSE STRAINS (CONTINUED BV 
SE48 REFERENCES ADDED TO THE SUBJECT-STRAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY (ROSCOE B 






V lCMF)// 1821// 
MF 
EBP 
REFLECTOR, A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE ON SUBJECTS OF PHILOSOPHY, 
POLITICS, AND THE LIBERAL ARTS 






REFORMER, A RELIGIOUS WORK 
V l-6CMF)// 
REFRIGERATION SERVICE AND CONTRACTING 
V 29-51 
1000 REFUGEES 
RES ONE VEAR FILE 
610 7305 
R261 
REGAN REPORT ON NURSING LAW 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
SEARCHBANK REGARDIE'S MAGAZINE 








REGENTS UPDATE (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS NEWS) 





REGIONAL ECONOMIC DIGEST 
REGIONAL STUDIES 
V 9+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
330 975805 REGIONAL UPDATE (ATLANTA, GA) 







REGISTRY OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
V 21-39 1951-1969 
DOC REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES 
HE20 7112 FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
ON MICROFICHE 
QK96 REGNUM VEGETABLE A SERIES OF HANDBOOKS FOR THE USE OF PLANT 
R4 TAXONOMISTS AND PLANT GEOGRAPHERS 
V 3,27,37,40-133 1952-1996 
IDEAL REGULATORY TOXICOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
371 905 REHABILITATION COUNSELING BULLETIN 
R264 V l-12CMF)ll+ 
610 73605 REHABILITATION NURSING 
R266 V 6+ 
371 905 REHABILITATION RECORD 
R266 V 1-14// 
MLS REIHE 
R4 V 1-8// 
QK861 
R4P 














RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY CONFERENCE ANNALS OF 
RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY 
RELIGION 





205 RELIGION IN LIFE (CONTINUED BY QUARTERLY REVIEW) 




























































RELIGIOUS INQUIRER, DEVOTED TO DOCTRINAL, CONTROVERSIAL, 
HISTORICAL, AND PRACTICAL MATTER, AND ARTICLES OF RELIGIOUS 
INTELLIGENCE AND MISCELLANY 
V 1-5CMF)// 1821-1825// 
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTOR, DESIGNED TO PROMOTE USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, SOUND 
MORALITY AND VITAL PIETY 







RELIGIOUS MAGAZINE, CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED 
CHURCHES OF CHRIST, COMMONLY CALLED FREE WILL BAPTIST 
V 1-2CMF)// 1811-1822// 
RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY, CONTAINING INFORMATION RELATIVE TO THE 
CHURCH OF CHRIST, TOGETHER WITH INTERESTING LITERARY, 
SCIENTIFIC AND POLITICAL INTELLIGENCE 









SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES NEWS 
ONE VEAR FILE 




















































REMEMBRANCER OR, DEBTORS PRISON RECORDER 
V lCMF)// 
REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT 
v l+ 
RENAISSANCE DRAMA 





RENAISSANCE MEETING IN THE SOUTHEASTERN STATES RENAISSANCE PAPERS 
1954-1957CMF)l969+ 
RENAISSANCE NEWS (CONTINUED BY RENAISSANCE QUARTERLY) 
V 1-19// 1948-1966// 
RENAISSANCE QUARTERLY (CONTINUES RENAISSANCE 
STUDIES IN THE RENAISSANCE (1975)) 
V 21+ 
V 20-47CJSTOR) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
RENASCENCE (SUBTITLE VARIES) 
V l-19CMF),12CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
REPORTER 
V 6-38// 
REPOSITORY AND LADIES' WEEKLY MUSEUM 
V l-6CMF)// 
REPOSITORY OF KNOWLEDGE, HISTORICAL, LITERARY, 
MISCELLANEOUS, AND THEOLOGICAL 
V lCMF)// 
REPOSITORY OF KNOWLEDGE, HISTORICAL, LITERARY, 




REPRINTS FROM THE SOVIET PRESS 
v l+ 
























SEARCHBANK RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUES INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH) 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1984-1989// 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORY (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1965+ 
RESEARCH AND EXPLORATION (CONTINUES NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC RESEARCH) 
V 7-10// 1991-1994// 




RESEARCH APPLIED IN INDUSTRY 
V 1-15// 1947-1962// 
AS25 RESEARCH CENTERS DIRECTORY NEW RESEARCH CENTERS SUPPLEMENT 












V l+ 1960+ 
RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS IN CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY AND 
PHARMACOLOGY 
V 3-66 1972-1989 
RESEARCH FOR FARMERS 
SEE--CANADA AGRICULTURE 
RESEARCH IN AFRICAN LITERATURES 
V 26+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




RESEARCH IN EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY RESOURCES IN EDUCATION) 
SEE--ERIC DATABASE (1966-1974) 
RESEARCH IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
V 3+ 1975+ 
RESEARCH IN IMMUNOLOGY (CONTINUES ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR 
IMMUNOLOGY) 
V 140+ 1989+ 
RESEARCH IN MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUES ANNALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR 
MICROBIOLOGY) 
140+ 1989+ 
610 7305 RESEARCH IN NURSING & HEALTH 
R311 V l+ 1978+ 
370 19305 RESEARCH IN RURAL EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN 









V 3-6// 1985-1990// 
RESEARCH IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 
V l-4CMF)5-8,19CP)+ 1967+ 
RESEARCH IN VETERINARY SCIENCE CMOST RECENT EIGHT YEARS IN VET 
SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 124A) 
V l+ 1960-1978,1980+ 
RESEARCH IN VIROLOGY (CONTINUES ANNUALES DE L'INSTITUT PASTEUR 
VIROLOGY) 
V 140+ 1989+ 
RESEARCH JOURNAL OF THE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION (CONTINUES WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED 
BY WATER ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH) CV 61 NO 9 BOUND WITH V 61 JOURNAL 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION) 
V 61 NO 9-63// 1989-1991// 





RESEARCH MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY MANAGMENT) 
V 1-30// 1958-1987// 
301 43505 RESEARCH ON AGING 
R311 V l+ 1979+ 
613 705 RESEARCH QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY RESEARCH QUARTERLY FOR 
R311 EXERCISE AND SPORT) 
V l-30CMC),36-40,45-50CMCHE),V 1-5(6) 1930-1955CSTORAGE)l956-
7-24C25)26CSTORAGE)27-42C43)44-50CP)// 1976// 




RESEARCH QUARTERLY FOR EXERCISE AND SPORT (CONTINUES RESEARCH QUARTERLY) (ABSORBED ABSTRACTS OF RESEARCH PAPERS AMERICAN 
ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION, AND DANCE (1992+)) 
V 51-53CMCHE AND P)54CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1980-1983CMCHE AND P) 
1984CPH 
1993+ 
DOC RESEARCH RESOURCES REPORTER 
HE20 30136 V 1-3(4-5)+ 1977+ 
025 5677 RESEARCH STRATEGIES 




















RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES RESEARCH MANAGEMENT) 
V 31+ 1988+ 
RESERVE OFFICER 
SEE--OFFICER 
RESIDUE REVIEWS (CONTINUED BY REVIEWS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAMINATION) 
V 1-97// 1962-1986// 
RESOURCE ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY FOR A SUSTAINABLE WORLD (CONTINUES AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING) 
V l+ 1994+ 
RESOURCES 
NO 72+ 
RESOURCES FOR AMERICAN LITERARY STUDY 
V 1-12 
RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE REPORT 
RESOURCES IN EDUCATION ANNUAL CUMULATION CR IE) (CONTINUES, IN PART, RESEARCH IN EDUCATION) 





RESOURCES IN EDUCATION EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER 
CE RIC) (CONTINUES, IN PART, RESEARCH IN EDUCATION) 
V 10+ 1975+ 
RESTAURANT BUSINESS 
V 94+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1995+ 
1983+ 
SEARCHBANK RESTAURANT HOSPITALITY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 






SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-APR 1992// 
RESTAURANTS AND INSTITUTIONS (CONTINUES INSTITUTIONS) 
V 88-95,97+ 1981-1985,1987+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
RESTORATION & MANAGEMENT NOTES 
V 13+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK RETAILING HOME FURNISHINGS (CONTINUES BY HF D - WEEKLY HOME 
FURNISHINGS NEWSPAPER) 








330 973005 REVIEW (FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST LOUIS) 





















REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES TO REVIEW OF APPLIED 
ENTOMOLOGY SERIES A AGRICULTURAL)_CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 
1984+) 
V 78-85 1990-1997 
REVIEW OF APPLIED ENTOMOLOGY SERIES A AGRICULTURAL (CONTINUED 
BY REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL ENTOMOLOGY) 
V 1-77// 1913-1989// 
REVIEW OF APPLIED ENTOMOLOGY SERIES B MEDICAL AND VETERINARY (CONTINUED BY REVIEW OF MEDICAL AND VETERINARY ENTOMOLOGY) 
V 1-77// 1913-1989// 
REVIEW OF APPLIED MYCOLOGY (CONTINUED BY REVIEW OF PLANT 
PATHOLOGY) 
V 43-48// 1964-1969// 
REVIEW OF BEHAVIOR THERAPY THEORY AND PRACTICE (CONTINUES ANNUAL 
REVIEW OF BEHAVIOR THERAPY THEORY AND PRACTICE) 
V 11-12// 1987-1990// 
SEARCHBANK REVIEW OF BLACK POLITICAL ECONOMY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK REVIEW OF BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1991-APR 1992// 
REVIEW OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
V 1-7// 
REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY FICTION 
V 6+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-25 
REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
V (8-9)10,13-15(16,34)35(36-39)40+ 
V l-74CJSTOR) 
REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-12 
REVIEW OF ENGLISH LITERATURE 
V 1-8// 
REVIEW OF ENGLISH STUDIES (SERIES 2) 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 
REVIEW OF HIGHER EDUCATION 




REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
CO-OPERATIVE INFORMATION) 
V (79)-83 1987-1990 
REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL 
CO-OPERATIVE INFORMATION) 











REVIEW OF MARKETING AND AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
V 19-20,22-26(27-28)29(30)31-47 1951-1979 
REVIEW OF MEDICAL AND VETERINARY ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES REVIEW OF 
APPLIED ENTOMOLOGY SERIES B MEDICAL AND VETERINARY) 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS ON WINSPIRS 1984+) 
V 78-85 1990-1997 
REVIEW OF MEDICAL AND VETERINARY MYCOLOGY 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS (1984+) ON WINSPIRS) 
V 1-11 1943-1976 
































SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1992+ 
REVIEW OF NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE 
SEE--NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE 
REVIEW OF PLANT PATHOLOGY (CONTINUES REVIEW OF APPLIED MYCOLOGY) 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS (1984+) ON WINSPIRS) 
V 49-76 1970-1997 
REVIEW OF POLITICS 
V l-20CMF),18-19,21CP)+ 
REVIEW OF RELIGIOUS RESEARCH 
V 1-7 C MF) 8 C P )+ 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 
v l+ 
REVIEW OF REVIEWS 
V 4-96// 
REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
v l+ 






V 1-52 1942-1994 
INDEX 1-25 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1992+ 
REVIEW OF UNITED STATES PATENTS RELATING TO PEST CONTROL (CONTINUES US BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY AND SOILS INSECTICIDE 
DIVISION REVIEW OF UNITED STATES PATENTS RELATING TO 
INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES) 
V l-4(5-7)8-9(10)11-15(16-18)19(20), 1928-1956 
22-28(29) 
REVIEW, CIBA-GEIGY 
REVIEWS IN AMERICAN HISTORY 
V 7+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PROJECT MUSE 







REVIEWS IN MACROMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF MACROMOLECULAR SCIENCE CPART C) REVIEWS IN 
MACROMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY) 
V 4-14// 1970-1976// 
REVIEWS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION AND TOXICOLOGY (CONTINUES 
RESIDUE REVIEWS) 
V 98+ 1987+ 
REVIEWS OF MODERN PHYSICS 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-27 
REVIEWS OF PHYSIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
1929+ 




REVIEWS OF PURE AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY 














SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1997+ 
REVISTA DE HISTORIA DE AMERICA 
V 69+ 1970+ 
REVISTA DEL DESARROLLO INTERNACIONAL (CONTINUED BY 
DEVELOPMENT (SOCIETY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT) 
V 16-19// 1974-1977// 
REVUE CANADIENNE DE BIOLOGIE 
V 1-35// 1942-1976// 
INDEX V 1-24 
REVUE D'HISTOIRE LITTERAIRE DE LA FRANCE 
V 79-95 1979-1995 
REVUE D'OKA 
V Cll-26)27-30(31-36)// 1937-1962// 
REVUE DE MYCOLOGIE CNEW SERIES) (CONTINUED BY CRYPTOGAMIE 
MYCOLOGIE) 
V 24-43// 1959-1979// 
INDEX V 31-35,1966-1970 





























V 9-15// 1986-1991// 
REVUE DE PHYSIQUE APPLIQUEE 
V 1-12 
REVUE INTERNATIONALE DES INDUSTRIES AGRICOLES 
V 13-14(15-17),19-27 
REVUE POLITIQUE ET PARLEMENTAIRE 
V 66-78 
RHODE ISLAND BAPTIST 
V lCMF)// 











RICE INSTITUTE PAMPHLETS (CONTINUED BY RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES) 
V (1)2-33(34-35)36-44,(47) 1914-1961 
INDEX V 1-47 
RICE REPORTER 
1996+ 
RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES (CONTINUES RICE INSTITUTE PAMPHLETS) 
V 48-67 1962-1981 




SEE--MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES, SERIES 1 AND SERIES 2 
RING SYSTEMS HANDBOOK 
1984+ 
RIO DE JANEIRO MUSED NACIONAL BOLETIM 
NO 6-64,76-83,94,96,98-105,119, 1943-1958 
122-124,127-131,169-196 
395 -
SEARCHBANK RISK MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
530 5 RIVISTA DEL NUOVO CIMENTO SERIES 1 
R595 V 1-(2)// 1969-1970// 
530 5 RIVISTA DEL NUOVO CIMENTO SERIES 2 
R595 V l-C7)// 1971-1977// 
530 5 RIVISTA DEL NUOVO CIMENTO SERIES 3 
R595 V l+ 1978+ 
620 5 ROADS AND ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION 























ROADS AND STREETS 
SEE--HIGHWAY & HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
ROANOKE RELIGIOUS CORRESPONDENT OR, MONTHLY EVANGELICAL 
VISITANT 
V l-2CMF)// 1821-1823// 
ROBINSON'S MAGAZINE, A WEEKLY REPOSITORY OF ORIGINAL PAPERS, AND 
SELECTIONS FROM THE ENGLISH MAGAZINES 
V l-2CMF)// 1818-1819// 
ROCHESTER MAGAZINE AND THEOLOGICAL REVIEW, CONSISTING OF 
ESSAYS, EXTRACTS, REVIEWS, AND BIBLICAL CRITICISMS 
V lCMF)// 1824// 
ROCK PRODUCTS 
V 53-74(75)76-78(79) 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION QUARTERLY 
V 5-7,11-20// 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION QUARTERLY REPORT 
SEE--ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION QUARTERLY 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION PROGRAM IN THE AGRICULTURAL 
SCIENCES REPORT (ANNUAL) 







ROCKY MOUNTAIN GEOLOGY (CONTINUES CONTRIBUTIONS TO GEOLOGY) 
V 33+ 1998+ 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 
SEE--ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
V 23+ 1969+ 
690 805 RODALE'S NEW SHELTER (CONTINUED BY RODALE'S PRACTICAL 
R611 HOMEOWNER) 
V 6-(7)// 1985-1986// 
635 98705 RODALE'S ORGANIC GARDENING (CONTINUES ORGANIC GARDENING Cl984-
0R31 1985)) (CONTINUED BY ORGANIC GARDENING (1988- )) 
V 32-35// 1985-1988// 
690 805 RODALE'S PRACTICAL HOMEOWNER (CONTINUES RODALE'S NEW SHELTER) 
R612 (CONTINUED BY PRACTICAL HOMEOWNER) 



















ROLLING STONE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL MICROFILM 1981CMF)+ 
ARRIVES 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-1986 
SEARCHBANK ROMANCE PHILOLOGY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1994+ 
479 105 ROMANIC REVIEW 
R661 V 48+ 1957+ 
1992+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
809 9145 ROMANTISME 
























V 1-73CMF)74CP)+ 1911+ 
ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENTAL STATION REPORT (CONTINUED BY INSTITUTE 
OF ARABLE CROPS RESEARCH REPORT) 
ROUND TABLE 
V (56)57+ 
ROWETT RESEARCH INSTITUTE REPORT (ANNUAL) 
V 20+ 
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY, LONDON, JOURNAL 
SEE--AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY JOURNAL (SERIES 1) 
V 1-25// 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY JOURNAL (SERIES 2) 
V 1-25// 
INDEX V 1-20 
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY JOURNAL (SERIES 3) 
V 51-88// 



















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1990-JUNE 1992// 
ROYAL ECONOMIC SOCIETY (OXFORD) CONFERENCE PAPERS (1982- ) 
SEE--ECONOMIC JOURNAL 
ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON LIBRARY CATALOGUE OF THE 
LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
V 1-5// 1980// 
ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS SERIES A 
GENERAL ENTOMOLOGY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY SERIES A GENERAL ENTOMOLOGY 
ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS SERIES B 
TAXONOMY 
SEE--JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY SERIES B TAXONOMY 
ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON SYMPOSIA CSEE ONLINE 
CATALOG FOR CALL NUMBERS) 
NO l+ 1961+ 
ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED BY ECOLOGICAL ENTOMOLOGY) 
V 111-126// 1959-1975// 
ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY MAGAZINE (CONTINUES GEOGRAPHICAL 
MAGAZINE (1995)) (CONTINUED BY GEOGRAPHICAL (1997)) 




ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY (GREAT BRITAIN) JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY (CONTINUED BY THE GARDEN) 
V 24,30,(36-37),(58),60-62(63-64)65(66) 1900-1975// 
67-70(71)72-(100)// 




















ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY JOURNAL 
V 38-60,63-66,93+ 
ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY (SERIES 3) 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA PROCEEDINGS 
1912+ 
1995+ 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA PROCEEDINGS AND TRANSACTIONS (SERIES 1) 
V 1-12// 1882-1894// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA PROCEEDINGS AND TRANSACT! ONS (SERIES 3) 
V 4-7,52-56// 1910-1962// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA PROCEEDINGS AND TRANSACTIONS (SERIES 4) 
V 1-23// 1963-1985// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA PROCEEDINGS AND TRANSACTIONS (SERIES 5) (CONTINUES BY ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA 
V 1// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS 
SEE--CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS 
PROCEEDINGS) 
1986// 
V 1-18 1665-1800 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS SERIES A 
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY PHILOSOPHICAL 
TRANSACTIONS SERIES A PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING) 
V 251-331// 1958-1990// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS SERIES B 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
V 242-338 1958-1992 
506 ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY ITS 












V l-75CMC)// 1800-1905// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS SERIES A MATHEMATICAL AND 
AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS MATHEMATICAL AND 
PHYSIAL SCIENCES) 
V 76-184CMC)l85-237C238)239-429CP)// 1905-1990// 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS SERIES B 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES) 
V 76-132CMC)l33-135Cl36)137-145Cl46-147) 1905-1990// 
148-240CP)// 
ROYAL SPIRITUAL MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 1771// 
ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL SERIES A GENERAL (CONTINUED 
BY ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL SERIES A STATISTICS IN 
SOCIETY) 
V (114-116)117(118)119-150// 1951-1987// 
ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL SERIES B METHODOLOGICAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY SERIES B 
STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY) 




RUAKARA FARMERS CONFERENCE WEEK PROCEEDINGS 
1960-1972 
SEARCHBANK RUBBER WORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1989+ 
796 42605 RUNNER'S WORLD (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
R875 V (5)6+ 1970+ 




























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
RURAL AMERICA 
V 3-4(5)6-12(13)14-17(18-19)// 1925-1941// 
RURAL CASKET 
V lCMF)// 1798// 
RURAL CONDITIONS AND TRENDS 
V (2)+ 1991+ 
RURAL COOPERATIVES (CONTINUES FARMER COOPERATIVES) 
V 63CP AND MCHE)+ 1996+ 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES 
V l-7C8)CP)9CMCHE)l0CP)+ 




RURAL EDUCATOR CFORT COLLINS, COLO) 
v l+ 













RURAL MAGAZINE AND FARMER'S MONTHLY MUSEUM, DEVOTED TO 
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, MANUFACTURE, MISCELLANY, POETRY 
AND FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE 
V lCMF)// 1819// 
MF RURAL MAGAZINE AND LITERARY EVENING FIRE-SIDE 
APS II V lCMF)// 1820// 
REEL 205 
MF RURAL MAGAZINE OR, VERMONT REPOSITORY 
APS I V l-2CMF)// 1795-1796// 
REEL 27 
630 5 RURAL NEW YORKER 
R89 V 40-92 1881-1933 
307 7205 RURAL SOCIOLOGIST 
R881 V 4+ 1984+ 
323 354 RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
R88 V l+ 1936+ 
MF RUSH LIGHT 
APS II V l-2CMF)// 1800-1801// 
REEL 44 
371 RUSHMORE BEACON (SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF) 
91209783 V (89)90-102,106+ 1975-1988,1991+ 
R896 
546 05 RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
R92 V 11-37 1966-1992 
399 -
947 08405 RUSSIAN LIFE (CONTINUES SOVIET LIFE) 
U212 V 36+ 1993+ 
1994+ SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
947 08405 RUSSIAN REVIEW 
R92 V l-8CMF),12CP)+ 1941+ 
1993+ 
INDEX V 1-30 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
947 08405 RUSSIAN SOCIAL SCIENCE REVIEW (CONTINUES SOVIET REVIEW) 
S089 742 V (33)+ 1992+ 
TAI RUTGERS UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ENGINEERING 



























NO 15-57// 1951-1977// 
SAE HANDBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
SAE JOURNAL 
SEE--AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
SAE JOURNAL OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
SEE--AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 
SAIS REVIEW 
s A M ADVANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 
V 21-22,24-26,29-56 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
s D D C OBSERVER 
CURRENT FIVE YEARS 
s D D C OBSERVER 
V 40+ 
s D E A JOURNAL 
V 1 
s D E A JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY EDUCATOR'S 
V 1-45// 
ADVOCATE) 










s D F FUTURECAST, A NEWSLETTER FOR SOUTH DAKOTA FUTURISTS 
V 1-2 1976-1977 
s D S E O NEWS 
FIVE YEAR FILE 
SD SU CENSUS DATA CENTER NEWSLETTER 
SEE--S D SU CENSUS DATA CENTER NEWSLETTER CIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
SEE--STATION SECTION) 
SD SU UPDATE 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SDSU UPDATE 
SE M NEWSLETTER 
V 29+ 1995+ 
SI AM JOURNAL ON APPLIED MATHEMATICS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE 
SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS) 
V 14-52 1966-1992 
SI AM JOURNAL ON NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE 
SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES B NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS) 
V 3-29 1966-1992 
SI AM REVIEW, SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
V 1-18,28+ 1959-1976,1986+ 
V l-34CJSTOR) 1959-1992CJSTOR) 
SI EC US REPORT 
SEE--SEX INFORMATION AND EDUCATION COUNCIL OF THEUS SI EC US REPORT 
400 -
S P A T E 
SEE--SPATE 
SEARCHBANK SR A JOURNAL (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF RESEARCH 
ADMINISTRATORS> 
SEARCHBANK-GENRAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP DEC 1991+ 
505 SR I JOURNAL (CONTINUED, IN PART, BY STANFORD RESEARCH 
Sl INSTITUTE SR I JOURNAL) 




ST ATE SEMINAR 
SEARCHBANK ST N (CONTINUES ST N SKIING TRADE NEWS> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1974-1980// 
APR 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK ST N SKIING TRADE NEWS (CONTINUES SKIING TRADE NEWS) (CONTINUED 
BYS TN) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD AUG 1989-MAR 1992// 
333 91805 SW S BULLETIN 




SABBATH SCHOOL REPOSITORY AND TEACHER'S ASSISTANT, DEVOTED TO THE 
INTERESTS OF SABBATH SCHOOLS AND PARTICULARLY DESIGNED AS A MONTHLY 
REWARD BOOK 




V Cl )2-14 
SEARCHBANK SACRAMENTO BUSINESS JOURNAL 





SAFETY AND HEALTH, SH (CONTINUES NATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH NEWS> 
V 135+ 1987+ 
331 SAFETY BULLETIN 
8230973 V (7)-15// 
UN3 
371 711 SAFETY EDUCATION 
SA17 V Cl8-19)20-23,32-33C34-39)40-41C42) 
43-44// 
331 82305 SAFETY REVIEW 












V 1-21// 1951-1972// 
SAGE FAMILY STUDIES ABSTRACTS 
v l+ 1979+ 
SAGE INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK OF FOREIGN POLICY STUDIES 
V 1-8// 1973-1985// 
SEARCHBANK SAINT LOUIS JOURNALISM REVIEW 










SAINT LOUIS MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN ANNALS 
V 1-44(45)46+ 
INDEX V 1-55 
SAINT NICHOLAS 
V (8-67) 
SAINT TAMMANY'S MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 
SALES AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
V 51-54(55)56-57(58)59+ 










SEE--SALES AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
SALMAGUNDI 
NO 104+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1994+ 
SEPT 1992+ 
R856 SAN DIEGO BIOMEDICAL SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES SAN DIEGO 
531 SYMPOSIUM FOR BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING) 
1970-1978// 
SEARCHBANK SAN DIEGO BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JUNE 1985+ 
R856 
S3P 
SAN DIEGO SYMPOSIUM FOR BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 
1962-1969// 
SEARCHBANK SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY SAN FRANCISCO 
BUSINESS TIMES) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1985-JAN 1987// 
SEARCHBANK SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS TIMES (CONTINUES SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS 
JOURNAL) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1987+ 





















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SATIRIST 
NO l-13CMFJ// 
SATIRIST, OR MONTHLY METEOR 
V 1-lSCMF)// 
SATURDAY BOOK A NEW MISCELLANY 
V 13-33 







SATURDAY EVENING POST (ABSORBED COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (1975-1982)) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V C77)170-232CMF)233-242,C245)246CP)+ 1897-1960CMF)1960CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1983+ 
SATURDAY MAGAZINE, BEING IN GREAT PART A COMPILATION FROM THE 
BRITISH REVIEWS, MAGAZINES, AND SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS (SERIES 1) 
V 1-SCMF)// 1819-1821// 
SATURDAY MAGAZINE, BEING IN GREAT PART A COMPILATION FROM THE 
BRITISH REVIEWS, MAGAZINES, AND SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS (SERIES 2) 
V 1-2CMF)// 1821-1822// 
SEARCHBANK SATURDAY NIGHT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1994+ 
805 SATURDAY REVIEW (CONTINUED BY SATURDAY REVIEW OF EDUCATION, 
SA77 SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE ARTS, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES, 
SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY, AND WORLD CNEW YORK 1972)) 
V 1-48CMF),1-29CSTORAGE)30-55CP)// 1924-1965CMF), 
INDEX 1924-1944CP) 1924-1946CSTORAGE) 
1947-1972CP)// 




V 2-12// 1975-1986// 
SATURDAY REVIEW OF EDUCATION (CONTINUES IN PART SATURDAY REVIEW (1924-1972) (MERGED WITH SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE ARTS, SATURDAY 
REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY, AND WORLD 
CNEW YORK 1972) TO FORM SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD) 












SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE ARTS (CONTINUES IN PART SATURDAY REVIEW (1924-1972)) (MERGED WITH SATURDAY REVIEW OF EDUCATION, 
SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY AND 
WORLD CNEW YORK 1972) TO FORM SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD) 
V 1// 1973// 
SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES (CONTINUES IN PART SATURDAY REVIEW (1924-1972) (MERGED WITH SATURDAY REVIEW OF EDUCATION, SATURDAY 
REVIEW OF THE ARTS, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY AND WORLD 
CNEW YORK 1972) TO FORM SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD) 
V 1// 1973// 
SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY (CONTINUES IN PART SATURDAY REVIEW (1924-1972)) (MERGED WITH SATURDAY REVIEW OF EDUCATION, SATURDAY 
REVIEW OF THE ARTS, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES AND WORLD 
CNEW YORK 1972) TO FORM SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD> 
V 1// 1973// 
SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD (FORMED BY MERGER OF SATURDAY REVIEW OF 
EDUCATION, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE 
ARTS, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES AND WORLD CNEW YORK 1972>> (CONTINUED BY SATURDAY REVIEW CNEW YORK 1972)) 
V 1-2// 1973-1974// 
SAUDI PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL 
v l+ 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK SAVINGS AND COMMUNITY BANKER (CONTINUES SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS> (CONTINUED BY AMERICA'S COMMUNITY BANKER) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP DEC 1992-MAR 1995// 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-NOV 1992// 
SAWYER'S GAS TURBINE INTERNATIONAL 
SEE--TURBOMACHINERY INTERNATIONAL 
SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (CONTINUES SWEDISH JOURNAL OF 
ECONOMICS) 
V 78+ 1976+ 
SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION MEDICINE 
V 18-22 1986-1990 
SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION MEDICINE SUPPLEMENT 
NO 14-23 1986-1989 
SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF SPORTS SCIENCES 
V 8-11// 1986-1989// 
SCANDINAVIAN REVIEW (CONTINUES AMERICAN-SCANDINAVIAN REVIEW> 
V (63)64-68(69-70)71 1975-1983 
SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES 
V 39+ 1967+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1992+ 
SCHAZTKAMMER, DER DEUTSCHEN SPRACHE DICHTUNG UND GESCHICHTE 
V 11+ 1985+ 
668 5 SCHIMMEL BRIEFS 
SCH34 2 NO 1-189 
DOC SCHIZOPHRENIA BULLETIN 
HE20 8115 NO l+ 
015 73 SCHOLARLY BOOKS IN AMERICA 
SCH64 V 1-14// 
015 94 SCHOLARLY BOOKS IN AUSTRALIA 
SCH64 V 5-8(9)10-13 
SEARCHBANK SCHOLASTIC ART 






























SCHOLASTIC COACH (CONTINUED BY SCHOLASTIC COACH AND ATHLETIC 
DIRECTOR) 
V 1-24CMF)25-63CP)// 1931-1994// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992-1994// 
SCHOLASTIC COACH AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR (CONTINUES SCHOLASTIC 
COACH) (CONTINUED BY COACH AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR) 
V 64// 1994-1995// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994-1995// 
SCHOLASTIC EDITOR (1941-1968) (CONTINUED BY SCHOLASTIC EDITOR 
GRAPHICS/COMMUNICATIONS) 
V 21-22,30-46(47)// 1941-1968// 
SCHOLASTIC EDITOR (1975-1982) (CONTINUES SCHOLASTIC EDITOR 
GRAPHICS/COMMUNICATIONS) (CONTINUED BY SCHOLASTIC EDITOR'S TRENDS 
IN PUBLICATIONS> 
V 55-61// 1975-1982// 
SCHOLASTIC EDITOR GRAPHICS/COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES SCHOLASTIC 
EDITOR (1941-1968)) (CONTINUED BY SCHOLASTIC EDITOR (1975-1982)) 
V (47)48-54// 1968-1975// 
SCHOLASTIC EDITOR'S TRENDS IN PUBLICATIONS (CONTINUES SCHOLASTIC 
EDITOR (1975-1982)) (CONTINUED BY TRENDS IN COLLEGE MEDIA AND 
TRENDS IN HIGH SCHOOL MEDIA) 
V 62-68// 1982-1989// 
SCHOLASTIC TEACHER (SUPPLEMENT TO AND BOUND WITH SENIOR 
SCHOLASTIC) 
SEE--SENIOR SCHOLASTIC 
SCHOLASTIC UPDATE (CONTINUES SENIOR SCHOLASTIC) 
V 115+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SCHOLASTIC AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL WEEKLY 
SEE--SENIOR SCHOLASTIC 
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989-1990 
SCHOOL AND SOCIETY (ABSORBED EDUCATIONAL REVIEW) 
SEE--U SA TODAY 
SCHOOL ARTS 
V 5-17,(20)21-26(27)+ 1905+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SCHOOL COUNSELOR (CONTINUED BY PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL COUNSELING) 
V 6-44// 1958-1997// 
SCHOOL EXECUTIVE 
V 66,70-79// 




SCHOOL LIBRARIES (CONTINUED BY SCHOOL MEDIA QUARTERLY) 
V (17)18-21// 1968-1972// 
SCHOOL LIFE 
V 1-6(7)8-47// 1918-1964// 
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT 
V 1-5CMF)6-8C9)10-18CP)// 1957-1974// 
SCHOOL MEDIA QUARTERLY (CONTINUES SCHOOL LIBRARIES) 
V 1-9// 1972-1981// 
SCHOOL MUSICIAN 




SCHOOL MUSICIAN, DIRECTOR AND TEACHER 
V 31-58// 1959-1987// 
SEARCHBANK SCHOOL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES SCHOOL AND COLLEGE) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1995+ 
1000 SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING NEWS 
SC3 FIVE VEAR FILE 
370 5 SCHOOL REVIEW 
SCH67 V (1)2-87// 1893-1979// 
371 705 SCHOOL SAFETY 
SC65 V 1-7// 1965-1972// 
510 5 SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
SCH6 V 7-9(10-11)12+ 1907+ 
INDEX 1901-1960 
373 23605 SCHOOLS IN THE MIDDLE 






















SCHOOLS WITHOUT DRUGS THE CHALLENGE 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SCHRIFTENREIHE FLIER VEGETATIONSKUNDE 
V 1-10 1966-1976 
SCHWEIZERISCHE LANDWIRTSCHAFTLICHE FORSCHUNG 
V 1-15 1962-1976 
SCIENCE (SERIES 1) 
V 1-23CMF)// 1883-1894// 
SCIENCE (SERIES 2) (ABSORBED SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY) (CURRENT 
ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V 1-150CMF)151CP)+ 1895-1965CMF)l966CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
SCIENCE CVEAR OF PUBLICATION) 
V 1-(7)// 1979-1986// 
SCIENCE & HEALTH 
THREE VEAR FILE 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CSPLIT INTO 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS SECTIONS A AND B> 
V 1-5// 1898-1902// 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 
V 12-62 LOCATED IN 
SECTION A PHYSICS (CONTINUES, IN PART, 
PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING) (1909-1959 
PERIODICALS/LOWER LEVEL) 
1909+ V 12+ 
INDEX V 58-71 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS SECTION B ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES, IN PART, SCIENCE ABSTRACTS PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING) (CONTINUED BV ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ABSTRACTS) 
1923-1938 









SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SCIENCE AND CHILDREN 
V 1+ 





SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
SEE--THE BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS, A MAGAZINE OF SCIENCE AND 
SEE--PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
SCIENCE AND SOCIETY 
V 1-3(4,6-8)9+ 







































SEE--SCIENCE BOOKS AND FILMS 
SCIENCE BOOKS AND FILMS 
THREE VEAR FILE 
SCIENCE CITATION INDEX 
1968-1994 
SCIENCE CITATION INDEX (COMPUTER FILE) 
1991-1993 
SCIENCE CITATION INDEX WITH ABSTRACTS 
1994+ 
SCIENCE DIGEST (CONTINUED BV SCIENCE DIGEST CNEW SERIES)) 
V 42-(94)// 1957-1986// 
SCIENCE DIGEST CNEW SERIES) (CONTINUED BV BREAKTHROUGHS IN HEALTH 
AND SCIENCE) 
NS V 1-3// 1988-1990// 
SCIENCE EDUCATION 
V 16-31(32-33)34+ 1932+ 
SCIENCE FICTION STUDIES 
V 7+ 1980+ 
SCIENCE IN PROGRESS 
V 1-16// 1939-1967// 
SCIENCE INFORMATION NEWS 
SEE--INFORMATION 
SCIENCE JOURNAL (ABSORBED BV NEW SCIENTIST) 
V (1-3)4-7// 1965-1971// 
SCIENCE NEWS (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 11-12,(14)+ 1927+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1985-JAN 1997 
SCIENCE NEWS LETTER 
SEE--SCIENCE NEWS 
SCIENCE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE (CONTINUED BV SCIENCE OF FOOD AND 
AGRICULTURE NEW SERIES) 
V 1-6// 1983-1988// 
SCIENCE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE NEW SERIES (CONTINUES SCIENCE OF 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE) (CONTINUED BV SCIENCE OF FOOD, AGRICULTURE 
AND ENVIRONMENT) 
NS V 1-5// 1989-1993// 
SCIENCE OF FOOD, AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT (CONTINUES SCIENCE OF 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE) 
V 7// 1994// 
SCIENCE PROGRESS 
V 36+ 1948+ 
SCIENCE SOCIETY OF CHINA BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
V (6)7-11(12)13-15 1930-1940 
SCIENCE TEACHER 
V (4-8)9-12(13)14+ 1937+ 
INDEX V 17-31 
SEARCHBANK SCIENCE WEEKLY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK SCIENCE WORLD (TEACHERS' EDITION) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
303 48205 SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, & HUMAN VALUES 
SC26 V 20+ 












































SCIENCES CNEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES) 
V (22)23+ 






SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF FINLAND JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE IN FINLAND> 
V 38-55// 1966-1983// 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (SERIES 1) (ABSORBED SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
MONTHLY> (CONTINUED BY SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (SERIES 2)) 
V 3-7CP)// 1847-1852// 
V l-7CMF)// 1845-1852// 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (SERIES 2) (CONTINUES SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (SERIES 1)) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIDOCAL DISPLAY> 
V 31-83CSTORAGE)84CP)+ 1874+ 
V 8-83CMF) 1853-1900CMF) 
INDEX 1948-1978 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BUILDING MONTHLY 
V l-7,9-10,12,14-20,27-39// 1885-1905// 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN MONTHLY (ABSORBED BY SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN) 
V 1-4// 1920-1921// 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT (CONTINUED BY SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN MONTHLY) 
V 24-42,(49-50)51-88// 1887-1919// 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS (VOLUMES FOR 1963-1969 IN STORAGE) 
v l+ 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS INDEX (VOLUMES FOR 1963-1969 IN STORAGE) 
v l+ 
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION BULLETIN CSAN FRANCISCO) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 











V 1-85// 1915-1957// 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN BRITISH UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
1955-1975 
SCIENTIST AND CITIZEN 
SEE--ENVIRONMENT 




SCOTS MAGAZINE CJAN 1739-DEC 1803) 
SEE--EDINBURGH MAGAZINE AND LITERARY MISCELLENY 
1979-1982// 
1739-1826// 
SCOTS MAGAZINE AND EDINBURGH LITERARY MISCELLENY (JAN 1804-JULY 
1817) 





























SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE 
V 69-90CMF)91-106CP) 1953-1990 
SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE ANNUAL REPORT 
V l+ 1953+ 
SCOURGE 
V lCMF)// 1811// 
SCREEN WORLD (ANNUAL> 
v l+ 
SCRIBLERIAN AND THE KIT-CATS 
V 19+ 
SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE (PAPER COPY IN STORAGE> 







1887-1939CP AND MF)// 
1956-1973// 
1966-1970// 
SCULPTURE REVIEW (CONTINUES NATIONAL SCULPTURE REVIEW> 
V 31+ 1982+ 
SEA FRONTIERS 
V (35)-42// 1989-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1992-1996// 
SEA LIFT 
V 19-29// 1969-1979// 
SEARCH SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY (CONTINUES THE 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE) 
V 1-7 1970-1976 
SECOND OPINION (CONTINUED BY MAKING THE ROUNDS IN HEALTH, FAITH, 
AND ETHICS) 
V 20-21// 1995-1995// 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 1994-1995// 
SEARCHBANK SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD FEB 1989+ 
630 14 SEED REPORTER 
UN3 8 V 1-3// 1917-1919// 
631 52105 SEED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
SE32 V l+ 1973+ 
SB114 SEED TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF SEED TECHNOLOGY> 
Al 
A83 
V 19+ 1997+ 
631 521105 SEED WORLD 















SEL'SKOKHOZIAISTVENNAIA BIOLOGIA NAUCHOTEORICHESKII ZHURNAL 
V (1)2-11 1966-1976 
SEL'SKOKHOZIAISTVENNEIA LITERATURA SSSR 
1960-1984 
SELECT REVIEWS OF LITERATURE, AND SPIRIT OF FOREIGN 
MAGAZINES 
V lCMF> 1809 
SELECT REVIEWS OF LITERATURE, AND SPIRIT OF FORIEGN MAGAZINES 
V 3-8CMF)// 1810-1812// 
SELECTED CHILD DEVELOPMENT ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT ABSTRACTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY) 1927// 
408 -
015 73053 SELECTED LIST OF GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS CS D SU LIBRARY) 
SE6 1984+ 
599 32305 SELECTED REFERENCES ADDED TO THE SUBJECT-STRAIN 
SE48 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INBRED STRAINS OF MICE (CONTINUES SELECTED 
REFERENCES ADDED TO THE SUBJECT-STRAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ROSCOE 
B JACKSON MEMORIAL LABORATORY) (SUPPLEMENT TO MOUSE NEWSLETTER) 
1958-1971 
599 32305 SELECTED REFERENCES ADDED TO THE SUBJECT-STRAIN 









BIBLIOGRAPHY) (CONTINUED BY SELECTED REFERENCES ADDED TO THE 
SUBJECT-STRAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INBRED STRAINS OF MICE) (SUPPLEMENT 
TO MOUSE NEWSLETTER) 
1958// 
SELECTED WATER RESOURCES ABSTRACTS CFOR MCHE, ASK IN DOCUMENTS 
OFFICE) 
V l+ 1968+ 
MCHE V (19-21)+ 1986+ 
SELECTIVE ORGANIC TRANSFORMATION 
V 1-2 1970-1971 
SELENIUM AND TELLURIUM ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY CA SELECTS, 
SELENIUM AND TELLERIUM CHEMISTRY) 
V 3-25// 1962-1984// 
SEM NEWSLETTER 
SEE--S EM NEWSLETTER 
056 SEMANA 











SEMINARS IN CANCER BIOLOGY 
SEMINARS IN CELL AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY 
SEMINARS IN FAMILY MEDICINE 
V 1-3// 
SEMINARS IN IMMUNOLOGY 
SEMINARS IN NEUROSCIENCES 
616 992005 SEMINARS IN ONCOLOGY 
SE53 V 7+ 
610 SEMINARS IN ONCOLOGY NURSING 
7369805 V l+ 
SE52 
616 85505 SEMINARS IN SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 






SEMINARS IN VIROLOGY 
SENIOR CITIZEN 
V 1-13// 
SENIOR SCHOLASTIC TEACHER'S EDITION (CONTINUED BY SCHOLASTIC UPDATE) 
V 17-114CMF),56-115CP)// 
















SENTIMENTAL AND LITERARY MAGAZINE 
SEE--NEW YORK WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
811 78305 SERENDIPITY 
SE66 FIVE VEAR FILE 
025 17305 SERIALS LIBRARIAN 
SE67 V 11+ 
016 05 SERIALS REVIEW 





SERIES HAEMATOLOGICA (CONTINUES SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF 
HAEMATOLOGY, SUPPLEMENT> 
V 1-8 1968-1975 
646 05 
SES 
SEVENTEEN (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V 21+ 1962+ 
820 4 
SE82 
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY NEWS 
V 43+ 1985+ 
628 05 
SE853 
SEWAGE AND INDUSTRIAL WASTES (CONTINUES SEWAGE WORKS 
JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION 
JOURNAL) 
V 22(23)24-31// 1950-1959// 
628 05 
SE85 
SEWAGE WORKS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY SEWAGE AND INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES> 
V 2-21// 1928-1949// 
051 SEWANEE REVIEW 
SE86 V l-64CMF)65CP>+ 
INDEX V 1-lOCMF) 
301 41705 SEX INFORMATION AND EDUCATION COUNCIL OF THEUS 
SES SI EC US REPORT 
V 8+ 
301 4105 SEX ROLES, A JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
SE91 V 14+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
822 3305 SHAKESPEARE NEWSLETTER 
S48 V 15+ 
822 305 SHAKESPEARE QUARTERLY 
SH15 V l+ 
INDEX V 1-15 
PR2885 SHAKESPEARE STUDIES 
S45 V l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
PR2888 SHAKESPEARE SURVEY 
C3 V 18+ 
820 5 SHAVIAN 
SH25 V C3)4C5) 
636 31 SHEEP BREEDER AND SHEEPMAN MAGAZINE 
S361 V Cl01-102)103-Cll6> 
1000 SHEEP INDUSTRY NEWS 



















V 1-6// 1981-1986// 
SHOCK AND VIBRATION 
V 2+ 1995+ 
SHOEMAKER'S BEST SELECTION FOR READINGS AND RECITATIONS 
NO 1-26 1970-1973 
SEARCHBANK SHOOT 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1994+ 
410 -
































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
SHOOTING TIMES 
V 2-3,5 1961-1964 
SHORT STORIES MONTHLY (CHINESE) 
ONE VEAR FILE 
SHORT STORY INDEX (CONTINUES COOK, DOROTHY ELIZABETH SHORT STORY 
INDEX) 













V 16+ 1984+ 
SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ANNUAL A 
WORLDWIDE VEARLV SURVEY OF NEW DATA AND TRENDS 
1977+ 
SIERRA (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 63+ 1978+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992+ 
SIG FORTH 
v l+ 










006 305 SIGART NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BV SIGART BULLETIN) 
AR75 NO 54-63,65-98,100-110// 1975-1989// 
610 2805 SIGBIO NEWSLETTER CACM) 
SIS V Cl-3)4-5(6),14+ 1976-1981,1989+ 
004 019087 SIGCAPH NEWSLETTER 



















SIGCUE BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV SIGCUE OUTLOOK) 
V (9)10-15(16-18)// 
SIGCUE OUTLOOK (CONTINUES SIGCUE BULLETIN) 
V 19+ 
SIGDA NEWSLETTER CACM) 
V (5)6(7)8-12(13),18+ 
SIGGROUP BULLETIN (CONTINUES SIGOIS BULLETIN) 
V 18+ 














SIGHTSAVING REVIEW (CONTINUED BY SIGHTSAVING> 
V 37-50// 




025 52705 SIGIR FORUM 
SI42 V C10)11C12)13-16C17-18)19+ 1975+ 
001 30285 SIGLASH NEWSLETTER 
SIS V C8)9Cl0)11-13C14)// 1975-1981// 
005 7505 SIGLINK NEWSLETTER 
SI22 V 1+ 1992+ 
519 705 
SI22 
SIGMAP BULLETIN (CONTINUES SIGMAP NEWSLETTER> 
V 22-31// 1977-1983// 
005 712605 SIGMICRO NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY SIGMICRO, TCMICRO NEWSLETTER> 
M581 V C6>7-12C13)14C15)16// 1975-1985// 
005 712605 SIGMICRO NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SIGMICRO, TCMICRO NEWSLETTER> 
M5813 V 19-22 1988-1991 
005 712605 SIGMICRO, TCMICRO NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SIGMICRO NEWSLETTER) 





V 17-18// 1986-1987// 
SIGMINI NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY SIGSMALL NEWSLETTER> 
V (1-2)3-4// 1975-1978// 
SIGMOD RECORD (CONTINUES FDT, BULLETIN OF ACM-SIGMOD) 
V (9)10-11(12-13)14-16(17)18+ 1977+ 
301 41205 SIGNS JOURNAL OF WOMEN IN CULTURE AND SOCIETY 
SI56 V l+ 1975+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1997+ 
004 015105 SIGNUM NEWSLETTER 











SIGOA BULLETIN (CONTINUES SIGOA NEWSLETTER) (CONTINUED BY SIGOIS 
BULLETIN> 
V 6-7// 1985-1986// 
SIGOA NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY SIGOA BULLETIN> 
V 1-5// 1980-1984// 
SIGOIS BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY SIGGROUP BULLETIN> 
V 7-17// 1986-1997// 
SIGPC NOTES 
Vl-6// 




005 13105 SIGSAM BULLETIN 











SIGSMALL NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SIGMINI NEWSLETTER> (CONTINUED BY 
SIGSMALL/PC NOTES> 
V (4-7)8(9)10// 1978-1984// 
SIGSMALL/PC NOTES (CONTINUES SIGSMALL NEWSLETTER AND PC NOTES> (CONTINUED BY SIGICE BULLETIN> 
V 11(12)13-(19)// 1985-1993// 
SIGSOC BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY SIGCHI BULLETIN> 
V 7-12(13)// 
SIGUCC NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY SIGUCCS NEWSLETTER> 
1975-1982// 
V (5)6-10(11)// 1975-1981// 
SIGUCCS NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SIGUCC NEWSLETTER> 
V 12(13-14)15(16)17+ 1982+ 
412 -
SIL VAE GENETICA 634 905 
SI38 V 1-11,16+ 1951+ 
RA1211 
SSS 
SIMPSON, LANCE L NEUROPOISONS THEIR PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
ACTIONS 
V 1-2// 1971-1974// 
SIMULATION 510 7805 







SIMULATION AND GAMING 
V 26+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SIMULATION DIGEST (CONTINUES SIMULETTER) 
V 19+ 
SIMULATION/GAMING (CONTINUED BY J ELS JOURNAL OF 




V (2)3-5// 1975-1978// 
SIMULATION/GAMING/NEWS 
SEE--SIMULATION/GAMING 
003 305 SIMULETTER (CONTINUED BY SIMULATION DIGEST) 
SI59 V C6)7-10Cll)l2-16Cl7-18)// 
860 5 SIN NOMBRE, QUARTERLY LITERARY REVIEW 
SI61 V 7-(15)// 
910 91305 SINGAPORE JOURNAL OF TROPICAL GEOGRAPHY 
SI6 V 1-11 
1000 SINORAMA 
SI2 TWO VEAR FILE 





SIOUX VALLEY EMPIRE ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION REPORT 
1000 SIOUXLAND HERITAGE MUSEUMS COMMUNITY REPORT 





SIXTEENTH CENTURY JOURNAL 
V 7-9CP)l0-16CMCHE)l7CP)+ 
SKEPTICAL INQUIRER (CONTINUES ZETETIC) 
V (2)+ 











SKIING (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 39+ 1986+ 
PUBLISHED FROM SEPTEMBER TO MARCH ONLY 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK SKIING TRADE MONTHLY NEWS (CONTINUED BY SKIING TRADE NEWS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -SETP 1983// 
SEARCHBANK SKIING TRADE NEWS (CONTINUES SKIING TRADE MONTHLY NEWS) 
CONTINUED BV ST N SKING TRADE NEWS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JAN -AUG 1989// 
797 2305 SKIN DIVER 
SK34 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK SKIPPING STONES 






SKOGS-OCH LANTBRUKSAKADEMIENS TIDSKRIFT ZEITSCHRIFT DER KGL 
V (90-91)92-93(94-95)96,(98)99-110(111) 1951-1982 
112-120(121) 






SKY AND TELESCOPE 
V 1-11CMFH2CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1941+ 
1993+ 
SLAVIC REVIEW (CONTINUES AMERICAN SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN 
REVIEW) 
V 20+ 1961+ 
INDEX 1941-1964 
SEARCHBANK SLOAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1991+ 


















SI 1 29 
DOC 
SI 1 27 
DOC 









SI 1 42 
DOC 
SI 1 28 
DOC 
SI 1 1 
DOC 
HE20 7211 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992-1994// 
SMALL GROUP BEHAVIOR (CONTINUED BV SMALL GROUP RESEARCH) 
V 13-20// 1982-1989// 
SMALL GROUP RESEARCH (CONTINUES SMALL GROUP BEHAVIOR) 
V 21+ 1990+ 











(CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
SEARACHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO ANTHROPOLOGY 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO ASTROPHYSICS 
V 1-9(10) 
SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOTANY 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO ZOOLOGY 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SMITHSONIAN FOLKLIFE STUDIES 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION RESEARCH REPORTS 
TWO VEAR FILE 
SMITHSONIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY 
V 1-3// 
SMITHSONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS 
V 3-152// 
SMITHSONIAN STUDIES IN AIR AND SPACE 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SMITHSONIAN STUDIES IN HISTORY AND TECHNOLOGY 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SMITHSONIAN VEAR 






SMOKING AND HEALTH BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV SMOKING AND HEALTH 
BULLETIN DOC HE20 7613/2) (1974),1976(1977) 
1978-1979(1980-1981) 
1982(1983-1987)// 
DOC SMOKING AND HEALTH BULLETIN (CONTINUES SMOKING AND HEALTH BULLETIN 
HE20 7613/ DOC HE20 7211) 
2 (1987)+ 
414 -
SNIPES INDEX TO, ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN 
GEOGRAPHERS, ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 
SHELVED WITH EACH JOURNAL CHECK CALL 
NUMBER UNDER EACH JOURNAL NAME FOR 
LOCATION 
ARCHIVES SO DAX 
071 V Cl-14)// 1938-1957// 
501 





SOAP AND CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES 
SEE--SOAP, COSMETICS, CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES 
SOAP, COSMETICS, CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES 
V (14)-66 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
1938-1990 
1983+ 
SEARCHBANK SOCCER JR 
150 5 
C2812 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1997+ 
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES DOCUMENTS (CONTINUES PSYCHOLOGICAL 
DOCUMENTS) 
V 16-18// 1986-88// 
362 97305 SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION RECORD (CONTINUED BYUS HEALTH CARE 


























V Cl-2)3-4// 1973-1977// 
SOCIAL BIOLOGY 
V 41+ 
SOCIAL CASEWORK (CONTINUED BY FAMILIES IN SOCIETY) 
1994+ 





INDEX V 1-SOCP) 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SOCIAL HISTORY 
V 20+ 









SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-17 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SOCIAL PROGRESS, A JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND SOCIETY 













SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUES SOCIOMETRY) (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGY QUARTERLY) 
V 41// 1978// 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY QUARTERLY (CONTINUES SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY) 

































SOCIAL RESEARCH, AN INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY OF POLITICAL AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
V 1-26CMF),26CP)+ 1934-1959CMF),1959CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1994+ 
SOCIAL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE REVIEW) 
V (1-2)3-21(22)23-33(34-35)36-56// 1925-1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 
V 1-5// 1929-1933// 
INDEX V 1,5,1929,1933 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE, SECTION A,B,C,& D) 
V 2-11// 1968-1977// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (1982) (MERGER OF, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE, PARTS A-F) 
V 16+ 1982+ 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE A MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND 
MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY (CONTINUES SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL 
PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY) CSPLIT INTO SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE A MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE E 
MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY) 
V C13A)-14A// 1979-1980// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE A MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY (CONTINUES IN 
PART, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE A MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND 
MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY) CMERGED WITH SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE PARTS 
B-F, TO FORM SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (1982)) 
V 15A// 1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 
AND MEDICINE (1982)) 
V (138)-158// 
B MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (CONTINUES 
MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY) (MERGED WITH 
PARTS A, C-F, TO FORM SOCIAL SCIENCE 
1979-1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE C MEDICAL ECONOMICS (CONTINUES SOCIAL 
SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL ECONOMICS) (MERGED WITH SOCIAL 
SCIENCE AND MEDICINE PARTS A-B, D-F TO FORM SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE (1982)) 
V C13C)-15C// 1979-1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE D MEDICAL GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUES SOCIAL 
SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL GEOGRAPHY) (MERGED WITH SOCIAL 
SCIENCE AND MEDICINE PARTS A-D, E-F TO FORM SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE (1982)) 
V C13D)-15D// 1979-1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE E MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUES IN 
PART, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE A MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICAL 
SOCIOLOGY) CMERGED WITH SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE PARTS A-D, F, 
TO FORM SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (1982)) 
V 15E// 1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE F MEDICAL AND SOCIAL ETHICS 
CMERGED WITH SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE PARTS A-E TO FORM SOCIAL 
SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (1982)) 
V 15F// 1981// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (CONTINUES IN 
PART, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE) (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE B MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY) 
V 12-(13)// 1978-1979// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL ECONOMICS (CONTINUES IN PART, 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE) (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE C MEDICAL ECONOMICS) 
V 12-(13)// 1978-1979// 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUES IN PART, 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE) (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL SCIENCE AND 
MEDICINE D MEDICAL GEOGRAPHY) 




SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICAL 
SOCIOLOGY (CONTINUES IN PART, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE> (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE A MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
AND MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY) 
V 12-(13)// 1978-1979// 
300 285 SOCIAL SCIENCE COMPUTER REVIEW 
50738 V 8-10 
SEARCHBANK SOCIAL SCIENCE JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
300 5 SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
5013 V 67+ 
300 7205 SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH 
S013 V 15+ 
IDEAL 
306 SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL ITEMS 
S013 4 V 1-4C5)6C7)8C9)10-11C12)13-33 
Hll SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL REPORT 











SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES INDEX (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
INDEX A GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 

















V 19-27// 1965-1974// 
SOCIAL SCIENCES CITATION INDEX 
1973-1976,1985-1996CP) 
1997CCD-ROM)+ 
SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX (CONTINUES IN PART, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 
HUMANITIES INDEX) 
V l+ 1974+ 
SOCIAL SECURITY BULLETIN 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SOCIAL SERVICE REVIEW 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-40 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
V 25-56(57)58+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 















1000 SOCIALIST THOUGHT AND PRACTICE (YUGOSLAVIA) 









SOCIETA ITALINA DELLA SCIENZE VETERINARIE 
V 6-26 1952-1972 
SOCIETE BOTANIQUE DE FRANCE BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY BULLETIN DE 
LA SOCIETE BOTANIQUE DE FRANCE LETTRES BOTANIQUES) 
V 106-114,(115)-125// 1959-1978// 
SOCIETE BOTANIQUE DE FRANCE MEMOIRES 
1961,1963-1973// 
SOCIETE CHIMIQUE DE FRANCE BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY BULLETIN DE LA 
























SOCIETE DE BIOLOGIE COMPTES RENDUS DES SEANCES DE LA SOCIETE DE 
BIOLOGIE ET DE SES FILIALES 
V 148-149,(150)-184 1954-1990 
SOCIETE DE CHIMIE BIOLOGIQUE 
SEE--BIOCHIMIE 
SOCIETE ENTOMOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE ANNALES (SERIES l> 
V 128-130(131)132// 1959-1964// 
SOCIETE ENTOMOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE ANNALES (SERIES 2) 
V 1-26 1965-1990 
SOCIETE ENTOMOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE BULLETIN 
V 64-94 1959-1990 
SOCIETE MYCOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE BULLETIN TRIMESTRIEL 
V 75-107 1959-1991 








SOCIETY FOR ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY (CONTINUED BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY CGREAT BRITAIN) ANALYTICAL DIVISION 
PROCEEDINGS ) 
V 1-11// 1964-1974// 
SOCIETY FOR DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM 
v l+ 1939+ 
SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE PROCEEDINGS 
V l-13,22-131(132)133+ 1903+ 
TGl SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS PROCEEDINGS 
S6P V l+ 1943+ 
QRl SOCIETY FOR GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM (CONTINUED BY SYMPOSIA 





















NO 1-31// 1949-1980// 
SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT MONOGRAPHS 
V 23+ 1959+ 
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS PROCEEDINGS 
1905-1916CMC),1947-
1966CP)// 
SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
APPLIED CHEMISTRY> 
V 9-10,16,21-39,41-45,56-57 1890-1938 
SOCIETY OF RHEOLOGY TRANSACTIONS 













SOCIOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY (CONTINUED BY SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY> 
1969-1982// 
SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (CONTINUES PACIFIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW> 
V 26+ 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1994+ 
- 418 -
305 SOCIOLOGICAL QUARTERLY (CONTINUES MIDWEST SOCIOLOGIST) 
5016 V l+ 1960+ 




V 23+ 1975+ 
301 05 
502 
SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (CONTINUES SOCIOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY) 
V l+ 1983+ 
305 SOCIOLOGY 
50161 V l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
301 05 SOCIOLOGY (REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS) 
5016 V 3-10// 
305 SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH 
SOl V l-5CP)6-36CMF)37-44C45)46-76CP)// 
370 19305 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 
J826 V l-36CMF),31CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
306 48305 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT JOURNAL 
5013 V l+ 
301 15 SOCIOMETRY (CONTINUED BY SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY) 





SOFTWARE ENGINEERING NOTES CACM) 
V 1-7,14+ 



















V 1-13// 1980-1992// 
SOIL BIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1969+ 
SOIL CONSERVATION (CONTINUED BY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION NEWS) 
V 1-45// 1935-1980// 








INDEX V 1-113 
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA JOURNAL 
v l+ 
INDEX V 11-20 
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA PROCEEDINGS 
SEE--SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA JOURNAL 
1916+ 
1936+ 
S591 SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA SSS A SPECIAL PUBLICATION 
S6S (CONTINUES SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA SSS A SPECIAL 
PUBLICATION SERIES) 
NO 8+ 1979+ 
S591 SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA SSS A SPECIAL PUBLICATION 






NO 1-7// 1967-1975// 
SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS 
V (1-2)+ 
SOIL SURVEY REPORTS CU S DEPT OF AGRICULTURE) 



























SOILS AND FERTILIZERS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS (1984+) ON WINSPIRS) 
V 1-60 












SOLID STATE ABSTRACTS JOURNAL (CONTINUED BV SOLID STATE AND 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITV ABSTRACTS) 
V (7)8-27// 1968-1987// 
SOLID STATE AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITV ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES SOLID STATE 
ABSTRACTS JOURNAL) 
V 28+ 1988+ 
SOLID STATE COMMUNICATIONS 
V 1-89 1963-1994 
SOLID STATE PHVSICS LITERATURE GUIDES 
V l+ 1970+ 
SOLID STATE PHVSICS ADVANCES IN RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS 
V l+ 1955+ 
621 381505 SOLID STATE TECHNOLOGV 



































SOUNDINGS, AN INTERDISCIPLINARV JOURNAL (CONTINUES CHRISTIAN 
SCHOLAR) 
V 51+ 1968+ 
SOURCE (UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME) 
V (2)+ 
SOURCE BOOK OF HEALTH INSURANCE DATA 




SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF ANIMAL SCIENCE/SUID-AFRIKAANSE TVDSKRIF 
VIR VEEKUNDE 
V l+ 1971+ 
SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS 
V 17-51 1949-1983 
SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF PSVCHOLOGV/SUIE-AFRIKAANSE TVDSKRIF VIR 
SIELKUNDE 
V 14-27 1984-1997 
SOUTH AFRICAN PANORAMA 
V 26-(36) 1981-1991 
SOUTH AFRICAN SOCIETV OF ANIMAL PRODUCTION PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BV SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF ANIMAL SCIENCE) 




















SOUTH AMERICAN HANDBOOK 
SOUTH ATLANTIC QUARTERLY 
V 52,56+ 




V (4)-13// 1977-1986// 
SOUTH CAROLINA WEEKLY MUSEUM AND COMPLETE MAGAZINE OF ENTERTAINMENT 
AND INTELLIGENCE 
V lCMF)// 1797// 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE, ORANGEBURG RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1972+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA (SOUTH DAKOTA INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION AGENCY) (CONTINUES IDE A )(CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA IDEA) 
V 1-11// 1968-1979// 
SOUTH DAKOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA ADVOCACY SERVICES SOUTH DAKOTA REPORT 
1916+ 
V 2+ 1986+ 






SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURIST, 1937-1938 
V 1// 




362 292705 SOUTH DAKOTA ADD UPDATE 











SOUTH DAKOTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY SPECIAL PUBLICATION 
NO l+ 1979+ 
SEE ONLINE CATALOG FOR CALL NUMBER 
SOUTH DAKOTA ARCHAEOLOGY THE JOURNAL OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
V 7+ 1983+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA ART MUSEUM NEWS 
1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS (CONTINUES IN PART ARTSREPORT) (CONTINUED BY 
ARTS SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL) 
V 1-2// 1985-1987// 
705 SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY ARTSQUARTERLY 
5087 (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA)) 
V Cl-4)5(6-7)8(9)10-12// 1968-1979// 
705 SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS UPDATE (CONTINUES IN PART ARTSREPDRT) 
508753 (CONTINUED BY ARTISTS UPDATE) 
V 1-3// 1985-1987// 
336 29205 SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF ASSESSING OFFICERS NEWS BULLETIN 






SOUTH DAKOTA ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S REPORTS 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE 
SEE--ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
SOUTH DAKOTA AUTHORS' CATALOG 















SOUTH DAKOTA BICENTENNIAL NEWSLETTER 
V 1-4// 
SOUTH DAKOTA BIRD NOTES 
v l+ 
INDEX V 1-20 
1973-1976// 
1949+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS NEWS (CONTINUES INVESTING IN 
PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION) 
V 5+ 1990+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS NEWS (CONTINUED BY REGENTS UPDATE) 
V 5-8// 1990-1994// 
SOUTH DAKOTA BRAILLIST NEWSLETTER 
NO l+ 1994+ 
630 78305 SOUTH DAKOTA BUREAU FARMING (SHELVED IN SOUTH DAKOTA ROOM) 









SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS NEWS 
V 1// 
SOUTH DAKOTA BUSINESS REVIEW 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





SOUTH DAKOTA CHALLENGE (SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND 
CULTURAL AFFAIRS) 
1978-1995// 
SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LEGISLATIVE REPORT 
SEE--LEGISLATIVE REPORT (SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE) 
381 060783 SOUTH DAKOTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE REPORT (CONTINUES GREATER SOUTH 




















V 3-5// 1979-1980// 
SOUTH DAKOTA CHURCHMAN (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH NEWS) 
V (8-11)12-13(14)15(18)19-24(25-26)27-33 1920-1979// (34)35-52(53-54)55-60// 
SOUTH DAKOTA CIVIL DEFENSE INFORMATION BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 
SOUTH DAKOTA EMERGENCY AND DISASTER SERVICE INFORMATION BULLETIN) 
NO 75/1-77/8// 1975-1977// 
SOUTH DAKOTA CONSERVATION DIGEST (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR 
PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V (l-2)3-8(9)10-11(12)13+ 1934+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA CONSUMER UPDATE 
FALL 1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF COUNTY 
GOVERNMENT) (CONTINUED BY COUNTY COMMENT) 
V 36 N 3// JAN 1990// 
SOUTH DAKOTA CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTER 
1956+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA CROP-WEATHER SUMMARY (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
WEEKLY CROP-WEATHER REPORT) 




SOUTH DAKOTA DATA SUPPLEMENT (CONTINUED BV SOUTH DAKOTA'S BUSINESS 
MAGAZINE AND DATA SUPPLEMENT) 
V 1-(10)// 1984-1993// 
1000 SOUTH DAKOTA DIALOGUE 

































SOUTH DAKOTA DIRECTORY OF LOCAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIGEST (CONTINUED BY 
IDE A CINDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION AGENCY OF SD)) 
V 1-3// 1960-1962// 
SOUTH DAKOTA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS 
V l+ 1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ANNUAL SALARY STUDY 
1966-1972 
SOUTH DAKOTA EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY 





SOUTH DAKOTA EMERGENCY AND DISASTER SERVICE INFORMATION BULLETIN (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA CIVIL DEFENSE INFORMATION BULLETIN) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER CSOUTH 
DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AND VETERANS AFFAIRS)) 
NO 77/9-79/10// 1977-1979// 
SOUTH DAKOTA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT UPDATE 
V 3+ 1992+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION HORIZONS 
SEE--HORIZONS (SOUTH DAKOTA ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION) 
SOUTH DAKOTA EPISCOPAL CHURCH NEWS (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
CHURCHMAN) 
V (60-62)63+ 1979+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA EXCISE TAX REPORT 
NO l+ 1984+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA EXPERIENCES, AN ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION OF ITS PEOPLE 
V 1-5 1972-1976 
SOUTH DAKOTA FARM AND HOME RESEARCH 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA FARM AND HOME RESEARCH IN SECTION 2 OF THIS PRINTOUT 
SOUTH DAKOTA FORESTRY NOTES 
NO 1-65// 1954-1965// 
SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA HERITAGE) 
V 18+ 1992+ 
614 06 SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS 
H34 V C8)9-13Cl4)15Cl6)// 1953-1961// 
362 10425 SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS (1987-1994) 
5087 V 1-9// 1987-1995// 
978 305 SOUTH DAKOTA HERITAGE (CONTINUES DAKOTA WEST) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
Dl492 DAKOTA HALL OF FAME) 
V 14-17// 1988-1991// 
334 SOUTH DAKOTA HIGH-LINER 






SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT (CONTINUES HIGHER 
EDUCATION ENROLLMENT INFORMATION) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ENROLLMENT) 













































SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORICAL REVIEW 
V 1-2// 
SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY (CONTINUES WI-IYOHI) 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA HIWAY MAGAZINE V (6-7)8-21(22) 
SOUTH DAKOTA HORTICULTURE 
V 1(2-3)4-34// 





SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
SEE--PROCEEDINGS/JOURNAL 
SOUTH DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER HUMANIST 
V 1-6 NO 1-3 
SOUTH DAKOTA IDEA (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA) 
V 12-13// 
SOUTH DAKOTA INSIGHT 
1978-1983 
1980-1981// 
V l+ 1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF COUNTY GOVERNMENT (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA COUNTIES) 
V Cl>,3-36 N 2// 1954-1989// 
SOUTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 
V l+ 1948+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF MEDICINE AND PHARMACY 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 
SOUTH DAKOTA LABOR BULLETIN (CONTINUES MANPOWER BULLETIN, AN 
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT MANPOWER STATISTICS IN SOUTH DAKOTA) 
SOUTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION BOOK MARKS 
SEE--BOOK MARKS CS DLA> 
SOUTH DAKOTA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION NEWS 
SEE--BOOK MARKS CS DLA> 
SOUTH DAKOTA LIBRARY BULLETIN 
V 1-58// 
SOUTH DAKOTA LIMOUSIN ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 
V 18+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA MAGAZINE 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA MEMORIAL 
SOUTH DAKOTA MEMORIAL 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA MEMORIAL 





SOUTH DAKOTA MOTOR CARRIER 
SOUTH DAKOTA MUNICIPALITIES 
V (23)24+ 






















SOUTH DAKOTA NURSE 
V Cl-2)3-5(6-19)20-28,27+ 
NOTE VOLUME NUMBERING CHANGED IN 1985, 
BEGAN AGAIN WITH V 27 
SOUTH DAKOTA OBSERVER 
1956-1984 1985+ 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM AND MASS 
SEE--COMMUNICATION SOUTH DAKOTA OBSERVER 
330 5 SOUTH DAKOTA ON DUTY 
S087 V 1// 1918// 
371 103 SOUTH DAKOTA PARENT-TEACHER 
S087 V (5-30,32-33)34-37(38-44)// 1931-1971// 
INDEX WALL SOUTH DAKOTA PERIODICALS INDEX 
050 ALSO AVAILABLE AT READY REFERENCE 1982+ 
S088 
615 05 SOUTH DAKOTA PHARMACIST 
S088 V l+ 1986+ 
350 5 SOUTH DAKOTA PLANNER 
S087 V 1-4// 1970-1973// 
LB2331 
S62 
SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
ENROLLMENT (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHER EDUCATION 
ENROLLMENT) 
1994+ 
1000 SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK PROGRAM GUIDE 
SOU7 V lCARCHIVES)+ 1979CARCHIVES)+ 
ONE VEAR FILE SHELVED WITH CURRENT 
PERIODICALS 
657 04405 SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER 
S087 FIVE VEAR FILE 
1000 SOUTH DAKOTA REAL ESTATE BOARD NEWSLETTER 
SOU7 5 FIVE VEAR FILE 
1000 SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL LIBRARY NEWSLETTER 
SOU2 8 FIVE VEAR FILE 
SOUTH DAKOTA REPORTS 












SEE-- COURT OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
SOUTH DAKOTA RESOURCES COALITION ECO-FORUM 
SEE--ECO-FORUM 
SOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE SYSTEM OUTLOOK 
SEE--OUTLOOK CSOUTH DAKOTA RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE SYSTEM) 
SOUTH DAKOTA REVIEW 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA RURAL PRESS AND PRINT SHOP 
V 1-5,8-(45)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA RURAL YOUTH DOINGS 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA V MW DOINGS 
SOUTH DAKOTA SALES AND USE TAX REPORT 
NO l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL BOARDS 
SEE--A SB SD BULLETIN 




SOUTH DAKOTA SELECT A CATALOG OF SOUTH DAKOTA PRODUCTS (CURRENT 





































SOUTH DAKOTA SENATE JOURNAL 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE SENATE PROCEEDINGS/JOURNAL 
SOUTH DAKOTA SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 
V 1-4,7-11// 1971-1975,1977-1981// 
SOUTH DAKOTA SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION SPEECH JOURNAL 
V (4-10)// 1977-1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA SPEECH TEACHERS ASSOCIATION SPEECH BULLETIN 
V 1-27 1947-1972 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE ALUMNUS (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE 
ALUMNUS> (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS> 
V 50-58// 1960-1968// 
ONE COPY IN PERIODICAL COLLECTION, ONE 
COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
ALUMNI ATHLETIC COMMITTEE SPORTLITE 
SEE--SPORTLITE (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE ALUMNI ATHLETIC COMMITTEE) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
PRESIDENT'S BULLETIN 
V 1-6// 1952-1957// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE ALUMNUS (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
STATE ALUMNUS) 
V 1-50// 1910-1964// 
ONE COPY IN PERIODICAL COLLECTION, ONE 
COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE BULLETIN/CATALOG (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY BULLETIN/CATALOG) 
1908-1965// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE CAMPUS DIRECTORY (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS DIRECTORY> 
1921-1923,1926-1927, 
1929-1937,1943-1964// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE FACULTY BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY BULLETIN> 
V 1-22// 1944-1964// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE LINCOLN MEMORIAL LIBRARY BOOKLIST (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY BOOKLIST) 
V 1-18// 1949-1965// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE ENGINEER 
V (1,3)// 1947-1949// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY HISTORY NOTES 
V l+ 1985+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LIBRARY CHECKLIST 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LIBRARY SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLICATIONS CHECKLIST 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LIBRARY 
STATE LIBRARY SOUTH DAKOTA 
V 1-6// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LIBRARY 
v l+ 
NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER> 
1973-1979// 
SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLICATIONS CHECKLIST 
1975+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LIBRARY SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC INFORMATION 
NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE LIBRARY NEWSLETTER> 
V (6)+ 1979+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE POETRY SOCIETY PASQUE PETALS 
SEE--PASQUE PETALS 































SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
OFFICE MESSENGER 
1961+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ALL ABOUT JOURNALISM INTERNSHIPS 
V l+ 1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ALPHA ZETA FRATERNITY PRAIRIE WINDS 
V l+ 1982+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ALUMNUS (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE ALUMNUS) CONE COPY IN ARCHIVES) 
V 59(60)61+ 1969+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ANIMAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
TAKING STOCK 
V l+ 1976+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY AT STATE UNIVERSITY 
V 1-24// 1953-1977// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY BULLETIN/CATALOG 
MOST RECENT ISSUES IN REFERENCE OFFICE 1965+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT 
OFFICE CAREER CONCERNS 
V (1-2),7+ 1975+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT BEAKER BREAKER 
V (18)+ 1986+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT NOTAT-IONS 
V 5+ 1986+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CLASS SCHEDULE (CURRENT YEAR AND 
PREVIOUS YEAR IN REFERENCE OFFICE) 
FALL 1983+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES SOUTH DAKOTA HORIZONS PROGRESS REPORT 
1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AG/BIO VISION 
1987+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CREATING OPPORTUNITIES 
1989+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEAN'S NEWSLETTER 
V 4-6,8-14// 1973-1978,1980-
1985// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES TODAY'S COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES 
NO 6-12// 1967-1973// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE HEAR 
YE, HEAR YE (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCE NEWS AND INFORMATIONAL REPORT) 
1975-1983// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE NEWS 
AND INFORMATIONAL REPORT (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE HEAR YE, HEAR YE) 
1971-1975// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE THE 
RECORD 






















SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE WHAT'S 
UP 
SEPT 1983-MAY 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
E2RC INFOGRAM 
v l+ 1988+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ENL (NEWSLETTER) 
NO l+ 1984+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING IMPULSE 
1984+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS HOME 
ECONOMICS AT STATE (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS HOME ECONOMICS NEWSLETTER> 
1987+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS HOME 
ECONOMICS NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS HOME ECONOMICS AT STATE) 
1984// 
1973,1979,1981-1986// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NURSING NEWS (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF 
NURSING NURSING AT STATE) 
1975-1986// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NURSING EAST RIVER 
REVIEW 
V 1-4// 1985-1988// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NURSING NURSING AT STATE (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NURSING NEWS) 
1987+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NURSING WEST RIVER 
CAMPUS PROGRAM NEWSLETTER 




SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COMPUTING SERVICES (NEWSLETTER> 
V l+ 1983+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF CONTINUING 
EDUCATION/COMMUNITY SERVICE CE/CS OCCASIONALGRAM 
1982,1984 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF LIFELONG 
LEARNING SHOWCASE 
V (8)+ 1986+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT THE BUSINESS 
OF ECONOMICS 
1986-1987// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESEARCH CENTER ENGINEERING RESEARCH BULLETIN 
V l+ 1989+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ENGLISH DEPARTMENT ENGLISH 
NEWSLETTER 
1982-1983 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY ENGLISH DEPARTMENT ENGLISH AT STATE 
1990+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY EUROPEAN STUDIES PROGRAM NEWSLETTER 































SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY BULLETIN (CONTINUES SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE FACULTY BULLETIN) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
STATE UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY BULLETIN) 
V 22 NO 6-V 28 NO 7// 1964-1970// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY WOMEN'S CLUB GRAPEVINE 
1982-1986// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY FINANCIAL REPORT 
1965+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 
CAMPANILE 
V 1-3(4)5(6-7)8+ 1974+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY GAMMA THETA UPSILON SOUTH DAKOTA 
STATE GEOGRAPHY CONVENTION 
lST+ 1970+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE BULLETIN 
1956+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY HM BRIGGS LIBRARY CONSPECTUS 
NO l+ 1986+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY 
DEPARTMENT PLAINS TALK 
V 1-29// 1957-1987// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY 
DEPARTMENT TREE TALK 
V (2)3-5(6)7-15// 1975-1988// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY HPER DEPARTMENT RAMBLING REC'S 
V 1-3,5+ 1977+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY HUMANITIES OUTREACH NEWSLETTER 
1983 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS BULLETIN 
V l+ 1980+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY JOURNALISM AND MASS 
COMMUMICATION DEPARTMENT PJ BULLETIN 
1961+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY JOURNALISM AND MASS 
COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS ADVISERS NEWSLETTER 
V 26+ 1983+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY JOURNALISM AND MASS 
COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT SOUTH DAKOTA OBSERVER 
V l+ 1974+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT ALL ABOUT 
JOURNALISM INTERNSHIPS 
V l+ 1989+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT HIGH SCHOOL 
EDITOR 
SEE--HIGH SCHOOL EDITOR 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY KESD PROGRAMMING MEMO 
V 1-3// 1974-1976// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ADMINISTRATIVE 
MEMORANDA CIN LIBRARY DEAN'S OFFICE) 
1972+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY BOOKLIST (CONTINUES SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE LINCOLN MEMORIAL LIBRARY BOOKLIST) CONE COPY 
IN ARCHIVES) 
V 18-42// 1966-1990// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY MUSIC DEPARTMENT UP BEAT 


























SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY NATIVE AMERICAN ADVISEMENT 
OFFICE THE RAINMAKER 
1986// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT NUTRITION FOR MOTHER AND CHILD 
V 1-2// 1985-1987// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
ARTS AT STATE (BEGINNING IN 1987, OAKWOOD IS INCLUDED IN THE SPRING 
ISSUE) 
1982+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
AT STATE (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS PARENTS' UPDATE) 
1987-1989// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
PARENTS' UPDATE (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICE 
OF UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AT STATE) 
NO 1-NO 8// 1982-1986// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY PRINTONIAN CLUB CAMPUS DIRECTORY (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE CAMPUS DIRECTORY) 
1964-1972,1978+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT NEWSLETTER 
1980,1982+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING INSTITUTE 
NEWSLETTER (1970-1973),1975, 
1978,(1982) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND DATA PROCESSING 
V 1(2-3) 1967-1968 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SD SU CENTENNIAL 
V 1// 1981// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SD SU ENGINEER 
V 1, NO 1-4,6-8// 1972-1975// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SD SU PROFILE CAG-BIO PREXY 
COUNCIL) 
V 1-5// 1983-1987// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SD SU RABBIT REPORT 
1978+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SD SU UPDATE (CONTINUES SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY BULLETIN) 
V l+ 1977+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SPOTLIGHT ON STATE UNIVERSITY 
THEATRE V (2)3-4(5)6-11// 1979-1988// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
JACKRABBIT 
1905+ 
INDEX WALL SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION 
378 783 COLLEGIAN INDEX 




SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY BULLETIN (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE FACULTY BULLETIN) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY SD SU UPDATE) 
V 28-32// 1970-1977// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT RITZ GALLERY 






















SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT VISUAL ARTS 
NEWSLETTER 
V l+ 1985+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE VETERANS' HOME NEWS 
FIVE YEAR FILE 
SOUTH DAKOTA STOCKGROWER (NUMBERING OF ISSUES IS ERRATIC, RETRIEVE 
BY YEAR AND MONTH) 
V 1-10(11-12),17+ 1947+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA TRAFFIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS 
SEE--TRAFFIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIFIED COURTS (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM) 
1974-1978// 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
UNIFIED COURTS) 
1978-1995// 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNION FARMER 
V 2+ 1918+ 
V 2-70MF 1918-1988 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNION LIST OF HEALTH SCIENCE SERIALS (SHELVED IN 
INTERLIBRARY LOAN OFFICE) 
SOUTH DAKOTA WEEKLY CROP-WEATHER REPORT (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
CROP-WEATHER SUMMARY) 
SOUTH DAKOTA WHEAT COMMISSION WHEAT FACTS 
SEE--WHEAT FACTS (SOUTH DAKOTA WHEAT COMMISSION) 
SOUTH DAKOTA WHEAT NEWS (CONTINUES WHEAT CHECK OFF) 
1989+ 
SPRING 1990+ 






SOUTH DAKOTA ANIMAL DISEASE RESEARCH AND DIAGNOSTIC 
LABORATORY REPORT 
V l+ 1968+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA ATTORNEY GENERAL OFFICIAL OPINIONS (SHELVED WITH 
SOUTH DAKOTA ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE 
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA) (RETAINED UNTIL 
BIENNIAL REPORT IS PUBLISHED) (SHELVED IN SOUTH DAKOTA ROOM) 
1975+ 
SEE ONLINE SOUTH DAKOTA ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S OFFICE BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE 




SOUTH DAKOTA BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE CENTER OF INDIAN STUDIES 
NEWSLETTER 
SEE--NEWSLETTER (SOUTH DAKOTA BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE CENTER OF INDIAN 
SEE--STUDIES) 
SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF NURSING SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC 
INFORMATION NEWSLETTER (NURSES AND EMPLOYERS OF NURSES) 
SEE--NURSES AND EMPLOYERS OF NURSES 
SERIALS SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS DIVISION OF HIGHER 
DEPARTMENT EDUCATION NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS 
DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS DIVISION OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION INVESTING IN PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION) 




SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
INVESTING IN PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
BOARD OF REGENTS DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION PUBLIC 
INFORMATION NEWSLETTER) 
FIVE VEAR FILE 1988+ 
SERIALS SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BV SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD 
OF REGENTS DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION NEWSLETTER) 
V (2)-6// 1982-1986// 
1000 SOUTH DAKOTA BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF INFORMATION 
TE2 PROCESSING SERVICES TECH REVIEW 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
HJll SOUTH DAKOTA BUREAU OF BUDGET GOVERNOR'S BUDGET IN BRIEF 
S84 1975+ 
301 41205 SOUTH DAKOTA COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN NEWSLETTER 




















SOUTH DAKOTA COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE ADVANCE SHEETS 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT FOR THE VEARS 
SOUTH DAKOTA COMMITTEE ON HUMANITIES 





SOUTH DAKOTA COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH ENGLISH NOTES 
SEE--ENGLISH NOTES 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NOTES ON SOUTH DAKOTA 
FARM PRODUCTION COSTS, PRICES, AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 
NO 1-40// 1922-1925// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND FINANCE REPORT 
1894-1970// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE BOARD OF SOCIAL WORK 
EXAMINERS NEWSLETTER 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
DIVISION OF ELEMENTARV AND SECONDARV EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS DIGEST 
1972+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT INFORMATION (CONTINUED 
BV HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT INFORMATION SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF 
REGENTS) 
1970-1986// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF GAME, FISH, AND PARKS SOUTH DAKOTA 
STATEWIDE BIG GAME SURVEV 
1949-1952// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAVS HIGHWAV LINES 
SEE--HIGHWAV LINES 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF 
INSURANCE BUSINESS IN SOUTH DAKOTA DURING THE VEAR 
1972+ 
331 109783 SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
SOB SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ACTIVITIES REVIEW (1975)1976-1978 (1979)1980// 

















SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AND VETERANS AFFAIRS SOUTH 
DAKOTA PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AND VETERANS AFFAIRS SOUTH DAKOTA 
EMERGENCY AND DISASTER SERVICE INFORMATION BULLETIN) 
V l+ 1980+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION DIMENSIONS IN 
EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
INSTRUCTION SOUTH DAKOTA EDUCATION) 
1968-1969// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION GUIDANCE 
SERVICE NEWSLETTER 
V 1-23// 1949-1971// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION SOUTH DAKOTA 
EDUCATION (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
INSTRUCTION DIMENSIONS IN EDUCATION) 
1969-1970// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY PUBLIC SAFETY NEWS AND 
VIEWS 
SEE--PUBLIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE RESEARCH AND 
STATISTICS SECTION RESEARCH AND STATISTICS REPORT (CONTINUED BY 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAM ANALYSIS 
REPORT) 
1970-1973// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUES 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ANNUAL STATISTICAL REPORT) 
1995+ 
HJll SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ANNUAL STATISTICAL REPORT 

















SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES MENTAL HEALTH STATE 
PLAN 
1977+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES SOUTH DAKOTA INDIAN 
RECIPIENTS OF SOCIAL WELFARE 
1969+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
REPORT (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
PROGRAM ANALYSIS REPORT) 
V (10)+ 1979+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DESTINATIONS 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND NATURAL RESOURCES WATER 
AND ENVIRONMENT TODAY 
V 1-8// 1987-1994// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DIVISION OF PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS SOUTH DAKOTA 
VITAL STATISTICS ANNUAL REPORT 
1951+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA DIVISION OF SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAM ANALYSIS REPORT (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE RESEARCH AND 
STATISTICS RESEARCH AND STATISTICS REPORT) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES STATISTICAL ANALYSIS REPORT) 
V 5-(10)// 1974-1979// 
SOUTH DAKOTA DIVISION OF VETERANS AFFAIRS SO-KOTA 
VET-LETTER 
SEE--SO-KOTA VET-LETTER 
SOUTH DAKOTA DIVISION OF VETERANS AFFAIRS VET LETTER 
SEE--VET LETTER 
SOUTH DAKOTA FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
ARTSQUARTERLV 
SEE--ARTSQUARTERLV (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA) 
433 -
SOUTH DAKOTA FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
ARTSREPORT 
SEE--ARTSREPORT (FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA) 








SOUTH DAKOTA HEALTH PLANNING PROGRAM HEALTH FACILITIES AND 
SERVICES IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL ISSUE 
MEMORANDUM 
FIVE VEAR FILE 
1975+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL LRC NEWS LETTER AND 
COUNCIL MINUTES 
NO 1-36,V 6+ 1951+ 
J87 SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
SB PROCEEDINGS/JOURNAL (LEGISLATURE MET EVERV TWO VEARS, 1890-1963, 
THEN BEGAN MEETING VEARLV IN 1964) 
SESSION 1-13 IN ARCHIVES 1890-1913 
SESSION 14+ 1915+ 
CURRENT SESSION IN REFERENCE 
J87 SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE SENATE PROCEEDINGS/JOURNAL 








VEARLV IN 1964) 
SESSION 1-13 IN ARCHIVES 1890-1913 
SESSION 14+ 1915+ 
CURRENT SESSION IN REFERENCE 
SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATIVE MANUAL 
1903, 1907+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION RESOURCES BULLETIN 
V (3-4)5-8(9)// 1950-1956// 
SOUTH DAKOTA OFFICE ON AGING STATE PLAN ON AGING (CONTINUED BV 
STATE PLAN ON AGING (PIERRE)) 
1977-1983// 
























STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BULLETIN 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BULLETIN 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BULLETIN 
STATE GEOLOGIST BULLETIN 
STATE GEOLOGIST CIRCULAR 
STATE GEOLOGIST SPECIAL REPORT 
STATE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL JS451 






SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 
v l+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 
MEMORANDUM 
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL 







































SOUTH DAKOTA SUPREME COURT REPORTS OF CASES DECIDED IN THE 
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA (CURRENT UNBOUND ISSUES 
IN REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA, OLDER ISSUES IN ARCHIVES) 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY BUSINESS RESEARCH BUREAU 
BULLETIN 
1961+ 
NO (3-59)61+ 1941+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT RESEARCH BUREAU PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS 
SEE--PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY HISTORIC PRESERVATION CENTER 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION MONTHLY (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY HISTORIC PRESERVATION NEWSLETTER) 
NO 1-25// 1972-1974// 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY HISTORIC PRESERVATION CENTER 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION NEWSLETTER (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY HISTORIC PRESERVATION CENTER MONTHLY) 
V (4-10)// 1975-1981// 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES NEWS 
REPORT (CONTINUED BY NEWS REPORT UNIVRSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES) 
NO 1-121// 1955-1989// 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SOUTH DAKOTA ALUMNUS 
V 1-37// 1905-1941// 
SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY W H OVER DAKOTA MUSEUM MUSEUM NEWS 
V (1-14)15-29// 1939-1968// 
SOUTH DAKOTA'S BUSINESS MAGAZINE AND DATA SUPPLEMENT (CONTINUES 
SOUTH DAKOTA DATA SUPPLEMENT) 
V (10)+ 1994+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA'S RANK IN AGRICULTURE 
1979-1981,1983+ 
SOUTH DAKOTAN 
V 1-5(6-7)// 1898-1905// 
SEARCHBANK SOUTH FLORIDA BUSINESS JOURNAL 













SOUTH-NORTH DIALOGUE IN KOREA 
1978+ 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOCIATION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE AGENICES 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE (CONTINUES SOUTHEASTERN 
ASSOCIATION OF GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE) 
1976+ 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOCIATION OF GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONERS 
PROOCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE (CONTINUED BY SOUTHEASTERN 









SOUTHERN COMMUNICATION JOURNAL (CONTINUES SOUTHERN SPEECH 
COMMUNICATION JOURNAL) 
V 54+ 1988+ 
330 97505 SOUTHERN ECONOMIC JOURNAL 
S088 V 25+ 1958+ 

















SOUTHERN EDUCATION REPORT 
V 1-4// 1965-1969// 
SOUTHERN GRAPHICS 
V (62)-66 1986-1990 
SOUTHERN HUMANITIES REVIEW 
V 29+ 1995+ 
SOUTHERN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL 
OF AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS) 
V 17-24// 1985-1993// 
SOUTHERN LITERARY JOURNAL 
V 27+ 1994+ 
SOUTHERN MEDICAL JOURNAL 
V 79+ 1986+ 
SOUTHERN REVIEW 
V 1-BCMF)// 1828-1832// 
051 SOUTHERN REVIEW (BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA) (SERIES 2) 

















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1992+ 
SOUTHERN SPEECH COMMUNICATION JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY SOUTHERN 
COMMUNICATION JOURNAL) 
V Cl-4)5C6)7-10Cll-15)16-19C20)21-53// 1935-1988// 
SOUTHERN SPEECH JOURNAL 
SEE--SOUTHERN SPEECH COMMUNICATION JOURNAL 
SOUTHERN WEED SCIENCE SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS 
V 3+ 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
SOUTHWESTERN ENTOMOLOGIST 
V 4+ 
SUPPL NO 1(1980)+ 
SOUTHWESTERN JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGY 







V 11+ 1966+ 
SOVIET ATOMIC ENERGY 
V 1-15,20-68 1956-1990 
SOVIET GEOGRAPHY REVIEW AND TRANSLATION (CONTINUED BY 
POST-SOVIET GEOGRAPHY) 
V 12-32// 1971-1991// 
SOVIET JOURNAL OF ATOMIC ENERGY 
SEE--SOVIET ATOMIC ENERGY 
530 5 SOVIET JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
50893 V 1-34 NO 6// 1965-1981// 
947 08405 SOVIET LIFE (CONTINUES USSR SOVIET LIFE TODAY) (CONTINUED BY 
U21 RUSSIAN LIFE) 
NO 100-423// 1965-1991// 
620 105 SOVIET MATERIALS SCIENCE 
5089 V 4-11 1968-1975 
DOC 
D301 79 
SOVIET MILITARY THOUGHT SERIES 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
436 -
530 5 SOVIET PHYSICS DOK LADY 
S0895 v 5+ 1960+ 
530 5 SOVIET PHYSICS JETP 
S089 v 1-75 1955-1992 
531 705 SOVIET PHYSICS SOLID STATE 
S089 v 1-6,8-34 1959-1992 
530 5 SOVIET PHYSICS USPEKHI 
S0897 v l+ 1958+ 
581 105 SOVIET PLANT PHYSIOLOGY CFIZIOLOGIIA RASTENII) 
AK13 v 5-7,9-10,(13)14-39 1958-1992 
947 08405 SOVIET REVIEW (CONTINUED BY RUSSIAN SOCIAL SCIENCE REVIEW) 
S089 74 v 2-(33)// 1961-1992// 
SOVIET RUSSIA 
SEE--SOVIET RUSSIA PICTORIAL 
947 08405 SOVIET RUSSIA PICTORIAL 
S089 76 V 1-2(3-4)6-7 1919-1924 
305 SOVIET SOCIOLOGY 
S089 V 5-29 1966-1990 
631 405 SOVIET SOIL SCIENCE (CONTINUED BY EURASIAN SOIL SCIENCE) 
S089 1958-1992// 
613 70947 SOVIET SPORTS REVIEW (CONTINUED BY FITNESS AND SPORTS REVIEW) 







SOWJETWISSENSCHAFT NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE BEITRAGE 
1959-1961 
SPACE LIFE SCIENCES 
V 1-4// 1968-1973// 
SPACE RESEARCH 
1960-1974 
338 091905 SPACE TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION (CONTINUED BY AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY 
SPll INNOVATION) 
V 1-4// 1993-1996// 
629 138805 SPACEFLIGHT 





SPATE (CONTINUED BY STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION FOR 
TEACHER EDUCATION JOURNAL) 
V 5(6-7)8-11// 1966-1973// 
SPEAKER 
V 1-4(5)6-8// 1905-1913// 
INDEX V 1-8 










SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER MAR 1994+ 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES (CONTINUED BY INFORMATION OUTLOOK) 
V 1-54CMF)55-87CP)// 1910-1996// 
INDEX V 1-17 
SEARCHBANK-BUSINESS ASAP 1991-1996// 
SPECIAL TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
SEE--ASTM SPECIAL TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
SPECIAL WARFARE 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SPECTACLES 
V lCMF)// 1807// 
SPECTATOR 
V 202-251(252) 1959-1984 























SPECTRA (SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION) 
TWO VEAR FILE 
SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA (CONTINUED BV SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA 
PARTS A AND B) 
V 15-22// 1959-1966// 
SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA PART A MOLECULAR AND BIOMOLECULAR 
SPECTROSCOPY (CONTINUES SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA PART A MOLECULAR 
SPECTROSCOPY) 
V 51+ 1995+ 
SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA PART A MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY (CONTINUES SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA) (CONTINUED BV SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA 






PART B ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY (CONTINUES 
1967-1993 
SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF INORGANIC AND ORGANOMETALLIC 
COMPOUNDS 
1967+ 
SPECTRUM THE JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF 
STATE GOVERNMENT) 
V (65)+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1992+ 
SPECULUM 
V l+ 1926+ 
V l-64CJSTOR) 1926-1989CJSTOR) 




















SPIRIT OF THE FORUM, AND HUDSON REMARKER 
V lCMF)// 1817 // 
SPIRIT OF THE PUBLIC JOURNALS OR, BEAUTIES OF THE AMERICAN 
NEWSPAPERS 














SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 




SPORT FISHERY ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY FISHERIES REVIEW) 
V 1-30// 1955-1985// 
INDEX V 1-15 
SPORT HISTORY REVIEW (CONTINUES CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY OF 
SPORT) 
V 27+ 1996+ 
SPORT PSYCHOLOGIST 
V 9+ 1995+ 
438 -
SEARCHBANK SPORTING GOODS BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1991+ 








SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAY 1980+ 






SPORTS AFIELD (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 152+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1992+ 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
COPY 1, V lCP)+ 1954CP)+ 
COPY 2, V 32CMCHE)+ 1970CMCHE)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP DEC 1982+ 
SEARCHBANK SPORTS ILLUSTRATED FOR KIDS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 












V 1-5// 1978-1982// 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
V l+ 1984+ 
SQUIBB ABSTRACT BULLETIN 
V 2-25// 1929-1952// 
STADLER GENETICS SYMPOSIUM STADLER GENETICS SYMPOSIA 
V l+ 1971+ 
STAIN TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY BIOTECHNIC & HISTOCHEMISTRY) 



















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993-JUNE 1996 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION ANNUAL DIVIDEND RECORD (SHELVED IN REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
CURRENT VEAR ONLY 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION BOND GUIDE (SHELVED IN 
REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
CURRENT EDITION ONLY 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION OUTLOOK 
SEE--OUTLOOK, COMBINED WITH STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION STANDARD AND POOR'S INDUSTRY 
SURVEYS (SHELVED IN REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
CURRENT VEAR ONLY 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION STATISTICAL SERVICE (SHELVED IN REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
CURRENT VEAR ONLY 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION STOCK GUIDE (SHELVED IN 
REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
CURRENT EDITION ONLY 
STANDARD AND POOR'S CREDITWEEK 
CURRENT VEAR ONLY 
STANDARD AND POOR'S DAILY DIVIDEND RECORD 
SEE--STANDARD AND POOR'S CORPORATION ANNUAL DIVIDEND RECORD 












STANFORD FRENCH REVIEW 
V 8-17// 





505 STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE SR I JOURNAL (CONTINUES, IN PART, 





V 1-27 SUPPL 1964-1969 
NO 1-5 1964-1969 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY DUDLEY HERBARIUM CONTRIBUTIONS 
V 1-2(3)4-5// 1927-1951// 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY FOOD RESEARCH INSTITUTE STUDIES 
V (1,2)-22// 1960-1992// 
1000 STAR RADIATING THE TRUTH OF HANSEN'S DISEASE 








STARS AND STRIPES 
V 1-2// 1918-1919// 
STATE (WASHINGTON, DC) (CONTINUES US DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
NEWSLETTER) 
NO 230+ 1981+ 
STATE COLLEGE DAKOTAN (CONTINUES STATE COLLEGE FARMER AND 
HOMEMAKER) 
SEE--MA'S MAGAZINE 
STATE COLLEGE FARMER AND HOMEMAKER 
V 1(2)// 1953-1954// 
INDEX WALL STATE EDUCATION JOURNAL INDEX (CONTINUED BY STATE EDUCATION 
370 5 JOURNAL INDEX AND EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO PERIODICALS RESEARCH 
ST29 STRATEGIES) 
V 3-22// 1965-1985// 
INDEX WALL STATE EDUCATION JOURNAL INDEX AND EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO PERIODICALS 
370 5 RESEARCH STRATEGIES (CONTINUES STATE EDUCATION JOURNAL INDEX) 











STATE EDUCATION LEADER (CONTINUES INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR 
EDUCATION) 
V l+ 1982+ 
STATE FOREST NOTES (CALIFORNIA) (CONTINUED BY CALIFORNIA 
FORESTRY NOTE) 
NO 65-77// 1979// 
STATE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT) 
V 4-8(9-10)11-58// 1931-1985// 
STATE GOVERNMENT NEWS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
STATE LEGISLATIVE REPORT, A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF LEGISLATIVE 
ACTIVITIES OF INTEREST TO THE NURSING PROFESSION (CONTINUED BY STATE NURSING LEGISLATIVE QUARTERLY) 
V 3, NO 1-3// 1985// 
328 73005 STATE LEGISLATURES 
ST29 V 21+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
ARCHIVES STATE NEWSLETTER 
















STATE OF THE WORLD'S CHILDREN 
1982+ 
STATE PLAN ON AGING (PIERRE) (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA OFFICE ON 
AGING STATE PLAN ON AGING> 
1981+ 
5451 STATE-FEDERAL CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING SERVICE 
MS (MINNESOTA AND US) MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 
S75M 1963+ 




STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF LATIN AMERICA 
1966+ 

























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1992+ 
STATISTICAL REPORTER 
SEE--U S BUREAU OF THE BUDGET OFFICE OF STATISTICAL STANDARDS 
SEE--STATISTICAL REPORTER 
STATISTICAL SCIENCE 
V 1-6 1986-1991 
STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHOD ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
JOURNAL ABSTRACTS STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHOD) 
V 5+ 1964+ 
STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 
SEE--U NE SC O STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 
STATISTICS OF INCOME SO I BULLETIN 
V (3)4+ 
STATISTICS OF NAVY MEDICINE 
V (1-5)6-15(16)17-23(24) 25-32(33)34 (35) 

















STEREO REVIEW (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 40+ 1978+ 
STERN 
THREE MONTH FILE 













V 1-27CP)28CP AND MCHE)+ 
ST RAD 
V 106+ 







SEARCHBANK STRATEGY AND LEADERSHIP (CONTINUES PLANNING REVIEW CA PUBLICATION 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MARCH 1996+ 
STRATEGY FOR PEACE CONFERENCE STRATEGY FOR PEACE CONFERENCE REPORT 
1965-1971 
STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING (CONTINUES NS CA JOURNAL) 
V 16+ 1994+ 
624 205 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES I ABS E 
IN72 PERIODICA) 
V l+ 1991+ 
QD461 STRUCTURE AND BONDING 
575 1966+ 
947 08405 STRUGGLING RUSSIA 




STUD MANAGERS' SCHOOL STUD MANAGERS HANDBOOK 
V 1-4,6-21// 1965-1989// 




























V 5-25 1953-1973 
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION FOR TEACHER EDUCATION JOURNAL (CONTINUES SPATE) (CONTINUED BY HUMANIST EDUCATOR) 
V 12-13// 1973-1975// 
STUDIES IN AMERICAN FICTION 
V 6+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
STUDIES IN AMERICAN POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT 
V 1-ClO) 
STUDIES IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
V 38+ 
STUDIES IN ART EDUCATION 
V 3+ 








STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE COMMUNISM (CONTINUES COMMUNIST AFFAIRS) (CONTINUED BY COMMUNIST AND POST-COMMUNIST STUDIES) 
V 1-25// 1968-1992// 
STUDIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE (VOLUMES 2 AND 3 OF THIS 
SERIES ARE CATALOGED SEPARATELY SEE ONLINE CATALOG FOR CALL 
NUMBERS) 
V 4+ 1975+ 
STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
STUDIES IN FAMILY PLANNING 
V 26+ 







STUDIES IN FORMATIVE SPIRITUALITY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
SPIRITUAL FORMATION) 
V 1-14// 1980-1993// 
STUDIES IN LATIN AMERICAN POPULAR CULTURE 
NO 2+ 







































STUDIES IN MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE HISTORY NEW SERIES 
V l+ 1978+ 
STUDIES IN PHILOLOGY 
V 58-63CMF)64CP)+ 1961-1966CMF)l967CP)+ 
STUDIES IN ROMANTICISM 
V l+ 1961+ 
STUDIES IN SHORT FICTION 
V l-15CMF)llCP)+ 1963-1978CMF)l974CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
STUDIES IN THE LITERARY IMAGINATION 
V 27+ 1995+ 
STUDIES IN THE NOVEL 
V l+ 1969+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
STUDIES IN THE RENAISSANCE 
V 1-21// 
V l-21CJSTOR)// 
(ABSORBED BY RENAISSANCE QUARTERLY> 
1954-1974// 
1954-1974CJSTOR)// 
STUDIES IN TROPICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
V 1-12// 1963-1974// 
STUDIES IN 18TH CENTURY CULTURE 
SEE--STUDIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE 
STUDIES ON FERTILITY (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF REPRODUCTION) 






LATEST ISSUE ONLY RETAINED 
STYLE 
V 29+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
STYLOPS A JOURNAL OF TAXONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY 
V 1-4// 
SUBJECT INDEX TO PERIODICALS 









SUBSTANCE USE AND MISUSE (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF THE 
ADDICTIONS) 








SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1991+ 
SUCCESSFUL FARMING (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY> 
V l-46CMF)47CP)+ 1902-1948CMF>l949CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP FEB 1990+ 




SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION 
1960-1971 
1967-1976 
SEE--COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS COMMITTEE OF STATE OFFICIALS ON 
SEE--SUGESTED STATE LEGISLATION 
616 85844 SUICIDE AND LIFE-THREATENING BEHAVIOR 















SUID-AFRIKAANSE TYDSKRIF VIR LANDBOUWETENSKAP 
V 1-11// 
SULPHUR INSTITUTE JOURNAL 
V 1-12// 








SUNDAY VISITANT OR, WEEKLY REPOSITORY OF CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE 
V l-2CMF)// 1818-1819// 
SUNFLOWER CFARGO, NORTH DAKOTA> 
V 8+ 1982+ 
051 SUNSET (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
SUNSHINE MAGAZINE 
V 1-2(3)4-5(6)7-8(9-10)// 1920-1930// 
SUNSHINE SCRIBE 
V 9-18 1951-1960 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
SUPERIOR STUDENT 
V 1-7/ I 




SEARCHBANK SUPERMARKET BUSINESS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK SUPERMARKET NEWS 



















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989+ 
SUPERVISOR NURSE (CONTINUED BY NURSING MANAGEMENT> 
V 7-12// 1976-1981// 
SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY GETTING RESULTS) 
V 40-41// 1995-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-1996// 
SUPPLEMENTO DEL NUOVO CIMENTO 
SERIES 10 
V (20)-(26)// 1961-1962// 
SUPREME COURT REVIEW 
V l+ 1960+ 
SURFACE ENVIRONMENT AND MINING THESAURUS (SUPPLEMENT TO SEAMALERT> 
1980// 
SURGICAL CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON 
LOWER LEVEL> 
V 35+ 1955+ 
INDEX 1955+ 
SURVEY 
V 19-88// 1907-1952// 
SURVEY GRAPHIC 






















SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 
V 1-54(55)56+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 





SURVEYING AND LAND INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CONTINUES SURVEYING AND 
MAPPING) 
V 50+ 1990+ 
SURVEYING AND MAPPING (CONTINUED BY SURVEYING AND LAND INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS) 
V (17),21-49// 1957-1989// 
INDEX V 1-20 
SVENSK BOTANISK TIDSKRIFT 
V 53-70 
INDEX V 1-60 
SVERIGES UTSADESFORENINGS TIDSKRIFT 
V (70)71-86 





SWEDISH JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY SCANDINAVIAN 
JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS) 
V 69-77// 1967-1975// 
SWEDISH WILDLIFE RESEARCH VILTREVY (CONTINUES VILTREVY SWEDISH 
WILDLIFE) 
V 11-(13) 1979-1988 
SWIMMING TECHNIQUE 
V 1-3(4-5)6-13(14)15(16)17+ 1964+ 
SEARCHBANK SWISS BUSINESS (CONTINUED BY SWISS WORLD) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-SEPT 1996// 
320 5 
SW6 
SWISS REVIEW OF WORLD AFFAIRS 
V 1-25(26) 1951-1977 
SEARCHBANK SWISS WORLD (CONTINUES SWISS BUSINESS) 
















QRl SYMPOSIA OF THE SOCIETY FOR GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY (CONTINUES SOCIETY 













ND 32+ 1981+ 
SYMPOSIUM 
V 18+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 














SYNTHETIC COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUES ORGANIC PREPARATIONS AND 
PROCEDURES) 




SYNTHETIC METHODS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
SEE--THEILHEIMER, WILHELM SYNTHETIC METHODS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE AND FORESTRY TECHNICAL PUBLICATION 
NO 1-97// 1914-1975// 
590 5 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY (CONTINUES SYSTEMATIC ZOOLOGY) 
SV872 V 41+ 1992+ 
581 01205 SYSTEMATIC BOTANY 








































SYSTEMATIC ENTOMOLOGY (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF ENTOMOLOGY SERIES 8) 
V 1+ 1976+ 
SYSTEMATIC ZOOLOGY (CONTINUED BY SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY) 
V 18-40// 1969-1991// 
SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY ACM SIGDOC 
ASTERISK) 
V 2-6// 1975-1979// 
SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE (CONTINUES BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCE) 
V 14+ 1997+ 
TC I THE BUSINESS OF ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN (CONTINUES THEATRE CRAFTS) 
V (26)+ 1992+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
TESOL JOURNAL 
V 1+ 1991+ 
TESOL MATTERS (CONTINUES TESOL NEWSLETTER) 
V l+ 1991+ 
TESOL NEWSLETTER (TEACHERS OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER 
LANGUAGES) (CONTINUED BYTES O L MATTERS) 
V (19)-24// 1985-1990// 
TESOL QUARTERLY (TEACHERS OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER 
LANGUAGES> 
V 19+ 1985+ 
T H E JOURNAL (TECHNOLOGICAL HORIZONS IN EDUCATION) 
v 16+ 1988+ 
T I E TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION 
v 9+ 1994+ 
T I p s (TECHNICAL INFORMATION PROJECT) 
v l+ 1986+ 
T L s ESSAYS AND REVIEWS FROM THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
V 1-12 
T Q M IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
TWO VEAR FILE 
T R NEWS (CONTINUES TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH 
NO 104+ 






















TALL TIMBERS CONFERENCE ON ECOLOGICAL ANIMAL CONTROL BY HABITAT 
MANAGEMENT 
V 1-6// 1969-1974// 
TALL TIMBERS FIRE ECOLOGY CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
NO 1-3,5-13 1962-1973 
TALLAHASSEE TALL TIMBERS RESEARCH STATION BULLETIN 
1962+ 
SEARCHBANK TAMPA BAY BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK TARGET MARKETING 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK TAX ADVISOR 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP NOV 1991+ 





























SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989+ 






INDEX V 1-20 
TDR (CONTINUES DRAMA REVIEW> 
V 32+ 





TEACHER (STAMFORD, CONN) (CONTINUES GRADE TEACHER) (MERGED WITH 
INSTRUCTOR (DANSVILLE, NY>, TO BECOME INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER> 
V 90-98// 1972-1981// 
TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD 
V 14-18,20+ 
TEACHERS OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES 
SEE--T ES O L 
1913-1917,1919+ 
TEACHING CHILDREN MATHEMATICS (CONTINUES ARITHMETIC TEACHER> 
V l+ 1994+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1994+ 











TECH NOTES (1986- > (CONTINUES TECH NOTES COMPUTERS, TECH 
NOTES ELECTROTECHNOLOGY, TECH NOTES ENERGY, TECH NOTES 
ENGINEERING, TECH NOTES LIFE SCIENCES, TECH NOTES MACHINERY AND 
TOOLS, TECH NOTES MANUFACTURING, TECH NOTES MATERIALS, TECH 
NOTES PHYSICAL SCIENCES, AND TECH NOTES TESTING AND INSTRUMEN-
TATION) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES COMPUTERS (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- >> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES ELECTROTECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- » 


















TECH NOTES ENERGY (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES LIFE SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES MACHINERY AND TOOLS (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES MANUFACTURING (CONTINUED BY TECH NOTES (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES MATERIALS (CONTINUED BY TECH 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH NOTES TESTING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
NOTES (1986- )) 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TECH REVIEW 
NOTES (1986- )) 
BY TECH NOTES 
(CONTINUED BY TECH 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF INFORMATION 
SEE--PROCESSING SERVICES TECH REVIEW 
1000 TECH TIMES CS DSM & T) 
TE3 FIVE VEAR FILE 
2120 TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GRAPHIC ARTS TAG A PROCEEDINGS 
T4T 1950-1995 
808 06605 TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION 













SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
TECHNICAL CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION AND REPRODUCTION 
PROCEEDINGS 
NO 2+ 1970+ 




TECHNIQUES (CONTINUES VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOURNAL) 
1969+ 
1959-1967// 
V 71+ 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1997+ 
TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE 
V 1-3(4)5+ 1959+ 
371 39445 TECHNOLOGY AND LEARNING (CONTINUES CLASSROOM COMPUTER LEARNING) 
C5692 V 11+ 1990+ 
605 
T22622 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD SEPT 1990+ 
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (1998) (CONTINUES MIT'S TECHNOLOGY REVIEW) 
V (101)+ 1998+ 
605 TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (CONTINUED BY MIT'S TECHNOLOGY REVIEW) 
T226 V 78-100 NO 1// 1975-JAN 1997// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983+ 
371 42605 TECHNOLOGY TEACHER A JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
IN23 ASSOCIATION (CONTINUES MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY) 
V 43-50 1983-1991 










TECHTRENDS (CONTINUES INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATOR) 
V (30)+ 
SEARCHBANK TEEN MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
640 705 TEEN TIMES 
T229 V 7-25(26)27,29-32(33) 
SEARCHBANK TELECOMMUNICATIONS CNORTH AMERICAN EDITION) 






SEARCHBANK TELEPHONE ENGINEER AND MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED BY AMERICA'S NETWORK) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-1987// 
SEARCHBANK TELEPHONY 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1988+ 
SEARCHBANK TELEVISION DIGEST 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1990+ 
791 4505 TELEVISION QUARTERLY 
T236 V l-11Cl2),Cl5-16) 1962-1979 
954 91005 TEMPO A JOURNAL OF OPINION 







TEMPO A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF MODERN MUSIC (SERIES 2) 
NO 84-179,192+ 1968-1991,(1995)+ 
TENNESSEE POETRY JOURNAL 
V 1-4// 


























TEXAS BUSINESS REVIEW 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER 










TEXAS STUDIES IN LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE, A JOURNAL OF THE 
HUMANITIES 
V (15)+ 1973+ 
677 028250 TEXTILE CHEMIST AND COLORISTS 





TEXTILE COLORIST AND CONVERTER (MERGED INTO AMERICAN DYESTUFF 
REPORTER) 
V 54-70// 1932-1948// 
TEXTILE HORIZONS (CONTINUES TEXTILE HORIZONS INTERNATIONAL> 





































TEXTILE HORIZONS (CONTINUES TEXTILE INSTITUTE AND INDUSTRY) (CONTINUED BY TEXTIL HORIZONS INTERNATIONAL) 
V 1-11// 1981-1991// 
TEXTILE HORIZONS INTERNATIONAL (CONTINUES TEXTILE HORIZONS) (CONTINUES BY TEXTILE HORIZONS) 
V 12-13// 1992-1993// 
TEXTILE INDUSTRIES 
V 129-148// 1965-1984// 
TEXTILE INSTITUTE AND INDUSTRY (CONTINUES TEXTILE INSTITUTE, 
MANCHESTER, ENG JOURNAL PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY TEXTILE 
HORIZONS) 
V 1-19// 1963-1981// 
TEXTILE INSTITUTE, MANCHESTER, ENG JOURNAL 
V 1-81 1910-1990 
TEXTILE INSTITUTE, MANCHESTER, ENG JOURNAL ABSTRACTS 
V 41-59 1950-1968 
TEXTILE INSTITUTE, MANCHESTER, ENG JOURNAL PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY TEXTILE INSTITUTE AND INDUSTRY) 
V 41-55// 1950-1964// 
TEXTILE INSTITUTE, MANCHESTER, ENG JOURNAL TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED BY TEXTILE INSTITUTE, MANCHESTER, ENG JOURNAL) 
V 41-56// 1950-1965// 














THE OUTLOOK CU S OFFICE OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION) 
V 1+ 1990+ 
THEATER HEUTE 
V 17+ 1976+ 
THEATRE ARTS 
V 8-34CMF)35-48CP)// 1924-1964// 
THEATRE COMMUNICATIONS (CONTINUED BY AMERICAN THEATRE) 
V 6// 1984// 
THEATRE CRAFTS (CONTINUED BY TC I THE BUSINESS OF ENTERTAINMENT 
TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN) 
V (1)-(26)// 1967-1992// 
371 332505 THEATRE JOURNAL (CONTINUES EDUCATIONAL THEATRE JOURNAL) 
T34 V 31+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993-1995 
PROJECT MUSE 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK THEATRE RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL 






























THEATRICAL INQUISITOR (SERIES 1) 
V l-16CMF)// 




THEILHEIMER, WILHELM SYNTHETIC METHODS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
V 1-50 1948-1996 
THEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE 
V l-3CMF)// 1795-1799// 
THEOLOGICAL REVIEW AND GENERAL REPOSITORY OF RELIGIOUS AND MORAL 
INFORMATION 
V lCMF)// 1822// 
SEARCHBANK THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 

































THEORETICAL AND APPLIED GENETICS 
V Cl -11 > , 25+ 
INDEX V 1-25 
THEORETICAL POPULATION BIOLOGY 
THEORY AND EVENT 
THEORY AND PSYCHOLOGY 
V 5+ 
THEORY AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL EDUCATION 
V 14+ 
THEORY AND SOCIETY 
V 13+ 
THEORY INTO PRACTICE 
v l+ 




NOTE CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE ADR 
124A 
THESAURUS OFER IC DESCRIPTORS 
THESPIAN MIRROR 
V lCMF)// 
THESPIAN MONITOR, AND DRAMATICK MISCELLANY 
V lCMF)// 
THESPIAN ORACLE OR, MONTHLY MIRROR 
V lCMF)// 
1000 THIS WEEK IN GERMANY 




































THRUST FOR EDUCATION LEADERSHIP (CONTINUES JOURNAL OF SECONDARY 
EDUCATION AND CALIFORNIA ELEMENTARY ADMINISTRATOR) 





TIJDSCHRIFT OVER PLANTENZIEKTEN 
SEE--NETHERLANDS JOURNAL OF PLANT PATHOLOGY 












SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
TILE AND TILL 
V 30-48(49-50)51-54(55-65)// 
TILTON'S JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE 
V 1-8 
TIME (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
COPV 1, V 18-64CIN STORAGE)65(P)+ 
COPV 2, V l-18CMF)l9CMCHE)+ 







SEARCHBANK TIME FOR KIDS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1996+ 









1000 TIMELY NEWS BROOKINGS COUNTY VOLUNTEER SERVICE BANK 


















TIMES EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL MICROFILM 
ARRIVES 
TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER UNTIL MICROFILM 
ARRIVES 




TITLES IN SERIES A HANDBOOK FOR LIBRARIANS AND STUDENTS 
V l-4(1ST,2ND,3RD ED)// 1953-1978// 
MOST RECENT EDITION IN BIB CENTER 
TOBACCO ABSTRACTS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
TODAY'S EDUCATION (CONTINUES NE A JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BV TODAY'S 
EDUCATION GENERAL EDITION) 
V 57-68// 1968-1979// 
TODAY'S EDUCATION (ANNUAL EDITION) (CONTINUES TODAY'S EDUCATION 
GENERAL EDITION) (CONTINUED BV NE A TODAV) (FIRST ANNUAL EDITION 
BOUND WITH TODAY'S EDUCATION GENERAL EDITION, V 71) 
V 1-5// 1982-1987// 
TODAY'S HEALTH (ALSO KNOWN AS HVGEIA, ABSORBED BV FAMILY HEALTH) 
V 3-C54)(P)(STORAGE)27-36CMF)// 1925-1976// 
SEARCHBANK TODAY'S HOME HEALTHCARE PROVIDER (CONTINUES INDEPENDENT LIVING 
PROVIDER) 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER NOV 1997+ 




TODAY'S HOMEOWNER (CONTINUES HOME MECHANIX) (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED ON POPULAR PERIODICALS) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
SEARCHBANK TODAY'S REALTOR 
SEPT 1996+ 
SEPT 1996+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP JAN -SEPT 1996 
653 05 TODAY'S SECRETARY (CONTINUES GREGG WRITER) 









TOILET, A WEEKLY COLLECTION OF LITERARY PIECES, PRINCIPALLY 
DESIGNED FOR THE AMUSEMENT OF THE LADIES 
V lCMF)// 1801// 
TOMORROW'S NURSE 
V 2-4// 


















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 







TOPICS IN CLINICAL NURSING (CONTINUED BY HOLISTIC NURSING PRACTICE) 
V 1-8// 1979-1986// 
TOPICS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION 
V 15+ 
TOPICS IN EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
V 2+ 





SEARCHBANK TOPICS IN HEALTH CARE FINANCING (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF HEALTH 
CARE FINANCE) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1992-NOV 1994// 
616 85505 TOPICS IN LANGUAGE DISORDERS 











TOPICS IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY 
SEE--RABINOWITZ, JOSEPH L TOPICS IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY 
TOPICS IN PHOSPHORUS CHEMISTRY 
V 1-11// 1964-1983// 
TOPICS IN STEREOCHEMISTRY 
V l+ 1967+ 
TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE 
TORREY BOTANICAL SOCIETYO 
V 1-123// 1870-1996// 
INDEX V 1-75 
TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB MEMOIRS 
V 1-23// 1889-1977// 
TORY TATLER 
NO l-16CMF)// 1710-1711// 
SEARCHBANK TOTAL HEALTH 






V lCMF)// 1807// 



















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD NOV 1992+ 
TOXIC SUBSTANCES SOURCEBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
V 1-2 1978-1980 





TRACE LIVING LITERATURE 
NO 51-73// 







TRACK TECHNIQUE (1967-1981) (CONTINUED BY TRACK TECHNIQUE ANNUAL) 
NO 27-61,63,67-69,75-76,80-83// 1967-1981// 
INDEX 1967-1981 
TRACK TECHNIQUE (1983) (CONTINUES TRACK TECHNIQUE ANNUAL> (CONTINUED BY TRACK COACH) 
NO 84-130// 1983-1995// 
TRACK TECHNIQUE ANNUAL (CONTINUES TRACK TECHNIQUE (1960-1981>> (CONTINUED BY TRACK TECHNIQUE (1983)) 
1981,1983// 
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING> 
V (20)21-47// 1949-1977// 





SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-FEB 1996// 
TRAFFIC QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORATION QUARTERLY> 
V (1-2)3(4)5(6)7-35// 1947-1981// 
INDEX V 1-7 
TRAFFIC SAFETY 
V (48-49)50-66(67)68-90 1956-1990 




363 TRAFFIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS (1973-1975) (CONTINUES HIGHWAY LINES) 
125609783 (CONTINUED BY PUBLIC SAFETY NEWS AND VIEWS> 
T72 1973-1975// 
SEARCHBANK TRAILER BOATS 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
SEARCHBANK TRAILER LIFE 
658 3124 
167 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1992+ 
TRAINING (CONTINUES TRAINING THE MAGAZINE OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT> 
V (20)21-29(30) 1983-1993 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1991+ 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAY 1991+ 
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT> 
V 32-33,39-(45)// 1978-1979,1985-1991// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-MAY 1991// 
- 454 -
SEARCHBANK TRAINING THE MAGAZINE OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED 
BY TRAINING) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-APR 1991// 
SEARCHBANK TRAINS MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
QL45 TRAITE DE ZOOLOGIE ANATOMIC SVSTEMATIQUE BIOLOGIE 
T7 V l+ 1948+ 
TRANSACTION 
SEE--SOCIETV 
616 89145 TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS JOURNAL 







TRANSACTIONS OF THE AS ME 
SEE--JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN, JOURNAL OF MECHANISMS, TRANSMISSIONS, 
SEE--AND AUTOMATION IN DESIGN, AND JOURNAL OF VIBRATION, ACOUSTICS, 
SEE--STRESS AND RELIABILITY IN DESIGN 
TRANSFER VECTORS FOR POOLE'S INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
SEE--POOLE'S INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE TRANSFER VECTORS 
TRANSLATION REVIEW 
V 17+ 




TRANSNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS ASSOCIATIONS TRANSNATIONALES (CONTINUES UNION OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS TRANSACTIONS) 














1000 TRANSPORT TOPICS 
TR4 ONE VEAR FILE 












SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1987+ 
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING (CONTINUES TRAFFIC ENGINEERING) (CONTINUED BY INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERS 
IT E JOURNAL) 
V 47-48// 1977-1978// 
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING JOURNAL OF AS CE PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS CFORMED BY MERGER OF AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AERO-SPACE TRANSPORT DIVISION JOURNAL, 
AS CE HIGHWAY DIVISION JOURNAL, AND AS CE PIPELINE 
DIVISION JOURNAL) (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION 
ENGINEERING CA SC E )) 
V 95-107 1969-1981 
TRANSPORTATION JOURNAL 
V 34+ 1994+ 
SEARCHBAN-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP MAR 1992+ 
TRANSPORTATION QUARTERLY (CONTINUES TRAFFIC QUARTERLY) 
V 36+ 1982+ 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORATION RESEARCH 
PARTS A AND B) 
V 1-12// 1967-1978// 
TEI TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH NEWS (CONTINUED BY TR NEWS) 










TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 
NO l+ 1963+ 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART A, GENERAL (CONTINUES IN PART 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (1967-1978)) (CONTINUED BY TRANSPORTATION 
RESEARCH PART A, POLICY AND PRACTICES) 
V 13-25// 1979-1991// 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART A, POLICY AND PRACTICES (CONTINUES 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART A, GENERAL) 
V 26+ 1992+ 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART B, METHODOLOGICAL (CONTINUES IN PART 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (1967-1978)) 
V 138+ 1979+ 
385 05 TRANSPORTATION SCIENCE 
T687 V 4-10 1970-1976 
910 5 TRAVEL (MERGED WITH HOLIDAY, TO FORM TRAVEL, INCORPORATING HOLIDAY) 
T697 V (97-98),105,109-110)111-148// 1951-1977// 











SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
TRAVEL, HOLIDAY (CONTINUES TRAVEL, INCORPORATING HOLIDAY) 
V 151-174 1979-1992 
TRAVEL, INCORPORATING HOLIDAY (MERGER OF HOLIDAY AND TRAVEL) (CONTINUED BY TRAVEL HOLIDAY) 
V 148-151// 1977-1979// 
TREASURY BULLETIN 
TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ACTS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
TREATIES IN FORCE, A LIST 




582 160105 TREE PHYSIOLOGY 





























TRENDS IN COLLEGE MEDIA (CONTINUES, IN PART, SCHOLASTIC EDITOR'S 
TRENDS IN PUBLICATIONS) 
V 69+ 1989+ 
TRENDS IN HIGH SCHOOL MEDIA (CONTINUES, IN PART, SCHOLASTIC 
EDITOR'S TRENDS IN PUBLICATIONS) 
V 69+ 1989+ 




INDEX V 4-10 




1000 TRI-STATE LIVESTOCK NEWS 
TR5 SIX MONTH FILE 
456 -
347 73705 TRIAL 
T78 V 21-30CMF)31CP>+ 





TRIBAL COLLEGE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION 
V Cl)+ 1990+ 
1000 
TR6 
TROOPER (SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHWAY PATROL ASSOCIATION> 
FIVE YEAR FILE 
630 91305 TROPICAL AGRICULTURE 
T753 V 63+ 
633 205 TROPICAL GRASSLANDS 
T754 V 14+ 
616 988305 TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE NEWS 
T753 V 21+ 












SEARCHBANK TUFTS UNIVERSITY DIET AND NUTRITION LETTER (CONTINUED BY TUFTS 
UNIVERSITY HEALTH AND NUTRITION LETTER> 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1988-JAN 1997// 
SEARCHBANK TUFTS UNIVERSITY HEALTH AND NUTRITION LETTER (CONTINUES TUFTS 
UNIVERSITY DIET AND NUTRITION LETTER> 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FEB 1997+ 
PR13 
TB 
TULANE DRAMA REVIEW 
SEE--DRAMA REVIEW 
TULANE STUDIES IN ENGLISH 
V 15-24// 
TULANE STUDIES IN ZOOLOGY 
SEE--TULANE STUDIES IN ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY 
590 7 TULANE STUDIES IN ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY 
T82 V 1-27 
809 89287 TULSA STUDIES IN WOMEN'S LITERATURE 
T82 V 14+ 
621 43305 TURBOMACHINERY INTERNATIONAL 
621 V l+ 
636 59205 TURKEY WORLD 
T847 V (43)+ 
630 5 TURRIALBA 







052 TWENTIETH CENTURY (TITLE VARIES, ALSO TITLED NINETEENTH CENTURY, A 










V l-109(110,150-152)153-156(157-158) 1877-1972// 
159-163(164)165-168(169)170-179// 
TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND ANNUAL REPORT 
1934+ 
TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE 
V l-25CMF)20CP)+ 1955-1979CMF)l974CP)+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP FALL 1992+ 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY GARDENING SERIES (CONTINUES PLANTS AND 
GARDENS> 
NO 138+ 1994+ 
UN CHRONICLE (CONTINUES UN MONTHLY CHRONICLE> 
V 12+ 1975+ 















UN MONTHLY CHRONICLE (CONTINUES UNITED NATIONS REVIEW) (CONTINUED BV UN CHRONICLE) 
V 1-12// 1964-1975// 
U N D E X 
SEE--UNITED NATIONS UN DEX 
UNDO C, CURRENT INDEX, UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX (CONTINUES UNITED NATIONS UN DEX SERIES A, B, AND C) 
V l-4CP)5-12CMCHE) 1979-1990 
UN DP NEWS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
UNESCO ANNUAL SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ON NATURAL DISASTERS 
NO 1-10// 1966-1975// 
UNESCO BULLETIN FOR LIBRARIES (CONTINUED BV UNESCO 
JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SCIENCE, LIBRARIANSHIP AND ARCHIVES 
ADMINISTRATION) 




SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
1952+ 
1983+ 
P90 UNESCO DIVISION OF FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION REPORTS AND 












NO 53+ 1968+ 
UNESCO GENERAL CONFERENCE RECORDS 
1966+ 
UNESCO JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SCIENCE, LIBRARIANSHIP AND 
ARCHIVES ADMINISTRATION (CONTINUES UNESCO BULLETIN FOR 
LIBRARIES) 
V 1-5// 1979-1983// 
UNESCO MONOGRAPHS ON OCEANOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGY 
NO 2+ 1969+ 
UNESCO REPORT BV THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ORGANIZATION 
1966-1976 
QlO UNESCO SCIENCE POLICY STUDIES AND DOCUMENTS 















UNESCO STATISTICAL YEARBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1964+ 
UNESCO STUDIES AND DOCUMENTS ON CULTURAL POLICIES 
NO l+ 1969+ 
u s 
SEE ALSO--UNITED STATES 
US ARMED FORCES MEDICAL JOURNAL 
V 1-11// 





US ARMY INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN 
STUDIES SOVIET AFFAIRS SYMPOSIUM 
V 2,5,7-11 1968-1978 
US ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT BULLETIN (SERIES 3) 











































US ARMY SIGNAL OFFICE MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW (CONTINUED BY 
US WEATHER BUREAU MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW) 
V (11)-12 1883-1884 
US ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION NUCLEAR SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 
SEE--NUCLEAR SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 
US BANKER (CONTINUES UNITED STATES BANKER) (ABSORBED BANKERS' 
MAGAZINE C1997)) 
V (107)+ JUNE 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP AUG 1994+ 
US BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TECHNICAL REPORTS (CONTINUES US DEPARTMENT 
OF COMMERCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL REPORTS) (CONTINUED BYUS GOVERNMENT RESEARCH REPORTS) 
V (12)13-17(18)19-22// 1949-1954// 
u s BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LAND POLICY CIRCULAR 
1935-1938// 
u s BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LAND POLICY REVIEW V 1// 1935// 
u s BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LAND POLICY REVIEW 
V 1-10// 1938-1947// 
u s BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LIBRARY AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS LITERATURE 
SEE--AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LITERATURE 
US BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY ANNUAL REPORT 
V 1-48// 




US BUREAU OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY INDEX-CATALOGUE OF MEDICAL AND 
VETERINARY ZOOLOGY (CONTINUED BY INDEX-CATALOGUE OF MEDICAL AND 
VETERINARY ZOOLOGY, AND SUPPLEMENTS) 
1932-1952// 
US BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY AND SOILS INSECTICIDE DIVISION REVIEW OF 
UNITED STATES PATENTS RELATING TO INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES (CONTINUED BY REVIEW OF UNITED STATES PATENTS RELATING TO PEST 
CONTROL) 
NO 1-6// 1927// 
US BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY BULLETIN 
NO 1-116// 1883-1912// 
US BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS LABOR INFORMATION BULLETIN 
V 1-12(13)14-19(20)// 1934-1953// 
US BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW 
V l+ 1915+ 
STATISTICAL SUPPL 1959-1965 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP SEPT 1984+ 
US BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY BULLETIN 
NO 1-285// 




US BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY LIBRARY PLANT SCIENCE LITERATURE 
SEE--PLANT SCIENCE LITERATURE 
US BUREAU OF STATISTICS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR 







US BUREAU OF THE BUDGET OFFICE OF STATISTICAL STANDARDS 
STATISTICAL REPORTER 
NO (326-342),V 67-75(76)77-82// 1965-1981// 
US BUSINESS AND DEFENSE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION PULP, PAPER AND 
BOARD (CONTINUED BY FOREST PRODUCTS REVIEW) 
V 7-34// 1951-1978// 
SEARCHBANK US CATHOLIC 
DOC 











A 1 38 
DOC 
A 1 34 
DOC 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BULLETIN 
NO 1-1500// 
INDEX NO 1-1500 
1994+ 
1913-1929// 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BUREAU OF CROP ESTIMATES MONTHLY 
CROP REPORTER 
V 1-7 1915-1921 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE CIRCULAR 
NO 1-980// 1927-1956// 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE DICTIONARY CATALOG OF THE NATIONAL 
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY (CONTINUED BYUS NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
LIBRARY NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY CATALOG) 
V 1-73// 1862-1965// 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS, STATISTICS AND 
COOPERATIVES SERVICE FATUS, FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE 
UNITED STATES (MICROFICHE 1989+) 
SUPPL 1979-1985 (1962)1963-1965(1966) 
1967-1968(1969)1970 (1971)1972(1973)1974 
Cl 975-1977 )1978+ 
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE LIBRARY BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
AGRICULTURE 
SEE--BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURE 
u s DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
u s DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE STATISTICAL BULLETIN 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
u s DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
u s DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE WEEKLY NEWS LETTER 
V 1-9// 1913-1921// 
u s DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE YEARBOOK OF AGRICULTURE 1896+ 
US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SCIENTIFIC AND 
INDUSTRIAL REPORTS (CONTINUED BYUS BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TECHNICAL 
REPORTS) 
V 1-9(10)// 1946-1948// 
US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS 
SEE--EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS 
u s DEPARTMENT OF STATE DISPATCH (CONTINUES u s DEPARTMENT OF 
STATE BULLETIN) 
V l-4CP)5CP AND MCHE)+ 1990+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1990+ 
u s DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY U s DEPARTMENT 
OF STATE DISPATCH) 
V 1-59(60)61-89// 1939-1989// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1983-1989// 
u s DEPARTMENT OF STATE FIELD REPORTER 






US DEPARTMENT OF STATE NEWSLETTER (CONTINUED BY STATE (WASHINGTON, DC)) 
NO 10-12,15-229// 1962-1980// 
US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 
OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTION 
V 2-45// 1967-1977// 
SEARCHBANK US DISTRIBUTION JOURNAL 
















A 13 79 
DOC 
A 13 78 
DOC 
A 13 80 
DOC 
I 19 3 
DOC 





I 19 16 
DOC 







US EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION SERVICE REVIEW (CONTINUED BY 
EXTENSION REVIEW) 
V (1)2(3-4)5-43(44-47)48-49// 1930-1978// 
US FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE FOREIGN AGRICULTURE CIRCULAR 
1982CMCHEH 
US FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE FOREIGN CROPS AND MARKETS 
WORLD SUMMARIES 
1957-1963// 
US FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE WORLD AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
AND TRADE STATISTICAL REPORT 
US FOREST SERVICE FIRE CONTROL NOTES 
V l-28(29)30(31-32)33-34// 
INDEX 1936-1963 
US FOREST SERVICE GENERAL TECHNICAL REPORTS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
(1963-1964)1965-1966 (1967)1968-1970, (1971-1972)1973-1974 (1975)// 
1936-1973// 
US FOREST SERVICE LIBRARY FORESTRY, CURRENT LITERATURE (MERGED WITH AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS LITERATURE, AND PLANT SCIENCE 
LITERATURE TO FORM BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURE) 
V (2)3-5(6-7)// 1936-1940// 
US FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH NOTES 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH REPORTS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US FOREST SERVICE RESOURCE BULLETINS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULLETINS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY CIRCULARS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY GEOPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS 
NO 1-299// 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY WATER-SUPPLY PAPERS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1929-1971// 
US GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS (CONTINUES US 
GOVERNMENT RESEARCH REPORTS) (CONTINUED BY GOVERNMENT REPORTS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS) 
V 40-70(71)// 1965-1971// 
US GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS INDEX (CONTINUES 
GOVERNMENT-WIDE INDEX TO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS) (CONTINUED BY GOVERNMENT REPORTS INDEX) 










US GOVERNMENT RESEARCH REPORTS (CONTINUES US BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
TECHNICAL REPORTS) (CONTINUED BYUS GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT REPORTS) 
V 22-39// 1954-1964// 
US HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION RECORD - HEALTH CARE 
FINANCING ADMINISTRATION (CONTINUES SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION 
RECORD) (CONTINUED BY FORUM) 
V 1// 1977// 
US HEALTH DOLLAR (CONTINUES NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE REPORT> 
V 11-12// 1981-1982// 
SEARCHBANK US INDUSTRIAL OUTLOOK 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-1994// 
































SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1994+ 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS BOOKS--SUBJECTS 
1950-1974// 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS MONOGRAPHIC SERIES 
1974+ 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
AUTHOR LIST 
1942-1982CP)l983CMCHE)+ 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
FILMS 
V 1-7 1973-1977 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
LOCATIONS 
1973-1979 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
MOTION PICTURES AND FILMSTRIPS 
1958-1972 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
MUSIC 
1973+ 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
MUSIC AND PHONORECORDS 
1953-1972// 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS NATIONAL UNION CATALOG 
REGISTER OF ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS 
V 60-119// 1963-1972// 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGS SUBJECT CATALOG 
1975-1982CP)l983CMCHE)+ 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS A LIST OF AMERICAN DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS (1912-1938) 
V 1-27// 1913-1939// 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS EXCHANGE AND GIFT DIVISION MONTHLY 
CHECKLIST OF STATE PUBLICATIONS 
V 1-85// 1910-1994// 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS INFORMATION BULLETIN 
V 45+ 1986+ 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF CURRENT ACQUISITIONS 
SEE--QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF CURRENT ACQUISITIONS, QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE 
SEE--LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS UNITED STATES QUARTERLY BOOK LIST (CONTINUED BYUS LIBRARY OF CONGRESS UNITED STATES QUARTERLY 
BOOK REVIEW) 
V 1-5// 1945-1949// 
















US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS UNITED STATES QUARTERLY BOOK REVIEW (CONTINUES US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS UNITED STATES QUARTERLY BOOK 
LIST) 
V 6-(12)// 1950-1956// 
US MISSOURI RIVER BASIN COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT 
1972-1981// 
US MISSOURI RIVER BASIN COMMISSION OFFICIAL MINUTES 
NO 1-36// 1972-1981// 
US NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
LIBRARY CATALOG (CONTINUES US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
DICTIONARY CATALOG OF THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY) 
V l+ 1966+ 
US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS DIMENSIONS/NBS 
NO 97-132,167,171-241,243-256, 1925-1981// 
V 31-36(37-39)40-65// 
620 6 US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH (CONTINUED 
UN3 45 BYUS NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH 
PARTS A-D) 
V l-55CMF)// 1928-1955// 
530 5 US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH A PHYSICS 
UN3 AND CHEMISTRY (CONTINUES IN PART US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH (1928-1955)) (CONTINUED IN PART BYUS 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS) 
V 63-81// 1959-1977// 
510 5 US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH B 
UN3 MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES IN PART US NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH (1928-1955)) (CONTINUED IN PART BY 
THEUS NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS) 
V 63-81// 1959-1977// 
620 6 US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH OF THE 
UN3 46 NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS CFORMED BY THE MERGER OF US NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH PARTS A AND 8) (CONTINUED BYUS NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY 
JOURNAL OF RESEARCH) 
V 82-93// 1977-1988// 
620 5 US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH C 
UN31 ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION (CONTINUES IN PART US NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH (1928-1955)) 
V 63-76// 1959-1972// 
621 38411 US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH D RADIO 
UN32 SCIENCE (CONTINUES IN PART US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 








V 63-69// 1959-1965// 
US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
US NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS TECHNICAL NEWS BULLETIN 
SEE--U S NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS DIMENSIONS/NBS 
US NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE JOURNAL 
SEE--JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE 
US NATIONAL FERTILIZER DEVELOPMENT CENTER NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN 
FERTILIZER TECHNOLOGY 
V 5+ 1964+ 
US NATIONAL HERBARIUM CONTRIBUTIONS 
V 1-38// 1890-1974// 
US NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MEDICAL REVIEWS 
































u s NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 
NO 1-298// 
u s NATIONAL MUSEUM PROCEEDINGS 
V 1-125// 
u s NATIONAL MUSEUM REPORT 
u s NAVY CIVIL ENGINEER CORPS BULLETIN 
V 1-4,9-13// 
US NEWS AND WORLD REPORT (CURRENT ISSUES 
DISPLAY) 
COPY 1, V 8(P)+ 
COPY 2, V 20,74CMCHE)+ 









US OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH NAVAL RESEARCH REVIEWS 
SEE--NAVAL RESEARCH REVIEWS 
US PATENT OFFICE OFFICIAL GAZETTE 
V 431-441,447-521,546+ 1934+ 
US PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE HEALTH SERVICES REPORTS (CONTINUES 
PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS (1878-1970)) (CONTINUED BY PUBLIC HEALTH 
REPORTS (1974- )) 
V 86-89// 1971-1974// 
US REGIONAL PASTURE RESEARCH LABORATORY REPORT OF FORAGE 
RESEARCH IN NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES ANNUAL 
NO 19+ 1955+ 
US REGIONAL SOYBEAN LABORATORY UNIFORM SOYBEAN TESTS 
1955+ 
US REPORTS 
SEE--U S SUPREME COURT CASES ADJUDGED IN THE SUPREME COURT 
US SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS MONTHLY CATALOG OF UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
1895CPH 
SOME CUMULATIVE INDEXES ON MICROFICHE 
US SUPREME COURT CASES ADJUDGED IN THE SUPREME COURT (SHELVED IN REFERENCE BUSINESS AND LEGAL AREA) 
V 296+ 1935+ 
US VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL BULLETIN 
V (3-15)16-21// 
US WEATHER BUREAU CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA 
SEE--CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA CBY STATE/NATIONAL) 
1927-1944// 
551 57061 US WEATHER BUREAU HOURLY PRECIPITATION DATA SOUTH DAKOTA 
UN3 V l+ 1951+ 
551 5061 US WEATHER BUREAU MONTHLY CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE WORLD 
UN3 57 V Cl-2)+ 1948+ 
551 5061 US WEATHER BUREAU MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW (CONTINUES US ARMY 
UN3 58 SIGNAL OFFICE MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW) (CONTINUED BY MONTHLY 
WEATHER REVIEW) 
V 18-93// 1890-1965// 
551 5061 US WEATHER BUREAU MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW SUPPLEMENTS 
UN3 58 NO 1-48// 1914-1948// 
633 061 US WEATHER BUREAU NATIONAL WEATHER AND CROP BULLETIN 
UN3 61 1914-1921// 
051 
UN33 
U S A 
V 1-3// 1952-1953// 
464 -








US A TODAY (JOURNAL> 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
US A TODAY INDEX (NEWSPAPER) 
US A 1 (ABSORBED BY SHOW> 
V 1// 
US AF FIGHTER WEAPON REVIEW 





947 08405 USSR INFORMATION BULLETIN 
US7 V (7-12)// 1947-1952// 
947 08405 USSR SOVIET LIFE TODAY (CONTINUED BY SOVIET LIFE) 
U2 (1957-1958)1959-1961 (1962)1963-1964// 
AP2 ULRICH'S INTERNATIONAL PERIODICALS DIRECTORY (CURRENT EDITION IN 
AllU4 REFERENCE> 
V l+ 1932+ 












































UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE REVIEW (CONTINUES LABOR MARKET AND 
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY> 
V 1-5// 1964-1968// 
UNICORN 
V 1(2,4)// 
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1962-1965// 
UNION LIST OF SERIALS IN LIBRARIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 
1941-1965// 
UNION OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS ASSOCIATIONS INTERNATIONALES (CONTINUED BY TRANSNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS ASSOCIATIONS 
TRANSNATIONALES) 
V (21)-38// 1969-1986// 
UNITARIAN DEFENDANT 
NO 1-llCMF)// 
UNITARIAN MISCELLANY AND CHRISTIAN MONITOR 
V l-6CMF)// 
UNITED NATIONS BULLETIN 
1822// 
1821-1824// 
V 1(2-3)4-6,(10)11-16// 1946-1954// 
UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX (CONTINUED BY UNITED NATIONS 
UN DEX, UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX SERIES A, B, AND C> 









































UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE ECONOMIC SURVEY FOR 
EUROPE 
1947,1953+ 
UNITED NATIONS LAW REPORTS 
v 3-24 1968-1990 
UNITED NATIONS NEWS 
v 1-4// 1946-1949// 
UNITED NATIONS REVIEW 
v 1-11// 1954-1964// 
UNITED NATIONS WORLD 
v 1-7// 1947-1953// 
UNITED NATIONS BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS WORLD ECONOMIC SURVEY 
1963+ 




UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA ECONOMIC 
SURVEY OF LATIN AMERICA (CONTINUED BY ECONOMIC SURVEY OF LATIN 
AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN) 
1963-1981// 
UNITED NATIONS OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION REPORTS AND 
CHRONOLOGY 
1964 
UNITED NATIONS STATISTICAL OFFICE MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS 
V l+ 1947+ 
SUPPL 1948,1950,1959,1963 
UNITED NATIONS STATISTICAL OFFICE STATISTICAL YEARBOOK (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
V 9+ 1957+ 
UNITED NATIONS STATISTICAL OFFICE YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
STATISTICS (CONTINUED BY INTERNATIONAL TRADE STATISTICS YEARBOOK) 
1956-1982// 




UNITED NATIONS UN DEX, UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX 
SERIES A, SUBJECT INDEX (CONTINUES, IN PART, UNITED NATIONS 
DOCUMENTS INDEX> (CONTINUED BYUN DOC> 
V 5-9// 1974-1978// 
UNITED NATIONS UN DEX, UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX 
SERIES B, COUNTRY INDEX (CONTINUES, IN PART, UNITED NATIONS 
DOCUMENTS INDEX) (CONTINUED BYUN DOC> 
V 5-9// 1974-1978// 
UNITED NATIONS UN DEX, UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX 
SERIES C, LIST OF DOCUMENTS ISSUED (CONTINUES, IN PART, UNITED 
NATIONS DOCUMENTS INDEX> (CONTINUED BYUN DOC> 
V 1-6// 1974-1979// 
UNITED NATIONS YEARBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1946-1950,1954,1958, 
1961,1963,1965+ 
UNITED STATES AIRCRAFT, MISSILES AND SPACECRAFT ANNUAL 
1954-1970 
SEARCHBANK UNITED STATES BANKER (CONTINUED BYUS BANKER) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1989-FEB 1994// 
BIBL 
CENTER 






UNITED STATES CHRISTIAN MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 1796// 









UNITED STATES INSTITUTE OF PEACE JOURNAL 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
1931-1940,1945-1967, 
1970 
UNITED STATES LAW WEEK A NATIONAL SURVEY OF CURRENT LAW (CURRENT FOUR YEARS SHELVED IN REFERENCE) 
V 43+ 1974+ 
UNITED STATES LITERARY GAZETTE 
V l-4CMF)// 1824-1826// 
VET SCI UNITED STATES LIVESTOCK SANITARY ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS 


































UNITED STATES MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 




UNITED STATES MAGAZINE AND LITERARY AND POLITICAL REPOSITORY 
V lCMF)// 1823// 
UNITED STATES MILITARY PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY EXTRACTS FROM THE 
MINUTES l806-1809CMF)// 
UNITED STATES NATIONAL CONGRESS OF APPLIED MECHANICS PROCEEDINGS 
V l+ 1952+ 
UNITED STATES NAVAL CHRONICLE 
V lCMF)// 1824// 
UNITED STATES NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS 
V 111+ 1985+ 
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUED BY 
USX ANNUAL REPORT) 
1978-1985// 
UNIVERSAL ASYLUM AND COLUMBIAN MAGAZINE 
V l-9CMF)// 1786-1792// 
UNIVERSALIST MAGAZINE, DEVOTED TO DOCTRINE, RELIGION AND MORALITY 
V l-7CMF)// 1818-1826// 
UNIVERSIDAD CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGIA 
v (l)+ 




SEARCHBANK UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY WELLNESS LETTER 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1989-FEB 1995 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ABSTRACTS OF GRADUATE THESES IN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND HEALTH EDUCATION 
SEE--ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECERATION AND 




UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW (CONTINUES JOURNAL 
OF FAMILY LAW) (CONTINUED BY BRANDEIS JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW> 
V 31-35// 1993-1997// 
SEARCHBANK UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW 


































UNIVERSITY OF PORTLAND REVIEW 
V 32-41// 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY 








UPDATE CS D DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION) 
NO 1,3-7// 
UPDATE FROM STATE 
UPDATE USSR (CONTINUES NEW WORLD REVIEW> 
V (53)-(54) 










URBAN AFFAIRS QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY URBAN AFFAIRS REVIEW> 
V 22-(30)// 1986-1994// 
URBAN AFFAIRS REVIEW (CONTINUES URBAN AFFAIRS QUARTERLY) 
V (30)+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAY 1995+ 
URBAN DESIGN AND PRESERVATION QUARTERLY 
V 18+ 










URBAN LIFE A JOURNAL OF ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH (CONTINUED BY 
JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY) 
V 15// 1986// 










SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1992+ 
URBAN TRANSPORTATION ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BY TRANSIT RESEARCH 
ABSTRACTS) 
V 9// 1990-1991// 
USAF FIGHTER WEAPON REVIEW 
V (34)+ 1986+ 
USAGRICULTURE (CONTINUES DAKOTA FARMER CST PAUL, MINN>> (CONTINUED BY DAKOTA FARMER (CAROL STREAM, ILL>> 
V Cll0)-111 NO 7// 1992-1993// 
USAID HIGHLIGHTS (CONTINUES AID HIGHLIGHTS) 
















USEFUL CABINET, PUBLISHED IN MONTHLY NUMBERS, FOR THE NEW 
ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF INVENTORS AND PATRONS OF USEFUL ARTS 
V lCMF)// 1808// 
USX ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUES UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION 
ANNUAL REPORT) 
1986+ 
UTICA CHRISTIAN MAGAZINE, DESIGNED TO PROMPT THE SPIRIT OF 
RESEARCH, AND DIFFUSE RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE 
V l-3CMF)// 1813-1816// 
UTICA CHRISTIAN REPOSITORY, CONTAINING VARIOUS PIECES ON 
DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL SUBJECTS OF RELIGION, MOSTLY ORIGINAL 
V 1-SCMF)// 1822-1826// 
UTNE READER 
NO 25+ 1988+ 















V M /SAC (CONTINUES VETERINARY MEDICINE) (CONTINUED BY 
VETERINARY MEDICINE (EDWARDSVILLE, KAN)) 
V 59-79// 1964-1984// 
V MR, VETERINARY MEDICAL REVIEW 
1979-1983,1985-1987 
VACCINE INQUIRER OR, MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 
VACCINATION 
NO l-6CMF)// 1822-1824// 
VALUE LINE INVESTMENT SURVEY 
CURRENT ISSUES 
VANITY FAIR 





SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP AUG 1997+ 
VARIETY INTERNATIONAL FILM GUIDE (LATEST EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1990+ 
613 26205 VEGETARIAN TIMES 
V524 NO 209+ 1995+ 
1989+ SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
581 505 VEGETATIO 
V524 V 9-11,13-32(33-34) 1959-1977 
658 42 VENTURE 











V (10)-23// 1984-1997// 
VERHANDLUNGEN-INTERNATIONALE VEREINIGUNG FLIER THEORETISCHE UND 
ANGEWANDTE LIMNOLOGIE 
SEE--INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEORETICAL AND APPLIED LIMNOLOGY 
SEE--PROCEEDINGS 
VERMONT BAPTIST MISSIONARY MAGAZINE 
V lCMF)// 18ll-1812// 
VESTNIK LENINGRADSKOGO UNIVERSITETA SERIIA, BIOLOGII 
1962-1976 









VESTNIK SED'SKOKHOZIAISTVENNOI NAUKI (CONTINUED BV AGRARNAIA 
NAUKA> 
1958-1992// 
VET LETTER (1977-1979) (CONTINUES SO-KOTA VET-LETTER> (CONTINUED BV 
VET LETTER, SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSPLETTER (1979-)) 
1977-1979// 
355 VET LETTER, SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC INFORMATION NEWSLETTER (1979- > 




VETERINARIANS BLUE BOOK 
1953,1956,1957,1959, 
1961,1967 
636 08959 VETERINARY AND HUMAN TOXICOLOGY (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCI LIBRARY, 















636 089505 VETERINARY IMMUNOLOGY AND IMMUNOPATHOLOGV (CURRENT VEAR IN VET 





V 2+ 1981+ 
VETERINARY MEDICAL REVIEW 




SERIALS VETERINARY MEDICINE (EDWARDSVILLE, KAN) (CONTINUES V M /SAC 
OFFICE VETERINARY MEDICINE, SMALL ANIMAL CLINICIAN> 
V 80-88 1985-1993 
639 08901 VETERINARY MICROBIOLOGY (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, 
V641 ADR 124A> 
V 7+ 1982+ 
636 08996 VETERINARY PARASITOLOGY (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, 
V641 ADR 124A) 
V 10+ 1982+ 
VET SCI VETERINARY PATHOLOGY (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 




VETERINARY RECORD (CURRENT VEAR IN VET SCIENCE LIBRARY, ADR 124A> 
V 68+ 1956+ 









SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER 
VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY 
SEE--ANALVTICA CHIMICA ACTA 




VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE JOURNAL OF 
AGRICULTURE 










SEARCHBANK VIDEO MAGAZINE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD DEC 1991-JAN 1998 
SEARCHBANK VIDEO REVIEW 

















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1997+ 
VIE DES SCIENCES (CONTINUES COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADAEMIE DES 
SCIENCES VIE DES SCIENCES> 
V 12-13// 1995-1996// 
VIGIL NO l-6CMF)// 
VILLAGE MUSEUM 
V lCMF)// 
VILLAGER, A LITERARY PAPER 




VILTREVV SWEDISH WILDLIFE (CONTINUED BV SWEDISH WILDLIFE RESEARCH 
VILTREVV> 
V 1(2)3-11// 1955-1979// 
VINEYARD & WINERY MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES EASTERN GRAPE GROWERS & 
WINERY NEWS> V (12)+ 1986+ 
616 07905 VIRAL IMMUNOLOGY 
V815 V 8+ 1995+ 
051 VIRGINIA QUARTERLY REVIEW 
V819 V l-29CMF)30CP)+ 1925+ 
INDEX 1925-1944 
MF VIRGINIA RELIGIOUS MAGAZINE 
















VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY STUDIES IN 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, PAPERS 








VIROLOGY & AIDS ABSTRACTS (CONTINUES VIROLOGY ABSTRACTS> (REPLACED 
BV BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DATABASE> 
V 21-29 1988-1996 
VIROLOGY ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED BV VIROLOGY AND AIDS ABSTRACTS> 
V 1-21// 1967-1988// 
VIROLOGY MONOGRAPHS 
V 1-18// 1968-1981// 
VISIONS (CONTINUED BV HORIZONS) 
V 1-10// 1985-1994// 
1000 VISIONS SOUTH DAKOTA INFORMATION SERVICES 




























VITAL SPEECHES OF THE DAV 
V 1-5 C MF) 6 C P >+ 
INDEX V 1-25 




VITAMINS AND HORMONES ADVANCES IN RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS 
V 1-52 1943-1996 






VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOURNAL (CONTINUES voe ED) (CONTINUED BV 
TECHNIQUES) 
V (60)-71// 1985-1996// 
370 5 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MAGAZINE 
V852 V 1-2 1922-1924 
DOC VOCATIONAL EDUCATOR 





VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE MAGAZINE (CONTINUES NATIONAL VOCATIONAL 
GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION BULLETIN) (CONTINUED BV OCCUPATIONS) 
V C2)-11CMF)// 1924-1933// 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BV CAREER DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY) 
V 2-34// 1953-1986// 
370 5 VOCATIONAL SUMMARY 
V85 V 1-4// 1918-1920// 
646 05 VOGUE (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V869 (SECOND COPV ON MICROFICHE) 
V 115-116C117-118,120-121)122-123C124) 1950-1978CP) 
125-126C127)128C129)130-168CP) 1979CP AND MCHE)+ 
169CP AND MCHE>+ 
780 5 VOICE OF CHORUS AMERICA 
AM354 V 15+ 1991+ 
616 47 VOICE OF THE DIABETIC 
V87 V 10+ 1995+ 
371 91205 VOLTA REVIEW 













VOLUME FEEDING MANAGEMENT CABSORBED BV INSTITUTIONS> 
V (28)29-32(33-35)// 1967-1970// 
VOPROSV VIRUSOLOGII 
1964-1984 
WAND (WOMEN'S ACTION FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT) 
V (5)// 1986// 
WEB /NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE PRODUCTION (CONTINUES NEWSPAPER 
PRODUCTION FOR NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA) (ABSORBED BV PRINTING 
IMPRESSIONS) 
V 7-8 1978-1979 
WHO CHRONICLE 
V 16+ 
WHO DRUG INFORMATION 
v l+ 
WIN NEWS 




WR C INFORMATION, PUBLICATIONS AND MEETINGS 
SEE--GREAT BRITAIN, WATER RESEARCH CENTRE WR C INFORMATION 
SEARCHBANK WW D 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
W W G A 
SEE--WVOMING WOOL GROWER 
W W G A 
SEE--WVOMING WOOL GROWER 
636 08505 WAGENINGEN LANDBOUWHOOGESCHOOL MEDEDEELINGEN 
M46 V 56(57-59)60-63(64)65-68(69,72-76) 
506 WAGNER FREE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE BULLETIN 














WALES UNIVERSITY COLLEGE WELSH PLANT BREEDING STATION TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1967+ 
MF 
ELP 
WALKER'S HIBERNIAN MAGAZINE, OR, COMPENDIUM OF ENTERTAINING 
KNOWLEDGE 





WALL STREET JOURNAL INDEX (1985+) 
SEE--NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS ONDISC 
WALLACE'S FARMER 
V 47-60,62+ 
WALLACE'S FARMER AND IOWA HOMESTEAD 
SEE--WALLACE'S FARMER 
811 305 WALT WHITMAN REVIEW 
Wl7 V 20-28// 
ABSTRACT WALTERS, LEROY BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOETHICS 
016 1742 V l+ 
WA17 
303 66 WAR AND SOCIETY 
W37 V 3+ 
MF WARD, EDWARD THE LONDON SPV 
ELP V l-2CMF)// 
SEARCHBANK WARD'S AUTO WORLD 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
705 WARM JOURNAL 
W236 V 5-8// 
SEARCHBANK WASHINGTON BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 










MAV 1985-FEB 1992 
W279 V 6-32(32) 1967-1994 
070 5 WASHINGTON JOURNALISM REVIEW W JR (CONTINUED BV AMERICAN 
W276 JOURNALISM REVIEW A JR> 
V 6-(15)// 1984-1993// 
320 97305 WASHINGTON MONTHLY 
W278 V 21+ 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JULY 1985+ 
473 -
/ 
327 09045 WASHINGTON QUARTERLY 






































SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SEPT 1993+ 
WASHINGTON QUARTERLY MAGAZINE OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND LITERATURE 
V lCMF)// 1823-1824// 
WASHINGTON REPORT ON MIDDLE EAST AFFAIRS 
TWO VEAR FILE 
WASHINGTON THEOLOGICAL REPERTORY, AND CHURCHMAN'S GUIDE 
V lCMF)// 1819-1826// 
WASHINGTON (STATE) STATE COLLEGE RESEARCH STUDIES 
SEE--WASHINGTON (STATE) STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH STUDIES 
WASHINGTON (STATE) STATE UNIVERSITY BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AND 
BUSINESS RESEARCH BULLETIN 
V 1-49// 1944-1972// 
WASHINGTON CSTATE) STATE UNIVERSITY FOREST CLUB FOREST CLUB QUARTERLY 
V (1-13) 1922-1940 
WASHINGTON (STATE) STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH STUDIES 
V 1-50,(51) 1929-1983 
SUPPL NO 2-4, 1955-1966 
INDEX V 1-42,1929-1975 
WASP 
V lCMF)// 1802-1803// 
WASTE MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH 
1995+ 
WASTES ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BV WATERWORKS AND WASTES ENGINEERING) 
V 22-34// 1951-1963// 
WATCHMAN 
V lCMF)// 1819// 
WATER AND ENVIRONMENT TODAY 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND NATURAL RESOURCES WATER AND 
SEE--ENVIRONMENT TODAY 
WATER AND POWER ERA (CONTINUES RECLAMATION ERA (WASHINGTON, DC 
1979-1980)) (CONTINUED BY RECLAMATION ERA CDENVER,CO )) 
V (66)// 1981// 
WATER AND SEWAGE WORKS 
V 16-127// 




WATER ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH (CONTINUES RESEARCH JOURNAL OF THE 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION) 
V 64+ 1992+ 
WATER IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
V 2-3 
WATER POLLUTION ABSTRACTS 
1971-1972 
SEE--GREAT BRITAIN WATER POLLUTION RESEARCH BOARD POLLUTION ABSTRACTS 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION HIGHLIGHTS 
ONE VEAR FILE 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION JOURNAL (CONTINUES SEWAGE AND 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES) (CONTINUED BV RESEARCH JOURNAL OF THE WATER 
POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION) 
V 32-61// 1960-1989// 
RESEARCH SUPPL 1968-1970 
474 -
WATER POWER 
SEE--WATER POWER AND DAM CONSTRUCTION 
621 312134 WATER POWER AND DAM CONSTRUCTION 
W29 V (4-7)8-19(20)21-28// 1952-1976// 
628 16805 WATER RESEARCH 







































WATER RESOURCES BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN 
WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION) 
V (1)-32// 1965-1996// 
WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR SOUTH DAKOTA CU S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 
v l+ 










WATER WORKS AND WASTES ENGINEERING (CONTINUES WATER AND WASTES 
ENGINEERING) (CONTINUED BY WATER WORKS ENGINEERING> 
V 1-2// 1964-1965// 
WATER WORKS ENGINEERING (CONTINUED BY WATER WORKS AND WASTES 
ENGINEERING> 
V 81-88(89-90)91-116// 1928-1963// 






INDEX V 1-10 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
WEAVER'S (CONTINUES PRAIRIE WOOL COMPANION) 
ISSUE l+ 
WEED ABSTRACTS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS (1984+) ON WINSPIRS> 
V 10-46 
WEED CONTROL MANUAL 
WEED RESEARCH 
v l+ 









WEEKLY ABSTRACT OF SANITARY REPORTS 
NO 47-59,V 2,NO 60-96,V 3-10// 
































































WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP MAR 1992+ 
WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF ORIGINAL ESSAYS, FUGITIVE PIECES, AND 
INTERESTING INTELLIGENCE 
V l-4CMF)// 1798-1799// 
WEEKLY MEMORIALS FOR THE INGENIOUS OR, AN ACCOUNT OF BOOKS LATELY 
SET FORTH IN SEVERAL LANGUAGES 
NO l-50CMF)// 1682-1683// 
WEEKLY MONITOR, ENTERTAINING AND INSTRUCTIVE, DESIGNED TO BE 
INTERESTING TO ALL, BUT PARTICULARLY INTENDED AS A GUIDE TO YOUTH 
IN THE WAY OF MORALITY AND RELIGION 
V lCMF)// 1817// 
WEEKLY MUSEUM 
V lCMF>// 1797// 
WEEKLY RECORDER A NEWSPAPER CONVEYING IMPORTANT INTELLIGENCE AND 
OTHER USEFUL MATTER UNDER THE THREE GENERAL HEADS OF THEOLOGY, 
LITERATURE, AND NATIONAL AFFAIRS 





WEEKLY VISITANT, MORAL, POETICAL, HUMOROUS, ETC 
V lCMF)// 






WELDING DESIGN AND FABRICATION, INCLUDING WELDING ENGINEER (ABSORBED WELDING ENGINEER) 
V 48+ 1975+ 
WELDING ENGINEER (ABSORBED BY WELDING DESIGN AND FABRICATION, 
INCLUDING WELDING ENGINEER) 










WEST EUROPEAN POLITICS 
V 7+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
WEST PAKISTAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
V 1-6(7)8// 










WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH LEGISLATIVE 
FISCAL STUDIES 

































WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY WEST VIRGINIA CENTER FOR APPALACHIAN 
STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
RESEARCH SERIES 
V 1-5 1967-1971 
WESTERN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS 
V 3-47 1929-1974 
WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE 
v l+ 1966+ 
WESTERN ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER (ABSORBED BY ARCHITECTURAL RECORD) 
V 180-183(184-187)188-222// 1950-1961// 

















WESTERN GLEANER OR, REPOSITORY FOR ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LITERATURE 
V l-2CMF)// 1813-1814// 









WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION REPORT 
1967-1976 
338 105 WESTERN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY JOURNAL OF 
W47 AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS) 
V 10-16// 1985-1991// 
634 90978 WESTERN JOURNAL OF APPLIED FORESTRY 
W52 V 10+ 1995+ 
808 5 
W5252 
WESTERN JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION (CONTINUES WESTERN JOURNAL OF 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION) 
V 56+ 1991+ 
SEARCHBANK WESTERN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 








WESTERN JOURNAL OF NURSING RESEARCH 
V l+ 1979+ 
SEARCHBANK-HEALTH REFERENCE CENTER FEB 1996+ 
WESTERN JOURNAL OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION (CONTINUED BY WESTERN 
JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION) 
V (3-12)-55// 1939-1991// 
INDEX 1-15 
WESTERN LADIES' CASKET 




























WESTERN LIVESTOCK JOURNAL 
CURRENT VEAR 
WESTERN MINERVA OR, AMERICAN ANNALS OF KNOWLEDGE AND LITERATURE 
V lCMF)// 1820// 
WESTERN MISSIONARY MAGAZINE, AND REPOSITORY OF RELIGIOUS 
INTELLIGENCE 
V l-2CMF)// 1803-1805// 
WESTERN NEW YORK BAPTIST MAGAZINE 
V l-4CMF)// 1814-1825// 
WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY POLITICAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY) 
V (1)-45// 1948-1992// 
INDEX V 7-15 
WESTERN RESOURCES CONFERENCE PAPERS 
1959-1976 
WESTERN REVIEW (ABSORBED BY CONTACT) 
V (20-23)// 1956-1959// 
WESTERN REVIEW AND MISCELLANEOUS MAGAZINE, A MONTHLY 
PUBLICATION DEVOTED TO LITERATURE AND SCIENCE 
V l-4CMF)// 1819-1821// 
WESTERN SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS JOURNAL 
V 1-17 1896-1912 




SEE--WESTERN JOURNAL OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
WESTERN SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SEE--WESTERN JOURNAL OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
339 497305 WESTERN WILDLANDS, A NATURAL RESOURCE JOURNAL 
W524 V 1-18// 1974-1992// 
PS374 WESTERN WRITERS SERIES (CONTINUED BY BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY 
W4B6 WESTERN WRITERS SERIES) 
NO 1-71// 1972-1985// 
620 5 WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEER 
W527 V 1-35// 1941-1975// 
INDEX 1-10 
333 91805 WETLANDS 













WHAT'S NEW IN HOME ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY WHAT'S NEW IN HOME 
ECONOMICS, FAMILY, AND CONSUMER SCIENCE) 
1964-JAN 1996// 
WHAT'S NEW IN HOME ECONOMICS, FAMILY, AND CONSUMER SCIENCE (CONTINUES WHAT'S NEW IN HOME ECONOMICS) 
V 29+ 1996+ 
WHEAT CHECK OFF (CONTINUES DAKOTA WHEAT CHECK OFF> (CONTINUED BY 
SOUTH DAKOTA WHEAT NEWS) 
JULY 1985-1988// 
WHEAT FACTS (SOUTH DAKOTA WHEAT COMMISSION> (CONTINUED BY DAKOTA 





































WHITAKER'S ALMANAC (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1912+ 
WHITAKER'S CUMULATIVE BOOK LIST 
1958-1972// 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
V 5-56 1938-1990 
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA (CURRENT THREE EDITIONS IN REFERENCE) 
1899,1903+ 
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN EDUCATION 
1933,1935,1939,1947, 
1953-1968 
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN POLITICS (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
1967+ 
WHO'S WHO IN FINANCE AND INDUSTRY (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
1972-1996/97 
WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
V 9+ 1964+ 
WHO'S WHO IN THE MIDWEST (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1949+ 
WHO'S WHO IN THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
1963-1997/98 
WHO'S WHO IN THE WEST (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1965+ 
WHO'S WHO IN THE WORLD (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
NO l+ 1971+ 
WHO'S WHO OF AMERICAN WOMEN (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
V 1-19 1958-1997/98 
WHO'S WHO AN ANNUAL BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY (CURRENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE) 
1906+ 
051 WHOLE EARTH CSAN RAEFAEL, CALIF) (CONTINUES WHOLE EARTH REVIEW) 
W622 NO 90+ SUMMER 1997+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD JUNE 1997+ 
051 WHOLE EARTH REVIEW (CONTINUED BY WHOLE EARTH CSAN RAFAEL, CALIF) 
W62 NO 55-89// 1987-SPRING 1996// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SPR 1985-SPR 1996// 
DOC 
L2 61 
WHOLESALE PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES (CONTINUED BY PRODUCER PRICES 
AND PRICE INDEXES) 
978 306 
S087 
WI-IYOHI (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA HISTORY> 
V l-5(6-8)9-13(14)15-24// 
973 049705 WICAZO SA REVIEW 





AS36 WICHITA, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY STUDIES BULLETIN 








SEARCHBANK WILD WEST 





574 97305 WILDERNESS (CONTINUES LIVING WILDERNESS) (CONTINUED BV WILDERNESS 
L762 AMERICA) 
V 46-59// 1982-1996// 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD WINTER 1992-1996// 
574 97305 WILDERNESS AMERICA (CONTINUES WILDERNESS) (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED 




574 97305 WILDERNESS VEAR 
L764 1996+ 
ABSTRACT WILDLIFE ABSTRACTS 
333 72016 1935-1980 
W646 
591 505 WILDLIFE DISEASE 





WILDLIFE DISEASES ASSOCIATION BULLETIN 
SEE--JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE DISEASES 
WILDLIFE MONOGRAPHS 
NO l+ 1958+ 
WILDLIFE RESEARCH (CONTINUES AUSTRALIAN WILDLIFE RESEARCH) 
V 18+ 1991+ 
ABSTRACT WILDLIFE REVIEW 



















WILDLIFE SOCIETY BULLETIN (CONTINUES WILDLIFE SOCIETY NEWS) 
V (1)2+ 1973+ 
WILDLIFE WORLDWIDE (COMPUTER FILE) 
WILLIAM AND MARV QUARTERLY (SERIES 
V 1-27// 
WILLIAM AND MARV QUARTERLY (SERIES 
V 1-23// 












V 37+ 1925+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1992+ 
WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN 
V 1-69// 1914-1995// 
WILSON QUARTERLY 
V 19+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
WILSON, CECIL L COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
V IA-IIC 1959-1971 
WINDOWS NT MAGAZINE 
NO 29+ 1998+ 
372 359705 WINDS OF CHANGE 





WINES AND VINES 
V 41-50(51)52+ 
WINTER'S TALES 









1000 WIPALA BUILDING A COLLEGE 
WI2 ONE VEAR FILE 
1985+ 
506 WISCONSIN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ARTS AND LETTERS TRANSACTIONS 













WISCONSIN JOURNAL OF EDUCATION (CONTINUED BY WISCONSIN JOURNAL OF 
EDUCATION NEW SERIES) 
V 90-105// 1957-1972// 
370 5 
W754 
WISCONSIN JOURNAL OF EDUCATION NEW SERIES (CONTINUES WISCONSIN 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION) 
V 1-2(3-4)// 1972-1975// 
WISCONSIN MAGAZINE OF HISTORY 977 5005 
W753 V 68+ 1984+ 
SK463 
A27 
WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
V l-2,4,6-9,ll-13,15-23,25-31,33-47 1950-1971 
SK463 
A27 
WISCONSIN STATE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1-47 1950-1971 
WISCONSIN STATE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
SEE--WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
WISCONSIN STATE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL WILDLIFE 
BULLETIN 
SEE--WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
051 WISDOM 
W753 V 1-12(13)14-38 
MF WITNESS 
APS II V lCMF)// 
REEL 46 
704 04205 WOMAN'S ART JOURNAL 
W842 V 2+ 
SEARCHBANK WOMAN'S DAV 
305 WOMEN AGAINST SEXUAL HARRASSMENT RAG 
W842 V l+ 
613 04244 WOMEN AND HEALTH 
W842 V 23+ 
408 8042 WOMEN AND LANGUAGE 
W842 V 18+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
305 4205 WOMEN AND POLITICS 
W845 V 15+ 
616 8905 WOMEN AND THERAPY 
W65 V 4+ 
HD6050 WOMEN AND WORK 














WOMEN ARTISTS NEWS (CONTINUED BY WOMEN ARTISTS NEWS BOOK REVIEW) 
V (4)-19// 1979-1994// 
705 WOMEN ARTISTS NEWS BOOK REVIEW (CONTINUES WOMEN ARTISTS NEWS) 
W852 V 20+ 1995+ 
481 -
ABSTRACT WOMEN STUDIES ABSTRACTS 
016 V 1(2)3+ 1972+ 
30141205 
W84 
301 41205 WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL NETWORK NEWS 
W842 V 20+ 1994+ 
1993+ SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
028 WOMEN'S REVIEW OF BOOKS 
1088042 V 22+ 1994+ 
W842 
346 73 WOMEN'S RIGHTS LAW REPORTER 





WOMEN'S SPORTS & FITNESS (CONTINUES WOMEN'S SPORTS AND FITNESS) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V l+ 1998+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1998+ 
WOMEN'S SPORTS AND FITNESS (CONTINUED BY WOMEN'S SPORTS & FITNESS) 
V 6-10// 1984-1998// 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1989-1998// 









SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 
WOMEN'S STUDIES IN COMMUNICATION 
V 18+ 
WOMEN'S STUDIES INTERNATIONAL FORUM 
V 7+ 









SEARCHBANK WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
691 1 
was 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 




SEARCHBANK WOOD TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUES FOREST INDUSTRIES) 



















WOODWIND WORLD (ABSORBED BY WOODWIND WORLD-BRASS AND PERCUSSION) 
V (7)8-13// 1967-1974// 
WOODWIND WORLD-BRASS AND PERCUSSION (CONTINUES WOODWIND WORLD) (CONTINUED BY WOODWIND/BRASS AND PERCUSSION) 
V 14(15)16-20// 1975-1981// 
WOODWIND/BRASS AND PERCUSSION (CONTINUES WOODWIND WORLD-BRASS AND 
PERCUSSION) 
V 20-24// 1981-1985// 












WORCESTER, NOAH A SOLEMN REVIEW OF THE CUSTOM OF WAR AND SEVEN 
NUMBERS OF THE FRIEND OF PEACE 
V lCMF)// 1817// 


















WORK, THOMAS SPENCE LABORATORY TECHNIQUES IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
V 1-6 1969-1978 
WORK BASKET 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-MAY 1984 
WORKBENCH 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983+ 
WORKFORCE (CONTINUES PERSONNEL JOURNAL) 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP APR 1997+ 
WORKING MOTHER 
V 18+ 1995+ 
WORKING WOMAN (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 8+ 1983+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1983-1997 
WORKLIFE (CONTINUES DISABLED USA) 
v l+ 1988+ 
WORKLIFE (CONTINUES MANPOWER) 
V 1-4// 1976-1979// 
WORKS OF THE LEARNED 
SEE--LACROZE, JEAN CORNAND DE THE WORKS OF THE LEARNED, OR AN HISTORICAL 
SEE--ACCOUNT AND IMPARTIAL JUDGMENT OF BOOKS NEWLY PRINTED, BOTH FOREIGN 
SEE--AND DOMESTICK 
051 WORLD CNEW YORK, 1972) (CONTINUES IN PART, SATURDAY REVIEW 
W892 (1924-1972)) (MERGED WITH SATURDAY REVIEW OF EDUCATION, SATURDAY 
REVIEW OF THE ARTS, SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SCIENCES, AND SATURDAY 
REVIEW OF SOCIETY TO FORM SATURDAY REVIEW/WORLD) 
V 1-2// 1972-1973// 















SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP SPRING 1992+ 
WORLD AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY ABSTRACTS 
CSEE CAB ABSTRACTS (1984+) ON WINSPIRS) 
V 1-18 1959-1976 
WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK OF FACTS (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1903+ 
WORLD ANIMAL REVIEW CWORLD ANIMAL REVIEW, REVUE MONDIALE DE 
ZOOTECHNIE, REVISTA MUNDIAL DE ZOOTECNIA) 
NO 1-64// 1972-1987// 
WORLD ANIMAL REVIEW, RENUE MONDIALE DE ZOOTECHNIE, REVISTA MUNDIAL 
DE ZOOTECNIA (CONTINUES WORLD ANIMAL REVIEW) 
NO 66+ 1991+ 













SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1991-JUNE 1992 
WORLD CLEAN AIR CONGRESS PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUES INTERNATIONAL 
CLEAN AIR CONGRESS PROCEEDINGS) 
1986+ 
WORLD CROPS (CONTINUED BY WORLD CROPS AND LIVESTOCK) 
V 2-28// 1950-1976// 
WORLD CROPS AND LIVESTOCK (CONTINUES WORLD CROPS) (CONTINUED BY 
WORLD CROPS NEW SERIES) 










































WORLD CROPS NEW SERIES (CONTINUES WORLD CROPS AND LIVESTOCK) (CONTINUED BV AGRICULTURE INTERNATIONAL) 
V 30-(37)// 1978-1985// 
WORLD DEVELOPMENT 
V 23+ 1995+ 
WORLD DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED BV CHOICES THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
MAGAZINE) 
V (3)-5// 1990-1992// 
WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK A SURVEY BV THE STAFF OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
1984+ 
WORLD FACTBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
WORLD FISHERIES ABSTRACTS 
V 2(3)4-23// 
WORLD FOOD PROBLEMS 
V 1-14 




SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
WORLD HEALTH FORUM 
v l+ 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION BASIC DOCUMENTS 
V 13+ 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION BULLETIN 
V 26+ 














WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND VITAL STATISTICS 
REPORT 
SEE--WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS REPORT 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION OFFICIAL RECORDS 
NO 114-250// 1961-1981// 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION RAPPORT EPIDEMIOLIGIQUE ET 
DEMOGRAPHIQUE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND VITAL STATISTICS REPORT 
SEE--WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS REPORT 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION RELEVE EPIDEMIOLGIQUE HEBDOMADAIRE 
WEEKLY EPIDEMIOLGICAL RECORD 
ONE VEAR FILE 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION TECHNICAL REPORT SERIES 
NO (73-148)149-308,310+ 1953+ 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS ANNUAL (CURRENT 
EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1959+ 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS REPORT (CONTINUED BV WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS QUARTERLY) 

















WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS QUARTERLY= RAPPORT TRIMESTRIEL DE 
STATISTIQUES SANITAIRES MONDIALES (CONTINUES WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION WORLD HEALTH STATISTICS REPORT) 
V 31+ 1978+ 
WORLD INTELLIGENCE REVIEW (CONTINUES FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE LITERARY 
SCENE) 
V 13-16// 1994-1997// 
WORLD ISSUES (CONTINUES CENTER REPORT) 
V 1-4// 
WORLD LEISURE AND RECREATION 
V 27+ 
WORLD LIST OF SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS PUBLISHED 
V 1-3// 
WORLD LITERATURE TODAY 
V 2-8(9),11(12-13),16(17)18(19)20-21, 
25-34CSTORAGE)35-57 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 1994+ 
WORLD MONITOR V (2)-6// 1989-1993// 
WORLD OF AGRICULTURAL AVIATION 
SEE--AGRICULTURAL AVIATION 
WORLD OF CO-OPERATIVE ENTERPRISE (CONTINUES YEARBOOK OF 
CO-OPERATIVE ENTERPRISE) 
1994+ 
SEARCHBANK WORLD OF HIBERNIA 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD MAR 1997+ 
1000 WORLD OF WORK THE MAGAZINE OF THE ILO 
IS ONE VEAR FILE 







SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
WORLD OUTLOOK 
NO 17+ 
WORLD PEACE FOUNDATION PAMPHLETS 
V 1-7// 






SEARCHBANK WORLD POLICY JOURNAL 
















WORLD PRESS REVIEW (CONTINUES ATLAS WORLD PRESS REVIEW) (CURRENT ISSUES ON POPULAR PERIODICAL DISPLAY) 
V 27+ 1980+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
WORLD REPORT (ABSORBED BY UNITED STATES NEWS & WORLD REPORT) 













WORLD REVIEW OF ANIMAL PRODUCTION 
V 1-4,8+ 
WORLD REVIEW OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 
V 1-80 




WORLD TEXTILE ABSTRACTS 
v l+ 
SEARCHBANK WORLD TOBACCO 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 







W895 V (4-12),15+ 1948+ 
051 WORLD TOMORROW 
W893 V 6-17// 1923-1934// 
363 05 WORLD WATCH 
W893 V 8+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1993+ 
HF3023 WORLD WHO'S WHO IN FINANCE AND INDUSTRY 
A2W45 V 1,10,12-16// 1936-1971// 
STORAGE WORLD WOOL DIGEST 
338 47677 V 10-26// 1959-1975// 
W89 
LlOl WORLD YEARBOOK OF EDUCATION 
G8Y4 1955-1964 
341 1305 WORLD, AMERICA'S MAGAZINE OF WORLD EVENTS 
W89 V 1// 1953-1954// 
289 105 WORLD JOURNAL OF THE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ASSOC 
W89 V 3+ 1989+ 
636 505 WORLD'S POULTRY SCIENCE JOURNAL 
W893 V 1-46 1945-1990 
INDEX 1-21 
051 WORLD'S WORK 
W894 V 1-61// 1900-1932// 
REF WORTERBUCH DER DEUTSCHEN GEGENWARTSSPRACHE 
PF3625 V 1-6// 1967-1978// 
W6 
796 81205 WRESTLING US A 
W929 V Cl9)+ 1984+ 
PS535 WRIGHT AMERICAN FICTION 
W7 NO 1-2772// 1774-1850// 
029 605 WRITER 
W939 V l-74CMF)75CP)+ 1887+ 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 1993+ 
805 WRITER'S DIGEST 
W939 V 42+ 1962+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP 1994+ 
PN137 WRITER'S HANDBOOK (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
W7 1936-1997 
PNlll WRITER'S YEARBOOK 
W7 1963+ 










SEE--ANNALS OF WYOMING 
WYOMING EDUCATION NEWS 
V (30)31-42(43) 
WYOMING RANGE MANAGEMENT 
NO l-34,36-53,55-272,277-280,284-288// 






AS36 WYOMING UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING PUBLICATIONS 
W9U V l+ 1935+ 















SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD 
VALE FRENCH STUDIES 
NO 70+ 
VALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
V 15-49 






343 730705 VALE JOURNAL ON REGULATION 
Vl2 V 12+ 1995+ 
SEARCHBANK VALE LAW JOURNAL 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP OCT 1991+ 
051 VALE REVIEW (VOLUMES FOR 1908-1954 PAPER COPY IN STORAGE) 

















VALE UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY BULLETIN 
V 32-35 1968-1975 
VALE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY GAZETTE 
V (43)-70 1969-1996 
YANKEE 
ONE VEAR FILE 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL REFERENCE CENTER GOLD OCT 1992-1993 
VEAR BOOK OF SURGERY (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1960+ 
YEAR'S WORK IN ENGLISH STUDIES 
SEE--ENGLISH ASSOCIATION YEAR'S WORK IN ENGLISH STUDIES 
YEARBOOK (AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION) (CONTINUES YEARBOOK (AMERICAN 
HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION TEACHER EDUCAITON SECTION) 
15+ 1995+ 
YEARBOOK (AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION TEACHER EDUCATION 
SECTION) (CONTINUED BV YEARBOOK (AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF FAMILY 
AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION)) 
V 1-14// 1981-1994// 
YEARBOOK (COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY TEACHER EDUCATION CU S >> (CONTINUES AMERICAN COUNCIL ON INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS EDUCATION 
YEARBOOK) 
V 36+ 1987+ 


















































YEARBOOK OF AMERICAN AND CANADIAN CHURCHES 
1916,1949,1953,1956, 
1958-1996 
YEARBOOK OF COOPERATIVE ENTERPRISE (CONTINUES YEARBOOK OF 
AGRICULTURAL COOPERATION) (CONTINUED BY WORLD OF CO-OPERATIVE 
ENTERPRISE) 
1988-1993// 
YEARBOOK OF DRUG THERAPY (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1936,1937,1948,1949, 
1951+ 
YEARBOOK OF EDUCATION LAW (CONTINUES YEARBOOK OF SCHOOL LAW) 
YEARBOOK OF ENDOCRINOLOGY 
YEARBOOK OF FISHERY STATISTICS 
v l+ 
YEARBOOK OF FOREST PRODUCTS 






YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS UNION OF INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1962+ 
YEARBOOK OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
1983-1985// 
YEARBOOK OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY (CONTINUED BY YEARBOOK OF 
OBSTETRICS, GYNECOLOGY, AND WOMEN'S HEALTH) 
1966-1997// 
YEARBOOK OF OBSTETRICS, GYNECOLOGY, AND WOMEN'S HEALTH (CONTINUES 
YEARBOOK OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY) (CURRENT EDITION IN 
REFERENCE) 
1998+ 
YEARBOOK OF ORTHOPEDICS 
1985-1996 
YEARBOOK OF PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL PATHOLOGY 
1966-1967 
YEARBOOK OF PEDIATRICS (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1966+ 
YEARBOOK OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
1985-1996 
YEARBOOK OF RADIOLOGY 
1933-1950 
YEARBOOK OF REHABILITATION 
1986-1989// 
YEARBOOK OF SCHOOL LAW (CONTINUED BY YEARBOOK OF EDUCATION LAW) 
1958-1987// 
YEARBOOK OF SPORTS MEDICINE (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE) 
1980,1982-1996 
YEARBOOK OF US -JAPAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS 
1978+ 
YEARBOOK OF UROLOGY (CURRENT EDTION IN REFERENCE) 
1967+ 

















































YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX (CURRENT EDITION IN REFERENCE> 
FOR HOLDINGS, ASK IN DOCUMENTS OFFICE 
YOUR PUBLIC LANDS (CONTINUES OUR PUBLIC LANDS> 
V 31-35// 1981-1986// 
YOUTH AND SOCIETY 
V ll-18CMF),18CP>+ 1979+ 
ZEITSCHRIFT FEUR PHVSIK A, HADRONS AND NUCLEI (CONTINUES 
ZEITSCHRIFT FEUR PHVSIK A, ATOMIC AND NUCLEI> 
V 273-343 1991-1992 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR ANGEWANDTE ENTOMOLOGIE 
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284,287-288,291-306CSTORAGE)307+ 1945-1966CSTORAGE)l967+ 
INDEX V l-200CMF>20l-300CP> 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR MYKOLOGIE (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PILZKUNDE> 
V 44+ 1978+ 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG (SECTION A) ASTROPHYSIK, PHYSIC UND 
PHVSIKALISCHE CHEMIE (CONTINUED BY ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG 
A, JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES) 
V (l-3)4(5-6)7-8(9)10-41// 1946-1986// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG (SECTION B> ANORGANISCHE CHEMIE, 
ORGANISCHE CHEMIE (CONTINUED BY ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG B, 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES) 
V (1-9)10-41// 1946-1986// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG (SECTION C) BIOCHEMIE, BIOPHYSIK, 
BIOLOGIE, VIROLOGIE 
V 28-31 1973-1976 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG A, JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG> 
V 42+ 1987+ 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG B, JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATURFORSCHUNG> 
V 42+ 1987+ 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PARASITENKUNDE (CONTINUED BY PARASITOLOGY RESEARCH> 
V 20-72// 1960-1986// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN CPFLANZENPATHOLOGIE> UND 
PFLANZENSCHUTZ (CONTINUED BY ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN 
UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ> 
V 66-76// 1959-1969// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN CPFLANZENPATHOLOGIE> UND 
PFLANZENSCHUTZ SONDERHEFT (SUPPLEMENT TO ZEITSCHRIFT 
FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN CPFLANZENPATHOLOGIE> UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ AND 
TO ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ> 
NO 1-3,5-8 1961-1978 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN CPFLANZENPATHOLOGIE> 
UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ> (CONTINUED BY ZEITSCHRIFT FUR 
PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ = JOURNAL OF PLANT DISEASES 
AND PROTECTION) 
V 77-82// 1970-1975// 
489 -
632 05 ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ = 
2372 JOURNAL OF PLANT DISEASES AND PROTECTION (CONTINUES 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENKRANKHEITEN UND PFLANZENSCHUTZ) 
V 83+ 1976+ 
631 52205 ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PFLANZENZUCHTUNG JOURNAL OF PLANT BREEDING 
237 (CONTINUED BV PLANT BREEDING) 
V 45-96// 1961-1986// 
530 5 ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIK (CONTINUED BV ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIK A, 
237 ATOMS AND NUCLEI) 
V 1-153CMF)154-271CP)// 1920-1974// 
SHELVED IN ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIK A HADRONS AND NUCLEI (CONTINUES 
SERIALS ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIK A ATOMIC NUCLEI) 





























ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIK A, ATOMS AND NUCLEI (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT 
FUR PHVSIK) (CONTINUED BV ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIK A, ATOMIC 
NUCLEI) 
V 272-322// 1975-1985// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHYSIK D, ATOMS, MOLECULES AND CLUSTERS 
V 1-24 1986-1992 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHVSIKALISCHE CHEMIE 
v l+ 1954+ 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PHYTSIK A ATOMIC NUCLEI (CONTINUES ZEITSCHRIFT 
FUR PHVSIK A ATOMS AND NUCLEI) CCONTINIUED ZEITSCHRIFT FUR 
PHYSIK A HADRONS AND NUCLEI) 
V 323-337// 1986-1990// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PILZKUNDE CNEW SERIES) (CONTINUED BY ZEITSCHRIFT 
FUR MYKOLOGIE) 
V 34-35(36)37-43// 1968-1977// 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR TIERZUCHTUNG UND ZUECHTUNGSBIOLOGIE JOURNAL OF 
ANIMAL BREEDING AND GENETICS 
V 102+ 1985+ 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR UNTERSUCHUNG DER LEBENSMITTEL 
SEE--ZEITSCHRIFT FUR UNTERSUCHUNG DER NAHRUNGS- UND GENUSSMITTEL SOWIE DER 
SEE--GEGBRAUCHSGEGENSTANDE 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR UNTERSUCHUNG DER NAHRUNGS- UND GENUSSMITTEL SOWIE 
DER GEBRAUCHSGEGENSTANDE 
V 1-26 1898-1913 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR VERERBUNGSLEHRE 
SEE--MOLECULAR AND GENERAL GENETICS 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR ZELLFORSCHUNG UND MIKROSKOPISCHE ANATOMIE 
SEE--CELL AND TISSUE RESEARCH 
ZETETIC (CONTINUED BY SKEPTICAL INQUIRER) 
V 1-(2)// 




ZIMBABWE AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL (CONTINUES ZIMBABWE RHODESIA 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL) 
V 77-83 1980-1986 
ZIMBABWE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
V 18-21 1980-1984 
ZIMBABWE RHODESIA AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL (CONTINUED BY ZIMBABWE 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL) 
V 77// 1979-1980// 
ZINGMAN, BARBARA DIAL, AN AUTHOR INDEX 
1975 
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CV 15-107 1915-1970 ARE SHELVED ON LOWER LEVEL) 
V l-85CMC),52CP)+ 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON PROCEEDINGS 
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ZWEIG, GUNTHER ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR PESTICIDES PLANT GROWTH 
REGULATORS AND FOOD ADDITIVES 
V l+ 1963+ 
ZYGON 
V 19+ 1984+ 
SEARCHBANK-EXPANDED ACADEMIC ASAP JUNE 1992+ 
21ST CENTURY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
2+ 1989+ 
SEARCHBANK 3-2-1 CONTACT (CONTINUED BY CONTACT KIDS) 















































A ERR (ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) 
NO 133,145,147-205 1975-1989 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GIANNINI FOUNDATION 
RESEARCH REPORT 
V 323+ 1977+ 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GIANNINI FOUNDATION 
SPECIAL REPORT 
1991+ 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY 
CALIFORNIA DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES BULLETIN) 
NO (20-77)78-345,353-482,484-870// 1884-1975// 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-566 1903-1974 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GIANNINI FOUNDATION 
MONOGRAPH 
NO 42+ 1995+ 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION HILGARDIA 
V 1-40(41)42+ 1925+ 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT 
1888-1904,1912-
1940// 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL PAPER 
NO 1-20// 1923-1925// 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURE 
V (1)2-7(8)9+ 1947+ 
CALIFORNIA DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES BULLETIN (CONTINUES 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN) 
NO 1879-1908 1978-1983 
COLORADO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1888-1968,1985-1991 
COLORADO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 4-589// 1888-1984// 
COLORADO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1932+ 
COLORADO FARM BULLETIN 
V 1-8// 1939-1946// 
CORNELL FOCUS (CONTINUES NEW YORK'S FOOD AND LIFE SCIENCES QUARTERLY) 
V 1+ 1992+ 
CORNELL SCIENCE LEAFLET (CONTINUES NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION (CORNELL) RURAL SCHOOL LEAFLET) 
V 52-62// 1958-1969// 
COW-CALF DAV (CONTINUES COW-CALF FIELD DAV PROCEEDINGS) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA BEEF REPORT) 
1978,1980,1982,1984// 
COW-CALF FIELD DAV PROCEEDINGS (CONTINUED BY COW-CALF DAV) 
1972,1975, 
1976CMF AND P)// 
CURRENT INFORMATION SERIES CIDAHO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) 
NO 6+ 1965+ 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE CUTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) (CONTINUED BY UTAH FARM AND HOME SCIENCE) 
V 12-22// 1951-1961// 
FOREFRONT AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PURDUE UNIVERSITY 



















































FUTURES (MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) 
V l+ 1982+ 
I A N R QUARTERLY (CONTINUES NEBRASKA EXPERIMENT STATION QUARTERLY) 
V 32-33// 1985-1987// 
IDAHO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MISCELLANEOUS SERIES 
NO 64-66 1980-1981 
IDAHO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT OF THE 
DIRECTOR 
1892-1908 
IDAHO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1922+ 
IDAHO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTAL STATION BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1892+ 
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
V 1-18// 1961-1978// 
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SOIL REPORT 
NO 1-78 1911-1956 
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1888+ 
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 69,112,125-814(815-891)892-1244 1903-1985 
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH PROGRESS 
1887+ 
ILLINOIS RESEARCH 
v l+ 1952+ 
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUED BY PURDUE AGRICULTURE) 
1888-1992// 
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BIENNIAL REPORT 
1961-1963 
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-419 1906-1955 
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION INSPECTION REPORT 
v l+ 1956+ 
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT 
1957-1961// 
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO 38-726,728-735,739-861,863-897, 1892+ 
899-907,909-913,915-926,928-930,932-
968,969+ 
INDIANA CROPS AND LIVESTOCK 
1925-1976// 
IOWA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AGRICULTURAL BULLETIN 
CP SERIES) 
NO 1-128,130-141 1939-1978 
IOWA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-382// 1884-1939// 
IOWA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-148// 1912-1933// 
IOWA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT 
1876-1885,1888-1889, 
1934-1969 



















































IOWA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SOIL SURVEY REPORT 
NO 1-82// 1917-1942// 
IOWA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
ND 1-10 12,14+ 1936+ 
IOWA FARM SCIENCE 
V 1-25// 1946-1971// 
KANSAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS REPORT 
ND 1-29 1940-1946 
KANSAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH IN KANSAS 
NO 31+ 1980/82+ 
KANSAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-80,90-98,111-452,461,471+ 1888+ 
KANSAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
ND 1-394// 1909-1966// 
KANSAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT OF THE 
EXPERIMENT STATION 
KANSAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH 




KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1889+ 
KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-225,228-722 1885-1986 
KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARS 
ND 3-71// 1890-1952// 
KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PROGRESS REPORT 
ND 271-272,279+ 1983+ 
KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REGULATORY 
BULLETIN 
NO 3-143,145-157,161+ 11922+ 
KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
SEE--SPECIAL REPORT (KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) 
KIM, BANG JA SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AND 
EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS, A KEYWORD INDEX 
1976// 
KIM, BANG JA SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION AND EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS, AN INDEX (1887-1974) 
1975// 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 170-257(258-291) 1899-1921 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR BULLETIN 
ND 1-222,224-236// 1908-1964// 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MEMOIR BULLETIN 
ND 1-6,9 1934-1950 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION QUARTERLY BULLETIN 
V 1-39(40)41-50// 1918-1968// 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
V 1-33// 1964-1971// 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
ND 1+ 1963+ 
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL BULLETIN 

















































MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1-181,183-294// 1908-1964// 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL 
REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
1984+ 
MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1887-1963 
MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l-90,(129-489)490+ 1888+ 
MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MISCELLANEOUS 
PUBLICATION 
1978/1980+ 
MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MISCELLANEOUS REPORT (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA REPORT (MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION)) 
NO l-3,5-8,ll,14-22,24-37,39-44,47, 1939-1979 
49-54,56-75,95,103,115,121,166-167 
MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN 
NO 1-231,233-341// 1921-1984// 
MINNESOTA FARM AND HOME SCIENCE (CONTINUED BV MINNESOTA SCIENCE) 
V 1-22// 1943-1965// 
MINNESOTA REPORT (MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) (CONTINUES MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
MISCELLANEOUS REPORT) 
NO 180+ 1982+ 
MINNESOTA SCIENCE (CONTINUES MINNESOTA FARM AND HOME SCIENCE) 
V 23+ 1966+ 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1896-1903 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN NO Cl-886)// 1888-1970// 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 10,36-360 1910-1958 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO l-179,181-449,451+ 1910+ 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
NO Cl-104),107+ 1961+ 
MONTANA AGRESEARCH 
v l+ 1984+ 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION LISTS AND INDEXES FOR 
BULLETIN AND CIRCULARS 
1894-1951 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1894-1952 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1894+ 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-251 1910-1971 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 210-213// 1983// 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
v l+ 1983+ 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 













































NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO Cl-259)260+ 1887+ 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-76,78-118 1917-1965 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION FARM, RANCH AND HOME QUARTERLY 
SEE--NEBRASKA EXPERIMENT STATION QUARTERLY 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ~ISCELLANEOUS 
PUBLICATIONS 
NO l+ 1952+ 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION OUTSTATE TESTING 
CIRCULAR 
NO 52,65+ 1956+ 
NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO 1-182,184+ 1912+ 
NEBRASKA EXPERIMENT STATION QUARTERLY (CONTINUED BY I AN R QUARTERLY> 
V 1-31// 1952-1985// 
NEVADA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL ,REPORT (1888-1950) 
NEVADA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
NO 1-33 
NEVADA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
NO Cl-235)// 
NEVADA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
NO Cl-46) 
NEVADA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
NO 2-18 














NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1889-1972 
NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l-388(389-521)522-665 1891-1978 
NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 1-382 1955-1978 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION A E RES (CONTINUED BY 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RB> 
NO 1-93/14// 1958-1993// 




NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CORNELL 
INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT BULLETIN 
V l+ 1963+ 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION FARM ECONOMICS 
NO 9-218// 1923-1960// 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GENEVA BULLETIN (CONTINUED BY SEARCH CNEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION GENEVA>> 
NO l-292,298-524,526-831// 1883-1970// 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GENEVA RESEARCH 
CIRCULAR SERIES (CONTINUED BY NEW YORK'S FOOD AND LIFE 
SCIENCES BULLETIN> 











































NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GENEVA SEED 
RESEARCH CIRCULAR 
NO 1-3// 1965-1968// 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ITHACA BULLETIN 
NO 6-1031// 1889-1973// 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ITHACA MEMOIRS (CONTINUED BY SEARCH CNEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION GENEVA)) 
NO l-27CBOUND WITH ANNUAL REPORT) 1913-1970// 
21-142,166-273(274)275-410// 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ITHACA REPORT OF THE 
STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
1888+ 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RB (CONTINUES NEW YORK 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION A E RES> 
CFOR SELECTED ISSUES SEE HTTP //WWW CPDMP CORNELL EDU/PUBS/PUBS 
HTML> 
V 94-1+ 1994+ 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RURAL SCHOOL 
LEAFLET (CONTINUED BY CORNELL SCIENCE LEAFLET> 
V l-27,(29-32)33-51// 1907-1958// 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
NO 55+ 1985+ 
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1-288 1906-1949 
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL 
AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
V 4,6+ 1976+ 
NEW YORK'S FOOD AND LIFE SCIENCE BULLETIN (CONTINUES NEW YORK 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GENEVA RESEARCH CIRCULAR SERIES> 
NO 2,5,8,11-49,51+ 1970+ 
NEW YORK'S FOOD AND LIFE SCIENCES QUARTERLY (CONTINUES FARM 
RESEARCH> (CONTINUED BY CORNELL FOCUS> 
V 1-20// 1968-1990// 
NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1890-1898,1900-1916, 
1941-1942,1947-1948 
NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-471,474+ 1891+ 
NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-73// 1914-1946// 
NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 1-30 1960-1969 
NORTH DAKOTA FARM RESEARCH 
v l+ 1938+ 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-156 1888-1915 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION OHIO REPORT ON 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN BIOLOGY, AGRICULTURE, AND HOME 
ECONOMICS (CONTINUED BY OHIO 21) 
NO 1-261,V 35-(71)// 1916-1949,1959-1985// 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL CIRCULAR (CONTINUED BY OHIO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
SPECIAL CIRCULAR) 
NO 18,36-37,47,49,51,55,58,60,63,65, 1929-1961// 
67-68,70,72-80,82,84,87-97// 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT SERIES 











































OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1-9,11 \ 1889-1947 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRONOMY AGRONOMY DEPARTMENT SERIES 1 
NO 149+ 1958+ 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER RESEARCH 
BULLETIN 
NO (2-1021)1022+ 1888+ 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER RESEARCH 
CIRCULAR 
NO 1-55,57-97,99+ 1948+ 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER RESEARCH 
SUMMARY 
NO 1-41,47-50,52-62,64-69,71-82 1965-1972 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER SPECIAL 
CIRCULAR (CONTINUES OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL 
CIRCULAR) 
NO 98,100+ 1970+ 
OHIO 21 (CONTINUES OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION OHIO 
REPORT ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN BIOLOGY, AGRICULTURE AND 
HOME ECONOMICS) 
V 1-5// 1987-1991// 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT P (CONTINUES OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PROGRESS 
REPORT P) 
V 657+ 1972+ 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANALYTICAL INDEX 
1891-1956 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1895+ 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO (8-82)83-138 1908-1956 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MISCELLANEOUS 
PUBLICATION 
NO l+ 1940+ 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PANHANDLE BULLETIN 
NO 3-4,7,9,11-66 1928-1940 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PROCESSED SERIES (CONTINUED BY OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
PROGRESS REPORT P) 
NO 297-606// 1958-1969// 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PROGRESS REPORT P (CONTINUES OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
PROCESSED SERIES) (CONTINUED BY OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT P) 
NO 607-656// 1969-1971// 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT 
1893-1911,1916-1952, 
1956-1966,1977-1989 
OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1+ 1939+ 
OKLAHOMA CURRENT FARM ECONOMICS 
V (1-4)5-23(24)25+ 1927+ 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
AGRICULTURE AT OSU 
V 16+ 1986+ 





































OREGON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BIENNIAL CROP REST AND 
HORTICULTURAL REPORT 
V 1-3 1911-1920 
OREGON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION STATION BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1888+ 
OREGON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 7,12-13,27,29-182 1910-1949 
OREGON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1+ 1943+ 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
CIRCULAR OF INFORMATION 
NO 691+ 1982+ 
PR CTEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION> 
PR 3479+ 1978+ 
PENNSYLVANIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1887-1917 
PENNSYLVANIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
NO 1-792,857+ 







PURDUE AGRICULTURE (CONTINUES INDIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION ANNUAL REPORT> (CONTINUED BV PURDUE AGRICULTURES 
MAGAZINE) 




SEARCH CNEW VORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GENEVA) (CONTINUES, IN PART, THE ITHACA, NV EXPERIMENT STATION'S BULLETIN 
AND MEMOIRS SERIES> (CONTINUED BV SEARCH AGRICULTURE (CORNELL 
UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ITHACA)) 
V 1(2)3(4-6)7-8(9)// 1970-1979// 
SEARCH AGRICULTURE (CORNELL UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION ITHACA) (CONTINUES SEARCH CNEW VORK 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION GENEVA)) 
V l+ 1980+ 
SHEEP DAV PROCEEDINGS AND RESEARCH REPORTS (CONTINUES SHEEP FIELD 
DAV> 
1979+ 




SOCIOLOGY OF RURAL LIFE (MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION> 
V l+ 1978+ 
INDEX WALL SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AND EXTENSION SERVICE 
630 7 PUBLICATIONS INDEX 
S087 01 1986// 
630 7 SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AES INFO SERIES 
S087 14 NO 1,2,5,6,7,9CMF & P)9CP)+ 1968-1974CMF)1968CP)+ 
630 7 SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AGRICULTURAL 
5087 11 ENGINEERING PAMPHLET 
NO 1-4CP & MF)// 1942-1949// 
PAPER COPV IN ARCHIVES 
630 7 SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AGRONOMY PAMPHLET 
S087 NO 1-17,19,21-27,29-32,34-36,38-85, 1944-1968// 



































SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
PAMPHLET 
NO l-3CMF & P)// 1959-1961// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT BEEF CATTLE FIELD DAV (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT CATTLE 
FEEDERS DAV) 
NO 6-14CMF & P)// 1962-1970CMF & P)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT CATTLE FEEDERS DAV (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT BEEF CATTLE FIELD 
DAV) 
NO 15-18CMF)l5CP)+ 1971-1974CMF)l971CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT POULTRY-MEATS SECTION POULTRY DAV 
NO l-6CMF)lCP)+ 1969-1974CMF)l969CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANIMAL SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT SWINE DAV 
NO 2-13,15-18CMF), 
NO 2-13,15CP)+ 1958-1969,1971-1974 CMF),1958-1969,1971-
1978,1980CP)+ 




SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l-628CMF),l-565,567CP)+ 1887-1974CMF)l887CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO l-12,14-231CMF & P)232CP)+ 1920-1975CMF),1920CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SOUTH DAKOTA SOIL FERTILITY 
RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT) 
1976-1981// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ECONOMICS 
DEPARTMENT AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS PAMPHLET (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 
ECONOMICS PAMPHLET) 
NO l-123CMF),l-2,4-123CP)// 1942-1967// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ECONOMICS 
DEPARTMENT ECONOMICS PAMPHLET (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS PAMPHLET) 
NO 124-145CMF),124-157CP)// 1965-1974CMF), 
1965-1980CP)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ENTOMOLOGY PAMPHLET 
NO l-16CMF & P)// 1940-1952// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION HOME ECONOMICS 
DEPARTMENT HOME ECONOMICS PAMPHLET 
NO l,2,4,7CMF & P)// 1943-1947// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION HORTICULTURE 
PAMPHLET 
NO 26-30,32-35,37-38,52CP & MF)// 1943-1959// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION JAMES VALLEY 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND EXTENSION SERVICE ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 
1973,1976-1983CMF & P)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MIMEOGRAPH PAMPHLET 








































SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PLANT PATHOLOGY 
PAMPHLET 
NO 1-12CP & MF)// 1942-1962// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION PLANT SCIENCE 
PAMPHLET 
NO 1-12,14-17,19CMF & P)20CP)+ 1968-1974CMF),1968CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
PAMPHLET 
NO 1-97,99-124CMF),2-129CP)// 1940-1977// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SOIL SURVEY SERIES 
NO 1-5CP & MF)// 1955-1962// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SOUTH DAKOTA SOIL 
FERTILITY RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT) 
1982 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SOUTHEAST SOUTH 
DAKOTA EXPERIMENTAL FARM PROGRESS REPORT 
NO 3,5-8,ll-14CMF),3,5-8,11CP)+ 1963-1974CMF),1963CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION STATION CHEMISTRY 
PAMPHLET 
NO 1-2CMF & P)// 1943-1944// 
SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
NO 1-41CMF),1CP)+ 1939-1974CMF),1939CP)+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA BEEF REPORT (CONTINUES CATTLE FEEDER DAY AND COW-CALF 
DAY) 
1986+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA FARM AND HOME RESEARCH (SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION) 
V 1-25CMF),1CP)+ 1949-1974CMF),1949CP)+ 
INDEX 1978-1985 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE AND 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MASTER COMMUNICATIONS CATALOG 
CURRENT VEAR 
SPECIAL REPORT (KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION) 
1984+ 
STATION BULLETIN CWEST LAFAYETTE, IND) 
NO 121+ 1976+ 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN (WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF 
AGRICULTURE RESEARCH CENTER) 
NO 80-98// 1975-1982// 
TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS A 
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
1983+ 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION REPORT 
V 83-88 1983-1988 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1888-1949// 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-70,72-86,88,90-132,133-135,137-141, 
143+ 




TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CONSOLIDATED PROGRESS 
REPORTS 













































TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL REPORT 
V 83+ 1983+ 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION MISCELLANEOUS 
PUBLICATION 
NO (59-755)756+ 1950+ 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH MONOGRAPH 
NO l+ 1973+ 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL MONOGRAPH 
NO l+ 1964+ 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE LEAFLET 
NO 2081+ 1984+ 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1890-1906// 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BIENNIAL REPORT 
1950-1968 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV UTAH 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN) 
NO 1-501// 1890-1981// 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO l-130,132-151 1904-1968 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN (CONTINUES UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN) 
NO 508-516// 1983-1989// 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 64+ 1981+ 
UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
NO 1-20 1949-1966 
UTAH FARM AND HOME SCIENCE (CONTINUES FARM AND HOME SCIENCE) (CONTINUED BV UTAH SCIENCE) 
V 23-26// 1962-1965// 
UTAH SCIENCE (CONTINUES UTAH FARM AND HOME SCIENCE) 
V 26+ 1965+ 
WASHINGTON CSTATE) STATE UNIVERSITY, PULLMAN COLLEGE OF 
AGRICULTURE RESEARCH CENTER TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
SEE--WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 
WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1891-1936 
WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION POPULAR BULLETIN 
NO Cl-85)86-200 1908-1949 
WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT OF 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
1938-1942 
WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH CENTER 
BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1892+ 
WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN (CONTINUED BV TECHNICAL BULLETIN (WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE RESEARCH CENTER)) 
NO 1-79// 1950-1974// 
WASHINGTON'S LAND AND PEOPLE 
v l+ 1987+ 




















WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 16-601 1884-1971 
NO 3-15 BOUND WITH ANNUAL REPORT 
WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO l-252,254-255,257-282// 1909-1972// 
WYOMING AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
NO 1-62// 1891-1952// 
WYOMING AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l-199,201-249,252+ 1891+ 
WYOMING AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
V 14-16,25,30,32-61,63-73,75 1919-1965 
WYOMING AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH JOURNAL 
NO 87+ 1975+ 
WYOMING AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SCIENCE MONOGRAPH 
























































ALABAMA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NL l,3,6-8,10-38,54-56,58-59 1930-1973 
ARKANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-27 1925-1960 
ARKANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 1-28 1959-1976 
FLORIDA ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
BULLETIN 
NO l-101,lll-120,127,130,133-134,136, 1933-1972// 
138// 
FLORIDA ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
LEAFLET 
NO 157-190,192-194,196-198// 1963-1970// 
FLORIDA ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
TECHNICAL PAPER 
NO 273-278,280-282,329,442-445,447-461// 1963-1970// 
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION A SUMMARY OF 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
1957-1973,1976-1981 
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 2-506 1905-1972 
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
V 1-83// 1905-1964// 
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION REPRINT SERIES 
V 4-36,61-62,64// 1935-1963// 
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL REPORT 
NO 1-10// 1962-1964// 
INDIANA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CPURDUE UNIVERSITY) 
RESEARCH SERIES 
NO 1-158// 1918-1967// 
INDIANA ENGINEERING EXTENSION DEPARTMENT (PURDUE UNIVERSITY) 
CIRCULAR 
NO 2-11 1924-1929 
INDIANA ENGINEERING EXTENSION DEPARTMENT (PURDUE UNIVERSITY) 
EXTENSION SERIES 
NO 1-96,99-111,113+ 1922+ 
IOWA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 13-198// 1909-1961// 
IOWA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ENGINEERING REPORT 
NO 1-71 1949-1969 
IOWA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
HIGHLIGHTS 
V 1-5 1966-1975 
IOWA ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE BULLETIN 
NO 6-100,102-125,127-130 1914-1958 
IOWA STATE ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
SEE--IOWA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ENGINEERING RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 
KANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-101 1914-1970 
KANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN OF 
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE 




















































KANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULAR 
NO 1-4,6-14 1950-1957 
KANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ENGINEERING BULLETIN 
NO 2,5-20,26 1914-1950 
KANSAS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION SPECIAL REPORT 
NO 1-89 1959-1970 
MAINE TECHNICAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 2-43,45 1916-1965 
MICHIGAN ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ANNUAL REPORT 
1965-1969 
MICHIGAN ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-74, 76-112 1925-1953 
MINNESOTA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-27,29-35 1923-1952 
MINNESOTA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL PAPER 
NO 1-60 1938-1947 
MISSOURI ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ENGINEERING SERIES 
NO 1-36 1910-1936 
MONTANA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-26,29-30// 1936-1963// 
NEW YORK ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l-3,5,7-8,10-20,22-35 1923-1947 
NORTH CAROLINA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 2-14,16-54,56-147 1928-1969 
OHIO ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 5-6,9-10,12-14, 17-205// 




OHIO ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION NEWS IN ENGINEERING 
V 1-40(41)42+ 1929+ 
OKLAHOMA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION PUBLICATION 
NO l-144,146-149,151// 1930-1967// 
OREGON ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-45,49,55 




PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND 
ARCHITECTURE ENGINEERING RESEARCH BULLETIN 
NO 7-12,14,16-109// 1913-1973// 
605 QUEST WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT QU38 STATION 
620 6 
S087 12 
V 1-18// 1963-1987// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 



























TENNESSEE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-41 1922-1974 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE ENGINEERING 
EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO 1-77,79-140 1915-1958 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE ENGINEERING 
EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH REPORT 
NO 1-68// 1948-1962// 
VIRGINIA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION SERIES 
NO l+ 
VIRGINIA ENGINEERING EXTENSION DIVISION SERIES 
NO 1-3,6-46,48// 
WASHINGTON ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
1923+ 
1924-1954// 
NO 1-119,313+ 1916+ 
WASHINGTON ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION ENGINEERING 
BULLETIN 
NO 7-21,25-43,45-74 1921-1950 
WEST VIRGINIA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN 
NO l+ 1927+ 
WEST VIRGINIA ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION RESEARCH 
BULLETIN 




STATE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
ADLIBS CS D SU) 
JANUARY 1975-





CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
COMPUTER RAMBLINGS CS D SU) 
V 1-5// 1985-1989// 
630 732 DAIRY CONFERENCE CS D SU) (CONTINUES DAIRYMEN'S CONFERENCE 
SOBS 3D32 CS D SU)) (CONTINUED BY PROCEEDINGS DAIRY/FORAGE CONFERENCE 
CS D SU)) 
1990// 
630 732 DAIRYMEN'S CONFERENCE CS D s u ) (CONTINUED BY DAIRY 
SOBS 3D3 CONFERENCE CS D SU)) 
1978-1988CMF 
SERIALS ECONOMICS COMMENTATOR CS D S u ) (CONTINUES ECONOMICS NEWSLETTER 
DEPARTMENT CS D SU)) NO 269+ 1989+ 
630 732 ECONOMICS NEWSLETTER CS D SU) C CONTINUED BY ECONOMICS 
SOBS 4N COMMENTATOR CS D SU)) 
NO l-230CMF)231-168CMF AND PAPER)// 1972-1988// 
630 732 FIELD FACTS CS D SU) CMERGER OF PEST-0-GRAM AND CROPS & SOILS 
SOBS 7I4 MANAGEMENT) 
V l+ 1986+ 
630 71705 FOUR-H CLUB DOINGS CS D SU) (CONTINUED BY FOUR-H DOINGS) 
F825 V C7-14)15-29C30)31-32C33-36),38-52// 1933-1972// 
AND 
630 71705 FOUR-H DOINGS CS D SU) (CONTINUES FOUR-H CLUB DOINGS) (CONTINUED 
F825 BY SOUTH DAKOTA FOUR-H DOINGS) 
V 53-(58)// 1973-1978// 
630 732 HEART OF AMERICA D-H-I-A NEWS (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA D-H-I-A NEWS) 
SOBS 3D2 V l+ 1995+ 
630 732 IDAHO COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
ID 
630 732 ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
IL 
630 7 ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE FARM INCOME TAX SCHOOLS 
IL614 WORKBOOK 
CURRENT EDITION ONLY 
630 732 INDIANA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
IN 
630 732 INSECT NEWSLETTER CS D SU) (CONTINUED BY PEST-0-GRAM) 
SOBS 7I V 15-(23)// 1975-1983// 
630 732 IOWA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
IA 
630 732 KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE c 
Kl2 NO 400+ 1975+ 
630 732 KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION ENGINEERING IN 
Kl3C2 KANSAS CIVIL DEFENSE 
NO 1-3,6-9// 1966-1978// 
630 732 KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION ENGINEERING IN 
Kl3E3 KANSAS ELECTRIFICATION 
NO 1-34// 1965-1978// 
630 732 KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION ENGINEERING IN 
Kl3I5 KANSAS IRRIGATION 
NO 1-8// 1965-1978// 
630 732 
Kl3 
KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE L (LEAFLET) 














































STATE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE MF 
NO 900+ 
KANSAS EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
SEE--KANSAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE C 
KENTUCKY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE AEC 
NO 5+ 
KENTUCKY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE ASC 
NO 3+ 
KENTUCKY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE ENT 
NO l+ 
KENTUCKY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE FOR 
NO 2+ 
KENTUCKY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE ID 
NO 3+ 







MINNESOTA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION BULLETIN 
NO 361+ 1970+ 
MISSOURI COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
NEBRASKA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
NEVADA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
NEW MEXICO COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
NEW YORK COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
NORTH CENTRAL REGION COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
PUBLICATIONS 
NORTH DAKOTA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
OHIO COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
OREGON COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
PUBLICATIONS 
PENNSYLVANIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
PEST-0-GRAM CS D SU) CMERGER OF INSECT NEWSLETTER AND WEED WILTER) (MERGED WITH CROPS & SOILS MANAGEMENT TO FORM FIELD FACTS) 
V l-C3)CMF AND P)// 1983-(1986)// 
630 732 PROCEEDINGS DAIRY/FORAGE CONFERENCE CS D SU) (CONTINUES DAIRY 




SOUTH DAKOTA D-H-I-A NEWS (CONTINUED BY HEART OF AMERICA D-H-I-A 
NEWS) 
1975-1994CMF AND P)// 
630 71705 SOUTH DAKOTA FOUR-H DOINGS (CONTINUES FOUR-H DOINGS) 


































STATE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
SOUTH DAKOTA NATURAL RESOURCES NEWSLETTER 
V 1-5CMF AND P)// JAN 1976-APR/MAY 
1980// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
AMOUNG OURSELVES 
V 1-3,6CMF & P)// 1925-1930// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
CIRCULAR 
NO l+ 1919+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
DAKOTA ZEPHYR 
V Cl-3)4-8CP)// 1935-1944// 
V 1C2-3)4-7C8)CMF)// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
EXTENSION FARM-HOME NEWS (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE NEWSLETTER) (CONTINUED BY SOUTH 
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSTION SERVICE FARM-HOME 
NEWS) 
V C5)-6CMF)PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES// 1938-1939// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
EXTENSION LEAFLET 
NO 1-28,36-37,39-85,87-126,128-158, 1921-1965CP & MF)// 
160-194,196-208CP & MF)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
EXTENSION OFFSET CIRCULAR 
NO 5-6,8-10,15-16CMF,P)// 1946-1948// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FARM AND RANCH ECONOMIC REVIEW 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES Cl947)-C1953)CMF & P)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FARM ECONOMIC REVIEW AND OUTLOOK 
NO 1-67,69-90,92-136,138-160CP & MF)// 1925-1939CP & MF)// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FARM-HOME NEWS (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION FARM-HOME NEWS) 
V 6(7-9)// 1939-1941// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FOOD ECONOMIC LEAFLET 
NO 1-10,13-16,18-24CMF & P)// 1931-1934// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
JUNIOR EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
NO 17-19,21-28,34,36CMF & P)// 1919-1921// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
NEWS LETTER (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE 
EXTENSION SERVICE EXTENSION FARM HOME NEWS) 
V C2,4,5)CMF & P)// 1935,1937-1938// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
READING IN THE HOME 
NO 5,12,14 CMF & P)// 1934,1940/43,1942/43// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
RURAL PROGRAM SERVICE 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES CMAY 1924-AUG 1939) 
CMF & P) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SOUTH DAKOTA EXTENSION REVIEW 






























STATE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SOUTH DAKOTA FARM OUTLOOK 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 1941CMF & P) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 1953CMF & P) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT FARM BUREAU ACTIVITIES 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 1919-1921CMF & P) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE MIMEOGRAPHED CIRCULAR 
NO Cl01-600CMF)),101CP)+ 1936+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
EXTENSION SERVICE SPECIAL EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
NO l-20,22-38,40-47,49-52CMF)// 1928-1948// 
NO 4,7,12,15,20,23-24,26-27,29-31,33-36, 
38,40-46C47),49-51CP) 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
EXTENSION SERVICE WAR FOOD SERIES 
NO l,2,6,7CMF)// 1944-1945// 
NO l,2,5-7CP)// 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
BABY BASICS 
V 1-11// 1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
BEEF PRODUCTION HANDBOOK 
UPDATED FREQUENTLY CURRENT 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
CROPS AND SOILS MANAGEMENT (CONTINUES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE SOIL FERTILITY NOTES) (MERGED WITH 
PEST-O-GRAM TO FORM FIELD FACTS) 
V l-3CMF AND P)// 1983-1985// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
DISTRIBUTOR 
V 1-5// 1978-1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
ENVIRONMENTAL NEWSLETTER 
1975// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
EXTENSION HOME ECONOMICS RESOURCEFUL LIVING 
V l+ 1985+ 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FACT SHEET 
NO Cl-554)CMF),Cl-616)617CP)+ 1959+ 
SOUTH 1DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FOOD PHONE 
V 1-43// 1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
FOOD, OUR RESOURCE 
V 1-4// 1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
MEASURE YOUR SEW-HOW 
V 3,NO 1-9// 1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION PROJECT 
V 1 NO 1-10 1982 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
PORK INDUSTRY HANDBOOK 






























STATE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SHEEP REPORT 1975(1976)1977(1978) 
Cl980H981// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SOIL FERTILITY NOTES (CONTINUED BY SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE CROPS AND SOILS MANAGEMENT) 
1979-1980,1982// 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
SPECIAL REPORT 





SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE I 
SPECIAL SERIES/ANNUAL REPORT 
NO 10,14,18,19CMF),l,2,7,10,14CP)+ 1970-1974CMF),1964CP)+ 
PAPER COPY IN ARCHIVES 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE J 
STRESS ON THE FARM 
V 2 NO 1-16 1982 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
VETERINARY NEWSLETTER 
V 1-(6) 1980-1985 




SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY COOERATIVE EXTENSION EXTENSION 
EXTRA 
1986+ 
TEXAS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
US FEDERAL EXTENSION SERVICE ANNUAL NARRATIVE AND STATISTICAL 
REPORTS FROM STATE OFFICES AND COUNTY AGENTS (SOUTH DAKOTA) 
1913-1968CMF)// 
UTAH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
WASHINGTON COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
WEED WILTER (MERGED WITH INSECT NEWSLETTER TO FORM PEST-0-GRAM) 
V C3)4-10Cll)CMF AND Pl// 1975-1983// 
WESTERN REGIONAL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 
WISCONSIN COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS 





NEWSPAPER ABERDEEN AMERICAN NEWS 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER ALEXANDRIA HERALD 
ONE MONTH FILE 
ARGUS LEADER 
NEWSPAPERS 
SEE--SIOUX FALLS ARGUS LEADER 





ONE MONTH FILE 
AURORA REVIEW 
AURORA TIMES 
NEWSPAPER BELLE FOURCHE POST 





BLACK HILLS DAILY PIONEER 
BLACK HILLS DAILY TIMES 





ONE MONTH FILE 
BLACK HILLS WEEKLY PIONEER 
BLACK HILLS WEEKLY TIMES 
NEWSPAPER BOSTON GLOBE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER BRIDGEWATER TRIBUNE 







BROOKINGS COUNTY PRESS 
BROOKINGS COUNTY SENTINEL 
BROOKINGS DAILY PRESS 
ON REEL 14 OF VOLGA TRIBUNE 
APR 18-AUG 8, 1917CMF) 
JULY 27,1897-
JANUARV 6,1910CMF) 
SEPT 30-NOV 5,1879, 
JAN 16-JUNE 30,1883, 
APR 22-DEC 31,1886, 
JAN I-JUNE 30,1888 
1882CMF) 
OCT 11-NOV 15, 1879CMF) 




DEC 26, 1890CMF) 
JUNE 7-SEPT 4, 1886CMF) 








NEWSPAPER CHAMBERLAIN REGISTER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER CHICAGO TRIBUNE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER CHINA DAILY 





JULY 7- NOV 10,1904CMF) 
MAR 2-DEC 28, 1916 
CMF) 
NEWSPAPERS 
NEWSPAPER CHINA POST 
ONE MONTH FILE 
071 CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH 
C461 NEWSPAPERS) 
INDEX_WALL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR INDEX 
071 
C462 
NEWSPAPER CLARK COUNTY COURIER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER CLEAR LAKE COURIER 




SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION COLLEGIAN 




















KEEP CURRENT MONTH 
SEARCHBANK-GENERAL BUSINESSFILE ASAP 
DAKOTA COLLEGIAN 
SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT'S 
DE SMET NEWS 
ONE MONTH FILE 
DEADWOOD DAILY PIONEER 
DEMOCRAT 
DENVER POST 
ONE MONTH FILE 
DES MOINES REGISTER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
EMERY ENTERPRISE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
EUREKA NORTHWEST BLADE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
EXCELSIOR 
ONE MONTH FILE 
FARGO FORUM 
ONE MONTH FILE 
FRANCE AMERIQUE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
FREE CHINA JOURNAL 
ONE MONTH FILE 
FREEMAN COURIER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
HAMLIN COUNTY REPUBLICAN 
ONE MONTH FILE 
HANKOOK ILBO 
THREE MONTH FILE 
HIGHMORE HERALD 
ONE MONTH FILE 
HOT SPRINGS STAR 
ONE MONTH FILE 
HURON DAILY PLAINSMAN 





AUGUST 26, 1859CMF) 
NEWSPAPERS 
NEWSPAPER INDIA ABROAD 
ONE MONTH FILE 
070 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY (CONTINUES LAKOTA TIMES) 
L33 (CURRENT ISSUES IN PAPER, KEPT UNTIL MICROFILM ARRIVES) 
1992+ 
COPY 2, ON RESERVE 




SEE--SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION COLLEGIAN 
RESERVE IRAN TIMES 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER ISLAMIC REPUBLIC 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER KADOKA PRESS 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER KAYHAN INTERNATIONAL 




ONE MONTH FILE 
LAKOTA TIMES (CONTINUED BY INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY) 
NEWSPAPER LEMMON LEADER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER LITERATURNAIA GAZETA 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER LOS ANGELES TIMES 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MADISON DAILY LEADER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MANCHESTER GUARDIAN WEEKLY 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MEADE COUNTY TIMES TRIBUNE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MILBANK GRANT COUNTY REVIEW 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MILLER PRESS 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MINER COUNTY PIONEER 





071 MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE (CONTINUES MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE) 
M667 (CONTINUED BY STAR TRIBUNE (MINNEAPOLIS, MINN)) 
1982-1987CMF)// 
INDEX WALL MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE INDEX (CONTINUES MINNEAPOLIS 
M6651 TRIBUNE AND MINNEAPOLIS STAR INDEX) 
1983-1986 
071 MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE (CONTINUED BY MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE) 
M666 1956-1982CMF)// 
INDEX WALL MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE AND MINNEAPOLIS STAR INDEX (CONTINUED BY 
071 MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE INDEX) 
M6651 1971-1982// 
514 -
NEWSPAPER MITCHELL REPUBLIC 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MOBRIDGE TRIBUNE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPERS 
NEWSPAPER MONDE EDITION INTERNATIONALE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER MOODY COUNTY ENTERPRISE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
071 
N48 
NEW YORK TIMES (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH NEWSPAPERS) 
1851CMFH 
INDEX WALL NEW YORK TIMES INDEX 
071 
N482 
NEWSPAPER OMAHA WORLD HERALD 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER PEOPLE'S DAILY (CHINA) 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER PEOPLE'S KOREA 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER PHOENIX ARIZONA REPUBLIC 
ONE MONTH FILE, SUNDAY ONLY 
NEWSPAPER PIERRE DAILY CAPITOL JOURNAL 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER RAPID CITY JOURNAL 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER REDFIELD PRESS 
ONE MONTH FILE 
RENMIN RIBAO 
SEE--PEOPLE'S DAILY (BEIJING, CHINA) 
NEWSPAPER REPORTER AND FARMER (WEBSTER, SD) 
SEE--WEBSTER REPORTER AND FARMER 
NEWSPAPER RIYADH DAILY 
2 MONTH FILE 
MF SAINT PAUL WEEKLY PIONEER AND DEMOCRAT 
NEWSPAPER 




070 SIOUX FALLS ARGUS-LEADER (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH 
Dl4 NEWSPAPERS) 
INDEX WALL SIOUX FALLS ARGUS-LEADER INDEX 
070 
Dl4 
070 SIOUX FALLS DAILY ARGUS 
Dl4 
MF SIOUX FALLS DAILY PANTAGRAPH 
NEWSPAPER 
071 SIOUX FALLS DAKOTA BELL 
Dl495 





MAY 1, 1886-APRIL 4, 
1887CMF) 
SEPT 25,1878CMF) 
APRIL 16-AUGUST 27, 
1887CMF) 
SEPTEMBER 12, 1877-
JUNE 1, 1882CMF) 
NEWSPAPERS 
071 SIOUX FALLS DEMOCRAT 
Dl495 AUG 26, 1859CMF) 
070 SIOUX FALLS INDEPENDENT 
Dl4 APRIL 10, 1873-MARCH 
30, 1876CMF) 
070 SIOUX FALLS WEEKLV ARGUS-LEADER 
Dl4 APRIL 6-SEPTEMBER 28 
1887CMF> 
071 SIOUX FALLS WEEKLV PRESS 
Dl495 V 1, NO 13 CMF) JUNE 1, 1882 CMF) 
NEWSPAPER SISSETON COURIER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
378 783 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITV STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION 
SOB 43 COLLEGIAN (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH NEWSPAPERS) 
V lCMF & P)+ 1893+ 
PAPER COPV IN ARCHIVES 
INDEX WALL SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITV STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION 
378 783 COLLEGIAN INDEX 
SOB 43 1980+ 
MF SOUTH DAKOTA MISCELLANEOUS NEWSPAPER TITLES 
NEWSPAPER 
NEWSPAPER STAR CMALAVSIAN) 
ONE MONTH FILE 
1876-1918CMF) 
071 STAR TRIBUNE (MINNEAPOLIS, MINN) (CONTINUES MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND 
M6672 TRIBUNE) (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH NEWSPAPERS) 
070 TEMPEST 
T24 CURRENT SIX MONTHS 
NEWSPAPER TIMES OF INDIA 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER TODD COUNTV TRIBUNE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER TORONTO GLOBE AND MAIL 
ONE MONTH FILE 
1987CMF)+ 





US A TODAV INDEX 
UNION AND DAKOTIAN 
SEE--VANKTON UNION AND DAKOTIAN 
NEWSPAPER VERMILLION PLAIN TALK 
ONE MONTH FILE 
071 VOLGA TRIBUNE (CURRENT ISSUES IN NEWSPAPER AREA) 
1982+ 
V883 ONE MONTH FILE Cl884-1952)CMF),CURRENT 
NEWSPAPER W 
KEEP CURRENT MONTH 
NEWSPAPER WAGNER POST 
ONE MONTH FILE 
ISSUES IN PAPER 
071 WALL STREET JOURNAL (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH NEWSPAPERS) 
Wl55 1967+CMF) 






071 WASHINGTON POST (CURRENT ISSUES SHELVED WITH NEWSPAPERS) 
W276 1989CMF)+ 
NEWSPAPER WATERTOWN PUBLIC OPINION 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER WEBSTER REPORTER AND FARMER 
ONE MONTH FILE 
MF WEEKLY DAKOTIAN 
NEWSPAPER 
MF WEEKLY PIONEER AND DEMOCRAT 
071 
W418 
NEWSPAPER WEST RIVER PROGRESS 




NEWSPAPER WILMOT ENTERPRISE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER WINNER ADVOCATE 
ONE MONTH FILE 
NEWSPAPER WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY 
KEEP CURRENT MONTH 
NEWSPAPER YANKTON DAILY PRESS AND DAKOTAN 
ONE MONTH FILE 
071 
0149 
YANKTON DAKOTA WEEKLY UNION 
JUNE 6-SEPTEMBER 24, 
1864CMF) 
Cl855-1859)CMF)// 
JAN -AUG 1907,MAR -MAY 
1923CMF) 
JUNE 21-AUG 23, 1864 
CMF) 
071 YANKTON DAKOTIAN (CONTINUES YANKTON WEEKLY DAKOTIAN) 
0149 1862-1863 CMF) 
071 YANKTON PRESS 
Yl5 AUG 10,1870-JAN 10, 
1872, JAN 17,1872-









YANKTON PRESS AND DAKOTAIAN 
YANKTON PRESS AND UNION AND DAKOTIAN 
YANKTON UNION AND DAKOTAN 
YANKTON WEEKLY DAKOTAN 
NEWSPAPER YOUTH POST (BEIJING, CHINA) 
ONE MONTH FILE 
- 517 -
NOVEMBER 20, 1873-
MARCH 25, 1875, APRIL 
26, 1886-MAY 24, 1889 
CMF) 
NOV 20, 1873-MAR 25, 
1975 CMF) 
NOV 18, 1864-SEPT 
12, 1868, SEPT 18, 
1868-JAN 12, 1871 
CMF) 
JUNE 6, 1861-
SEPT 24, 1864CMF) 
